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PEEFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

In 1898 I accepted an invitation to deliver to the

students of tiie Harvard Law School a short course of

lectures on the History of Enghsh Law during the

last century. It occurred to me that this duty might

best be performed by tracing out the relation during

the last hundred years between the progress of Enghsh

law and the course of pubhc opinion in England. This

treatment of my subject possessed two recommenda-

tions. It enabled me to survey the law of England

as a whole, without any attempt to go through the

whole of the law ; it opened, as I hoped, to my hearers

a novel and interesting view of modern legislation

;

a mass of irregular, fragmentary, ill expressed, and,

as it might seem, illogical or purposeless enactments,

gains a new meaning and obtains a kind of consist-

ency when seen to be the work of permanent currefits

of opinion.

The lectures dehvered at Harvard were the basis

of courses of lectures which, after having undergone

sometimes expansion and sometimes curtailment, have

vii
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LAW AND OPINION IN ENGLAND

been during the last five years delivered at Oxford.

Of the lectures originally given in America, and thus

reconsidered and rewritten, this book is the outcome.

To them it owes both its form and its character.

The form of lectures has been studiously preserved,

so that my readers may not forget that my book

pretends to be nothing but a course of lectures, and

that a lecture must from its very nature present a

mere outhne of the topic with which it deals, and

ought to be the explanation and illustration of a few

elementary principles imderlying some subject of

interest.

The character of my book may require some ex-

planation, since it may easily be misconceived. Even

for the nineteenth century the book is not a history

of EngUsh law ; stiU less is it a history of EngHsh

opinion. It is an attempt to follow out the connec-

tion or relation between a century of Enghsh legisla-

tion and successive currents of opinion. The book is,

in fact, an endeavour to bring the growth of EngKsh

laws during a hundred years into connection with the

course of Enghsh thought. It cannot claim to be a

work of research ; it is rather a work of inference or

reflection. It is written with the object, not of dis-

covering new facts, but of drawing from some of the

best known facts of pohtical, social, and legal history

certain conclusions which, though many of them
obvious enough, are often overlooked, and are not
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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION ix

without importance. If these lectures should induce

a student here and there to study the development

of modern law in connection with the course of

modern thought, and to reahse that dry legal rules

have a new interest and meaning when connected

with the varying current of pubhc opinion, they will

have attained their object.

If this end is to any extent reached, its attainment

will be due in no small measure to the aid I have

received from two authors.

To Sir Eoland K. Wilson I am indebted for

the conception of the way in which the growth of

BngUsh law might during the last century be hnked

with and explained by the course of pubhc opinion.

Thirty years have passed since, on its appearance in

1875, I read with care his admirable Httle manual.

The History of Modern English Law. From its

pages I first gained an impression, which time and

study have deepened, of the immense effect produced

by the teaching of Bentham, and also a clear view

of the relation between the Blackstonian age of

optimism or, to use an expression of Sir Roland

Wilson's, of "stagnation," and the Benthamite era

of scientific law reform. In 1875 the progress

of sociahsm or collectivism had hardly arrested

attention. It had already begun, but had only

begun, to enter the sphere of legislative opinion

;

Sir Roland Wilson could not, therefore, describe its
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LAW AND OPINION IN ENGLAND

effects. It would be a happy result of my book

should it suggest to him to perform the pubHc

service of re-editing his treatise and bringing it up

to date, or at any rate to the end of the nineteenth

century.

To my cousin, Leshe Stephen, I am under

obligations of a somewhat different character. For

years past I have studied all his writings with care

and admiration, and, in common, no doubt, with

hundreds of other readers, have derived from them

invaluable suggestions as to the relation between

the thought and the circumstances of every age.

Ideas thus suggested have aided me in almost every

page of my book. Of his English Utilitarians

I have made the utmost use, but, as the book was

pubUshed two years after my lectures at Harvard

were written and dehvered, and the lines of my
work were finally laid down, I gained less direct

help from his analysis of utihtarianism than I should

have done had it appeared at an earher date. The

fact, however, that I found myself in substantial

agreement with most of his views as to the utihtarian

school, much strengthened my confidence in already-

formed conclusions. There is a special satisfaction

in dwelHng on the help derived from LesUe Stephen's

thoughts, for I feel there is some danger lest his

skill and charm as a biographer should for the

moment conceal from the pubhc his originahty and
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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

profundity as a thinker. But it is a pain to reflect

that delays in the completion of my task have

prevented me from expressing my obhgation to him

at a time when the expression might have given

him pleasure.

To the many persons who have in various ways

furthered my work I tender my thanks. To one

friend for the service rendered by reading the proofs

of this work, and by the correction of errors and

the suggestion of improvements, whilst it was going

through the press, I owe an obligation which it was

as pleasant to incur as it is impossible to repay.

I have special reason to feel grateful to the kind-

ness of Sir Alfred de Bock Porter for information,

courteously given and hardly to be obtained from

books, about the history and the working of the

Ecclesiastical Commission ; to my friend Mr. W. M.

Geldart for reading pages of my work which refer

to parts of the law of which he is in a special sense

a master ; to Mr. B. H. Pelham, of the Board of

Education ; to Mr. Gr. Holden, Assistant Librarian at

All Souls ; and to Mr. H. Tedder, Secretary and

Librarian of the Athenaeum Club, for the verification

of references which during an absence from books

I could not verify for myself.

A. V. DICEY.

Oxford, May 1905.
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PEEFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

The body of this work is a second edition, or a

corrected reprint of tte first edition, of my treatise

on Law and Public Opinion in England during the

Nineteenth Century. It is accompanied by a new

Introduction, the object of wMch is to trace and to

comment upon tbe rapid changes in English law and

in English legislative opinion which have marked the

early years of the twentieth century. In the attempt

to perform a somewhat difficult task I have been much

assisted by aid from many friends. Acknowledg-

ments for such help are specially due to Professor

Geldart, my successor as Vinerian Professor of Enghsh

Law in the University of Oxford ; to Professor Kenny,

of Cambridge; and to Mr. A. B. Keith, of the Colonial

Office. Nor can I omit to mention suggestions as to

alterations in the modern law of France made to me

by and also derived from the writings of Professor

Duguit, and Professor Jeze. More information about

recent French enactments than I have been able to

use in a treatise which touches only incidentally on
xiii
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LAW AND OPINION IN ENGLAND

French, law, has been obtained for me by my friend,

Mr. Andre Colaneri, who has carefully examined

recent French legislation in so far as it illustrates

the development of socialistic ideas.

A. V. DICEY.

Oxford, 1914
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INTRODUCTION TO THE SECOND EDITION

Aim of Introduction

Thirteen years have passed since tlie nineteenth

centuiy came to an end. In England they have been

marked by important legislation of a novel character.

The aim of this Introduction is to trace the connection,

during these opening years of the twentieth century,

between the development of English law and the

course of EngUsh opinion. The task is one of special

difficulty. An author who tried to explain the

relation between law and opinion during the nine-

teenth century undertook to a certain extent the work

of an historian, and yet was freed from many of the

impediments which often beset historical inquiry. His

duty was to draw correct inferences from admitted

facts, or at any rate from facts easily to be discovered.

They could be ascertained by a careful study of the

Statute Book and of legal decisions, and also of the

letters and memoirs written by statesmen, teachers,

or writers who had affected the legal doctrines of

their time. Then, too, such an author, writing of a

tifne not long past, was almost deUvered from the

difficulty with which an historian of eras removed

by the lapse of many years from his own time often

struggles in vain, the difficulty, namely, of understand-

xxiii
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LAW AND OPINION IN ENGLAND

ing the social and intellectual atmosphere of bygone

ages. The writer, on the other hand, who deals

with the development of law and opinion in England

during the earher years of the twentieth century

feels, all but instinctively, that he has entered upon a

new kind of work which is encompassed with a new

sort of perplexity ; he is no longer an historian, he

is in reahty a critic. He is compelled to measure by

conjecture the sequence and the tendency of events

passing before his eyes, and of events in which he

is to a certain extent an actor. Also he cannot as

to contemporary events possess knowledge of their

ultimate results
;
yet this knowledge is the instrument

on which an historian of good sense mainly rehes in

forming his judgments of the past. Time tests aU ;
^

but this criterion cannot be apphed by the contem-

porary critic of his own country and its laws. A
little research will soon prove to him that few indeed

have been the men who have been able to seize with

clearness the causes or the tendencies of the events

passing around them.^ Eare indeed are the anticipa-

tions before 1789 of the revolution impending over

France. Among modern writers known to Enghsh-

men, three alone occur to me who can justly claim to

have foreseen the course of contemporary history.

" Tooqueville thus sums up the result of a vehement discussion

immediately after the Kevolution of February 24, 1848, between
himself and an intimate friend : " Aprfes avoir beaucoup ori6, nous
" finimes par en appeler tons les deux a I'avenir, juge 6olair6 et int^gre,
" mais qui arrive, hdlas ! toujours trop tard."

—

Souvenirs cPAlexis de
Tocqueville, p. 98.

^ Tacitus, it has been pointed out, though endowed with extra-
ordinary sagacity, exhibits Kttle or no insight into the progress
of the gigantic revolution which culminated in the establishment of
Christianity throughout the Roman Empire.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE SECOND EDITION xxv

They are Burke, Tocqueville, and Bagehot. Burke
assuredly studied the contest between England
and her American Colonies with an insight, and
therefore with a foresight, unknown to his generation.

He saw through the folhes and foresaw the crimes

of French Eevolutionists with all but prophetic

power. But his argument throughout the conflict

with the Colonies is weakened by his bhndness to

the fact, visible to men of far inferior genius to his

own, that American independence would not deprive

England of her trade with America ; and, while he

saw aU that was contemptible and detestable in the

revolutionary movement, his eyes were closed to

most of its causes and to all that may now be said in

favour of its efiects. Tocqueville uttered in January

1848 words which are strictly prophetic of the

Eevolution of February 1848.^ He, at least forty

years ago, predicted that sociahsm, derided in his

own day, might in later years assume a form in which

it would obtain a wide and favourable hearing.^

But his unrivalled power of analysis did not reveal

to Tocqueville the intellectual capacity of Louis

Napoleon, at any rate as a conspirator, or the hold

which the Napoleonic tradition had on the memory

and the sympathy of the French peasantry and of

the French army. Bagehot in early manhood

grasped by his power of thought, what, by the way,

Palmerston had also perceived through his experience

in affairs, the readiness with which an ordinary

Frenchman would condone or applaud the crime of

December 1851. Bagehot again analysed the prin-

1 See Tocqueville, Souvenirs, pp. 15, 16, and Law and Opinion,

p. 255, post. ' Tocqueville, Souvenirs, p. HI.
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ciples and tke workmg of tlie English Constitution

during the mid - Victorian era with, an iasight

not attained by any Englislunan or by any

foreigner during the nineteenth century. But Bage-

hot, even in 1872, did not, as far as I can perceive,

fully anticipate that rapid growth or misgrowth of

the party system which has now been admirably

described and explained by A. L. Lowell in his

monumental Government of England. Who can hope

to attain anything hke success in contemporary

criticism of Enghsh legislation and opinion when he

knows that such criticism has, ia the hands of Burke,

Tocqueville, and Bagehot, produced only partial

success, and success in some cases almost over-

balanced by failure ? This question supphes its own

answer. My aim in forcing this inquiry upon the

attention of my readers is to make them perceive

that an Introduction, which may appear to be simply

a lecture added to my speculations on Law and

Opinion during the nineteenth century, is written

under conditions which make it rather an analytical

than an historical document, and introduce into

every statement which it contains a large element

of conjecture. In the treatment of my subject I

have pursued the method to which any readers of my
Law and Opinion have become accustomed. I treat

of (A) The state of legislative opinion at the end of

the nineteenth century
;

(B) The course of legislation

from the beginning of the twentieth century; (C) The
main current of legislative opinion from the beginning
of the twentieth century

;
(D) The counter-currents

and cross-currents of legislative opinion during the
same period.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE SECOND EDITION xxvii

(A) Legislative Opinion at the end of the

Nineteenth Century

Let the reader who wishes to realise the difference

between legislative opinion during the period of

Benthamite hberahsm and legislative opinion at the

end of the nineteenth century first read and consider

the fuU efiect of a celebrated passage taken from

Mill's Essay On Liberty, and next contrast it with the

description of legislative opinion in 1900 to be gathered

from Lectures VII. and VIII. of the present treatise.^

" The object of this Essay," writes Mill in 1859,

"is to assert one very simple principle, as entitled

" to govern absolutely the deahngs of society with

" the individual in the way of compulsion and
" control, whether the means used be physical

" force in the form of legal penalties, or the moral

" coercion of pubHc opinion. That principle is, that

" the sole end for which manMnd are warranted,

" individually or collectively, in interfering with

" the liberty of action of any of their number, is

" seH-protection. That the only purpose for which

" power can be rightfully exercised over any member
" of a civiUzed community, against his will, is to

" prevent harm to others. His own good, either

" physical or moral, is not a sufficient warranty. He
" cannot rightfully be compelled to do or forbear

" because it wiU be better for him to do so, because it

" wiU make him happier, because, in the opinions of

" others, to do so would be wise, or even right."

" These are good reasons for remonstrating with

1 See pp. 211-302, post.
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" him, or reasoning with him, or persuading him, or

" entreating him, but not for compelhng him, or

" visiting him with any evil in case he do otherwise.

" To justify that, the conduct from which it is desired

" to deter him must be calculated to produce evil to

" some one else. The only part of the conduct of

" any one, for which he is amenable to society, is

" that which concerns others. In the part which
" merely concerns himseK, his independence is, of

" right, absolute. Over himseK, over his own body
" and mind, the individual is sovereign." ^

The importance of this " simple principle," what-

ever its intrinsic worth, arises from the fact that at

the time when it was enunciated by MiU it obtained,

at any rate as regards legislation, general acceptance,

not only by youthful enthusiasts, but by the vast

majority of Bnghsh Liberals, and by many Liberal

Conservatives. It gave logical expression to convic-

tions which, though never followed out with perfect

consistency, were shared by the wisest among the

writers and the statesmen who, in the mid-Victorian

era, guided the legislative action of Parhament. In

regard to interference by law with the Hberty of

individual citizens, it is probable that a Benthamite

Radical, such as John MiU conceived himself to be,

difiered httle from a Whig, such as Macaulay, who
certainly did not consciously subscribe to the Ben-

thamite creed,^ and it is probable that the late Lord
Sahsbury (then Lord Eobert Cecil) would not on this

1 Mill, On Liberty, pp. 21 and 22.

" Compare MiU, On Liberty, -with Macaulay's review of Gladstone on
Church and State. MiU indeed entertained in his later life a sympathy
with socialistic ideals foreign to Macaulay's whole mode of thought.
LesUe Stephen, English Utilitarians, iii. pp. 224-237.
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matter have disagreed essentially with either the

typical Benthamite or the typical Whig,

Mill: himself tacitly, though grudgingly, admitted

that there was httle in the law of England which in

1859 encroached upon individual hberty. The object

of his attack was the alleged tyranny, not of Enghsh
law, but of English habits and opinion. Macaulay

laid down no rigid rule Kmiting the sphere of State

intervention, but he clearly held that, as a matter of

common sense, government had better in general

imdertake httle else than strictly pohtical duties.

Enghsh statesmanship was at the middle of the

Victorian era, in short, grounded on the laissez faire

of common sense. From this principle were drawn

several obvious inferences which to enlightened

Enghsh pohticians seemed practically all but axiom-

atic. The State, it was thought, ought not as a

matter of prudence to undertake any duties which

were, or which could be, performed by individuals

free from State control. Free trade, again, was held

to be the only pohcy suitable for England, and

probably the only pohcy which would in the long rxm

benefit the inhabitants of a modern civiUsed State. It

was further universally admitted that for the Govern-

ment, or for Parhament, to fix the rate of wages was

as futile a task as for the State to imdertake to fix

the price of bread or of clothes. In harmony with these

views one principle was not only accepted but rigidly

carried out by every Chancellor of the Exchequer

according to his ability ; it was that taxation should

be imposed solely for the purpose of raising revenue,

and should be imposed with absolute equahty, or as

near equahty as was possible, upon rich and poor
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aHke. Hence the ideal ChanceUor of the Exchequer

was the man who, after providing for the absolutely

necessary expenditure of the State, so framed his

Budget as to leave the largest amount possible of

the national wealth to " fructify," as the expression

then went, " in the pockets of the people." Gladstone

exactly satisfied this ideal. In 1859, hardly any man

who occupied a prominent position in pubHc hfe

(except here and there a few belated Protectionists,

among whom Disraeli must not be numbered) dis-

sented greatly from Mill's simple principle, at any rate

as regards legislation. In other words, Benthamite

hberahsm, as interpreted by the rough common sense

of intelhgent pohticians, was, when MiU published

his treatise On Liberty, the predominant opinion of

the time.^

Contrast now with the dominant legislative opinion

of 1859 the dominant legislative opinion of 1900, as

described in Lectures VII. and VIII.^ The general

effect of these lectures may be thus summed up

:

The current of opinion had for between thirty and

forty years been gradually running with more and

* It is a curious question how far Bentham's own beliefs were

directly or logically opposed to the doctrines of sane collectivism. He

placed absolute faith in his celebrated " Principle of Utility." He
held that, at any rate in his time, this principle dictated the adoption

of a policy, both at home and abroad, of laissez faire. But it is not

clear that Bentham might not in different circumstances have recom-

mended or acquiesced in legislation which an ardent preacher of laissez

faire would condemn. (See Lect. IX. p. 303, post.) It may be sug-

gested that John Mill's leaning towards Socialistic ideals, traceable in

some expressions used^by him in his later hfe, was justified to himself

by the perception that such ideals were not necessarily inconsistent

with the Benthamite creed, which was his inherited, and to his mind
unforsaken faith. See pp. 426-432, post.

"' See pp. 211-302, post.
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more force in the direction of collectivism/ with the

natural consequence that by 1900 the doctrine of

laissez faire, in spite of the large element of truth

which it contains, had more or less lost its hold upon
the Enghsh people. The laws afiecting elementary

education, the Workmen's Compensation Act of 1897,

the Agricultural Holdings Acts, the Combination Act

of 1875, the whole hne of Factory Acts, the ConciUa-

tion Act, 1896, and other enactments dwelt upon in

the lectures to which I have referred, though some of

them might be defended on Benthamite principles,

each and all if looked at as a whole prove that the

jealousy of interference by the State which had long

prevailed in England had, to state the matter very

moderately, lost much of its influence, and that with

this wiUingness to extend the authority of the State

the behef in the unlimited benefit to be obtained

from freedom of contract had lost a good deal of

its power. It also was in 1900 apparent to any

impartial observer that the feehngs or the opinions

which had given strength to collectivism would con-

tinue to tell as strongly upon the legislation of the

twentieth century as they had aheady told upon the

later legislation of the nineteenth century.^ To

any one further who had studied the weight given

to precedent by Enghsh Parhaments, no less than by

Enghsh Courts, it must have been, or perhaps rather

ought to have been, certain in 1900 that legislation

already tending towards collectivism would in the

earher years of the twentieth centiiry produce laws

1 Compare especially Leot. IV. pp. 64-69, and Lect. IX. p. 303,

post.

' See pp. 259-279, post.
*

C
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directly dictated by the doctrines of collectivists,

and this conclusion would naturally have been

confirmed by the fact that in the sphere of finance

there had occurred a revival of behef in protective

tarifis, then known by the name of a demand for

" fair trade." With the perennial controversy

between free-traders and protectionists a student

of, law and opinion has no necessary concern ; he

may however note that socialism and protection have
one feature in common : they both rest on the belief

that the power of the State may be beneficially

extended even though it conflicts with the contractual

freedom of individual citizens. The protectionist

and the sociahst each renounces the trust in laissez

faire. From whatever point of view our subject be
looked at, we reach the conclusion that by 1900 the

doctrine of laissez faire had already lost its popular

authority.

(B) Course of Legislationfrom Beginning of

Twentieth Century

My immediate object is to show that certain well-

known Acts of Parliament belong in character to, and
are the signs of the power exercised by, the coUectivist

movement during the first thirteen years of the

twentieth century. I venture indeed here to remind
my readers that throughout this Introduction, as

throughout the whole of this treatise, I am not
primarily concerned with stating or commenting upon
the often compKcated provisions of definite statutes,
e.g. the Old Age Pensions Act, 1908, or the National
Insurance Act, 1911 ; my aim is always to trace,
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and as far as I can demonstrate, the close connection

between English legislation and the course of legisla-

tive opinion in England.

The laws which most directly illustrate the

progress of collectivism are the following Acts, taken

in several cases together with the amendments

thereof: The Old Age Pensions Act, 1908. The

National Insurance Act, 1911. The Trade Disputes

Act, 1906. The Trade Union Act, 1913. The Acts

fixing a Minimum Rate of Wages. The Education

(Provision of Meals) Act, 1906. The Mental De-

ficiency Act, 1913. The Coal Mines Regulation Act,

1908. The Finance (1909-10) Act, 1910.

The Old Age Pensions Act, 1908.—By the Old

Age Pensions Act, 1908, any man or woman who

has attained the age of 70 years, and who has been

a British subject for 20 years up to the date of

the receipt of the pension, and who has resided in

the United Kingdom for at least 12 years in the

aggregate out of such 20 years, and whose yearly

means do not exceed £31 : 10s., is, subject to certain

disquahfications, entitled to receive at the cost of

the State a weekly pension of an amount which varies

according to his or her means of from one shiUing to

five shillings a week.^

1 The scale is as follows :

Where the yearly means of the pensioner as calculated Kate^°^Pen^

under this Act— ^- ^
Do not exceed £21

- 4

3

2

1

No pension.

Exceed £21, but do not exceed £23 : 12 : 6

Exceed £23 : 12 : 6, but do not exceed £26 : 5 :

Exceed £26 : 5 : 0, but do ndt exceed £28 : 17 : 6

Exceed £28 : 17 : 6, but do not exceed £31
:
10 :

Exceed £31 : 10 :

See sects. 1, 2, and Schedule.
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This right to a pension is indeed subject to certain

disqualifications/ the principal of which are that a

person is in general not entitled to a pension when
he is actually in receipt of poor relief, or while he

is actually undergoing imprisonment for some serious

crime,2 or for ten years after the date on which he
has been released from imprisonment for such crime,

and that a person is not entitled to a pension if before
he becomes so entitled " he has habitually failed to

"work according to his ability, opportunity, and
" need, for the maintenance or benefit of himself
" and those legally dependent upon him." ^ This
disqualification, if strictly pressed, might beneficially

cut down the number of qualified pensioners, but
one may doubt whether, under the present condition
of popular feeling, this disqualification will be often
enforced.

From the provisions' and the tendency of the Old
Age Pensions Acts several conclusions worth atten-

tion may be drawn : A person, in the first place, may
have a full title to a pension though he is an habitual
pauper in frequent receipt of poor rehef, but prefers

to vary the monotony of the poorhouse by occasionally,

say in the summer, coming out of the house and relying
for support upon his pension and his casual earnings.

Then, again, the Old Age Pensions Acts inculcate,

by the force both of precept and of example, the
belief that the pensioner is in a very different position
from a pauper

; for sect. 1, sub-sect. 4, enacts that
" the receipt of an old age pension under this Act

inno^°''
^^^ ^^^^"^ *^ *° disqualification see Old Age Pensions Act,

1908, sect. 3, and Old Age Pensions Act, 1911, sect. 4.
' Sect. 3, sub-sect. 1 (c), and sub-sect. 2.
' Sect. 3, sub-sect. 1 (6).
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" shall not deprive the pensioner of any franchise,

" right, or privilege, or subject him to any disability."

An old age pensioner, therefore, may even now in

conceivable circumstances be entitled to vote for a

Member of Parliament and join with friends who are

counting on old age pensions after the age of 70, in

voting that the title to a pension shall commence

with the age of 60. Nor does the evil end with such

an exceptional case. It is reasonable to anticipate

the estabUshment in England, as now in our self-

governing colonies, in the United States of America,

in France, and in the German Empire of Manhood

or Universal Sufirage. Now the Old Age Pensions

Act is the bestowal by the State of pecuniary aid upon

one particular class of the community, namely, the

poorer class of wage-earners. It is in essence nothing

but a new form of outdoor relief for the poor. Surely

a sensible and a benevolent man may well ask himself

whether England as a whole wiU gain by enacting

that the receipt of poor relief, in the shape of a pension,

shall be consistent with the pensioner's retaining the

right to join in the election of a Member of Parliament ?

The amendments, further, of the Old Age Pensions

Act, 1908, tend towards relaxing the terms under

which a person becomes entitled to an old age pension.

Eesidence in the United Kingdom for 20 years is now

reduced to residence for an aggregate of 12 years

during such 20 years ; and in some cases residence

outside the United Kingdom is sufficient. Hence

the following important result : The title to an old

age pension hardly depends at all upon the character

of the pensioner. The Old Age Pensions Acts, as

they now stand, are based upon the behef that in the
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United Kingdom a really poor man, if lie is per-

manently resident here, is morally entitled to outdoor

relief at the rate of five shillings a week on attaining

the age of 70. This may or may not be sound moral

doctrine, but it is absolutely opposed to the beUefs

of the Benthamite Liberals, who, by the enactment

in 1834 of the New Poor Law, saved the country

districts of England from ruin.

The National Insurance Act, 1911.^—The attention

of my readers ought to be directed exclusively to the

aim of the Act and to the administrative methods

of the Act.^ They each illustrate the influence of

collectivism or sociahsm on Enghsh legislation.

Aim of Act.—The Act ' aims at the attainment

of two objects : The first is that, speaking broadly,

any person, whether a man or a woman, whether a

British subject or an alien,* who is employed in the

United Kingdom imder any contract of service,

shall, from the age of 16 to 70, be insured against

ill-health,^ or, in other words, be insured the means

for curing illness, e.g. by medical attendance. The

second object is that any such person who is employed

in certain employments specified in the Act ® shall be

1 Students who need information on the details of the Act should

consult the Law relating to National Insurance, by G. H. Watts.
^ The mode in which the cost of health insurance and unemploy-

ment insurance is in part undertaken by the State, and in part imposed

upon employers and upon the workmen or servants who are insured,

has a socialistic character. But this feature in the Insurance Act has

been amply noticed, and it is hardly worth while here to insist upon it.

' As amended by the National Insurance Act, 1913, and apphed

by numerous regulations.

* An alien does not in all cases get the same advantage from insur-

ance as a British subject. See Act, sect. 46, and Watts, National

Insurance, pp. 45, 46.

' See Act, Part I. sects. 1-83.

' Ibid. Beet. 84, and Sixth Schedule.
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insured against unemployment, or, in other words,

be secured support during periods of unemployment.^

The whole drift of the statute, and especially

the conditions, exceptions, and limitations contained

therein, show ^ that the Act founds a system of insur-

ance solely for the advantage of persons who, in popular

language, would be described as servants or workmen.

The Act is, therefore, on the face of it a piece of legis-

lation which is intended to benefit wage-earners, and

especially the poorer classes of wage-earners, who have

no income sufl&cient for their support independent

of their power to earn it by personal labour.

Thus under the National Insurance Act the State

incurs new and, it may be, very burdensome, duties,

and confers upon wage-earners new and very extensive

rights. The State in efiect becomes responsible for

making sure that every wage-earner within the United

Kingdom shall, with certain exceptions, be insured

against sickness, and, in some special cases, against

unemployment. Now before 1908 the question

whether a man, rich or poor, should insure his

health, was a matter left entirely to the free discretion

or indiscretion of each individual. His conduct no

more concerned the State than the question whether

he should wear a black coat or a brown coat.

But the National Insurance Act will, in the long

run, bring upon the State, that is, upon the tax-

payers, a far heavier responsibility than is anticipated

' For unemployment insurance see Part II. sects. 84-107.

2 E.g. by the fact that the Act does not m general, at any rate as

to health insurance, benefit any one who has an income of £160 a year

and upwards, though it does apply to any person who by way of manual

labour earns an income however large, e.g. £200 a year. See I'lrst

Schedule, Part II. (gr), and Watts, National Insurance, p. 280.
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by English electors. Part I. of the Act, which

creates a system of national health insurance, has

excited much attention and attack. Part II. of the

Act, which introduces for a few trades a system of

unemployment insurance, has been little noticed by

the public, and has met with little censure; yet

national unemployment insurance may well turn out

to be a far more hazardous and a far more important

experiment than is national health insurance. The

risks of ill-health are calculable, the risks of unemploy-

ment are hard to calculate. No man prefers illness

to health, but many men may prefer unemployment

money to wages for hard work. But the importance

of unemployment insurance does not end here. It

is in fact the admission by the State of its duty to

insure a man against the evil ensuing from his having

no work. This duty cannot be confined permanently

to workmen employed in some seven kinds of work.

The authors of the Insurance Act know that this is

so ; they have provided the means by which the

Government of the day can, at any moment, without

the need for any Act of Parhament, increase the

number of the insured trades. The National Insur-

ance Act admits the so-called " right to work."

There are men still living whose political memory
carries them back to 1 848. They will recollect that the

droit au travail was then one of the war-cries of French

socialists, and was in England deemed to be one of

the least reasonable of their claims. Nor is it easy

to forget the saying attributed to Archbishop Whately,
" When a man begs for work he asks not for work
but for wages." However this may be, the statesmen

who have introduced unemployment insurance sup-
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ported by the State have, whether they knew it or

not, acknowledged in principle the droit au travail

for the sake of which socialists died behind the barri-

cades of June 1848. The National Insurance Act is

in accordance with the doctrines of socialism, it is

hardly reconcilable with the liberalism, or even the

radicalism of 1865.

Administrative Methods of Act.—The methods by

which the objects of the Act are to be obtained is

marked by characteristics which harmonise with the

principle or the sentiment of collectivism.

The National Insurance Act greatly increases

both the legislative and the judicial authority of the

Government or of officials closely connected with the

Government of the day.

Legislative Authority.—^Under Part I. of the Act

the administration of national health insurance is

ultimately placed in the hands of, or controlled by,

a new body of insurance commissioners who are

appointed by the Treasury. These governmental

officials have the power to make regulations for the

carrying out of the Act which, if not annulled by

the King in Council, become part of the Act itself.

The width of this authority can only be reaUsed by

considering the language of the National Insurance

Act, sect. 65, which runs as follows :

" The Insurance Commissioners may make regula-

tions for any of the purposes for which regulations

may be made under this Part [I.] of this Act or the

schedules therein referred to, and for prescribing

anything which under this Part of this Act or any

such schedules is to be prescribed, and generally

for carrying this Part of this Act into efiect, and
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" any regulations so made shall be laid before both

" Houses of Parliament as soon as may be after they

" are made, and shall have effect as if enacted in this

" Act."

This power to make regulations is probably the

widest power of subordinate legislation ever conferred

by Parliament upon any body of officials, and these

officials, namely, the Insurance Commissioners, are

appointed by the Treasury, i.e. by the Government,

and are part of our whole governmental system.

The regulations made by them come into force

immediately after they are made. Any regulation

indeed must be laid before each House of Parliament

for twenty-one days, and may be annulled by the

King in Council on a petition that it shall be annulled

being presented within that twenty-one days by

either House.^ But any one will note that even such

annulhng is without prejudice to the vahdity of

anything previously done under the annulled regula-

tion. Practically, and with regard to any matter

within the terms of Part I., a regulation made by the

Commissioners is in reahty part of the Act, and non-

compliance therewith is made an offence as if it were

part of the Act.^

Part II. of the Act contains the law as to un-

employment insurance. The administration and

management of this part of the Act are placed in the

hands of the Board of Trade, or, in other words, of the

Government. Now the Board of Trade has a power

of making regulations for any of the purposes for

^ See sect. 65, proviso.

' Sect. 69, sub-sect. 2. Compare further as to legislative powers of

the Commissioners, Act, sects. 7, 15, 27, and Insurance Act, 1913,

sect. 19.
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which, regulations may be made under that part as

wide as the power conferred upon the Insurance

Commissioners for making regulations with regard to

healthinsurance.^ ButtheBoard of Trade has a further

and most important power of adding to the number

of insured trades.^ Hence it follows that the Grovern-

ment of the day can of their own authority increase

indefinitely the number of insured trades, and appar-

ently extend the provisions as to unemployment insur-

ance to every trade throughout the United Kingdom.*

Judicial Authority.—As to many questions con-

cerning health insurance which may arise under

Part I. of the Act, the Insurance Commissioners have

judicial authority.* Any person aggrieved by their

decision may appeal to the County Court, with a

further right of appeal on any question of law to a

judge of the High' Court. But this right of appeal

has, I am told, been made little or no use of. Under

Part II. ^ any claim by a workman for unemploy-

1 See sect. 91.

2 See sect. 103, and Sixth Schedule. Nor does the proviso to sect. 103

materially restrict "the power of the Government to make an order

including a new trade, unless indeed it should happen that the person

holding an inquiry with relation to the order reports that the order

should not be made.
= See sect. 113 as to the necessity of the order being laid before

either House of Parliament.

* See sects. 66, 67. Compare, however. Regulations of June 5,

1912, in App. I., Watts, p. 299.

' " AU claims for unemployment benefit under this part of this

Act, and all questions whether the statutory conditions are fulfilled

in the case of any workman claiming such benefit, or whether those

conditions continue to be fulfilled in the case of a,workman in receipt

of such benefit, or whether a workman is disqualified for receiving or

continuing to receive such benefit, or otherwise arising in connection

with such claims, shall be determined by one of the officers appointed

[under Part XL] of this Act for determining such claims for benefit

(in this Act referred to as ' insurance officers ')." Act, sect. 88 (1).
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ment benefit, and any question arising in connec-

tion with such claim, are, in the first instance,

to be decided by one of the insurance officers, i.e.

by officials appointed by and in the service of the

Board of Trade. Such decision is subj ect to an appeal,

on the part of the workman making the claim, to a

Court of Referees.^ A Court of Referees consists in

general of three persons—one drawn by rota from a

panel of employers' representatives, another drawn

by rota from a panel of workmen's representatives,

and a Chairman (who must be neither an employer

nor a workman in an insured trade) ^ appointed by

the Board of Trade. On an appeal the Court of

Referees may make to the insurance officer such

recommendation as they may think proper. The

insurance officer, unless he disagrees with the recom-

mendation, must give effect to it. If he disagrees

he must, if requested by the Court, refer the recom-

mendation to the umpire. The umpire is a permanent

official appointed by His Majesty, i.e. by the Govern-

ment of the day. The decision of the umpire is final

and conclusive, i.e. the jurisdiction of the law Courts

is apparently excluded. One such umpire has now

been appointed for the whole United Kingdom.

An insurance officer however may, if he considers

it expedient, instead of determining any claim or

question, refer it at once to a Court of Referees,

whose decision will be final and conclusive. The

result seems to be that this course of procedure by

the insurance officer excludes both the jurisdiction of

the umpire and of the law Courts.

^ Act, sect. 88, proviso {a). There are about seventy such Courts
constituted under the Act.

' See Act, sect. 90, and Parliamentary Paper (B 16).
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Neither th.e Chairman of a Court of Referees, nor

even the Umpire, has the security of tenure conferred

on every judge of the High Court under the Act of

Settlement.

These summary statements of the authority, both

legislative and judicial, given to persons or bodies

either closely connected with, or subject to, or part

of the Government of the day, are enough to prove

that the Insurance Act creates in England a system

bearing a marked resemblance to the administrative

law of France.^ Now administrative law has, it must

be admitted, some distinct merits. A law Court is

not a body well suited for determining the number ^

of disputes or claims which are certain to arise under

the National Insurance Act. Legal proceedings, even

in the County Courts, must always be slow and rela-

tively expensive. OflB.cial proceedings may be rapid

and may be rendered not costly to litigants. But

administrative law has two defects which have till

very recent years forbidden its existence in England.

Administrative tribunals always tend to exclude the

jurisdiction of the ordinary law Courts. Adminis-

trative Courts are always more or less connected

with the Government of the day. Their decisions

are apt to be influenced by pohtical considerations.

Governmental officials cannot have the thorough

independence of judges. Both these defects are

apparent in the administrative system framed by

the authors of the National Insurance Act. We may

be certain that the Regulations made or sanctioned

1 See, as to French droit administratif. Law of the Constitution, oh. xii.

" The number of claims to unemployment benefit may vary from,

e.g., 20,000 to 40,000 claims in each week, involving payments at the

rate of seven shilUngs for each week of unemployment.
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by the Government of the day will,' whatever

party be in office, be occasionally dictated by

the desire of every English Ministry to concihate

the goodwill of the electors. It is incredible that

quasi -judicial decisions pronounced by the Insur-

ance Commissioners or by the Courts of Referees

will not sometimes be influenced by the same desire.

There exists special reason to fear the effect of

political bias on decisions with regard to unemploy-

ment insurance. The question whether workmen

are or are not entitled to unemployment benefit may
conceivably become very closely connected with their

power to carry on a strike with success. A slight

legislative change in the terms of one enactment in

the National Insurance Act^ might make it possible

for strikers to support a contest with their employers

by means of money in part supplied by the State.

The constitution of the Court of Eeferees shows that

Parliament felt the difficulty of obtaining an impartial

decision of the questions which might come before

such a Court. It is not equally clear that Parliament

has excluded the risk that the action of such an

official Court may be swayed by the political principles

of the Government which takes part in constituting

the Court. An administrative Court is never a com-

pletely independent tribunal.

The Trade Disputes Act, 1906.—To a student

interested in the course of law and opinion during

^ See sect. 87 (1), and as to the claim made by workmen to unemploy-
ment benefit during a strike, the Times, January 27, 30, and February

3, 1914. The insurance officer in this case did not allow the claim, and
his decision was, rightly it would seem, upheld by the Court of Referees.

Note further that from an insurance officer's decision in favour of a

claim by a workman to unemployment benefit there is no appeal.
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the twentieth, century the character and scope of

this statute is summed up in an enactment which
runs as follows :

" An action against a trade union, whether of
" workmen or masters, or against any members or
" officials thereof on behalf of themselves and all

" other members of the trade union in respect of any
" tortious act alleged to have been committed by or
" on behalf of, the trade union, shall not be entertained
" by any Court." ^

The direct effect of this enactment is that a trade

union, whether of workmen or masters (which may
be a very wealthy society), is now absolutely protected

from liability to an action for any tort or wrong by
or on behalf of the trade union. ^ Thus if a trade

union possessed, say, of £20,000, causes a libel to be

published of A, an employer of labour, or of B, a

workman who refuses to join the union, or excites

some fanatical ruffians to assault A or B, neither A
nor B can maintain an action against the union for

the tort, and thereby either vindicate his character

or recover a penny of damages.®

This enactment therefore confers upon a trade

union a freedom from civil liabihty for the commission

' Sect. 4 (1). I have purposely criticised the Trade Disputes Act

solely with reference to this enactment. Sections 1, 2, and 3 are (it is

submitted) based on an erroneous principle, but one's judgment of the

Act must depend upon one's approval or condemnation of sect. 4.

' Whether an action might not be maintained against trustees of

the Union? (see Linaker v. Pikher (1901), 17 T.L.R. 256). But the

funds could not be got at if the tort was committed in contemplation

or furtherance of a trade dispute.

' Vacher v. London Society of Compositors [1913], A.C. 107. He
might possibly vindicate his character by bringing an action against

the actual publisher, e.g. a penniless printer, from whom he could recover

neither damages nor the costs of the action.
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of even the most heinous wrong by the union or its

servants, and in short confers upon every trade union

a privilege and protection not possessed by any other

person or body of persons, whether corporate or un-

incorporate, throughout the United Kingdom. This

is assuredly a very extraordinary state of the law ;
^

it points towards indirect results which have not yet

been fully apprehended by the Enghsh public.

(1) It makes a trade union a privileged body

exempted from the ordinary law of the land. No

such privileged body has ever before been dehber-

ately created by an English Parliament.

(2) It is highly probable that the legal immunities

conferred upon trade unions ^ may soon be claimed by,

and must be conceded to bodies which may not be

now technically within the definition of a trade union,

Suppose that a tenants' union were created for the

purpose of lowering rents, or a labourers' union for

the purpose of raising the wages of agricultural

labourers. It would be difficult indeed to give any

sound reason why such union should not, in common
with trade unions, be protected against actions for

libel or for any other tort.

(3) A tort will sometimes, though not always,

involve the wrongdoer in the commission of a crime.

1 My learned friend, Professor Geldart, who is one of the ablest and

the fairest of the commentators upon our Combination law, and who
does not agree with most of my strictures upon the Trade Disputes Act,

has expressed his opinion that the enactment in question (i.e. sect. 4,

sub-sect. 1) is " contrary to justice and expediency." (See the Times,

March 18, 1912.)

' See the Trade Union Act, 1913, sect. 2, for a new definition of

trade union and for power of Registrar of Friendly Societies to register

a combination as a trade union, and to give a conclusive certificate

that a trade union is a trade union within the meaning of the Act.
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A sufferer who finds that he cannot bring an action

against a trade union for a gross libel, may be tempted

to try whether he may not obtain at least protection

by substituting a prosecution for an action. Nothing

could from a public point of view be more disastrous.

Criminal proceedings are, as compared with civil

proceedings, ineffective. For their very severity

detracts from their utility. A jury will often hesitate

to convict an offender who may have acted from more

or less good motives where they would be ready to

make him pay damages for the injury done, e.g.

by a libel, to an innocent person, and judges rightly

frown upon the attempt to turn a tort into a crime.

Then, too, punishment for crime falls inevitably

within the control of the Crown, or in other words of

the Government. Suppose that the leaders of a trade

union were convicted as criminals of libel : Is it at all

certain that a Government fearing the displeasure of

a Labour Party, might not use the Crown's prerogative

of pardon to put an end to the imprisonment of men

whom trade unionists held to be martyrs ?

(4) An enactment which frees trade unions from

the rule of equal law stimulates among workmen

the fatal delusion that workmen should aim at the

attainment, not of equality, but of privilege. The

Trade Disputes Act as a whole, and especially the

fourth section thereof, is best described in the words

of Sir Frederick Pollock: "Legal science has evi-

" dently nothing to do with this violent empirical

" operation on the body politic, and we can only look

" to jurisdictions beyond seas for the further judicial

" consideration of the problems which our Courts [up

" to 1906] were endeavouring (it is submitted, not

d
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" without a reasonable measure of success) to work out

" on principles of legal justice." ^ This is the conclu-

sion of an impartial jurist. Historical fairness requires

me to add one reflection. Our Combination law has

been from beginning to end vitiated by the delusion

that the relation of workmen and masters ought to

be regulated by exceptional legislation.^ The unjust

severity towards workmen which was embodied in the

Combination Act, 1800, is the explanation, though

not the excuse, for the unjust favouritism enjoyed by

trade unionists under the Trade Disputes Act, 1906.

Every objection which lies against the Trade

Disputes Act has received increased force from the

passing of

—

The Trade Union Act, 1913. In 1909 the Courts

unhesitatingly decided that the- funds of a trade

union ' could not lawfully be applied to the further-

ance of political objects.* This judgment, though

approved of by sound lawyers, excited the censure

of trade unions. The Trade Union Act, 1913, was

passed to reverse or to annul that decision. A trade

union has thus power to become an avowedly pohtical

association. It is difficult to suppose that men of

justice and common sense could maintain that such an

association can prudently be reheved from all habihty

to an action for tort, e.g. for the publication during

an election of some gross libel on a candidate whose

politics meet with the disapproval of a trade union.^

1 Pollock, Law of Torts (8th ed.), p. v. ^ See pp. 266-273, post.

' The position of an unregistered union is not quite clear.

* Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants y. Osborne [1909],

A.C. 87.

' The Act of 1913 not only authorises trade unions under consider-

able restrictions to pursue pohtical objects, but authorises them without
any restriction to devote their funds to any other lawful objects what-
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Acts fixing Minimum Rate of Wages.—^Up to the

last quarter of the nineteenth century it was the firm

conviction of English economists, and of Enghsh
Liberals, that any attempt to fix by law the rate of

wages was an antiquated folly. This belief is no

longer entertained by our Parliamentary statesmen.

Under the Trade Boards Act, 1909, Trade Boards^

have wide powers for the establishment of minimum
rates of wages in certain trades,^ e.g. the trade of

ready-made and wholesale bespoke tailoring, and the

Board of Trade has power by an order which needs

confirmation by Parliament, to extend the Act to

other trades.* By the Coal Mines (Minimum Wage)

Act, 1912, Parliament has itself fixed a minimum wage

for workmen employed underground in coal mines.*

The influence of collectivism on legislation in the

twentieth century is curiously traceable in laws

enacted since 1900, which, though to a certain extent

defensible on Benthamite grounds, would hardly

have been passed when Benthamite hberaKsm was the

dominant opinion of the day. The meaning of this

statement can be best shown by a few illustrations.

The Education {Provision of Meals) Act, 1906.

—

The Elementary Education Act, 1870, was the work

of Liberals, and even of Conservatives, who were not

consciously influenced by any ideas which could be

ever. In the pursuit of these objects they would be entitled to the

immunity given them by the Trade Disputes Act, 1906, sect. 4, from

actions for torts.

1 Trade Boards Act, sect. 1.

a Jbid. sect. 4. ' Ibid. sect. 1, sub-sect. 2.

* I have purposely omitted details as to the mode in which minimum

wages are to be fixed by law. For my present purpose the importance

of any Minimum Wage Act is the admission of Parhament that wages

can rightly be fixed by law and not by the mere haggling of the market.
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called socialistic. Whether the Education Act, 1891,

which practically reheved parents from the necessity

of paying for any part of their children's elementary

education, would have been approved of by the

statesmen who passed the Education Act, 1870, may

be open to doubt. It is certain that they would

have condemned the Education (Provision of Meals)

Act, 1906. No one can deny that a starving boy

will hardly profit much from the attempt to teach

him the rules of arithmetic. But it does not neces-

sarily follow that a local authority must therefore

provide every hungry child at school with a meal ;
^

still less does it seem morally right that a father who

first lets his child starve, and then fails to pay the price

legally due from him for a meal given to the child at

the expense of the rate-payers should, under the Act

of 1906, retain the right of voting for a Member of

Parliament.^ Why a man who first neglects his duty

as a father and then defrauds the State should retain

his full pohtical rights is a question easier to ask than

to answer.

Take again The Mental Deficiency Act, 1913.

Most of its provisions for the protection of defectives,

both from themselves and from their neighbours,

recommend themselves to common sense. They

would probably have been welcomed by a humani-

tarian and a jurist, such as Bentham. Yet the Act

would hardly have been passed by the Parhament,

say of 1860. The interference which it involves

with the dangerous liberty of defectives would at

least have raised suspicion in the minds of men who
had hailed the individuahsm of Mill's Liberty with

1 See Act, 1906, sect. 3. 2 Ibid. sect. 4.
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indiscriminating applause. They would have felt 7

that the measure was open to one serious objection.

The Mental Deficiency Act is the first step along a

path on which no sane man can decline to enter, but/

which, if too far pursued, will bring statesmen across

difiiculties hard to meet without considerable inter-

ference with individual liberty.

The Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1908. The long

Une of Factory Acts stretches back to 1802,^ when

Toryism was dominant. Factory legislation for the

protection of children and women was made an

essential part of English law at the time when

individuahstic liberalism was the received creed of

educated Englishmen. Even here modern collectiv-

ism has given a new turn to old legislation. The

Factory Acts interfered little, if at all, with the right

of a workman of full age to labour for any number of

hours agreed upon between him and his employer.

But the Coal Mines Eegulation Act, 1908, prohibits,

subject to certain limitations, the employment of

workmen in coal mines for more than eight hours

during any consecutive twenty-four hours, and im-

poses a penalty upon any man, including the work-

man himself,^ who contravenes the provisions of

the Act.

The Finance (1909-10) Act, 1910.—From, at any

rate, 1845, tiU towards the close of the nineteenth

century a taxing Act was generally held open to

censure if it imposed a special burden upon one class

of the community ; it was still more generally agreed

that taxation should be imposed mainly, one might

almost say exclusively, to meet the financial wants

1 See pp. 220-240, post. ^ See Act, 1908, sect. 7.
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of the State. ^ Retrenchment and economy in short

were considered to be the appropriate virtues of a

Chancellor of the Exchequer. Now the Finance Act,

1910, imposed various new taxes, such as Increment

Value Duty, or Income-tax in the shape of Super-tax

on incomes over £5000 ; but the essential character-

istic of the Act lies not in its imposition of a

heavy burden of taxation, but in its violation of the

two principles which had been on the whole respected

by Chancellors of the Exchequer during the greater

part of the nineteenth century. It imposes specially

heavy taxes upon the rich, and upon landowners.

It is also an Act passed not for the mere purpose of

raising needful revenue, but with the aim of promot-

ing social or political objects. Undeveloped land

duty, for example, is imposed, partly at any rate, for

the purpose of compelling or inducing a landowner

to erect dwelling-houses or buildings which may be

useful as habitations or places of business, though he

might himself prefer to leave his land open as a field

or garden. Whether such filling up of open spaces

might always be an advantage to the pubhc I do not

care to consider ; all I insist upon is the plain fact,

that the Finance Act, 1910, is a law passed not

merely to raise the revenue necessary for meeting
the wants of the State, but also for the attainment of

social ends dear to collectivists.

This feature in the Act may give rise to serious

reflection. It sets a precedent for the use of taxation

for the promotion of poUtical or social ends. Such
taxation may easily become the instrument of tyranny.

1 Compare Bernard Mallet, British Budgets, 1887-191S, Preface,
p. vii.
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Thus revolutionists bent on the nationalisation of land
might, by heavy taxation, beat down its value in the
hands of a private owner till he is willing to sell it

far below its real worth. Revolution is not the more
entitled to respect because it is carried through not
by violence, but under the specious though delusive

appearance of taxation imposed to meet the financial

needs of the State.

(C) The Main Current of Legislative Opinion from
the beginning of the Twentieth Century

The main current of legislative opinion from the

beginning of the twentieth century has run vehe-

mently towards collectivism.

When the last century came to an end belief in

laissez faire had lost much of its hold on the people

of England. The problem now before us is to ascer-

tain what are the new causes or conditions which

since the beginning of the present century have in

England given additional force to the influence of

more or less sociaHstic ideas.^ These causes may be

thus summed up :

1. The Existence of Patent Facts which impress

upon ordinary Englishmen the Interdependence^ of

^ A critic should never forget that the truth of a belief is not neces-

sarily demonstrated by its wide acceptance. Half the history of human
thought is the tale of human errors. The beUef that a crusade by

Christians for the recovery of the Holy Land and the Holy Sepulchre

was commanded by reverence for Christ was entertained for centuries

in the leading countries of Europe, and by the best and wisest of men.

This faith was at best a generous delusion. The Crusaders, it has been

well remarked, sought for the Uving among the dead.

" This interdependence is, I beUeve, at bottom the meaning of the

technical expression "' solidarity " which, with writers such as Duguit,

is an almost sacramental term.
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Private and Public Interest—Mill's "simple prin-

ciple " ^ depends wholly upon the assumption that

in a civilised country, such as England or France, the

conduct of an individual may be strictly divided into

conduct which concerns or interests himseH alone,

and conduct which concerns mainly the State or, in

other words, his neighbours. It is also tacitly assumed

by Mill that by far the greater portion of the conduct

pursued by an ordinary and well-meaning citizen

concerns mainly himself, and that therefore by far

the greater part of such a man's action ought to be

guided by his own opinion or judgment, and certainly

ought not to be interfered with by the force of law.^

But since 1859 almost every event which has happened

has directed pubhc attention to the extreme diffi-

culty, not to say the impossibihty, of drawing a rigid

distinction between actions which merely concern

a man himself and actions which also concern society.

The perplexity indeed of modern law-makers, as indeed

of the pubhc, has been of late indefinitely increased by

several circumstances, each of which tends to blur the

distinction between matters which concern only an

individual and matters which concern the pubhc.

Thus the whole course of trade tends rapidly to

place the conduct of business in the hands of corporate

or quasi-corporate bodies. The railway companies,

for instance, of England are wholly in the hands of

1 See p. xxvii., ante.

' MiE qualifies, or rather extends, his simple principle by the remark

that, where he talks of conduct which affects only a man himseH, he

means conduct which affects " only himself . . . directly, and in the iirst

instance." Mill thereby all but admits that hardly any conduct of a

human being can be named (except conduct which does not go further

than the realm of thought) which, strictly speaking, afiects " only

himself." See Mill, On Liberty, p. 26.
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masses of shareliolders who for some legal purposes

may well be considered one person, though, they

constitute in reaUty many thousands of persons, and

of persons who in practice never take any efiective

part in the management of the concerns from which

they derive their income. These companies, moreover,

carry on a business the successful management

whereof assuredly afiects the prosperity, and even the

safety, of the United Kingdom. Hence the antithesis

between the individual and the State is with difficulty

maintainable. A modern strike again, whether it be

a strike against one employer, or a body of employers,

turns out more often than not to involve social or

public interests. But when once this is granted the

application of Mill's simple principle becomes no easy

matter. An impartial observer may doubt whether

the principle itself can really govern the complex

transactions of modern business.

The advance, again, of human knowledge has

intensified the general conviction that even the

apparently innocent action of an individual may

injuriously afiect the welfare of a whole community.

The fiist man who carried a few rabbits with him to

Austraha and set them loose there to propagate their

offspring at will, was no criminal ; he no doubt felt

that he was doing a thing beneficial to himself, and,

if he thought about his neighbours at all, not injurious

to the pubhc. But few malefactors have ever given

more trouble to, and imposed more expense upon, a

respectable community than this ill-starred importer

of rabbits brought upon his adopted country. Almost

every addition, again, to that sort of knowledge, which

is commonly called science, adds to the close sense
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of the interdependence of all human interests. The

discovery, for instance, that the health of a nation

depends, or may depend, on the general observation

of certain rules of health, not only increases this

sense of interdependence but also suggests that the

fancies, the scruples, or the conscientious objections

of individuals, or, to put the matter shortly, in-

dividual hberty must be curtailed when opposed to

the interest of the public.

2. The Declining Influence of Other Movements.—
Various political, social, or even theological move-
ments or beliefs, which during the nineteenth century

occupied the thoughts of statesmen, patriots, and
philanthropists, have ceased to interest deeply Enghsh-
men of the twentieth century. Hence half the

attractiveness of socialism. It is a system which has

not as yet been tested by experience ; it has not as

yet achieved in practice even that half-success which,
to ardent believers in plans for the improvement of

mankind, is equivalent to something more disappoint-

ing than failure.

That many movements which seemed full of

infinite promise have, even when successful, dis-

appointed the hopes of their adherents is certain.

The behef, for instance, in the untold benefits to be
conferred upon mankind by merely constitutional

changes, such, for example, as the establishment of

Eepubhcs, or of Parliamentary Monarchies, is hardly
comprehensible to the Englishmen of to-day. The
passion for nationality, again, no longer commands
in England, or indeed throughout Europe, the enthu-
siasm aroused by Mazzini, by Kossuth, by Cavour, and
by Garibaldi. The men of the twentieth century find
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it hard to understand how aged statesmen, such as

Palmerston and Lord John Russell, became fervent

believers in the principle of nationality, and such

modern critics of mid-Victorian ideas are specially

puzzled when they find a belief in nationalism to

have been combined with a desire to found through-

out Continental Europe constitutional monarchies

after the English model. Nor is this diminution of

interest in the cause of nationalism a result of its

failure. It were truer to assert that the success of

nationahsm has in England destroyed enthusiasm for

nationahty. Italy has achieved freedom, unity, and

independence. But the resurrection of Italy has lost

its romance. Germany has for the first time become

a united and powerful State. But then the creation

of the German Empire has not fulfilled the hopes of

Enghsh constitutionahsts. It has imposed upon the

world the all but unbearable burden of huge standing

armies. The unity of Germany has involved the dis-

memberment of France. We can at any rate now see

that national independence is nothing like a cure for

aU the evils under which a country may sufier. No
foreigner tyrannises over Spain or Portugal, yet it

may be doubted whether independence has brought

immense benefit to Spaniards or to Portuguese.

This state of feeling explains, though it does not

justify, a singular phenomenon. Englishmen of

to-day have witnessed the victories gained by the

Greeks over the Turks with an apathy or indifference

which would have amazed many of our grandfathers,

even though they were high Tories.

Where, again, can we find the generous enthusiasm

for raising backward races of the world, such as the
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negroes of America, to a position of freedom and

equality ? The spirit of Garrison seems to be dead in

Massachusetts. That hatred of slavery, which well-

nigh eighty-one years ago compelled the emancipation

of the West Indian slaves, seems for the moment

unknown to Enghsh electors, though we may trust

that this decline in pubhc virtue is a merely transitory

phenomenon. "^ -
---

An observer, further, who is anxious to treat a

serious matter with fairness, can hardly help suspect-

ing that preachers and divines of to-day have lost

to some extent the beUef, held by most of their pre-

decessors in England, that human beings individu-

ally, or society as a whole, can be reformed by the

teaching of doctrine which the preacher holds to be

religious truth. The nature of the possible change

or contrast on which it is necessary to insist may be

most fairly shown by means of historical examples.

Nobody for a moment doubts that the teaching of

Wesley, and the Methodist movement generally, did

produce a great and most beneficial effect upon the

social condition of thousands among the miners, the

labourers, and the artisans of England. Rehgious

conversion of men, whom ignorance and want of moral

guidance had left in a condition of something very

like Paganism, produced a body of good men and of

good citizens, and of persons therefore who in a

country like England did as a rule obtain material

prosperity.^ It has been indeed not unreasonably

suggested ^ that the rise of Methodism diverted the

1 See Leslie Stephen, English Thought in the Eighteenth Century,
ch. xii. pp. 409-425.

" Leoky, History of England in the Eighteenth Century, ii. ch. ix. pp.
635-638.
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ablest men among tphe wage-earners of England from

sympathy with the revolutionary doctrines of 1789.

But however great the benefits conferred by Method-

ism on large bodies of EngUshmen, it is clear that

the primary object of the early Methodists was to

inculcate what they held to be the saving truths

of Christianity. Social reform was the happy but

secondary result of their teaching. The same remark

holds good of the EvangeHcals, though happily their

religious fervour made them the champions of

humanitarianism. The High Churchmen and Tract-

arians of eighty years ago were certainly, and, from

their own point of view quite rightly, much more

occupied in vindicating or asserting the Catholic

character of the Church of England than in any kind

of secular reform. That every sincere minister of

rehgion inside and outside the Church of England

has laboured and is labouring to promote, according

to his hghts, charity, peace, and goodwill among

mankind, even a cynic would hesitate to deny. The

language of Richard Baxter

—

I preached as never sure to preach, again,

And as a dying man to dying men

—

describes the sincere purpose of the best and the most

pious among the preachers of England up to the

middle of the nineteenth century : but it hardly

describes the attitude or the aim of the best and

the most sincere preachers of to-day. This assertion

does not imply any change of creed on the part of

ministers of rehgion, still less does it point at any

kind of dishonesty. My statement is merely the

recognition of an admitted fact. Good and religious

men now attach less importance to the teaching of
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religious dogma than to efiorts which, may place the

poor in a position of at any rate comparative ease

and comfort, and thus enable them to turn from

exhausting labour to the appreciation of moral and

rehgious truth. This is a change the existence

whereof seems hardly deniable. It gives to the

preachers of to-day a new interest in social reform

;

and, it may be added, the decHning interest in the

preaching of rehgious dogma in itself opens the minds

of such men to the importance of social improve-

ment. But to speak quite fairly, this change pro-

duces some less laudable results. It disposes zealous

reformers to underrate the immense amount of truth

contained in the slow methods of improvement

advocated by behevers in individuahsm and laissez

faire, and to overrate the benefits to be gained

from energetic and authoritative socialism. The
fervent though disinterested dogmatism of the pulpit

may, moreover, in regard to social problems, be as

rash and misleading as the rhetoric of the platform.

It is specially apt to introduce into social conflicts

the intolerable evil of "thinking fanatically,"^

and therefore of acting fanatically. However this

may be, the altered attitude of religious teachers

in regard to social reform has, in common with the

other changes of opinion on which I have insisted,

added strength to the current of collectivism.

3. The General Acquiescence in Proposals tending

towards Collectivism.—Wealthy Englishmen have made
a much less vigorous resistance to sociahstic legislation

than would have been expected by the statesmen or

1 See an admirable letter by the Dean of Durham, Times, November
27. 1913.
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the econoirdsts of sixty years ago. This acquiescence

in proposals opposed to the apparent interest of every

owner of property, has led at least one ingenious

writer ^ to fancy he had discovered some unknown

law of human nature which compelled the rich men
of England to perform acts of otherwise inexplicable

unselfishness. In truth a somewhat curious pheno-

menon is amply explained by the combination of an

intellectual weakness with a moral virtue, each of

which is easily discernible in the Englishmen of to-day.

The intellectual weakness or failure is the indolent

assumption that the efiect of apparently great legal

or pohtical changes is, in the long run, very small.

This view is suggested by the superficial reading, or

the still more superficial memory, of English political

history from the accession of George III. (1760) to

the accession of George V. (1910). During these one

hundred and fifty years almost every legal change,

whether entitled reform or revolution, has pro-

duced far smaller results than were anticipated by

their advocates or by their opponents. CathoHc

Emancipation, 1829, the Keform Act, 1832, the

estabhshment of Free Trade, 1845, the Une of

Factory Acts, extending from 1802 to the present

day, the democratic extensions of the Parhamentary

suffrage, which received their latest, though not

probably their final, development in 1884, have not

to all appearance revolutionised the condition of

England. They have not led to deeds of sanguinary

violence, nor given rise to the reactionary legislation

1 See Benjamin Kidd, Social Evolution, and compare " Political

Prophecy and Sociology," in Miscellaneovs Essays and Addresses, by

H. Sidgwick, p. 216.
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which has done so much to delay the course of peace-

ful progress in France. Hence the homely and com-

fortable but delusive doctrine that in the political

world " nothing signifies." ^ The high moral virtue,

which tends accidentally in the same direction as

a kind of intellectual apathy, is the daily increasing

sympathy in England with the sufferings of the

poor. Benevolence is quite as natural to man, and

in fact is far more common, at any rate with civihsed

men, than outrageous selfishness or malevolence.

An Englishman of the middle classes who is freed

from the necessity for all-absorbing toil in order

to obtain the means necessary for acquiring the

independence or the comforts of his Ufe, is more

often than not a man of kindly disposition. His

own happiness is diminished by the known and felt

miseries of his less wealthy neighbours. Now, for the

last sixty years and more, the needs and sufierings

of the poor have been thrust upon the knowledge
of middle -class Enghshmen. There are persons

still living who can recall the time when about
sixty years ago the Morning Chronicle in letters on

London Labour and the London Poor revealed to the

readers of high-class, and then dear, newspapers the

miserable condition of the poorer wage-earners of

London. These letters at once aroused the sympathy
and called forth the aid of Maurice and the Christian

Socialists. For sixty years novehsts, newspaper
1 Such easy-going confidence on the part of ordinary Englishmen

in the infinitely small effect of legislation, whether good or bad, may be
pardoned when we reflect that a systematic thinker such as Herbert
Spencer, in many of his strictures on the failure of legislation to achieve
its avowed object, makes far too httle allowance for the long latent
period which often elapses before results appear. See W. Bateson,
Biological Fact and the Structure of Society, p. 28 (n.).
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writers, and philanthropists have ahke brought the

condition of the poor constantly before the eyes of

their readers or disciples. The desire to ease the

sufierings, to increase the pleasures, and to satisfy the

best aspirations of the mass of wage-earners has

become a marked characteristic of the wealthy classes

of Enghshmen. This sentiment of active goodwill,

stimulated no doubt by ministers of religion, has

spread far and wide among laymen, e.g. lawyers,

merchants, and others not specially connected with

any one rehgious, theological, or pohtical party.

There is nothing in all this to excite surprise,

though there is much to kindle hope. It may be

expected that, as has happened again and again

during the history of England, the power of opinion

may, without any immense revolution in the institu-

tions of the country, modify and reform their working.

No doubt there is something also in the present

condition of pubhc sentiment to arouse fear. The

years which immediately preceded the French Revolu-

tion Avitnessed the rapid development of benevolence

and philanthropy in France and throughout the

civiKsed countries of Europe. These feehngs were

not unreal though coloured, under the influence of

Rousseau, with too much of rhetoric to suit the taste

of the twentieth century, and were connected with

speculative doctrines which, in common with modern

collectivism, combine some important truths with

some at least equally important delusions. No
criticism, in any case, of pubhc opinion in England is

worth anything which fails to take into account the

goodwill of the richer classes of Enghshmen towards

their less prosperous neighbours.

e
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4. The Advent in England of Parliamentary Demo-

cracy.—^Democracy, if the word be used in the way

it should always be employed, as meaning a form of

government, has no necessary connection with col-

lectivism.^ It is nevertheless true that the extension

of the Parhamentary suffrage (1866-1884), com-

bined with the existing conditions of public life in

England, has increased, and often unduly increased,

the influence of sociahsts, and for the following

reasons :

It has, in the first place, made known and called

attention to the real or the supposed wishes or wants

of the poorer electors.

It has, in the second place, increased the power of

any well organised Parliamentary faction or group,

which is wholly devoted to the attainment of some

definite pohtical or social object, whether the object

be the passing of sociahstic legislation or the obtaining

of Parhamentary votes for women. For such a group

may certainly come to command a vote in Parhament
sufficient to determine which of the two leading

parties, say, speaking broadly, of Conservatives or of

Eadicals, shall hold office. In such circumstances

one of these two parties is almost certain to form an

alliance with a faction strong enough to decide the

result of the great party game. Hence it may well

happen that sociahsts may for a time obtain the active

aid, and to a certain extent the sympathy, of a great

party whose members have no natural inchnation

towards sociahsm. This possible tyranny of min-

orities is a phenomenon which was hardly recognised

either by the statesmen or by the thinkers of 1860

' See Leot. III. pp. 48-61, post.
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or 1870, but it is a fact to which in the twentieth
century no reasonable man can shut his eyes.

The course of events, in the third place, and above
all the competition for ofl&ce which is the bane of the

party system, have at last revealed to the electorate

the extent of their power, and has taught them that

political authority can easily be used for the immedi-
ate advantage, not of the country but of a class.

Collectivism or socialism promises unlimited benefits

to the poor. Voters who are poor, naturally enough

adopt some form of socialism.

5. The Spread of Collectivism or Socialism in

Foreign Countries.—^Englishmen have rarely been

directly and consciously influenced by the example of

foreign countries. English political or sociai move-

ments have been influenced far less by logical argu-

ment than by the logic of facts, and of facts observable

in England. English collectivism and socialism owes

its peculiar development in England mainly to the

success of English trade unionism, but every part

of the world is by means of railways and electric

telegraph being brought nearer to each other. It

may therefore be taken for granted that the progress

of socialistic legislation and the trial of socialistic

experiments in English colonies, such as the Australian

Commonwealth, or in the United States, or even in

an utterly foreign country, such as France, have pro-

moted the growth of collectivism in England. In

1914 events occurring in France are better known

to an English artisan than in 1814 they were known

to an English squire or merchant.

It is worth while in this connection to observe

how nearly the French Legislature has, whether con-
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sciously or not, entered upon the path followed by

the Imperial Parliament of the United Kingdom.

The resemblance between the development of social

legislation in France and in England may be thus

illustrated : The laws of March 21, 1884, and of

July 1, 1901, have established in France the " right

of association " (to use a French term), and thereby

conferred upon trade unions, whether of workmen or

of masters, and also upon all other professional

associations, rights closely resembHng, though not

identical with, the rights possessed since 1875 by
Enghsh trade unions. In France provisions for the

support of the poor have received a development
which at any rate recall the English poor law.^ In
both countries the law confers old age pensions on
the poor, though in France both the employer and
the employed contribute to the pension. In both
countries there exists a body of factory legislation,

though it is far less developed in France than in

England. In France as in England accidents befalhng
a workman in the course of his employment entitle

him to compensation from his employer.^ In each
country the law prohibits the truck system of pay-
ment, and the law secures for workers in factories

and shops a weekly day of rest.^ The EngUsh Parha-
ment has in the case of some employments estabhshed
a minimum wage in favour of workmen.* Proposals
in favour of the same policy have been laid before
the French Parliament, and, it is said, may probably

' See Pic, Les Lois Ouvri&res (3rd ed.), sects. 1404-1411

^
Ibid sects. 1077-1138

; law, April 9, 1898; law, July"l8, 1907.
Ibid, sects. 777. 808, 825.

* See p. xlix, ante.
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find acceptance. The reacquisition in 1908 by the

French State of a whole railway system is a con-

siderable step towards the nationaUsation of rail-

ways.^ In none of these cases does the law of the

two countries coincide, but in these and in many
other instances Enghsh public opinion and French

pubhc opinion are clearly flowing in the same

direction. As far as EngUshmen can judge, the

law of England has, in its unsystematic way, gone

further in the direction of socialism than has the law

of France. I can discover no French law giving to

any association the privileges conferred on Enghsh

trade unions by the Trade Disputes Act, 1906. A
foreign critic may conjecture that the influence of

small landowners, or so-called peasant proprietors, in

France checks the progress of socialism. The com-

parison between the social legislation of the two

countries has this special point of intere,st : In each

country you have a real system of popular govern-

ment ; in each country Parliament is supreme ; in

each country parliamentary government means party

government. The Third Eepubhc of France more

closely resembles, and can more easily be compared

with, the constitutional monarchy of England than

can any other system of government now existing

on the European Continent.

6. The Existence of Industrial Discontent or War-

fare.
—" The industrial situation ... in the world at

" large has not improved diiring the last twenty-five

"years. On the contrary, it has become more

"exasperated and more dangerous. What is the

1 Eachat des cUmins de fer de Fmest, law, July 13, 1908. See Duguit,

Droit CcmstitiUkmnel, i. p. 428.
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" way out of the prevailing condition of industrial

" warfare ? It amounts to warfare, tMs incessant

" conflict within the pohtical body between the

" employed and the employers—and in many cases it

" becomes an actual physical contest." ^ Thus writes

the President Emeritus of Harvard University : he

is no sociahst ; he represents the energetic character

of New England ; he is imbued with the sanguine

temperament of every born citizen of the United

States. " Social discontent is by universal admission

" the distinctive character of our age ; and the rapid

" spread among the European popidations of doctrines

' which presuppose a more or less violent transforma-

" tion of society provides no distant parallel to the

" ardent Messianic expectations of Christ's contem-
" poraries." ^ These are the words of the Dean of

Durham in a sermon on the Kingdom of God. They

are certainly not meant to encourage hopes grounded

on revolutionary transformations of our social con-

dition. Who can doubt that discontent among the

wage-earners is a distinctive characteristic of the

present time ?

In any attempt to explain this state of feeling

we must bear in mind one consideration. It is that

discontent or even violent indignation aroused by an

existing state of society is often due far less to the

absolute amount of the suffering endured among men
prepared to rebel against the most fundamental laws

of social existence than to the increased vividness

of the contrast between given institutions and the

1 Successful Profit-Sharing, by Charles W. Eliot, President Emeritus
of Harvard University.

' See the Guardian, November 7, 1913, p. 1398, Sermon by the
Dean of Durham.
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desires of persons who suffer, or think they suffer,

from the existing state of things. Thus it is quite

possible that the wage-earners of England may be

relatively better off than were their fathers or their

grandfathers fifty or a hundred years ago. But
yet the contrast between the rich and the poor in

England may press more heavily upon the thoughts

and the imaginations of English working men than it

did towards the beginning of the nineteenth century.

Whether from an economical point of view the exist-

ence of milhonaires does great harm, or any harm,

to the mass of the people, may be a matter of doubt.

What is absolutely certain is that the existence of

millionaires emphasises the difference between rich

and poor, and also kindles among all classes an

exaggerated desire for wealth.

Then, too, it is a highly probable opinion that

the poorer citizens of aU civihsed countries have

arrived at a stage of education which makes it easy for

them to perceive the possible benefits for wage-earners

to be derived from the interference of the State, and

at the same time to be victims to the easily propagated

delusion that aU wealth possessed by the rich is so

much stolen from the poor. One lesson of experience

should never be absent from the mind of any student

engaged in investigating the history of opinion.

Revolutions are not by any means always due to

increasing or to new oppression. It would be ridicu-

lous to assert that the citizens, for example, of the

Austrahan Commonwealth suffer from oppressive

laws ; they enjoy high wages, they can if they wish

become landowners, they can at their pleasure repeal

any law which they deem to be unjust, or enact
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any law which they deem to be necessary to the

prosperity of their country. Yet sociahstic legisla-

tion and experiment have been carried to a greater

length in Austraha than in England. The discontent,

in other words, with the inequahty between rich and

poor is, whatever be the reason, felt with special

force in a very prosperous EngKsh Colony. The

history of the French Revolution presents a somewhat
similar phenomenon. Hostihty to the ancien regime

was felt more keenly by Parisians, who from the

nature of things could not suffer much from " feudal

institutions," than by peasants living in the country

districts of France. The privileges of the nobihty

had, before 1789, a far more real existence in La
Vendee than in any great town, yet the peasants of

La Vendee supported the throne and the altar when
Paris supported or tolerated the Reign of Terror.^

(D) Counter-Currents and Cross-Currents of Legis-

lative Opinionfrom the Beginning of the Twentieth

Century ^

The progress of the more or less dominant col-

lectivism ^ of 1914, or in popular language of social-

ism, will certainly be delayed, and quite possibly be
arrested,* by different though closely interconnected

coimter-currents of opinion,

1 Sir AUred Lyall inferred from TocqueviUe's writings that it was
the prosperity and the enlightenment of the French people that pro-
duced the great crash of the Revolution.

= As to the meaning of counter-currents and cross-currents of
opinion see Lect. X. p. 311, post.

= For the meaning of collectivism see p. 64, post.
' Prophecy is the vainest of pursuits, but a thoughtful reader should

bear m mmd that, while on the one hand guesses as to the future
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First Counter-current.—The surviving belief in the
policy of laissez faire.^

The exaggerated faith once placed in the wisdom
of leaving things alone, has brought laissezfaire into

discredit. Yet a candid observer will note that the
distrust of State interference is still entertained by
the mass of English citizens. It is not my business

to argue that this sentiment never produces bad
results. My sole contention is that it has still a very
strong hold upon Englishmen, whether rich or poor.

Benthamite liberalism owed half of its triumph to

its coincidence with the individualism of the common
law,^ and independently of the belief in any philosophic

theory, the dogma of laissez faire has commended
itself, and does commend itself to hundreds of English-

men, and for very obvious reasons. It has stimulated

energy of action. It has left room for freedom of

thought and individuality. It has fostered the trust

in self-help. It has kept alive emphatically the

virtues of the English people. But at this point

trust in individual liberty runs into and forms part

of a second counter-current, which deserves separate

examination.

Second Counter-current.—The inconsistency be-

tween democracy and collectivism.

In England a democrat is nowadays more than

half a socialist, and a coUectivist, or in popular language

a socialist, is generally a democrat. As a democrat

each of them holds that the best form of government

course of social development are of no value unless they are grounded

upon actually observed facts, yet on the other hand a forecast of what

is likely to happen is a legitimate kind of argument if, in spite of its

predictive form, it is an analysis of existing and observable tendencies.

1 See p. 146, post. " See p. 176, post.
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for any civilized country, and certainly for England,

is a constitution under which the wish of the majority

of the citizens ultimately determines the course of

legislation. Popular government, in short, means to

such a man, even though he be more or less a sociahst,

government in accordance with popular opinion.^ This

democratic conception of government contains the

important truth that it is impolitic if not impossible,

at any rate in a civilised State, to found institutions

or to enforce laws which the citizens thereof detest.

It is further true that honest representative govern-

ment is the best arrangement hitherto invented for

averting legislation which the people of a given coimtry

are unwilling to accept. This is the strength of the

democratic creed. But it is also true that a modern
democracy,while it protects the people from unpopular

laws, gives inadequate security for the passing of

laws which are in themselves wise and good. So
much as to the creed of a thorough-going Enghsh
democrat who looks, as do most of our Eadicals,

with some favour upon sociahsm. A socialist who
is secondarily, so to speak, a democrat, believes that

any civilised country, and certainly England, should

be governed in accordance with socialistic principles,

as being the principles which tend to promote the

welfare of the people. Now the strength of socialism

is that a socialist is saved from the delusion which,

though childish, is not uncommon, that whatever
the people desire is, because they wish for it, right

and wise ; and that the granting of such wish will

1 See Public Opinion and Popular Government, by A. Lawrence
Lowell. This book contains the most subtle analysis of public opinion
and the best account known to me of its relation to popular govern-
ment.
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always conduce to the welfare of a country. Most

persons further, though not all, will concede that the

socialistic ideal contains in itself some elements of

truth, and also is the expression of an honest and

laudable wish to better the position of the wage-

earners in every civiUsed country. This concession,

however, does not involve the belief that law can

benefit the people as much as does the maintenance

of personal freedom. The weak point of the social-

istic ideal is that it is a dogmatic or authoritative

creed and encourages enthusiasts who hold it to think

hghtly of individual freedom, and suggests the very

dubious idea that in a democracy the wish of the

people may often be overruled for the good of the

people. The ideal of democracy, in short, is govern-

ment for the good of the people by the people, and

in accordance with the wish of the people ; the ideal

of collectivism is government for the good of the

people by experts, or officials who know, or think

they know, what is good for the people better than

either any non-official person or than the mass of

the people themselves. Each of these two ideals

contains something of truth, but each of these ideals

may sooner or later clash with each other. This

conflict may take various forms. But behefs marked

by essential inconsistency are certain to give rise to

most serious and, it may be, very practical and em-

bittered dissension.

In England our sociahstic democrat or our demo-

cratic sociaHst is, naturally enough, blind to this incon-

sistency. He is convinced that socialism will promote

the welfare of England. He therefore assumes that

socialism when put into practice will become popular.
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He sees that the progress of democracy has for the

last thirty years coincided with the passing of social-

istic laws. He forgets that the existence of a demo-

cracy prevents any sagacious coUectivist from pressing

upon English electors any law which is not, apparently

at least, beneficial to the poor. The Old Age Pensions

Act certainly offers a pecuniary benefit to most wage-

earners. Whether the working men of England will

ultimately gain by relying on the State for their

support in old age, is a question which you can

hardly expect men who have been able to save

nothing for the wants of their declining years to

consider. A country labourer will never be ofEended

by the offer of the nation to give him five shilHngs

a week from the day he has reached the age of 70.

The inconsistency between democracy and socialism

1 will never be fully recognised until earnest socialists

1

force upon the people some law which, though in con-

formity with socialistic principles, imposes some new

burden upon the mass of the voters.

My aim is to prove that even now such incon-

sistency exists. Look at things passing before our

eyes. A coUectivist never holds a stronger position

than when he advocates the enforcement of the best

ascertained laws of health. Disease inflicts injuries

upon men of all classes. Its appearance gives the

most striking example of the way in which different

members of the community are bound together by that

mutual interdependence for which French writers use

the term " sohdarity." One would have thought it

therefore impossible that a large body of Englishmen

should be found to resist measures commended by
sound knowledge for the resistance to the spread of
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disease. That vaccination, if rigidly enforced, would
banish small-pox from England is believed by
the vast majority of experts competent to form
an opinion on such a matter. Yet the Radicals of

Leicester, in the name of freedom or of conscience,

claim the right and, with the connivance of politicians

who are fishing for votes, exercise the power to

propagate small -pox. We have here, at any rate

for the moment, an instance of conflict between

democratic and sociahstic enthusiasm. Take again

the Mental Deficiency Act, 1913. It approved itself

to both Houses of Parliament ; it approves itself

to almost every person throughout the United-

Kingdom who possesses the not always united qualities

of humanity and of good sense, still it met with

strenuous opposition from ardent democrats.

Take quite a difierent instance of the opposition

between democracy and socialism. No one until

recent times has disputed that democratic institutions

are strengthened by the existence of a large number

of small and independent landowners. Whether it

be possible to create anew a body of yeomen in a

country where, mainly from economical causes, such

yeomen have disappeared is a question which need

not here receive any answer. No man, however,

can dispute that the existence of such a territorial

democracy contributes in Switzerland, in France,

and in the United States to the prosperity and the

efiectiveness of popular institutions. *But the modern

sociahst does not desire the maintenance or the pro-

duction of a large class of independent yeomen. He

desires property, and especially property in land, to

be owned by the State. He perceives, truly enough
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from his own point of view, that the existence of a

large number of independent landowners, each of

whom can call a comparatively small piece of land

his own, will be a serious and possibly an insuperable

obstacle to the nationalisation of land_^ The peasant

proprietors of France in 1848 rallied round Louis

Napoleon because he promised protection against

socialists. In truth the opposition between the

democratic desire for an independent yeomanry and

the socialistic passion for the nationalisation of land

is not accidental. The owners of small estates feel

more strongly than any other class the joy of owner-

ship. It is among them that the possession of

property exercises the magical efEect attributed to

it by Arthur Young. But a sincere socialist con-

demns the passion for individual ownership. He

wishes to substitute for it the passion for common

ownership by the State. Here again the democratic

ideal as understood by Englishmen is inconsistent

with the ideals of socialism.

Another difference between the ideals of an

English' socialist and an Enghsh democrat is to be

found in the attitude which they respectively take

up towards scientific experts. The sociahst's ideal is

a State ruled by officials or experts who are socialists.

The democrat's ideal is a State governed by the

people in conformity with the broad conmion sense

he attributes to ordinary citizens. Hence the sociahst

escapes the folly of idolising the people. But it were

foolish to suppose that democratic suspicion of

experts or officials always originates in popular

ignorance. Respect for experts ought always to be

tempered by the constant remembrance that the
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possessors of special knowledge Lave also their

special weaknesses. Rarely indeed does reform come

from even tke best among professional men. Bentham

gained the ear of some eminent lawyers, but the

conception of Benthamite reform did not come from

the leaders of the Bar, nor generally from the judges.

Pasteur was no doctor, and the doctors of France for

a long time slighted his discoveries and resisted his

suggestions. Lister showed, what no one doubts, that

professional eminence is not inconsistent with origin-

ality and genius, but he was attacked with vehemence

by one among the most famous of Scottish physicians,

and for many years could not gain the credence or

the support of some eminent English surgeons. And

this blindness of experts is no accident. A man's

minute knowledge and interest in a certain class of

facts, however important in themselves, is, owing to

hmitations of the human intellect, often balanced

by ignorance, in no way disgraceful, of other facts

which though they may have a direct bearing upon

the prosperity of mankind, do not happen to interest or

perhaps to be known to our scientific expert.^ Canning,

we are told by a very distinguished man of science,

did not learn till late in hfe that tadpoles turned into

frogs, and thought that a schoolboy who gave him

that information was fooling him. This " portentous

ignorance " suggests to our scientific instructor that a

man capable of it is disquahfied from safely exercising

high functions of statesmanship. It is happy for

England that the unscientific EngHshmen of the

early nineteenth century had not adopted any such

disquahfying dogma. The insight, the foresight, and,

above all, the rapid resolution of Canning achieved
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for England a deliverance from danger hardly less

important than the security conferred upon her by

the victory of Trafalgar. ' Our democrat, if he is a

man of sense, ought to have one inestimable virtue.

He may lack the knowledge possessed by the ablest

of specialists ; but he knows and feels that the

prosperity of men and of nations has its source in

self-help, energy, and originality. He is thus saved

from that belief in formulas which has now and again

wrecked the plans of enthusiastic socialists.
/

Let us examine the opposition between^mocracy
and sociaHsm from a slightly different point of view.

It will then be seen that some of the most energetic

movements of the day are closely connected with

beliefs which, whether true or false, are naturally

adopted by democrats and not easily accepted by
socialists. Take, for instance, the agitation in favour

of giving parliamentary votes to women. Many
arguments worth consideration may be adduced in

support of this movement. But its real strength hes

in the acceptance of the dogma, that every human
being of full age has prima facie an innate or natural

right to the full political powers of a citizen. This

doctrine is congenial to democrats who at times have
treated the claim to manhood suffrage as a natural

right. Its fallaciousness has indeed been proved
again and again by Burke, by Bentham, and by Comte.
It is opposed also to the assumption always latent

in sociahstic teaching that the will of the people may
be overruled by sociaHsts for the people's good. No
existing institution, again, is more democratic, and
may possibly turn out more conservative, than the
referendum. It Hes at the very basis of popular
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government in Switzerland ; but the intelligent

socialist fights very shy of the referendum, for he

fears, not without reason, that the vote of the people

might be adverse to a policy of socialism. On no

point, again, is public opinion more divided than on

the question of divorce. With the theological beliefs

which give special bitterness to this controversy we

need not here concern ourselves. The noticeable

fact for our present purpose is that the difference of

opinion as to the terms, if any, on which divorce

ought to be allowed, arises from the difEerence between

the individualistic, or democratic, and the socialistic

view of life. If marriage be looked upon mainly as

a contract between man and wife it is obviously

reasonable to put an end to a marriage of two persons

when it causes deep unhappiness to both, or when it

causes misery to the one party and gives very little

happiness to the other. This consideration seems to

many democrats all but conclusive in favour of allow-

ing divorce. Hence in every democratically governed

country divorce is made year by year more easily

obtainable. But if divorce be looked upon mainly

from the point of view of a sane coUectivist, the

question whether divorce should be facilitated becomes

an inquiry far more difficult to answer. Marriage, he

will argue, when treated as a union which hardly

admits of dissolution, confers great benefits upon the

State. The interest of the community therefore is

the only test which can decide whether the right to

divorce should be extended or restricted ; the reUef

which divorce may give to an individual sufiering

from an unhappy marriage cannot to socialistic

thinkers be a decisive consideration.

/
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Such thinkers are certainly themselves coming to

perceive the possible conflict between democratic

and socialistic ideals. The devices by which they

try to explain away this opposition are sometimes

more starthng than reassuring. One writer maintains

that the whole misery of modem hfe consists in the

conflicting interests of classes, and that when the

State substitutes for the existence of different classes

one uniform class of citizens all the members whereof

are equally governed with equity and in accordance

with the principles of enUghtened sociahsm, selfish-

ness and the conflicting interests it produces wiU dis-

appear.i To an ordinary man who knows something

of history, and has not shut his eyes to human nature

as it actually exists, it must seem that the love of self,

whether justifiable or unjustifiable, is due to causes

deeper than any pohtical or social reform wiU ever

touch. A nation or a State means, conceal it as you
wiU, a lot of individual selves with unequal talents

and in reahty unequal conditions, and each of these

selves does—or rather must—^think not exclusively,

but primarily of his own self. The old doctrine of

original sin may be totally disconnected from the

tale of Eve and her apple, or any other rehgious

tradition or theological dogma, but it represents an
undeniable fact which neither a statesman nor a

preacher can venture to ignore. It is urged again

that the need for individuality or originahty, which
is fostered by democratic freedom, is of trifling im-
portance, and that civihsation owes much less to

creative genius than to the collective endeavours of

mankind. This is the grossest of blunders. Tarde
1 Hillquit, Socialism in Theory and Practice, p. 120,
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in his Lois de Vimitation has emphasised with

extraordinary subtlety and vigour the debt which

we all owe to human imitativeness, but he never

overlooks the fact that unless for the occasional

appearance of a genius and an inventor, there would

be httle in existence worth imitation. The very

ablest of sociaHstic or semi-socialistic jurists removes

the conflict between the power of the State and the

freedom of the individual by, at the same time,

thrusting into prominence the notion of solidarity,

and asserting in language, which might almost be

taken from John Mill, the duty of the State to foster

individuahty of character. He, however, confers upon

the State the right of compelHng an individual to

take any course of action whatever which the State

deems conducive to the welfare of the citizens whereof

it is composed.^ Englishmen will readily acknowledge

that there are many cases in which the interference

of the State really increases the personal liberty of

a citizen, but, to any one brought up under the

influence of John Mill and Tocqueville, it will be very

difficult to beheve that it is possible to deny that

there may be, and in a socialistic state always will

be, a conflict between the freedom necessary for the

full development of individuality and the power of

a government which has to enforce upon individuals

deference to the principles of authoritative sociahsm.

Despotism may continue to be tyranny, even though

it may have become both popular and benevolent.

From whichever side the topic is approached,

there will appear to be a real inconsistency between

democr9,tic government, i.e. the government of

1 See Duguit, L'^toi, le. droit objectifet la loi positive, p. 49.
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pubKc opinion, and the rule of socialism, i.e. the

enforcement of principles which, whether true or

false, will sometimes assuredly conflict with the public

opinion of the time.

A Cross-current.—The opposition to the expensive-

ness or the financial burdens of collectivism.

Sociahstic government is expensive government.

And this is no accidental characteristic. For the

true coUectivist or socialist does not leave a penny

which he can help to " fructify in the pockets of the

people." The reason of this is clear. Our sociahst

believes that money not taken hold of by the State

fructifies, if at all, in the pockets of the rich, such as

miUionaires and Dukes, and that it never reaches the

overworked and underpaid wage -earner until it is

seized by the tax-collector and dealt out to the worthy

poor—^and the poor are always worthy—^by the action

of the State. This fine of reasoning or of feehng, of

course,. leads to the collection of huge revenues to be

used for profuse expenditure directed by the super-

human wisdom of Government to the benefit of

wage-earners.

The following statements are meant to show the

immense increase in the amount of taxation imposed

upon the tax-payers and rate-payers of England
(including Wales)

:

The Burden of Taxation.—The tax-payers and
rate-payers of England bear the weight of a double

system of taxation.

(1) National Taxation, or Taxes, in the Strict Sense

of that Term.—Such taxation is imposed directly by
Act of Parhament and falls upon all tho tax-payers

of the United Kingdom. The whole revenue of the
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United Kingdom, in so far as it is raised by taxation,^

for each of the five years 1908-1909 to 1912-1913,

inclusive, may be thus stated :

1908-1909

1909-1910

1910-1911

1911-1912

1912-1913

£125,550,000

105,230,000

175,162,000

155,040,000

154,753,000

In other words, the revenue raised by taxes has

increased during the last five years (1908-1909 to

1912-1913) by £29,203,000.

Now the meaning of these facts is made clearer

by a comparison of the revenue of the United Kingdom
to-day with the revenue of the United Kingdom in

1885-1886. In 1885-1886 the revenue raised by

taxation was £74,927,000, whereas the revenue for

1912-1913 was £154,753,000. In twenty-seven years

taxation has increased by £79,826,000, that is to say,

it has increased, on an average, of shghtly under

£3,000,000 a year. The revenue, in short, from tax-

ation was in 1912-1913 at least double the revenue

in 1885-1886.2

1 The whole revenue of the United Kingdom, including revenue

arising from non-tax sources, such, e.g. as the postal service, and the

receipts from the Suez Canal Shares, has been stated for the same years

as foUows

:

1908-1909 . . . £151,578,295

1909-1910

1910-1911

1911-1912

1912-1913

131,696,456

203,850,587

185,090,285

188,802,000

See Finance Accounts of the United Kingdom, 1912-1913, and Whitake.r's

Almanack, 1914, p. 500.

=" In 1885-1886 the persons subject to income-tax paid £15,160,000 ;

in 1912-1913 they paid £44,806,000. The tax has increased by more
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The date 1885-1886 is noticeable. The last great

Act of Parliamentary reform was passed in 1884, and

established democratic government based on House-

hold Sufirage throughout the whole of the United

Kingdom. From 1885 it is possible to trace the

gradual increase in the revenue raised by taxation,

though this increase does not become very noticeable

till some ten years later. The contrast between the

£74,927,000 raised in 1885-1886 and the £154,753,000

raised in 1912-1913 is noteworthy. It can hardly

be overlooked, whatever may be the inference which

is rightly drawn from it. But, as already pointed out,

the inhabitants of England are taxed not only as

tax-payers but also as rate-payers.^

(2) Local Taxation or Public Rates.—Such taxation

is imposed directly by some of the numerous local

bodies authorised in England by Act of Parhament

to impose rates.^ If we want to see the weight of

taxation imposed upon Enghshmen by the national

taxes with which we have already dealt, and by pubhc

rates, it will be convenient to add together the national

than £29,500,000. Nor is there the least reason to expect the least

diminution in the weight of taxation. The notice officially sent round

to tax-payers estimates the national expenditure for 1913-1914 at

£195,640,000.

1 Of course this is true also of the inhabitants of Scotland and

Ireland, who also pay their share of the taxes imposed on the tax-

payers of the United Kingdom. But as I am deahng with the law

and the pubhc opinion of England, it in many ways simplifies the

treatment of my subject if we confine ourselves as much as possible to

laws affecting Enghshmen.
" See for the nature and number of local authorities who can impose

Pubhc Bates, Local Taxation Returns, 1910-1911, Part VII., Summary,
p. 3. The number of such separate local authorities in the year 1910-

1911 were 25,614. The year 1910-1911 is the last for which returns

have been furnished.
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taxes and the public rates ^ for the following four

years, 1907-1908, 1908-1909, 1909-1910, 1910-1911.

In such a comparison it will be best to omit alto-

gether from our computation of the amount raised for

the national revenue any non-tax revenue.^ Hence

the following results

:

In 1907-1908 the burden of taxes and rates to-

gether amounted to £189,947,577, in 1908-1909 to

£186,768,203, in 1909-1910 to £168,491,164, and in

1910-1911 to £240,233,131.

»

As there is not as yet available any complete return

of the rates collected in England since 1910-1911, it

is impossible to state authoritatively, how much

the rate-payers of England have paid by way of

local taxation or rates, in addition to payment

of public taxes, in the years 1911-1912 and 1912-

1913. If, however, we assume that the rates im-

posed for the year 1912-1913 were not greater

than the rates collected for the year 1910-1911, that

sum at least must be added to the amount raised as

taxes for that year, with the result that the taxes and

rates together amounted to at lowest the sum of

£218,013,940. But it may be taken as morally

certain that the rates for 1912-1913 will turn out to

exceed the rates for 1910-1911 by more than a milhon,*

1 The public rates raised in England for the years 1907-1911

were : 1907-1908, £69,627,577 ; 1908-1909, £61,218,203 ;
1909-1910,

£63,261,164; 1910-1911, £65,073,131.

* See p. Ixxxiii, note 1, ante.

3 The apparent lightening of the burden for the year 1909-1910

was due to the dispute of the two Houses over the Budget, and its

rejection by the House of Lords. A large amount of taxes was not then

coUected, within the financial year 1909-1910, but it sweUed the amount

collected in the following year.

» It will be observed that between 1907-1908 and 1910-1911 the

rates have risen by more than £5,445,550.
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and hence the whole amount of taxes and rates for

1911-1912 will come to at least £220,826,131. From
the huge amount drawn from tax-payers and rate-

payers some inferences may at any rate be drawn

with a good deal of probabihty.

Thus the burden of taxes is gradually forming

an immense restriction upon individual freedom, for

it must always be remembered that a tax, whatever

its form, is always levied upon definite assignable

persons with whose means of free action it interferes.

The old hberahsm of sixty years ago meant cheap

government, and encouraged the individual energy

which is the Hfe-blood of true democratic government.

Then again heavy taxes are a source of pubHc danger.

In the case of a foreign invasion an over-taxed England
might be found in the course of a very few months
to be, even if well provided with Dreadnoughts, an
indefensible England. This peril would be greatly

increased if the mass of the people and of the voters

had come more and more to depend for their pros-

perity on the aid of the State. A recent Life oj

Gobbett records that the Peace of Amiens (1803) was
so popular with the London mob that they drew the
carriage of the French envoy in triumph to his

house. No one can doubt that it might be very
difficult to carry on even a strictly defensive war,
if it became necessary to cut down the amount of

old age pensions or of insurance and unemployment
benefit. But here we come across the consideration
that quite possibly the gradually increasing disUke to
excessive taxation might bring not only the richer
classes, but also the large middle class of tradesmen
and skilled artisans who may feel that they are being
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pressed down under the load of taxes into the ranks

of the strictly poor, to cry halt to any further socialistic

and costly experiments. Thus patriotism and im-

perialism may well reinforce impatience of excessive

taxation, and in effect create new cross-currents

of opinion hostile to the progress of socialism. English-

men of wisdom and public spirit may well forbid the

squandering upon even benevolent experiments of

resources which ought always to be preserved for the

defence of our national greatness and independence.

Conclusions

What then are the inferences which can be drawn

from the rapid growth of collectivism and the force

of the circumstances, feehngs, or behefs which in

England oppose its further progress ?

One assertion may be made with confidence. It is

that the prevalence of inconsistent social and pohtical

ideals (which often by the way co-exist in the mind

of one and the same person) is full of peril to our

country. For it is more than possible that Enghsh

legislation may, through this inconsistency of thought,

combine disastrously the defects of socialism with the

defects of democratic government. Any grand scheme

of social reform, based on the real or supposed truths

of sociaHsm, ought to be carried out by slow and well-

considered steps taken under the guidance of the best

and the most impartial of experts. But the demo-

cratic idea that the people, or any large number of

the people, ought to have whatever they desire simply

because they desire it, and ought to have it quickly, is

absolutely fatal to that slow and sure kind of progress
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which alone has the remotest chance of producing

fundamental and beneficial social changes. Demo-

cratic legislation, on the other hand, ought to have

the advantage of harmonising with, or at any rate

not going much beyond, the pubhc opinion of a

given time. But this harmony between law and

sentiment is easily contemned by sociahsts, who feel

that they know better than do the electors of England

what is really for the good of the Enghsh people.

Hence it is all but certain that great changes planned

by enthusiasts will, if they seem to be popular, be

carried out with haste and without due consideration

as to the choice of the means proper to obtain a given

end, and, on the other hand, that on some occasions

a party of self -called reformers will force on the

electors changes which, whether good or bad, are

opposed to the genuine convictions of the people.

All that it is necessary to insist upon is that either

blunder is hkely to cause huge loss, and it may be
ruin, to England. This is a matter of ominous
significance.

Another line of refiection is absolutely forced upon
a student of recent legislation. The socialists of

England who desire "the abolition of the wage
system," 1 are, he will see, aiming at a fundamental
revolution in the whole condition of Enghsh society.

The change may be the most beneficial of reforms or

the most impracticable of ideals. But in any case
it will involve a severe conflict, and a conflict which
may last not for years, but for generations. The
arduousness of the fight is certain. Englishmen,

1 See Industrial Unrest and Trade Union Policy, by Charles Booth,
pp. 15.-21.
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and especially that class of Englislimen who will

have to pay the immense sums, and make the large

sacrifices required for carrying out the revolution

longed for by enthusiastic socialists, will offer the

most stubborn opposition to a change which touches

the very foundation of existing society. To English-

men at least it is one thing to assent to the removal

of definite and assignable grievances, it is quite

another thing to sanction a course of unlimited in-

novation justified rather by the feelings and the

hopes than by the arguments of its advocates. It is

equally certain that the revolution to which socialism

points cannot be worked out until the lapse of a long

period of time. The social transformation of the

modern world must be compared both in its import-

ance and in its diflO-Culty with the Eeformation of the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, or with the

French Eevolution. The Eeformation represented

a conflict extending over at least 130 years, the

French Eevolution can hardly even now be said to

have reached its close, and, if we consider it as ended,

has covered more than 100 years. In 1789 the best

and wisest men in Europe expected from political

reforms results as fundamental and as beneficial as

any Englishman with leanings towards socialism can

expect from social reforms.'- In the one case we know,

and in the other case we may conjecture that the

expectations of reformers have been based to a large

1 Englishmen of the twentieth century can hardly believe in the

wildness of the hopes originally excited by the French Revolution.

The shortest and by far the most impressive picture of the boundless

expectations " of better days to all mankind " formed by men of sense

and judgment is to be found in Books IX-XI of Wordsworth's

Prelude.
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extent on the failure to understand the nature of

man.

The last reflection which I will venture to

suggest inevitably takes the form of a question.

What are the hopes which a reasonable man may
cherish with regard to the progress of collectivism in

England ? Unless he be a person of astoundingly.

sanguine temperament it would be difficult for him

not to perceive that the combination of socialistic

and democratic legislation threatens the gravest

danger to the country. One may go a step further

than this, and point out that if you look to the

course of Enghsh history, founded as it is on

individuahsm, or to the actual condition of Enghsh
society, based, as it is, on the ideas suitable to the

greatest of commercial communities, the transforma-

tion of England into a sociahstic State looks hke an

absolute impossibihty. But this fact does not pre-

clude—^it really favours—^the anticipation that definite

reforms of law or custom, and still more of feehng,

which are now advocated on more or less sociahstic

grounds, may be adopted with success by Enghsh-
men. The possible fulfilment of this hope rests upon
the.assumption that democracy in its best form can
become a government which at any rate tries to look,

not to the interest of a class, even though the class

be made up of the greater number and the poorest

among the inhabitants of England, but to the interest

of the whole nation. We must assume, we must
indeed hope, that the sociahsts of England will

accept the profoundly true dictum of Gabrielle

Tarde that " a sociaHst party can, but a worldng
man's party cannot, be in the great current of pro-
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gress." 1 For a party of socialists may aim at tlie

benefit of the whole State, a labour party seeks the

benefit of a class. EngUsh democracy now knows

its power, as English kings knew their power in the

Middle Ages, as the English nobility knew its power

after the Revolution of 1688, as the middle class

knew its power between 1832 and 1866. This histori-

cal retrospect suggests much hope. The best of our

kings, the most sagacious of our nobility, the most

humane and the most prudent of our middle class

did, though they each often displayed gross ignorance

and marked selfishness, try honestly to govern with

a view to the welfare of the whole country. It is

to be hoped rather than expected that the English

democracy may, under great temptations to err, dis-

play as much public virtue as the nobles of 1688

or the ten-pound householders of 1832. On the

question whether our hope is well founded the opinion

of intelligent and not unsympathetic foreigners is

better worth attention than can be the judgment

of any Englishman afiected, as it must be, by the

political sympathies and conflicts of the day. Mr.

Lowell has studied the English Constitution more

thoroughly than have most Enghshmen. He has

also carried the analysis of pubhc opinion in England

and in the United States a step further than any

recent writer. Now of our country he says, " the

" poHtical system of England, which was never that

" of an absolute monarchy, and has never become

1 Tarde, Les Transformations du pouvoir, p. 258. " Toute politique

qui se propose le triomphe exolusif d'une olasse ou d'une caste, fnt-ce

de la olasse ou de la caste la plus nombreuse et la plus d6sh6rit6e, est

retrograde au premier chef. Un parti socialiste peut etre dans le

grand courant du progrSs ; un parti ouvrier non."
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" quite a democracy of the traditional type but has

" ever carried the forms of one age over into the

" next, and thus combined some of their virtues." ^

These words hint at the aspirations of a reasonable

Enghshman ; it may be hoped that we may carry

the indiAdduahstic virtues and laws of the nineteenth

century into the twentieth century, and there blend

them with the sociaHstic virtues of a coming age.

Mr. Charles W. Ehot, the eminent predecessor at

Harvard of President Lowell, suggests to a certain

extent the mode by which this end may be accom-

plished. He beheves and preaches that, without any

tremendous legal change, the social unrest, the exist-

ence whereof every one acknowledges, can gradually

be put an .end to, if we come to the conclusion arrived

at by him after studying for a good many years the

question of content in labour, that " the conditions of

' content in labour, which I have enjoyed personally,
" are those which all labouring people ought to
" enjoy." ^ Weigh now the words of an eminent

German professor who has carefully studied the

economic history of England and recognises the

development of sociaHstic ideas among modern
EngUshmen : " Economic hberalism taught England
" to believe in the rights and greatest possible develop-
" ment of the individual ; to regard each man as

" equal before the Law, and to display toleration
" towards the opinions of others, whether in politics

" or in religion
; to place the same social value on all

" professions, and to respect what other nations and

^ A. L. Lowell, Public Opinion and Popular Government, p. 295.
" Successful Profit-Sharing, by Charles W. Eliot. The same view

seems to me practically adopted in Industrial Unrest and Trade Union
Policy, by Charles Booth.
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" races hold holy. To other nations these and other
" characteristics of Liberal culture are still novel and
" unfamiliar. The Englishman will not lose them
" even under a new social system, for they have become
" an integral part of his national character." ^ The

hopes suggested by these foreign observers of our

public life are confirmed by the whole history of

England. It has condemned violent revolution, but

has favoured the gradual reform or abolition of

admitted defects in a tolerable state of society.

Englishmen are likely, therefore, to favour the gradual

amendment of a social condition as good as, and

possibly sounder than, the condition of any other

large European country. To this consideration

may be added the confi.dence that the increased

sympathy assuredly now felt by the best men and

women of England with the wants of the poorer classes

will faciUtate wise legislation, and create or restore

" the conditions of labour under which the labourer

" may reasonablybe expected to be contented, efficient,

"and happy." Here, however, we approach the

realm of prophecy. A prudent man will in these

circumstances do well to adopt as his conclusion the

words of Alexis de Tocqueville :

" Le sociaHsme xestera-t-il enseveh dans le m6pris

" qui couvre si justement les sociahstes de 1848 1 Je

" fais cette question sans y repondre. Je ne doute pas

" que les lois constitutives de notre societe moderne

" ne soient fort modifiees a la longue ; elles I'ont

" deja ete dans beaucoup de leurs parties principales,

" mais arrivera-t-on jamais a les detruire et a en

" mettre d'autres a la place ? Cela me parait im-

1 Economic Liberalism, by Hermann Levy, Ph.D., p. 124.
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praticable. Je ne dis rien de plus, car, a mesure

que j'etudie davantage I'etat ancien du monde, et

que je vols plus en detail le monde m§me de nos

jours
;
quand je considere la diversite prodigieuse,

qui s'y rencontre, non seulement parmi les lois,

mais parmi les principes des lois, et les difierentes

formes qu'a prises et que retient, meme aujourd'hui,

quoi qu'on en dise, le droit de propriete sur la terre,

je suis tente de croire que ce qu'on appelle les

institutions necessaires ne sont souvent que les

institutions auxqueUes on est accoutume, et qu'en

matiere de constitution sociale, le champ du possible

est bien plus vaste que les bommes qui vivent dans

cbaque societe ne se I'imaginent." ^

1 Souvenirs d'Alexis de Tocqueville (Paris, 1893), pp. Ill and 112.
'

' Will socialism remain buried in the disdain with which the socialists

of 1848 are so justly covered ? I put the question without making

any reply. I do not doubt that the laws concerning the constitution

of our modern society will in the long run undergo modification ; they

have abeady done so in many of their principal parts. But will they

ever be destroyed and replaced by others ? It seems to me to be im-

practicable. I say no more, because—the more I study the former

condition of the world and see the world of our own day in greater

detail, the more I consider the prodigious variety to be met with not

only in laws, but in the principles of law, and the different forms even

now taken and retained, whatever one may say, by the rights of pro-

perty on this earth—the more I am tempted to believe that what we
call necessary institutions are often no more than institutions to which

we have grown accustomed, and that in matters of social constitution

the field of possibihties is much more extensive than men Uving in their

various societies are ready to imagine."

—

Recollections of Alexis de

Tocqueville, English translation, by de Mattos, pp. 100, 101.
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LECTURE I

THE RELATION BETWEEN LAW AND PUBLIC OPINION

My aim in these lectures is to exhibit the close Lecture

dependence of legislation, and even of the absence of _
legislation, in England during the nineteenth century

upon the varying currents of pubhc opinion.^

The fact of this dependence will be assumed by
most students with even too great readiness. We
are all of us so accustomed to endow public opinion

with a mysterious or almost supernatural power, that

we neglect to examine what it is that we mean by

pubhc opinion, to measure the true hmits of its

authority, and to ascertain the mode of its operation.

Surprise may indeed be felt, not at the statement

that law depends upon opinion, but at this assertion

being hmited to England, and to England during the

last century. The hmitation, however, is intentional,

and admits of full justification.

True indeed it is that the existence and the altera-

tion of human institutions must, in a sense, always

and everywhere depend upon the behefs or feehngs,

or, in other words, upon the opinion of the society in

which such institutions flourish.

1 " Opinion rules everything." Napoleon, cited in Life by Fournier,

Eng. trans, vol. ii. p. 446.

IE I B
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I.

Lecture " As force," Writes Hume, " is always on the side of

" the governed, the governors have nothing to support
" them but opinion. It is, therefore, on opinion only

" that government is founded ; and thismaxim extends
" to the most despotic and most miUtary governments,
" as well as to the most free and most popular. The
" Soldan of Egjrpt, or the Emperor of Eome, might
" drive his harmless subjects, hke brute beasts, against

" their sentiments and incKnation ; but he must, at

" least, have led his mamelukes, or praetorian bands,
"'* hke men, by their opinion." ^

And so true is this observation that the authority

even of a Southern planter over his slaves rested at

bottom upon the opinion of the negroes whom he at

his pleasure flogged or killed. Their combined physical

force exceeded the planter's own personal strength,

and the strength of the few whites who might be

expected to stand by him. The blacks obeyed the

slave-owner from the opinion, whether well or ill

founded, that in the long run they would in a con-

test with their masters have the worst of the fight

;

and even more from that Tiabit of submission which,

though enforced by the occasional punishment of

rebels, was grounded upon a number of comphcated
sentiments, such, for example, as admiration for

superior abihty and courage, or gratitude for kind-

ness, which cannot by any fair analysis be reduced to

a mere form of fear, but constitute a kind of prevalent

moral atmosphere. The whites, Tn lhort7~ruled in~

virtue of the opinion, entertained by their slaves

no less than by themselves, that the slave-owners

1 Hume, Essays, vol. i., Essay iv. p. 110 : Green and Grose.
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possessed qualities whicli gave tliem the miglit, and Lecture

even the right, to be masters. With the rightness or
•*••

wrongness of this conviction we are not here in any
way concerned. Its existence is adduced only as a

proof that, even in the most extreme case conceiv-

able, Hume's doctrine holds good, and the opinion of

the governed is the real foundation of all government.

But, though obedience to law must of necessity be

enforced by opinion of some sort, and Hume's paradox

thus turns out to be a truism, this statement does not

involve the admission that the law of every country

is itself the result of what we mean by "public

opinion." This term, when used in reference to

legislation, is merely a short way of describing the

behef or conviction prevalent in a given society that

particular laws are beneficial, and therefore ought to

be maintained, or that they are harmful, and therefore

ought to be modified or repealed. And the assertion

that pubhc opinion governs legislation in a particular^

country, means that laws are there maintained or

repealed in accordance with the opinion or wishes of

its inhabitants. Now this assertion, though it is, if

properly understood, true with regard to England at

the present day, is clearly not true of all countries, at

all times, and indeed has not always been true even

of England.

For, in the first place, there exist many communi-

ties in which pubHc opinion—^if by that term be

meant speculative viewsJteM_by_thejQasa--X!f~the^

people^as^oTEelalteration or improvement pt tMr
In^itotions—can hardly be said to have any existence. S

The members of such, societies are influenced by!

habits rather than by thoughts. Their mode of hfe
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I.

Lecture IS determined by customary rules, whicli may indeed

have originated in the necessities of a given social

condition, or even in speculative doctrines enter-

tained by ancient law-givers, but which, whatever

be their origin, assuredly owe their continuance to

use and wont. It is, in truth, only under the pecuhar

conditions of an advanced civihsation that opinion

dictates legislative change. In manyEastern countries,

opinion—which is better described as traditional or

instinctive feehng—^has for ages been, in general,

hostile to change and favourable to the maintenance

of inherited habits. There, as in the West, opinion,

in a very wide sense of that word, rules ; but such

aversion to change as for ages keeps a society within

the hmits of traditional action, is a very different

.. thing from the pubhc opinion which in the England
jOf the nineteenth and twentieth centuries has

!l demanded constant improvements in the law of the

: land.

It is possible, in the second place, to point to

realms where laws and institutions have been altered

or revolutionised in deference to opinion, but where
the behefs which have guided legislative reform have
not been what we mean in England by " pubhc "

opinion. They have been, not ideas entertained by the

inhabitants of a country, or by the greater part thereof,

but convictions held by a small number of men, or

even by a single individual who happened to be

placed in a position of commanding authority. We
must, indeed, remember that no ruler, however power-
ful, can stand completely alone, and that the despots

who have caused or guided revolutions have been

influenced by the opinion, if not of their own country,
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yet of their generation. But it may be asserted with Lecture

substantial truth that Peter the Great laid the J_
foundation of Russian power without much deference

to the opinion of Eussia, and that modern Prussia

was created by Frederick the Great, who certainly

drew his ideas of good government from other than

Prussian sources. It was not, then, the pubhc opinion

of the Russian people or the pubUc opinion of the

Prussians, but the convictions of a single man which

in each case moulded the laws and institutions

of a powerful country. At this moment legislation

in British India is the work of a body of Enghsh

spe'ciahsts who foUow to a great extent the current of

Enghsh opinion. They are, indeed, it is to be hoped,

guided far more by their own experience and by their

practical knowledge of India, than by Enghsh* senti-

ment ; but Anglo-Indian officials though they may
not always obey the transitory feehngs of the Eng-

hsh pubhc, certainly do not represent Indian pubhc

opinion.

In the third place, the law of a country may fail.

for a time, to represent pubhc opinion owing to the

lack of any legislative organ which adequately re-

sponds to the sentiment of the agej A portion, at

least, of that accumulation of abuses, which was the

cause or the occasion of the French Revolution, may
fairly be ascribed to the want of any legislative body

possessing both the power and the will to carry (fat

reforms which had long been demanded by the

intelhgence of the French nation. Some critics

may, it is true, deny that a legislative organ was

lacking : a French king held in his hands under the

ancien regime an authority nearly approaching to
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Lecture Sovereign power, and an enlightened despot might, it

'

has been suggested, have conferred upon the country

all the benefits promised by the Revolution. But the

power of the French Crown was practically more

hmited than modern critics always perceive, whilst the

circumstances no less than the character of Louis XV.

and Louis XVI. disqualified these monarchs for per-

forming the part of enhghtened despots. The " Parlia-

ments," again, which assuredly possessed some legisla-

tive power, might, it has been argued, have reformed

the laws and institutions of the country. But the

Parhaments were after all Courts, not legislatures,

and represented the prejudices of lawyers, not the as-

pirations of reformers ; Frenchmen, zealous for the

removal of abuses, looked, as a matter of fact, with

more hope to the action of the king than to the

legislation of Parhaments which represented the

antiquated conservatism of a past age. The want,

then, of a legislative organ was in France a check
\ upon the influence of pubhc opinion. Nor can it

! be denied that even in England defective legislative

machinery has at times lessened the immediate in-

fluence of opinion. The chief cause, no doubt, of the

arrest of almost every kind of reform during the latest

years of the eighteenth and the earlier part of the

nineteenth century, was a state of feehng so hostile

to revolution that it forbade the most salutary

innovations. But " legislative stagnation," as it has
been termed, lasted in England for at least ten or

twenty years beyond the date when it ought naturally
to have come to an end ; and it can hardly be dis-

puted that this delay in the improvement of Enghsh
.

institutions was due in part to the defects of the
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iinreformed Parliament—that is, to the non-existence /Lecture

of a satisfactory legislative organ. / J^
The^dosa-aiii-inmifidiate coiinection then, which

'^

injaaodern England exists between public opinion

and^Jegklation is a very pecuhar and^noteworthy
fact,^ to which we cannot easily find a parallel.

"Nowhere have changes in popular convictions or

wishes found anything hke such rapid and im- <^'v>>j.(-
'

mediate expression in alterations of the law as they

have in Great Britain during the nineteenth century,

and more especially during the last half thereof.

France is the land of revolution, England is renowned

for conservatism, but a glance at the legal history of

each country suggests the existence of some error in

the popular contrast between French mutabihty and

English unchangeableness. In spite of revolutions at

Paris, the fundamental provisions of the Code Napoleon

have stood to a great extent unaltered since its

publication in 1804, and before 1900 the Code had

become invested with a sort of legal sanctity which

secured it against sudden and sweeping change.

In 1804 George the Third was on the throne, and

EngUsh opinion was then set dead against every

legal or pohtical change, yet there is now hardly a

part of the English statute-book which between

1804 and the present day has not been changed

in form or in substance ; and the alterations enacted

by ParHament have been equalled or exceeded by

innovations due to the judge-made law of the

Courts. The United States of America, again, have

been under the government of a pure democracy, and

in no country is the expression of opinion more free
;

but the whole history of the United States shows that
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Lecture federal legislation, at any rate, does not lend itself

^'
easily to large and sudden changes, nor do alterations

introduced by State legislation appear to have been

on the whole either fundamental or rapid.

This condition of legislative quiescence, it may be

I

objected, is, in the case both of France and of the

United States, due to a condition of opinion hostile to

o ,. ! legal innovations, and therefore in no way shows that

pubhc opinion cannot as easily effect alterations in

the law of the land as it can in England, and this

suggestion contains a certain amount of truth. The

occasional outbreak of revolution has among French-

men been unfavourable to that habit of constantly

and gradually amending the law, which has become

natural to Englishmen, whilst admiration for American

institutions and a certain general satisfaction with

things as they are, have in the United States created

a remarkable kind of legal conservatism. The con-

dition of opinion is, however, not the only reason

for the existence of legislative quiescence both in the

greatest of European and in the greatest of American
Repubhcs. In neither country are there wanting

critics of the national institutions, but in neither

has efiective criticism usually led so easily to legisla-

tion as in England. The difficulty imposed by many
French constitutions on meeting with rapidity the

requirements of pubhc opinion has not only been

an excuse for revolutionary violence, but has also

hindered the gradual amendment of the law of France

;

nor is it irrelevant to note that the constitution of

the Third Eepubhc renders the Parliament a body
which responds more easily to the immediate senti-

ment of the moment, than any legislature which has
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existed in France since the National Assembly of Lecture

1789, and that simultaneously with this change, a J_
tendency towards the introduction of amendments
mto the law of the country has begun to make itself

apparent. In the United States the Federal Con-
stitution hmits the power both of Congress and of
the State legislatures ; and the hands of any State
legislature, be it noted, are tied by the articles, not
only of the Federal Constitution, but also of the
State Constitution, whilst throughout the United
States there exists a tendency to restrict more and
more closely the authority of the State representa-

tive assembhes. The constitutionaHsm, then, of the
United States, no less than of France,- has told

against the promotion of that constant legislative

activity which is a characteristic feature of modern
English hfe. From whatever point of view, in short,

the matter be regarded, it becomes apparent that

during the last seventy-five years or more pubhc
/

opinion has exercised in England a direct and im-,

mediate control over legislation which it does not I

even now exert in most other civilised countries.

There are, then, to be found three different reasons
]

why we cannot assert of all countries, or of any country

at all times, iihat laws are there the result of pubhc

opinion, ^o " opinion," in the proper sense of that

word, with regard to the change of the law may exist

;

^the opinion which does direct the development of the

law may not be " pubhc opinion " ;^nd lastly, there

may be lacking any legislative organ adapted for

carrying out the changes of the law demanded by I

pubhc opinion.

In England, however, the beliefs or sentiments
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Lecture which, during the nineteentli century, have governed

^-
the development of the law have in strictness been

pubhc opinion, for they have been the wishes and

ideas as to legislation held by the people of England,

\ or, to speak with more precision, by the majority of

those citizens who have at a given moment taken an

effective part in pubhc life.

And here the obvious conclusion suggests itseH

I that the public opinion which governs a country is

', the opinion of the sovereign, whether the sovereign

\ be a monarch, an aristocracy, or the mass of the

people.

This conclusion, however, though roughly true,

cannot be accepted -without considerable reservation.

The sovereign power may hold that a certain kind

of legislation is in itself expedient, but may at the

same time be unwilhng, or even unable, to carry this

conviction into efiect, and this from the dread of

offending the feehngs of subjects who, though they

in general take no active share in public affairs,

;

may raise an insuperable opposition to laws which

1 disturb their habits or shock their moral sentiment

;

it is well indeed, thus early in these lectures, to note

that the pubhc opinion which finds expression in

j)5 legislation is a very complex phenomenon, and often

takes the form of a compromise resulting from a

confhct between the ideas of the government and

Lthe feehngs or habits of the governed. This holds

good in all countries, whatever be their form of govern-

ment, but is more manifest than elsewhere in a country

such as England, where the legislation enacted by

Parhament constantly bears traces of the compromise

arrived at between enlightenment and prejudice.
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The failure of Parliament during the eighteenth cen- Lecture

tury to introduce reasonable reforms, for instance, was —
due far less to the prejudices of members of Parhament,

or even of the electorate, than to the deference which

statesmen instinctively, and on the whole wisely,

paid to the dukiess or stupidity of EngUshmen, many
of whom had no votes, and were certainly not able

to dictate by constitutional means to Parhament.

Walpole and his Whig associates were utterly free

from bigotry, yet Walpole would never consent to

reheve Dissenters from the Test Act, though Dis-

senters were his most strenuous supporters. The Act

facihtating the naturahsation of Jews was, in obedi-

ence to popular clamour, repealed in the next session

after it had been passed. Even the amendment of

the calendar was fotmd to be a matter of great diffi-

culty ; the ignorance of the electors was imposed upon

by the phrase that they had been robbed of eleven

days. The moderate measure of 1778 for the miti-

gation of the penal laws against Eoman Cathohcs

gave rise in 1780 to an outbreak of revolutionary vio-

lence ; and the Lord George Gordon Eiots explain, if

they do not justify, the long delay of CathoKc Emanci-

pation. But the Eoman Cathohc Eehef Act of 1829 is

itself the most striking monument of legislative com-

promise. The measure was carried by reformers who

desired the removal of all the pohtical disabilities

under which the Eoman Cathohcs of the United

Kingdom suffered, but it contains stringent pro-

visions on the face of them intended to banish from

the United Kingdom "every Jesuit and every

" member of any other rehgious order, community, or

" society of the Church of Eome bound by monastic
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Lecture " or religious vows." ^ How does it happen tliat a law

_L restoring to Roman Catholics the rights of citizen-

ship, contained penal laws against Jesuits and monks ?

The answer lies close at hand. The general scope of

the Act represents the enhghtenment of a governing

class which, by favour of pecuUar circumstances, carried

through a scheme of rehgious toleration opposed to

the prejudices of the people. Penal enactments

threatening Jesuits and monks with a banishment,

which had never in a single instance been put in

force, are the monument of a concession made by

parhamentary statesmanship to vulgar bigotry.^

The principle that the development of law

depends upon opinion is, however, open to one

objection.

\ \ Men legislate, it may be urged, not in accordance

jiiwith their opinion as to what is a good law, but in

|i
accordance with their interest, and this, it may be

'1 added, is emphatically true of classes as contrasted

with individuals, and therefore of a country Kke

England, where classes exert a far more potent

control over the making of laws than can any

single person.

Now it must at once be granted that in matters

of legislation men are guided in the main by their

real or apparent interest. So true is this, that from
the inspection of the laws of a country it is often

1 See Roman Catholic Relief Act, 1829, ss. 28-36. These enact-

ments (which do not apply to religious orders of women, ibid. s. 37)
have never been enforced.

2 So the Ecclesiastical Titles Act, 1851, prohibiting the assumption
of ecclesiastical titles, is a record of popular panic caused by Papal
aggression, whilst the absolute non-enforcement, and the subsequent
repeal of the Act in 1871, mark the tolerant spirit of ParUament.
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possible to conjecture, and this without much hesi- Lecture

tation, what is the class which holds, or has held,
^

predominant power at a given time. No man
could cast a glance at the laws and institutions of

the middle ages without seeing that power then went

with ownership of land. Wherever agriculturahsts

are predominant you will find laws favouring the

cultivators of the soil, and if you discover laws passed

for the special benefit of manufacturers or artisans,

you may be certain that these classes, in some way

or other, are or were of political weight. Who could

look into the statute-book of Jamaica or South

Carolina without discovering that at one time the

whites were despotic masters of the blacks ? Who
could contrast the Enghsh land law with the modern

land law of France and fail to perceive that pohtical

authority has in England been in the hands of large

landowners, and is in the France of to-day in the

hands of small proprietors ? The criminal law of the

eighteenth century, and also many of its' trade laws,

bear witness to the growing influence of merchants.

The free-trade legislation of 1846 and the succeeding
j

years tells us that pohtical authority had come into

the hands of manufacturers and traders. Nor would

any man, even though he knew not the history of

our Parhamentary Eeform Acts, hesitate, from the

gist of modern statutes, to infer that during the

nineteenth century, first the middle classes, then

the artisans of our towns, and lastly the country

labourers, had obtained an increase of pohtical power.

The connection, however, between legislation and the

supposed interests of the legislators is so obvious

that the topic hardly requires illustration.
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Lecture The answer to the objection under consideration

_J_ is, however, easy to find.

" Though men," to use the words of Hume, " be
" much governed by interest, yet even interest itself,

" and all human afiairs, are entirely governed by
i," opinion." ^ Even, therefore, were we to assume that

''the persons who have power to make law are solely

and wholly influenced by the desire to promote their

own personal and selfish interests, yet their view of

"their interest and therefore their legislation must be

determined by their opinion ; and hence, where the

^1
pubhc has influence, the development of the law must

' of necessity be governed by pubhc opinion.

But though this answer is sufficient, there exists

so much misunderstanding as to the connection

between men's interests and their behefs that it

is well to pursue the matter a step further. The
citizens of a civihsed country, such as England, are

for the most part not recklessly selfish in the ordinary

sense of that word ; they wish, no doubt, to promote
their own interests—that is, to increase their own
pleasures and to diminish their own discomforts, but
they certainly do not intend to sacrifice, to their own
private advantage or emolument, either the happiness
of their neighbours or the welfare of the State.

Individuals, indeed, and still more frequently classes,

do constantly support laws or institutions which
they deem beneficial to themselves, but which cer-

tainly are in fact injurious to the rest of the world. But
the explanation of this conduct will be found, in nine
cases out of ten, to be that men come easily to beheve
that arrangements agreeable to themselves are bene-

1 Hume, Essays, vol. i. Essay vii. p. 125.
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ficial to otJiers. A man's interest gives a bias to his-'T

judgment far oftener than it corrupts his heart. The-^

heir of an Enghsh landowner is convinced that the

law of primogeniture is a blessing to the country, but,

if he looks too favourably upon a scheme for the

devolution of property, which most Frenchmen con-

sider patently unjust, his " sinister interest " (to use

a favourite term of Bentham's) affects him with

stupidity rather than with selfishness. He over-

estimates and keeps constantly before his mind the

strength of the arguments in favour of, and under-

estimates, or never considers at all, the force of the

arguments against, the principle of primogeniture

which, whatever its evils, confers upon him a large

estate and an influential position. Enghsh manu-

facturers were sincere believers in protection as long

as they thought it beneficial to trade, and became

equally sincere enthusiasts for freedom of trade from

the moment they were convinced that, free trade in

corn would be favourable to commerce and would

give additional weight to the manufacturing interest.

Landlords and farmers who found their gain in keeping

up the price of corn were in general perfectly honest

protectionists, and were convinced that protection, by

rendering the country self-supporting and extending

the sphere of agriculture, was of the greatest benefit

to the nation. At this day an artisan who holds

that the welfare of working men, in which his own

prosperity is included, is promoted by trade-unionism,

is honestly convinced that there can be little evil in

practices which, though they certainly trench upon
" the personal freedom of individual workmen, enhance

the authority of trade unions. It is well to insist upon
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Lectoe the true relation between self-interest and belief,

__ 1 because ardent reformers, and notably Bentham and

his disciples, have at times misunderstood it, and have

used language which implied that every opponent of

progress was, if not a fool, then a rogue, who de-

hberately preferred his own private advantage to the

general benefit of mankind, whereas in reahty he

will be found in most cases to have been an honest

man of average abihty, who has opposed a beneficial

change not through exceptional selfishness, but

through some intellectual delusion unconsciously

created by the bias of a sinister interest. Take

the extreme case of American slave-owners. It will

not be denied that, at the outbreak of the War of

Secession, there were to be found in the South many
fervent enthusiasts for slavery (or rather for the

social system of which it was a necessary part), just

as there were to be found in the North a far greater

number of ardent enthusiasts , for abohtion. Some
Southerners at least did undoubtedly hold the bona
fide behef that slavery was the source of benefit, not

only to the planters, but to the slaves, and indirectly

to the whole civihsed world. Such Southern fanatics

were wrong and the Abohtionists were right. The
faith in slavery was a delusion; Jbut_a^jdelusion,

however largely the result of self-interest, is still an
intellectual error, and a different thing from caUous-
seMshness. It is at any rate an opinion. In the case,

therefore, of Southerners who resisted the passing of

any law for the abohtion of slavery, as in all similar

instances, we are justified in saying that it is at

bottom opinion which controls legislation.
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LECTUEE n

CHARACTERISTICS OF LAW-MAKING OPINION IN
ENGLAND

Let it be here noted once for all that these lectures Lecture

have a very precise and hmited scope; they are —
primarily concerned with public opinion only during

the nineteenth century ; they are concerned, directly

at least, even for this period, only with that kind of

pubhc opinion which, since it has told on the course

of legislation, may with strict propriety be called

law-making or legislative pubhc opinion, and is

recorded either in the statute-book, which contains

the laws enacted by Parhament, or in the volumes of

the reports, which contain the laws indirectly but

not less truly enacted by the Courts.'^

The hmited aim of these lectures explains, in the

first place, why it is that I have attempted only a

very general or broad account of different schools of

opinion, e.g. either of individualism or of sociahsm ;
^

fine and subtle distinctions, such as the speculative

differences which divide the absolute individuahsm of

Herbert Spencer on the one hand, from the practical

or utihtarian individuahsm of J. S. Mill and H.

1 As to judicial legislation and public opinion, see Lect. XI., post.

2 In these lectures generally termed " collectivism." See Leot. IV,

p. 64, post.

17 O
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Lecture Sidgwick On the other, have not materially affected

I!l_ legislation ; they are therefore appropriate rather to a

work deahng with pohtical philosophy, than to lectures

on the relation between the actual current of opinion

and actual legislation in England during a given

period, and may be dismissed from our consideration.

The limited scope of these lectures explains, in the

second place, why it is that they contain nothing

about the extreme forms either of individuahsm or of

socialism. Extreme and logically coherent theories

have, during the nineteenth century, exerted no

material effect on the law of England. It is

ttioderate, though it may be inconsistent indi-

viduahsm alone, as it is moderate though it may
be inconsistent sociahsm alone, which has told upon

the making of EngHsh laws, and which therefore can

claim to be legislative public opinion. With the

individuahsm which all but jdemands the abolition

of the national Post Office we need trouble ourselves

as Uttle as with the socialism which advocates the^

nationahsation of the land.

When we talk of legislative pubhc opinion we
should not forget that such opinion may bear a

' merely negative character, and operate not by making
laws but by forbidding their enactment. It is, in

short, a force which may act either, as it does now-
adays, in favour of innovation, or, as it did in

the early part of the nineteenth century, in favour

of conservatism. In England, indeed, periods of

legislative activity have always been exceptional.

They may be reduced to four, namely, the era of

Edward I., the age of the Tudors, the period of the

Restoration, and the years which, commencing a
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little before, have followed tlie Reform Act of 1832. Lecture

Nor need th.e fact that the absence of energetic L

legislation has been emphatically the rule, not the

exception, cause us surprise. In any country which
j

is governed in accordance with the wishes of its

inhabitants there will in general exist no effective

desire for change. And this is a consideration worth
\

notice, since the legislative activity which has more

or less prevailed for the last seventy years produces

among Enghshmen the delusion that popular senti-

ment always favours vigorous legislation. The ex-

perience, at any rate, of democratic countries where

the constitution provides a regular mode of appeal

from the legislature to the people, proves that the

voice of the people may be just as ready to check as

to stimulate the energy of parUamentary law-makers.

It is at least possible that in England the legislative

activity of ParHament may again decrease and the

country enter upon another period of legislative inertia.

However this may be, pubhc legislative opinion,

as it has existed in England during the nineteenth

century, presents several noteworthy aspects or char-

acteristics. They may conveniently be considered

under five heads-phe existence at any given period

of a predominant pubhc opinion ; the origin of such

opinion; the development and continuity thereof;

the checks imposed on such opinion by the existence

of counter-currents and cross-currents of opinion ;
the

action of laws themselves as the creators of le^slative

opiniony

First, There exists at any given time a body of

behefs, convictions, sentiments, accepted principles,

or firmly-rooted prejudices, which, taken together,
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Lecture make up the public opinion ^ of a particular era, or

—'- what we may call the reigning or predomitiant

current of opinion, and, as regards at any rate the

last three or four centuries, and especially the nine-

teenth century, the influence of this dominant current

of opinion has, in England, if we look at the matter

broadly, determined, directly or indirectly, the course

of legislation.

It may be added that the whole body of behefs

existing in any given age may generally be traced to

I

certain fundamental assumptions which at the time,

! whether they be actually true or false, are beheved

by the mass of the world to be true with such

;

confidence that they hardly appear to bear the
' character of assumptions. Before the Reformation,

for example, the authority of the Church, and of

the Papacy as its visible head, was generally admitted

throughout Western Europe both by thinkers and by
men of action. As to the nature and hmits of this

authority there were no doubt wide differences of

behef, but the general opinion of the time recognised

the authority of the Church and the Papacy in matters

of rehgion as past dispute. A belief, in short, which
in later ages has been rejected by many men and by
the population of many countries, as not only untrue

but even incredible, seemed at one period so well

estabhshed that its truth was among statesmen and
thinkers hardly matter of debate.

The large currents, again, of pubhc opinion which

,

1 Peel in a letter to Croker (March 23, 1820) describes public opinion
as " the tone of England—of that great compound of folly, weakness,

j

" prejudice, wrong feeling, right feeling, obstinacy, and newspaper
!
" paragraphs, which is called pubhc opinion." See Thursfield's Peel,

'p. 19.
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m the main determine legislation, acquire their force Lecture

and volume only by degrees, and are in their turn ]L
hable to be checked or superseded by other and
adverse currents, which themselves gain strength only
after a considerable lapse of time. For example, the
whole way in which, during the sixteenth and the
seventeenth centuries, men looked at the regulation of

labour or the fixing of prices by the State,—a view
which finds expression in Tudor legislation, and has the
closest connection with the Elizabethan poor law,—is
the result of a body of behefs favouring State inter-

vention in matters of trade no less than in matters
of rehgion, and had been growing up during many
generations. This confidence in the authority of the

State was in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

superseded by a difEerent body of behefs which pointed
at any rate towards- the conclusion that the chief,

though not the sole, duty of the State is to protect

men's persons and property, ^ so as to secure the

maxinium of freedom for each man compatible with

the existence of the hke freedom on the part of

others. All that need here be noted is that any
fundamental change of convictions which inevitably

affects legislation in all directions has, in England at

least, always gone on slowly and gradually, and has

been in this respect hke the gradual rising of the tide.

Nor does the likeness end here, for an alteration in

the condition of opinion more often than not, begins

just at the very time when the predominant beliefs

of a particular age seem to exert their utmost power.

The height of the tide immediately precedes its ebb.

Secondly, The opinion which afEects the develop-

1 Compare Macaulay's essay on " Gladstone on Church and State."
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Lecture ment of the law has, in modern England at least,

L I
often originated with some single thinker or school

of thinkers.

No doubt it is at times allowable to talk of a

prevalent behef or opinion as " being in the air," by

which expression is meant that a particular way of

looking at things has become the common possession

of all the world. But though a belief when it

prevails, may at last be adopted by the whole of a

generation, it rarely happens that a widespread

conviction has grown up spontaneously among the

multitude. " The initiation," it has been said, " of

" all wise or noble things, comes and must come,
" from individuals

;
generally at first from some one

" individual ;
" ^ to which it ought surely to be added

that the origination of a new folly or of a new form

of baseness comes, and must in general come, at first

from individuals or from some one individual. The
peculiarity of individuals, as contrasted with the

crowd, Hes neither in virtue nor in wickedness but

in originality. It is idle to credit minorities with all

the good without ascribing to them most at least of

the evils due to that rarest of all human quahties—
inventiveness.

The course of events in England may often at

least be thus described :—A new and, let us assume,
a true idea presents itself to some one man of

originahty or genius ;
^ the discovered of the new

1 Mill, On Liberty, p. 119.

2 It may very well, owing to the condition of the world, and
especially to the progress of knowledge, present itself at the same
time to two or more persons who have had no intercommunication.
Bentham and Paley formed nearly at the same date a utilitarian
system of morals. Darwin and Wallace, while each ignorant of the
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conception, or some follower who has embraced it Lecture

with enthusiasm, preaches it to his friends or dis-
'

ciples, they ia their turn become impressed with its

importance and its truth, and gradually a whole

school accept the new creed. These apostles of a new
faith are either persons endowed with special abihty

or, what is quite as Ukely, they are persons who,

owing to their pecuhar position, are freed from a bias,

whether moral or intellectual, in favour of prevalent

errors. At last the preachers of truth make an im-

pression, either directly upon the general public or

upon some person of eminence, say a leading states-

man, who stands in a position to impress ordinary

people and thus to win the support of the nation.

Success, however, in converting mankind to a new

faith, whether rehgious, or economical, or poHtical,

depends but shghtly on the strength of the reason-

ing by which the faith can be defended, or even

on the enthusiasm of its adherents. A change~~i

of beUef arises, in the main, from the occurrence

of circumstances which inchne the majority of the '

world to hear with favour theories which, at one

time, men of common sense derided as absurdities,

or distrusted as paradoxes.^ The doctrine of free

trade, for instance, has in England, for about half a

century,^ held the field as an unassailable dogma of

other's labours, thought out substantially the same theory as to the

origin of species.

1 To take an historic instance of world-wide celebrity, it is certain

that the destruction of Jerusalem must have done at least as much

as Pauline or other teaching towards winning over to Christianity

Jews or Jewish proselytes.

2 Written 1898. Carlyle was in 1846 a convinced Free Trader.

He thought he had found his strong man in Peel. The Repeal of the
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Lecture economic policy, but an historian would stand con-

"•
victed of ignorance or folly who should imagine that

the fallacies of protection were discovered by the

intuitive good sense of the people, even if the

existence of such a quahty as the good sense of the

people be more than a poUtical fiction. The principle

of free trade may, as far as Enghshmen are con-

cerned, be treated as the doctrine of Adam Smith.

The reasons in its favour never have been, nor

will, from the nature of things, be mastered by

the majority of any people. The apology for

freedom of commerce will always present, from

one point of view, an air of paradox. Every man

feels or thinks that protection would benefit his own

business, and it is diflS.cult to reahse that what may

be a benefit for any man taken alone, may be of no

benefit to a body of men looked at collectively. The

obvious objections to free trade may, as free traders

conceive, be met ; but then the reasoning by which

these objections are met is often elaborate and subtle,

and does not carry conviction to the crowd. It is

idle to suppose that belief in freedom of trade,—or

indeed any other creed,—ever won its way among the

majority of converts by the mere force of reasoning.

The course of events was very different. The theory

of free trade won by degrees the approval of states-

men of special insight, and adherents to the new

economic religion were one by one gained among

Corn Laws seemed to prove it. " Whatever," said he, " were the
" spoken unveraoities of Parliament—and they are many on all hands,
" lamentable to Gods and men—here has a great veracity been done
" in Parliament, considerably our greatest for many years past ; a

" strenuous, courageous, and needful thing." Cromwell's Letters and
Speeches, Firth's Introduction, p. xlix.
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persons of intelligence. Cobden and Bright finally Lectur*

became potent advocates of truths of which they

were in no sense the discoverers. This assertion in

no way detracts from the credit due to these eminent

men. They performed to admiration the proper

function of popular leaders ; by prodigies of energy,

and by seizing a favourable opportunity, of which

they made the very most use that was possible, they

gained the acceptance by the Enghsh people of truths

which have rarely, in any country but England,

acquired popularity. Much was due to the oppor- X

tuneness of the time. Protection wears its most

offensive guise when it can be identified with a tax

on bread, and therefore can, without patent in-

justice, be described as the parent of famine and

starvation. The unpopularity, moreover, inherent

in a tax on corn is all but fatal to a protective

tariff when the class which protection enriches is

comparatively small, whilst the class which would

suffer keenly from dearness of bread and would

obtain benefit from free trade is large, and having

already acquired much, is certain soon to acquire

more pohtical power. Add to all this that the Irish

famine made the suspension of the corn laws a patent

necessity. It is easy, then, to see how great in Eng-

land was the part played by external circumstances— X

one might almost say by accidental conditions—in

determining the overthrow of protection. A student

should further remark that after free trade became an

estabhshed principle of Enghsh pohcy, the majority

of the Enghsh people accepted it mainly on authority.

Men, who were neither land-owners nor farmers, per-

ceived with ease the obtrusive evils of a tax on corn.
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Lecture but they and their leaders were far less influenced by

L arguments against protection generally than by the

immediate and almost visible advantage of cheapen-

ing the bread of artisans and labourers. What,

however, weighed with most Englishmen, above every

other consideration, was the harmony of the doctrine

that commerce ought to be free, with that disbeUef

in the benefits of State intervention which in 1846

had been gaining ground for more than a generation. ^

It is impossible, indeed, to insist too strongly upon

the consideration that whilst opinion controls legisla-

1
ti'on,^pubHc opinion is itself far less the result of

\ reasoning or of argument than of the circumstances

in which men are placed. Between 1783 and 1861

negro slavery was aboHshed, one .might almost say

ceased of itself to exist, in the Northern States of the

American RepubUc ; in the South, on the other

hand, the maintenance of slavery developed ii;ito a

fixed poHcy, and before the War of Secession the

" pecuhar institution " had become the foundation-

stone of the social system. But the religious beliefs

and, except as regards the existence of slavery, the

pohtical institutions prevalent throughout the whole

of the United States were the same. The condemna-
tion of slavery in the North, and the apologies for

slavery in the South, must therefore be referred to

1 It has been argued, by critics entitled to respect, that Cobden,
when he entered into a commercial treaty with France, compromised,
for the sake of a limited extension of free trade, the principles on
which alone free trade admits of complete defence. Cobden was a
keen logician, and more nearly a systematic thinker than most
pohticians

; this criticism, therefore, on the treaty with France, if it

be to any extent sound, affords a striking example of the sUght effect

which the abstract arguments against protection might produce on the
mind even of a leading free trader.
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difference of circumstances. Slave labour was ob- Lecture

viously out of place in Massachusetts, Vermont, or L

New York ; it appeared to be, even if in reality it was

not, economically profitable in South Carolina. An
institution, again, which was utterly incompatible with

the social condition of the Northern States harmonised,

or appeared to harmonise, with the social conditions

of the Southern States. The arguments against the

pecuhar institution were in themselves equally strong

in whatever part of the Union they were uttered,

but they carried conviction to the white citizens of

Massachusetts, whilst, even when heard or read, they

did not carry conviction to the citizens of South

Carohna. Behef, and, to speak fairly, honest belief,x

was to a great extent the result not of argument, nor

even of direct self-interest, but of circumstances.

What was true in this instance holds good in

others. There is no reason to suppose that in 1830

the squires of England were less patriotic than the

manufacturers, or less capable of mastering the

arguments in favour of or against the reform of

Parhament. But every one knows that, as a rule,

the coimtry gentlemen were Tories and anti-reformers,

whilst the manufacturers were Eadicals and reformers.

Circumstances are the creators of most men's

opinions.

Thirdly, The development of public opinion gener-

ally, and therefore of legislative opinion, has been

in England at once gradual, or slow, and continuous.

The quaUties of slowness and continuity may

conveniently be considered together, and are closely

interconnected, but they are distinguishable and

essentially different.
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Lecture Legislative public opinion generally changes in

^ England with unexpected slowness.

Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations was pubhshed

in 1776 ; the policy of free exchange was not com-

pletely accepted by England till 1846. All the

strongest reasons in favour of CathoUc emancipation

were laid before the EngKsh world by Burke between

1760 and 1797 ; the Roman Catholic Relief Act was

not carried till 1829. On no point whatever was

Bentham's teaching more manifestly sound than in

his attack on rules unnecessarily excluding evidence,

and, inter alia, the evidence of the parties to an

action or prosecution. His Rationale of Judicial

Evidence specially applied to English Practice was

published in 1827, and his principles had been made
known before that date, yet even the restrictions on

the evidence of the parties to proceedings at law were

not completely removed till 1898. Nor is this slow

growth of opinion peculiar to the legislation advocated

by any one school. The Une of Factory Acts begins

in 1802 ; the movement of which they are the out-

ward result achieved its first decided triumph in 1847,

and received its systematic, though assuredly not its

final development in the labour code known as the

Factory and Workshop Act, 1901. Owing to the

habitual conservatism to be found even among ardent

reformers when leaders of Enghshmen, and to the

customs of ourparhamentary government, the develop-

ment of legislative opinion is rendered still slower by
our inveterate preference for fragmentary and gradual

legislation. Only in exceptional cases and under the

pressure of some crisis can EngKsh legislators be
induced to carry out a broad principle at one stroke,
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to its logical and necessary consequences. Before the Lecture

end of the eighteenth century Enghshmen of intel- '_

hgence had ceased to beheve that Roman Cathohcism

could be rightly treated as a crime, and come to doubt

whether it was a fair ground of pohtical disability.

But the penal laws against Roman Cathohcs were

relaxed only by degrees ; they were mitigated in 1778

(18 Geo. III. c. 60), and again in 1791 (31 Geo. III.

c. 32). It was not till 1829 that professors of the old

faith were granted substantial pohtical equahty, and

since the passing of the Cathohc Rehef Act, 1829,

more than one Act of Parliament has been needed in

order to remove the renmants of the old penal laws.

The broad principle that reUgious behef or disbelief

ought not in any way to deprive a man of pohtical

rights or civil rights, has at last been in the main

accepted by the English people, but it has needed a

whole hne of enactments from the Toleration Act,

1688, to the Oaths Act, 1888,^ to give all but com-

plete efiect to this accepted idea. The modern labour

code^ is the fruit of more than forty enactments

extending over the greater part of the nineteenth

century. The mitigation of . our criminal law has

been carried out by a long series of separate Acts,

each deahng with special offences. Even the gi-oss

brutahty of the pillory was not got rid of at one

blow. In 1816 it was reserved for a hmited

number of crimes (56 Geo. III. c. 138) ; in 1837 it

1 See Anson, Law and Custom of the Constitution, Part I. ParKa-

ment (3rd ed.), pp. 96, 97.

2 See for list of Factory Acts, extending from the Health and

Morals Act, 1802, 42 Geo. III. o. 73, to the Factory and Workshop

Act, 1901, 1 Edw. VII. c. 22, Hutchins and Harrison, History of

Factory Legislation, p. 323.
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Lecture was at last abolished (7 Will. IV. & 1 Vict. c. 23).
^^"

If capital ofEences have been reduced from at least

160 to 2, this humanisation of our law is the conse-

quence of a series of Acts dating from the beginning

of the nineteenth century, and passed for the most

part between 1827 and 1861. Here, as elsewhere,

exceptions prove the rule. The early energy of the

generation which, wearied with torjdsm, carried the

Reform Act, effected for a short time legislation which

to its authors seemed sweeping and thoroughgoing.

The Reform Act itself startled the Whigs by whom it

was carried. The Municipal Reform Act, 1836, swept

away at once a mass of antiquated abuses ; above

all, the Poor Law Amendment Act, 1834, did in

reahty introduce, and introduce at once, a funda-

mental revolution in the social condition of England.

But even these laws fell far short of giving full effect

to the principles which they more or less embodied

;

the Reform Act had no finahty, and the Municipal

Corporations Act, 1882,^ bears witness in its Kst of

sixty-eight repealed enactments to the gradual pro-

cedure by which modern municipal government has

received its development.^

The slowness with which legislative opinion acts is

not quite the same thing as its continuity, though
the bit by bit or gradual system of law-making dear

to Parhament, does in truth afford strong evidence

that the course of opinion in England has certainly

during the nineteenth century, and probably ever

1 The best specimen of consolidation to be found in the statute-book.
2 To appreciate to the full the nature of this method one must

remember that the sphere of municipal government has to a great
extent been moulded by a vast number of private bills. See Clifford,

Private Bill Legislation.
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since parliamentary government became to any Lecture

degree a reality, been continuous, i.e. has been rarely _^
marked by sudden breaks.^ In any case it is certain

that during the nineteenth century the legislative

opinion of the nation has never veered round with

sudden violence.

To this general statement an objection may
possibly be taken, based on the history of the great

Reform Act. In 1832, it may be said, passionate

enthusiasm for parhamentary reform and all the

innovations to which it gave birth, displaced, as it

were, in a moment the obstinate toryism which for

nearly half a century had been the accepted creed, if

not of the whole nation, yet assuredly of the governing

classes ; here we have a revolution in popular opinion

of which the. violence was equalled by the suddenness.

The objection is worth consideration, but can easily

be met.

The true answer is, that there exists an important

distinction between a change of pubhc opinion and

an alteration in the course of legislation. The one

has in modern England never been rapid ; the other

has sometimes, though rarely, been sudden; the

history of the Reform Act admirably illustrates this

difierence. The spirit of Benthamite hberahsm,^

which in 1832 put an end to the reign of toryism,

had developed slowly and gradually during a period

of more than thirty years. We have here no sudden

conversion of the people of England from one pohtical

faith to another ; the really noteworthy fact is the

1 Nor does the apparent suddenness of the revolution in public

sentiment at the time of the Restoration afEord any real exception to

the rule here laid down.
2 See Lect. VI., post.
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Lecture length of time needed in order to convince English-

L men that their ancient institutions stood in need

of alteration. Even when this conviction had been

adopted by the mass of the middle classes, public

opinion, owing to the constitution of the unreformed

Parhament, could not be immediately transformed

into legislative opinion. The very need for the

reform of Parhament of itself prolonged for some

years the period of legislative inactivity. At last

the dominant opinion of the country, strengthened

no doubt by external circumstances, such as the

French Revolution of 1830, became the legislative

opinion of the day. Liberahsm of the Bethamite

type was the poUtical faith of the time. Its triumph

was signahsed by the Reform Act. Then, indeed,

there did take place a startling change in legislation,

but the suddenness of this change was due to the

fact that a slowly developed revolution in pubhc

opinion had been held in check for years, and had,

even when it became general, not been allowed to

produce its proper effect on legislation ; hence such

an accumulation of abuses as made their rapid

removal desirable, and in some cases possible. For,

after all, the rapidity and the suddenness of the change

in the course of legislation may easily be exaggerated.

A critic who traces the history of special reforms which

followed the Reform Act, is far more often struck by
the slowness and the incompleteness, than by the

rapidity of their execution. In any case the history

of the Reform Act in reality supports the doctrine,

that the development of legislative opinion has been

throughout the nineteenth century slow and con-

tinuous.
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This continuity is closely connected with some sub- Lecture

ordinate characteristics of English legislative opinion. —
The opinion which changes the law is in one sense

the opinion of the time when the law is actually

altered ; in another sense it has often been in England

the opinion prevalent some twenty or thirty years

before that time ; it has been as often as not in reahty

the opinion not of to-day but of yesterday.

Legislative opinion must be the opinion of the

day, because, when laws are altered, the alteration is

of necessity carried into effect by legislators who act

under the belief that the change is an amendment

;

but this law-making opinion is also the opinion of

yesterday, because the behefs which have at last

gained such hold on the legislature as to produce an
alteration in the law have generally been created by
thinkers or writers, who exerted their influence long

before the change in the law took place. Thus it may
well happen that an innovation is carried through at a

time when the teachers who supphed the arguments

in its favour are in their graves, or even—^and this is

well worth noting—^when in the world of speculation

a movement has already set in against ideas which

are exerting their full effect in the world of action and

of legislation. Bentham's Defence of Usury ^ supphed

every argument which is available against laws which

check freedom of trade in money-lending. It was

pubhshed in 1787 ; he died in 1832. The usury laws

were wholly repealed in 1854, that is sixty-seven years

after Bentham had demonstrated their futiUty ; but

in 1854 the opponents of Benthamism were slowly

1 Quaritch's Catalogue, No. 250, p. 84, contains a copy of Bentham
on Usury, dated 1787.

V
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Lecture gaining the ear of the pubHc, and the Money-lenders'
"•

Act, 1900, has shown that the almost irrebuttable

presumption against the usury laws which was created

by the reasoning of Bentham has lost its hold over

men who have never taken the pains or shown the

abihty to confute Bentham's arguments. Nor is

there anything mysterious about the way in which

the thought or sentiment of yesterday governs the

legislation or the politics of to-day. Law-making in

England is the work of men well advanced in hfe

;

the politicians who guide the House of Commons, to

say nothing of the peers who lead the House of Lords,

are few of them below thirty, and most of them are

above forty years of age. They have formed or

picked up their convictions, and, what is of more

consequence, their prepossessions, in early man-

hood, which is the one period of hfe when men are

easily impressed with new ideas. Hence Enghsh
legislators retain the prejudices or modes of thinking

which they acquired in their youth ; and when, late

in hfe, they take a share in actual legislation, they

legislate in accordance with the doctrines which were

current, either generally or in the society to which the

law-givers belonged, in the days of their early man-
hood. The law-makers, therefore, of 1850 may give

effect to the opinions of 1830, whilst the legislators

of 1880 are likely enough to impress upon the statute-

book the behefs of 1860, or rather the ideas which
in the one case attracted the young men of 1^30, and
in the other the youth of 1860.^ We need not there-

1 One, though of course merely a minor, reason for the violence
exhibited by the revolutionary legislation of the National Assembly
was, it is said, that the leaders of that body were comparatively young
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fore be surprised to find that a current of opinion Lecture
may exert its greatest legislative influence just when i?-_

its force is beginning to decKne. The tide turns when
at its height ; a school of thought or feehng which
still governs law-makers has begun to lose its authority
among men of a younger generation who are not yet
able to influence legislation.

In England during the last three or four centuries,

and especially during the nineteenth century, there
has always at any given era existed some prevalent

or dominant body of pubhc opinion which in its

turn has been succeeded by some different, it may
be by some distinctly opposed, school of thought,

but the periods during which each body of opinion has

been more or less supreme, cannot be marked off from
one another by any strict or rigid hne. Currents of

opinion have a tendency to run into one another

;

periods of opinion overlap.

Historians tell us that if we survey the era of the

Reformation it is all but impossible to fix the exact

date at which EngKshmen definitely accepted Pro-

testantism, and that the difficulty of fixing the date

at which the country could be finally ranged among
Protestant rather than Roman Cathohc communities,

arises from the fact that the change of beHef, which

ultimately became perfectly marked, was, in the case

of individuals, if we study their personal history, and

therefore in the case of the indefinite number of

persons who made up the whole Enghsh nation, vague,

partial, and ill-defined. EKzabeth carried through the

Reformation, but EHzabeth entertained behefs or

sympathies which belonged rather to Roman Catholi-

cism than to Protestantism. Of many among her
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Lecture couitiers and servants it is hardly possible to say

L whether they were Cathohcs or Protestants. Self-

interest, no doubt, had a good deal to do with the

easy transition of ambitious statesmen from one

creed to another, in accordance with the wishes of the

reigning monarch or the exigencies of the time ; a

revolutionary era is unfavourable to conscientious

scrupulosity and promotes shiftiness. But the con-

duct of a whole nation is governed by something

better than sordid views of self-interest. The in-

stabiHty of men's religious professions was, we may be

sure, in the main due to the uncertainty and indefinite-

ness of their own convictions. The merit, or the

demerit, of the ecclesiastical system estabhshed by the

Tudors was that it made easy the blending of old with

new behefs ; and the indefiniteness of the Hne which,

even at epochs of deep and violent revolutions in

behef, divides one body of opinion from another is still

more marked when we come to consider the bodies of

legislative opinion which have been dominant during

the nineteenth century ; for there was during that

century nothing violent in the opposition between
different schools of thought, and every man of average
courage and independence was at liberty to obey the

natural and therefore, in many cases, most illogical

developments of his own convictions. An ardent

reformer of 1832 could as a " conservative " of 1838
mingle traditions inherited from old toryism with
ideas derived from new and Benthamite HberaHsm.

Fourthly, The reigning legislative opinion of the

day has never, at any rate during the nineteenth

^i century, exerted absolute or despotic authority. Its

power has always been diminished by the existence
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of counter-currents or cross-currents of opinion^ Lecture

which, were not in harmony with the prevalent opinion L

of the time.

A counter-current here means a body of opinion,

behef, or sentiment more or less directly opposed to

the dominant opinion of a particular era.

Counter-ciirrents of this kind have generally been

supphed by the survival of ideas or convictions which

are gradually losing their hold upon a given genera-

tion, and particularly the youthful part thereof.

This kind of " conservatism," which prompts men to

retain convictions which are loping their hold upon

the mass of the world, is found, it should be remarked,

as much among the adherents of one religious or

pohtical creed as of another. Any Frenchman who

clung to Protestantism during the reign of Louis the

Fourteenth ; any north-country squire who in the

England of the eighteenth centiiry adhered to the

Roman Cathohcisni of his fathers ; Samuel Johnson,

standing forth as a Tory and a High Churchman

amongst Whigs and Free Thinkers ; the Abbe

Gregoire, retaining in 1830 the attitude and the

behefs of a bishop of that constitutional church of

France whereof the claims have been repudiated at

once by the Church and by the State ; James Mill,

who, though the leader in 1832 of philosophic Radicals,

the pioneers as they deemed themselves of democratic

progress, was in truth the last " of the eighteenth

century " 2—are each and all of them examples of

that intellectuail and moral conservatism which every-

where, and especially in England, has always been

a strong force. The past controls the present.

1 See Leot. X., post. ^ See Mill, Autobiography, p. 204.
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Lecture Counter-currents, again, may be supplied by new
"•

ideals which are beginning to influence the young.

The hopes or dreams of the generation just coming

into the field of public life undermine the energy of a

dominant creed.

Counter-currents of opinion, whatever their source,

have one certain and one possible effect.

/ The certain effect is that a check is imposed upon

the action of the dominant faith. Thus, from 1830

to 1850 the Benthamite HberaKsm of the day, which

then exerted its highest authority, was held in check

by the restraining power of the older and dechning

toryism. Hence the progress of parhamentary reform,

that is, the advance towards democracy, was checked.

The Keform Act remained unchanged for more than

thirty years, though it did not satisfy the philo-

sophic Eadicals who desired the ballot, nor the

democratic artisans who agitated for the People's

Charter. Eeformers, no less than Tories, felt the

influence of the counter-current. Some of the ablest

among the Eeform Ministry of 1832 had by 1834

turned Conservatives, and became in 1841 members
of a Conservative Cabinet.

The possible, but far less certain, result of a

strong counter-current may be to delay a reform or

innovation ^ for so long a time that ultimately it

cannot be effected at all, or else, when nominally

carried out, becomes a measure of an essentially

different character from the proposal put forward

1 A legislative innovation demanded by the opinion of a par-

ticular time may of course be of a reactionary character, and may be
resisted and deferred by the strength of a counter-current of liberal

opinion.
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by its original advocates. Delay thus caused, wMle Lecture

it hinders the growth or apphcation of the dominant L

poUtical or social faith, may introduce into this faith

itseK an essential modification. The torpsm, for

instance, which in 1785 rejected Pitt's proposal to

disfranchise thirty-six rotten boroughs, with com-

pensation to their owners, and to give additional

members to the counties and to London, did much
more than arrest the reform of Parhament for aU

but half a century. The Reform Act of 1832 was

different in principle from the measure proposed

by Pitt ; the Whig reformers of 1832 were unlike

the democrats or the Tories of 1785. The hberaKsm

of 1830 again found its authority and efiective power

diminished even in the hey-day of its triumph by

surviving torpsm, and progress towards democracy

was, in a sense at any rate, checked till 1867. But

this check meant much more than the mere postpone-

ment of hberal reforms. Ancient toryism died hard.

It hved long enough to leave time for the rise of a

new toryism in which, democratic sentiment deeply

tinged with sociahsm, blends with that faith in the

paternal despotism of the State which formed part of

the old Tory creed. Liberahsm itself has at last

learned to place no small confidence in the beneficent

effects of State control ; but this trust, whether well

founded or not, is utterly foreign to the hberahsm

of 1832.1

The assertion that to delay the action of a pohtical

1 If any one doubts this statement let him consider one fact, and

ask himself one question. In 1834 the Whigs and Radicals who

reformed the poor law expected the speedy abolition of out-door relief ;

they, hoped for and desu-ed the abolition of the poor law itself. Do

the Radicals of 1905 share these expectations and hopes ?
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Lecture Creed may introduce into it essential modification,
^^-

is opposed to the superstition, propagated by many

eminent writers, tliat reformers, though baffled during

their hfetime by the opposition of ignorance, prejudice,

or selfishness, may count on their efforts being crowned

with success in some subsequent age. This is the

notion which underhes such an assertion as that

the failure of the [philosophic] Kadicals of the

second quarter of the nineteenth century was a

failure which may be considered equivalent to

success. The causes which they espoused triumphed

so completely that the Tories of this generation are

more Liberal than the Liberals of 1832." ^ But

history lends no countenance to the optimism which

it is alleged to encourage. Neither the democratic

torpsm nor the socialistic hberahsm of to-day is

the philosophic radicahsm of Bentham, of Grote, or

of Molesworth. The strong counter-current of ancient

toryism has, by delaying their action, modified all

the pohtical behefs of 1832.

A cross-current of opinion may be described as

any body of behef or sentiment which, while strong

enough ultimately to afiect legislation, is, yet in a

measure independent of, though perhaps not directly

opposed to, the dominant legislative creed of a

particular era.^ These cross-currents arise often,

^ Life of Sir William Molesworth, by Mrs. Fawcett, LL.D., p. 81.
2 Cross-currents of opinion, as also the predominant public opinion

of a given time, may, it is true, be found, on careful examination, to
be due to some general or common cause. Whether this be so or not
is a question to be answered by the historian of opinion, but does not
immediately concern a student occupied in ascertaining the relation
between law and opinion. He accepts the existence of a cross-current
of opinion as a fact, and devotes his attention to ascertaining the mode
in which the influence on legislation of the general current of pubKc
opinion was thereby modified.
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if not always, from the peculiar position or pre- Lecture

possessions of particular classes, such as the clergy, L.

the army, or the artisans, who look upon the world

from their own special point of view. Such a cross-

current differs from a counter-current in that it does

not so much directly oppose the predominant opinion

of a given time as deflect and modify its action.

Thus ecclesiastical legislation since 1832 will never

be understood by any historian who does not take into

account both the general current of pubhc opinion, the

trend whereof has been more or less anti-clerical, and

also the strong cross-current of clerical opinion which,

favouring, as it naturally has done, the authority of

the estabhshed Church, has affected legislation, not

only as to ecclesiastical matters, but also in spheres

such as that of national education, which appear at

first sight to lie somewhat outside the operation of

ecclesiastical beUefs.

Fifthly, Laws foster or create law-making

opinion.

This assertion may sound, to one who has learned

that laws are the outcome of pubhc opinion, hke a

paradox; when properly understood it is nothing

but an undeniable though sometimes neglected truth.

Every law or rule of conduct must, whether its

author perceives the fact or not, lay down or rest

upon some general principle, and must therefore, if

it succeeds in attaining its end, commend this principle

to pubhc attention or imitation, and thus affect

legislative opinion. ^ Nor is the success of a law

necessary for the production of this effect. A

1 A law which obviously fails in attaining its end may at times

turn public opinion against the principle on which the law rests.
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Lecture principle derives prestige from its mere recognition

^ by Parliament, and if a law fails in attaining its

object the argument lies ready to hand that the

failure was due to the law not going far enough, i.e.

to its not carrying out the principle on which it is

founded to its full logical consequences.^ The true

importance, indeed, of laws hes far less in their direct

result than in their effect upon the sentiment or

convictions of the pubhc.

The Eeform Act of 1832 disfranchised certain

corrupt boroughs, and bestowed on a hmited number

of citizens belonging mainly to the middle class, the

right to vote for members of Parhament. But the

transcendent importance of the Act lay in its effect

upon pubhc opinion. Reform thus regarded was

revolution. It altered the way in which people

thought of the constitution, and taught Enghshmen,

once and for all, that venerable institutions which

custom had made unchangeable could easily, and

without the use of violence, be changed. It gave

authority to the democratic creed, and fostered the

conviction or delusion that the wiU of the nation

could be expressed only through elected representa-

tives. The arguments in favour of practical con-

servatism which, put forward by Burke or Paley,

satisfied at least two generations, so lost their popular

force that modern Conservatives, no less than modern

Liberals, find it hard to understand the attitude

1 If whipping does not suppress theft, let it be turned into severe

flogging ; if this be not enough, add exposure in the pillory ; and if

this will not do, try capital punishment. This is the sort of argu-

ment which, as long as men beUeved in the principle that severity of

punishment is the best mode of hindering crime, continually increased

the cruelty or harshness of our criminal law.
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towards reform of men as able as Camiing or Sir Lecture

Walter Scott.i
"

The new poor-law did much more than apply

a drastic remedy to a dangerous social disease : it

associated pauperism

—

a different thing from poverty
—^with disgrace ; it revived, even among the poor,

pride in independence, and enforced upon the whole

nation the faith that in the battle of Hfe men must

rely for success, not upon the aid of the State, but

upon self-help.

The Divorce Act of 1857 on the face of it did

no more than increase the facihties for obtaining

divorce. It in reahty gave national sanction to the

contractual view of marriage, and propagated the

beUef that the marriage contract, hke every other

agreement, ought to be capable of dissolution when

it fails to attain its end. This Act and the feehngs

it fostered are closely related to the Married Women's

Property Acts, 1870-1893. Nor can any one doubt

that these enactments have in their turn given

strength to the behef that women ought, in the eye

of the law, to stand substantially on an equahty

with men, and have encouraged legislation tending

to produce such equahty. In this matter laws have

1 ContrEist Scott's satisfaction at taking a Russian prince to Selkirk

in 1826 " to see our quiet way of managing the choice of a national

representative" (Scott, Journals, July 1, 1826) with the comments

thereon of modem Liberals. Scott could not see that a system of

representation which, formally at any rate, misrepresented the Scotch

people could not, even though in some ways it worked well, be per-

manently maintained. Modem critics cannot see that a system of

representation, which contradicted the most elementary principles of

democracy, did in Scotland, at the beginning of the nineteenth century,

in many respects work well, and, even, strange though the statement

sounds, give effect to the wishes of the Scotch people. See Porritt.

The Unreformed House of Commons, chap. xxxi.
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Lecture deeply affected not only the legislative but also the

'_ social opinion of the country as to the position of

women. It is further clear that the statutes to which

reference has here been made, and others Hke them,

have all tended to strengthen that faith in laissez-

faire which is of the very essence of legislative

Benthamism, Law and opinion, indeed, are here

so intermixed that it is difficult to say whether opinion

has done most to produce legislation or laws to create

a state of legislative opinion.

That law creates opinion is plain enough as regards

statutes which obviously give effect, even though it

may be imperfectly, to some wide principle, but holds

at least equally true of laws passed to meet in the

readiest and often most offhand manner some pressing

want or popular demand. People often, indeed,

fancy that such random legislation, because it is

called " practical," is not based on any principle, and

therefore does not affect legislative opinion. But this

is a delusion. Every law must of necessity be based

on some general idea, whether wise or foohsh, sound

or unsound, and to this principle or idea it inevitably

gives more or less of prestige. A member of Parha-

ment is garotted ;
^ a demand is made that garotters

shall be flogged ; a law is passed to meet this wish.

The Act, whether wise or not, rests upon and coun-

tenances the notion, combated by the wisest philan-

thropists of an earher generation, that severity rather

than certainty of punishment is the best check on

crime. It also strengthens the beUef, as to the

truth whereof moralists are not agreed, that a main

object of punishment is the satisfaction of the feehng

1 See Hansard, vol. olxix. p. 1305.
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wHch, according to one's point of view, may be Lecture

described as either the natural sentiment of justice _^
or the natural sentiment of vindictiveness. The

Garotters Act, 1863, therefore clearly did afiect

legislative opinion. The Money-lenders Act, 1900,

again, may well be called an Act for the suppression

of Isaac Gordon, since it was to a great extent the

outcome of indignation against the rapacity and

cruelty of that particular usurer. But this Act,

though produced by temporary feehng, not only

revives the usury laws, but gives expression and

authority to beUefs supposed to have been confuted

by reason.

It is far, indeed, from being true that laws passed

to meet a particular emergency, or to satisfy a

particular demand, do not affect pubhc opinion ; the

assertion is at least plausible, and possibly well

founded, that such laws of emergency produce, in the

long run, more effect on legislative opinion than a

law which openly embodies a wide principle. Laws

of emergency often surreptitiously introduce or re-

introduce into legislation, ideas which would not be

accepted if brought before the attention of Parhament

or of the nation. Is it certain that the legislators

who passed the Money-lenders Act, 1900, might not

have hesitated formally to re-enact the usury Laws

which Parhament dehberately repealed in 1854 ?

Laws, indeed, passed for a hmited or practical purpose

—described as they are by the far too compHmentary

term of " tentative " ^ legislation—exert the greater

1 The word " tentative " is too complimentary Parliament favours

gradual legislation not from the desire, which would often be wise,

to try an experiment in legislation by applying a wide principle to a

very hmited extent, e.g. within a small area, but from failure to per-
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Lecture moial influence because they fall in with our BngHsh
"• preference for deahng only with the special matter

actually in hand, and with our profound reverence

for precedent. Yet this apparent prudence is, in

reahty, often no better than the height of rashness.

A principle carelessly introduced into an Act of

Parhament intended to have a hmited effect may

gradually so affect legislative opinion that it comes

to pervade a whole field of law.

In 1833 the House of Commons made for the first

/ time a grant of something less than £20,000 to pro-

\J '^\ mote the education of the people of England. The

money, for want of any thought-out scheme based

on any intelHgible principle, was spent on a sort

I of subscription to two societies which, supported by

voluntary contributions and representing, the one

the Church of England and the other, in effect, the

Dissenters, did what they could in the way of afford-

ing to the Enghsh poor elementary education, com-

bined with reUgious instruction. This niggardly,^

haphazard subscription has proved to contain within

it all the anomahes of the system which, now costing

the country some £18,000,000 a year, is embodied in

the Education Acts 1870-1902, with their universal,

State-supported, and compulsory, yet to a great

extent denominational, scheme of national education.^

ceive that a law which produces at the moment a very limited effect

may involve the recognition of a principle of unlimited application.

Indolence and ignorance, rather than any desire for scientific experi-

ment, are the causes of hand-to-mouth legislation.

1 The whole parliamentary grant for education in the United

Kingdom in 1834 was less than a third of what was granted annually

by the single State of Massachusetts with a population of less than a

million. See Life of Sir William Molesworth, pp. 55, 56.

2 In dealing with laws as the creators of opinion, I have, for the
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So much as to the influence of law on opinion, Lecture

which, after all, is merely one example of the way ^
in which the development of pohtical ideas is in-

fluenced by their connection with pohtical facts. Of

such facts laws are among the most important ; they

are therefore the cause, at least, as much as the efiect

of legislative opinion.^

It is a plausible theory, though one which is

perhaps oftener entertained than exphcitly stated,

that the growth of English law has been governed

by a tendency towards democracy. Our best plan

therefore will be to examine the relation between the

advance of democracy and the course of legislation

during the nineteenth century,^ and then to consider

what have been the main currents of predominant

opinion during that period, and trace the influence of

each of these * on the history of the law.

sake of clearness, referred only to laws enacted by Parliament, but it is

certain that judicial legislation affects opinion quite as strongly as does

parliamentary legislation. See " Judicial Legislation,' ' LectureXL , post.

f~^ " The development of political ideas is influenced in a different

" way by their connection with pohtical facts. The ideas are related

" to the facts of pohtical history, not only as efiect to cause, but also

as cause to effect."—H. Sidgwick, Development of European Polity,

p. 346J
2 See Lecture IIL, post.

^ See Lectures IV. to IX.,
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LECTUEE III

DEMOCRACY AINT) LEGISLATION

Lecture DoES not the advance of democracy afEord the clue

1 to the development of Enghsh law since 1800 ?

This inquiry is suggested by some indisputable

facts. In England, as in other European countries,

society has, during the last century, advanced in a

democratic direction. The most ordinary knowledge

of the commonest events shows us that in 1800 the

government of England was essentially aristocratic,^

and that the class which, though never despotic, was

decidedly dominant, was the class of landowners

and of large merchants ; and that the social condition,

the feehngs and convictions of Enghshmen in 1800,

were even more aristocratic than were English pohtical

institutions. No one, again, can doubt that by 1900,

and, indeed, considerably before 1900, the English

constitution had been transformed into something

nke a democracy. The supremacy of the land-

owners had passed away ; the destruction by the

great Reform Act of rotten boroughs had been the

cause and the sign of a thorough change in the system

of government. The electorate, which had in the

main represented the landed interest, was extended

^ See this stated forcibly, though with great exaggeration,

Ostrogorski, Democracy and Organization of Political Parties, chap. i.

48
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in 1832 SO as to give predominant power to 'the Lecture

middle classes and to the manufacturers. In 1867 ™'.

the artisans of the towns acquired the parliamentary

suffrage. Subsequent legislation, ending with the

Reform Acts^ of 1884-1885, admitted householders

in counties to the same rights as the artisans, and

finally estabhshed the system of so-called household

suffrage, under which England is, in theory at least,

governed by a democracy of householders. Of the

real extent and the true nature of this advance

towards democracy it is hardly necessary here to

speak. All that need be noted is that alterations

in parhamentary and other institutions have corre-

sponded with an even more remarkable change, in

a democratic direction, of pubhc sentiment. Paley

was a Whig, and an acute and hberal thinker, but

the whole tenor of his speculations concerning the

BngHsh constitution, with their defence of rotten

boroughs, and their apology for " influence," or, in

plain terms, for the moderate use of corruption, is

not more remarkable for its opposition to the pohtical

doctrines, than for its contrast with the whole tone

of pohtical thought prevalent at and indeed before

the close of the nineteenth century. The transition,

!

then, from an aristocracy to a democracy is un-

deniable. May we not, then, find in this transition /

the main and simple cause of all the principal changes

in the law of the land ?

The true and general answer to this question is

that the expression " advance of democracy," or

rather the idea which this and similar phrases em-

1 The Representation of the People Act, 1884, 48 Vict. c. 3 ; the

Redistribution of Seats Act, 1885, 48 & 49 Viot. c. 23.

E
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Lecture body, is vague and ambiguous, and that, whatever be

^ the sense in which the term is used, the advance of

democracy affords much less help than might have

been expected, in the attempt to account for the

growth and evolution of the modern law of England.

This reply, however, both needs and repays

explanation.

The word " democracy " has, owing in great

measure to the popularity and influence of Tocqjie-

ville's Democracy in America, acquired a new am-

biguity. It may mean either a social condition or

a form of government.

In the writings of Alexis de Tocqueville, " democ-

racy " often means, not a form of government or

a particular kind of constitution, but a special con-

dition of society—^namely, the state of things under

which there exists a general equahty of rights, and

a similarity of conditions, of thoughts, of sentiments,

and of ideals. Democracy in this sense of the word
has no necessary connection either with individual

freedom or even with popular government. It is

indeed opposed to every kind of aristocratic authority,

since aristocracy or ohgarchy involves the existence

of unequal rights and of class privileges, and has for

its intelleistual or moral foundation the conviction

that the inequahties or differences which distinguish

one body of men from another are of essential and
permanent importance. But democracy in this

sense, though opposed to privilege, is, as Tocqueville

insists, as compatible with despotism or imperiahsm
as with popular government or repubhcanism. Now,
if democracy be thus used as a name for a social

condition, the expression " advance towards democ-
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racy," or any like phrase, can, it is clear, mean Lecture

nothing but the progress among the inhabitants of'i ^
a country towards a condition of general equality! v

and, still more truly, of similarity. Hence Tocque-
\

ville and his followers trace back the progress of

democracy to times long anterior to the revolutionary

movements which marked the close of the eighteenth

century, and see in Richeheu and in Frederick the

Great, no less than in Napoleon I. and in Napoleon III.,

the promoters of the democratic regime. But if the

progress of democracy, though it may often involve

a change in the form of government, is in itself Httle

else than the approach towards a given social con-

dition, then the progress of democracy gives httle

or no help towards accounting for the particular

development of the law of England. Grant, for the

sake of argument— though the concession is one

which, if we have regard to facts, must be accom-

panied by a large number of reservations—^that the

history of Enghsh, as of European civiUsation

generally, is the record of the continuous, though

unconscious progress of mankind towards a condition

of equahty and similarity, and that every change^

which has taken place, including alterations in the,

law, is connected with, or rather is a part of the

advance of democracy, and we arrive, after all, only

at the true but barren conclusion that the growth of

Enghsh law, as of every other Enghsh institution,

during the nineteenth century is due to the general

condition of Enghsh society. IThis is one of those

explanations which, as it is true of everything, is for

that very reason the adequate explanation of nothing^^

" Democracy " in its stricter and older sense, in
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Lecture wMch it is generally employed by Englisli writers,

^"-
means, not a state of society, but a form of govern-

ment ; namely, a constitution under which sovereign

power is possessed by the numerical majority of the

male citizens ; and in this sense, the " advance of

democracy " means the transference of supreme power

from either a single person, or from a privileged and

Umited class, to the majority of the citizens ; it

means, in short, the approach to government by

numbers, or, in current, though inaccurate phrase-

ology, by the people.

Now, the " advance of democracy," if thus under-

stood, does in truth, in so far as it has really taken

place, explain, though only to a limited extent, the

alterations made in the Enghsh constitution, and a

student must, in trying to estimate the character of

these alterations, take into account the influence of

definitely democratic opinions. Nor must he confine

his attention merely to changes in what is technically

called the constitution—such, for example, as the

modification in the Enghsh representative system

produced by the various Parliamentary Reform Acts,

which begin with the great Reform Act of 1832 : he

raust also note every important change in any of the

organs of government. He will then assuredly find

that the advance of democracy does explairi the note-

worthy fact that throughout the nineteenth century

every permanent change of a constitutional character

has been in a democratic direction, and shows how it

has happened that every Act for the reform of Parha-

ment has extended, and has been meant to extend, the

' influence of mere numbers. Even, however, in the

province of constitutional law, democratic progress
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fails to explain several remarkable phenomena. How, Lecture

for example, does it happen that the constitution of —

1

England, which is more readily responsive to the force
|

of opinion than is any other existing pohty, remains

'

far from absolutely democratic, and is certainly not}.

nearly as democratic as the constitutions of France,

of Switzerland, of the United States, or (what is

even more noteworthy) of the self-governing EngHsh

colonies, such as the Dominion of Canada or the

Austrahan Commonwealth ? Nor, again, does the

tendency towards democracy explain how it is that

the demand for universal suffrage, which made itself

heard with great force during the Chartist agitation

towards the middle of the last century, is now almost

unheard. *TBut if the progress of democracy fails to

explain at all perfectly the development or the con-

dition of the EngKsh constitution, still less does it

elucidate the course of legislation, in matters which

have no reference to the distribution of pohtical

power^
Nor need this negative result cause any surprise.

The idea that the existence of or the advance towards

popular government in any country will of itself

explain the course which legislation there takes, rests

on the assumption that every democracy favours the'i

same kind of laws or of institutions. This assumption*

is constantly made, but it rests on a very small founda-j

tion of fact. It has a certain amount of vahdity

within the narrow sphere of constitutional law, but

its plausibihty depends on the confusion between the

powers and the tendencies of a democracy, and it is

grounded on a curious illusion which is contradicted

by the most notorious facts.
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Lecture Let US fiist examine the exceptional case of con-
TTT •

'. stitutional law, using that term in its very widest

sense.

From the progress of democracy—^which, be it

remembered, we are here considering simply as a

change in the form of government—^we may with

some confidence infer that, while this change is going

on, >no alteration in a constitution wiU take place

which obviously, and upon the face of it, diminishes

the authority of the people. It is necessary, how-

ever, when trying to apply this conclusion, to recollect

that the mass of mankind often fail to perceive or

appreciate the efEect of gradual and apparently

petty changes. Hence, even in democratic coimtries,

habits or institutions may come into existence which

in reahty curtail the power of the people, though

not apparently threatening that power. ^ It is

probably true, for instance, that the elaborate

party system of the United States does actually,

though not in form, bestow on party managers

and wirepullers a large amount of power, which

is subtracted from the just authority of the mass

of the citizens. But this party system exists just

because the majority of the people do not perceive

its anti-democratic tendency. Still, though we should

keep in mind the possibihty that the members of

1 The Chandos clause, introduced into the Reform Act by the Tory

Opposition, but supported by some Radicals, gave a vote in the counties

to tenants from year to year, mainly tenant farmers, paying a yearly

rent of £50. This clause increased the number of voters, and seemed,

therefore, democratic ; but as such tenant farmers were dependent on

their landlords, it really increased the power of the land-owners, and

robbed the counties of their independence. It was supported, how-
ever, by democrats, who did not perceive the real tendency of the

so-called amendment.
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a democracy may fail to perceive the true character Lecture

of laws or institutions which hmit the authority of
'-

the people, it may fairly be assumed that where

opinion has become democratic, or is becoming

democratic, and where the mass of the people have

obtained, or are obtaining sovereign power, each

change in the constitution will probably increase the

authority of numbers.

Let us now see how far the advance of democracy
|

is hkely to afEect laws which have not a constitutional

character, or, in other words, which do not tell upon

the distribution of sovereign power.

In respect of the influence of democracy on such

laws, we can draw with some confidence one probable

conclusion. We may with high probabihty assume

that no law wiU be carried, or at any rate that no law

will long remain in force, which is opposed to the

wish of the people, or, in other words, to the senti-

ment prevailing among the distinct majority of thei

citizens of a given country. It is, however, absolutely

'

impossible from the advance of democracy to draw,

with regard to laws which do not touch the balance

of poUtical power, anything more than this merely

negative inference. The impossibihty arises from the

patent fact that, though in a democratic country the

laws which will be passed, or at any rate will be put_

into efiect, must be the laws which the people hke, it
|

is absolutely impossible to predict on any a priori

ground what are the laws which the people of a

coimtry will at any given time wish to be passed or

put in force.

The reason why the truth of a conclusion which is

hardly disputable is not universally admitted, is to
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Lecture be found in a singular illusion whicli affects alike the

^ friends and the opponents of democratic change. De-

mocracy is a comparatively new form of government.

Reformers, or revolutionists, who have attempted

to achieve definite changes, e.g. the disestabhsh-

ment of the Church, the abohtion of primogeniture,

the creation of peasant proprietorship, or, it may be,

the regulation of pubhc labour by the State for the

advantage of artisans and labourers, stand in a posi-

tion Mke that of men who look for immense blessing

to the country from the accession to the throne of a

new monarch ; they tacitly or openly assume that

the new sovereign—^in this case the democracy—wiU
carry out the ideas of beneficent legislation and good

government entertained by the reformers who have

placed the sovereign in power. The Whigs of 1830

supposed that a reformed Parhament would carry out

the ideas which the Whigs had advocated in the

Edinburgh Review. Eadicals, such as the two Mills,

Joseph Hume, or Francis Place, held that reform

meant the triumph of unadulterated Benthamism.

The Free Traders of'l8l:6, even with the experience

of France and America before their eyes, identified

the progress of democracy with the acceptance of

free trade. Many are the Englishmen who, in our

own day, have found it impossible to beheve that

the old watchwords of peace, retrenchment, and
reform might have as little attraction for a sovereign

people as for a despotic monarch ; and there are men
still hving who can recall the confidence with which

ardent reformers anticipated that the predominance
of British householders would ensure the adoption

of exactly the policy which the reformers themselves
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deemed beneficial. Nor have the opponents of democ- Lecture

ratio innovation been free from a delusion strictly 1

analogous to the error which has falsified the forecasts

of democrats. Tories or Conservatives, who looked

with terror and aversion on democratic progress, have

for the most part assumed that the sovereign people

would of necessity support legislation which is hateful,

to every man of conservative instincts. During the

debates on the great Reform Bill the attacks made

upon it by Tory zealots teemed with anticipations

of iniquitous legislation. Men who hated revolution

could not beheve that democrats might be conserva-

tives. At the bottom, in short, of all speculations

about the effects of the advance of democracy, con-

stantly hes the assumption that there exists such a

thing as specially democratic legislation which every

democracy is certain to favour. Yet there never

was an assumption more clearly at variance with the

teaching of history.

Democracy in modern England has shown a

singular tolerance, not to say admiration, for the kind

of social inequahties involved" ii^the existence of the
y

Crown and of an hereditary and. titled peerage ; a

cynic might even suggest that the easy working of

modern Enghsh constitutionaUsm proves how bene-

ficial may be in practice the result of democracy

tempered by snobbishness. The people of England

have certainly shown no hostiUty to the existence

either of large fortunes or of large estates, and during

the nineteenth century have betrayed no ardent

desire for that creation of a large body of peasant

proprietors, or yeomen, which enlightened Liberals

have thought would confer untold benefits on the
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Lecture country. In truth., the equal division of a man's
"^" property among his descendants or his nearest relatives

at his death, though almost essential to the mainten-

ance of small estates, is thoroughly opposed to that

absolute freedom of testamentary disposition to which

Enghshmen have so long been accustomed that they

have come to look upon it as a kind of natural right.

jThe Enghsh ecclesiastical estabhshment, opposed as

/it is to many democratic ideas or principles, has not

I been the object of much popular attack. The Estab-

hshed Church is more influential and more popular in

1904, than it was in 1830, and the influence of Non-

conformists is, under the democratic constitution of

to-day, apparently less considerable than was the

influence some sixty or seventy years ago of what was

then called the Dissenting interest. Enghsh democ-

racy, in short, whilst caring somewhat for rehgious

freedom, exhibits indifference to rehgious equahty.

From another point of view the position of the Enghsh

democracy is pecuUar. Almost alone among popular

governments of the world, it has hitherto supported

complete freedom of trade, and has on the whole,

though on this matter one must speak with less

certainty, favoured everything that promotes freedom

of contract. Now the point to be specially noted is

that the attitude of the English people (and this holds

true of the attitude and legislative action of the

people of every great country) is determined much
(less by the mere advance of democracy than by

'
' historical, and, even what one may fairly term,

accidental circumstances. Democracy in England
has to a great extent inherited the traditions of the

aristocratic government, of which it is the heir. The
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relation of the judiciary to tlie executive, to the Lecture

Parhament, and to the people, remains now much 1

what it was at the beginning of the century, and no

man dreams of maintaining that the government

and the administration, are not subject to the legal

control and interference of the judges. Our whole

system of government, lastly, is, as it has been since

1689, essentially parhamentary. And the supremacy

of Parhament involves in England constant modifica-

tion of the law of the land. The Enghsh Parhament

is now a legislative machine which, whatever the

party in office, is kept constantly in action.

Turn now by way of contrast to France.

French democracy is opposed to differences of rahkj

involving pohtical inequahty. The very foundation'

of the French pohtical and social system is the exist-

ence of a large body of small landed proprietors,

or, to use Enghsh expressions, of small freeholders.

Testamentary freedom, in the Enghsh sense of the

word, is unknown. The systematic and equal division

of a deceased person's property among his family

thoroughly corresponds with French ideas of justice,

and prohibits that formation of large hereditary

estates which has long been a marked feature of

Enghsh social Kfe. For personal hberty, and for

what we should call rehgious freedom, by which I

mean the effective right of every man to advocate

and propagate any theological or rehgious dogma

which he pleases to adopt, and generally for the

right of association, French democracy has hitherto

shown httle care. The whole relation of the Courts

to the executive is one which Enghshmen find it

hard to realise; the dogma of the separation of
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Lecture powers which, be it noted, still remains one of the
•"^-

sacred principles of 1789, is, as the doctrine is inter-

preted in France, absolutely inconsistent with inter-

ference by the judges with the action either of the

government or of the administration. In matters

of trade and commerce, again, the French democracy

has been as zealous for protection as the Enghsh

democracy for free trade. The French democracy, in

short, has inherited and accepted the traditions of

the monarchy, and still more of the Napoleonic

Empire ; and democratic France, though tolerant of

revolutions which hardly afiect the ordinary hfe of

the people is, as I have already pointed out,^ as

compared with England, the home of legislative

conservatism.

A glance at the democracies, either of the United

States or of Switzerland, would show us in each case

tjrpes of legislation difEering ahke from each other,

and from the laws either of democratic England or of

repubhcan France. But for our present purpose it

is unnecessary to carry the comparison further. The

annals of a century show that the mere advance of

democracy does not, important as in many ways it

is, of necessity produce in different countries one and

the same kind of changes in the law. That this is

so has of recent years been acknowledged both by

Conservatives and by social reformers or revolu-

tionists. Both in England and abroad, so-called

conservatism has, under its ablest leaders, shown

1 See p. 7, ante. Note that divorce has with great difficulty

been established in France ; though existing under the First Republic

and the Empire, it was abolished in 1816, and not again legalised

till 1884.
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itself very tolerant of an extended or even a universal Lecture
. . Ill

suffrage, and zealots for social change see in the L

Eeferendum, which, whatever its merits or demerits,

is an essentially democratic institution, a device for

retarding socialistic innovations. But if the progress

of democracy does not of itself, except as regards

the distribution of sovereign power, necessarily deter-

mine the character of legislation, we cannot expect

that it should explain the development of the law

of England. The explanation must be found, if at

aU, in the different currents of opinion, bearing more

or less directly on legislation, which have, during

different parts of the nineteenth century^ been pre-

dominant in England.

]W
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LECTUEE IV

THE THEEE MAIN CURRENTS OP PUBLIC OPINION

Lecture The nineteenth, century falls into three periods,

1 during each of which a different current or stream of

opinion was predominant, and in the main governed

the development of the law of England.

I. The Period of Old Toryism or Legislative

Quiescence (1800-1830) ^

This was the era of Blackstonian optimism re-

inforced, as the century went on, by Eldonian toryism

or reaction ; it may be termed the period of legis-

lative quiescence, or (in the language of censors)

stagnation. Pohtical or legislative changes were first

checked by that pride in the EngKsh constitution,

and intense satisfaction with things as they were,

which was inherited from a preceding generation, and
is best represented by the studied optimism of Black-

stone ; they were next arrested by that reaction

against Jacobinism and revolutionary violence which
is represented by the legislative timidity of Lord

1 See R. K. Wilson, Modem English Law, chap, iii., and Lect. V.,
post.

It is for our present purpose convenient to treat 1800, in accord-
ance witli popular phraseology, as belonging to the nineteenth
century.

62
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Eldon ; he devoted his great intellectual powers Lecture

(which hardly receive justice from modern critics) at

once to the cautious elaboration of the doctrines of

equity, and to the obstruction of every other change

or improvement in the law. The reactionary char-

acter of this period increased rather than diminished

as the century advanced. The toryism of 1815 or

1817 was less intelHgent and more violent than the

toryism of 1800. Laws ^ passed during this period,

and especially during the latter part thereof, assumed

a dehberately reactionary form, and were aimed at the

suppression of sedition, of Jacobinism, of agitation,

or of reform. But though it is easy to find examples

of reactionary legislation, the true characteristic of

the time was the prevalence of quiescence or stag-

nation. Optimism had at least as much to do with

the condition of pubhc sentiment as had the dread of

revolutionary propagandism.

II. The Period of Benthamism or Individualism

(1825-1870)

2

This was the era of utiUtarian reform. Legislation

was governed by the body of opinion, popularly, and

on the whole rightly, connected with the name of

Bentham.3 xhe movement of which he, if not the

creator, was certainly the prophet, was above all

1 E.g. the great Combination Act, 1800, 40 Geo. III. c. 106 ;
the

Act of 1817, 57 Geo. III. c. 19, for the prevention of seditious

meetings.
2 See Lecture VI., post.

3 In the whole field of economics Adam Smith and his disciples

exerted a potent influence, but it is not necessary for our purpose to

distinguish between the influence of jurists and the influence of

economists : they both represented the individuaUsm of the time.
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Lecture things a movement for the reform of the law. Hence

L it has affected, though in very different degrees, every

part of the law of England. It has stimulated the

constant activity of Parhament, it has swept away

restraints on individual energy, and has exhibited

a dehberate hostihty to every historical anomaly or

survival, which appeared to involve practical incon-

venience, or in any way to place a check on individual

freedom.

III. Period of Collectivism (1865-1900) ^

By collectivism is here meant the school of opinion

often termed (and generally by more or less hostile

critics) sociahsm, which favours the intervention of

the State, even at some sacrifice of individual freedom,

for the purpose of conferring benefit upon the mass

of the people. This current of opinion cannot, in

England at any rate, be connected with the name of

1 See Lects. VII. -IX., post. Murray's Dictionary gives no authority

for the use of the word collectivism earlier than 1880. It is

there defined as " the socialistic theory of the collective owner-
" ship or control of all the means of production, and especially of
" the land, by the whole community or State, i.e. the people ool-

" lectively, for the benefit of the people as a whole." H. Sidgwiok,
in his Elements of Politics (2nd ed.), p. 158, uses the word to denote
an extreme form of sociahsm. These are not exactly the meanings
given to collectivism in these lectures. It is used as a convenient
antithesis to individualism in the field of legislation. This use appeals
to be etymologioally correct, and to be justified by the novelty and
vagueness of the term. The very indefiniteness of the expression
collectivism is for my purpose a recommendation. A person may
in some respects be a oollectivist,—that is to say, entertain views
which are not in harmony with the ideas of individualism,—and yet
not uphold or entertain arty general behef which could fairly be
called sociahsm ; but though the vague term collectivism is for my
present purpose preferable to sociahsm, I shall on occasion use the
more popular and current expression sociahsm as equivalent to col-

lectivism.
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any one man, or even with the name of any one Lecture

definite school. It has increased in force and volume 1

during the last half of the nineteenth century, nor

does observation justify the expectation that in the

sphere of legislation, or elsewhere, its strength is

spent or its influence on the wane. The practical

tendencies of this movement of opinion in England

are best exemphfied in our labour laws, and by a

large amount of legislation which, though it cannot

be easily brought under one head, is, speaking broadly,

intended to regulate the conduct of trade and business

in the interest of the working classes, and, as col-

lectivists beheve, for the benefit of the nation.

Our study of each of these currents of opinion in

its bearing on legislation will be faciUtated by atten-

tion to certain general observations.

First, Each of these three schools of thought has,

if we look at the nineteenth century alone, reigned

for about an equal number of years.

This statement, however, needs quahfication if we

take into account the years which preceded the com-

mencement, and the years, few as they are, which

have followed the end of the nineteenth century.

We then perceive that while the unquestioned

supremacy of Benthamism lasted for a more or less

assignable and limited time,—that is to say, for the

thirty-five or possibly forty years which begin with

1828 or 1830,—it is impossible to fix with anything

hke equal precision the Hmit either of the period of

quiescence or of the period of collectivism. The

intimate connection between the name of Blackstone

and the optimism which was one main cause of legisla-

tive inaction, suggests that the period of quiescence

F
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Lecture lELUst be Carried back to a date earlier tban the end of

L the eighteenth century, and that it may possibly at

any rate be forced back to the accession of George the

Third (1760), if not even to an earher time. On this

way of looking at the matter the age of legal quiescence

covers some seventy years (1760-1830).

There is no possibihty of fixing with any precision

the Umits to the period of collectivism. Sociahstic

ideas were, it is submitted, in no way a part of domi-

nant legislative opinion earher than 1865,^ and their

influence on legislation did not become perceptible

till some years later, say till 1868 or 1870, or dominant

till say 1880. This influence is still, however, not

apparently on the dechne, and may well, for years

to come, leave its impress on the statute-book. The

very dates assigned to each of our three periods

bear witness to the fact that periods of behef run

into one another and overlap. It is absolutely im-

possible to fix with precision the date at which a

body of opinion begins to exert perceptible influence

or even to become predominant.

Secondly, The relation to legislation of each of

the three currents of opinion is markedly difierent.

The legislative inertia which, at the beginning of

the nineteenth century, discouraged changes in the

law was no theory of legislation. It was a sentiment

of conservatism which, whether due to optimism or

to hatred of revolution, opposed innovation in every

province of national hfe.

Benthamism was a definite body of doctrine
1 An early example of such influence may be found in the Metro-

politan Commons Act, 1866. It reversed that policy of breaking up
commons which met with the enthusiastic approval of Bentham. See
Bentham, Works, i. p. 342.
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directly applied to the reform of the law. It was a Lecture

legal creed created by a legal philosopher. Hence its ^
direct and immense influence upon the development
of Enghsh law.

Collectivism has been, during the nineteenth
century, rather a sentiment than a doctrine, and in
so far as it might be identified with sociahsm has
been rather an economical and a social than a legal

creed.

Thirdly, The examination into the character and
the influence of collectivism presents certain pecuhar
difficulties which do not meet us when studying
either the old toryism of Blackstone or Eldon, or

the Benthamite individuahsm which, in accordance

with popular phraseology, may often be conveniently

called KberaKsm.

The general characteristics of the age of torjdsm

are well - ascertained historical facts which have
become the object of common knowledge. Ben-

thamism is a definite creed. Its formulas are easily

discoverable in the works of Bentham and his

disciples ; its practical results are visible in one

statute after another. Collectivism, on the other

hand, is even now rather a sentiment than a doctrine
;

hence it is a term which hardly admits of precise

definition, and collectivism, in so far as it may be

considered a doctrine, has never, in England at least,

been formulated by any thinker endowed with any-

thing like the commanding abihty or authority of

Bentham ; its dogmas have not been reduced to the

articles of a poUtical or a social creed, still less have

they been appHed even speculatively to the field of

law with the clearness and thoroughness with which
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Lecture Bentham and his followers marked out the apphca-

—'- tion of utiHtarianism to the amendment of the law.

Hence a curious contrast between the mode in which

an inquirer must deal with the legislative influence

on the one hand of Benthamism, and on the other

hand of collectivism. He can explain changes in

English law by referring them to defbaite and known
tenets or ideas of Benthamite hberahsm ; he can,

on the other hand, prove the existence of coUectivist

ideas in the main only by showing the socialistic

character or tendencies of certain parliamentary

enactments.

The difficulties of the investigation, moreover, are

increased by a pecuKarity of the mode in which the

ideas of collectivism have gradually entered into or

coloured Enghsh legislation. The pecuharity is this :

a hne of Acts begun under the influence of Benthamite

ideas has often, under an almost unconscious change in

legislative opinion, at last taken a turn in the direction

of sociahsm. A sahent example ^ of this phenomenon
is exhibited by the effort lasting over many years to

amend the law with regard to an employer's habihty

for damage done to his workmen in the course of their

employment. Up to 1896 reformers, acting under
the inspiration of Benthamite ideas, directed their

efforts wholly towards giving workmen the same
right to compensation by their employer for damage
inflicted through the negligence of one of his work-
men as is possessed by a stranger. This endeavour
was never completely successful ; but in 1897 it led

up to and ended in the thoroughly coUectivist legisla-

tion embodied in the Workmen's Compensation Acts,

1 See Lect. VIII., post.
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1897 and 1900/ which (to put the matter broadly) Lecture

makes an employer the insurer of his workmen against 1

any damage incurred in the course of their employ-

ment.

The difierence in the spirit of the three great

currents of opinion may be thus summarised : Black-

stonian toryism was the historical reminiscence of

paternal government ; Benthamism is a doctrine of

law reform ; collectivism is a hope of social regenera-

tion. Vague and inaccurate as this sort of summary

must necessarily be, it explains how it happened that

individualism under the guidance of Bentham affected,

as did no other body of opinion, the development of

Enghsh law.

1 Workmen's Compensation Act, 1897, 60 & 61 Vict. c. 37 ; 1900,

63 & 64 Vict. c. 22.
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LECTURE V

THE PERIOD OF OLD TORYISM OR LEGISLATIVE

QUIESCENCE (1800-1830)

Lecture FouR points merit special attention :—^the state of

Zl opinion during the era of legislative quiescence

—

the

resulting absence of legal changes during the first

quarter of the nineteenth century—^the inquiry, why

some considerable innovations took place even during

this period—and the causes which brought the era of

legislative quiescence to its close.

(A) State of Opinion (1760-1830)

These seventy years constitute a period at legis-
'

lative quiescence ; the changelessness of the law is

directly traceable to the condition of opinion.^

The thirty years from 1760 to 1790 may be well

termed as regards their spirit, the age of Blackstone.^

Enghsh society was divided by violent though super-

ficial political conflicts, but the tone of the whole time,

in spite of the blow dealt to Enghsh prestige by the

1 The distaste for legal changes which prevailed between 1800 and

1830 is distinctly traceable in part at least to the condition of opinion

between 1760 and 1800.

2 Birth 1723 ; pubHoation of Commentaries, 1765-69 ; death 1780.

7°
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successful revolt of the Thirteen Colonies, was after all Lecture

a feehng of contentment with, and patriotic pride in, L

the greatness of England and the pohtical and social

results of the Revolution Settlement. Of this senti-

ment Blackstone was the typical representative

;

every page of his Commentaries is pervaded by aggres-

sive optimism.
" Of a constitution, so wisely contrived, so strongly

raised, and so highly finished, it is hard to speak

with that praise, which is justly and severely its

due :—^the thorough and attentive contemplation of

it wiU furnish its best panegyric. It hath been the

endeavour of these commentaries, however the

execution may have succeeded, to examine its solid

foundations, to mark out its extensive plan, to

explain the use and distribution of its parts, and

from the harmonious concurrence of those several

parts, to demonstrate the elegant proportion of the

whole. We have taken occasion to admire at every

turn the noble monuments of ancient simphcity,

and the more curious refinements of modern art.

Nor have its faults been concealed from view ; for

faults it has, lest we should be tempted to think

it of more than human structure; defects, chiefly

arising from the decays of time, or the rage of

unskiHul improvements in later ages. To sustain,

to repair, to beautify this noble pile, is a charge

intrusted principally to the nobility, and such

gentlemen of the kingdom as are delegated by their

country to parliament. The protection of The

Liberty of Britain is a duty which they owe to

themselves, who enjoy it ; to their ancestors, who

transmitted it down ; and to their posterity, who
I
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" will claim at their hands this, the best birthright,

" and the noblest inheritance of mankind." ^

These words sum up the whole spirit of the Com-

mentaries ; they express the sentiment not of an

individual, but of an era. Some twenty-five years or

so later Burke noted, with undisguised sympathy, the

conservatism of Enghsh thinkers.

" Many, of our men of speculation," he writes,

" instead of exploding general prejudices, employ their

" sagacity to discover the latent wisdom which pre-

" vails in them. If they find what they seek, and
" they seldom fail, they think it more wise to continue

" the prejudice, with the reason involved, than to cast

" away the coat of prejudice, and to leave nothing but

" the naked reason ; because prejudice, with its reason,

" has a motive to give action to that reason, and an
" affection which will give it permanence." ^

Blackstone, it may be thought, though not a Tory,

was an Old Whig of a pre-eminently conservative

character. Burke had always in constitutional

matters leaned strongly towards historical conserva-

tism ; in 1790, when the words just cited were pub-

hshed, hatred of Jacobinism had transformed him into

a reactionist. But Paley was a man of a calm and

judicial temperament. He felt no reverence for the

historic dignity and pomp of Enghsh constitutionahsm.

Of the anom.alies presented by the institutions which

he at the basis of civihsed society he could write with

extraordinary freedom. The famous illustration of

1 Blackstone, Commentaries, iv. p. 443 (end of Book iv.).

2 Burke, ii. p. 169. See also Appeal from the New to the Old Whigs,
Burke, vi. pp. 263-265; Hallam, Middle Ages, ii. (12th ed.) p. 267;
and Goldsmith, Works, iii.. Citizen of the World, Letter iv.
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the pigeons,! to be found in the chapter "Of Property" Lecture

in his Moral Philosophy got for him the nickname of Zl
" Pigeon-Paley," and the warning of his friend, Law,
justified by the event, that it would exclude him from
a bishopric, only elicited the retort, " Bishop or no
Bishop, it shall go in." But this hard-headed and
honest morahst who sacrificed his chance of pro-

motion rather than suppress a sarcasm aimed at

the evils of our own social system, and at monarchy
itself, was at bottom as much a defender of the

existing state of things as was Blackstone. A few
sentences from Paley's excellent chapter on the

British Constitution reveal his whole position.^

" Let us, before we seek to obtain anything more,
" consider duly what we already have. We have a
" House of Commons composed of 548 members, in

" which number are found the most considerable land-
" holders and merchants of the kingdom ; the heads

1 " If you should see a flock of pigeons in a field of corn ; and it

" (instead of each picking where, and what it Uked, taking just as much
" as it wanted, and no more) you should see ninety-nine of them gather-
" ing all they got into a heap ; reserving nothing for themselves, but
" the chafE and refuse ; keeping this heap for one, and that the weakest
*' perhaps and worst pigeon of the flock ; sitting round, and looking on
" aU the winter, whilst this one was devouring, throwing about and
" wasting it ; and, if a pigeon more hardy or hungry than the rest,

" touched a grain of the hoard, all the others instantly &yva% upon it,

" and tearing it to pieces ; if you should see this, you would see noth-
" ing more than what is every day practised and estabhshed among
" men."—^Paley, Moral Philosophy, Book iii. chap. i. (12th ed.), pp. 105,

106.

^ See especially Paley, Moral Philosophy, ii. (12th ed. 1799), pp.

217 and following. Paley's account of the unreformed Parliament is

specially valuable because it was pubKshed by a man of judicial

intellect at a date (1785) when his judgment was unaffected alike by

the excitement of the French Revolution and by the vehement con-

troversies which forty-five or forty-seven years later preceded or

accompanied the passing of the Reform Act.
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Lecture
V.

" of the army, the navy, and the law ; the occupiers

" of great offices in the State ; together with many
" private individuals, eminent by their knowledge,

" eloquence, or activity. Now, if the country be not

" safe in such hands, in whose may it confide its

" interests ? If such a number of such men be hable

" to the influence of corrupt motives, what assembly

" of men will be secure from the same danger ? Does
" any new scheme of representation promise to collect

" together morewisdom, orto produce firmer integrity?

" In this view of the subject, and attending not to

" ideas of order and proportion (of which many minds
" are much enamoured), but to effects alone, we may
" discover just excuses for those parts of the present

" representation, which appear to a hasty observer

" most exceptional and absurd." ^

And Paley's view of the um-eformed House of

Commons is in substance his view of the whole British

constitution,^ and was shared by most statesmen of

his day.

Blackstone, Burke, and Paley were, it may be

thought, pohtical philosophers who represent the

speculative views of their time. Turn then to a

writer the charm of whose style does not conceal the

superficiahty of his ideas, and whose whole aim as a

man of letters was to express in graceful Enghsh the

ideas current among ladies and gentlemen of average

intelKgence. Goldsmith, in his Citizen of the World,

has precisely reproduced the tone of his day. The

cosmopolitan Chinaman talks much of Enghsh law ;

^

1 Paley, Philosophy, ii. pp. 220, 221.

^ See G. Lowes Dickinson, The Development of Parliament, ch. i.

^ This by the way is a curious illustration of the interest felt

towards the end of the eighteenth century in legal speculations.
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he maintains, among other fanciful notions, the para- Lecture

dox that it was the height of wisdom to fill the statute- L

book with laws threatening offenders with most severe

penalties which were rarely or never exacted.

" In England, from a variety of happy accidents,

" their constitution is just strong enough, or if you
" will, monarchical enough, to permit a relaxation of

" the severity of laws, and yet those laws still to

" remain sufficiently strong to govern the people.

" This is the most perfect state of civil liberty, of

" which we can form any idea ; here we see a greater

" number of laws than in any other country, while

" the people at the same time obey only such as are

'' immediately conducive to the interests of society

;

" several are unnoticed, many unknown ; some kept

"to be revived and enforced upon proper occasions,

" others left to grow obsolete, even without the

" necessity of abrogation.

" There is scarcely an Englishman who does not

" almost every day of his hfe offend with impunity

" against some express law, and for which in a certain

" conjuncture of circumstances he would not receive

"punishment. Gaming-houses, preaching at pro-

" hibited places, assembled crowds, nocturnal amuse-

" ments, public shows, and an hundred other instances

" are forbid and frequented. These prohibitions are

" useful ; though it be prudent in their magistrates,

"and happy for their people, that they are not

" enforced, and none but the venal or mercenary

" attempt to enforce them.
" The law in this case, like an indulgent parent,'

"still keeps the rod, though the child is seldom

" corrected. Were those pardoned offences to rise
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Lecture "into enormity, were they likely to obstruct the

Zl " happiness of society, or endanger the State, it is

" then that justice would resume her terrors, and

" punish those faults she had so often overlooked

" with indulgence. It is to this ductihty of the laws

" that an Enghshman owes the freedom he enjoys

" superior to others in a more popular government

;

" every step therefore the constitution takes towards

" a democratic form, every diminution of the legal

' authority is, in fact, a diminution of the subject's

" freedom ; but every attempt to render the govern-

" ment more popular not only impairs natural liberty,

" but even will at last dissolve ^he pohtical con-

" stitution." 1

The feebleness of our Chinaman's, or rather of

Goldsmith's, reasoning adds to its significance. When

pleas in support of an obvious abuse, which are not

plausible enough to be called fallacies, pass current

for sohd argument, they derive their force from the

sympathy of the audience to which they are addressed.

The optimism, indeed, of the Blackstonian age is

recognised by morahsts of a later generation, among

whom it excites nothing but condemnation.
" Then followed," writes Dr. Arnold, " one of those

" awful periods in the history of a nation which may
" be emphatically called its times of trial. I mean
" those tranquil intervals between one great revolution

" and another, in which an opportunity is offered for

" profiting by the lessons of past experience, and to

" direct the course of the future for good. From our

" present ^ dizzy state, it is startUng to look back on

1 Goldsmith, Works, iii., Citizen of the World, pp. 194, 195.

2 1833.
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" the deep calm of the first seventy years of the Lecture

" eighteenth century. All the evils of society were Zl
" yet manageable ; while complete pohtical freedom,
" and a vigorous state of mental activity, seemed to
" promise that the growth of good would more than
" keep pace with them, and that thus they might be
" kept down for ever. But tranquilhty, as usual, bred
" carelessness ; events were left to take their own
" way uncontrolled ; the weeds grew fast, while none
" thought of sowing the good seed." ^

These are the words of a censor who points a

lesson intended for his own generation by condemna-

tion of a past age with the virtues and defects

whereof he has no sympathy ; but to a critic who
wishes to understand rather than to pass judgment

upon a bygone time, it is easy to discover an ex-

planation or justification of the optimism represented

by Blackstone.

The proper task of the eighteenth century was the

work of pacification. The problem forced by the

circumstances of the time upon thinkers and upon

statesmen was, how best to terminate feuds originally

generated by religious difEerences, and to open, if

possible, a path for peaceful progress. This problem

had in England received an earlier and a more com-

plete solution than in any other European State.

The Eevolution Settlement had given the death-blow

to arbitrary power, and had permanently secured

individual freedom. The Toleration Act might

1 Dr. Arnold, Miscellaneous Works (ed. 1845), p. 276. It seems

clear that though Arnold refers definitely only to the first seventy

years of the eighteenth century, he really has in his mind the tone of

the whole of that, century—at any rate till near the outbreak of the

French Revolution.
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Lecture appear contemptible to teachers who, hke Arnold,

L wished to realise an ideal—^we may now surely say

an unattainable and mistaken ideal—of the identi-

fication of State and Church, but to men of sense who

test the character of a law by its ultimate tendency

and result, the celebrated statute will appear to be

one of the most beneficial laws ever passed by any

legislature. For the Toleration Act gave from the

moment it was enacted substantial religious freedom

to the vast majority of the English people ; in reahty,

though not in theory, it made active persecution

an impossibihty. It formed the foundation on

which was built up such absolute freedom of opinion

and discussion as has never hitherto existed, for any

length of time, in any other country than England, or

at any rate in any other country the institutions

whereof have not been influenced by the principles

latent, though not expressed, in the Toleration Act.

The Revolution Settlement, moreover, while

estabhshing theological peace, laid the basis of

national greatness. It made possible the imion

with Scotland. And the union doubled the power

of Great Britain. When, in 1765, Blackstone

pubhshed the first volume of his Commentaries,

there were men still Hving who remembered the

victories of Marlborough, and no one had forgotten

the glories of the last war with France.

"It is well known that the administration of the
" first WilKam Pitt was a period of imanimity im-
" paralleled in our annals : popular and antipopular
" parties had gone to sleep together, the great minister

"wielded the energies of the whole united nation;
" France and Spain were trampled in the dust, Pro-
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" testant G-ermany saved, all North America was the Lecture

" dominion of the British Crown, the vast foundations L

" were laid of our empire in India. Of almost in-

" stantaneous growth, the birth of two or three years

" of astonishing successes, the plant of our power
" spread its broad and flourishing leaves east and west,

" and half the globe rested beneath its shade." ^

The Blackstonian era moreover was, in comparison

with the past, an age of philanthropy. The laws"

were antiquated, the statute-book was defaced by

enactments condemned by the humane feehng of later

times. But humanity had greatly developed during

the eighteenth century ; the subjects of George III.

had tenderer hearts than the subjects of Cromwell.

Goldsmith's childish paradox ^ has no value as argu-

ment but much as history ; it reminds us that the

severity of the law was tempered by compassion.

The rules of the common law ^ and the statute-book

1 Arnold, Lectures on Modern History, pp. 262, 263 (2nd ed. 1843).

It is intelligible enough that Arnold, who was essentially a moralist

and only accidentally an historian, should add, " yet the worm at its

root was not wanting." But never did the convictions of a preacher

more completely misrepresent an age which he knew only by reading or

tradition. The Blackstonian era was a period of national strength and

of most reasonable national satisfaction.

2 See p. 76, ante.

3 If a prisoner accused of felony stood mute, he could not be tried

without his own consent. " To extort that consent he was (until 12

" Geo. III. 0. 20) subjected to the peine forte et dure, by being laid

" under a heavy mass of iron, and deprived almost entirely of food.

"Many prisoners deUberately preferred to die under this torture

" rather than be tried ; because, by dying unconvicted, they saved thett

" families from that forfeiture of property which a conviction would

" have brought about." Kenny, Outlines of Criminal Law, p. 467.

As late as 1772, when Mansfield and Blaokstone were on the Bench,

pedantry and callousness to suffering still kept aHve torture which

might end in death, and could not be defended on the ground,

inadequate as it is, that torture may lead to the discovery of truth.
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Lecture contained survivals which were at variance with the

—L actual humanity of the age ; the law was often so

savage as to shock every man of common kindliness.

But the law was tempered by technical though absurd

rules which gave a criminal undue chances of escape

from conviction by the 'practical revolt of jurymen

against the immorality of penalties out of all pro-

portion to moral guilt, and by the constant com-

mutation of capital for some Hghter punishment.

Legislators were stupid, but they were not in-

tentionally cruel, and the law itself was more severe

in theory than in practice.^

Penal laws against the Roman CathoHcs were, at

any rate till 1778, outrageously oppressive. The

Rehef Act, 1778, 18 Geo. III. c. 60, however, taken

together with the Rehef Act, 1791, 31 Geo. III.

c. 32, deprived the laws against Papists of their most

oppressive features, and after 1778, or indeed before

that date, a Roman CathoUc gentleman in practice

suffered, we may conjecture, no great grievance other

than the exclusion (in itself a bitter wrong) from

pubhc Hfe,2 and long before the passing of the Relief

Acts the position of a Roman Cathohc in England
was enviable when compared with the lot of Pro-

1 See on this whole matter, L. Stephen, English Utilitarians, i.

pp. 25, 26, who points out that " The number of executions in the
" early part of this [i.e. the nineteenth century] varied apparently from
" a fifth to a ninth of the capital sentences passed," and refers to the
Table in Porter's Progress of the Nation (1851), p. 635. " Not one in
twenty of the sentences was carried into execution." May, Constit.
Hist. ii. (1863 ed.) c. xviii. p. 597.

2 Compaie Burke, speech at Bristol, previous to the election 1780,
Works, iii. (ed. 1808) p. 389, which makes it apparent that, even prior
to the Act of 1778, judges and juries threw every difficulty in the way
of informers who proceeded agamst Roman Catholics for penalties.
See Lecky, Hist. (1882) iii. p. 587.
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testants in France, till near tlie outbreak of the Lecture
V

French Revolution. Here we touch upon the circum- —

L

stances which in the eighteenth century gave a

pecuHajr zest to an Enghshman's enjoyment of his

hberties. He gloried in them because they were,

in his eyes, the special privileges of Enghshmen.

liberty is never so highly prized as when it is con-

trasted with the bondage of our neighbours ; Enghsh

freedom has received the warmest adoration not when

most complete, but when it has shone by contrast

with the intolerance and despotism which were

bringing ruin upon France.^

The optimism which may well be called Black-

stonianism, was then the natiiral tone of the age of

Blackstone. It led in the sphere of law to contented

acquiescence with the existing state of things, but

it would be a grave mistake to suppose that the

educated men of Blackstone's generation were, until

they were influenced by the course of the French

Revolution, bigoted Tories, or in any sense reactionists.

Lord Mansfield was in his judicial character an

enlightened reformer. Ideas of progress and

improvement do not easily associate themselves

with the name of Lord Thurlow, yet to Thur-

low is ascribed a most ingenious and beneficial

device for securing the property rights of mar-

ried women, and to his energetic interposition

is due the recognition in 1801 by the House of

Lords, of the right of a wife when suffering from

outrageous ill-usage at the hands of her husband

1 The free citizens of a state where the majority of the population

were slaves have always been fanatical assertors of their own right to

freedom.

G
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Lecture to obtain divOTce by Act of Parliament.^ The

L Commentator was an active humanitarian. He
would have called himself a Eevolution Whig, and

was devoted to the Whig doctrines of civil and

religious hberty. Nor was there any inconsistency

between a conservative turn of mind and that con-

ception of freedom in accordance with law which

the Whigs of the age of George the Third had

inherited from their predecessors. The Whig Revolu-

tion of 1689, and even the Puritan Rebellion of 1642,

were from one point of view conservative move-

•ments. Their aim was to preserve the law of the

land from either innovations or improvements intro-

duced by arbitrary power. Coke was the legal hero

of the Puritans, and Coke was the stifEest of formaHsts.

A devotee of the common law, he detested the

reforming ideas of Bacon fully as much as the despotic

arbitrariness of James. The Revolution of 1689 was

conducted under the guidance of Whig lawyers ; they

unwittingly laid the foundations of a modern constitu-

tional monarchy, but their intention was to reaffirm

in the Bill of Rights and in the Act of Settlement,

not the innate rights of man but the inherited and

immemorial liberties of Englishmen. This is the

basis of truth which underUes the paradox exaggerated

by the rhetoric of Burke that the statesmen who
carried through the Revolution of 1689 were not

revolutionists. They assuredly beheved that the

liberties of Englishmen were bound up with the

maintenance of the common law. The conservatism

then of the Enghsh Revolution found its natural

representatives in Enghsh lawyers. If they demurred
1 Campbell, Lives of Lord Chancellors, vii. (5th ed.), pp. 154, 155.
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to the introduction of wide reforms, their hesitation Lecture

was due in part to the sound conviction that fixity Zl
of law is the necessary condition for the maintenance
of individual rights and of personal hberty.

Under the horror excited by the excesses of the
French Eevolution, the mild and optimistic con-

servatism of Blackstone mingled, within twenty years

after his death, with that strenuous and almost re-

actionary torjdsm of Eldon which not only retarded

but for a time prohibited the removal of abuses. But
it should be remembered that at the beginning of the

nineteenth century the two different sentiments of

optimism as regards EngUsh institutions, and of

hatred of innovation co-existed, and together con-

stituted the pubhc opinion of the age. Blackstonian-

ism, indeed, not only co-existed with, but survived

the reactionary toryism which attained its height

between, say, 1790 and 1820. To judge, indeed,

from the expressions of Benthamite reformers, we may
conclude, and probably with truth, that exaggerated

satisfaction with Enghsh institutions retarded hberal

reforms long after the panic excited by Jacobinism had

passed away.^ In any case, it was this mixture of

Blackstonian content with everything Enghsh, and

Eldonian dread of any change which panic-stricken

prejudice could term foreign or Jacobinical, that

coloured the whole pubhc opinion of 1800, and

1 Note the tone of the Benthamite school with regard to Black-

stone. " He truckled," writes Austin, " to the sinister interests and to
" ttie mischievous prejudices of power ; and he flattered the overween-
" i*g conceit of their national or pecuhar institutions, which then was
" devoutly entertained by the body of the EngUsh people, though now
" [1826-32] it is happily vanishing before the advancement of reason."

Austin, Jurisprudence, i. (4th ed.), p. 71.
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Lecture determined the course of legislation during the first

—'- twenty-five or thirty years of the nineteenth century.

(B) Absence of Changes in the Law

The first quarter of the nineteenth century belongs

to the era of legislative stagnation, and is till towards

its close characterised (with rare exceptions which

require special explanation) ^ by the absence of essential

change in the law of the land.

The constitution was then as now what modern

writers call flexible ; any part thereof might in theory

be altered by an Act of Parhament, but the constitu-

tion though theoretically liable to be modified, was,

owing to the condition of opinion, aU but unchange-

able by legislation. The Enghsh constitution,

looked at from a merely legal point of view, remained

in 1827 almost exactly what it had been in 1800.

If indeed we leave out of sight the Acts of Union

with Scotland and Ireland, we might assert, without

much exaggeration, that to a mere lawyer who

recognised no change which was not recorded in

the statute-book or the law reports, the constitution

rested in 1827 on the foundation upon which it had

been placed by the Eevolution of 1689. In the daily

working of parUamentary government, it is true, vast

alterations had been made duxing the lapse of more

than a century, but these alterations were the result

of pohtical conventions or understandings,^ which left

untouched the law of the constitution.

In every sphere of law this absence of change is

1 See p. 95, post.

2 See Dicey, Law of Constitution (7th ed.), pp. 22-29.
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equally visible
;
^ no one looked for active legislation. Lecture

In truth, the functions of the Cabinet have since 1830 Zl
undergone a tacit revolution. From the beginning of
the eighteenth century till pretty nearly the time of

the Reform Bill, the chief duty of the Ministry was
not the passing of laws, but the guidance of national
poHcy. Chatham was the leading statesman of his

time and country, but we cannot, it is said, attribute

to him a single material amendment of the law.

His son, when at the height of power, did not feel

himself bound to retire from office, though unable to
carry legislation which he proposed to the House of

Cormnons. His attitude with regard to parhamentary
reform, and his return to office, though prevented
from conferring the full rights of citizenship upon
Roman CathoKcs, can be understood only when we
remember that the passing of Acts was not in his

time a primary function of the Cabinet. All this

is now changed. Every speech from the throne on
the opening of Parliament has, for some seventy

years and more, contained a legislative programme.

Amendment of the law is supposed to be the chief

duty of a Mioistry. A Conservative no less than a

Liberal Cabinet is expected to make, or at any rate

to promise, improvements or alterations in the law.

Lord Halsbury is not counted a very ardent reformer
;

he has not held the seals for the length of time during

which they were retained by Lord Eldon, but he has,

we may be sure, carried through, proposed or sanc-

tioned, legal innovations far more numerous and far

^ An analysis of the contents of any ordinary volume of the

statutes enacted during the reign of Gteorge III. will support the

truth of this statement. Compare Ilbert, Montesquieu, pp. 37, 38, for

an analysis of parliamentary legislation in 1730.
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Lecture moie fundamental than were suggested or enacted by

L Lord Eldon during his twenty-seven years of office.

Legislative quiescence belongs to the past.

This immutabihty of the law during the earlier

part of the nineteenth century may be regarded from

different points of view. We may note the easy

tolerance of large pubhc abuses ; we may, looking at

the matter from a different side, observe the general

acquiescence in legal fictions and survivals, which,

while they admitted of no logical defence, constituted

either the grave defects or, sometimes, the oddities of

the law of England. We must, further, while carrying

out this survey,remember that none but a few theorists,

who did not till, say 1825, command any general con-

fidence, thought it practicable to amend defects which,

though they now possess an interest for antiquarians,

often caused the gravest inconvenience to the genera-

tion which had practical experience of their actual

results.

As to Abuses.—In 1820 appeared the notorious

Black Booh,^ which in its day made some noise and
stimulated the demand, which in 1830 became irre-

sistible, for retrenchment and reform. This book
purports to prove by facts and figures, that every

branch of the State and of the Church was full

of abuses, and that in every department of public

hfe the nation's money, wrung from an overtaxed

people, was wasted on pensions, on sinecures, or,

to speak plainly, on corruption. There is no need

to place imphcit confidence in the allegations of a

1 It was the work of John Wade ; it appeared in 1820-23 and
was republished in 1831, 1832, and 1835. See Dictionary of National
Biography, vol. Iviii. p. 416.
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party pamphlet, but we must believe that the Lecture

Blach Booh contains a broadly true, if rough and —'-

unfair, picture of the system of government as it

existed during the first quarter of the nineteenth

century. The mass of the people felt the pinch of

poverty and were filled with deep discontent, yet

heavy taxes were squandered on pensioners and sine-

curists. One fact was estabhshed past a doubt. In

the service neither of the State nor of the Church was

reward in any way proportioned to merit. A favoured

few connected by relationship or interest with the

rich and the powerful, received huge salaries for doing

nothing, whilst the men who actually did the work

of the nation were in many cases grossly underpaid.^

Legislative stagnation, or rather the prevalent

disUke to all innovation of which it was the result,

is indeed exemphfied by the toleration of such pubhc

abuses as are denounced in the Black Booh ; but a far

more striking illustration is presented by the indif-

ference both of legislators and of the pubhc to the

maintenance of laws or customs which seriously

affected private hfe, and might work obvious and

palpable wrong or injustice. Landowners, forexample,

made free use of spring-guns and man-traps ; they

protected their game at the cost of occasionally kilhng

1 On the abuses which flourished during the first thirty years of

the nineteenth century, see Sydney Smith's Works, and Brougham's

Speeches, e.g. vol. ii., Speech on Law Reform, 7th February 1828, p.

319 ; Speech on Local Courts, 29th April 1830, ibid. p. 489 ; and note

specially the costUness of legal proceedings, ibid. pp. 495-499 ; Speech

on Parhamentary Reform, 7th October 1831, p. 559 ; which shows the

practical abuses resulting from the existence of rotten boroughs. An

admirable account of the general condition of things under the un-

reformed ParUament is given in L. Stephen, English Utilitarians,

chaps, i.-iii.
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Lecture innocent trespassers. Yet the use of these instru-

L ments of death or grievous bodily harm (though

declared criminal in Scotland) was sanctioned by

Enghsh Courts, and not prohibited by Parhament

till 1827. A prisoner on trial for felony

—

e.g., for

murder or larceny—^was denied defence by counsel.

This rule was, on the face of it, unjust. The wit of

Sydney Smith, one would have fancied, was hardly

needed, though it was freely used,^ to expose the

cruelty of depriving a prisoner, whose hfe may
be at stake, of help just at the moment when

he most needed it. This denial of legal help

assuredly led to the conviction of men innocent

of any crime. It had not even the merit of

consistent appUcation ; for the law allowed counsel

to any man who was on trial for a misdemeanour

or for treason, or who was impeached before the

House of Lords. Yet, in 1824, and again in 1826,

the House of Commons refused leave to bring in a

bill for the remedy of this monstrous abuse. It was

not till four years after the passing of the Reform

Act that the Felony Act, 1836,^ allowed to every

person on trial the right to defence by counsel. The

existence of unjust and foolish laws is less remarkable

than the grounds on which these laws were defended.

Better, it was argued, that honest men, who had never

fired a gun, should be exposed to death by spring-

1 See articles on " Spring-Guns," and on " Man-Traps and Spring-
Guns," Sydney Smith's Works (ed. 1869), pp. 365, 385.

-2 6 & 7 Will. IV. c. 114. WiU not a reformer at the end of the

twentieth century wonder that the law continued till 1903 to deny
counsel to prisoners on their trial whose poverty prevented them from
paying the necessary fee, and that the Poor Prisoners' Defence Act,

1903 (3 Edw. VII. 0. 38), s. 1, did not completely remedy this obvious
injustice ?
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guns or man-traps than that a country gentleman Lecture

should fail in preserving his game. A prisoner, it—, L

was suggested, though he might occasionally through

inabiHty to employ counsel be convicted of a murder

or theft which he had never committed, had no reason

to complain, for the very absence of an advocate

turned the judge into counsel for the prisoner. This

plea was notoriously untrue ; but, had it been founded

on fact, it would have imphed that injustice to a

prisoner could be remedied by neglect of duty on the

part of a judge.

Consider, again, the nature of one only of the

many irrational restrictions placed by the common

law upon the admissibihty of evidence. The party

to an action, or the husband or wife of such party,

was not competent to be a witness at the trial. ^

Note what this restriction meant. A brought an

action against X, e.g., for breach of contract or for

an assault. The persons most hkely to know—and

perhaps the only persons who did know the facts of

the case—^might we'll be A, the plaintifi, and X, the

defendant
;
yet neither A nor X was allowed to tell

his story to the jury.^ At the present day we wonder

not that under such a rule there should have been

1 See Taylor On Evidence {6th ed.), s. 1210.

2 The result might occasionally, at any rate, be that a person who

had suffered a grievous wrong was in efieot deprived of any civil

remedy. X assaults A. No other persons are present. Neither X
nor A could give evidence. It might possibly happen that A had no

means of proving the assault. Counsel, who hved when this exclusion

of evidence was in force, have sometimes attributed a large part of the

extraordinary, successes achieved by Erskine or Scarlett to the impos-

sibility of bringing the real facts of a case before a jury, and the wide

scope thus given to a skilful advoc'ate of suggesting imaginary accounts

of transactions which, in the absence of evidence, admitted of more

than one interpretation.
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Lecture frequent failures of justice, but tliat in spite of it the

L ends of justice should often have been attained. But

Parliament did not modify this irrational exclusion of

necessary evidence until well after the end of the

period of stagnation. The chief steps for its abohtion

are worth notice. Under the influence of Benthamite

teaching it was, in 1846, abolished as regards pro-

ceedings in the County Courts ;
^ five years later it

was done away with as regards most actions in the

Superior Courts ;
^ in 1869 it was abolished as regards

all civil actions, and also as regards all proceedings

instituted in consequence of adultery.*

At the time, further, when the common law

courts made oral evidence the basis of their inquiries,

but deprived this mode of investigation of half its

worth by excluding from the witness-box the parties

to the cause, who naturally knew most about the

truth, the Court of Chancery allowed a plaintiff to

search the conscience of the defendants, and the

1 9 & 10 Viot. c. 95, s. 83.

2 The Evidence Act, 1851 (14 & 15 Vict. o. 99), s. 2. Even then

the parties to an action for a breach of promise of marriage stiU were

excluded from giving evidence, and were not made competent witnesses

till 1869.

3 The Evidence Further Amendment Act, 1869, 32 & 33 Vict,

c. 68. The principle or prejudice that persons interested in

the result of a trial, whether civil or criminal, ought on account of

their temptation to He, even when on oath, not only to be heard as

witnesses with a certain suspicion, but also to be held incompetent to

give evidence, lingered on in the sphere of criminal law till nearly the

close of the nineteenth century. Only in 1898 was a person charged

with a criminal offence at last allowed to give evidence on his own
behalf. (Criminal Evidence Act, 1898, 61 & 62 Vict. c. 36.) The
truth, that is to say, of Bentham's doctrine that, " in the character

of objections to competency no objections ought to be allowed," was
not fully admitted till sixty-six years after his death. Before 1898,

however, persons charged with crime had, in the case of special ofienoes,

been allowed to give evidence under various difierent enactments.
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defendants, by a cross bill, to perform a similar opera- Lecture

tion upon their antagonist, but only permitted the _1
inquiry to be on paper.^ In other words, whilst the

common law courts took the right method for ascer-

taining the truth, they excluded the evidence of the

persons to whom alone the truth was hkely to be

known, whilst the Court of Chancery admitted the

evidence of the persons most hkely to know the truth,

but would receive it only in the form of written

answers, which give httle or no security that the

witnesses who know the truth should tell it ; and this

anomaly in the procedure of the courts of equity was

not substantially altered until the middle of the

nineteenth century,^ and was completely removed

only by the Judicature Act, 1875.

As to Legal Fictions and Survivals.—Every

branch of the law teemed with fictions and survivals ;

they constituted the oddities of our legal system, and,

whether simply useless or actually noxious, were

specially typical of an age which acquiesced in things

as they were.

The ordinary civil jurisdiction of the Court of

King's Bench rested upon the absurd fiction that the

defendant in an action, e.g. for a debt, had been

guilty of a trespass.^ The ordinary civil jurisdiction

of the Court of Exchequer rested upon the equally

absurd fiction that the plaintiff in an action was a

debtor to the king, and, owing to the injury or

damage done him by the defendant, was unable to

pay his debt to the king.* If A brought an action

1 See Bowen, Reign of Queen Victoria, i. p. 290.

2 The Chancery Procedure Act, 1852 (15 & 16 Vict. c. 86), s. 39.

See Ashbumer, Principles of Equity, pp. 30-32.

8 Blackstone, Comm. iii. p. 43. * Ibid. p. 46.
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Lecture for a wrong done him abroad ^ by X, as, for instance,

L for an assault committed at Minorca, his right to sue

was justified by the fiction that the assault had taken

place " at Minorca, (to wit) at London, in the parish

"of St. Mary-le-Bow, in the ward of Cheap." If

A brought an action of ejectment ^ against X to

establish A's title to land of which X was in

possession, the whole proceeding was based on a

purely fictitious or imaginary action brought by a

plaintiff, John Doe, who had no existence, against a

defendant, Richard Roe, who had no existence, for

an assault committed upon the said John Doe on the

land claimed by A, which assault had never been

committed by any one, either on such land or

elsewhere. If a tenant in tail wished to bar the

entail, he could indeed do so in 1800 as a tenant

in tail can do it to-day, but, whereas now the result

is achieved by an ordinary deed of conveyance duly

1 Mostyn v. Fabrigas, 1775, Cowp. 161.

^ " The action was commenced (without any writ) by a declaration,
' every word of which was untrue : it alleged a lease from the claimant
' to the nominal plaintiff {John Doe) : an entry by him under and by
' virtue of such lease ; and his subsequent ouster by the nominal
' defendant {Richard Roe) : at the foot of such declaration was a notice~~
' addressed to the tenants in possession, warning them, that, unless
' they appeared and defended the action within a specified time, they
' would be turned out of possession. This was the only comprehensible
' part to a non-professional person : it generally alarmed the tenants
' sufficiently to send them to their attorney, whereby one main object
' of the proceeding was attained : but the tenants were not permitted
' to defend the action, nor to substitute their names as defendants in
' Heu of that of the casual ejector {Richard Roe), except upon entering
into a ' consent rule,' whereby they bound themselves to admit

' the alleged lease, entry, and ouster, and to plead the general issue

not guilty,' and to insist on the title only."—Cole, Laic and
Practice in Ejectment (1857), p. 1. For a popular account of the

action of ejectment as it still existed in 1S40, see Warren's Ten
Thousand a Year.
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enrolled,^ in 1800, and for many years later, it was Leotrae

attained by an action which, was a fiction from L
beginning to end, and an action under which the

tenant in tail nominally lost the very estate over

which, by barring the entail, he, in fact, obtained

complete control.

These long labyrinths of judge-made fictions, which

were far more intricate than can be made apparent

without giving details unsuitable for the purpose of

these lectures, seem to a lawyer of to-day as strange

as the most fanciful dreams of Alice in Wonderland.

They sometimes, indeed, led by a most roundabout

path to the attainment of desirable ends, but, while

they were hardly defensible, even by the ardent

optimism of Blackstone,^ they were, as experience

has now proved, absolutely unnecessary. They were

nevertheless tolerated, or rather held unobjectionable,

by the public opinion of 1800, just as were other

survivals and fictions which were as noxious as they

were obviously ridiculous. Under the proceeding,

in itself anomalous, of an appeal of murder, the

appellee might, through his right to claim trial by

battel, sometimes escape conviction, as he certainly

did as late as 1818, by reliance not on proof of his

innocence, but on the strength of his arm.* Benefit

of clergy, as regulated by law in 1800, though it

no doubt mitigated the monstrous severity of punish-

1 Stephen, Comm. i. (14th ed.), pp. 347, 348.

2 Blaokstone, Comm. ii. p. 361.

s See Blaokstone, Comm. iii. pp. 337, 341 ; ibid. iv. pp. 340-342 ;

Ashford v. Thornton, 1818, 3 B. & Aid. 485; 19 R. R. 349;

Campbell, Chief Justices, iv. (3rd ser.), pp. 232, 233. Appeal of

murder and trial by battel were abolished m 1819. 59 Geo. III.

0. 46.
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Lecture ments for crime, did in certain instances give an

— unjustifiable privilege or protection to criminals who

happened to be clerks in orders.^ Privilege of

Peerage was simply a nuisance and an injustice. In

1765 it saved the Lord Byron of the day from

the punishment due to manslaughter ;
^ in 1776 it

saved the Duchess of Kingston from punishment for

bigamy.* In 1841 Lord Cardigan, when on trial

before the peers in respect of a duel, might, it was

thought, if he had been found guilty, have escaped

punishment by pleading his privilege.*

The existence of these fictions, survivals, and

abuses, during a period of legal stagnation, is hardly

more noteworthy than the fact that many of them

were not abohshed till well after the commencement
of the era of JBenthamite reform. Benefit of clergy

remained in force till 1827.^ Entails were barred by

fictitious actions up to 1833.® Privilege of Peerage

was not abohshed till 1841.'' John Doe and Richard

Roe, with all the fictions which used to give an

antiquarian interest to the action of ejectment,

haunted our courts till 1852,^—^that is, till well

within the memory of lawyers now Hving. Slow,

indeed, even in the days of legislative activity,

was the effective movement of opinion in favour of

reform.

1 Stephen, Hist. i. p. 463. 2 xg ^^^^g Trials, 1177.
3 SO State Trials, 379. * See Stephen, Hist. i. p. 462.
5 7 & 8 Geo. IV. 0. 28. « 3 & 4 Will. IV. c. 74.
'

4 & 5 Vict. 0. 22.
8 Common Law Procedure Act, 1852, 15 & 16 Vict, c, 'Id
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V.

(C) Why considerable changes took place during Lecture

the Period of Quiescence

How did it happen that the period of quiescence is

nevertheless marked by several far-reaching changes

in the law ?

The answer in general terms is this : These in-

novations are of two different classes and due to two
different causes ; some of them are reactionary laws,

the fruit of and congenial to the panic-stricken toryism

which had cast into the background the Blackstonian

optimism of an earlier date ; others are reforms either

necessitated (as was to aU appearance the Act of

Union with Ireland) by the irresistible requirements

of the day, or else demanded by, and a concession

to, the humanitarianism which from 1800 onwards

exerted an ever increasing influence.

Reactionary Laws.—Of such legislation let us

take two examples. The first is the Combination Act

of 1800,^ which derives special importance from its

intimate connection with the subsequent development

of the combination law

—

a, branch of the law which

has been affected in a very marked degree by changes

in public opinion. The second is the body of laws

known as the Six Acts.

The Combination Act, 1800, 40 Geo. III. c. 106,^

which must be read in connection with the law of

conspiracy as then interpreted by the judges, aimed

in reahty at one object, namely, the suppression of

1 See Lects. VI. and VIII., post.

2 It re-enacts in substance the Combination Act of 1799, 39

Gteo. III. c. 81. See generally as to the Combination Act, 1800,

Stephen, Hist. iii. 306 ; Wright, 12.
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Lecture all combinations of workmen, whether transitory or

L permanent, of wMcli the object was to obtain an

advance of wages or otherwise fix the terms of em-

ployment ; it was an Act for the suppression of strikes

and of trade unions. The severity of the statute can

be realised only by a minute examination, which

would be ahen to my present purpose, of its

different provisions. Two illustrations may suffice.

Under the Act it is made an offence (if we put

the matter shortly) to assist in maintaining men
on strike :

^ persons guilty of this or any other offence

under the Act are made hable to conviction on

summary procedure before justices of the peace.

^

One feature of the great Combination Act is some-

times (because of its small practical importance)

overlooked. The statute imposes a penalty upon
combinations among masters for the reduction of

wages or for an increase in the hours or the quantity

of work. To an historian of opinion this provision is

of importance. It shows that in 1800 Parliament

was in theory opposed to every kind of trade com-

bination.

Behind the Combination Act—^and this is a matter

1 Stephen, Hist. iii. 208.

2 The maintenance of this summary jurisdiction is a feature of

subsequent Combination Acts (5 Geo. IV. c. 95, s. 7 ; 6 Geo. IV.
c. 129, s. 6 ; Conspiracy and Protection of Property Act, 1873, s. 10).

Under the last Act, however, the accused has the option of trial' on
indictment before a jury (see, for the reasons in favour of this

summary jurisdiction, RepoH of Committee on Combination Laws, 1875,

pp. 10, 11). The desirabihty of obtaining a ready method for the
punishment of trade offences, which could only be effected by Act
of Parliament, should be noted. It invalidates the argument that
conduct made an offence under e.g. the Combination Act, 1800, could
not be an offence at common law, since if punishable at common law
it would not have been made an offence by statute.
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of primary importance—^there stood the law of con- Lecture

spiracy. As to the exact nature of this law, as then 1.

understood, it would be rash to express one's self with

dogmatic assurance.^ There are one or two features,

however, of the combination law, as it stood in 1800,

of which it may be allowable to speak with a certain

degree of confidence.

The law of conspiracy had by the end of the

eighteenth century received under judicial decisions

a very wide extension.^

A conspiracy, it is submitted, included in 1800 a

combination for any of the following purposes ; that

is to say :—
(1) For the purpose of committing a crime.^

(2) For the purpose of violating a private right

in which the public has a sufficient interest,* or, in

other words, for the purpose of committing any tort

1 Sir William Erie, Sir Robert S. Wright, Sir J. P. Stephen, all

eminent judges, have each pubhshed on this subject books of authority.

A study of their writings leaves on my mind the impression that these

distinguished authors have each arrived at somewhat difierent con-

clusions.

2 Wright's Law of Criminal Conspiracies—pubhshed before, but

not repubhshed after he was raised to the bench—contains elaborate

arguments to show that this extension was illegitimate, and was

not really supported by the authorities on which it is supposed

to rest. From a merely historical point of view these arguments

have great force, but from a legal point of view their effect is

diminished by the reflection that similar arguments if employed

by a lawyer of as wide historical information and of as keen

logical acumen as Sir R. S. Wright, would shake almost every

accepted prmoiple of EngUsh law, in so far as it does not depend

upon statute. In any case Wright's arguments are for my present

purpose irrelevant ; my object js to state, as far as may be, not what

the law of conspiracy ought to have been, but what it was in 1800.

3 "It is undisputed law that a combination for the purpose of

" committing a crime is a crime " (Erie, Trade Unions, 31), and this

whether the crime is known to the common law or is created by statute.

* Erie, 32.

H
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Lecture 01 breach of contract which materially afiects the

L interest of the pubhc.^

(3) For any purpose clearly opposed to received

morahty or to pubhc policy.^

Since a combination to commit a crime is ipso

facto a conspiracy, it follows that a combination

for any purpose made or declared criminal by the

Combination Act, 1800, e.g. a combination to collect

money for the support of men on strike, was in 1800

an undoubted conspiracy.

If we bear these features of the law of conspiracy

in mind and recollect that the Combination Act was

not intended to render imlawful any bargaining, e.g.

as to the rate of wages, between an employer and

^ It is arguable in spite of Turner's case, 13 East, 228, that a

combination to commit any tort, or for the breach of any contract,

with a view to damage any person, is a conspiracy, but it is not

necessary for our purpose to state the law as widely as this. See

Kenny, Outlines of Criminal Law, 288-290.
2 Erie, 33, 34.

The agreements which at the present day may be held to constitute

a conspiracy have been thus summarised :

—

(1) Agreements to commit a substantive crime (R. v. Davilt, 11

Cox, 676 ; R. v. WhiUchurcJi, 24 Q.B.D., 420), e.g. a conspiracy to

steal or to incite one to steal.

(2) Agreements to commit any tort that is malicious.

(3) Agreements to commit a breach of contract under circumstances
which are peculiarly injurious to the public.

(4) Agreements to do certain other acts which, unlike those

hitherto mentioned, are not breaches of law at all, but which never-
theless are outrageously immoral, or else in some way extremely
injurious to the public.

See Kenny, 288-290.'

The definition attributed to Lord Denman of a conspiracy as a
" combination for accomplishing an unlawful end, or a lawful end by
" unlawful means " (see Wright, 63) is, it is submitted, sound, though
too vague to be of much use. Its importance lies in the emphasis it

lays on the object or purpose—a very different thing from the motive—of a combination as a test of its criminal character, and in the
light which it throws on the wide extension given by the law to the
idea of conspiracy.
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an individual workman, the combined result of tlie Lecture
v

Combination Act, 1800, and th.e law of conspiracy, L

or, in otber words, of the combination law as it stood '

at the beginning of the nineteenth century, may be

thus broadly summed up : Any artisan who organised

a strike or joined a trade union was a criminal and

Hable on conviction to imprisonment ; the strike was

a crime, the trade union was gji unlawful association.

The whole idea on which the law rested was this :

—

" Workmen are to be contented with the current

" rate of wages, and are on no account to do any-

" thing which has a tendency to compel their em-
" ployers to raise it. Practically, they could go

" where they pleased individually and make the best

" bargains they could for themselves, but under no
" circumstances and by no means, direct or indirect,

" must they bring the pressure of numbers to bear on

'' their employers or on each other." ^

To a reader of the twentieth century this state of the

law seems no less incomprehensible than intolerable,

and indeed within twenty-five years after the passing

of the Combination Act, appeared utterly indefensible

to so rigid an economist as McCuUoch, a man whose

good sense and genuine humanity have been con-

cealed from a later generation by the heavy and

brutal satire of Carlyle. Who, we ask, were the

tyrants who deprived working-men of all freedom,

and what was the state of opinion which sanctioned

this tjrranny ? The answer is that the men who

passed the great Combination Act were not despots,

and that the Act precisely corresponded with the

predominant beliefs of the time.

1 Stephen, Hist. iii. 209.
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Lecture The Parliament of 1800 acted under the guidance

Zl of Pitt. It contained among its members Fox and

Wilberforce ; it was certainly not an assembly in-

sensible to feehngs of humanity. The ideas of the

working classes were, it may be said, not represented.

This is roughly true, but artisans were no better

represented in the Parliament of 1824 than in the

Parhament of 1800, yet the Parhament of 1824

repealed the Combination Act and freed trade com-

binations from the operation of the law of conspiracy.

The mere fact that the Combination Act of 1799 and

the Combination Act of 1800, which re-enacted its

provisions, passed through Parhament without any

discussion of which a report remains, is all but

decisive. The law represented in 1800 the pre-

dominant opinion of the day.

The public opinion which sanctioned the Com-

bination Act (which was to a great extent a Consoli-

dation Act) ^ consisted of two elements.

The first element, though not in the long run the

more important, was a dread of combinations, due in

the main to the then recent memories of the Reign of

Terror. Nor are we justified in asserting that this

fear was nothing better than unfounded panic.

EngHshmen who, though from a distance, had wit-

nessed the despotism of the Jacobin Club, which

towards the close of its tyranny sent weekly, in Paris

alone, an average of nearly 200 ^ citizens to the

1 I.e. the Combination Act generalised provisions which had been

long enforced under special Acts in respect of workmen engaged in

particular kinds of manufacture. See Stephen, Hist. iii. 206.

^ During a period of seven weeks, between June 10 and July 27

(9 Thermidor), 1794, at least 1376 individuals were sent by the Revolu-

tionary Tribunal in Paris to the guillotine. This gives an average for
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guillotine, may be excused for some jealousy of clubs Lecture

or unions. The existence, at any rate, of this fear of '-

combinations is certain ; it is proved by a body of

Acts—37 Geo. III. c. 123 (1797) ; 39 Geo. III. c. 79

(1799) ; 57 Geo. III. c. 19 (1817)—which were directed

against any treasonable or seditious society, or against

any society which might possibly foster treason or

sedition. The presence in one at least of these enact-

ments of exceptions in favour of meetings of Quakers,

and of meetings assembled for the purposes of a

religious or charitable nature only,^ betrays the width

of their operation and the fears of their authors.

Clubs of all kinds were objects of terror.

The second element of pubhc opinion in 1800 was

the tradition of paternal government which had been

inherited from an earher age, and was specially

congenial to the toryism of the day. This tradition

had two sides. The one was the conviction that it

was the duty of labourers to work for reasonable,

that is to say, for customary, wages. The other side

of the same tradition was the provision by the State

(at the cost, be it noted, of the well-to-do classes,

and especially of the landowners) of subsistence for

workmen who could not find work. The so-called

" Speenhamland Act of Parhament," by which the

Justices of Berkshire granted to working-men reUef

in proportion to the number of their famihes, or, to

use the pohtical slang of to-day, tried to provide for

them a " Hving wage," is the fruit of the same pohcy

which gave birth to the Combination Act, 1800.

that period of more than 196 victims a week. See Morse Stephens,

French Revolution, ii. p. 548.

1 57 Geo. III. 0. 19, s. 27 ; Wright, 23, 24.
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Lecture The Sentiment of the day was indeed curiously
V.

tolerant of a crude sociahsm. Whitbread introduced

a bill authorising justices to fix a minimum of wages,

and complained of the absence of any law to compel

farmers to do their duty. Fox thought that magis-

trates should protect the poor from the injustice

of grasping employers. Pitt introduced a bill for

authorising allowances out of the public rates, in-

cluding the present of a cow. Burke approved a

plan for enabhng the " poor " to purchase terminable

annuities on the security of the rates.^

The Combination Act, then, of 1800 represented

the public opinion of 1800.^

The Six Acts of 1819 * were certainly the work of

Tories who, filled with dread of sedition and rebellion,

wished to curtail the right of public discussion, and

these enactments which aimed, among other objects,

at the prevention and punishment of blasphemous and

1 Fowle, Poor Law (2nd ed.), 66, 67.

2 Oddly enough the Code Napoleon of 1804, which, as regards the

right of association, embodies the ideas of French revolutionists or

reformers, is at least as strongly *opposed to trade combinations,
whether among employers or workmen, as the Combination Act,

1800.

^ The Six Acts were :

—

(1) An Act to prevent the training of persons to the use of arms
and to the practice of miUtary evolutions and exercise (60 Geo. III.

& 1 Geo. IV. 0. 1).

(2) An Act to authorise justices of the peace to seize arms, etc., to

continue in force only till 1822 (c. 2).

(3) An Act to prevent delay in the administration of justice in

cases of misdemeanour (c. 4).

(4) An Act for more effectually preventing seditious meetings, etc.

[out of doors], to continue in force for only a limited time (c. 6).

(5) An Act for the effectual prevention and punishment of blasphem-
ous and seditious libels (c. 8).

(6) An Act to subject certain pubhcations to duties of stamps upon
newspapers, and to restrain abuses arising from the publication of

blasphemous and seditious libels (c. 9).
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seditious Kbels, and at efEectually preventing seditious Lecture

meetings and assemblies out of doors, aroused grave L

fears among all friends of freedom. But the Six

Acts were not, after all, quite so reactionary as they

appeared to Liberals who anticipated an attack upon

the hberties of Englishmen. Some of these famous

Acts,—such, for example, as the Act to prevent delay

in the administration of justice in cases of mis-

demeanour, or the Act, still in force, to prevent the

training of persons to the use of arms and to the

practice of mihtary evolutions,—^were salutary ; one at

least was never intended to be more than temporary.

The attempt—^known as the Cato Street conspiracy

—

of a few democratic desperadoes to assassinate the

whole of the Cabinet marks the prevalent discontent

of the time, and proves that the Six Acts were not the

result of absolutely groundless panic.

The repressive legislation of 1819 may have been

unwise, but it was an attempt to meet a serious crisis

and was the natural outcome of the public opinion

which in 1819 and 1820 determined the action of

ParUament. The Six Acts, however, and other enact-

ments of the same class, in so far as they were re-

actionary, produced httle permanent result.

Reforms.—Innovations which wer^ or were in-

tended to be reforms, such, for example, as the Act of

Union with Ireland, or the Health and Morals Act,

1802, are exceptions to the immutability of the law

which characterised the period of quiescence, but

they are exceptions which, though they need, admit

of explanation ; these Acts will indeed be found on

careful consideration to be striking confirmations of

the dependence of legislation upon opinion.
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Lecture The Union with Ireland Act, 1800, was carried,

Zl as regards England at any rate, without any great

difficulty ; it was the work of a Tory Government

;

it was opposed, though not very vigorously, by

a certain number of Whigs ; the Act, moreover, as

experience has proved, made a change in the con-

stitution of Parliament not less fundamental and

important than the alteration effected by the Eeform

Act of 1832. How are we to explain the paradox,

that a revolutionary alteration of the constitution

took place, and took place with ease, at a date when
the pubhc opinion of the day was opposed to every

kind of innovation ? The explanation lies on the

surface of history.

The Union with Ireland was sanctioned by English

opinion because it was enforced by the immediate and

irresistible pressure of events. It was dictated by the

logic of facts. Grattan's constitution had broken

down ; the RebeUion of 1798, the savagery of loyahsts

no less than of rebels, the severities of the Irish

ParUament, the all but successful attempt at invasion

by France, rendered some fundamental change in the

government of Ireland a necessity. Any Englishman
of common sense must have felt that things could not

remain as they were. The choice lay between the

amendment of the Irish parhamentary system ^ and
the abohtion of the Irish Parliament by its absorption

1 This, as I understand Lecky's History of England during the

Eighteenth Century, is the policy which that eminently well informed
and pre-eminently just historian thinks ought to have been adopted.
One must, however, remark that this pohcy if honestly carried out
would have been marked by two characteristics which it is hardly
possible to believe would have been accepted by Enghshmen at the
beginning of the nineteenth century. The one was the concession of
full political rights to the Irish Roman Catholics, to which many
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in the Parliament of the United Kingdom. To Lecture

Enghsh statesmen at any rate such abohtion must Zl
have appeared both the easier and the safer course.

The precedent of the Union with Scotland seemed
decisive, and the success of the legislation of 1707

concealed not only the dangers but the extent of the

change involved in the legislation of 1800. The
anticipation was natural that the introduction into

the Parhament at Westminster of members from
Ireland would work no greater alteration in its char-

acter than had the introduction of members from

Scotland. Nor till the passing of the CathoUc Eehef

Act, 1829, was the anticipation falsified. The Union,

dissevered as it was from the emancipation of the

Roman Cathohcs, failed to confer anything Uke the

whole of its promised benefit on the United Kingdom,

but the curtailment of Pitt's statesmanlike design

soothed the alarms of Enghshmen and fell in with

English pubhc opinion. If some change then in the

government of Ireland was needed, and few were the

Enghshmen or Irishmen who could doubt the existence

of such necessity, the Act of Union must have appeared

to its supporters the least revolutionary of all possible

changes. It was justified by precedent, and prece-

dent, which always tells much with Enghshmen, told

for more in 1800 than it does in 1905.^

zealots for Irish parliamentary independence—such, for instance, as

Lord Charlemont—-were opposed ; the other was the creation of an

Irish Executive reaUy dependent upon the support of the Irish Houses

of Parhament, and therefore truly, as well as in name, uncontrolled by

the English Cabinet.

1 This is not the place in which to discuss the character of George

III. His sentiments or prejudices afford, however, an admirable index

to the public opinion of England during his reign. His errors were

some of them great enough, but his opinion was always, or almost
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Lecture Many of the reforms belonging to the era of

•

legislative quiescence bear a humanitarian character.

Such, for example, are the prohibition of the slave

trade (1806),^ the partial abohtion of the pillory

(1816),^ the abohtion of the whipping of women

(1820),* the earhest attempt to forbid cruelty to

animals (1822),* the abolition of State lotteries

(1826-1827),^ the prohibition of the use of spring

guns (1827).«

All these measures humanised the law of England.

They are aU distinctly due to the increasing develop-

ment of humanitarianism,'' by which term is here

meant that hatred of pain, either physical or moral,

which inspires the desire to abohsh all patent forms

of suffering or oppression. This passionate humani-

tarianism, opposed though it was to much popular

always, the opinion of the average EngUsh elector. It is impossible to

show that as regards either the war with the colonies, the hatred to

the CoaUtion, the distrust of parliamentary reform, the maintenance

of the war with Prance, or the opposition to CathoHc Emancipation,

the feelings of George III. were not on the whole the feelings of the

English people. In his support of the Act of Union with Ireland and

in his refusal to couple it with Catholic Emancipation, George III.

represented the opinion of the Enghsh electorate.

1 46 Geo. III. c. 119. 2 55 Geo. III. c. 138.

3 1 Geo. IV. c. 57. * 3 Geo. IV. c. 71.

5 6 Geo. IV. c. 60 ; 7 & 8 Geo. IV. ^. 28.

« 7 & 8 Geo. IV. c. 18.

^ That humanitarianism was a marked characteristic of the first half

of the nineteenth century, and especially of the era of Benthamite
reform, is certain. Whether this desire to avoid the infliction of pain

has not in England diminished in force since the middle of the nine-

teenth century, admits at least of doubt. Note as example of increased

humanitarianism between 1736 and 1818 that while the imaginary
Jeanie Deans is sent home in a carriage by her patron, her real proto-

tjrpe, Ellen Walker (1736), was allowed to walk back to Scotland, and
brought the pardon only just in time to save her sister's life. See

Scott's note, Heart of Midlothian, Waverley Novels, xii., Introduction,

pp. i-xi.
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indifierence as regards various forms of cruelty/ Lecture

was shared by philanthropists of every school, with _!
many men whose fear of Jacobinical principles

made them shun the name of reformers. In the

detestation of cruelty, Benthamite free-thinkers,

Whig philanthropists, such as Fox, Tory humani-

tarians, such as Pitt, and Evangehcals who followed

Wilberforce, were substantially at one. On this

subject, men divided by the widest political and

theological differences stood side by side ; there was

here no difierence between Burke and Bentham,

or between Wesley and his biographer Southey.

Common humanitarianism was a strong bond of

union between men who on other matters were

stern opponents ; Wilham Smith, a leading Unitarian,

or, in the language of the time, a Socinian, and the

representative, in the words of a satirist, of " all the

opinions of aU the Dissenters," was the esteemed

friend of the Tories and orthodox Churchmen who

made up the Clapham Sect. James Mill, whom the

religious world of his generation knew to be a free-

thinker, and would, had they been aware of his true

opinions, have termed an atheist, was the ally, if not

the friend, of Zachary Macaulay, an enthusiastic, not to

say fanatical. Evangelical.^ These facts are of infinite

importance to aU persons engaged in the study of

pubhc opinion ; they remind us that in an age dis-

1 E.g. sports, such as buU-baiting or prize fights, of which the one

was defended by Windham, the friend and disciple of Burke and of

Johnson, and the other was patronised on principle by a statesman so

kindly and so religious as Lord Althorp.

2 Cowper, the friend and disciple of John Newton, inveighed

against the Bastille, that " house of bondage," with its horrid " towers,

its
" dungeons," and " cages of despair," with an indignation which

would have become a disciple of Rousseau.
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Lecture graced by much general brutality, reformers of every

1 school were united in the crusade against cruelty ; they

remind us further that a period of poKtical reaction

might also be a time during which humane feehng

is constantly on the increase.^ Between 1800 and

1830 Benthamism laid the foundations of its future

supremacy. Though not yet dominant it exerted

towards 1830 marked influence in pubhc Hfe ; and

the era of Benthamism coincided to a great extent

with the Evangehcal revival. It was the age of

Wilberforce (1759-1833), of Clarkson (1760-1846), oi

Zachary Macaulay (1768-1838), of Simeon (1759-

1836), of Henry Martin (1781-1812), of Ehzabeth

Fry (1780-1845), of Hannah More (1745-1833). These

names, to which might be added a score of others, tell

their own tale ; they show at a glance that at the

beginning of the nineteenth century Evangehcalism

was among rehgious Enghshmen supreme, and Evan-

gelicahsm, no less than Benthamism, meant as a social

creed the advocacy of every form of humanity. The
crusade against cruelty owes its success in an almost

[equal degree to philosophic philanthropy and to re-

ligious compassion for suffering. Humanitarianism
in alliance with religious enthusiasm was assuredly

the force which in 1806 abolished the slave trade, as

twenty-eight years later it gave freedom to the slaves.^

_^ No better example of philanthropic legislation

during the supremacy of Tory statesmanship can

be found than the Health and Morals Act, 1802.^

^ The reign of Nero is contemporaneous with the spread of

Christianity.

2 For the intellectual relation between Benthamism and Evangeli-
cahsm as different forms of individualism, see Lect. XII., post.

s 42 Geo. III. 0. 73.
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Up to that date there existed no factory ^ legisla- Lecture

tion whatever.^ This earUest Factory Act was

carried through Parhament by Sir Robert Peel (the

father of the celebrated minister), himself a manu-

facturer and a Tory. The measure was suggested

not by any general principle, but by the needs of

the moment. An epidemic had broken out in

Manchester, and had caused the death of many
apprentices employed in the cotton mills. The

plague was attributed to their scanty diet, and to

the wretched conditions under which the apprentices,

mostly pauper children, sent up to the north of Eng-

land by the parochial authorities of the south, worked

out their time of bondage. The Act of 1802 regu-

lated, to a Umited extent, the employment of these

apprentices in cotton and woollen factories. It

contained a few sanitary and moral rules ; as, for

example, that the rooms of any factory within the

Act should be washed twice a year with quickhme

and water ; that each apprentice should receive two

suits of clothes ; that no apprentice should be kept

at work more than twelve hours a day ; that the

apartments of male and female apprentices should be

kept distinct ; that not more than two should sleep

in one bed ; that every apprentice should on Sunday

for the space of one hour " be instructed and

examined in the principles of the Christian rehgion

by a qualified person."

This law, which deserves special attention on

1 The word " factory " or " manufactory " does not, as far as I

have observed, occur in Blackstone's Gommentaries ; the book certainly

contains no reference to what we now understand by factory legislation.

2 See Hutching and Harrison, History of Factory Legislation, oh.

ii. pp. 16-18.
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Lecture account of its Connection with the factory legislation

'_ of a later time/ is in complete correspondence with

the ideas of an era when reform of all kinds was

checked by dread of innovation, and humani-

tarianism could best obtain a hearing when alhed

with the promotion of somid churchmanship. A
reader versed in the rehgious Hterature of 1800

might well beUeve that Sir Robert Peel had drafted

the Health and Morals Act after consultation with

Hannah More. This earhest Factory Act was the

work of benevolent Tories ; it sprung from the needs

of the moment, and owed nothing either to the

advance of democracy or to socialism. The means

provideid for its enforcement {e.g. the inspection of

the mills, which come within its scope, by visitors

who owed their appointment to justices of the peace)

were ridiculously inadequate. The Act was a moral

protest against cruelty, but practically produced no

effect. These remarks apply more or less to enact-

ments of a similar character which followed the

Health and Morals Act, 1802,^ and were passed in

1819,3 in 1825,* in 1829,^ and, to a great extent,

even to the more effective Act of 1831.*

(D) Close of the Period of Quiescence

From 1815 to 1820, or even to 1825, Toryism

was supreme in State and Church, reform was identi-

fied with revolution, and legislative reaction, in the

1 See Leot. VII., post. 2 42 Geo. III. c. 73.

3 39 Geo. III. 0. 66. * 6 Geo. IV. u. 63.

6 10 Geo. IV. c. 51.

« 1 & 2 Will. IV. c. 39. This last Act was of a wider scope and
comes within the period of individualism.
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judgment of Whigs and Eadicals, menaced the heredi- Lecture

tary liberties of Englishmen. In 1830 legislative Zl
inertia came with apparent suddenness ^ to an end.

The activity of Parliament, which has lasted, though,

with varying force, till the present day, isvinced

for a short time a feverish energy which alarmed

tried reformers. " All gradation and caution," mur-

mured Sydney Smith, " have been banished since the
" Reform BiU—^rapid high-pressure wisdom is the
" only agent in pubKc affairs.'' ^

Whence this sudden outburst of legislative

activity ?

The answer may be given in one sentence : The

Enghsh people had at last come to perceive the

intolerable incongruity between a rapidly changing

social condition and the practical imchangeableness

of the law.

This general reply itseH needs explanation. We
must examine a httle further what were the slowly

operating causes of a noteworthy revolution in

opinion. Our task will be Hghtened if we bear in

mind that men's behefs are in the main the result of

circumstances * rather than of arguments, and that a

pohcy, or rather the pubhc opinion from which it

derives its authority, is often in the greatest danger of

overthrow at the moment of its apparent triumph.*

The conditions which terminated the era of legis-

lative quiescence, or (what is the same thing looked

at from another point of view), which promoted the

growth of Benthamite hberalism, may be conveniently

1 See pp. 30-32, ante.

2 Sydney Smith, Works (ed. 1879), p. 340 (n.).

3 See pp. 26, 27, ante. * See p. 21, ante.
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Lecture brought Under four heads : First, the rapid change in
V.

the social condition of England between 1800 and

1830 ; secondly, the increasing unsuitabiUty of un-

changing institutions for a quickly developing society

;

thirdly, the lapse of time, which of itself obHterated

the memories of the French Revolution
; fourthly,

the existence of the Benthamite school.

(1) As to the Change in the Social Condition oj

England.—It is somewhat difficult for a student to

reahse the indisputable fact that a period of legal

stagnation was in other respects a period of great

moral and intellectual activity.^ The termination,

indeed, of the great war opened a season of popular

distress, which, however, slowly passed, as the century

went on, into a time of mercantile and manufactur-

ing prosperity. It was an era of social change.

Population was constantly on the increase. In

1801 the population of England and Wales was,

in round numbers, 8,000,000 ; in 1811 it was

10,000,000; in 1821 it was 12,000,000; and in

1831 it was 13,000,000. There was no reason to

suppose that an increase which came very near to

2,000,000 in every decade would be arrested. Saga-

cious observers might conjecture that, as has already

happened, the inhabitants of England and Wales

would be quadrupled ^ by the end of the century. This

increase belonged in the main to the operative or

industrial classes. It was stimulated by inventions

in machinery, by the making of canals, by the use of

1 The introduction of fast coaches towards the end of the eighteenth

and the beginning of the nineteenth century is analogous to the intro-

duction of railways at a later date.

2 Statesman's Year-Booh, 1904, p. 16.
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steam, by the opening of coal mines and the like. Lecture

England was in fact changing from an agricultural _1
into a manufactiiring country, and in the north at

any rate was becoming a vast industrial city. And
this increase in the numbers of the people coincided

with a shifting of the centres of popxilation. Till

towards the end of the eighteenth century the

majority of the English people Hved in the south and

the west of England ; Bristol was, next to London,

the most important of our cities. From the beginning

of the nineteenth century, manufactures, population,

and wealth kept flowing from the south to the north

of England ; new cities sprung up in Lancashire and

the northern counties where there had formerly been

nothing but wastes dotted with townlets and villages.

Towns such as Birmingham, Manchester, and Liver-

pool acquired a new importance, and with this change

the influence of employers of labour begim to over-

shadow the authority of squires and merchants. The

country, moreover, it is perfectly clear, was full of ener-

getic hfe. The gigantic and lasting efiort by which

victory was at last secured in the great war with

France proved the strength of the nation. It has

been well noted that deficient, or rather non-existent,

as was any system of national education, " there is

" probably no period in Enghsh history at which a

" greater number of poor men have risen to distinc-

" tion," 1 than at the end of the eighteenth and in the

earher part of the nineteenth century.

" The greatest beyond comparison of self-taught

" poets was Burns (1759-1796). The poKtical writer

" who was at the time producing the most marked

1 Leslie Stephen, English Utilitarians, i. pp. Ill, 112.

I
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" effect was Thomas Paine (1737-1809), son of a small

Z_ " tradesman. His successor in influence was William

" Cobbett (1762-1835), son of an agricultural labourer,

" and one of the pithiest of all English writers.

" WiUiam Gifford (1756-1826), son of a small trades-

" man in Devonshire, was already known as a satirist

" and was to lead Conservatives as editor of The
" Quarterly Review. John Dalton (1766-1842), son

" of a poor weaver, was one of the most distinguished

" men of science. Porson (1759-1808), the greatest

"Greek scholar of his time, was son of a Norfolk
" parish clerk, though sagacious patrons had sent him
" to Eton in his fifteenth year. The Oxford professor

" of Arabic, Joseph White (1746-1814), was son of a

" poor weaver in the country, and a man of reputa-

" tion for learning, although now remembered only

" for a rather disreputable hterary squabble. Eobert
" Owen and Joseph Lancaster, both sprung from the
" ranks, were leaders in social movements." ^

This was in hterature the age of Coleridge (1772-

1834), of Sir Walter Scott (1771-1832), of Wordsworth

(1770-1850), of Charles Lamb (1775-1834), of Hazlitt

(1778-1830), of Miss Austen (1775-1817), of Miss

Edgeworth (1767-1849), of Byron (1788-1824), of

Shelley (1792-1822), of Sydney Smith (1771-1845),

of Jefirey (1773-1850), and of the whole body of

1 Ibid. p. 112. This list, to which might be added Francis Place
and many others, reminds us of the difference between the extension
of knowledge and the extension of education. Receptivity of informa-
tion which is cultivated and rewarded in schools and also in Universities,

is a totally different thing from the education, sometimes conferred even
by adverse circumstances, which trains a man to seize opportunities
either of learning or of advancement. It has been well said that

failures in life arise far less often from mere want of knowledge than
from want of skill in the seizing of such favourable opportunities.

.
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Edinburgh Reviewers.^ Add to this, that between Lecture

1800 and 1832 a younger body of writers, such as __

1

Macaulay (1800-1859), John Mill (1806-1873), Arnold

of Rugby (1795-1842), J. H. Newman (1801-1890),

Tennyson (1809-1892), who belong in influence to a

somewhat later generation, were coming to manhood.

Consider, at the same time, the existence of men of

science such as Sir Humphrey Davy (1778-1829), or

Sir John Herschell (1792-1871), and note the ap-

pearance of inventors such as Watt (1736-1819),

and Stephenson (1781-1848). Imperfect and irregidar

as this hst is, it affords irresistible evidence that,

at a time when from special causes pubhc opinion is

opposed to legal or poUtical innovation, a country

may be full of vigour and of hfe.

(2) As to the incongruity between the social con-

dition and the legal institutions of England.—^At

any date after 1815 thoughtful men must have

perceived the existence of a want of harmony

between changing social conditions and unchanged

laws. Year by year theoretical anomahes were by the

mere course of events transformed into practical

grievances.

Our system of parhamentary representation had

long been full of absurdities. The House of Commons,

before the Union with Ireland, consisted of 548

members, of whom 200 were elected by 7000 con-

stituents.2 A majority of this 7000 might therefore

decide a question against the opinion of many

miUions. The poHtical power which a man pos-

1 The Edinburgh Review was started in 1802.

2 As to the state of parliamentary representation in 1799, see

Paley, Morcd Philosophy, ii. (12th ed.) pp. 217, 218.
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Lecture sesscd Varied in the most capricious manner ; if

Zl his estate is situate in one part of the kingdom he

might possess a ten-thousandth part of a single re-

presentative ; if in another a thousandth ; if in a

particular district he might be one of twenty who

chose two representatives ; if in a more favoured spot

he might possess the right of appointing two members

himself ; if he hved in one town he might have no

representative at all, and might, as was remarked by

Paley, take no more part in electing the persons who

made the law by which he was governed than if he

had been a subject of the Grand Signior ; whilst forty-

two members were lavished upon Cornwall, neither

Birmingham nor Manchester had any representative

whatever ; and whilst about one-half of the House of

Commons obtained their seats in that assembly by

something like popular election, the other half obtained

them by purchase, or by the nomination of single

proprietors of great estates. Boroughs, or, in other

words, seats in the House of Commons, were bought

and sold ^s openly as any article of commerce, and

the King was at times himself the great purchaser of

boroughs. " This flagrant incongruity in the constitu-

tion," to use the words of Paley, had existed for

centuries, and continued to exist up to 1832. The

objections to it were patent, and had often been

pointed out. They were already felt in the time of

the Commonwealth, and were more or less remedied

by the constitution of 1654.^ But, though the exist-

ence of members of ParUament nominated by borough

1 This reform excited no enthusiasm : it did not last even till the

Restoration. The Parliament summoned by Richard Cromwell was
elected in England by the old constituencies.
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owners had towards the end of the eighteenth Lecture

century provoked theoretical censure, it was not ap- Zl
parently felt by the mass of the people to be a

pressing grievance. In 1825, and still more in 1830,

the incongruities of an unreformed ParHament had
become in the eyes of many Enghshmen an intolerable

abuse. The reason for this change of feeling is easjL

enough to discover.
. As long as the power of the State

was centred in the south and west of England, a

system which denied representatives to Birmingham

or Manchester or Sheffield, whilst it showered repre-

sentatives on petty Cornish boroughs, might be

defended on grounds of expediency by ingenious

thinkers such as Paley, or by practical statesmen such

as Lord Liverpool or Peel ; any constitution which

gives real representation, in however strange a

manner, to the classes which are powerful in the State,

,

achieves one main end of representative government.J

But when population, wealth, trade, and power shifted

towards the north, apologies for the vices of our

representative system, even from the mouths of

eminent statesmen, began to sound hke dishonest pleas

suggested by antiquated prejudice, and put forward to

preserve the predominance of the Tory party. No

doubt Sir Walter Scott, with all his sound judgment,

and others who possessed his good sense without his

genius, defended institutions struck with decay, on

the true plea that under these institutions the Enghsh

had become the freest and the most wealthy among

the nations of the earth ; but apology came perilously

near to condenmation when it was, in effect, the

admission that aged institutions had not been modified

in accordance with the growth and development of
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Lecture England. The best defence for the unreformed

L ParKament—^namely, that it represented all that was

most powerful in the State—^became weaker year by

year. The manufacturers and the artisans of the

towns had become a power in the land, but they

manifestly received no adequate recognition in

Parhament.

The defects, moreover, of parKamentary repre-

sentation were not compensated for by the activity

or flourishing condition of local authorities. No part

of the administrative system had sufiered so complete

a collapse as municipal government. On this point

the report of the Commission of 1834 is absolutely

decisive. The municipal corporations of England were

marked by almost every defect which such bodies

could exhibit. They did not represent the inhabitants

of the towns whose affairs they were supposed to ad-

minister. They were inefficient : they were corrupt.

Duties which ought to have been discharged by a cor-

poration were, if discharged at all, placed in the hands

of separate bodies

—

e.g. improvement commissioners

—created to perform some special service. The

following facts are significant. The prosperity of

Birmingham was attributed by observers to that rising

town being still in theory a village and free from the

disadvantage of being a corporation ; ^ the general dis-

trust of corporate government led the authors of the

Municipal Eeform Act, 1836, to bestow astonishingly

narrow powers even upon the reformed corporations.

The counties, with the affairs whereof their inhabitants

had for the most part httle to do, were in reahty

governed by the justices of the peace. The rule of

1 See Leslie Stephen, English Utilitarians, i. pp. 99, 100.
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the justices had its defects, but it was not marred by Lecture

corruption, and was better than the government of Z_
the towns under the old municipal system.

Consider, again, in the most general way, the posi-

tion of the Established Church, or rather the way in

which, as the first quarter of the nineteenth century

was drawing to its close, the Estabhshed Church came

to be regarded by thousands of Enghshmen.

In 1825, when the evangehcal movement was at

its height, and Simeon was reputed to have more

authority than any bishop, the clergy were assuredly

a more zealous and more devoted body of men than

were their predecessors of 1725, and (though eminently

pious clergymen occasionally acquiesced in arrange-

ments as to the holding of pluralities and the hke

which every one would now condemn as scandals)

some real, though ineffectual, efforts had been made

towards the reform of patent ecclesiastical abuses.

Nobody in short can doubt that the character and

moral weight of the clergy had risen with the advance

of the nineteenth century. Yet the defects of the

Bstabhshment met in 1825 with severer censure than

in 1725, or even in 1800. Here, again, we see the

effect of the obvious want of harmony between the

institutions and the needs of the time. In 1725 a

clergyman might possibly minister to the spiritual and

moral wants of a large northern parish, which, though

extensive in size, contained a scanty and scattered

population of yeomen and farmers. But how could a
.

clergyman by anything short of a miracle discharge

his duties in the same parish when it was turned into

a huge town, crowded with miners or manufacturing

hands ? In truth, the very face of the country had
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Lecture changed ; northern villages were being transformed

L into cities. Yet, in an altering world, the Church

estabhshment remained much what it had been in

1689.

If the course of trade and the growth of manu-

factures altered the position without altering the

arrangements of the Estabhshed Church, it also

revolutionised, without in any way improving, the

relation of masters and workmen. This fact was

visible to observers who detested Jacobinical prin-

ciples.

" The unhappy dislocation," writes Sir Walter

Scott, " which has taken place betwixt the employer
" and those in his employment has been attended with

" very fatal consequences. Much of this is owing to

" the steam-engine. When the machinery was driven

" by water, the manufacturer had to seek out some
" sequestered spot where he could obtain a suitable fall

" of water, and then his workmen formed the inhabit-

" ants of a village around him, and he necessarily

" bestowed some attention, less or more, on their

" morals and on their necessities, had knowledge of

" their persons and characters, and exercised over

" them a salutary influence as over men depending on

and intimately connected with him and his pros-

' pects. This is now quite changed ; the manufac-

turers are transferred to great towns, where a man
' may assemble five hundred workmen one week and

dismiss them next, without ha^^ng any further

' connection with them than to receive a week's work
' for a week's wages, nor any further sohcitude about

their future fate than if they were so many old

^" shuttles. A superintendence of the workers con-
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" sidered as moral and rational beings is thus a Lecture

" matter totally unconnected with the employer's —

1

" usual thoughts and cares. They have now seen

" the danger of suffering a great population to be
" thus entirely separated from the influence of their

" employers, and given over to the management of

" their own societies, in which the cleverest and most
" impudent fellows always get the management of the

" others, and become bell-wethers in every sort of

" mischief. Some resolutions have been adopted

" respecting the employing only such men as have

" been either uniformly of loyal character or acknow-

" ledge their errors and withdraw from all treasonable

" meetings, associations, and committees.

" The banks and monied men should use their

" influence, which is omnipotent with the manufac-

" turers, to enforce the observance of these resolutions,

" so necessary for the general quiet. That such

" regulations would secure tranquilUty is quite cer-

" tain, for notwithstanding the general influence of

" example, the workmen in some of the greatest

"manufactures did not furnish a single recruit to

" EadicaUsm." ^

This want of harmony between the needs and .the

institutions of the time reappears in matters which,

though of less importance than the condition of the

working-classes, affected the comfort of thousands of

EngUshmen.

Nothing can be more necessary for the happiness of

ordinary citizens than protection against robbery and

physical violence. Yet even in London the protection

1 Scott's Familiar Letters, vol. ii.. Letter to Morritt, 19th May

1820.
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Lecture was not adequately supplied. Until 1829 the capital

__ of England did not possess a regular body of poKce.^

The welfare, again, of a mercantile community is

dependent on the existence of a fair and effective law

of bankruptcy, yet the state of the bankruptcy law

shocked every man versed in business. There was an

absolute opposition on this matter between the law

of the land and the feeUngs of the mercantile world.

The state of things as late as the beginning of the

reign of Victoria (1837) is thus described by Lord

Bowen :

—

" The great commercial world, aUenated and scared

" by the divergence of the Enghsh bankruptcy law
" from their own habits and notions of right and
" wrong, avoided the court of bankruptcy as they
" would the plague. The important insolvencies

" which have been brought about by pure mercantile

" misfortune were administered to a large extent

" under private deeds and voluntary compositions,

" which, since they might be disturbed by the

" caprice or maKce of a single outstanding creditor,

^ The slowness with which necessary reforms have been carried

out in England is curiously illustrated by the history of the police

force during the nineteenth century. The creation of the MetropoUtan
pohce in 1829 (10 Geo. IV. c. 14) is due to Peel's administrative
genius ; it was a stroke of intensely unpopular but very beneficent

statesmanship ; but even in the metropolis the police force was not put
on a satisfactory basis till 1839 (2 & 3 Vict. o. 47). In the boroughs
reform went on slowly, and was not anything like complete until

1839. In the counties reform progressed at even a slower pace.

The so-called Permissive Act of 1839 (2 & 3 Vict. c. 93) made the

organisation of a good county pohce possible. In 1842 an attempt
was made to infuse new hfe into the decrepit system of parish con-

stables. Fourteen years later the County and Borough Pohce Act,

1856 (19 & 20 Vict. o. 69), known as the Obligatory Act, for the first

time provided every part of England with stipendiary pohce, and
thus completed a pohce system for the whole country. See Melville,

History of Police in England, chaps, xiii.-xv.
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were always liable to be made the instruments of Lecture

extortion. ' To tbe honest insolvent the bankruptcy _
court was a terror.' To the evil-doer it afiorded

means of endlessly delaying his creditors, while the

enormous expenses of bankruptcy administrations

rendered it the interest of few to resort to the

remedy, except with the object of punishing the

fraudulent or vexing the unfortunate " ^

From whatever direction then we examine the

condition of England between 1800 and 1830, and

especially between 1815 and 1830, we can perceive

the discord between a changing social condition and

unchanging laws.

(3) As to the lapse of time.—Before the outbreak

of the French Revolution intelhgent Enghshmen of

all classes were prepared to welcome natural and

gradual reforms. Blackstone, though an optimist,

was not opposed to reasonable changes ; Pitt, Burke,

and Fox were all of them in different ways reformers ;

and the men we have named are representatives of

that large class of Englishmen who at most times

have been quite willing to abohsh abuses or griev-

ances of a practical character. In the ordinary

course of things the law of England would have been

amended before the end of the eighteenth, or soon

after the beginning of the nineteenth century. The

obstacle to reasonable reform is to be found in the

revolutionary excesses of France. In England the

French Revolution worked nothing but evil ;
it

delayed salutary changes for forty years, and rendered

reforms, when at last they came, less beneficial than

they might have been if gradually carried out as the

1 Bowen, Reign of Queen Victoria, i. p. 315.
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Lecture natural result of the undisturbed development of

Zl ideas suggested by English good sense and English

love of justice.^ But to the men who began to take

part in public life, or to take an interest in national

affairs, between 1815 and 1830, the horrors of the

Reign of Terror were mere traditions. They knew

by experience the narrow-mindedness of the Tories

who had governed England since the beginning of

the century, and toryism had by a strange fatahty

grown less reasonable and more reactionary from

the very time when Waterloo, and the permanent

peace which it established, had deprived the resist-

ance to all innovation and restrictions on individual

liberty of such justification as was afforded by a hfe

and death struggle for national independence. In

1819 or 1820 the Six Acts, the so-called Manchester

massacre, the sordid scandals of the quarrel between

George IV. and his Queen were present reahties.

The horrors of a Regicide Peace ^ were ancient

history. Sensible men perceived that the state of

England would soon necessitate a choice between

revolution and reform.

(4) As to the existence of Benthamism.—The work

1 The delay, however, in reform by Eldon and his school

conferred some benefit on the country. It postponed action until in

1832 it took the shape of reform instead of revolution.

2 The very title of Burke's celebrated Three Letters on the Proposals

for Peace with the Regicide Directory of France, 1796, is a curious

example of the difierenoe between the feelings of his times and of

our own. Would suggestions of peace with France (or for that

matter with any other civilised country) now excite horror simply

on the ground that the French Government had put their king

to death ? The Directory, by the way, had not as a government

executed Louis XVI. Would Burke, one wonders, have blamed

Louis XIV. for recognising Cromwell, who was in the strictest sense a

regicide ?
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of Bentham and his school forms the subject of the Lecture

next lecture ; thus much may here be said : reformers L

who had escaped from the panic caused by re-

volutionary excesses, and prolonged by Napoleonic

aggression, had inherited the distrust of Jacobinical

principles. The need of the day was, they felt,

thorough-going but temperate reform, thought out by

teachers who, without being revolutionists, had studied

the faults of Enghsh law, and elaborated schemes for

its practical amendment. Such teachers were found

in Bentham and his disciples ; they provided for

reformers an acceptable programme. Utilitarian

individuaUsm, which for many years under the name

of hberahsm, determined the trend of Enghsh

legislation, was nothing but Benthamism modified

by the experience, the prudence, or the timidity of

practical pohticians. The creation of this hberahsm

was the death-blow to old toryism, and closed the

era of legislative stagnation.
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LECTURE VI

THE PERIOD OF BENTHAMISM OR INDIVIDUALISM^

Lecture INDIVIDUALISM as regards legislation is popularly,

1 and not without reason, connected with the name
and the principles of Bentham. The name of one

man, it is true, can never adequately summarise a

whole school of thought, but from 1825 onwards the

teaching of Bentham exercised so potent an influence
*

that to him is fairly ascribed that thorough-going

though gradual amendment of the law of England

which was one of the main results of the Reform

Act.2

Bentham's genius and position were fuUy under-

stood by his contemporaries.

" The age of law reform and the age of Jeremy
" Bentham are one and the same. He is the father
" of the most important of all the branches of reform,
" the leading and ruling department of human im-

1 See Bentham, " Memoirs and Correspondence," Works, x. xi.

;

Montague, Bentham's Fragment on Government ; L. Stephen, English
Utilitarians, i., especially chaps, i.-iii. ; Elie Hal6vy, La formation
du radicalisms philosophique ; G. Wallas, Life of Francis Place, ch. iii.

;

Bowen on " Administration of the Law, from 1837-1887," Beign of
Queen Victoria, i. 281.

2 The influence even on law reform of Adam Smith and his
disciples ought, of course, not to be forgotten, but in 1830 the
economists and the Benthamites formed one school.

126
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" provement. No one before him had ever seriously Lecture

" thought of exposing the defects in our EngUsh L

" system of jurisprudence. All former students had
" confined themselves to learn its principles—^to make
" themselves masters of its eminently technical and
" artificial rules ; and all former writers had but
" expovinded the doctrines handed down from age to

" age. . . . He it was who first made the mighty step

" of trying the whole provisions of our jurisprudence

" by the test of expediency, fearlessly examining how
" far each part was connected with the rest ; and with

" a yet more undaunted courage, inquiring how far

" even its most consistent and symmetrical arrange-

" ments were framed according to the principle which
" should pervade a code of laws—^their adaptation to

" the circumstances of society, to the wants of men,
" and to the promotion of human happiness.

" Not only was he thus eminently original among
" the lawyers and the legal philosophers of his own
" country ; he might be said to be the first legal

" philosopher that had appeared in the world." ^

These are the words of Brougham, pubhshed in

1838 ; they strike the right note. Bentham was

primarily neither a utiUtarian moraUst nor a philan-

thropist : he was a legal philosopher and a reformer

of the law. The object of his Ufelong labours was

to remodel the law of England in accordance with

utilitarian principles. These labours were crowned

by extraordinary success, though the success was

most manifest after the end of Bentham's Ufe. This

is Bentham's title to fame. His hfe cannot here be

told, but it is well to insist upon the circumstances

1 Brougham's Speeches, ii. pp. 287, 288.
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Lecture or Conditions which favoured his success as a law

L reformer.

Both the date and the length of Bentham's hfe

are important.

He was born in 1748, two years after the failure

of the last attempt to restore the Stuarts ; he died

immediately before the passing of the Eeform Act,

1832. The eighty-four years of his life thus span

over the period which divides the last endeavour to

estabhsh in England the real supremacy of the Crown

from the commencement in England of modem
democratic government. This era stretched indeed

beyond the limits of the eighteenth century, but

though Bentham lived till the first third of the

nineteenth century had nearly come to an end, he

was in spirit entirely a child of the eighteenth

century, and in England was the best representative

of the humanitarianism and enlightenment of that

age. Length of days was no small aid in the per-

formance of his Ufe's work. Bentham, Hke Voltaire,^

ultimately owed much of his authority to the many
years for which he was able to press his doctrines'

upon the world. Iteration and reiteration are a

great force ; when employed by a teacher of genius

they may become an irresistible power. For well

nigh sixty years, that is to say to two generations,

Bentham preached the necessity, and explained the

principles, of law reform. He began his career as an

unknown youth whose ideas were scouted by men
of the world as dangerous paradoxes : he ended it as

a revered teacher who numbered among his disciples

1 Voltaire, born 1694, died 1778. Each lived to the age of

eighty-four.
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lawyers and statesmen of eminence, and had won Lecture

over to his leading ideas the most sensible and IL
influential of English reformers.

Bentham was the son of a wealthy London
attorney.

He thus formed one of that body of tradesmen,

merchants, and professional men who, as the " middle

class," had at the beginning of the nineteenth century

long exercised great influence in pubhc hfe, and at

the moment of his death were about to become the

true sovereign of England. And Bentham, though

distinguished among his fellows by his genius, his

enhghtenment, and his zeal for the public good,

belonged, to a far greater extent than he or his

opponents perceived, in spirit no less than in position,

to the middle classes. He shared their best ideals.

When he taught that the aim of law as of life was

to promote the greatest happiness of the greatest

number, he meant by happiness no far-fetched con-

ception of well-being, but that combination of an

honest and industrious hfe with the enjoyment of

modest wealth and material comfort, which is felt to

be an object of desire by an ordinary Enghshman.

He spoke the language of his countrymen, and the

men of the middle class whom he addressed under-

stood his meaning. The character and the wealth of

Bentham's father are circumstances not to be over-

looked. The elder Bentham recognised his son's

extraordinary gifts and set his heart on seeing him

rise to the position of Mansfield or of Eldon. This

commonplace ambition was the torment of Jeremy's

youth, but it had one good effect. It induced or

compelled Bentham to study with care the actual law

K
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Lecture of England ; he was saved from being one of those

L jurists who know a httle of every law but their own.

His father's wealth even more profoundly afiected

Bentham's career. He never had to rely upon fees

for his support. At his father's death he became

possessed of ample means. Thus he was able to

follow, as he did follow through hfe, the bent of his

own genius.^

His genius was of the rarest quality.

In Bentham's intellect were united talents seldom

found in combination ; a jurist's capacity for the grasp

of general principles and the acumen of a natural

born logician were blended with the resourcefulness

of a mechanical inventor. In studying Bentham's

intellectual character we are reminded that, if he was

the follower of Hobbes and of Locke, he was the con-

temporary of Arkwright ^ and of Watt.^ How near

Bentham's turn of mind lay to that of men renowned

for mechanical inventions may be seen from a trans-

action which has perplexed and sometimes amused
his admirers. He devoted trouble, money, thought,

and time to the creation of the " Panopticon " or

"Inspection-house,"—that is, a model prison so,

planned that from one point in the building could be

seen all that was going on in every other portion of

the estabhshment. Of the mixed ingenuity and weak-

ness of Bentham's plan nothing need here be said ; the

point to be noticed is the Hght which the scheme

throws on the nature of Bentham's intellect. The

1 Bentham in this matter resembled Darwin. Each of these

eminent men owed to inherited wealth the possibility of wholly
dedicating his whole life to its appropriate work.

2 b. 1732, d. 1792. 8 b. 1736, d. 1819.
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Panopticon was a mechanical contrivance from whichj Lecture

if rightly used, he, after the manner of ingenious L

projectors, expected untold benefits for mankind

;

" morals reformed, health preserved, industry invigor-

" ated, instruction diffused, pubhc burdens hghtened,

" economy seated as it were upon a rock, the Gordian

" knot of the poor-law not cut but untied—all by a

" simple idea in architecture !
" ^ He was in truth

created to be the inventor and patentee of legal

reforms. It is in this inventiveness that he differs

from and excels his best known disciples. Austin

may have equalled him in the capacity for analysing

legal conceptions, James MiU may have surpassed

him in metaphysical subtlety, John Mill had acquired

under a course of elaborate training a more complete

philosophical equipment, and was endowed by nature

with wider sympathies than Bentham ; but neither

Austin, nor James Mill, nor John Mill, possessed any-

touch of Bentham's inventive genius, nor in fact

made any suggestion, which was at once original and

valuable, for the amendment of the law of England.

The course of Bentham's hfe was, however, finally

determined, neither by the opportuneness of circum-

stances, nor by the possession of wealth, nor even by

the peculiarity of his intellectual gifts, but by the

nature and the development of his moral character.

In early manhood he was " converted " ^—I use '^

the term dehberately, as it better gives my meaning

1 Bentham, Works, iv. p. 39.

2 " The name of Jeremy Bentham, one of the few who have wholly ^

" Kved for what they held to be the good of the human race, has

" become even among educated men a byword for what is oaUed hia,

'"low view' of human nature. The fact is that, under its most

" important aspect, he greatly overrated human nature. He over-

/
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Lecture than does any other expression—to an unshakeable

^ faith in that form of utihtarianism which places the

object of hfe in the promotion of "the greatest

" happiness of the greatest number." When about

twenty years of age he found this formula in a

pamphlet of Priestley's ^ and accepted it as the guide

of his hfe.

" It was by that pamphlet and this phrase in it,"

writes Bentham, " that my principles on the subject

of morahty, public and private, were determined.

>^' It was from that pamphlet and that page of it that

" I drew the phrase, the words and import of which

" have been so widely diffused over the civiHsed world.

" At the sight of it, I cried out as it were in an

" inward ecstasy, hke Archimedes on the discovery of

" the fundamental principle of hydrostatics, 'EvpirjKa.

" Little did I think of the corrections which within a

" few years on a closer scrutiny I found myself under

" the necessity of applying to it." ^ With this com-

bine the following expressions taken from Bentham's

note-books.

" Would you appear actuated by generous passion ?

" be so.—You need then but show yourself as you
" are."

" I would have the dearest friend I have to know,

" that his interests, if they come in competition with

" those of the pubKc, are as nothing to me. Thus I

" estimated its intelligence."—^Majne, Popular Oovemment, pp. 85, 86.
,

These sentences contain an appreciation which is rare, not only of

Bentham's virtues but of his enthusiasm.
1 Apparently the formula was originally derived not from Priestley,

but from Becoaria (see Crimes and Punishments, Introduction, p. 2,

where the expression is found. " This sole end the greatest happiness

of the greatest number").
2 Montague, Bentham's Fragment on Oovemment, p. 34.
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" will serve my friends—^thus would I be served by Lecture

" them." ZL
" Has a man talents ? he owes them to his country

" in every way in which they can be serviceable." ^

This creed, however, which we should now term

the enthusiasm of humanity, need not have impelled

Bentham to labour at the reform of the law. That

his passion for the furtherance of human happiness

took this particular form, arose from his becoming pos-

sessed by the two convictions that legislation was the

most important of human pursuits, and that Jeremy

Bentham was born with a genius for legislation.

" ' Have I,' he asked, ' a genius for anything ?

" What can I produce ?
' That was the first inquiry

" he made of himself. Then came another. ' What of

" all earthly pursuits is the most important ?
'

' Legis-

" lation,' was the answer Helvetius gave. ' Have I

" a genius for legislation 1
' Again and again was

" the question put to himself. He turned it over in

" his thoughts ; he sought every symptom he could

" discover in his natural disposition or acquired

"habits. 'And have I indeed a genius for legis-

" lation ? ' I gave myself the answer, fearfully and

" trembKngly, ' Yes.' " ^

Of these convictions the first was shared by the

best thinkers of the eighteenth century, and contained,

an immense amount of relative truth ; the need of

the time was the reform of the institutions of Europe.

The second was absolutely true, and its truth has

been recognised by the wisest men of the generations

1 Bentham's Works, x. (" Extracts from Bentham's Commonplace

Book "), p. 73.

2 Sir Roland Knyvet Wilson, Bart., History of Modem English

Law (ed. 1875), p. 136.
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Lecture which Kave followed Bentham ; lie was in very truth

L the first and greatest of legal philosophers.

My objects in this lecture are, first, to sketch

in the merest outHne the ideas of Benthamism or

individuaUsm, in so far as when applied by practical

statesmen they have affected the growth of English

law ; next to explain and describe the general accept-

ance of Benthamism as the dominant legislative

opinion of a particular era ; and, lastly, to illustrate

by examples the general trend of Benthamite or

individualistic legislation.

(A) Benthamite Ideas as to the Reform of the Law

Bentham considered exclusively as a reformer of

the law of England achieved two ends.

/^ He determined, in the first place, the 'principles

/on which reform should be based.

I

He determined, in the second place, the method,

\ i.e., the mode of legislation, by which, in England,

^reform should be carried out.

As to the Principles ^ of Law Reform.—The ideas

which underUe the Benthamite or individuahstic

scheme of reform may conveniently be summarised

under three leading principles and two corollaries.

I. Legislation is a Science.

EngUsh law, as it existed at the end of the

eighteenth century, had in truth developed almost

1 These principles, it should be remembered, are not so much the

dogmas to be found ia Bentham's Works as ideas due in the main to

Bentham, which were ultimately, though often in a very modified

form, accepted by the reformers or legislators who practically applied

utilitarian conceptions to the amendment of the law of England.
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haphazard, as the result of customs or modes of thought Lecture

which had prevailed at different periods. The laws 1.

actually in. existence had certainly not been enacted

with a view to any one guiding principle. They"

had, indeed, for the most part never been " enacted
"

(in the strict sense of that word) at all. They were,'

as they still indeed to a great extent are, the result of

judicial legislation built up in the course of deciding

particular cases. Enghsh law had in fact grown, rather

than been made, and the language used by Paley

with regard to the constitution might, with the change

of one word, be applied to the whole law of England.

" The [law] of England, hke that of most countries

in Europe, hath grown out of occasion and emer-

gency ; from the fluctuating policy of different

ages ; from the contentions, successes, interests, and

opportunities of different orders and parties of men

in the commimity. It resembles one of those old

mansions, which, instead of being built all at once,

after a regular plan, and according to the rules of

architecture at present estabhshed, has been reared

in different ages of the art, has been altered from

time to time, and has been continually receiving

additions and repairs suited to the taste, fortune, or

conveniency of its successive proprietors. In such

a building we look in vain for the elegance and

proportion, for the just order and correspondence

of parts, which we expect in a modern edifice ;
and

which external symmetry, after all, contributes much

more perhaps to the amusement of the beholder

than the accommodation of the inhabitant." ^

1 Paley (" Of the Constitution "), Moral Philosophy, ii. (12th ed.

1799), pp. 193, 194.
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Lecture But Bentham saw clearly several facts whicli Paley

L failed to recognise. The revered mansion was not

only antiquated, but in many respects so unsuited to

the requirements of the times, that it was to its

numerous inhabitants the cause not only of discomfort

but even of misery. In order to amend the fabric]

of the law we must, he insisted, lay down a plan/

grounded on fixed principles ; in many instances not;

amendment but reconstruction was a necessity ; anq

even gradual improvements, if they were to attain

their object, must be made in accordance with

fixed rules of art. Legislation, in short, he pro-

claimed is a science based on the characteristics of

human nature, "andnEES~aft]3f law-making, if it is to

be successful, niust be the application of legislative

principles. Of these ideas Bentham was not the dis-

coverer but the teacher ; he may be described as the

prophet who forced the faith in scientific legislation

upon the attention of a generation of Englishmen by

whom its truth or importance was denied or forgotten.

H-jThe right aim of legislation is the carrying out •

of the principle of utility, or, in other words,

the proper end of every law is the promotion of

the greatest happiness of the greatest number.

This principle, obtained as we have seen from

Priestley, is the formula with which popular memory
has most closely connected the name of Bentham.

With the objections to which the principle of

utihty is open, either as a standard or as a source of

morality, any person at all interested in ethical dis-

cussions is now well acquainted. In these lectures
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we are concerned with the utihtarian dogma as an Lecture
• VI

axiom not of morals but of legislation, and one may L

with confidence assert that the principle of utihty is

far more easily applicable to law than to morals, and

this for at least two reasons :

—

First, Legislation deals with numbers and with^

whole classes of men ; morahty deals with individuals./

Now it is obviously easier to determine what are

the things which as a general rule constitute,

or rather promote, the happiness or well-being

of a large number of persons, or of a State, than

to form even a conjecture as to what may con-

stitute the happiness of an individual. To ensure

the happiness of a single man or woman even for

a day is a task impossible of achievement ; for the

problem wherein may lie the happiness of one human

being is, though narrow, so infinitely complex that it

admits not of solution. To determine, on the other

hand, the general conditions which conduce to the

prosperity of the milhons who make up a State is a

comparatively simple matter. Let it be noted, also,

that whilst ethical maxims may aim at directly

benefiting or ensuring the welfare of individuals,

a law never attempts more than the production

of a state of things favourable to the welfare of

the citizens of a State. When it is said, in

accordance with Benthamite phraseology, that a

good law is a law productive of the greatest happi-

ness of the greatest number, what is meant is^

not that a law really makes men happy, but that

it favours the existence of the conditions under

which it is likely that the persons subject to it \y

may prosper, and obtain the happiness open to
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Lecture human beings. But here we come across another

L distinction.

Secondly, Law is concerned primarily with external

actions, and is only in a very secondary and indirect

manner concerned with motives. Morahty, on the

other hand, is primarily concerned with motives and

feelings, and only secondarily and indirectly with

actions. But it is far easier to maintain that the

principle of utihty is the proper standard or criterion

of right action than that it supplies the foundation,

or, at any rate, the whole of the foundation, on which

rests the conviction that one feehng or motive is

right and another wrong.

However this may be, the generahty and the

externahty of law are the circumstances which enable

us to test the goodness or the badness, the wisdom or

the folly, of a given law by the criterion of utihty.

Indeed, if once the meaning of this standard be under-

stood, it is hard to see how any one can deny its

applicabihty, without involving himself in something

hke absurdity or self-contradiction. How can it be\

maiutained that a law which on the whole increases

human happiness is a bad law, or that a law which/

on the whole diminishes it is a good law ? But if

these questions supply their own answer, the principle

of utihty is admitted to be a good test, as far as it

goes, of the character of a law ; and half the plausi-

biUties by which during the age of Blackstone the

anomahes or absurdities of English law were defended

turn out, when submitted to Bentham's criterion, to

be nothing better than hollow fallacies.

Ideas of happiness, it has been objected, vary in

different ages, in different countries, and among dif-
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ferent classes or races ; a legislator therefore gains Lecture

no real guidance from the dogma that laws should -

aim at promoting the greatest happiness of the

greatest number.

To this objection, which assumes many different

forms, there exist at least two answers.

The first is that, even if the variabihty of men's

conceptions of happiness be admitted, the concession

proves no more than that the apphcation of the prin-

ciple of utihty is conditioned by the ideas of human
welfare which prevail at a given time in a given

country. Nor, in truth, is there any reason why a

convinced utihtarian should refuse to accept this

conclusion. It embodies a principle of practical

importance. In legislating for any country we

must take into account the habits, the feelings,

or the prejudices, of its inhabitants, and aUow

for their ideas of what constitutes happiness.

Freedom of testamentary disposition is a right

or a privilege which few EngUshmen desire to sur-

render. The compulsory division into more or less

equal shares of a deceased person's property among

his heirs is a fundamental principle of the law of

France, and one which receives the approval of the

French people. But testamentary freedom and the

equal division of a deceased person's property are at

bottom inconsistent institutions. Must we therefore

say that one or other of them is bad—i.e., is opposed

to the principle of utihty ? Surely not. The reply

both of good sense and of sound logic is that the law

supporting testamentary freedom may be a good law

for Enghshmen, and the law supporting the equal

division of a dead man's property may be a good law
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Lecture for Frenchmen. Each law may promote the happi-

L ness of the people among whom it exists ; the reason

is that Enghshmen and Frenchmen form in this

matter different conceptions of happiness.

The second reply is that, as regards the conditions

of pubhc prosperity, the citizens of civiHsed states

have, in modern times, reached a large amount of

agreement. Who can seriously doubt—whatever be

the idle contentions of paradox-mongers—^that a

plentiful supply of cheap food, efficient legal pro-

tection against violence or fraud, and the freedom

of all classes from excessive labour conduce to the

pubhc welfare ? What man out of Bedlam ever

dreamed that a country was the happier for the

constant recurrence of pestilence, famine, and war

;

but who then can deny that laws which promote the

cultivation of the soil, ensure the pubhc health, keep

the country at peace, and avert invasion, are, as

far as they go, good laws ? To all these and similar

questions the inhabitants of every country which

enjoys European civiUsation will give one and the

same reply. Their general agreement, indeed, goes

much further than this. Nowhere is it doubted by

men of average intelhgence that the reintroduction of

torture or the re-estabhshment of slavery would be

the gravest of calamities. We all have learned by

this time that every kind of punishment which causes

more pain than it averts is an evil. We all admit

that the due and regular administration of justice, the

promotion of education, the opening of various careers

to the majority of the people, the extension of the

innocent enjoyments of hfe among all classes, promote

human happiness, and that laws which confer these
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benefits are good laws. In matters of legislation, in Lecture

short, subtle refinements as to the nature of happi- L

ness are misplaced. The homely saying, that you

ought not to weigh butcher's meat in diamond scales,

has a practical weight which is overlooked by

paradoxical thinkers. Laws deal with very ordinary

matters, and deal with them in a rough and readv

manner. The character therefore of a law may well
|

be tested by the rough criterion embodied in the/

doctrine of utihty.

There exists, however, a good reason for examining

with care an objection to which: it is easy to supply

conclusive answers. Eentham andjhds^disciples have

displayed a tendency to uMereatu

between human beings. Hence they have too easily

supposed that the ideas of happiness prevaihng at

a given time throughout the civilised countries of

Europe were entirely uniform ; and have fallen into

the further error of assuming that the same notion of

happiness prevails in all countries, and has more or

less prevailed in all ages. This supposition facilitates

legislation, but, hke all assumptions which are not

strictly true, has led both to speculative and to

practical mistakes. The weakness of the Benthamites

as legislators has been, not their devotion~To the

principle of utihty, but their feehng that laws which

in the nineteenth century promoted the happiness of

EngUshmen must, with rare exceptions, promote at

all times the happiness of the inhabitants of all

countries.^

1 Bentham almost certainly held that laws against usury were

always bad ; yet strong reasons have been produced by Grote—a most

zealous utiUtarian—for the beUef that in ancient Athens and Rome

such laws were beneficial. Sir J. F. Stephen, though a pronounced
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Lecture The foundation then of legislative utiHtarianism is

VI • • .

L the combination of two convictions. The one is the

behef that the end of human existence is the attain-

ment of happiness,^ or in other words, faith in the

principle of utihty ; the other is the assurance tha{^

legislation is a science and that the aim of laws is they

promotion~oF~Eiiman happiness. Neither of these

convictions entertained separately wiU make a man a

legislative utihtarian.

A person may be a strict utihtarian and hold that

the attainment of happiness is the true end and object

of existence, yet if he does not beheve that law may
do much to produce human happiness, or fails to per-

ceive that law is a science, he will hardly concern

himseH with the systematic reform of the law. A
man, again, who beheves that good legislation is con-

ducive to human prosperity, wiU hardly be a successful

law reformer if he does not grasp the connection

between legislation and the principle of utihty.

Samuel Johnson was in morals a thorough -going
> utihtarian,^ but he never displayed the remotest

interest in the amendment of the laws of England.

His nature was conservative, his turn of character,

no less than his rehgious convictions, made him con-

sider as shght the influence of laws on the happiness

of mankind.

How small of aU that human hearts endure,

That part which laws or kings can cause or cure.

utilitarian, appears to incline towards the opinion that laws placing

a check on usury might occasionally be useful as a means of prevent-

ing fraud. See Stephen, Hist. iii. pp. 195, 196.

1 See Principle No. 2, p. 136, ante.

V 2 " Review of a Free Enquiry," Johnson's Works, viii. p. 37.
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Paley ^ stands in spirit nearer to Bentham. His Lecture

theology and his moral philosophy are avowedly utiU-

tarian. His writings betray a keen interest in legal

problems. He possessed the intellect of an enUghtened

lawyer. But he probably did not beheve that law

could be treated as a science ; he either had not

grasped, or did not care to work out, the idea that

the laws of England might be systematically re-

modelled so as to promote the greatest happiness of

the greatest number of Enghshmen. His philosophy,N

utihtarian though it was, is, in so far as he applied it

to law, an ingenious defence of things as they stood

in 1786. He is neither an innovator nor a reformer,

but hke Blackstone an apologist.
'

A man, on the other hand, may have a fervent

beUef that the laws of a country are radically wrong

and may be prepared to advocate their change even

at the cost of violence. If, however, he is guided by

some idea of abstract right,^ as a thing independent of

utihty, he may, like Eousseau, popularise ideas which

1 " Virtue is,
' the doing good to ma>akiad, in obedience to the will

" of God, and for the sake of everlasting happiness.'

"According to which definition, 'the good of mankind' is the'

" subject ; the ' will of God ' the rule ; and ' everlasting happiness

'

" the motive of human virtue."—Paley, Moral Phihsophy, i. bk. i. ch.

vii. p. 41.

2 On the whole a priori systems of ethics will in general produce

conservatism. " I suspect," writes Paley, " that a system of morality,

"built upon instincts, will only find out reasons and excuses for

" opinions and practices already established—will seldom correct or

" reform either."—Paley, Moral Philosophtf, i. bk. i. ch. v.

This is not invariably true, as appeared during the French Revolu-

tion. In a country where the mode of government is on the whole

liked, intuitional morality will promote conservatism; where the

mode of government is detested, it may promote revolution. Its

defect everywhere is that it fails to fix attention on the consequences

of legislation and generally of men's actions.
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Lecture kindle a revolution, but he wiU hardly become a

L. systematic law reformer. He is not possessed of any

definite criterion by which to test the merits or defects

of a law ; he may perceive that things are wrong ; he

cannot perceive, as Bentham and his disciples saw, or

thought they saw, a definite principle by the appHca-

tion whereof bad laws might in every case be either

got rid of or amended. For utihtarianism in the

field of legislation, whatever the speculative ob-

jections—^and they are not small—^which He against

it in the sphere of ethics, has one saving virtue. JL
directs a legislator's attention to-tho-ccaisfiqiiences

of^ any proposed enactment. An innovator who

recommends or denounces a law or institution,

because of its conformity or opposition to the law of

]
nature or the moral instincts of mankind, is under the

j

greatest temptation to make his own feehngs the test

j of expediency, and is certainly less inchned than a

; Benthamite, to weigh the actual or probable effects

,of legislation ; and if it be objected that zealots for

the law of nature have often advocated or carried out

beneficial changes, the best reply is, that the law of

nature has often been a name for the dictates of

obvious expediency. The privileges, for example, of

the nobles under the Ancien Regime were in 1789

palpably opposed to the welfare of the French people.

Bentham would have said that they were opposed to

the principle of utihty. A French reformer would

have alleged that they were opposed to the law

of nature. But this difierence of language was at

bottom little more than a different way of describing

one and the same fact, viz., that the welfare of France

required the estabhshment of equal civil rights among
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Frenclimen. Towards the close, indeed, of the^ Lecture

eighteenth century, appeals to the doctriae of utility,

and appeals to the law of nature were often in leaJity,

thou^nfltJa. words, appeals to jmeLand-Jthe-same

principle. The failure to perceive this led to some

strange results. Bentham sometimes came into con-

flict with men who in reahty shared his principles.

He dissected with merciless severity the patent

fallacies contained in the American Declaration of

Independence, with its enumeration as seK-evident

truths of the dogmas that all men are created

equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with

certain inahenable rights, and that among these

are to be found the right to life, hberty, and the

pursuit of happiness. To Bentham aU these abstract

statements of innate rights were as hateful as to

Burke ; they presented themselves to his mind as a

mere " hodge-podge of confusion and absurdity." ^

But the American Declaration of Independence did,

nevertheless, though in a form open to every logical

objection, embody that faith in laissez faire which

was in practice the most potent and vital principle

of Benthamite reform.

1 Bentham, x. p. 63. So he deplored the pubUcation in France of

the Declaration of Rights. " I am sorry," he writes to Brissot, " you
" have undertaken to publish a Declaration of Rights. It is a meta-
" physical work—the ne plus vJtra of metaphysics. It may have
' been a necessary evil, but it is nevertheless an evil. Political science

" is not far enough advanced for such a declaration."—Cited Kent,

English Radicals, p. 184. Compare Haldvy, La FortruUion du Sadi-

ealisme Philos(yphique, ii. pp. 38-43, and pp. 47-51.
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Lecture HI. ^vcry perSOU is in the main and as a general

'.-

'rule the best judge of his own happiness. Hence

I legislation should aim at the removal of all

I
those restrictions on the free action of an indi-

vidual which are not necessary for securing the

like freedom on the part of his neighbours}

Tliis dogma of laissez faire is not from a logical

point of view an essential article of tlie utilitarian

creed. A benevolent despot of high intelUgence,

while admitting that the proper end of scientific

legislation is to promote the greatest happiness of the

greatest number, might contend that the mass of his

people, owing to ignorance and prejudice, did not

understand their own interests, and might go on to

maintain and act on the principle, that as his subjects

were neither the best judges of the conditions which

constituted happiness, nor understood the means by

which these conditions were to be attained, it was his

duty to enforce upon them laws which, though they

might diminish individual hberty, were Ukely never-

theless to ensure the well-being of his people. This

position is not in itself illogical ;
^ it was held by the

benevolent despots of the eighteenth century, and

1 See, e.g.. Truth against Ashurst, Bentham, v. p. 234, and gene-

rally Mill, On Liberty, which is throughout a defence, though not at

bottom quite a consistent one, of this principle.

Herbert Spencer (who criticises Bentham, by the way, as unfairly

as Bentham criticised Blackstone) argues in 8}ibsta,nce {e.g.. Social Statics,

pp. 7-10, The Man versus The State, pp. 372-383) that the laissez

faire doctrine or something very like it, and not the dogma of the

" greatest happiness for the greatest number," is the fundamental

doctrine of sound legislation ; and, whatever may be said on this point

as a question of ethical theory, it is plain that it is the doctrine of

laissez faire which has really governed Benthamite legislation.

2 " Despotism is a legitimate mode of government in dealing

" with barbarians, provided the end be their improvement, and
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would have commended itself to so acute a thinker Lecture

as Voltaire, for we may assume with confidence L

that he would not have condemned a ruler who by-

severe legislation overthrew the reign of superstition

or intolerance. But, though laissez fairs is not '^ii—i

essential part of utilitarianism it was practically the

most vital part of Bentham's legislative doctrine,

and in England gave to the movement for the/

reform of the law, both its power and its character.

At the time when Bentham became the preacher of

legislative utilitarianism the English people were

proud of their freedom, and it was the fashion to

assert, that under the English constitution no restraint,

which was not requisite for the maintenance of pubhc

order, was placed on individual Uberty. BenthaiA

saw through this cant, and perceived the undeniable\

truth, that, under a system of ancient customs!

modified by haphazard legislation, unnumbered/

restraints were placed on the action of individuals/

and restraints which were in no sense necessary fofr

the safety and good order of the community at large,

and he inferred at once that these restraints were

evils. Consider for a moment but one fragment of

the Benthamite dialogue between Mr. Justice Ashurst

(whose charge sums up the platitudes of toryism) and

Truth, the defender of human hberty.

"the means justified by actually efieoting that end. Liberty,

"as a principle, has no appUcation to any state of things

" anterior to the time when mankind have become capable of bemg

" improved by free and equal discussion. Until then, there is nothing

"
for them but impUcit obedience to an Akbar or a Charlemagne, if

" they are so fortunate as to find one " (Mill, On lAberty, p. 23). This

concession goes further than MiU seems to perceive. Its principle

seems to apply to every case where a government is far more mtelhgent

than the governed.
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Lecture " AsHURST.

—

The law of this country only lays]

—L " svch restraints on the actions of itidividitals as are

" necessary for the safety and good order of the

" community at large." J
" Truth.—I sow corn : partridges eat it, and if 1

" attempt to defend it against the partridges, I am
" fined or sent to gaol : all this, for fear a great man,
" who is above sowing corn, should be in want of

" partridges."

" The trade I was born to is overstocked : hands
" are wanting in another. If I offer to work at that

" other, I may be sent to gaol for it. Why 1 Because
" I have not been working at it as an apprentice for

" seven years. What's the consequence ? That, as

" there is no work for me in my original trade, I

" must either come upon the parish or starve.

" There is no employment for me in my own parish

:

" there is abundance in the next. Yet if I offer to go
" there, I am driven away. Why ? Because I migM
" become unable to work one of these days, and so I

" must not work while I am able. I am thrown upon
" one parish now, for fear I should fall upon another,

" forty or fifty years hence. At this rate how is work
" ever to get done ? If a man is not poor, he won't
" work : and if he is poor, the laws won't let him.

" How then is it that so" much is done as is done %

" As pockets are picked—by stealth, and because the

" law is so wicked that it is only here ai^d there that

" a man can be found wicked enough to think of

" executing it.

" Pray, Mr. Justice, how is the community you
" speak of the better for any of these restraints ?

" and where is the necessity of them ? and how is
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" safety strengthened or good order benefited by Lecture

" them ? ZL
" But these are three out of this thousand : not

" one of them exists in France." ^

Here we have Bentham's denunciation of the need-

less restraints imposed in 1823 upon individual

activity. It may be termed the eulogy of laissez

faire, but laissez faire, be it noted, was with

Bentham and his disciples a totally different thing 1

from easy acquiescence in the existing conditions of

hfe. It was a war-cry. It sounded the attack
]

upon every restriction, not justifiable by some

definite and assignable reason of utihty, upon the

freedom of human existence and the development of

individual character. Bentham assaulted restraints

imposed by definite laws. John Mill carried the war
p

a step further, and, in his treatise On Liberty,

denounced restraints on the action of individuals

imposed by social habits or conventions. This

struggle for personal hberty, which means much more

than mere resistance to obvious oppression, such as

could be guarded against by the Habeas Corpus Act,

gave to early Benthamism its whole spirit and hfe

as a mihtant creed. ^
From these three guiding principles of legisla-\

tive utihtarianism—the scientific character of sound 1

legislation, the principle of utihty, faith in laissez/

jaire— Enghsh individuahsts have in practice

deduced the two corollaries, that the law ought to.

extend the sphere and enforce the obhgation of con- \

tract, and that, as regards the possession of pohtical I

power, every man ought to count for one and no man /

1 Truth against Ashurst, Bentham, v. p. 234.
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Lecture ought to count for more than one. Each of these
VI

1 ideas has been constantly entertained by men who

have never reduced it to a formula or carried it out '

to its full logical result ; each of these ideas has pro-

foundly influenced modern legislation ; each deserves

separate attention.^

(i.) The Extension of the Sphere of Contract.—
Once admit that A, B, or G can each, as a nile,

judge more correctly than can any one else of his own

interest, and the conclusion naturally foUows that, in
"

the absence of force or fraud, A and B ought to be

allowed to bind themselves to one another by any

agreement which they each choose to make

—

i.e.,

which in the view of each of them promotes his own
interest, or, in other words, is conducive to his own
happiness.

From one point of view, indeed, a contract between

A and B whereby, for example, A agrees to seU and

B to buy a horse for £20, places a hmit upon the\
freedom of each of them, since A comes under a legal

\
compulsion to sell, and B comes under a legal com- 1

pulsion to pay for the horse ; but, if the matter be I

fairly considered, it is easily seen that freedom of/
contract is an extension of an individual's power to

do what he hkes, i.e., of his freedom. As both A and

jB are_at full hberty not to enter into a contract at

aUTit must be a,ssume3TEai^aFthe_moment of con-

tracting, A wishes to'have £20 instead~of the Torse,

and B wishes to have the horse at the price of £20.

For the law to give efiect to the agreement by
which this result is attained, as also to more compU-
cated contractual engagements, is nothing else than

1 See Sidgwick, Elements of Politics, ch. iv.
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an extension of each individual's power to get what Lecture

he wants.^ L

To these abstract grounds for extending contractual

freedom add the consideration that the substitution

of relations founded on contract for relations founded

on status was for individuahsts generally,^ and

especially for Benthamite hberals, the readiest mode

of abohshing a whole body of antiquated institutions,

which presented, during the eighteenth century, a

serious obstacle to the harmonious development ol

society. Hence individuahstic reformers opposed
j

anything which shook the obhgation of contracts, or, I

what at bottom is the same thing, hmited the con-

tractual freedom of individuals. It is no accident

that Bentham very early in his career_ assailed the

usury laws, or that freedom oftrade in money, in

goodv-anSTnJabour,Jias ..been^the watchword dftfae

sta^smen who in their policy and thgjjLlegislation

have most closely followed the footsteps of Bentham.

To individuahsm, again, is assuredly due that legahsa-

tion of divorce, which is itself a mere extension of the

area of contractual freedom.

1 A contractual incapacity, such, for example, as the incapacity

of an infant to bind himself by a contract to pay for things which

are not necessaries, may be a desirable protection, but it assuredly,

as far as it goes, Umits an infant's power of obtaming luxuries on

credit. The point is elementary, but it is worth insisting upon, since

there is a constant tendency on the part both of theorists and of so-called

practical men, to forget that protection invariably involves disability,

i.e., limitations on the individual hberty of the protected person.

2 Respect for the obligation of contracts is embodied m the Con-

stitution of the United States. The revolutionary, no less than the

Napoleonic legislation of Prance is systematicaUy hostile to the exist-

ence of guilds, corporations, or associations which might in any way

Umit the freedom of contract between individuals. Compare Hauriou,

Pricis de Droit Administratif {5th ed.), p. 100 ; Pic, TraiU EUmentaire

de Mgislation Industrielle (2nd ed.), ss. 336-343.
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The very zeal, however, for freedom of contract,

which is a note of individuaUsm, raises questions

which, on the principles of individualism, do not

admit of an easy answer.

Ought a borrower to have the right to obtain a

loan, which he urgently reqinres, by the promise to

pay the most usurious interest ? Ought a man, to

take an extreme instance, to be allowed to make a

contract binding himself to be the servant of his

neighbour for life ? ^ To put the matter more

generally, ought every person of full age, acting

with his eyes open and not the victim of fraud,

but who nevertheless is placed in a position in which

from the pressure of his needs he can hardly make a

fair bargain, to be capable of binding himseK by a

contract ? If these and the hke questions be answered

in the aflBrmative an individual's fuU contractual

capacity is preserved, but he is in danger of parting,

by the very contract which he is allowed to make,

with all real freedom. If, on the other hand, these

questions are answered in the negative, then many
men and women are protected against certain forms

of hardship or injustice, but contractual freedom is

sacrificed and the vaHdity of the belief which under-

hes individuahstic legislation, that men are on the

whole the best judges of their own interest, is in effect

denied. The difficulty is in aU these cases, and in

others which might easily be imagined, the same

;

there is a perpetual danger that unhmited contractual

1 A contract of service for life is legal (Wallis v. Day (1837), 2 M.

& W. 273). But though damages might be recovered for the breach

of the contract, the specific performance thereof would not be enforced.
\J

Compare Macdonell, Law of Master and Servant, pp. 31, 197.
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capacity, which is looked upon as an extension of Lecture

individual freedom, may yet be so used by some indi- L

vidual as to deprive him of the very freedom of which

it is assumed to be the exercise. To the particular

questions here raised by way of illustration the older

Utihtarians,at any rate,would generallyhave answered

that each man being as a rule the best judge of his

own interest, his right to bind himseK by contract

should be left untouched, even though he might

sometimes use the right so as to do himself an injury.

This difficulty of fixing the right hmit to con-

.

tractual freedom suggests a theoretical inquiry which

always raises, as it did raise in the time of Bentham,

a question or problem of great practical importance. •

Js it desirable to fix a. limit nn thp. right, which,

though in England it has not received a technical

name, is known in foreign countries as the " right of

associaiion^' ^—which is nothing else than the right

of two or more citizens, X, Y, and Z, to combine

together by agreement among themselves for the

attainment of a common purpose ?

This right has the pecuharity that it presents two

different and even opposed aspects, according to the

point of view from which it is regarded. It may, on

the one hand, be looked upon as the mere extension

of each citizen's individual freedom—^that is, of his

right to manage his own affairs in his own way so

long as he does not trench upon the legal rights of his

neighbours, whence it apparently follows that what-

ever course of action X, or Y, or Z may each lawfully

pursue when acting without agreement, that course of

action X, Y, and Z may all of them lawfully pursue

1 See Appendix, Note I., Right of Association.
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Lecture when acting together under an agreement ; but the

L right of association may, on the other hand, be looked

upon as a right to a very special character, in that

the exercise thereof may under certain circumstances

greatly restrict the freedom of individuals.^ That

this is so is due to the fact, which has received far

too httle notice from EngUsh lawyers, that, whenever

^en act in concert for a common purpose, they tend

/to create a body which, from no fiction of law, but

/ from the very nature of things, differs from the

V individuals of whom it is constituted. Esprit de

corps is a real and a powerful sentiment which drives

men to act either above, or, still more often, below the

ordinary moral standard by which they themselves

regulate their conduct as individuals. A body,

moreover, created by combination,—a natural corpo-

ration, if the expression may be allowed,—^whether

a political league, a church, or a trade union,

by its mere existence limits thp. freeflnTri of

its members, and .constantly tends to limit_Jhe

freedom of outsiders. Its combined power is created\

by some surrender of individual hberty on the parti

of each of its members, and a society may from this/

surrender acquire a strength far greater than could

be exercised by the whole of its members acting

separately ; a discipMned regiment of a thousand men,

acting under command, is a far more formidable

assailant than a thousand men who, even though

armed, act without discipline and combination.

An association may in this way constantly acquire

powers which curtail the freedom of outsiders.

A private citizen has often found it impossible

^ And also may menace the authority of the State,
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to disobey the commands of a political association Lecture

or of a clmrch. Hence the ri^ht of assnoiatinn has, L

even when consiit^Qrpd irnvi 3 -ffieiiely-^eettlfttive

point ol. -yjaw. a., paradoxical character . A right

which seems a necessary extension of individual

freedom may, it would seem, become fatal to the

individual freedom which it seems to extend. And
this speculative paradox leads to a practical question

which has in England perplexed the whole com-

bination law.

May X, Y, and Z lawfully bind themselves by

agreement to act together for every purpose which it

would be lawful for X, or Y, or Z to pursue if he

were actrtig without concert with others ?

If this question be answered iu the affirmative

then contractual freedom, and therefore individual

Hberty of action, receives what appears to be a

legitimate extension, but thereupon from the very

nature of things two results immediately ensue.

The free action of X, or Y, or Z is, iu virtue of the

agreement into which they have entered, placed for

the future under strict Umits, and their concerted

action may grievously interfere with the hberty of

some third party, T. Thus if X, Y, and Z, being

employers of labour, bind themselves never to em-

ploy a workman who has taken part in a strike,

or, being workmen, bind themselves never to work

with any man who is not a member of a trade union, \

then both the Hberty of the individual X to manage
j

his business or to do his work on such terms as he /

thinks fit is gone, and the Hberty of T, who has beei/

the leader of a strike, or, as the case may be, has

refused to join a trade union, may be reduced to
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Lecture nothing, and he may be deprived of the means of

Z^ earning an honest Hvehhood. If, on the other hand,

the question before us be answered in the negative,

and, in the interest of individual freedom, the law

forbids X, Y, and Z to combine for purposes which

they might each lawfully pursue if acting without

concert, then the contractual power of X, Y, and Z,

[or, in other words, their Hberty of action, suffers a

\serious curtailment.

What, on the principles of individuaUsm, is the

true reply to our problem ?

To this inquiry Benthamites have never, it is sub-

mitted, given a perfectly consistent or satisfactory

reply.

In truth they never fully reahsed the extent and

the difficulty of the problems which, during the last

fifty or sixty years, have been raised as to the hmits

which ought to be placed on the right of association.

Individualists tacitly assumed that each man if left

to himself would in the long run be sure to act for

his own true interest, and that the general welfare

was sufficiently secured if each man were left free to

pursue his own happiness in his own way, either

alone or in combination with his fellows. On the

application, however, of this doctrine there existed

much difference of opinion. Some Benthamites, such

as Place, beheved that trade unionism would disap-

pear if only the laws against trade combinations were^

repealed ; but, whilst the elder Benthamites were as a

rule anxious to extend the right of association as a

part of individual freedom, some of them were prepared

to cut down rigorously the right of combination when-

ever it in fact menaced the right of each individual to
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manage Ms trade or dispose of liis labour on such Lecture

terms as he himself thought good. From this point of 1

view the report produced by Nassau Senior, a tjrpical

economist of 1830, is important. A commission, of

which he was the principal member, " recommend

that a law should be passed clearly reciting the

conmaon law prohibitions of conspiracy and restraint

of trade. The law should go on to forbid, under

severe penalties, ' all attempts or solicitations,

combinations, subscriptions, and sohcitations to

combiuations ' to threaten masters, to persuade

blacklegs, or even simply to ask workmen to join

the union. Picketing, however peaceful, was to \

be comprehensively forbidden and ruthlessly
j

punished. Employers or their assistants were to /
be authorised themselves to arrest men without

summons or warrant, and hale them before any

justice of the peace. The encouragement of com-

binations by masters was to be punished by heavy

pecuniary penalties, to be recovered by any common

informer. ' This,' say the commissioners, ' is as

much as we should recommend in the first in-

stance. But if. it should be proved that thel^

evil of the combination system cannot be sub-

dued at a less price . . . we must recommend

the experiment of confiscation'—confiscation, that

is, of the funds 'subscribed for purposes of

combination and deposited in savings banks or

otherwise.' " ^

But if in 1830 some individuahsts were prepared

to cut down the right of combination as stringently

as might be required for the absolute protection of

1 Webb, History of Trade Unionism (1894), p. 125.
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Lecture each individual's freedom of action, others have taken
VI . .—'- a different view.

Turn to the treatise, On Liberty.

" Thirdly," writes Mill in 1859, " from this hberty

" of each individual follows the hberty, within the

" same hmits, of combination among individuals

;

/" freedom to unite, for any purpose not involving harm

V" to others : the persons combining being supposed to

" be of full age, and not forced or deceived." ^

Unless these words be understood in a very non-

natural sense, the Benthamites of 1859, as represented

by their most authoritative exponent, were apparently

ready, with a view to securing the right of combina-

tion, to curtail the free action of individuals.

However this may be, the utiHtarians, whether in

1830 or 1859, had not given sufl&cient attention to

the difficulty of combining the contractual freedom

of each individual when acting alone with that un-

hmited right of association which, from one point of

view, is a main element of individual freedom.

This gap in the Benthamite creed is of untold im-

/portance. It is closely connected with the tendency\

1 of all individuahsts to neglect the social aspect of

\human nature. In the sphere of legislation, as else-/

where, confusion of thought has led, as it always will

lead, to confusion of action.

• (ii.) Every Man to count for one and no Man
for more than one.—This deduction from the axioms

of utihtarianism forms the intellectual Knk between

Benthamism and democracy.

The idea that each man ought to receive the same

share of pohtical power stands manifestly in close

1 Mill, On Liberty, p. 27. Compare pp. 157, 158, and 176-180.
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connection both with the assumption that the differ- Lecture

ences which divide man from man are insignificant in L

comparison with the characteristics which all men have
in common, and with the conviction that every man
is on the whole the best judge of his own interest.

These conceptions, which receive their embodiment in

the maxim that every man should count for one and
no man for more than one, led Bentham (in later

hfe ^ at least) and most of his immediate disciples to

the practical conclusion that the best form of govern-

ment is a democracy. " Every man," as they argued, A
" follows his own interest as he understands it, and
" the part of the community which has pohtical \y
" power wiU use it for its own objects. The remedy

"is to transfer pohtical power to the entire com-
" munity. It is impossible that they should abuse
" it, for the interest which they will try to promote
" is the interest of all, and the interest of all is the
" proper end and object of all legislation." ^

Nor, on strict utihtarian principles, was it to be

expected than any other government than a democracy

would legislate with a view to the happiness of the

whole community ; a true monarch would look to his

own interest, an ohgarchy would administer pubhc

affairs with a view to the interests not of all but of a

part of th^ citizens, viz. of the ohgarchy. Force,

moreover, was added to these logical considerations

by the actual condition of the European world,

and especially of England. That the reformers of

Bentham's day were unfair and one-sided critics of

1 See Hal6vy, ii. pp. 34-51, as to Bentham's want of sympathy

with the democratic aspect of the Revolution.

2 Maine, Popular Government, p. 83, and see pp. 82-86.
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Lecture English institutions is past denial, but it is equally

ZL certain that England did at the moment suffer greatly

from the predominance of particular classes and from

the influence of sinister interests. There was scarcely

a department of the law, whether public or private,

j
the state of which did not prove the truth of this

\ assertion.^ The Benthamites, therefore, were as a

rule democrats, and the EngUsh democrats ^ of 1830

were as a rule Benthamites, yet for all this there was

no necessary connection between Benthamism and

the democratic creed.^ The doctrine, in short, that

beneficial legislation was impossible * under any form

\ of government except a democracy, was no funda-

mental article of utihtarianism. It was in truth a

practical conclusion drawn from the actual condition

of the European world, but was capable of modification.

It might be modified by at least two considerations.

A sound utilitarian might, in the first place, hold that,

under a constitution which was not a democracy,

.

1 Lect. v., ante. Compare Creevy Papers, edited by the Rt. Hon.

Sir Herbert Maxwell, for illustrations of the worst side of English

government between 1800 and 1832.

2 Even if not Benthamites they were with rare exceptions imbued
with individualism.

^ Whether the precept that every one should count for one

included women, was in 1830 a question outside the sphere of

practical pohtics, but it divided the Benthamites. The language of

Bentham himself was somewhat uncertain. James Mill condemned
the government of women as decisively, if not as consistently, as in an

earUer age did John Knox. John Mill was throughout his lite the

ardent advocate of the political equaUty of the sexes, but John Mill,

though honestly basing all his political views on the principle of

utility, entertained, though unconsciously, a sentiment in favour of

equaUty which belongs to the school rather of Rousseau than of

Bentham.
* James MiU's Essay on Government aims apparently at establishing

this conclusion, but a student who reads between the lines will see

that James Mill in reality advocates the pohtical supremacy of the

middle class. See Government, pp. 31, 32.

V
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power miglit be placed in the hands of a class so wide Lecture

that the interests of that class would, in general, L

coincide with the interest of the whole people. Under

such a condition of things there was no necessity for

insisting upon the constitution being made strictly

democratic. This was substantially' the attitude of

the philosophic Radicals with regard to the Reform

Act of 1832. The Act, they beheved, would transfer

pohticaL supremacy to the middle classes, and the

English middle classes they thought were so numerous

and so varied in character as to share the feehngs and,

what to a utihtarian was of more consequence, pursue

the true interest, of the majority of the nation ; a

Parhament elected by the ten-pound householders

would study to promote the greatest happiness of the

greatest number, i.e. of the whole community,

A sound utihtarian might in the second place

doubt whether the citizens of a given country were

sufficiently enhghtened to understand their own

interest, and fentertaining this doubt might, with the

utmost consistency, prefer for such a country the rule

of an intelhgent despot or of an intelhgent minority

to the rule of an unintelUgent democracy.

As to the capacity of the people to recognise their

own interest, there was among the Benthamites
j

themselves a division of opinion.

The predominant beUef of the school was repre-

sented by the democratic utihtarianism of James Mill.

" In pontics, an almost unbounded confidence in

" the efficacy of two things : representative goyern-

" ment^ and complete freedom of discussion. So

" complete was my father's rehance on the influence

" of reason over the minds of mankind, whenever it

M
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is allowed to reach them, that he felt as if all

'Would be gained if the whole population were

taught to read, if all sorts of opinions were allowed

to be addressed to them by word and in writing,

and if by means of the suffrage they could nominate

a legislature to give effect to the opinions they

adopted. He thought that when the legislature

no longer represented a class interest, it would

aim at the general interest, honestly and with

adequate wisdom ; since the people would be

sufl&ciently under the guidance of educated in-

telhgence, to make in general a good choice of

persons to represent them, and having done so, to

leave to those whom they had chosen a hberal dis-

cretion. Accordingly aristocratic rule, the govern-

ment of the Few in any of its shapes, being in his

eyes the only thing which stood between man-

kind and an administration of their affairs by the

best wisdom to be found among them, was the

object of his sternest disapprobation, and a de-

mocratic suffrage the principal article of his

pohtical creed, not on the ground of Uberty, rights

of man, or any of the phrases, more or less

significant, by which, up to that time, democracy

had usually been defended, but as the most essential

of ' securities for good government.' In this, too,

he held fast only to what he deemed essentials;

he was comparatively indifferent to monarchical or

republican forms—^far more so than Bentham, to

whom a king, in the character of ' corruptor-general,'

appeared necessarily very noxious." ^

1 J. S. Mill, AiitoUography,. pp. 106, 107. It is arguable that

many utilitarians were in their estimate of the " people " more in-
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The other aspect of the relation between utihtarian- Lecture

ism and democracy was represented by John Austin.

" He attached much less importance than formerly
" to outward changes ; unless accompanied by a
" better cultivation of the mward nature. He had a

" strong^Estaste^for the general meanness of EngUsh
" hfe, the absence of enlarged thoughts and un-

" selfish desires, the low objects on which the

" faculties of all classes of the Enghsh are intent.

" Even the kind of pubhc interests which Enghshmen
" care for, he held in very httle esteem. He thought

" that there was more practical good government.

" and (which is true enough) infinitely more care for\

" the education and mental improvement of aU ranks

" of the people, under the Prussian monarchy, than
" under the English representative government ; and
" he held, with the French Economistes, that the!

" real security for good government is ' un peuplej

" eclaire,' which is not always the fruit of popular

"institutions, and which if it could be had wit^/-

" out them, would do their work better than they.

" Though he approved of the Keform Bill, he pre-

" dieted, what in fact occurred, that it would not

"produce the great immediate improvements in

" government which many expected from it. The

" men, he said, who could do these great things, did

" not exist in the coimtry. There were many points

" of sympathy between him and me, both in the new

" opinions he had adopted and in the old ones which

"he retained. Like me, he never ceased to be an

" utihtarian, and with all his love of the Germans,

fluenced than they were aware of by the teaching of Rousseau, or rather

by the prevalent sentiment to which this teaching gave expression.
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Lecture
VI.

and enjoyment of their literature, never became

in the smallest degree reconciled to the innate-

principle metaphysics. He cultivated more and ^

more a kind of German rehgion, a religion of

poetry and feeling with Uttle, if anything, of

positive dogma ; while in pohtics (and here it was

that I most differed with him) he acquired an

indifference, bordering on contempt, for the progress

of popular institutions ; though he rejoiced in that
,

of Sociahsm, as the most effectual means of com-

pelling the powerful classes to educate the people,

and to impress on them the only real means of

permanently improving their material condition, a

hmitation of their numbers. Neither was he, at

this time, fundamentally opposed to Sociahsm in

itself as an ultimate result of improvement. He
professed great disrespect for what he called ' the,

universal principles of human nature of the

pohtical economists,' and insisted on the evidence

which history and daily experience afford of the

' extraordinary phabihty of human nature ' (a

phrase which I have somewhere borrowed from

him) ; nor did he think it possible to set any

positive bounds to the moral capabilities which

might unfold themselves in mankind, under an

enhghtened direction of social and educational in-

fluences. Whether he retained all these opinions

to the end of Hfe I know not. Certainly the modes
of thinking of his later years, and especially of his

last pubhcation, were much moreTory in their general

character than those which he held at this time."^

1 Mill, Autobiography, pp. 177, 178, 179. " This time " apparently
means from about 1830 to 1840.
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In this passage we have the explanation of the Lecture

curious historical phenomenon that after the middle Z^
of the nineteenth century Austin, Bowring, W. K.

Greg, Robert Lowe, and other rigid utiUtarians

adopted, without any fundamental change of prin-

ciples, a pecuhar type of conservatism. They felt

that a Parhament constituted under the Reform Act

of 1832 was more likely to legislate in accordance with

utiUtarian principles than would be any more de-

mocratic assembly. Their forecast of the future has

been justified by subsequent events. A House of

Commons representing the householders of the United

Kingdom has shown far less inchnation than did a

House elected by the £10 householders to respect

either the dogmas or the sentiment of Benthamism^^^,,^

As to the Method of Law Reform.—^Bentham's

influence in setting before reformers an ideal to be

attained by the amendment of the law has received

general and due acknowledgment ;
^ his influence in

determining the method, i.e. the legislative means, by

which the amendment of the law might be best

affected, deserves equal acknowledgment, but has

received less notice.

To appreciate the efiect of his authority in this

matter we must bear in mind that laws are with us

created and changed in two different ways—^that is, ;

either by Act of ParKamentToFByludicial legislation

arising from the action of the Courts in deciding

the particular cases which come before them. Even

at the present day the greater part and the most

important of the laws by which Enghshmen are

governed are in reahty judge-made law, and this

1 See Maine, Ancient Law, pp. 78, 79.
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Lecture was mucli more obviously the case at the beginning

L of the nineteenth century. ^ When, therefore, in

the latter part of the eighteenth century jurists

and philanthropists perceived that the law of Eng-

land stood in need of amendment and expansion,

it was apparent that this end might conceivably be

attained either by the free use of judicial authority

or by the employment of parhamentary sovereignty.

Two reformers arose of equal though of different

genius. The one was Lord Mansfield, the other

Bentham. The Chief-Justice adopted the judicial,

the utiUtarian philosopher advocated and adopted

the parliamentary, method of legislation and reform.

Lord Mansfield,^ as Chief-Justice of England, pre-

sided over the King's Bench for twenty-four years

;

he was not only in name but in reahty the head of

the English common law ; he was a jurist of genius
;

he filled a position of unrivalled authority ; he

achieved as much in the way of reform as was

achievable by the means at his disposal. Yet his

labours, taken as a whole, were not crowned with suc-

cess. In some of his innovations he distinctly failed,

—^as notably in the endeavour to reduce within

narrow hmits the rule that a promise not under seal

needed a consideration for its vaHdity,—^and even

^ An intelligent reader of Blackstone's Commentaries is astonished

at the slightness of the reference made by the commentator to statutes.

Contrast on this matter the first edition of the Commentaries,
completed in 1765, with the last edition of Stephen's Commentaries
(based as they are on Blackstone's work), edited by Mr. Jenks in

1903.

^ For Lord Mansfield's attempted reform by way of introduction of

equitable principles into the common law, and the way in which the

attempt was afterwards rendered abortive by Kenyon, see Ashburner,
Principles of Equity, pp. 15, 16.
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where he was to a certain extent successful, successors, Lecture

who did not inherit his spirit, limited the operation of ^
the principles which he had introduced into the law.

Lord Mansfield hved at least two centuries too late.

If the body of Enghsh law was to be remodelled or

amended the work could be done by ParUament, and
by Parhament alone.

Bentham learned the lesson of Lord Mansfield^

career ; he learned it the more easily because the

element of fiction, which is an almost essential feature

of judicial umovation, shocked his logical under-
/

standing, and was in his eyes httle better than a
fraud by which judges usurped authority, which, when
they had wrongfully obtained it, they had not the

intelKgence to use with wisdom. The importance,

moreover, which he attached to the pubUcation of

law increased his enthusiasm for codification, and an

Enghsh code, it was clear, must be the work of

ParUament. He determined or assumed that the law

must be reformed, if at aU, by parhamentary enact-—

ment. His determination, justified by the circum-

stances of the age, was decisive. It has been followed

by every man, whether a utUitarian or not, who since

Bentham's time has wished to change systematically

the law of the land.

But, if the legislature was the only body which

possessed the power to carry through a utiHtarian

reformation of the law, it became before Bentham's

death apparent both to himself and his disciples—^the

philosophic Radicals—^that the imreformed Parhament,

just because it mainly represented the interests and

feehngs of landowners and merchants, would not

sanction fundamental improvements in the law of Eng-
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Lecture land. Benthamism thus led to the demand for such a

1 reform in the constitution of Parliament as should

make it a fit instrument for carrying out Benthamite

ideas.

(B) The Acceptance of Benthamism

The existence of a school of thinkers bent on the

reform of the law in accordance with utihtarian prin-

ciples was, as already pointed out/ one of the causes

which brought the era of quiescence to its close.

Two questions remain for consideration, which to

a student of opinion are of profound interest—First,

Why did the Benthamite creed obtain ready accept-

ance ? Secondly, What was the extent of that accept-

ance ?

To the inquiry why the teaching of Bentham ob-

tained from, say, 1825 onwards, ready acceptance

among thoughtful Enghshmen, the right reply, put in

the most general terms, is, that when it became
obvious to men of common sense and of pubHc spirit

that the law required thorough-going amendment, the

reformers of the day felt the need of an ideal and of a

programme. 2 Both were provided by Bentham and

1 See pp. 124, 125, ante.

2 " It is impossible to overrate the importance to a nation or profes-
' sion of having a distinct object to aim at in the pursuit of improve-
' ment. The secret of Bentham's immense influence in England
' during the past thirty years is his success in placing such an object
' before the country. He gave us a clear rule of reform. English
' lawyers of the last century were probably too acute to be bhnded
' by the paradoxical commonplace that English law was the perfection
' of human reason, but they acted as if they believed it for want of
' any other principle to proceed upon. Bentham made the good of
' the community take precedence of every other object, and thus gave
'escape to a current which had long been trying to find its way
'outwards."—Maine, Ancient Lmv, pp. 78, 79. These words were
pubUshed in 1861.

" German philosophers, indeed, have neglected Bentham. Even
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his school. The ideal was the attainment of the Lecture

greatest happiness for the greatest number, the pro- ZL
gramme was to be found in the suggestions for the^
amendment of the law on utihtarian principles which,

J
during a period of forty years, had been elaborated by
Bentham and his disciples. Note, however, that the
men who as legislators or writers actually guided the

course of legislation were in many instances not
avowed Benthamites, and that some of them would
have certainly repudiated the name of utilitarians.

^

The law reformers, whether in or out of Parliament

—

Mackintosh, Brougham, Eomilly, Joseph Hume, Grote,

Roebuck, Macaulay, O'Connell, Peel, the body of

Edinburgh Reviewers, with their ablest representative

Sydney Smith—were all at bottom individuahsts. ~)

They were aU, consciously or unconsciously, pro-

foundly influenced by utihtarian ideas. But these

men were men of the world ; they were, even when
avowed Benthamites, occupied with and used to the

transaction of pubhc affairs ; they were most of them

members of Parhament ; they loved practical com-

promises as much as Bentham loved logical deductions

from strict principles ; they were utihtarians, but they

accepted not the rigid dogmas of utihtarianism, but

" Robert von Mohl, who alone appreciates his genius, thinks Hill

" Burton's eulogy absurdly exaggerated, because Hill Burton declares

" that nearly all the great reforms of the first half of nineteenth-

" century England were originated by Bentham. The opinion of Sir

" Henry Maine might be quoted in support of Hill Burton's proposi-

" tion, which is indeed strengthened by publications of a later date.

" But the best and most conclusive evidence of all is to be drawn
" from a comparison of Bentham's teaching with the legislation which

"followed it."—Redlich and Hirst, Local Cfovemment in England,

i. p. 97.

1 This is certainly true of Sydney Smith. See Holland's Memoir

and Letters of Sydney Smith (4th ed.), p. 386.
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Lecture that Benthamism of common sense which, under the

ZL name of hberahsm, was to be for thirty or forty years a

main factor in the development of Enghsh law. This

liberaKsm was the utihtarianism not of the study

but of the House of Commons or of the Stock

Exchange. It modified the doctrines of Bentham, so

that, when they were introduced into Acts of Parha-

ment, they were not really carried out to their full

extent,^ and were thus made the more acceptable to

the Enghsh people. The general answer, then, to the

question why Benthamism obtained ready acceptance

is that it gave to reformers, and indeed to educated

Enghshmen, the guidance of which they were in need
;

it fell in with the spirit of the time.^ ^

This answer, however, is very general, not to say in-

1 For an illustration of the difference between systematic Bentham-
ism and utilitarian liberalism contrast Bentham' s Book of Fallacies with

Sydney Smith's review thereof, containing the celebrated " Noodle's

Oration," or James Mill's " Essay on Government," with Macaulay's

articles on the utilitarian philosophy which appeared in the Edinburgh

Review of 1829. With these articles should be read Macaulay's review

of " Gladstone on Church and State."

^ To Benthamism it is owing that the pacific revolution of which

the Reform Act, 1832, was the visible sign, did not, hke many other

pacific or violent attempts at improvement, fail in attaining its end.

Puritanism, it has been well said, missed its mark. In no sphere is

this more obviously true than in the sphere of legislation. Many
Puritans perceived that the law needed reform, yet the Puritan

revolution achieved but httle for the amendment of the law. Chief-

Justice RoUe could perfect the fictions on which rested the action of

ejectment, and in so far he facilitated the recovery of land (Blackstone,

Comm. iii. p. 202) ; but the Puritans did not perceive that the fictions

which complicated the proceedings in ejectment ought to be abolished.

The Puritan worship of the common law barred the path which might
lead to its amendment. Their rightful dread of arbitrary power
blinded them to the necessity for the changes which were gradually and
awkwardly introduced by the development of equity through the Court
of Chancery. A party who adored Coke could not possibly produce a

reformer such as Bentham, or have understood him had he hved in the

seventeenth century.
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defiiute. To state that a creed falls in with the spirit of Lecture

the time is, after all, nothing but a vague way of assert- L

ing that its propagation is aided by favourable con-

ditions. If we are to obtain anything like a definite

answer to our inquiry we must ascertain the specific

conditions which, say from 1825 onwards, favoured the

reception of Benthamite doctrine. They were in part

the transitory circumstances of a particular era, and in

part certain permanent tendencies of Enghsh thought.

Benthamism exactly answered to the immediate

want of the day.

In 1825 EngHshmen had come to feel that the

institutions of the country required thorough-going

amendment ; but EngHshmen of all classes, Whigs

and reformers, no less than Tories, distrusted the

whole theory of natural rights, and shunned any adop-

tion of Jacobinical principles. The dogmatism and
|

the rhetoric of the French Kevolution had even /

among Eadicals lost their charm. The Jacobins or^

Terrorists,^ some of whom were still hving, had been

apostles of the social contract, but the Jacobins were

to EngHshmen objects of horror—Eobespierre was the

confutation of Eousseau. The teacher who could lead
\

England in the path of reform must not talk of the I

social contract, of natural rights, of rights of man, ory

of Hberty, fraternity, and equaHty. Bentham and

his disciples precisely satisfied this requirement ;
they

despised and derided vague generaHties, sentiments,

and rhetoric ; they thoroughly disbeHeved in the

social contract ; ^ nowhere can you find a more

1 Many of them had become the most servile of Napoleon's

servants.
2 See for Bentham's criticisms on the theory of a social contract,

Hal6vy, vol. i., appendix iii., p. 416.
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Lectm-e treiicliant exposure of revolutionary dogmatism than

L in Bentham's dissection of the " Declaration of the

Eights of Man and the Citizen."
"

' The things,' he writes, ' that people stand

most in need of being reminded of are, one would

think, their duties ; for their rights, whatever they

may be, they are apt enough to attend to them-

selves . . . the great enemies of pubhc peace are

" the selfish and dissocial passions. . . . What has

" been the object, the perpetual and palpable object,

" of this declaration of pretended rights 1 To add

as much force as,possible to those passions, already

" but too strong, to burst the cords that hold them

in ; to say to the selfish passions—There, every-

" where is your prey ! to the angry passions, There,

" everywhere is your enemy !
' " ^

True it is that modern critics might attack

Bentham's own teaching as a form of pohtical meta-

physics ; but his practical ingenuity,^ his rehance on

argument, and his contempt for oratory, concealed

from the Enghsh world no less than from Bentham

himself, the a priori and abstract element which Ues

hid under Benthamite utiHtarianism. Even the

prosaic side of Bentham's doctrines, which checks the

sympathy of modern readers, reassured sensible

Englishmen who in 1830 had come to long for reform

but dreaded revolution. Bentham and his friends

might be laughed at as pedants, but were clearly

not Jacobins ; and, after all, whatever were the

defects of Bentham as a jurist, critics who really under-

stood his Hfe and work knew that the first of legal

1 Bentham, " Anarchical fallacies," cited Kent, English Radicals,

p. 184. 2 See p. 130, ante.
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philosophers was no agitator, but a systematic thinker Xectvire

of extraordinary power, and a thinker who kept his
j

L

eyes fixed, not upon vague and indefinite ideals, but/

upon definite plans for the practical amendment of th^

law of England. Where could a teacher be found so

acceptable to men of common sense as a lawyer who
had studied the law of England more profoundly than

had many Lord Chancellors, and had studied it only

with a view to removing its defects ? He was a teacher

of a totally different stamp from a thinker hke

Godwin, whose revolutionary creed was already out

of date ; it had been confuted by Malthus, and the

theories of Malthus were accepted with fervour by the

utiHtarians. Bentham was a guide whose specula-

tions lawyers could take seriously, and on whose

labours intelligent Enghshmen could look with a

respect which could not be accorded to the sincere

but childish radicalism of Cartwright, to the theatrical

bluster of Burdett, to the oratory and egotism of Hunt,

or to the inconsistent doctrine and dubious character

of Cobbett. Bentham, in short, was a man of wealth

and of genius, who had worked out with the greatest

logical acumen plans for law reform which corre-

sponded to the best ideas of the EngUsh middle class.

About 1830 utilitarianism was, as the expression

goes, " in the air."

Dr. Johnson, the moralist of the preceding genera-

tion,had admitted, and Paley, still the accepted Enghsh

theologian of the day, had advocated, the fundamental

dogma of Benthamism, that the aim of existence waij

the attainment of happiness. The rehgious teachers

who touched the conscience of Enghshmen tacitly

accepted this doctrine. The true strength of EvangeH-
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Lecture calism did not, indeed, lie in the fervour with which

— its preachers appealed, as they often did, to the

terrors of hell as a sanction for the practice of virtue

on earth, but the appeal was in fact a recognition

of the principle of utiHty. When Bentham apphed

this principle to the amendment of the law he was

in thorough harmony with the sentiment of the time
;

he gave no alarm to moderate reformers by applying

to the appropriate sphere of legislation that greatest

happiness principle which the pubhc had long accepted

as something hke a dictate of common sense.

The essential strength, however, of utiUtarianism

lay far less in the transitory circumstances of a par-

ticular time than in its correspondence with tendencies

of Enghsh thought and feeUng which have exhibited

a character of permanence.

Benthamism fell in with the habitual conservatism

of Englishmen.

The Benthamites were, indeed, for the most part

r democrats, but the most democratic of the utihtarians

/ did not attack any foundation of the Enghsh social

\^ system. 1 They entertained the prevalent conceptions

of individual happiness and of national well-being.

To sociahsm of any kind they were thoroughly

opposed
; they looked with disfavour on State inter-

1 Francis Place was even in later life well described by an admirer
as " an old firebrand," but fanatic as he was, he does not express the
least hatred to English institutions. The moderation, again, of Ben-
tham' s objects may be inferred from this sentence in a letter to
O'Connell :

" Parliamentary Reform, Law Reform, Codification—all
" these agmda crowned with your approbation—nothing can be more
" satisfactory, nothing more glorious to me—nothing more beneficial
" to the so unhappily United Kingdom, from thence to the rest of the
" civilised world, and from thence, in God Almighty's good time, to
" the uncivilised."—Bentham, Works, x. p. 598.
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vention ; they felt no sympathy with those Spencean Lecture

philanthropists who alarmed the Government in the L

days of the Six Acts, and the Cato Street Conspiracy
;

they were more adverse to measures of latent sociahsm

than the Tory philanthropists, represented in Uterature

by Southey, and in the world of practical benevolence

by Lord Shaftesbury. The philosophical Eadicals

proposed to reform the law of England, not by any
root and branch revolution, but by securing for all

Englishmen the rights of property and of individual

Hberty which all Englishmen in theory enjoyed, but

which, through defects in the law, were in fact denied

to large classes.^ The English public then came to

perceive that Benthamism meant nothing more than

the attempt to reahse by means of effective legislation

the political and social ideals set before himself by

every intelligent merchant, tradesman, or artisan.

The architect who proposes to repair an existing edifice

intends to keep it standing : he cannot long be con-

fused with the visionary projector who proposes to

pull down an ancient mansion and erect in its stead

a new building of unknown design.

Legislative utiUtarianism is nothing else than

systematised individuahsm, and individualism has

always found its natural home in England.^

During the long conflicts which have made up the

constitutional history of England, individuahsm has

meant hatred of the arbitrary prerogative of the

1 Every man, for example, had a right to be paid the debts owing \

to him, but until the creation of the County Courts it was often diflacult, !

if not impossible, for any poor man to obtain payment of even an

admitted debt.

2 See as to the relation between Evangelicalism and Benthamism,

Leot. XII., post.
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Lecture Ciown, or, in other words, of the collective and

TZl autocratic authority of the State, and has fostered

the instinctive and strenuous effort to secure for

the humblest Enghshman the rule of law. Bentham-

ism was, and was ultimately felt to be, little else

than the logical and systematic development of

those individual rights, and especially of that indi-

vidual freedom which has always been dear to the

common law of England. The faith indeed of the

utihtarians in the supreme value of individual hberty,

/ and the assumption on which that faith rests, owe far

1 more to the traditions of the common law than

\ thinkers such as John Mill, who was no lawyer, are

prepared to acknowledge. Bentham is heavily in-

debted to Coke, and utihtarianism has inherited some

of its most valuable ideas from Puritanism. This

combination of innovation with essential conservatism

gave to the utiKtarian reformers the peculiar power

which attaches to teachers who, whilst appearing to

oppose, really express the sentiment of their time.

The strength of Benthamism lay then far less in its

originality than in its being the response to the needs

of a particular era, and in its harmony with the

general tendencies of Enghsh thought. This con-

sideration does not detract from the merit of Bentham
and his disciples. That in 1830 the demand for

reform should arise was a necessity, but a demand
does not of itself create the means for its satisfaction.

Had not Benthamism provided reformers with an

ideal and a programme, it is more than possible that

the effort to amend the law of England might, hke

many other endeavours to promote the progress of

mankind, have missed its mark.
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What then was the extent ^ to which the Bentham- Lecture

ism of common sense or individuaHsm, obtained —'-

acceptance ?

The answer may be given with certainty and
decision. From 1832 onwards the supremacy of

individualism among the classes then capable of

influencing legislation was for many years incontest-

able and patent.

This undoubted fact ought not to be concealed

from modern students, either by the important con-

sideration (to which attention is drawn in the next

lecture), that there has always existed a minority who
protested against the dogmas of dominant individual^

ism, or by the comparatively unimportant fact that]

divisions between pohtical parties constantly fail to/

correspond with real differences of opinion, and that

after 1832 Conservatives were often as much imbued

with individuahsm as were Whigs or Liberals. On the

passing of the Reform Act, at any rate, the pohtical

movement of the day was under the guidance of leaders

who, by whatever party name they were known, were

in essence individuahsts and utihtarians. The philo- ^
sophic Radicals, Grote, Roebuck,and Molesworth, were 1

ardent disciples of Bentham. Brougham, Russell, and /

Macaulay, and other Whig statesmen, whether they/
disclaimed or not the name of Benthamites, were firm

behevers in common-sense utihtarianism. Nothing is

more noteworthy in this matter than the attitude

of O'Connell ; it would be sufficient of itself to prove

the immense authority possessed between 1830 and

1845 by Benthamite hberahsm. O'Connell stands

apart from Enghsh party leaders. His sincere Roman
1 See p. 168, aide.

N
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Lecture CathoHcism, his alliance with, the priests, and the

revolutionary character of the Kepeal moveinent,

separate him in the eyes of most BngHshmen from

the philosophic Eadicals. He stands out as an agitator

rather than a thoughtful statesman. But for aU

this he might well be numbered among the Bentham-

ites. He was certainly a more ardent admirer and a

more genuine disciple of Bentham than were many
Whigs. On most matters, except the poUcy of Repeal,

he agreed with the philosophic Radicals.

" He was one of the most prominent advocates of

" parhamentary reform of the most radical description,

" going as far as universal suffrage, the ballot, and an
" elective House of Lords. He was an early and
" steady supporter of the emancipation of the Jews.
" He spoke with great force and knowledge on
" questions of legal reform ; on the importance of

" cheapening, simplifying, and codifying the law, of

" multipljdng local tribunals, of abolishing obsolete

" forms and phraseology. He was an ardent advocate
" of the abohtion of capital punishment. He wished
" to change the law of bequest, so as to make it

" obhgatory on parents to leave at least half their

" property among their children. He supported the

" abohtion of the Usury Acts, and agreed with Ben-
" tham about the folly of attempting to regulate the

" rate of interest by law. He spoke in favour of the

" abohtion of flogging in the army ; of the abohtion
" of the taxes on knowledge ; of the complete abohtion
" of the game laws." ^

He was a vehement opponent of slavery when his

opposition cost him the sympathy of Americans. He
1 Lecky, Leaders of Public Opinion in Ireland, ii. (ed. 1903), p. 91.
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withstood trade unionism, and denounced outrages Lecture

committed by trl(ie unionists, though his denuncia- ZL
tions aroused the hostiUty of the Dubhn workmen.
He was as enthusiastic a free trader as Bright ; he
oppdsed the corn lawB as in themselves immoral, and
used language on this point which Cobden possibly

might have deemed exaggerated. ^ His enthusiasm

for free trade is the more remarkable because of the

behef certainly held by some patriotic and hberal

Irishmen, that protection has been a benefit to Ireland.

The leaders of the Manchester school, again, were\
not philosophic Radicals nor philosophers of any kind

; ]

they were enhghtened men of business who desired /

reforms which were rather commercial than pohtical/

or social. Yet in the world of pohtics they foUowea

out the ideas of Bentham more nearly than did any

other body of Enghsh Liberals.

1 " He was also an uncompromising advocate of free trade in all

" its forms, including the complete abolition of the Corn Laws. His
" policy on this question is very remarkable, for Ireland had a special

" interest in the question, which O'Connell seems never to have under-
" stood. Nothing was more contrary to his desire than that her
" population should be greatly diminished and that she should be
" turned into a great pastoral country, yet nothing is more clear than
" that the abolition of the C!om Laws, depriving her of her preferential

" position in the com market of England, made such a change inevit-

" able. O'Connell argued the question on the crudest and also the
" most extreme lines, treating any tax on food as simply immoral.
" In his letter to Lord Shrewsbury he accused that Catholic nobleman
" of having ' stained Catholicity itself with the guilt of that sordid
" monopoly.' ' The provision tax,' he wrote, ' is in its nature most
" criminal. It is murderous. It is the most direct violation of the
" first principles of justice. ... It is in itself so radically oppressive

" and unjust, that it is incapable of moral mitigation. . . . The pro-

" tected person, by the voice of the Com Laws, addresses the workmen :

" " You shall not buy your breakfast, though you have your own hard-
" earned money to buy it with, until you have first paid me a heavy
" tax for liberty to purchase." ' "—Lecky, Leaders of Pvblic Opinion in

Ireland, ii. pp. 92, 93.
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Lecture Benthamism was not in reality the monopoly of

Z^ Liberals. The Conservatives who followed Peel ^

would have derided the idea of being utilitarians,

but in common with the men of their generation

they had accepted to a great extent the doctrines^

of Bentham. They joined with the older Tories

in resistance to further and large constitutional

changes, but under the guidance of Peel they

believed that the gradual removal of abuses, and

the skilful administration of public affairs at home,

combined with the preservation of peace abroad,

would secure national prosperity. The men who

in later years were known as Peehtes were con-

L vinced individualists, no less than the Radicals of the

Manchester school, and stood far nearer in their way

of looking at poKtics to the older Benthamites than

did a Whig such as Lord John Russell, or a nominally

Liberal leader such as Palmerston. No Liberal and

no Conservative betrayed, at any rate, the remotest

leaning towards socialism. Lord Melbourne's " Why
can't you let it alone ? " was the expression not so

much of indolence as of trust in laissez faire.

The guides, lastly, of the working classes were, in

1 Between 1835 and 1844 agricultural training schools and model
farms were established in Ireland, but " a strong opposition to State-

' paid agricultural education arose among the English free-traders and
' greatly influenced the Government. They objected to training
' farmers at pubMo cost ; to the State paying for, and taking a part in

' agricultural operations. Peel and Cardwell sympathised with these
' views ; the model farms were nearly all given up and the teaching
' of agriculture was almost restricted to mere book knowledge. In
' accordance with ideas that were then widely diffused, the inspectors
' positively discouraged practical agricultural instruction as not really
' education."—Lecky, Leaders of Public Opinion in Ireland, ii. pp.
125, 126. This illustrates both the laissez faire of the day and the

attitude of Peel and the Peelites
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some cases, at any rate, Benthamites. Francis Place Lecture

disbelieved in trade imionism, but believed heart and ' Z^
soul in Malthusianism, and in the saving virtues of

the New Poor Law, if only it were administered with
sufficient severity.^ Trade unionists themselves
adopted the formulas, if not the principles of the

pohtical economists, and hoped that laissez faire,

if rightly interpreted, would give to wage -earners

adequate means for working out their own social and
pohtical salvation. 2 Among the Chartists might be

found some devotees of sociahstic ideals, but Chartism

wasnoLspciahsm. The People's Charter, formulated

in 1838,^ was a strictly pohtical programme which
conformed to the doctrine of democratic Benthamism.

Liberahsm, indeed, of the Benthamite type was
not only dominant during what may be termed the

era of reform, but betrayed, in Parhament at least,

httle sign of weakening authority till the nineteenth

century had run more than half its course. Con-

sider for a moment the general condition of opinion

say in 1850 and 1852. The philosophic Eadicals^,

(whose fate it was to advocate the cause of the people,
j

and yet never to command the people's confidence or'^

affection) had almost ceased as a party to exist, but

practical individuahsm was the predominant senti-

ment of the time. It there remained few ardent

1 See generally Wallas, Life of Francis Place, and especially as to

the reforms still desirable in 1832, pp. 326, 327. As to transitory

character of trade combinations, pp. 217, 218 ; as to desire for the

strict enforcement of the poor law, pp. 332-334 ; as to Malthusianism,

pp. 174, 175.

2 See Webb, History of Trade Unionism, pp. 277-283 ; and 266,

266. I do not, of course, forget that many artisans were deeply in-

fluenced by the principles of Robert Owen.
^ Walpole, Hist., iv. p. 49.
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Lecture disciples of Bentham, such as were Jolm Mill and

L tis friends, when twenty or thirty years earher they

were the fervent propagandists of utihtarianism,

Bentham had, in fact, triumphed, and moderate

utihtarianism was the accepted and orthodox pohtical

faith. The optimism of Macaulay, the first two

volumes of whose History appeared in 1849, expressed

the tone of the day in the vigorous rhetoric of genius.

At about the same date (1849-50) the lucid dogmatism

of Miss Martineau demonstrated that the progress of

England during the Thirty Years' Peace was due to

hberahsm of the Benthamite type ; the learning of

George Grote (1846-56) was used, or misused, to

deduce from the annals of the Athenian democracy

conclusions in support of philosophic radicahsm. The

Exhibition of 1851 had a significance which is hardly

understood by the present generation. To wise and

patriotic contemporaries it represented the universal

faith that freedom of trade would remove the main

cause of discord among nations, and open an era of

industrial prosperity and unbroken peace. The ideas

of the political economists, and above all the dogma
of laissez faire, had, it was thought, achieved a

final victory. The Eeformed Parhament, though its

legislation did not satisfy all the aspirations of philo-

\ sophic radicahsm, proved to be a suitable instrument

NEor the gradual carrying out of utihtarian reform.

Great pohtical changes seemed to be at an end.

Chartism had expired on the 10th April 1848, and the

working classes had ceased to press for democratic in-

novations. Reform Bills were suggested or brought

forward in deference to the pledges of statesmen, or

the exigencies of party warfare, in 1852, 1854, 1859,
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and 1860, but excited no general interest. In 1859 Lecture

Bright attempted an agitation in favour of Jiouseliold

sufirage. His eloquence collected crowded audiences,

but did not kindle popular emotion, and the orator. is

said to have compared his labours to the futile work

of " flogging a dead horse." In truth the events of

1848 and of the years which immediately followed

1848 had discredited republicanism, and had in

England checked the advance of democracy. Tbey

had done more than this ; they had in the eyes of

Enghsh common sense convicted sociaUsm not only

of wickedness but of absurdity.^ Buckle in 1857

sounded forth throughout all England sonorous

periods which embodied the principles or the platitudes

of the then prevalent liberahsm ; whilst John Mill,

the hereditary representative of Benthamism, pub-

Ushed two years later that treatise On Liberty,

which appeared, to thousands of admiring disciples, to

provide the final and conclusive demonstration of the

absolute truth of individuahsm, and to estabhsh on

firm ground the doctrine that the protection of

freedom was the one great object of wise law and

sound poUcy.2 As a sign of the state of opinion it

is noticeable that the only considerable legislative

achievement which can be ascribed to Palmerston

1 Note the violence of the language of the Quarterly in reference

to Christian SooiaUsts such as Maurice and Kingsley (see Ufe of

Maurice., ii. pp. 71-73), and the. protest against a sermon by Kingsley

(supposed to contain sociaUst doctrine), uttered immediately after its

dehvery before the very congregation who heard it, by the Rector

at whose request Kingsley had dehvered the sermon (Kingsley,

Dictionary of Naticmal Biogra/phy, xxxi. p. 177).

2 Notice Buckle's denunciation of everything which savoured of

protection. As to John MiU's influence and also as to the relation

between evangelicalism and individuaUsm, see Lect. XII., post.
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Lecture is the Divorce Act of 1857. And this measure, if
VI

L opposed to the convictions of High Churchmen, was in

perfect harmony with Benthamism. Add to all these

facts which He on the very surface of recent history,

the immense moral and intellectual effect produced by

the uninterrupted course of Benthamite legislation,

and above all by the repeal of the corn laws, and the

subsequent prosperity of which this repeal was held

to be the cause. This continuance, indeed, of Ben-

thamite legislation is the main proof, as well as from

one point of view a chief cause,i of the dominance of

individuahsm throughout pretty nearly the whole

existence of the reformed Parhament.

But here we pass to

(C) The Trend and Tendency of Benthamite
Legislation

Benthamite individuahsm possessed, as already

noted,^ one pecuhar characteristic. It was a move-
ment which, under the influence of a teacher born
with the genius of a law-maker, was immediately and
intentionally directed towards the amendment of the

law of England.

Hence a singular congruity or harmony in the

whole trend of Benthamite legislation ^ which, if we
look not at the gradual steps by which it was carried

out, but at the nature of the objects which it

systematically pursued, might seem to be dictated by
the will of a despotic sovereign inspired with the

spirit of Bentham. For this legislation has, speaking

1 See pp. 41-46, ante. 2 See pp. 63-64, ante.
8 This unity is concealed from casual observers by the gradual and

fragmentary character of English legislation.
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broadly, aimed at, and in England to a great extentv Lecture

attained, four objects,—^and four objects alone,—^the

transference of political power into the hands of a

class which it was supposed was large and intelhgent

enough to identify its own interest with the interest

of the greatest number—^the promotion of humani-

tarianism—the extension of individual hberty—^the

creation of adequate legal machinery for the pro-

tection of the equal rights of all citizens.

Transference of Political Power.—The Reform

Act of 1832 was actively supported by Bentham's

disciples.^ It was not, judged by a modern standard,

a very democratic measure.^ Its aim was to diminish

the power of the gentry, and to transfer predominant

authority to the middle classes. This characteristic

of the Reform Act was at the very crisis of the

movement for reform—7th October 1831—^pressed

by Brougham on the House of Lords. It is the

people who are to be admitted to pohtical power.

He scorns the " mob." He identifies the people with

the middle classes.

" If there is the mob," he says, " there is the

" people also. I speak now of the middle classes—of

" those hundreds of thousands of respectable persons

" —^the most numerous, and by far the most wealthy

" order in the community ; for if aU your lordships'

" castles, manors, rights of warren and rights of chase,

"with all your broad acres, were brought to the

1 Notably by the utilitarian ianatic Fancis Place, whose action, of

an almost revolutionary nature, was countenanced by men richer and

apparently more moderate than the Westminster tailor and wire-

puller.

2 As to the relation between Benthamism and democracy, see

pp. 158-165, ante.
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Lecture " hammer, and sold at fifty years' purchase, the price

L " would fly up and kick the beam when counterpoised
" by the vast and soHd riches of those middle classes,

" who are also the genuine depositaries of sober,

" rational, intelhgent, and honest Enghsh feeling." ^
.

" By the people, I repeat, I mean the middle \

" classes, the wealth and intelhgence of the country, 1

" the glory of the British name." ^ These are th^
men on whose poHtical wisdom and conservatism

Brougham, who at that moment was the popular

hero, and was also closely connected with the

Benthamites, rehes. " Unable though they be to
' round a period, or point an epigram, they are
' sohd, right-judging men, and, above aU, not given
' to change. If they have a fault, it is that error on
' the right side

—

a suspicion of State quacks, a dogged
' love of existing institutions, a perfect contempt
' of all pohtical nostrums. . . . Grave, inteUigent,
' rational, fond of thinking for themselves, they
' consider a subject long before they make up their

' minds on it ; and the opinions they are thus slow to
' form they are not swift to abandon," '

The Reform Act achieved its end and gave pre-

dominant authority to the middle class. Why, we
ask, did Benthamite democrats so zealously support a

law which went such a httle way on the path of

democracy ? A partial answer is, that the Whigs
had neither the wish nor the power to advance
farther than they did in the democratic, direction.

The more complete answer is, as already suggested,

that the Reform Act went very near to satisfying the

1 Brougham's Speech^, ii. p. 600. 2 /j^_ p gi'j

8 Ibid. p. 600.
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7

desires and the sentiment of Benthamite hberahsm. Lecture

Benthamism was fmidamentally a middle class creed/ I^
and the middle classes were more likely to give effect

to the aspirations of utilitarianism than any other

part of the community. James Mill more or less

distinctly perceived that this was so. The great
'\

Eeform Act was not the handiwork of the Bentham-
ites, but it was in the truest sense the outcome of

poHtical utiUtarianism.

The Municipal Eeform Act, 1836, was a further

step in the development of democratic Benthamism

;

it abohshed the mass of practical abuses which were

specially hateful to utihtarians. It also gave to the

middle class, and even to inhabitants of boroughs\

who fell below the middle rank, the government and '

management of the cities in which they Hved. It

is noteworthy, however, that the reform of local

1 " Another proposition may be stated, with a perfect confidence
" of the concurrence of all those men who have attentively considered
" the formation of opinions in the great body of society, or, indeed,
" the principles of human nature in general. It is, that the opinions
" of that class of the people, who are below the middle rank, are
" formed, and their minds are directed by that intelligent, that
" virtuous rank, who come the most immediately in contact with
" them, who are in the constant habit of iatimate communication
" with them, to whom they fly for advice and assistance in all their *

" numerous difficulties, upon whom they feel an immediate and daily
" dependence, in health and in sickness, in infancy and in old age ; to
" whom their children look up as models for their imitation, whose
" opinions they hear daily repeated, and account it their honour to
" adopt. There can be no doubt that the middle rank, which gives to
" science, to art, and to legislation itself, their most distinguished

" ornaments, the chief source of all that has exalted and refined

" human nature, is that portion of the community of which, it the
" basis of representation were ever so far extended, the opinion would
" ultimately decide. Of the people beneath them, a vast majority
' would be sure to be guided by their advice and example."—James

Mill, " Government," p. 32, reprinted from supplement to Encyclo-

pcedia Britannica.
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Lecture government, as carried out during the era of Ben-

L thamism, did nothing for the country labourers. The

administration of the counties was left in the hands

of the magistrates. Yet it must be remembered

that the New Poor Law reformed the social condition

of the labourers and placed poor relief under they

supervision of the State.

'---.._ Humanitarianism.—The promotion of humanity
—^that is, the protection of human beings from un-

necessary pain and suffering—^was in accordance with

the fundamental principle of Benthamite philosophy.

Hence the attack by utihtarians on the infliction by

law of any kind of paia ^ which appeared to be need-

less. To this source is due the mitigation of the

criminal law which abolished the whipping of women, ^

the piUory,^ and hanging in chains,* which between

1827 ^ and 1861 ^ reduced the number of crimes

punishable with death tiU in effect capital punishment
has been limited to cases of murder, which reformed

our prisons, which at one time all but did away with

whipping as a punishment for crime, and which,

towards the end of the specially Benthamite period

rforbade the pubHc execution of murderers.'' From
the same humanitarian movement sprung the various

enactments for the protection of children, of which
a good example is afforded by the laws prohibiting

their employment as chimney sweeps,^ and a whole

^ UtiHtarianism on this point coincided with, and was reinforced
by Evangehcalism.

2 1820, 1 Geo. IV. c. 57.

3 1816, 56 Geo. m. c. 138 ; 1837, 7 WiU. IV. & 1 Vict. c. 23.
* 1834, 4 & 5 Will. IV. c. 26. » 7 & g Geo. IV. cc. 29, 30.
« 24 & 25 Vict. cc. 96-100. 7 1368, 31 & 32 Vict. c. 24.
8 1840, 3 & 4 Vict. c. 85 ; 1864, 27 & 28 Vict. c. 37.
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series of Acts beginning in 1828,^ and at last forming Lecture

something like a complete code for the protection of L

lunatics, and for guarding sane men from the risk

(under the old law or want of law not inconsiderable)

of imprisonment in madhouses. Nor did Bentham and
his school interest themselves solely in diminishing the

sufferings of their fellow-men; their humanityextended

to the lower animals. From 1822 onwards, laws for

the prevention of cruelty to animals prohibited

bull-baiting, cock-fighting, and ultimately cruelty to

animals generally.^ It has been well remarked that

the introduction into our legislation of a principle

which had hardly received recognition, namely, that

it was part of humanity to diminish as far as possible

the paius inflicted by man on the lower animals, was,

in the earlier legislation on the subject excused, so to

speak, in the eyes of the pubhc by the plea that the

cruelties prohibited, e.g. bull-baiting or cock-fighting,

promoted idleness and disorder, or otherwise demoral-

ised the people.^ Under the head of humanitarianism^

might be well brought the emancipation of the negroes, I

for the palpable cruelty of negro slavery assuredly

excited the indignation of the English people as much

as, if not more than the injustice of holding human

1 9 Geo. IV. cc. 40, 41.

2- As to improper treatment of cattle, etc., 3 Geo. IV. c. 71 (1822),

as to buU-baiting and cock-fighting, 3 & 4 WiU. IV. c. 19 (1833)

:

5 & 6 Will. IV. c. 69 (1835), as to cruelty to domestic animals

generally 12 & 13 Vict. c. 92 (1849) : as to prohibition of use of

dogs for draught, 17 & 18 Vict. c. 60 (1854) ; as to prohibition of

vivisection, see Cruelty to Animals Act, 1876, 39 & 40 Vict. c. 77,

and as to protection from cruelty of wild animals in confinement, see

63 & 64 Vict. c. 63, Wild Animals in Captivity Protection Act, 1900,

and on whole subject compare Wilson, Modern English Law, 234,

235, and Stephen, Comm. iv. (14th ed.), 213-215.

5 Wilson, ibid.
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Lecture beings in bondage. But negro emancipation properly

1 belongs to another head of individualistic legislation,

namely

—

Extension of Individual Liberty.— The term
" individual hberty " or " personal freedom " must

here be taken in a very wide sense. The extension

of individual hberty as an object of Benthamite

legislation includes^ no doubt, that freedom of person

or, in other words, that right of unimpeded physical

movement which is protected by the Habeas Corpus

Acts, and by an action, or it may be a prosecution,

for assault or false imprisonment, but it includes also

the striking ofE of every unnecessary fetter which

law or custom imposes upon the free action of an

individual citizen. The aim of Benthamite reformers

was, in short, to secure to every person as much
hberty as is consistent with giving the same amount

of hberty to every other citizen.^ In order to attain

this end the men who guided Enghsh legislation for

the forty years which followed the great Reform Act,

introduced modifications into every branch of the

law.

In the name of freedom of contract the crimes of

foirestalhng and regrating (1844, 7 & 8 Vict. c. 24)

and of usury (1833-1854) ceased to exist ; in 1846

and in 1849 the Navigation Laws were repealed. By
the Marriage Act, 1835, and succeeding legislation

which reached for the moment its conclusion in 1898,^

marriage has been treated as a contract in which the

Church has no special concern, and by the Divorce

Act of 1857, has been made, hke other contracts,

1 See Mill, On, Liberty, p. 21. 2 ei & 62 Vict. c. 58.
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legally dissolvable, though, from its pecuhar character Lecture

dissolvable only under special circumstances, and by L

the action of the High Court.

To the desire to extend contractual freedom

belongs the reform ^ in the Combination Law, effected

under the direct influence of the Benthamite school

in accordance with the principles of individuahsm by
means of the two Combination Acts of 1824-1825.

In 1824 the Act 5 Geo. IV. c. 95 placed the

whole Combination Law on a new basis. Its pro-

visions have thus 'been summarised by Sir Robert

Wright

:

" In 1824 the Act of 5 Geo. IV. c. 95 repealed all

' the then existing Acts relating to combinations of

' workmen, and provided that workmen should not

' by reason of combinations as to hours, wages, or

' conditions of labour, or for inducing others to refuse

' work or to depart from work, or for regulating ' the

' mode of carrjdng on any manufacture, trade, or

' business, or the management thereof,' be hable to

' any criminal proceeding or punishment for con-

' spiracy or otherwise under the statute or common
' law. By another section it extended a similar

' immunity to combinations of masters. On the other

' hand it enacted a penalty of two months' im-

' prisonment for violence, threats, intimidation, and
' mahcious mischief." ^

This Act was repealed after a year's trial and was

replaced by the Combination Act, 1825, 6 Geo. IV. c.

129, which also has been thus summarised by Wright

:

1 The Combination Act, 1824, 5 Geo. IV. 0. 95, and the Combina-

tion Act, 1825, 6 Geo. IV. c. 129. See Steph. Hist. iii. 221 ; Wright,

13. 2 Wright, 13.
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Lecture " This Act again repealed the older statutes, but

L " without mention of common law. It provided

' summary penalties for the use of violence, threats,

' intimidation, molestation, or obstruction by any
' person for the purpose of forcing a master to alter

' his mode of business, or a workman to refuse or

' leave work, or of forcing any person to belong or

' subscribe or to conform to the rules of any club or

' association. It did not expressly penahze any com-
' bination or conspiracy, and it exempted from all

' habihty to punishment the mere meeting of masters

' or workmen for settling the conditions as to wages
' and hours on which the persons present at the

" meeting would consent to employ or serve." ^

Even a trained lawyer may fail at first sight to

perceive wherein hes the difference between the two

statutes, or to conjecture why the one was substituted

for the other, yet it will be foimd that the similarity

and the difference between the two enactments are

equally important, and that, whilst the repeal of the

earher Act is perfectly explainable, the singular course

of legislation in 1824 and 1825 is the exact reflection

of the current of opinion.

As to the Points of Similarity.—Both Acts aim at

the same object ; they both reverse the pohcy of 1800,

and are intended to estabhsh free trade in labour

;

they both, as a part of such freedom of trade, concede, '

to men and to masters ahke, the right to discuss and

agree together as to the terms on which they will sell

or purchase labour ; both give expression to the idea

that the sale or purchase of labour should be as ,

entirely a matter of free contract as the sale or

1 Wright, 13.
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purchase of boots and shoes. Both Acts therefore Lecture

repeal the great Combination Act and all earher legisla- —-1

tion against trade combinations. Both Acts, lastly,

impose severe penalties ^ on the use of violence, threats,

or intimidation whereby the contractual freedom of an

individual workman or an individual master may be

curtailed, and both Acts provide the machinery

whereby these penalties may be summarily enforced.

The labour contract under each Act is intended to be

perfectly free. Combinations to raise or lower wages

and the hke are no longer forbidden, but neither

individuals nor combinations are to interfere with the

right of each person freely to enter into any labour

contract which may suit the contracting parties.

As to the Points of Difierence.—The Act of 1824

allows freedom of combination for trade purposes, both

to men and to masters, in the very widest terms,^ and

1 " It is difficult," it has been said, " to see how, in the case of a con-

" flict of interests, it is possible to separate the two objects of benefiting

" yourself and injuring your antagonist. Every strike is in the nature

" of an act of war. Gain on one side implies loss on the other ; and to

" say that it is lawful to combine to protect your own interests, but
" unlawful to combine to injure your antagonist, is taking away with
" one hand a right given with the other."—Stephen, Hist. iii. 218, 219.

Surely this criticism, though often made, is fallacious. In every

ordinary contract there is in one sense a conflict of interests. A, the

seller, wishes to obtain the highest, X, the buyer, to give the lowest,

price possible. Yet no one supposes that either ^ or X inflict an

injury upon the other. The same thing might hold good of a strike

where there was no coercion used towards third parties. A, B, and C,

the masters, would offer what wages they chose, and X, Y, and Z, the

workmen, would combine to accept the best wages they found they

could get. If oppression be excluded there need be no injury inflicted

on either side. The free haggling of the market would fix the rate of

wages. This view, whether right or wrong, was entertained by the

reformers of 1824-1826.
2 Sect. 2 exempts from liability to any indictment or prosecution

for conspiracy, or to any other criminal information or punishment

whatever, under the common or the statute law, " journeymen, work-

O
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Lecture (which is the matter specially to be noted) exempts

L trade combinations from the operation of the law of

conspiracy. It then imposes penalties upon the use

of violence, threats, or intimidation for certain definite

purposes, e.g., the compelling a workman to depart

from his work.

r The Act of 1825, on the other hand, in the first

\place, imposes penalties upon the use of violence,

threats, or intimidation for almost any purpose which

could conceivably interfere with individual freedom

of contract on the part of an individual workman or

with the right of a master to manage his business in

the way he thought fit. The Act, in the next place,

confers indirectly ^ upon workmen and masters a

" men, or other persons who shall enter into any combination to
' obtain an advance, or to fix the rate of wages, or to lessen or alter
" the hours or duration of the time of working, or to decrease the
" quantity of work, or to induce another to depart from his service
" before the end of the time or term for which he is hired, or to
" quit or return his work before the same shall be finished, or, not
" being hired, to refuse to enter into work or employment, or to regu-
" late the mode of carrying on any manufacture, trade, or business, or
" the management thereof." Under this section a combination of X,
Y, and Z to induce a workman to break a contract of work or to

induce a master to dismiss all workmen who were not trade unionists,

would semble, not have been a conspiracy. Sect. 3 gives an analogous
exemption to masters.

1 Sect. 4. " Provided always . . . that this Act shall not extend
" to subject any persons to punishment, who shall meet together for
" the sole purpose of consulting upon and determining the rate of
" wages or prices, which the persons present at such meeting, or any
" of them, shall require or demand for his or their work, or the hours
" or time for which he or they shall work in any manufacture, trade, or
" business, or who shall enter into any agreement, verbal or written,
" among themselves, for the purpose of fixing the rate of wages or
" prices which the parties entering into such agreement, or any of them,
" shall require or demand for his or their work, or the hours of time
" for which he or they will work, in any manufacture, trade, or business,
" and that persons so meeting for the purposes aforesaid, or entering
" into any such agreement as aforesaid, shall not be liable to any pro-
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limited right to meet together and come to agree- Lecture

ments for settling the rate of wages, and the terms, 1

which the persons persent at the meeting will accept

or give. The Act, lastly, revives the law of con-

spiracy in regard to trade combinations.

The result, therefore, of the Combination Act, 1825

(at any rate, as interpreted by the courts), was this :

Any trade combination was a conspiracy, unless it

fell within the hmited right of combination given by

the Act of 1825.1

A strike, though not necessarily a conspiracy,

certainly might be so, and a trade union, as being a

combination in restraint of trade, was at best a non-

lawful society,^ Le. a society which, though member-

ship in it was not a crime, yet could not claim the

protection of the law.

The course of parliamentary legislation with regardX

to the Combination Law in 1824 and 1825 was singular,
J

but in all its features it exactly represents the Ben-
"^

thamite individuahsm of the day. The Act of 1824

was the work of known Benthamites. McCuJloch

advocated its principles in the Edinburgh, Review,

Joseph Hume brought it as a Bill into Parhament

;

the astuteness of Francis Place, in whose hands

" aecution or penalty for so doing ; any law or statute to the contrary

" notwithstanding." Section 5 provides an analogous exemption for

meetings of masters to settle the rate of wages, etc.

A comparison between the Act of 1824, section 2, and the Act of

1825, section 4, shows that the liberty of combination allowed under

the first Act is a good deal wider than that allowed under the second.

1 This Act " left the common law of conspiracy in force against all

" combinations in restraint of trade, the combinations exempted from

" penalty under ss. 4 and 5 alone excepted."—Erie, 68. This is, it is

submitted, the right view of the law. Contrast, however, Stephen,

Hist. iii. 223.

2 Farrer v. Chse (1869), L. R. 4 Q.B. 602.
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Lecture Hume was a puppet, passed into law a Bill, of which

L the full import was not perceived, either by its advo-

cates or by its opponents. The Act gives expression

in the simplest and most direct form to two convictions

pre-eminently characteristic of the Benthamites and

the political economists. The one is the behef that

trade in labour ought to be as free as any other kind

of trade ; the other is the well-grounded conviction

that there ought to be one and the same law for men
as for masters ; Adam Smith had, about fifty years

earlier, pointed out that trade combinations on the

part of workmen were blamed and punished, whilst

trade combinations on the part of masters were neither

punished nor indeed noticed.^ Liberty and equality,

each of which represent the best aspect of laissez

faire, were the fundamental ideas embodied in the

Benthamite reform.

Why, then, was the Act of 1824 repealed and

replaced by the Act of 1825 ?

Something—even a good deal—was due to acci-

dental circumstances. In spite of the sagacious advice

of Francis Place, workmen, who for the first time

enjoyed the right of combination, used their newly
acquired power with imprudence, not to say unfair-

ness. A large number of strikes took place, and
these strikes were accompanied by violence and
oppression. The artisans of Glasgow "boycotted,"
as we should now say, and tried to ruin an unpopular

manufacturer. The classes whose voices were heard

in Parhament were panic-struck, and their alarrn was
not unreasonable. Hence the demand for the repeal

of the Combination Act, 1824. Place, after his

1 See Wealth of Nations, oh. viii. pp. 97-102 (6th ed. 1791).
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manner, attributes the success of tliis demand to the Lecture
VI.

baseness of parliamentary statesmen, to the bad faith —

1

of Huskisson, and, above all, to the machinations of

one pohtician, who " Hed so openly, so grossly, so

" repeatedly, and so shamelessly " as to astonish even

the critic, who had always considered this individual

" a pitiful shuffing fellow." ^ This pitiful, shuflfling

fellow was the well-known Sir Robert Peel.^ He had,

at any rate, as we might expect, something which was

worth hearing to urge in support of his conduct.

Peel has left on record the ground of his opposition

to the Act of 1824. It is that " sufficient precautions

" were not taken in [that Act] ... to prevent that

" species of annoyance which numbers can exercise

" towards individuals, short of personal violence and
" actual threat, but nearly as effectual for its object." ^

Here we pass from the transitory events of a

particular year and touch the true, if unperceived,

cause of the reaction against the Combination Act of

1824. The right of combination which was meant to

extend personal freedom was so used as to menace the

personal freedom both of men and of masters. By

the legislation of 1824 Benthamites and economists

—

that is, enhghtened individualists—^had extended the

right of combination in order to enlarge the area of^

individual freedom ; by the Act of 1825 sincere indi-

viduaUsts, among whom Peel may assuredly be

numbered, hmited the right of trade combination in

order to preserve the contractual freedom of workmen

and of masters. The men who passed the Act of 1824

meant to establish free trade in labour ; they did not

^ Life of F. Place, 236. 2 Then Mr. Peel.

8 Peel's Private Correspondence, 379 (London, 1891).
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Lecture mean to curtail the contractual capacity of persons

L who preferred not to join, or resisted the pohcy of,

trade unions. The two Acts which seem contradictory

are in reahty difierent applications of that laisse^

faire which wai a vital article of the utiUtarian creed. )

The Liberals who in 1824 had begun to guide legis-

lative opinion were the sincerest and most enthusiastic

of individuahsts. It is hard for the men of 1905 to

reahse how earnest eighty years ago was the faith of

the best Enghshmen in individual energy and in

the wisdom of leaving every one free to pursue his

own course of action, so long as he did not trench

upon the hke Uberty or the rights of his fellows. To

such reformers oppression exercised by the State was

not more detestable than oppression exercised by trade

unions. Place was a Benthamite fanatic. His finest

characteristic was passionate zeal for the interest

of the working class whence he sprung. He knew
workmen well : he had no love for employers. Yet

Place, and we may be sure many wiser men with him,

beUeved and hoped that the repeal of the Combination

Law of 1800 would put an end to trade unions.

" The combinations of the men are but defensive
" measures resorted to for the purpose of counteracting
" the offensive ones of their masters. . . . Whenever^
" man knew that he could carry his labour to the)

" highest bidder, there would be less motive for those
" combinations which now exist, and which exist

" because such combinations are the ordy means of

" redress that they have." ^

So Place in 1825. Eighteen years later thus writes

Richard Cobden :^
1 Life of F. Place, p. 217, and see further p. 218.
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" Depend upon it nothing can be got by fraternis- Lecture

" ing with, trades unions. They are founded upon —

L

" principles of brutal tyranny and monopoly. I

" would rather live under a Dey of Algiers than a

" trades committee." ^

In 1849 Miss Martineau is well assured that the

Act of 1825 was a necessary and salutary measure :

—

" By this Act [i.e. the Combination Act, 1825]
' combinations of masters and workmen to settle

' terms about wages and hours of labour are made
' legal ; but combinations for controlUng employers

' by moral violence were again put under the opera-

' tion of the common law. By this as much was
' done for the freedom and security of both parties as

' can be done by legislation, which, in this matter, as

' in aU others, is an inferior safeguard to that of

' personal intelUgence." ^

What is of even more consequence, the best and

wisest of the judges who administered the law of

England during the fifty years which followed 1825\

were thoroughly imbued with Benthamite Hberahsm. I

They beheved that the attempt of trade unions to

raise the rate of wages was something hke an attempt

to oppose a law of nature. They were convinced

—

and here it is difiicult to assert that they erred—that

trade_jmiQnisin.-^Eas_ oppqgecL.tgJjidi5dduaLirfiedom,

that picketing, for example, was simply a form of

intimidation, and that, though a strike might in

theory be legal, a strike could in practice hardly be

carried out with effect without the employment of

some form of intimidation either towards masters br

1 Morley, Cobdeil, i. ch. xiii. p. 299.

2 H. Martineau's Thirty Years' Peace (ed. 1877), i. 474.
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Lecture non-unionists. No judges have ever deserved or

1 earned more respect than Erie and Bramwell, yet Erie

deUberately maintained that under the Act of 1825

any combination might be a conspiracy that inter-

fered with " the free course of trade," whilst Bramwell

enounced the doctrine that " the hberty of a man's
" mind and will to say how he should bestow him-
" self and his means, his talents and his industry,

" is as much a subject of the law's protection as

" that of his body." His language is as wide as

possible :

" Generally speaking, the way in which people

" have endeavoured to control the operation of the

" minds of men is by putting restraints on their

" bodies, and therefore we have not so many instances

" in which the hberty of the mind is vindicated as

" that of the body. Still, if any set of men agreed
" amongst themselves to coerce that hberty of mincTN
" and thought by compulsion and restraint, they
" would be guilty of a criminal offence, namely, that /

" of conspiring against the hberty of mind and free-"^

^" dom of will of those towards whom they so con-
' " ducted themselves. I am referring to coercion and
" compulsion— something that is unpleasant and
" annoying to the mind operated upon ; and I lay it

" down as clear and undoubted law that, if two or

" more persons agree that they will by such means
" co-operate together against that Hberty, they are

" guilty of an indictable offence." ^

Bramwell's doctrine, moreover, laid down in 1867,

harmonises with the general spirit of Mill's On Liberty,

1 B. V. Druitt (1867), 10 Cox, 600, per Bramwell, B., cited Steph.
Hist. iii. 221, 222.
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which was the final and authoritative apology for the Lecture

Benthamite faith in individual freedom. __
We may feel, therefore, assured that the legislation

of 1824-1825 was not intentionally unjust. It repre-

sented even in its fluctuation the best and most

hberal opinion of the time. The experiment of

trying to estabUsh absolute free trade in labour was

a wise one. Whether reformers who were prepared

to try this experiment would not have done wisely

if they had left the Act of 1824 unrepealed, admits

of discussion. The Act of 1825 remained in force for

well-nigh fifty years. Two things are certain. The

Act excited much dissatisfaction among artisans ; the

Benthamite Liberals, just because they were prone to

neglect the social aspect of human nature, and had

therefore hardly considered the characteristics of

combined action, found it difficult to provide any

consistent principle for the amendment of the com-

bination law.^

Among the efforts of Benthamism to increase the

sphere of contractual freedom stands the creation

(1856-1862) of companies with hmited hability.

Here we have in reality an extension of freedom of

contract, though at this point individuahstic and

coUectivist currents of opinion blend together, for

while the power of individuals to trade without at

the same time exposing all their property to the risk

of loss, does assuredly give them the opportunity to

make contracts which the common law of England

would not sanction, yet, the transference of business

from individuals to corporate bodies favours the

growth of collectivism.

1 See pp. 156-158, anU.
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Lecture Freedom in dealing with property, and especially
]

^ property in land, forms an essential part of the

Benthamite conception of individual hberty. To

extend this freedom in one way or another is the

aim and effect of legislation such as the Prescription

Act, 1832, 2 & 3 Will. IV. c. 71 ; the Inheritance

Act, 1833, 3 & 4 Will. IV. c. 106 ; the Fines and

Recoveries Act, 1833, 3 & 4 Will. IV. c. 74; the

Wills Act, 1837, 1 Vict. c. 26 ; the Real Property

Act, 1845, 8 & 9 Vict. c. 106 ; and all the statutes,

none of them successful, by which it has been

attempted to introduce a systen^. of land registry ^

which should facilitate the transfer of land ; the

enactments for doing away with copyhold tenure or

for diminishing the inconvenience arising from its

peculiarities, which begin mth the Copyhold Act,

1841, 4 & 5 Vict. c. 35, and have ended for the

present with the Copyhold Act, 1894, 57 & 58 Vict,

c. 46, and the Inclosure Acts between 1801, 41

Geo. III. c. 109, and the general Inclosure Act,

1845, 8 & 9 Vict. c. 118.^ The same end is aimed

at from another side by the whole series of Settled

Estates Acts from 1856, 19 & 20 Vict. c. 120, to

1876, 39 & 40 Vict. c. 30, all of which, together

with other enactments, increase the power of tenants

for hfe and others to deal with land of which they^

are not the absolute owners. It is here worth noting

that individuahsm in legislation, since it has for its

1 Williams, Seal Property (19th ed.), p. 616 ; Pollock, Land Laws
(3rd ed.), pp. 171-178.

^ Compare Pollock, Land Laws, 3rd ed. pp. 180-186, and note

particularly the change in policy as to the mode of dealing with
commons from 1865 to 1876, which year is marked by the Commons
Act, 1876, 39 & 40 Vict. ^. 56.
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' object to free from unnecessary trammels the action Lecture

of individuals who, at any given moment, are in —

1

existence, will tend, on the one hand, to Uberate each

Vgeneration from the control of the past, and on the

other hand to restrain the attempt of each generation

to fix the devolution of property in the future, and

thus diminish the individual hberty of its successors.

It may appear to be a straining of terras if we

bring under the head of freedom in deaUng with pro-

perty the most celebrated piece of legislation which

can be attributed to the philosophic Radicals. The

Poor Law of 1834 does not, on the face of it, aim at

securing freedom of any kind ; in popular imagination

its chief result was the erection of workhouses, which,'

as prisons for the poor, were nicknamed Bastilles.

Yet the object of the statute was in reahty to save

the property of hardworking men from destruction by

putting an end to the monstrous system under which

laggards who would not toil for their own support

hved at the expense of their industrious neighbours, .

and enjoyed sometimes as much comfort as or even

more comfort than fell to the lot of hardworking

labourers. Whether a poor law of any kind is con-

sistent with the principles of thorough-going indi-

viduahsm is open to question. In England, however,

the system of poor relief had existed for centuries.

Instant abohtion was an impossibihty : all that

reformers could do—and that at the cost of deep

unpopularity—the reformers of 1834 achieved ; they

prevented an institution which was intended to save

from starvation labourers who could not obtain work,

from continuing to be a tremendous tax upon industry

for the maintenance of indolence. This was the aim,
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Lecture and. to a great extent the effect, of the New Poor

Z^ Law.

Freedom of discussion, popularly, though in-

accurately, called freedom of opinion, and religious

liberty, which means the right of every man to avow

and advocate any form of reUgioiis or non-reHgious

belief without thereby exposing himself to legal

penalties or disabilities, had long before 1830 become,

under the name of civil and religious hberty, articles of

the Whig creed ;
^ but to these articles of faith Whig

legislators had in practice given most imperfect appli-

cation. The Benthamites aimed at carrying out their

faith in freedom of opinion to its full logical results.

Of this effort may be found ample illustrations in the

extension of the Toleration Act to Unitarians (1813)

;

in the Test and Corporation Act, 1828, 8 & 9 Geo. IV.

c. 17; in the Eoman Cathohc Rehef Act, 1829, 10

Geo. IV. c. 7 ; in the Nonconformists' Chapels Act,

1844, 7 & 8 Vict. c. 45 ; in the Marriage Acts extend-

ing from the Marriage Act, 1835, 5 & 6 Will. IV. c.

54, to the Marriage Act, 1898, 61 & 62 Vict. c. 58
;

and above all, in the long series of Oaths Acts, which

have had the twofold effect of opening Parhament to

any person otherwise ehgible without any reference

to his religious behef, and of enabhng even avowed
atheists to give evidence, and therefore enforce their

rights, in a Court of Justice. Parhament has not,

1 See Paley, Moral Philosophy, ii. Bk. vi. c. x., with which contrast,

on the one hand, Blackstone, Comm., iv. p. 440, and on the other
hand, the general tone of Macaulay's Essays and Sydney Smith's
Works passim. The older Whigs justified the imposition of poHtical

disabilities upon Roman Catholics on the ground that in the case oi

Roman CathoUcs rehgious tenets were, for a time at least, the sign of

political disloyalty.
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indeed, as yet established religious equality, but Lecture

modern liberalism, which, has in this matter inherited —
the ideas of the school of Bentham, had by the\

middle of the last century removed nearly all effective 1

legal restraints on free discussion, and has since that I

date practically estabhshed a hberty of opinion /

almost as wide as that demanded in 1859 by Mill

in his treatise On Liberty.

The Adequate Protection of Rights.—The labours

of Bentham and of the lawyers who have followed in

his steps, have been incessantly directed towards

securing for every person the power to enforce his

rights—^that is, towards the amendment of everything

which can be brought under the head of legal pro-

cedure, if that term be used in its very widest sense,

so as to cover everything connected with the actual

enforcement of a citizen's substantive rights, and thus

to include the regulation of judicial evidence, the

constitution and the jurisdiction of the courts, and

all the steps in an action which Enghsh lawyers call

practice, the reduction of the cost of legal proceed-

ings, and a lot of other topics as dull and technical

as any part of the law. Procedure, dreary though

the matter seems, was the favourite object of

Bentham's intense attention and prolonged study.

Why, a student asks himself, was a legal philosopher

so deeply concerned with a matter which seems to

possess Httle speculative interest ? The answer

is, that in nothing did Bentham more markedly

display his logical consistency and his sagacity as^

a reformer, than in the supreme importance which
j

he attached to providing the means for the easy/

enforcement of every man's rights. A right which/
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Lecture an individual cannot enforce is to him no right at

ZZl all; the dilatoriness of legal proceedings, and their

exorbitant cost, or the want of an easi]^.. accessible

Court, work greater and far more frequent injustice

than the formal denial of a. naan's, due rights. The

passion for amending procedure was only one side of

Bentham's desire to protect individual freedom, and

this passion, stirred up by Bentham, has now for

more than seventy years led to constant attempts at

improving the machinery of the law which have on

the whole been crowned with marked success.^

Let us take a few typical examples of the scores

of enactments which during the nineteenth century

have reformed that system of legal procedure which,

when Bentham made himself its critic, was fuU of

patent faults. The Evidence Acts, beginning in 1833

with Denman's Act, 6 & 7 Vict. c. 85, and ending

with the Act of 1898, which allows persons accused

of crime to give evidence on their own behalf, have

rationalised the whole of our law with regard to the

competence of witnesses. The County Courts Ants

1 The ardent wish to amend legal procedure connects Bentham
more closely than he perceived with the greatest English judges.

Our lawyers in and out of Parliament have instinctively felt that a
right which cannot be enforced is no right at all. It is unfortunate
for Bentham's reputation that the writers who in England have been
the chief representatives of utilitarianism have either possessed little

knowledge of law or else have lacked sympathy with Bentham's
enthusiasm for law reform. Neither James nor John Mill was either

a lawyer or a jurist. Austin had a firm grasp of a few most important
legal conceptions, but nothing in his writings betrays anything like

systematic study of the laws of England. Sir J. F. Stephen was a con-

siderable criminalist, but he hardly claimed to be, in the Benthamite
sense of the term, a reformer of the law. Sir Leslie Stephen, who is

by far the ablest of Bentham's critics, was not a lawyer, and did not
pay as much attention as the matter deserved to Bentham's claim to

be a legal philosopher.
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from 1846 ^ to 1888 ^ have provided tribunals in every Lecture

part of tEe country, to which persons may have L

recourse for the recovery of small debts which before

1846 were often in practice not recoverable because

of the expense and difficulty of proceeding in the

superior Courts. The Court of Chancery, which

towards the middle of the nineteenth century was

stUl a byivord for dilatoriness and technicahty, was,

even before the passing of the Judicature Act, 1873,

reformed to a great extent, though in a partial and

fragmentary manner, by legislation subsequent to

1850.^ Almost hand in hand with the reform of the

Court of Chancery the procedure of the Common Law
Courts was simphfied, and everything which could be

deemed useless in the technicality of pleadings was

abohshed by the Common Law Procedure Acts, 1852,*

1864,^ and I860.* At last that fundamental reform

of procedure both in the Court of Chancery and in

the Courts of Common Law, which had been the

constant aim of Bentham and of every man imbued

with his spirit, was with more or less completeness

attained by the so-called fusion of law and equity

1 9 & 10 Vict. c. 95.

2 61 & 52 Vict. c. 43, with which now read the County Courts

Act, 1903, 3 Edw. VII. c. 42.

3 Ashbumer, Principles of Equity, pp. 17, 18 ; Holdsworth,

History of English Law, i. pp. 231-235 ; 14 & 15 Vict. c. 4 (1851)

;

The Court of Chancery Acts, 1852 (15 & 16 Vict. cc. 80, 87) ; The

Chancery Procedure Act, 1852 (15 & 16 Vict. c. 86) ; The Chancery

Amendment Act, 1858 (21 & 22 Vict. 0. 27) ; The Chancery Regula-

tion Act, 1862 (25 & 26 Vict. c. 42) ; and see for earUer legislation

of a reforming character, 53 Geo. III. c. 24 (1813), 3 & 4 Will. IV.

0. 94 (1833) ; the Court of Chancery Acts, 1841, 1842 (5 Vict. c. 5 j

5 & 6 Vict. c. 103).

* 15 & 16 Vict. c. 76.

6 17 & 18 Vict. c. 125.
'" .':'

6 23 & 24 Vict. c. 126. .'
:
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Lecture [under the Judicature Act of 1873/ wMch, taken

L together with the subsequent enactments which have

amended it, has at last created an omni-competent

Court in every Division of which every kind of

right known to the law of England is recognised,

and where every kind of remedy for the enforcement

of rights may be obtained. Nor ought we to omit

reference to the experiment of the new Commercial

Court which in its absence of forms, in the wide

discretion given to the judge, and in the rapidity of

its proceedings, almost reahses Bentham's ideal of a

perfect tribunal. Compare now the defectiveness of

EngHsh procedure in 1800 ^ with the masterly picture

of the actual administration of our law drawn in 1887

by one of the ablest and most enhghtened of our

judges. Thus writes the late Lord Bowen : "A
complete body of rules—which possesses the great

merit of elasticity, and which (subject to the veto

of Parhament) is altered from time to time by the

judges to meet defects as they appear—governs the

procedure of the Supreme Court and all its branches.

In every cause, whatever its character, every

possible rehef can be given with or without

pleadings, with or without a formal trial, with

or without discovery of documents and inter-

rogatories, as the nature of the case prescribes
—^upon oral evidence or upon affidavits, as

is most convenient. Every amendment can be

made at all times and all stages in any record,

1 36 & 37 Vict. c. 66. To understand the full extent of the

change introduced under the Judicature Acts a student should read
the fifteen Acts which make up the Judicatixre Acts, 1873-1899, and
the Rules and Orders made thereunder. See Stephen, Comm. iii.

(14th ed.), p. 352. 2 See pp. 86-94, wnte.
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" pleading, or proceeding that is requisite for the Lecture

" purpose of deciding the real matter in controversy. 1

" It may be asserted without fear of contradiction^

" that it is not possible in the year 1887 for an <

" honest litigant in her Majesty's Supreme Court to 1

" be defeated by any mere technicahty, any slip, any /

" mistaken step in his htigation. The expenses of /

" the law are still too heavy, and have not diminished^

" pari passu with other abuses. But law has ceased

" to be a scientific game that may be won or lost by
" playing some particular move." ^

Any critic who dispassionately weighs these sen-

tences, notes their full meaning, and remembers

that they are even more true in 1905 than in 1887,

will partially understand the immensity of the

achievement performed by Bentham and his school

in the amendment of procedure—^that is, in giving

reahty to the legal rights of individuals.

Nor is it irrelevant to note that the more closely

the renovation of English institutions under the

influence of Bentham is studied, the more remarkably

does it illustrate the influence of public opinion upon

law. Nothing is effected by violence ; every change

takes place, and every change is delayed or arrested

by the influence, as it may seem the irresistible

influence, of an unseen power. The efforts of

obstructionists or reactionists come to nothing, the

toryism of Eldon, the military rigidity of the Duke

of Wellington, the intelhgent conservatism of Peel,

at a later period the far less intelhgent conservatism

1 Bowen, The Administration of the Law, The Reign of Queen

Victoria, i. pp. 309, 310.

P
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Lecture of Lord Palmerston, all appear, though the appear-

'_ ance is in some respects delusive, not in reahty to

delay for more than periods which are mere moments

in the life of nations, the progress of change. On
the other hand, the violence of democrats or the

fervour of enthusiasts achieves Uttle in hurrying on

innovation. In the eighteenth century a duke was

ready to recommend universal suffrage. It was

demanded by the Chartists, who between 1830 and

1848 seemed destined to carry parhamentary reform

to its logical conclusion. Yet now that England is

far more democratic than in the middle of the nine-

teenth century, the electors, who could easily obtain

any change which they eagerly desired, acquiesce in

arrangements far less democratic than even un-

qualified household suffrage ; and it is arguable

(though, be it remembered, many things are arguable

which turn out not to be true) that the reforms or

changes of the last sixty years have considerably

increased the popularity of the Crown, the Peerage,

and the Church. If we look then to the changes

which have been effected, and what is equally im-

portant, to the changes which have not been effected,

in the law of the land, we trace everywhere the action

of opinion, and feel as if we were in the hands of

some mysterious influence which works with the

certainty of fate. But this feeling or superstition is

checked by the recollection that pubhc opinion is

nothing but the opinion of the pubhc—^that is, the

predominant convictions of an indefinite number of

Enghshmen.
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LECTURE VII

THE GROWTH OF COLLECTIVISM

With the passing of the Reform Act began the reign Lecture

of HberaUsm, and the utihtarianism of common sense '.

acquired, in appearance at least, despotic power, but

this appearance was to a certain extent delusive. At
the moment of the Benthamite triumph there were to

be found thinkers who, while insisting on the need for

thorough-going reforms, denied the moral authority of

individuahsm and denounced the dogma of laissez

faire.

This vital difference between two opposed schools

of thought had more than a merely speculative

interest. It determined men's way of looking at by

far the most pressing social problem of the day. The

fifteen years from 1830 to 1845, which may well be

termed the era of the Reform Act, were among the

most critical in the history of England. The time

was out of joint. The misery and discontent of

city artisans and village labourers were past dispute.

No Act of Parhament could remove at a stroke the

wretchedness and pauperism created by the old poor

law. The true cure contained in the new poor law of

1834, with its drastic severity, its curtailment of out-

door reKef, and its detested Bastilles, increased for

the moment the sufferings of the poorest amongst

211
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Lecture the poOT, and excited intense popular resentment.

1 The wages earned by labourers in the country were

miserably low. The horrors connected with factory

hfe were patent. Widespread was the discontent of

the whole body of wage-earners. It is recorded in

a series of state trials for sedition, for conspiracy,

or for treason, extending from 1832 to 1843.^ There

was rick-burning ^ by labourers in the country, there

were acts of violence by trade unionists in the

towns. The demand for the People's Charter was the

sign of a social condition which portended revolu-

tion. To us who know that several points of the

People's Charter have passed into law without causing

social or pohtical disturbance, the thought may occur

that Chartism loomed too large in the eyes of con-

temporaries. But the men of 1832 understood the

time in which they hved. The cry for the

Charter told of bitter class hatreds and of wide-

spread dissatisfaction with the whole constitution

of society. Men who have known England only

during the years of prosperity and of general good-

will which have followed the repeal of the corn laws,

can hardly reahse the urgency with which the " state

of England question " thrust itself upon the atten-

tion of the pubKc between 1832 and 1840. It was a

terrible question enough ; it was nothing else than

the inquiry, how, if at all, was it possible to alleviate

1 B. V. Pinney (1832), R. v. Fursey (1833), R. v. Vincent (1837),
R. V. Collins (1839), R. v. Feargus O'Connor, R. v. Cooper (1843), to
which add the notorious case of the Dorchester Labourers (1834)

;

Webb, History of Trade Unionism, p. 129.

2 As to the violent destruction of machinery in 1830, see " Letters
to Swing," by Sydney Smith, Memoir by Lady Holland, i. (4th ed.),

p. 287.
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tHe miseries and remove the discontent of the working Lecture

classes ?
'.

The reply of utilitarian Liberals was in substance

clear. The poHcy of wisdom was, they insisted, to

make the nation, as the Reform Act was intended to

do, master of its own destiny. Hence, it was argued,

would follow the removal of every definite abuse and

the repeal of every unjust law, and especially of any

law which pressed unfairly and hardly upon the poor.

This being done, law, it was assumed rather than

stated, could do no more ; for the ultimate cure of

social diseases we must trust to general good-wiU, and

above all to individual energy and self-help.

Nowhere is this doctrine better expressed than in

the refutation by Sydney Smith of the argument

familiar to the toryism of 1830, that the Eeform Bill

would bring no benefit to the hewer of wood and

drawer of water.

" What good," says Sydney Smith in 1830, " to

' the hewer of wood and the drawer of water ? How
' is he benefited, if Old Sarum is abohshed, and
' Birmingham members created ? But if you ask this

' question of Reform, you must ask it of a great

' number of other great measures. How is he

' benefited by Cathohc Emancipation, by the repeal of

' the Corporation and Test Act, by the Revolution of

' 1688,by any great political change, by a good govern-

' ment ? In the first place, if many are benefited;

' and the lower orders are not injured, this alone is

' reason enough for the change. But the hewer of

'wood and the drawer of water are benefited by
' Reform. Reform will produce economy and investi-

' gation ; there will be fewer jobs, and a less lavish
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" expenditure ; wars will not be persevered in for

" years after the people are tired of them ; taxes wiU
" be taken ofi the poor and laid upon the rich

;

" demotic habits will be more comimon in a country

" where the rich are forced to court the poor for

" pohtical power ; cruel and oppressive punislmients
" (such as those for night-poaching) will be abohshed.
" If you steal a pheasant you will be punished as you
" ought to be, but not sent away from your wife and
" children for seven years. Tobacco will be 2d. per
" lb. cheaper. Candles will fall in price. These last

" results of an improved government will be felt. We
" do not pretend to abolish poverty, or to prevent
" wretchedness ; but if peace, economy, and justice

" are the results of Eeform, a number of small bene-
" fits, or rather of benefits which appear small to us,

" but not to them, will accrue to miUions of the
" people ; and the connection between the existence
" of John Russell, and the reduced price of bread and
" cheese, will be as clear as it has been the object of

" his honest, wise, and useful hfe to make it.

" Don't be led away by such nonsense ; all things
" are dearer under a bad government, and cheaper
" under a good one. The real question they ask you
" is, What difEerence can any change of government
" make to you ? They want to keep the bees from
" buzzing and stinging, in order that they may rob
*' the hive in peace." ^

Every one of these predictions has been fulfilled

almost to the letter.

Turn now for illustrations of the protest against

the dominant individuahsm of the day to the language
1 Sydney Smith's Works (ed. 1869), pp. 670, 671.
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of three men of genius who agreed in nothing but in Lecture

their common distrust of laissez /aire, and in their I^'

conviction that some great exertion of the authority

of the State was needed for the cure of the diseases

which afficted the commonwealth.

"Moral evils," writes Southey (1829), "are of

" [man's] own making ; and undoubtedly the greater
" part of them may be prevented, though it is only in

" Paraguay (the most imperfect of Utopias) that any
" attempt at prevention has been carried into effect." ^

1 Southey' s Colloquies on the Progress and Prospects of Society, i.

p. 110.

" If there be," writes Macaulay, "in [Mr. Southey's] political system
" any leading principle, any one error which diverges more widely
" and variously than any other, it is that of which his theory about
" national works is a ramification. He conceives that the business of
" the magistrate is not merely to see that the persons and property of
" the people are secure from attack, but that he ought to be a jaok-of-
" all-trades,—architect, engineer, schoolmaster, merchant, theologian, a
" Lady Bountiful in every parish, a Paul Pry in every house, spying,
" eaves-dropping, reUeving, admonishing, spending our money for us,

" and choosing our opinions for us. His principle is, if we understand
" it rightly, that no man can do anything so well for himself as his

" rulers, be they who they may, can do it for him, and that a govern-
" ment approaches nearer and nearer to perfection, in proportion as it

" interferes more and more with the habits and notions of individuals.

" He seems to be fully convinced that it is in the power of govern-
" ment to relieve all the distresses under which the lower orders

" labour."—^Macaulay, Critical, etc. Essays (1870 ed.), p. 110.

A reader of to-day finds it difficult to justify fully the strength

of Macaulay's attack by citations from the Colloquies, But the Whig
critic, who had the whole of Southey's writings before his mind,

instinctively felt the opposition between Southey's whole view of

society and the Hberalism of 1832. This opposition is admitted by

Southey's modern admirers, and by them considered his title to fame

as a social reformer. " He looked forward to a time when, the great

" struggle respecting property over—^for this struggle he saw looming
" not far off—public opinion will no more tolerate the extreme of

" poverty in a large class of the people than it now tolerates slavery

" in Europe ; when the aggregation of land in the hands of great

" owners must cease, when that community of lands, which Owen of

" Lanark would too soon anticipate, might actually be reaHsed."

—

Dowden, Southey, p. 154.
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And this prevention was, in Southey's judgment,

to be effected by the moral authority of the Church

and the action of the State.

" This neglect," writes Dr. Arnold (1838), namely,

to provide a proper position in the State for the

manufacturing population, " is encouraged by one of

' the falsest maxims which ever pandered to human
' selfishness under the name of political wisdom—

I

' mean the maxim that civil society ought to leave

' its members alone, each to look after their several

' interests, provided they do not employ direct fraud

' or force against their neighbour. That is, knowing
' full well that these are not equal in natural powers,

' —and that still less have they ever within historical

' memory started with equal artificial advantages

;

' knowing, also, that power of every sort has a tend-

' ency to increase itself, we stand by and let this

' most unequal race take its own course, forgetting

' that the very name of society implies that it shall

' not be a mere race, but that its object is to provide

' for the common good of all, by restraining the

' power of the strong and protecting the helplessness

' of the weak." i

" That the arrangements," writes Carlyle in 1839,

' of good and ill success in this perplexed scramble of

' a world, which a bhnd goddess was always thought
' to preside over, are in fact the work of a seeing

" The view of social evils to which Southey . . . gave expression,

often in anticipation of Mr. Ruskin, was in many respects deeper and
' truer than that of his optitnistic critic [Macaulay]."

—

Dictionary of

National Biography, vol. liii. p. 288.

Compare Thomas Hodgskin (1787-1869), par E. Hal6vy, for a

combination of anarchism (based on ultra-individuaUsm) with some-
thing Mke collectivism.

^ Arnold, Miscellaneous Works, pp. 453, 454.
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' goddess or god, and require only not to be meddled Lecture

' with : what stretch of heroic faculty or inspiration '.

' of genius was needed to teach one that ? To button
' your pockets and stand still is no complex recipe.

' Laissez faire, laissez passer ! Whatever goes on,

' ought it not to go on. . . . Such at bottom seems
' to be the chief social principle, if principle it have,
' which the Poor Law Amendment Act has the merit
' of courageously asserting, in opposition to many
' things. A chief social principle which this present
' Avriter, for one, wiU by no manner of means beheve
' in, but pronounce at all fit times to be false, heretical,

' and damnable, if ever aught was." ^

Between 1830 and 1840 the issue between

individualists and collectivists was fairly joined.

Can the systematic extension of individual freedom

and the removal of every kind of oppression so

stimulate individual energy and self-help as to cure

(in so far as they are curable by legislation) the evils

which bring ruin on a commonwealth ?

To this inquiry the enhghtened opinion of 1832,

which for some thirty or forty years, if not for more,

governed the action of Parhament, gave, iu spite of

protests from a small body of thinkers backed more

or less by the sympathy of the working classes, an

unhesitating and affirmative answer. To the same

inquiry Enghsh legislative opinion has from about

1870 onwards given a doubtful, if not a negative,

reply.

My purpose in this lecture is to explain a revolu-

tion of social or poHtical behef which forms a

1 Carlyle's Works, x. p. 340, " Chartism." See also ibid. chap. vi.

p. 368.
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Lecture remarkable phenomenon in the annals of opinion,

y^ This explanation in reaUty is nothing else than an

attempted analysis of the conditions or causes which

have favoured the growth of collectivism, or, if the

matter be looked at from the other side, have under-

mined the authority of Benthamite hberalism.^

A current explanation hes ready to hand. Under

the Parliamentary Keform Acts 1867-1884 the con-

stitution of England has been transformed into a

democracy, and this revolution, it is argued, com-

pletely explains the increasing influence of socialism.

The many must always be the poor, and the poor

1 Benthamite reformers have never had a perfectly fair chance of

bringing their policy to a successful issue. Some of their proposals

have never been carried into effect ; outdoor relief, for example, has

never been abolished. The realisation of some of them has been so

delayed as to lose more than half its beneficial effect. If the first re-

formed Parliament had been able to establish free trade simultaneously

with the enactment of the new poor law, and given to Dissenters in

1832 as complete political equaUty as they possess at the present day

;

if it had in reaUty opened to Roman Catholics in 1832 all careers

as completely as they are open to them in 1905 ; if O'Connell had
been first made Irish Attorney-General and then placed on the Bench

;

it the tithe war which harassed Ireland till 1838 had been terminated
in 1834—is it not at least possible that a rapid increase in material

prosperity and a sense of rehef from oppression might have produced
a general sentiment of social unity, which would have shown that

the principles of individuahsm fitly met the wants of the time ? Our
habit of delaying reforms has its occasional advantages ; these ad-

vantages are, however, much exaggerated. Sir Thomas Snagge, in his

admirable Evolution of the County Court, thus writes of the County
Court Act, 1846 :

" Its provisions were theoutcome of nearly twenty
' years of resolute parliamentary effort, met by opposition no less

' persistent. Such struggles are wont to end, as this did, in a com-
' promise. It was the old story of all sound English reform : hasty
' change was successfully withstood, and gradual evolution was happily
' accomplished." Can our esteemed author seriously maintain that

opposition generated by partisanship brought a single compensation
for the practical denial of justice to the poor during a period of twenty
years ? However this may be, the disadvantages of delay are often

tremendous. It keeps aUve irritation which constantly robs improve-
ment itself of almost the whole of its legitimate benefit.
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are by nature socialists. Where you have democracy Lecture

there you will find socialism. —'-

This reasoning, as already pointed out/ is essen-

tially fallacious. Democracy cannotjse identified with

any one kind of legislative opinion. The govern-

ment of England is far less democratic than is the

government of the United States, but the legislation

of Congress is less sociahstic than the legislation of the

Imperial Parhament. Nor in England are laws tend-

ing towards sociahsm due to the pohtical downfall of

the wealthy classes. Under a democratic constitution

they retain much substantial power—^they determine

in many ways the pohcy of the country. The rich

have but feebly resisted, even if they have not

furthered, coUectivist legislation. The advance of

democracy cannot afford the main explanation of the

predominance of legislative collectivism.

The true explanation is to be found, not in the

changed form of the constitution, but in conditions

of which the advance of democracy is indeed one,

but whereof the most important had been in opera-

tion before the Reform Act of 1867 came into force.

These conditions, which constantly co-operated,

may be conveniently brought under the following

heads: Tory Philanthropy and the Factory Move-

ments—the Changed Attitude after 1848 of the

Working Classes— the Modification of Economic

BeKefs—the Characteristics of Modern Commerce—

the Introduction of Household Suffrage.

1 See Lect. III., ante.

2 The expression is obviously inaccurate, but I use it as a con-

venient and accepted name for the movement in favour of the

regulation by law of labour in factories.
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Lecture
VII. Tory Philanthropy and the Factory Movement

The age of individualism was emphatically the

era of humamtarianism—^it was the philanthropy of

the day which, in the midst of the agitation for

parhamentary reform, would not suffer the wrongs

of the negroes to be forgotten. Now at the very

time when the country was moved to passionate

indignation at the horrors of West Indian slavery,

pubhc attention was suddenly directed, by the pubH-

cation of Kichard Oastler's Slavery in Yorkshire, to

oppression, not in the West Indies, but in Yorkshire

—

to the bondage, not of negroes, but of English children.

The horrors denounced by Oastler were of precisely

the kind which most outraged the humanitarianism

of the day. His appeal to the Enghsh public went

home ; it was the true beginning of the factory

movement.^

That movement was in truth the fruit of humani-

tarianism.

The earhest Factory Act belongs to an age (1802)

when English statesmen had hardly heard of sociahsm.

The strength of Oastler's appeal was pubhc indignation

at the physical sufferings brought, as it was believed,

by the greed of manufacturers upon helpless infants.

That Enghsh children were held in bondage, that to

perform their task-work they were compelled under

cruel punishment to walk as much as twenty miles a-

day, that their day's work lasted for from twelve

to sixteen hours, were the facts or allegations which

aroused the pity and the wrath of the nation. The

1 Factory legislation dates from 1802, but the factory movement
aroused by Oastler's letters dates from 1830.
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vehemence of popular indignation had in its origin Lecture

nothing to do with sociaUstic theories. The factory 1

movement was in full accordance with the traditional

principle of the common law that aU persons below

twenty-one had a claim to special protection. Nor

was there anything in the early factory movement

which was opposed either to Benthamism or to the

doctrines of the most rigid pohtical economy. Indi-

viduahsts of every school were only too keenly ahve

to the danger that the sinister interest of a class

should work evil to the weak and helpless. They

ahnost identified power with despotism. In 1836

Cobden was not only wilhng, but ready to exclude

absolutely from labour in a cotton mill any child

below the age of thirteen.

" As respects the right and justice by which

young persons ought to be protected from excessive

labour, my mind has ever been decided, and I will

not argue the matter for a moment with- pohtical

economy ; it is a question for the medical and not

the economical profession ; I will appeal to

or Astley Cooper, and not to McCuUoch or

Martineau. Nor does it require the aid of science

to inform us that the tender germ of childhood

is unfitted for that period of labour which even

persons of mature age shrink from as excessive.

In my opinion, and I hope to see the day when

such a feeling is universal, no child ought to he fvi

to work in a cotton-mill at all so early as the age

of thirteen years ; and after that the hours should

be moderate, and the labour hght, until such time

as the human frame is rendered by nature capable

of enduring the fatigues of adult labour. With
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Lecture
" such feelings as these strongly pervading my mind,

y^ " I need not perhaps add that, had I been in the

" House of Commons during the last session of

" Parhament, I should have opposed with all my
" might Mr. Poulett Thomson's measure for post-

" poning the operation of the clause for restricting

" the hours of infant labour." ^

Nor need Cobden have hesitated to appeal to

McCuUoch. This economist had already in 1833

thus expressed his sympathy with Lord Ashley's ^

philanthropic efforts :

—

" I hope your Factory Bill will prosper, and I am
" glad it is in such good hands. Had I a seat in the

" House it should assuredly have my vote. A notion
" is entertained that pohtical economists are, in all

cases, enemies to all sorts of interference, but I

assure you I am not one of those who entertain

such an opinion. I would not interfere between
" adults -and masters ; but it is absurd to contend
" that children have the power to judge for them-
" selves as to such a matter. I look upon the facts

disclosed in the late Report as most disgraceful to

the nation ; and I confess that, until I read it, I

could not have conceived it possible that such

enormities were committed. Perhaps you have

seen the late work of M. Cousin, who was sent by
" the French Government to report on the state of

1 Morley, Life of Cobden, i. pp. 464, 465, Appendix. It is to be
regretted that Cobden' s idea did not bear fruit. There might have
been some advantage in trying the experiment whether the complete
protection of children might not have been found compatible with
the minimum of interference with the management of factories.

2 Afterwards known to the present generation as Lord Shaftesbury,
and for the sake of convenience generally so described in these Lectures.
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" education in Germany. It is well worth your Lecture

" Lordship's attention. In Prussia, and most other \

" German States, all persons are obhged to send their

" children to school from the age of seven to thirteen

" or fourteen years, and the education given to them
" is excellent ; as much superior to anything to be
" had in this country as it is possible to conceive.

" This is the sort of interference that we ought
" gradually to adopt. If your Bill has any defect,

" it is not by the too great hmitation, but by the too

" great extension of the hours of labour." ^

Macaulay was at no time of his life fascinated by

the ideals or tolerant of the weaknesses of socialism,

yet under the influence of humanitarianism, as of

common sense, he made by far the best defence

dehvered in Parhament ^ of the Ten Hours Bill.

Southey, anticipator though he was of sociaHstic

ideas, denounced the employment of children in

factories on the simple ground of humanity.

" There is one thing," he writes to Lord Ashley,

" connected with these accursed factories which I

" have long intended to expose, and that is, the way
" in which Sunday Schools have been subservient to

"the merciless love of gain. The manufacturers

" know that a cry would be raised against them if

" their Uttle white slaves received no instruction

;

" and so they have converted Sunday into a scJiool-

" day, with what effect may be seen in the evidences !

1 Hodder, Life of Shaftesbury, i. pp. 157, 158. McCuUoch to

Lord Ashley, 28th March 1833.

2 For speech on Ten Hours BiU, 22nd May 1846, see Macaulay,

Speeclies (ed. 1871), p. 718.
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Lecture " Thousands of thousands will bless you for taking

;
" up the cause of these poor children. I do not

" beheve that anything more inhuman than the

" system has ever disgraced human nature in any
" age or country. Was I not right in sajdng that

" Moloch is a more merciful friend ^ than Mammon ?

" Death in the brazen arms of the Carthaginian idol

" was mercy to the slow waste of hfe in the

" factories." ^

Humanitarianism, then, was the parent, if sociahsm

was the offspring, of the factory movement, and that

movement from the first came under the guidance of

Tories.

With this movement Avill be for ever identified the

names of Southey, Oastler, Sadler, and above all of

Lord Shaftesbury.

The character and the career of these leaders

is the best illustration of the intimate connection

between the attack on the iniquities of the factory-

system and toryism.

Southey (1774-1843) was in 1830 a Tory of the

Tories. His whole career is paradoxical. He had

once been a Jacobin, he had never been a Whig.

1 Lege " fiend " ?

2 Hodder, i. pp. 156, 157. Southey to Lord Ashley, 7th Feb.

1833. Coleridge was one of those who (1802) took an interest in

the factory children. He writes to a lawyer to know " ' if there is

" not some law prohibiting, or limiting, or regulating the employment
" either of children or adults, or both, in the white lead manufactory ?

"... Can your furnish us with any other instances in which the
" Legislature has directly, or by immediate consequence, interfered
" with what is ironically called " Free Labour " ? {i.e. dared to prohibit
" soul murder and infanticide on the part of the rich, and self-slaughter
" on that of the poor !) ' The letter also alludes to circulars drawn up
" by S.T.C. in favour of Sir Robert Peel's BiU. It would be interest-
" ing to know if any of these circulars are in existence."—Hutohins
and Harrison, History of Factory Legislation, p. 29 (».).
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He understood revolutionary enthusiasm ; he had no Lecture

desire for moderate reform or appreciation of its ]^
benefits. The foundation of his poUtical creed was

belief in the advantages to be derived from the free

employment of the influence of the Church and

the resources of the State for the benefit of the

poor. This creed made it easy for the philanthropic

Jacobin of 1794 to develop into the humanitarian

Tory of 1830. It was natural for Whigs to see

in Southey a weather-cock which, having turned

rusty, had set up for a sign -post ; it was equally

natural that in Southey's own mind the essential

identity of his sentiment in youth and in old

age should conceal from him the apparent trans-

formation of his pohtical principles. His fame in

his own day rested on his position as a man of

letters. Even his friends could not have thought

him a powerful reasoner ; they must have expected

that though his writings might be long remembered

for their hterary merits, he would never exert any

memorable influence as a social reformer. But it is

now manifest that while Southey's hterary reputation

has dechned, his ideas on social questions exerted

a permanent influence. He was a Carlyle without

Carlyle's rhetorical genius and rough humour, but

also without Carlyle's cynical contempt for humani-

tarianism. He was essentially a philanthropist. He

is to us the prophetic precursor of modern collectivism.

To his own generation he was the preacher of Tory

philanthropy. The text on which he preached with

the utmost vehemence was the duty of abohshing the

cruelties of factory hfe.

Oastler (1789-1861) was a demagogue, but he
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Lecture was also a Churchman, a Tory, and a Protectionist.

; He hated the new poor law partly for the hardship it

inflicted upon the poor, partly because he foresaw

it would lead to the repeal of the corn laws, and

beheved that it would be fatal to the influence of

the Church and of the landowners. A certain unity

is given to the demagogic career of this " Factory

king " by his denunciation of the whole system of

factory labour. To him is due both the enthusiasm

which ultimately carried the Ten Hours Bill and

the gross exaggeration which identified the suffer-

ings of children in Enghsh factories with the abomina-

tions of West Indian slavery, and thus excited

the legitimate indignation even of manufacturers

who were also philanthropists.

Michael Sadler (1780-1835) was born a member
of the Church of England. Brought up in Tory
principles, he remained throughout hfe a fervent

Tory. He opposed Catholic Emancipation and
Parhamentary reform. In 1823 the wrong done to

children in factories enhsted his keenest sympathy,i

He was already interested in economical and social

questions, and became not only the leader, but the

theorist of the factory movement. As a sort of

Christian and Tory sociahst he attacked, though
without any true grasp of pohtical economy, the

individuahsm which underlay the teaching of

economists such as Ricardo. He thus introduced

into the factory movement ideas which pointed

towards sociahsm.

Sadler's pubhc career represents dramatically the

colhsion between Whig liberaKsm and Tory philan-

thropy. Twice he came into conflict with Macaulay.
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and twice he suffered defeat. In 1830 Sadler's Lecture

ignorant and illogical attacks on Malthusianism '.

involved him in a hterary duel with the eloquent

Whig reviewer. Party spirit ran high. Sadler's

reasoning was full of flaws, and he suffered a dis-

astrous argumentative overthrow ; his critic did not

care to consider whether inaccurately stated dogmas

might not contain some element of neglected truth.

In 1832 Sadler, who had sat in Parhament for a

rotten borough aboHshed by the Eeform Act, was a

candidate for the representation of the newly created

constituency of Leeds. His opponent was again

Macaulay, and their second encounter ended in

Sadler's defeat. This conclusion of the conflict was

appropriate ; it was fitting that the brilliant repre-

sentative of UberaHsm should share the general

triumph of individualism. It was also fitting that

the representative of expiring toryism and as yet

unrecognised collectivism, should suffer a repulse.

That the humanitarian Whig and the Tory philan-

thropist, who were really at one on the necessity of

protecting overworked children from iU usage, should

in 1832 have understood one another was an im-

possibihty. At the bottom of the hterary and of

the pohtical battle lay the difference which divides

hberalism from sociahsm.

Sadler's electoral defeat had one result of immense

importance. It passed the leadership of the factory

movement, then summed up in the demand for the

Ten Hours BiU, into the hands of its most famous

leader.

Lord Shaftesbury was the ideal Tory humanitarian.

To him we may apply Cowper's well-known hne
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Lecture which eulogises or satirises a peer who lent dignity

1 to the early evangehcal revivail as

—

One who wears a coronet, and prays.

In spirit Lord Shaftesbury always " wore a

coronet " ; he was, in the words of an American

observer, the " complete beau-ideal of aristocracy."

He inherited, together with the virtues, at least

one of the faults often belonging to high Kneage,

he lacked aU play of intellect or of fancy ; he

possessed neither subtlety nor versatihty. At the

foundation of his character lay moral and intellectual

rigidity. Though an Oxford First Class man, he

was in no way afEected by the training which left

indehble traces upon the minds, one might say upon

the very natures of Cardinal Newman, Dr. Arnold,

and Gladstone. If Lord Shaftesbury's coUegiate

career were at some future time to be inferred

from his tastes and from his opinions, the obvious

surmise of an historical inquirer would be that

his Lordship graduated at Cambridge and never

missed a sermon of Simeon's. In his purely

pohtical opinions he was aU of a piece ; he exhibits

th,e stifiness of a Tory as rigid and thorough-going

as could be a man of much sound sense and of

a very sensitive conscience. He opposed CathoHc
Emancipation, and voted at last for the Cathohc
Eehef Bill only when Peel's surrender made the

concession of pohtical rights to Eoman Cathohcs
a necessity. He came into Parhament as a pro-

tectionist, and when he saw that protection must be
given up, resigned a seat which he had gained as an
opponent of free trade. Diiring his later Kfe he
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placed much confidence in Palmerston, but when that Lecture

most aristocratic of Liberal Premiers perceived what '.

Bagehot has termed " the inestimable and unpre-

cedented opportunity " of reforming the House of

Lords without agitation, Lord Shaftesbury pronounced

the proposal to create Hfe peers to be as pernicious as

it was specious, and foreboded that it would end in

making the House of Lords like the American Senate.

Ignorance, very characteristic of an Enghsh noble-

man, was in this instance—^not at all a sohtary one

—

as remarkable as prejudice ; for in 1857 to have given

the House of Lords the position then held by the

American Senate would have made the peers the

most powerful body in the State. Lord Shaftesbury

opposed throughout his career everjrthing which he

deemed a concession to Papal claims or to the High

Church movement. But if he was an ardent Pro-

testant, he was in theological matters intolerant of

free thought^ and of free discussion. Opposition to

the results of BibUcal criticism led him iadeed into a

curious aUiance with Pusey.

Lord Shaftesbury, however, was primarily neither

a poUtician nor a theologian, but a reUgious humani-

tarian. As he believed, and, as his critics, to whatever

school they belong, may well beheve also, it was im-

phcit faith in a definite rehgious creed which compelled

him to devote his hfe to philanthropic labours. One

singularity at any rate of his career, and a singularity

which for the purpose of these lectures proves to be

of great importance, is that his defects no less than

his virtues contributed to the success, and stiU more

^ He was strongly opposed to the revision of the authorised version

of the Bible.—^Hodder, Shaftesbury, iii. p. 258.
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Lecture to the Wide -reaching results of his work. Lord

ZZ^ Shaftesbury formed no social theories. He never

consciously advocated any measures which in his

eyes savoured of sociahsm, a creed which he seem-

ingly connected with infidehty.^ At the same

time he did not understand, as did Macaulay, the

grounds on which factory legislation might be de-

fended by men who distrusted all sociahstic ex-

periments. From Southey he had imbibed that

opposition to laissez faire which is characteristic of

every coUectivist, and which falls in with the natural

desire of an ardent philanthropist to save from

immediate suffering any class of persons who are

unable completely to protect themselves against

oppression, and to do this by the means which lie

nearest to hand, without deeply considering whether

action which gives immediate rehef to sufferers, e.g.

women overworked in factories, may not possibly in

the end produce evils of imtold magnitude. Lord

Shaftesbury, in short, was in practice, though not

in theory, the apostle of governmental interference,

and this, in part at least, because his intellectual

Umitations prevented him from reahsing the difficulty

of reconcihng paternal government with respect for

individual freedom. Here we see how his very

^ He writes to a socialistic ally :
" You have been represented to me

" as a socialist and an advocate of principles that I regard with terror

" and abhorrence ; and you will therefore readily beheve the pleasure

" with which' I observed the spirit and language of your letter. I

" could not but apply to you the words of that Book whose ex-

" pressions you have borrowed, and say, as was said to Ananias of

" Saul, ' Behold, he prayeth.' I deeply rejoice in this, because I

" respect youi talents, I admire your zeal, and I hope to find in you
" a true and faithful ally in these great and final efforts for the moral,

" social, and religious welfare of the working people."—Hodder, Life

of Lord Shaftesbury, vol. i. pp. 407, 408. Conf. pp. 322, 323.
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deficiencies increased his influence. They gained Lecture
. VTL

for him the support of two classes who do not in —
England often act together. The artisans were

glad to follow a leader who shared their faith in

the benefits to be derived from extending the

authority of the State, and who with them felt

no love whatever, to use the mildest terms, for

manufacturers or mill- owners. If his latent and

unconscious sociaUsm concihated working men, his

position and his defects enhsted for him the support

of members of the middle-class who would never have

followed a demagogue or a democrat. He was born

heir to an Enghsh peerage—^he became an English

peer ; he was a rigid Tory—he was not a theorist

;

he was a Low Churchman, he was the friend of

Dissenters ; he detested Roman Catholicism, Repub-

Ucanism, socialism, and infidelity. How could any

good and benevolent man belonging to the middle class

fail in the middle of the nineteenth century to feel that

his lordship was the safest of guides ? Here and there

a cold-blooded critic might note that the principles on

which Lord Shaftesbury unconsciously acted were of

wider appUcation than the philanthropist perceived.

A story is told, which may possibly be true, that Lord

Melbourne introduced Lord Ashley—as he then was

—

to the young Queen as " the greatest Jacobin in your

Majesty's dominions." The tale, if true, illustrates

the keen insight of the easygoing Whig premier.

But not one among Lord Shaftesbury's middle-class

followers would have seen the true point of the

joke. " No one goes so far as the man who doesn't

know where he is going." This dictum, attributed

to Cromwell, holds good both of men and of
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Lecture parties. The chief of the Tory philanthropists and
'. his followers were not revolutionists, but they

entered on a path which might well lead towards

social revolution, and of which, apparently, they per-

ceived neither the direction nor the goal. However

this may be, the factory movement came from the

first under the patronage and the guidance of

Tories.

Thefactorymovementgave rise to a parliamentary

conflict between individualism and collectivism.

With the details of the agitation for the Ten

Hours Bill which was not brought to a final close

till 1850, with the various Acts passed in the course

thereof, and with the ups and downs of the conflict

between the opponents and the advocates of the

Bill, we are not here concerned. The point here

to be insisted upon is that the demand for the Ten

Hours Act gave rise to a bitter conflict of which,

owing to the circumstances of the day, the true

character was concealed from the combatants. Every-

thing was compHcated by the accident that the

agitation for the repeal of the corn laws covered

nearly the same years as the early factory move-

ment ; repeal was obtained but one year before the

Ten Hours Bill passed into law. In both contests

Tories and protectionists were ranged against

Radicals and free traders. As regards free trade

the Tories played the unpopular part ; they opposed

the will of the people, and were Hable to the charge

(often grossly unjust) of starving the poor in order

to raise the rents of landowners. The free traders

meanwhile stood forward as friends of the people.

Nor were the free trade orators in their attacks on
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protectionists carefiil to distinguish between eco- Lecture

nomical heterodoxy and moral selfishness. In the ' 1

battle over the Factory Bill the parts were reversed.

Reasoners who insisted upon the indirect evils of

State intervention were deemed heartless logicians

smitten with a fatuous faith in the dismal science,

and mill-owners, beheved to wring huge profits out

of the toil of overworked children, were placed on

a level with slave-owners who refused to put an

end to the tyranny from which they drew no small

gain. Nor in popular estimation did the radicahsm

of the cotton lords do them any good. They

looked hke pohticians who, after posing as the

assertors of the rights of the- people, had first by

the new poor law deprived labourers of much-needed

rehef, and then in the name of laissez faire were

claiming the right to overwork the children of

artisans ; the hberahsm of such men might seem

to add to cruelty a touch of hypocrisy. The Tory

philanthropists, on the other hand, gained popularity,

and even ordinary Tories stood forth in a more or

less favourable light. They were honest gentlemen

who had no liking for the new poor law, and who

felt for the pangs of children and women held in

bondage by greedy mill-owners. Who can wonder

that Tories enjoyed the new sense of popularity,

or that their leaders were not blind to the

advantages of the situation ? Disraeh, no doubt,

honestly detested cruelties perpetrated in factories

;

but the author of SyUl knew well that his novel

was a splendid party pamphlet fitted to show that

the Tories were the true friends of the working-

classes. On both sides there was nothing but mis-
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Lecture understanding and recrimination. If in the eyes
^""

of the Tory philanthropists their opponents seemed

to be oppressors deficient in the ordinary feehngs of

humanity, to mill-owners and economists the pro-

moters of the Ten Hours Bill were protectionists,

who, imder the cloak of philanthropy, tried to revive

for their own advantage delusions exposed by the

Anti-corn Law League, and who patronised sociaHsm

in order to revenge the overthrow of protection ; their

benevolence was at best stupidity, and at the worst

hypocrisy supported by calumny.^

If any one deems this description of animosities

which have passed away an exaggeration, let him

compare the sort of anathema pronounced by Lord

Shaftesbury on the men who came not to his aid in

the war against oppression with Bright's denunciation

of the cant which, as he beheved, had carried, and of

the injustice which had been wrought by, the Ten

Hours Act.

" I had," wrote Lord Shaftesbury in his private

diary, " to break every political connection, to en-

counter a most formidable array of capitahsts, miU-

owners, doctrinaires, and men who, by natural

impulse, hate all ' humanity-mongers.' They easily

influence the ignorant, the timid, and the in-

different ; and my strength lay at first . . . among
the Radicals, the Irishmen, and a few sincere Whigs

and Conservatives. Peel was hostile, though, in his

cunning, he concealed the full extent of his hostihty

until he took the reins of office, and then he opposed

me, not with decision only, but malevolence, threat-

^ Compare, for Peel's attitude with regard to the factory movement,
Martineau, Thirty Years' Peace, iii. p. 486. •
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" ening, he and Graham, to break up his adminis- Lecture

" tration, and ' retire into private hfe ' unless the T^
" House of Commons rescinded the vote it had given
" in favour of my Ten Hours Bill. The Tory country
" gentlemen reversed their votes ; but, in 1847,
" indignant with Peel on the ground of corn law
" repeal, they returned to the cause of the factory
" children. . . .

" In very few instances did any mill-owner appear
" on the platform with me ; in still fewer the
" ministers of any religious denomination. . . .

" O'Connell was a sneering and bitter opponent.
" Gladstone ever voted in resistance to my efforts

;

" and Brougham played the doctrinaire in the House
" of Lords.

" Bright was ever my most maHgnant opponent.
" Cobden, though bitterly hostile, was better than
" Bright. He abstained from opposition on the
" CoUieries Bill, and gave positive support on the
" Cahco Print-works Bill.

" Gladstone ^ is on a level with the rest ; he gave
" no support to the Ten Hours Bill ; he voted with
" Sir R. Peel to rescind the famous division in favour
" of it. He was the only member who endeavoured
" to delay the Bill which dehvered women and
" children from mines and pits ; and never did he
" say a word on behalf of the factory children, until,

" when defending slavery in the West Indies, he
" taunted Buxton with indifference to the slavery

" in England !

" Lord Brougham was among my most heated

1 Note that in 1864 Gladstone more or less came round to the

policy of the Factory Acts. Hodder, Shaftesbury, ii. p. 206.
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' opponents. He spoke strongly against the Bill

' in 1847.

" Miss Martineau also gave iter voice and strength

' in resistance to the measure." ^

" Why are we noiU-owners," was Bright's retort,"to
' be selected as subjects of interference ? Why is a

' Scotchman to be sent to see how I work my people,

' while the farmer, and the carpenter, and the builder,

' and the ta;ilor is left to the ordinary responsibihties

' of law and public opinion ? Are we worse educated
' than they are ? Are our people less intelligent,

' more ready to submit to oppression, or more easy
' to manage ? It was proposed the other day to force

' us to spend milhons in boxing ofi our machinery.
' We have in our mills about a thousand work-people.
' In fifteen years we have had five accidents. We have
' three carters. In the same space of time two of

' them have been killed. I have no doubt that in

' agricultural employments accidents are a hundred

times more frequent in proportion to the numbers
employed, than those which occur in factories. But
we are unpopular, we are envied, we are supposed

to be rich, we are Radicals, and Whigs and Tories

combine to gain popularity by calumniating us and
robbing us. I have advised my partners, if this

machinery Bill passes, to set the example of turning

the key on the doors of our mills, and to throw on
the legislators the responsibihty of feeding the

miUions whom they will not allow us to employ
with a profit." ^

1 Hodder, Shaftesbury, ii. pp. 209, 210.
2 Simpson, Many Memories ofMany People, pp. 263, 264. Bright's

words were apparently spoken Sept. 15, 1855.
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Such was the language used by men, each of whom Lecture

was a Christian and a gentleman, each of whom was 1

a staunch friend of the people, and each of whom
was incapable of conscious slander or mahgnity ; it

was used, be it noted, not in the heat of conflict,

but after the fight for the Ten Hours Bill had been

won and lost.

AU this invective was unjust. Bright was not a

Legree ; Peel was not a Bounderby, nor Gladstone a

Grradgrind ; Lord Shaftesbury was no poUtical Peck-

sniff. The leading opponents, no less than the leading

supporters of the factory movement, were men of

high pubhc spirit and undoubted humanity. What is

the explanation of their antagonism ? Lord Shaftes-

bury's hst of opponents suppUes the answer. They

were aU of them individuahsts, whilst the Tory

philanthropists were, though they knew it not, the

leaders of a reaction ; the factory movement was the

battle-field of collectivism against individuahsm,

and on that field Benthamite liberahsm suffered its

earhest and severest defeat. The bitterness of the

conflict was probably increased by the consciousness

of both of the parties to it that their own case had in

it an element of weakness. Experience has proved

that neither party was entirely in the right. The Ten

Hours Act has not ruined British industry, and has

put an end to much suffering. So far the pohcy of

Lord Shaftesbury has been justified, and the resist-

ance of the manufacturers has been condemned by

experience. But the Ten Hours Act has tended

towards sociahsm, and contains within it the germs

of an imlimited revolution, of which no man can as

yet weigh with confidence the benefits against the
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Lecture evils ; and this revolution was one which Lord
^°--

Shaftesbury did not intend to favour, and to the

possibiUty whereof he was absolutely bUnd. Bright

and his associates were far more keen sighted than

the Tory philanthropists.

The factory movement introduced sociahstic enact-

ments into the law of England and gave prestige and

authority to the ideas of collectivism.

The existing labour code/ which consohdates a

whole Kne of Factory Acts, is the most notable achieve-

ment of Enghsh socialism.^ The assertion, therefore,

that the factory movement of which these Acts were

the outcome, fostered the growth of sociahsm and

gave authority to the ideas of collectivism, appears

at first sight to involve the absurdity of putting the

cart before the horse, and of treating legislation, which

resulted from a particular state of opinion, as the

cause of the state of opinion whence it sprung. But

to a student who has grasped the true relation between

law and opinion,^ this apparent absurdity becomes an

obvious truism. To him the history of the factory

movement is of itseK sufficient proof that laws may
be the creators of legislative opinion.

The effect, indeed, of the factory legislation em-

bodied in the Ten Hours Act * and the enactments

1 Embodied in the Factory and Workshop Act, 1901.

2 Written in 1905. ^ See p. 41, ante.

* The Act must be taken together with the enactments leading up
to it. There appears to be some httle confusion in the use of the

term the Ten Hours Act. The statute most properly known by that

name is 10 & 11 Vict. c. 29, passed in 1847 and coming into fuU

force in 1848. But this statute was liable to evasion, and was rendered

efieotive by an Act (13 & 14 Vict. o. 54) which received the Royal

assent on July 26, 1850. This later Act seems to be sometimes

treated as the Ten Hours Act. The general effect of the law on the

passing of this Act has been thus stated in popular language :

—
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wMch led up to it, may appear at first sight to be Lecture

nothing more than the protection from overwork ZZ^
of children, young persons, and women ^ employed
in a hmited number of manufactories. But this

legislation had in reality far wider results. It

recognised the principle that the regulation of pubhc
labour is the concern of the State and laid the basis

for a whole system of governmental inspection

and control. It fixed the hours of labour in the

factories to which it appUed for every woman, ^ what-

ever her age, and conferred upon her a protection,

as well as imposed upon her a disability which is

absolutely imknown to the common law of England,

and is directly opposed to the fundamental assump-

tions of individuahsm. This factory legislation fixed,

though not in so many words nor in aU cases im-

mediately, the normal day of work for all persons of

whatever age or sex employed in the factories to

which it extended. It apphed, indeed, in the first

instance only to a hmited number of factories ; but it

" It reduced the legal working day for all young persons and women,
" to the time between six in the morning and six in the evening, with
" one and a halt hours for meals. This permitted ten and a half

" hours' work on five days in the week ; on Saturdays no protected
" person was to work after two. Such was the main feature of 13 &
" 14 Vict. c. 64, which has, since 1850, regulated the normal day in

" English factories."—Hodder, Life of Lord Shaftesbury, n. p. 202.

It will be observed that it made the time of labour on Saturdays less

than ten hours, and on the five other working days of the week not

ten hours, but ten hours and a haH.

1 The definition of the ages of these protected persons has varied

under different Acts. Under the present law " child " means any

person under the age of thirteen, or in some cases under fourteen ;

" young person " means any person (not being a child) under eighteen ;

" woman " means any woman of the age of eighteen and upwards.

See Factory and Workshop Act, 1901, s. 156.

2 The Factory Act, 1844 (7 & 8 Vict. c. 15), sec. 32.
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Lecture Contained principles of the widest scope, which were

1 apphcable and which were certain to be ultimately

applied in the most general way to every kind of

labour of which the pubKc can take cognizance. It

assuredly, therefore, has introduced sociahstic enact-

ments into the English labour law. But the factory

legislation of 1848-50 did at once, or very nearly

at once, far more than this. At the time when the

repeal of the corn laws gave in the sphere of commerce

what seemed to be a crowning victory to individuahsm,

and when the prosperity following on free trade

stimulated to the utmost in almost every department

of life the faith in and the practice of laissez faire,

the success of the Factory Acts gave authority, not

only in the world of labour, but in many other spheres

of life, to behefs which, if not exactly sociahstic, yet

certainly tended towards socialism or collectivism.

Changed Attitude of the Working Classes

On the 10th April 1848 the Chartists fought their

last fight, and suffered a crushing and final defeat.^

The advocates of the Charter (who might, at this

period, be identified with the artisans of the towns)

abandoned chartism, and either gave up all interest

in pubhc affairs, or devoted their efforts to movements
of which the object was not pohtical, but social. Of

these the chief was trade unionism.

This change of attitude told in more ways than

one on the course of opinion.

1 Por the Chartist demonstration meant to overawe Parliament and
ensure the enactment of the People's Charter, see Walpole, History of
" ' i, iv.*pp. 335-337.
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The abandonment of the Charter was a distinct Lecture

step away from democratic Benthamism ; an increased '.

interest in trade unionism was a step in the direction

of collectivism. Trade unionism, which means collec-

tive bargaining, and involves practical restrictions

on individual freedom of contract, could find no favour

in the eyes of Liberals who belonged to the school of

Bentham.i ijijig most hberal judges had, as we have

seen, under the influence of Benthamite ideas, inter-

preted the Combination Act of 1825 ^—^in accordance,

no doubt, with the real intention of Parhament—so as

to put a check, not only upon all physical violence, but

upon any so-called moral pressure which curtailed the

right of an individual master to purchase, or of an

individual workman to sell, labour upon such terms

as might suit the contracting parties. To this view

of the law trade unionists offered strenuous resist-

ance. If some of them had at one time accepted the

doctrine of laissez faire, they interpreted this dogma

as allowing the right of combination for any purpose,

which would not be in the strictest sense unlawful, if

pursued by an individual acting without concert with

others. They maintained that trade unions, even

ihough they aimed at the restraint of trade, should

be treated as lawful societies, and that unionists

were morally, and ought to be legally, entitled, as

long as they made no use of physical violence or the

threat thereof, to bring the severest moral pressure

to bear upon the action, and thus restrain the freedom

of any workman, who might be incKned to follow his

own interest in defiance of union rules intended to

promote the interest of all the workmen engaged in a

1 See pp. 150, 190-205, ante. ^ See pp. 199, 200, ante.

R
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Lecture particular trade. Here we have the essential conflict

1 between individualism and collectivism.

The changed attitude of the working men facilitated

the alliance between the artisans and men of the

middle class who, on whatever ground, dissented from

Benthamite hberalism.

Chartism had been discredited by the fact that

some Chartists sought to attain their ends by

the employment or menace of physical force.^

Trade unionism had during its " revolutionary

period " been linked with chartism, and had by

acts of violence, and by the use of threatening

language, secret oaths, and all the paraphernaha of

revolution and conspiracy, excited the opposition of

all persons who valued the maintenance of law and

order.2 But between 1848 and 1868 unionism came
under the guidance of capable, and, from their own

1 In 1848 popular leaders and their opponents were the victims
of a delusion fostered by the traditions of the French Revolution.
Insurgents, it was supposed, were able to defeat disciplined troops.

This notion rested in the main upon the successes achieved during
the great Revolution, and again in 1830 and 1848, by the mob of Paris.

No idea which has obtained general currency was ever less justified by
fact. The belief in the mysterious force of popular enthusiasm was
nothing better than a superstition. On no one occasion during the
whole revolutionary history of France from 1789 up to the present day,
have disciplined troops, when properly led, been defeated by insurgents.

Nor has the army shown any special disposition to join the people. On
this matter the events of 1848 and 1871 are decisive, In June 1848 the
insurgents had every advantage, they had been arming for weeks, they
fought with great enthusiasm, and they fought behind well-constructed
barricades. Their opponents were to a great extent National Guards
and the Garde Mobile, raised from the poorer classes of Paris, on whose
absolute fidelity it was difficult to count. Yet the forces of insur-
rection were vanquished. In 1871 the troops employed by the
Government were many of them men who had been vanquished in

war. Among the defenders of the Commune there were many trained '

soldiers. Victory remained with the army.
2 See Lord Londonderry's Manifesto, Webb, History of Trade

Unionism, p. 150.
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point of view, moderate leaders. The abandonment, Lecture

therefore, of the Charter, combined with the changed
^"'

character of unionism, made it possible for men who
were opposed to all violence or revolution to enter

into an alhance with the artisans, or at any rate to

sympathise with their policy. When Young England

came under the guidance of Mr. DisraeU, Tories could

afford at times to exhibit sentimental friendUness to-

wardsworkmen engaged in conflictwith manufacturers,

whose mills offended the aesthetic taste, and whose

radicalism shook the poHtical authority of benevolent

aristocrats.^ Among young men, again, who though

not Tories, dissented from the social and economic

dogmas of utihtarianism, working men found lawyers

' wilUng and able to suggest changes in the law of the

land fitted for the attainment of the ends aimed at by

unionists.^

Modification in Economic and Social Beliefs

From somewhere about the middle of the nine-

teenth century (1840-1854) the unsystematic social-

ism of the artisans began, though it must be admitted

in the most indirect way, to mingle with, and to in-

fluence and be influenced by, the opinions of thinkers

1 Trade unionism came far oftener into conflict with manu-

facturers than with landowners. See, however, as to the case of the

Dorchester labourers, Webb, pp. 123, 124 ; R. v. Lovelace, 6 C. & P.

596 ; Law Magazine, xi. pp. 460, 473 ; and Walpole, History, m. pp.

229 231.
2 The repeal of the corn laws, though the triumph of liberalism,

had one indirect effect not looked for by philosophic Radicals. The

repeal so completely removed the root of bitterness which had created

animosity and distrust between the different classes of the commumty,

that, Uke the abandonment of chartism by the artisans, it promoted

the growth of goodwiU, and therefore the formation of an alhance

between all persons who, to whatever class or party they belonged,

had common proclivities towards socialism.
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Lecture or wxiters who adhered to very difEerent schools, and

: though they were mostly opposed to utihtarianism,

belonged in some instances to the Benthamite school.

It is no accident that Carlyle's Latter Day Pamphlets

(1849-1850), filled with denunciations of laissez faire,

the Tracts on Christian Socialism (1850), which

turned men's hearts towards the duties of Christians

as the members of society, Kingsley's Alton Locke

(1850), which to many contemporaries seemed to

preach rank sociahsm, Mrs. GaskeU's Mary Barton

(1848), which painted sympathetically the position of

workmen conducting a strike, and thereby earned the

bitter censure of W. R. Greg, the representative of

economists and miU-owners—^aU belonged to the years

1848-1850. It is no accident that at about the same

time,^ Comtism, with its distrust of poHtical economy,2

began to exert authority in England, and obtained

disciples among men who interested themselves deeply

in the welfare of the working classes. If AUon Locke,

with its feeble and uninteresting tailor poet, and the

Latter Day Pamphlets, with their bluster and bombast,

redeemed here and there by flashes of insight, are in

1905 less readable than a volume of old sermons, the

welcome which these books received is of deep import,

for it displays a widespread distrust in the domi-

nant hberahsm of the day, and was a sure sign of a

then approaching revolution in pubhc opinion. Most
significant of aU was the pubhcation in 1848 of Mill's

Political Economy ; the very title of this celebrated

book

—

Principles of Political Economy, with some

^ Publication of Miss Martineau's translation of Comte's Pliih-

Sophie Positive, 1853.

2 Comte, Cours de Phihsophie Positive, iv. 264-280.
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of their Applications to Social Philosophy—^has a :

special meaning. The treatise is an attempt by the

intellectual leader of the Benthamite school to bring

accepted economic doctrines into harmony with the

aspirations of the best men among the working

classes.^ It is to-day, at any rate, perfectly clear

that from 1848 onwards an alteration becomes per-

ceptible in the intellectual and moral atmosphere of

England. A change we can now see was taking place

in the current of opinion, and a change which was the

more important, because it influenced mainly the then

rising generation, and therefore was certain to tell

upon the opinion of twenty or thirty years later

—

that is, of 1870 or 1880. Nor can we now doubt that

this revolution of thought tended in the direction of

sociaHsm.

Characteristics of Modern Commerce

The extension of trade and commerce is bound

up with faith in unhmited competition, but it has,

nevertheless, since- the middle of the nineteenth

century, shaken that confidence in the omnipotence

of individual effort and self-help which was the very

essence of the Uberahsm that ruled England during

the existence of the middle class Parhament created

by the first Eeform Act. For combination has

gradually become the soul of modern commercial

systems. One trade after another has passed from

the management of private persons into the hands of

corporate bodies created by the State. This revolu-

tion may be traced in every volume of the statute-

book which has appeared during the last seventy

1 See on Mill's position, Lecture XII. post.
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Lecture jears or more, and especially in the long line of

y^ Eailway Companies Acts passed since 1823/ and in

the Joint Stock Companies Acts passed from 1856

to 1862. This legislation was favoured and pro-

moted by Liberals,^ but the revolution of which it

is the sign has nevertheless tended to diminish, in

appearance at least, the importance of individual

action, and has given room, and supphed arguments

for State intervention in matters of business with

which in England the State used to have httle or no

concern. What, too, is of primary importance, this

revolution has accustomed the pubUc to constant

interference, for the real or supposed benefit of the

country, with the property rights of private persons.

The truth of these statements may be shown by a com-

parison between the position of a coach-owner in 1830

as a carrier of passengers and goods, with the position

in 1905 of our great modern carrier, a railway com-

pany. The coach-owner set up his business at his own
will and carried it on, broadly speaking,^ on his own
terms ; he possessed no legal monopoly, he asked for

no legal privileges ; he needed no Act of Parhament

which should authorise him to take the property of

1 The yeaa: in which was passed the Act under which was con-

structed the Stockton and Darlington Railway. See Annual Register,

1823, p. 241.

^ Here, as in other cases, a law favouring the power of combination
has of necessity a twofold, and in a certain sense a contradictory efiect.

The Companies Acts, introducing the principle of partnerships with
hmited liabihty, create an extension of individual freedom. But the

same Acts, in so far as they transfer the management of business from
the hands of private persons into the hands of corporate bodies, sub-

stitute combined for individual action.

^ See for a carrier's common law liability, Leake, Contracts, 4th

ed. p. 132, and for its modification by statute, the Carriers Act, 1830,

11 Geo. IV. & 1 WiU. IV. u. 68.
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others on terms of compulsory purchase, or generally Lecture

to interfere with the property rights of his neigh- Z^
hours. If his concern prospered his success was
attributable to his own resources and sagacity, and

enforced the homely lesson that wealth is the reward

of a man's own talent and energy. There was

nothing in the business of a coach-owner which even

suggested the expediency of the Government under-

taking the duties of carriers. A railway company,

on the other hand, is the creature of the State.

It owes its existence to an Act of Parhament. It

carries on business on terms more or less pre-

scribed by Parhament. It could not in practice

lay down a mile of its railway, unless it were

empowered to interfere with the property right of

others, and above all, to take from landowners,

under a system of compulsory purchase, land which

the owners may deem worth much more than the

price which they are compelled to take, or which

they may be unwilHng to sell at any price whatever.

The success of a railway company is the triumph,

not of individual, but of corporate energy, and directs

popular attention to the advantages of collective

rather than of individual action. The fact, moreover,

that a business such as that of a railway company,

the due transaction whereof is of the highest import-

ance to the nation, must under the conditions of

modern life be managed by a large corporation, affords .

an argument ^—^as to the force whereof there may be

1 " Whatever,'' writes Mill, " it left to spontaneous agency, can only

" be done by joint-stock associations, will often be as well, and some-

" times better done, as far as the actual work is concerned, by the

" State. Government management is, indeed, proverbially jobbing,

" careless, and ineffective, but so likewise has generally been joint-stock
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Lecture a wide difierence of opinion—in favour of the control

—'- or even the management of railways by the State.

But the hne of reasoning which may be urged in

favour of the State management of railways applies

to many other concerns/ for a railway company is

after all only one among . many corporations which

carry on business, and business in which the nation has

a vital interest, in virtue of powers and privileges

conferred upon them by Act of Parliament.

The modern development then of corporate trade

has in more ways than one fostered the growth of

coUectivist ideas. It has lessened the importance of

the individual trader. It has transformed the abstract

principle that all property, and especially property in

land, belongs in a sense to the nation, into a practical

maxim on which Parliament acts every year with the

approval of the country. It constantly suggests the

conclusion that every large business may become a

monopoly, and that trades which are monopohes may
wisely be brought under the management of the

State. The characteristics of modern commerce,

looked at from this point of view, make for socialism.

Introduction of Household Suffrage, 1868-1884

From about the middle of the nineteenth century

conditions unfavourable to the despotic authority

" management. . . . The defects ... of government management do
* not seem to be necessarily much greater, if greater at all, than those
" of management by joint stock."—Mill, Political Economy, oh. xi. s.

xi. p. 580.

1 See Leonard Darwin, Municipal Trade, for a careful examination
of the oases in which a trade may or may not be carried on with
advantage by the State, and remember that the State takes a part in

trade as much when it acts through local bodies as when it acts

through the central government.
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of individualism operated by degrees on the opinion Lecture

of wide classes, and especially of the artisans. But —'.

these conditions did not greatly modify legislative

opinion, and therefore produced little effect on actual

legislation till 1 868.1 Though the Metropolitan

Commons Act, 1866,^ which marks a reaction against

the poHcy, ardently favoured by Bentham, of convert-

ing common land into private property, and one or

two other isolated enactments, may be taken as a

sign of approaching change even in law-making

opinion, still by far the greater part of the reforms,-^

such, for example, as the Common Law Procedure

Acts, 1851-1862, or the Companies Acts, 1856-1862,—

passed between 1850 and 1868 are in harmony with

Benthamite doctrine. The reason why the spirit of

legislation remained on the whole unaltered was that

tiU the Reform Act of 1867 * Parhament still repre-

sented the middle classes who were in the main

guided by the Benthamism of common sense.

" In this country, ..." writes Mill in 1861,

' what are called the working classes may be con-

' sidered as excluded from all direct participation in

' the government. I do not beheve that the classes

' who do participate in it, have in general any inten-

' tion of sacrificing the working classes to themselves.

' They once had that intention ; witness the per-

' severing attempts so long made to keep down
' wages by law. But in the present day their ordi-

1 The passing of the Ten Hours Act, and subsequent Acts passed

prior to 1868 which extend its operation, afford an apparent but not

a real exception to this statement. See pp. 220-232, ante.

2 29 & 30 Vict. c. 122. See Pollock, Land Laws, pp. 182-188.

8 The last Parhament elected under the Reform Act of 1832 came

to an end on July 31, 1868.
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' nary disposition is the very opposite : they wilUngly

' make considerable sacrifices, especially of their

' pecuniary interest, for the benefit of the working

' classes, and err rather by too lavish and indis-

' criminating beneficence ; nor do I beheve that any
' rulers in history have been actuated by a more
' sincere desire to do their duty towards the poorer

' portion of their countrymen. Yet does Parhament,
' or almost any of the members composing it, ever

' for an instant look at any question with the eyes of

' a working man ? When a subject arises in which
' the labourers, as such, have an interest, is it re-

' garded from any point of view but that of the

' employers of labour 1 I do not say that the work-
' ing man's view of these questions is in general

' nearer to truth than the other ; but it is sometimes
' quite as near, and in any case it ought to be
' respectfully hstened to, instead of being, as it is,

' not merely turned away from, but ignored. On
' the question of strikes, for instance, it is doubtful
' if there is so much as one among the leading
' members of either House who is not firmly con-
' vinced that the reason of the matter is unquahfiedly
' on the side of the masters, and that the men's view
' of it is simply absurd. Those who have studied
' the question know well how far this is from being
' the case ; and in how different, and how infinitely

' less superficial a manner the point would have to
' be argued if the parties who strike were able to
' make themselves heard in Parhament." ^ These

words, though they refer to trade unionism, admit of

a much wider appUcation ; they describe the attitude

1 Mill, Representative Government, pp. 56, 57 (ed. 1861).
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of a Legislature which, sharing the convictions of Lecture

the middle classes, looked with httle favour upon —
ideas entertained by wage-earners whose voice was
scarcely heard in parUamentary debates.

Even when Mill wrote, however, a change in the

constitution of Parhament was near at hand. The
year 1865 brought to an end the War of Secession.

This event opens a new era. During the nineteen

years which followed, democracy, under the modified

form of household suffrage, was estabhshed throughout

the United Kingdom. First the artisans of the towns,

and later the country labourers,- were admitted to

the parhamentary franchise. The details of these

transactions belong to constitutional history. Here

we note only their connection with, and their effect

upon, legislative opinion. Two points are specially

noticeable.

The first is that the laws estabhshing democratic

government were themselves the fruit of opinion pro-

duced by and in turn influencing public events.

Progress towards democracy was in England im-

mensely stimulated by the victory of the Northern

States of America. The conflict between North and

South was recognised as a contest between democracy

and ohgarchy ; each had submitted to the ordeal of

battle, and democracy came out the victor. This

triumph increased the strength of democratic faith

;

it also, owing to the special circumstances of the day,

added weight to the claim of Enghsh working men
for admission to the full rights of citizens. The

artisans had stood by the North, the landowners and

the wealthy classes had as a body given moral sup-

port to the South. Popular sympathy or sagacity
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Lecture had, it might be argued, proved more far-sighted

'. than educated conservatism, whilst the patience with

which the Lancashire " hands " endured the sufferings

arising from the cotton famine gained for them

general respect. The current argument, too, that

the workmen of England could not be denied votes

which would soon be conceded to the negroes of the

United States, though weak as logic, was irresistible

as rhetoric. At the very moment when the moral

authority of the artisans was thus increased they

had, under the guidance of able counsellors, resumed

their interest in pohtics, and especially in the reform

of Parhament.^ Their return to the pohtical arena

was no revival of Chartism. The old Chartists were

dead or forgotten. In 1866-1867 the People's

Charter and its six points were never mentioned.

Little was heard of universal suffrage, nothing of

repubhcanism. Toryism also came once more into

strange, but not accidental, alhance with democracy

;

the Reform Act of 1867 was carried, not by a Liberal,

but by a so-called Conservative ministry. Of the

manoeuvres, or diplomacy, or of the real or alleged

sacrifices of principle, by which this result was
attained, nothing need here be said. Even if the very

harshest view possible were to be taken of the process

by which DisraeK " educated " the Conservatives, the

one matter which for the present purpose deserves

consideration is the nature of that education, and its

connection with the current of pubhc opinion. The
lesson which DisraeU taught his party was the pos-

sibihty, which he had long perceived, of an alliance

between the Tories and Enghsh wage-earners ; and
1 See Webb, History of Trade Unionism, p. 231.
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the true basis of this alUance was their common dissent Lecture

from individuahstic Hberahsm. It was no accident TZL

that Disraeh and his pupils were far less alarmed

at the power which might, under a democratic

Reform Bill, fall into the hands of the residuum

than was John Bright ; or that the last and by far the

most effective opponent of any attempt to alter the

settlement of 1832 was Robert Lowe, who, from the

general tenor of his opinions and the character of his

intellect, might be termed the last of the genuine

Benthamites.^ What in any case is certain is that

the changes in the constitution of the House of

Commons, begun by the Act of 1867 and completed

by the Act of 1884, were strictly the result of a

pecuhar condition of opinion, and especially of the

behef on the part of Tories, whether well or ill

founded, that constitutional changes would in practice

produce no revolutionary effect, but would diminish

the influence of hberahsm.

The second point is that the democratic movement
(

of 1866-1884 was, if from one point of view more

moderate, from another more far reaching than the

Chartist movement 1838-1848.

The Chartists claimed universal suffrage ; they

demanded a share of pohtical power as one of the

natural rights of man ; the artisans who resumed

pohtical agitation in 1866-1867, on the other hand,

demanded household, not imiversal suffrage ; they

1 John Austin was as much opposed to any further advance

towards democracy as was Lowe. See Austin's pamphlet on Reform

(1859). Note, too, that, if John Mill assented to a democratic Reform

Bill, he desired every advance in the democratic direction to be

accompanied by checks which he fancied would protect the rights of

minorities.
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Lecture demanded electoral rights, not as one of the
^""

rights of man, but as a means for obtaining legis-

lation (such, for example, as a modification of the

combination laws), in accordance with the desires

of trade unionists. Looked at from the pohtical side,

therefore, the moderation of the new democracy

contrasts conspicuously with the revolutionary spirit

of chartism. But if the two movements be looked

at from the social side the comparison presents a

different aspect. The avowed wish for social change

on the part of the new democracy stands in marked

contrast with the desire for merely pohtical change

represented by chartism. The same contrast becomes

even more marked if we compare, not the Chartists

and the later democrats, but the Reform movement
of 1832 with the Reform movement of 1866-1884.

The great Reform Act was carried by and for the

benefit of the middle classes.^ It was the work of

men who desired to change the constitution of Parha-

ment because they wished for legislation in conformity

with the principles of individuahsm.^ The Reform
Acts, 1867-1884, were carried in deference to the

wishes and by the support of the working classes,

who desired, though in a vague and indefinite

manner, laws which might promote the attainment

of the ideals of sociahsm or collectivism. Note,

too, that whilst the reformers of 1832 possessed a

programme of legislative reform created by the

1 See Brougham's Speeches, ii. pp. 600 and 617.
2 Compare the language of Sydney Smith, cited, p. 213, ante,

and the Benthamite programme of parliamentary reform, and of the
ends to be attained thereby set forth in an article published by
George Grote in 1831.

See Minor Works of George Orote (Bain's ed. 1873), pp. 1-55.
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geniiis and designed to carry out the principles of Lecture

Bentham, the new democracy came into power under —'.

the influence of vague aspirations and unprovided with

any definite plan of legislation. If we substitute the

word " desires " for " passions," we may apply to the

working classes of England in 1868 the language

applied by Tocqueville to the working classes of

France in 1848 :

—

" Les classes ouvrieres . . . aujourd'hui, je le

' reconnais, sont tranquilles. II est vrai qu'elles ne
' sont pas tourmentees par les passions poHtiques

' proprement dites, au m^me degre oti elles en ont

' ete tourmentees jadis ; mais, ne voyez-vous pas

' que leurs passions, de poUtiques, sont devenues

" sociales ? " 1

These aspirations may, to use the expression of

another French writer, be described as Le Socialisme

sans doctrines,^ or a wish for sociahstic laws without

the conscious adoption of sociahstic theory. Here,

as elsewhere, law and speculation, action and thought

react upon one another.^ One example of such inter-

action may be seen in the writings and speeches of

H. Fawcett. He was himself an economist and

individuahst after the school, not of Senior or

M'CuUoch, but of John Mill. His essays pubhshed

in 1872—^that is within five years after the Eeform

Act, 1867—show that a writer, who criticised sociaMsm

in a moderate and not unsympathetic manner, felt

1 Souvenirs cPAlexis de Tocqueville, publics par Le Comte de

TooqueviUe, 1893, pp. 16, 16.

2 M6tm, Le Socialisme sans doctrines. The expression is used

in reference to socialistic experiments in Australia. See W. P.

ileeves, State Experiments in Australia and New Zealand.

5 See pp. 41-47, ante.
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Lecture that he was struggHng against the sentiment of the

ZZi time. When sLk years later, in 1878, Fawcett pro-

tested with vigour against restrictions imposed by

the Factory Acts on the Uberty of women, he is

clearly the brave defender of a lost cause. In 1885

appeared the Radical Programme. It celebrated

the complete estabhshment of the new democracy

;

it demanded reforms in the direction of sociahsm.

These reforms, it is assumed, will sound the death-

kneU of the laissez faire system. Democracy is to

advance, and " the goal towards which the advance
" will probably be made at an accelerated pace, is

" that in the direction of which the legislation of the
" last quarter of a century has been tending—^the

" intervention, in other words, of the State on
" behalf of the weak against the strong, in the
" interests of labour against capital, of want and
" suffering against luxury and ease." ^ Under this

programme free education— that is, education at

the expense, not of the parent, but of the nation

—

" cottage farms and yeomanry holdings," also in

some form or other to be provided at the cost of

the nation, the complete reversal of the Benthamite
pohcy embodied in the Inclosure Act 1845, the

provision by the use of the resources of the State

of good houses in towns for the poor, and a graduated
income-tax, as well as a considerable extension of the

right of the State to take for the pubhc use the land
of individuals at the lowest market price, are advan-
tages offered or promised to the electorate. No one

1 The Radical Programme, with a Preface by the Right Hon. J.
Chamberlain, M.P. Reprinted, with additions, from the Fortnightly
Review : Chapman and Hall, 1885.
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can doubt the direction in whicli the current of Lecture
VII.

legislative opinion was in 1885 assumed to be flowing
'

by the Radical leaders ; they beheved it—^and no one

can say that their belief was erroneous—^to be com-

pletely turned in the direction of collectivism.

If to any student the conditions referred to in

this lecture appear, even when co-operating, in-

sufficient to account for a remarkable revolution in

legislative opinion, such doubts may be lessened by

one reflection : The beneficial efiect of State inter-

vention, especially in the form of legislation, is direct,

immediate, and, so to speak, visible, whilst its evil

efiects are gradual and indirect, and he out of sight.

If a law imposes a penalty on a shipowner who

sends a vessel to sea before he has obtained a Board

of Trade certificate of its seaT^-orthiness, it is probable

that few ships will set out on their voyage without a

certificate, and it is possible that, for the moment,

the number of ships which go to sea unfit to meet

a storm may be diminished. These good results of

State intervention are easily noticeable. That the

same law may make a shipowner, who has obtained a

certificate, neghgent in seeing that his ship is really

seaworthy, and that the certificate will in practice

bar any action for real neghgence, are evil results of

legislation which are indirect and escape notice. Nor

in this instance, or in similar cases, do most people

keep in mind that State inspectors may be incom-

petent, careless, or even occasionally corrupt, and

that pubUc confidence in inspection, which must be

imperfect, tends to make the very class of persons

whom it is meant to protect neghgent in taking

s
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Lecture due measures for their own protection ; few are those

; who reahse the undeniable truth that State help kills

self-help. Hence the majority of mankind must

almost of necessity look with undue favour upon

governmental intervention. This natural bias can

be counteracted only by the existence, in a given

society, as in England between 1830 and 1860, of a

presumption or prejudice in favour of individual

hberty—^that is, of laissez faire. The mere decline,

therefore, of faith in self-help—^and that such a

dechne has taken place is certain—^is of itself sufficient

to account for the growth of legislation tending_

towards socialism. This consideration goes far to

explain the peculiar development of Enghsh law

during the later part of the nineteenth century.
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LECTURE VIII

THE PERIOD OP COLLECTIVISM

This Lecture deals with two topics : first, the Lecture

principles of collectivism, as actiiklly exhibited in, Yi^'

and illustrated by EngUsh legislation during the

later part of the nineteenth century ; and, secondly

the general trend of such legislation.

(A) Principks of Collectivism

The fundamental principle which is accepted by
every man who leans towards any form of sociahsm

or collectivism, is faith in the benefit to be derived ^

by the mass of the people from the action or inter-

vention of the State even in matters t^hich might be,

and often are, left to the uncontrolled management of

the persons concerned.

This doctrine involves two assumptions : the one

is the denial that laissez faire is in most cases, or

even in many cases, a principle of sound legislation

;

the second is a beHef in the benefit of governmental

guidance or interference, even when it greatly hmits

the sphere of individual choice or Hberty. These

assumptions—^the one negative, the other positive

—
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Lecture are logically distinguishable, and, as a matter oi

T^' reasoning, belief in the one does not of necessity-

involve behef in the other. ^

This fundamental doctrine, however, is of too

abstract a nature to tell much upon the course of

legislation, at any rate where the law-makers are

EngUshmen. The importance of its general, even

though tacit, acceptance hes, as regards the develop-

ment of Enghsh law, in the support which it has

given to certain subordinate principles or tendencies

which immediately affect legislation. These may
conveniently be considered under four heads :—^the

Extension of the 'idea of Protection;—^the Eestric-

tion on Freedom of Contract ;—the Preference for

Collective as contrasted with Individual Action,

especially in the matter of bargaining ;—^the

Equahsation of Advantages among individuals pos-

sessed of unequal means for their attainment. A
given law, it should be remembered, may easily be

the result of more than one of these tendencies, which
indeed are so closely inter-connected that they ought
never, even in thought, to be separated from one
another by any rigid hne of demarcation.

The extension of the idea and the range oj

protection.

The most fanatical of individuahsts admits the

1 A thinker may without inconsistency repudiate the faith of
individualists in the unlimited benefits to be conferred on mankind
by the extension of individual freedom, and yet rate very low the
advantages which any community can derive from the action of the
State. A doctor may have little trust in the recuperative power of
nature as a cure for a serious malady, and yet may warn the sufierer
that popular nostrums will hasten instead of arresting the progress
of the disease. But statesmen or reformers can never permanently
hold this attitude of balanced and unsanguine scepticism.
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existence of persons, such as infants or madmen, Lecture

who, because they are incapable of knowing their
'

own interest, and, in the strictest sense, unable

to protect themselves, need the special protection

or aid of the State. The most thoroughgoing

Benthamites, moreover, not only acknowledge, but

strenuously insist upon^ the principle that for

certain purposes all persons need State protection,

e.g. for the prevention of assault by robbers, or for

the attainment of compensation for injuries done to

them by the breaker of a contract or by a wrong-

doer. But such protection or State aid, as under-

stood by consistent individualists, is in reaUty nothing

but the defence of individual hberty, and is, there-

fore, not an exception to, but an apphcation of the

individuahstic creed. Protection, however, may, in

the mouth of any man at all influenced by sociaUstic

ideas, acquire a far wider signification. It is extended

in two difierent ways.

1 The State often falls short, in the eyes of an individuahst, of

affording to a citizen all the protection which is justly due to him.

If X breaks a contract made with A, or libels A, the latter is clearly

entitled, assuming that he himself has done nothing unlawful, to com-

pensation, as complete as possible, for the injury he has suffered. He

ought to be paid damages, first, for the loss arising from, e.g. the

breach of contract ; next, for the costs he has incurred in bringing

an action against X ; and, lastly, for the loss of time and trouble

involved in bringing the action. Under Enghsh law he may possibly

recover, though he rarely does, complete compensation for the damage

arising from the breach of contract ; he never, or hardly ever, recovers

the whole of the costs actuaUy incurred in bringing the action
;

he

receives no compensation for the loss of time and the trouble incurred

in the assertion of his rights. The antiquated, though not even yet

quite obsolete idea, that the law ought to disc^surage htigation, means

in reaUty that a law-abiding citizen who has suffered an injury from

the inability or neglect of the State to defend his rights, is rightly fined .

for trying, to obtain compensation for the wrong he ought never to

have suffered.
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Lecture " Protection," in the first place, is tacitly trans-

formed into " guidance," and is applied to classes whoj

though not in any strictness " incapable " of managing

their own afiairs, are, in the opinion of the legislature,

unlikely to provide as well for their own interest as

can the community. An artisan, a tenant farmer,

and a woman of full age, would each feel insulted,

if told that they could not manage their own busi-

ness ; and they do, in fact, each of them possess on

most matters the fidl legal capacity (as regards at

any rate anything coming under the head of private

law) which is possessed by other citizens, yet they

are each on certain subjects treated as incapables. A
workman cannot make a binding contract for the

payment of his wages in goods instead of in money ;

^

an artisan or a labourer cannot by contract give up
the benefit of, or, as the expression goes, " contract

himself out" of, the Workmen's Compensation

Acts,* nor can a farmer contract himself out of the

Agricultural Holdings Acts.^ A woman's labour

in factories, workshops, shops, or even in some cases

at her home, is regulated by law.* She is ex-

cluded, as it is presumed for her own good, from
work which she might personally be wiUing to

undertake. All of these persons, therefore, represent

1 See the Truck Acts, 1831, 1 & 2 WiU. IV. c. 37 ; 1887, 50 & 51
Vict. c. 46 ; 1896, 59 & 60 Vict. c. 44 ; and Stephen, Comm. ii. (14th
ed.), p. 281.

2 See the Workmen's Compensation Acts, 1897, 60 & 61 Vict. c.

37 ; 1900, 63 & 64 Vict. c. 22.

3 See Acts, 1875, 38 & 39 Vict. c. 92 ; 1876, 39 & 40 Vict. c. 74

;

1883, 46 & 47 Vict. c. 61 ; 1887, 50 & 51 Vict. c. 26 ; 1890, 53 &
64 Vict. c. 57 ; and 1895, 58 & 59 Vict. c. 27.

* See the Factory and Workshop Acts, 1878 to 1895, and especiallv
1901, 1 Edw. VII. c. 22.
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large classes on whom the State confers protection or Lecture

imposes disabilities. Nor is it doubtful that modern
^™"

legislation tends to increase the number of protected

classes.^

Protection, in the second place, is made to include

arrangements for the safeguarding, not of special

classes, but of all citizens against mistakes which often

may be avoided by a man's own care and sagacity.

Thus enactments to prevent the adulteration of food

or to provide for its analysis by some State official,

extending from the Adulteration of Food Act, 1860 ^

down to the Sale of Food and Drugs Act, 1899,*

defend all citizens from dangers which certainly might

be warded off, though at the cost of a great deal

of trouble, by individual energy and circumspection,

^ Note the provisions for the protection of sailors from imposi-

tion (Merchant Shipping Act, 1894, 57 & 58 Vict. 0. 60, ss. 212-219).

Note also the curious extension given to the doctrine long ago estab-

lished by the Courts of Equity, that where X induces A to enter into

a contract through the use of undue influence, the contract is voidable

at the instance of A. This doctrine was reasonable enough where

X made an unconscientious use of authority or power over A, arising

from the special relation between X and A, as, for instance, where

X is A^s parent, or stands towards A in loco parentis, or is A^s spiritual

adviser or doctor ; but the doctrine has in one set of cases, at any
rate, been extended far beyond this, and has been used as a means

for enabling any person who expects, whether strictly as heir or merely

on account of a relation's goodwill, to succeed to property, and being

in want of money, makes a " catching bargain," as it is called, with

regard to such expected property, to repudiate the contract, with

the result that in some instances a man well past twenty-one is given

the protection against the results of a hard bargain which the common
law gives only to infants—that is, to persons below twenty-one (see

Aylesford v. Morris (1873), L.R. 8 Ch. 484). There is thus constituted

a new class of protected persons. It is not an unreasonable conjecture

that the extension given to the idea of undue influence was originally

suggested by the usury laws, and, after the repeal of the usury laws,

was supported by the Courts, partly with a view to diminish the effect

of the repeal.

2 23 & 24 Vict. c. 84. s 62 & 63 Vict. c. 51.
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Lecture and these enactments rest upon the idea (which is

' thoroughly congenial to collectivism) that the State

is a better judge than a man himself of his own

interest, or at any rate of the right way to pursue it.

t

Restrictions on Freedom of Contract

Collectivism curtails as surely as individuahsm ex-

tends the area of contractual freedom. The reason

of this difEerence is obvious. The extension of con-

tractual capacity enlarges the sphere of individual

hberty. According as legislators do or do not

believe in the wisdom of leaving each man to settle

his own affairs for himself, they will try to extend

or hmit the sphere of contractual freedom. During

the latter part of the -mneteenth century the

tendency to curtail such hberty becomes clearly

apparent. With Irish legislation these lectures

are not directly concerned, but, though that legis-

lation has generally been dictated by exceptional

circumstances due to the peculiar history of Ireland,

it throws, at times, strong Hght on the condition of

Enghsh opinion. The Landlord and Tenant (Ireland)

Act, 1870, 33 & 34 Vict. c. 46, and still more the

Land Law (Ireland) Act, 1881, 44 & 45 Vict. c. 49,

are the negation of free trade in land, and make the

rights of Irish landlords and of Irish tenants dependent

upon status, not upon contract. Legislation of this

character would in any year between 1830 and 1860

have been in reality an impossibihty, owing to the

absence in Parhament, and indeed among the electors

who were then represented in Parhament, of the

convictions to which the later Irish Land Acts give

expression.
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Let US here consider with a little further attention Lecture

the increasing number of cases in which a person —'

belonging to a particular class, e.g. the body of tenant

farmers, has been forbidden by law to part under a

contract with advantages, such as compensation for

improvements, which ParUament intends to secure

to the class of which he is a member.^ Law-making

of this sort generally passes through two stages,

ti the earUer stage the law places upon some kind

of contract an interpretation supposed to be specially

favourable to one of the parties, but allows them

to negative such construction by the express terms

of the agreement between them. In the later stage

the law forbids the parties to vary, by the terms of

their contract, the construction placed upon it by

law. The difference between these two stages is

well illustrated by the case of a lease made by a

landlord to a tenant farmer. As the law originally

stood the tenant had no right to compensation for

improvements made by him during his tenancy, unless

he was entitled thereto by an express term in his

lease. This was felt to be a hardship. Parhament,

therefore, enacted that it should be an impHed term

of every lease, unless the contrary were expressly

stated therein, that the tenant should receive com-

pensation for improvements. So far there was no

interference with the contractual freedom either of

the landlord or the tenant, for it was open to the

parties by an express term of the lease to exclude the

tenant's right to compensation. It was found, how-

ever, that, upon this change in the law, the tenant's

1 See the Agricultural Holdings Acts, 1875 to 1895 ; the Work-

men's Compensation Act, 1897, 60 & 61 Vict. c. 37.
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Lecture right was habitually excluded by the terms of the

' lease, and that he did not therefore receive the benej&t

which the legislature hoped to confer upon him. The

next step was for ParUament absolutely to prohibit

the bargaining away of his right by the tenant. Here

the inroad upon contractual freedom is patent. The

necessity for forbidding the tenant to contract himself

out of the statute is no proof that the pohcy of con-

ferring upon him an absolute right to compensation

was unsound, but it is conclusive evidence that land-

lords were ready to purchase and tenants were ready

to sell the rights conferred upon them by statute, and

that the Act, which prevents the parties to a lease

from making the bargain which they are willing to

make, does curtail the freedom, of contract. The
transition from permissive to compulsory legislation

bears witness to the rising influence of collectivism.

Preference for Collective Action

This preference rests on two grounds.

The one is the beHef that whenever the interest

of the wage-earners comes into competition with

the interest of capitalists, and especially when a

bargain has been struck as to the rate of wages pay-

able by employers to workmen, an individual artisan

or labourer does not bargain on fair terms ; he seems

powerless against a wealthy manufacturer, and still

more so against a large company possessed of wealth,

which, as compared with his own resources, may be

regarded as unUmited. The sale of labour, in short,

is felt to be unHke the sale of goods. A shopkeeper

can keep back his wares until the market rises, whilst
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a factory hand, if he refuses low wages, runs the risk Lecture

of pauperism or of starvation. The other ground is
'

the sentiment or conviction which is entertained by

every coUectivist, that an individual probably does

not know his own interest, and certainly does not

know the interest of the class to which he belongs,

as well as does the trade union, or ultimately the

State of which he is a member. This behef that

associations or communities of any kind are organisms,

which may be wiser as well as stronger than the

persons of whom they are composed, afiects a man's

whole estimate of the merit of combined as compared

with individual action, and underhes much modern

legislation.

As illustrations of this preference for collective

action take the Combination Act of 1875 and the

modern. Arbitration Acts.

The Combination Act, 1875 (Conspiracy and Pro-

tection of Property Act, 1875).^—This statute must be

read in connection with the Trade Union Acts, 1871 ^-

1876.^ All these Acts taken together place trade com-

binations of every kind, whether they take the form of

strikes or of trade unions, in a position totally different

from that which they occupied under the Benthamite

legislation of 1825.* From this point of view the

following features of the existing combination law,

which may well be described as the compromise of

1875, deserve special consideration.

First. A combination to do an act in furtherance

of a trade dispute between employers and workmen

is made, so to speak, privileged. For it is enacted

1 38 & 39 Vict. 0. 86. 2 34 & 35 yiot. c. 31.

3 39 & 40 Vict. 0. 22. * See pp. 191-201, ante.
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Lecture that " an agreement or combination by two or more
' " persons to do or procure to be done any act in con-

" templation or furtherance of a trade dispute between
" employers and workmen shall not be indictahle as

" a conspiracy ^ if such act committed by one person

" would not be punishable as a crime." ^ Hence a

distinction is made between trade combinations and

other combinations, in virtue of which it is not a

criminal conspiracy if in furtherance of a trade dis-

pute a combination is made to do a particular thing

{e.g. to break a contract), which would certainly not

in general be a crime if done by a person acting alone,

whilst a combination to do the same thing (viz. break

a contract) in furtherance of some other object may
be a criminal conspiracy. The efiect, in short, of this

enactment is that a combination among workmen to

break a contract with their employer, e.g. to leave his

service without due notice, with a view to compelhng
him to grant a rise in wages, is not a crime, whilst a

combination by tenants to break a contract by refus-

ing to pay rent due to their landlord, with a view to

compelling him to lower their rents, is a crime.

Secondly. Something hke a legal sanction is given

to conduct which is popularly known as picketing

in connection with a trade dispute, as long as such

conduct does not partake of intimidation or violence.'

Thirdly. A trade union—which under the legisla-

tion of 1825 was more or less an unlawful society,*

on the simple ground that its object was the restraint

of trade—^is freed from this character of necessary
1 It may be " actionable " though not indictable. [But see now

the Trade Disputes Act, 1906, 6 Edw. VII. c. 47.]
2 Conspiracy, etc. Act, 1875 (38 & 39 Vict. c. 86), s. 3, 1st par.
3 38 & 39 Viot. c. 86, s. 7. < See p. 196, ante.
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illegality.^ Hence a trade union is completely pro- Lecture

tected as regards its funds, and can no longer be
'

defrauded with impunity by its ojBGicials. Thus too

trade unions, though not corporate bodies, enjoy the

protection of the law. Violation of the rules of a

trade union by one of its members, however, is not

allowed to give rise to a right of action for breach of

contract.

Fourthly. Certain kinds of intimidation hkely to

be used by trade unions, or by workmen on strike, in

order to interfere with the free action either of other

workmen or of employers, are made criminal—^that is

to say, are forbidden tmder severe penalties.^

The combination law of 1875 is, on the face of it,

a compromise between the desire of collectivists to

promote combined bargaining and the conviction

of individuahsts that every man ought, as long as

he does not distinctly invade the rights of his neigh-

bours, to enjoy complete contractual freedom. But
1 34 & 35 Vict. c. 31. A trade union may, it is submitted, now

be described as a semi-legal association. It is not of necessity, or in-

deed in most cases a strictly unlawful society, since the only objection

to its lawful character may be that its object is the restraint of trade,

and this objection is, under the Conspiracy, etc. Act, 1875, no longer

tenable ; but a trade union may obviously pursue some other objects,

e.g. the interference with the right of an iudividual workman to take

service on such terms as he sees fit ; and it is possible, at any rate, that

the pursuance of such an object may make a trade union an unlawful

society.

2 It is " enacted in general terms that every person who, with a

view to compel any other person to abstain from doing, or to do any

act which such person has a legal right to do or abstain from doing,

wrongfully and without legal authority, uses violence to or intimi-

dates such person, foUows him about, hides his tools, watches or

besets his house, or follows him through the streets in a disorderly

way, shall be hable to three months' hard labour."—Stephen, Hist.

i. p. 226, and see 38 & 39 Vict. c. 86, s. 7. Certain specific breaches

of contract which are likely to cause injury to persons or property

are in like manner made criminal.

—

Ibid. ss. 4, 5.
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Lecture the compromise marks a distinct change in the spirit

' of English legislation, and, though it contains some

severe provisions for the protection of individual

freedom, is, as compared with the combination law

of the past, highly favourable to trade combinations.

The combination law of 1875 is the direct

antithesis to the combination law of 1800.^ The

former favours as much as the latter condemns com-

binations among either workmen or employers. The

law of 1875 treats a strike as a perfectly lawful

proceeding, and gives to trade unions a recognised,

though somewhat singular position ; whilst the law

of 1800 in efiect treated a strike as a crime, and

a trade union as httle better than a permanent

conspiracy.

The combination law of 1875 differs, again, in its

whole spirit from the law of 1825. For the law of

1875 contemplates and faciKtates combined bargain-

ing on the part both of men and of masters ; whilst

the Benthamite legislation of 1825 was intended to

estabhsh free trade in labour, and allowed, or tolerated,

trade combinations, only in so far as they .were part

of and conducive to such freedom of trade. The

law of 1875 is primarily designed to extend, as

regards bargaining between masters and workmen,

the right of combination, and is only secondarily

concerned with protecting the freedom of individuals

in the sale or purchase of labour ; whilst the law of

1825 was primarily concerned with protecting the

contractual freedom of each individual, whether as a

seller or purchaser of labour, and was only secondarily

1 i.e. the Combination Act, 1800, and the law of conspiracy as then

interpreted. See pp. 95-102, arite.
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concerned with extending the right of combination, Lecture

so far as seemed necessary for establishing genuine —'

free trade in labour.

The combination law of 1875 has, indeed, been

thought to go so far in the way of extending the

right of association, that competent critics have

doubted '^ whether it sufficiently secures the contrac-

tual freedom either of an individual workman or of

an individual master. This doubt has, it is true,

been to a great extent removed by cases decided

during recent years,^ which estabhsh, first, that

combinations having reference to a trade dispute,

though not indictable as conspiracies, may neverthe-

less expose the persons who take part in them to

civil liabihty for damages thereby done to individuals
;

and next, that trade unions can be made respon-

sible for wrongs done by their agents. One thing

is at any rate clear. The authors of the compromise

of 1875, and the public opinion by which that

compromise was sanctioned, were very far from

accepting the Benthamite ideal of free trade in

labour.

The story of the combination law from 1800 to

the present day illustrates with such singular accuracy

the relation between law and opinion, that it is well

at this point to cast a glance back over this tangled

1 Conf. Memorandum by Sir P. Pollock on Law of Trade Com-

binations, Fifth and Final Report of Labour Commission, 1894 [o.

7421], pp. 157-159.

2 Quinn v. Leathern [1901], A. C. 495 ; Tajf Vale Railway Co. v-.

Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants [1901], A. C. 426 ; Oiblan v.

National Amalgamated Labourers' Union [1903], 2 K. B. (C. A.) 60.

Compare Allen v. Flood [1898], A. C. 1, and Mogul Case [1892], A. C. 25.
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Lecture storv, which has necessarily been told bit by bit, and
vni. •, 11

survey it as a whole.

The combination law of 1800 represents the panic-

stricken but paternal toryism of that date.^

The legislation of 1824-1825, even in its singular

fluctuation, corresponds with and is guided by the

Benthamite ideal of free trade in labour.^ r

The compromise of 1875 represents in the main

the combined influence of democracy and collectivism

—^an influence, however, which was still balanced

or counteracted by ideas belonging to individuahstic

hberalism.^

The interpretation of that compromise by the

Courts was necessitated by the ambiguity of the

law, and represents the belief which now, as hereto-

fore, has great weight with Enghshmen, that in-

dividual hberty must be held sacred, and that this

hberty is exposed to great peril by an rmxestricted

right of combination. If we ask what were the

causes which after 1875 revived the sense of this

peril, they may all be summed up in the existence,

or rather the creation, of the one word, " boycott."

The term, which has obtained a world-wide accept-

ance, came into being during the autumn, of 1880 ;
*

it spread far and wide, because it supphed a new
name for an old disease, which had reappeared under

a new form. It bore witness to the pressing danger

that freedom of combination might, if unrestrained,

give a death-blow to hberty.

The present state of the law, it is sometimes said,

is confused, but this very confusion, in so far as

1 See pp. 95-102, ante. 2 gge pp. 191-201, ante.

^ See pp. 267-271, ante. * See Murray's Dictionary, " Boycott."
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it really exists, corresponds witli and illustrates a Lecture

confused state of opinion. We all of us in England —
stiU fancy, at least, that we believe in the blessings of

freedom, yet, to quote an expression which has become

proverbial, " to-day we are aU of us socialists." The

confusion reaches much deeper than a mere opposition

between the behefs of different classes. Let each

man, according to the advice of the preachers, look

within. He will find that inconsistent social theories

are batthng in his own mind for victory. Lord

Bramwell, the most convinced of individuahsts,

became before his death an impressive and interesting

embodiment of the behefs of a past age
;

yet Lord

Bramwell himself writes to a friend, " I am something

of a sociahst."

The combination law, from whatever point of view

and at whatever date it be examined, affords the.

clearest confirmation of the doctrine that in modern

England law is the reflection of pubhc opinion.^

The Modern Arbitration Acts.—These enact-

ments begin with the Arbitration Act, 1867,^ and

terminate for the moment with the ConciHation Act,

1896.^ Earher enactments known as Arbitration

Acts* provided summary or expeditious modes for

1 See Appendix, Note 1, Right of Association.

2 30 & 31 Vict. 0. 105.

8 59 & 60 Vict. c. 30. The Acts repealed by the latter Act are the

Workman's Arbitration Act, 1824, 5 Geo. IV. i;. 96; the Councils

ConciUation Act, 1867, 30 & 31 Vict. 0. 105 ; the Arbitration (Masters

and Workmen) Act, 1872, 35 & 36 Vict. c. 46.

* See Howell, Labour Legislation, etc. p. 436. "In aU essential

" respects the questions adjudicated upon by justices of the peace

" relating to labour disputes were similar to those pertaining to trading

" and commercial disputes, though the conditions of reference, pleading,

" and adjudication were decidedly different. In the case of labour the

" dispute to be dealt with had reference to work actually done, and as

T
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Lecture the Settlement of definite disputes between a

TZ^' master and his workmen, similar in character to the

difierences connected with trade or commerce which

are determined by the ordinary law courts. The

modern ConciUation Acts, as represented by the

statute of 1896, aim at a new object and rest upon

new ideas. Their object is not merely the settlement

of definite disputes which have arisen between em-

ployers and their workmen, but also the prevention

of such disputes in the future, and they seek to achieve

this end through the moral influence of the State

brought into play by the action of the Government.

The ideas on which these enactments are based

obviously tend in the direction of coUectiAdsm. True

it is that, as the law now ^ stands, governmental inter-

vention in labour disputes is restricted within narrow

limits.^ But the possibiKty of such intervention is

sufficient to bring the full force of pubhc opinion

—

an opinion which is never impartial—^to bear upon

the relation in a given case between a master and his

workmen; the sphere, moreover, of the State's activity

" to wages due therefor ; or to lengths of work, in the case of silk,

" cotton, woollen, or other textiles ; or to deductions for alleged bad
" work. Various other matters would often arise as to time of

" finish of work, deUvery, and as to frame rents and other charges.

" But all these questions related to work done, not done, damaged, not
" delivered, and otherwise, at the date of complaint and arbitration.

" Future rates of wages—amounts to be paid—had no lot or part in

" legislation except possibly as to finishing a certain article in hand.
" It was not arbitration or labour questions, as we now understand the
" subject, but adjudication upon disputed points there and then at

" issue. How, indeed, could it be otherwise ? Wages were arbitrarily

" fixed in very many industries."—Howell, p. 436.

1 1905.

2 It must take the form either of mere inquiry into the circum-

stances of a particular dispute, or of arbitration on the appUcation of

both the parties to such dispute.
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may any day receive extension. We have reached a Lecture

merely transitory stage in the effort of the State to T^"
act as arbitrator. The attempt, if not given up, must
be carried out to its logical conclusion, and assume
the shape of that compulsory arbitration which
is a mere euphemism for the regulation of labour

by the State, acting probably through the Courts.^

Equalisation of Advantages

The extension given by coUectivists to the idea of

protection makes easy the transition from that idea

to the different notion of equahsation of advantages.

Of the members of every commimity the greater

number cannot obtain the comforts or the enjoyments
which fall to the lot of their richer and more fortunate

neighbours. Against this evil of poverty the State

ought, it is felt by coUectivists, to protect the wage-

earning class, and in order to give this protection

must go a good way towards securing for every citizen

something hke the same advantages, in the form of

education, or of physical well-being, as the rich can

1 Compulsory arbitration must be carried through either by the

Courts or by the Executive, but it may be doubted whether either of

these bodies is fit for the work.

(1) The judges are not by nature qualified for real arbitration, as

regards matters of which they can have no special knowledge ; and the

Courts possess no proper machinery for enforcing their awards against

the parties to a trade dispute. To put the judges, it may be added,

to do work which is not judicial, is certain to deprive them of that

repute for perfect impartiality which is in England their special glory.

(2) The Executive is a more appropriate body than the Courts for

the enforcement of an award, but a Parliamentary Cabinet does not

and cannot possess that impartiality, which is the primary requisite

for the performance of his duties by an arbitrator. A ministry called

upon to adjudicate upon a dispute between an employer and his work-

men will inevitably, in giving judgment, think a good deal of the

effect which the judgment may produce at the next general election.
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Lecture obtain by their own efforts. This extension of the

idea and practice of protection by the State has not, it

is true, in England led as yet to anything like that en-

forced equaUty popularly known as communism, but,

during the latter part of the nineteenth century, it

has produced much legislation tending towards that

equalisation of advantages among all classes which, in

practice, means the conferring of benefits upon the

wage-earners at the expense of the whole body of the

tax-payers.

This tendency is traceable in the development of

the law with reference to elementary education, to

an employer's habihty for injuries received by work-

men in the course of their employment, and to

municipal trading.^

As to Elementary Education.—^Up to 1832 the

State recognised no national responsibility and

incurred no expense for the elementary education

of the people of England ; nor did it impose upon

parents any legal obhgation to provide for the

education of their children.^

1 No attempt is here made to give, even in outline, a history or a

full statement of the law on these topics ; they are dealt with only in

so far as they illustrate the tendency towards the equalisation of

^ See Balfour, Educational Systems of Gh-eat Britain and Ireland

(2nd ed.).

The statements made here as to education do not refer to Scotland

or Ireland.

In 1807 Whitbread introduced a Bill, which passed the House of

Commons, for the foundation of a school in every parish, with power to

employ local rates.

In 1816 Brougham obtained a Select Committee to Inquire into

the Education of the Lower Orders. In 1820 he brought in an
Education Bill which did not pass into law. In 1811 was founded
the National Society for Promoting the Education of the Poor in the

Principles of the Established Church, and in 1808 the British and
Foreign School Society, which in effect represented Dissenters. These
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VIII.

From 1833 onwards, the State made grants, tlie Lecture

earliest of which amounted to not quite £20,000, for

the indirect promotion of the education of the EngUsh
people, and thereby to a certain extent admitted its

duty as a national educator, but the assumption of

this duty was delayed by the distrust of State

intervention which characterised the Benthamite
era.^

In 1870 the education of the Enghsh poor became
for the first time the direct concern of the nation,

and the State attempted to enforce upon parents,

though to a very limited extent, the obHgation of

providing their children with elementary knowledge,

and in so far at the parents' own expense, that they

were compellable to pay school fees. In 1876 this

duty of the parents ^ received distinct legal recogni-

tion, and in 1880 the compulsory attendance of

facts, as also the foundation of Sunday Schools, show the gradual
growth, since at any rate the beginning of the nineteenth century, of

the conviction that it was the duty of the State or the public to provide

education for the poor.

The mere fact that a country maintains a national system of educa-

tion does not of itself necessarUyprove the prevalence of socialistic ideas,

as witness the history of popular education in Scotland and in New
England. But it is true that the gradual development of the con-

viction that the nution must provide for the education of the people,

and make such provision at the expense of the nation, may be, and
certainly has been in England, connected with the development of

collectivism.

^ Even as late as 1859, John Mill deprecated the direct assumption

by the State of educational functions, and contended that it ought to

do no more than compel parents to provide for the elementary education

of their children.—Mill, On Liberty, pp. 188-194.

^ " It shall be the duty of the parent of every child to cause such

"child to receive efficient elementary instruction in reading, writing,

" and arithmetic, and if such parent fail to perform such duty, he
" shall be liable to such orders and penalties as are provided by the
" Act."—Elementary Education Act, 1876, 39 & 40 Vict. c. 79, s. 4.

See Balfour, Educational Systems, 2nd ed. p. 24.
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Lecture children at school was for the first time made
' universal.^

In 1891 parents of children compelled to attend

school. were freed from the duty of paying school

fees, and elementary education became what is called

free.^

This last change completely harmonises with the

ideas of collectivism. It means, in the first place,

that A, who educates his children at his own

expense, or has no children to educate, is compelled

to pay for the education of the children of B, who,

though, it may be, having means to pay for it,

prefers that the payment should come from the

pockets of his neighbours. It tends, in the second

place, as far as merely elementary education goes, to

place the children of the rich and of the poor, of the

provident and the improvident, on something hke an

equal footing. It aims, in short, at the equahsation

of advantages. The estabUshment of free education

is conclusive proof that, in one sphere of social life,

the old arguments of individuahsm have lost their

practical cogency. Here and there you may still

hear it argued that a father is as much bound in duty

to provide his own children at his own expense with

necessary knowledge as with necessary food and

clothing, whilst the duty of the tax-payers to pay for

the education is no greater than the obKgation to

pay for the feeding of children whose parents are not

paupers. But this hne of reasoning meets with no
response except, indeed, either from some rigid econo-

mist who adheres to doctrines which, whether true or

1 The Elementary Education Act, 1880, 43 & 44 Vict. 0. 23.
2 54 & 55 Vict. c. 56, s. 1.
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false, are derided as obsolete shibboleths ; or from Lecture

philanthropists who, entertaining, whether consciously —.'

or not, ideas belonging to sociahsm, accept the pre-

mises pressed upon them by individuahsts, but draw

the inference that the State is bound to give the

children, for whose education it is responsible, the

breakfasts or dinners which wiU enable them to profit

by instruction. The State, moreover, which pro-

vides for the elementary education of the people, has

now, in more directions than one, advanced far on

the path towards the provision of teaching which can

in no sense be called elementary.^ If a student once

realises that the education of the Enghsh people was,

during the earher part of the nineteenth century, in

no sense a national concern, he wiU see that our

present system is a monument to the increasing pre-

dominance of collectivism. For elementary educa-

tion is now controlled and guided by a central body

directly representing the State ; it is administered

by representative local authorities, it is based on the

compulsory attendance of children at school, it is

supported partly by parhamentary grants and partly

by local rates.^

1 See Balfour, pp. xxi.-xxiii. ; Stephen, Comm. iii. (14th ed.) 132,

and compare generally as to the present state of the law relating to

education, ibid. 127-144. The chapter on this subject has had the

advantage of revision by F. W. Hirst.

2 I have no wish to overlook the extent to which voluntary

contributions, made by the members of different rehgious bodies,

supply in part the means of national education, but it cannot be dis-

puted that the education of the people is now in the main paid for

by the nation.

The cost of elementary education to the Imperial Exchequer, as

provided for in the Estimates, is for the financial year 1904r"5,

£10,998,000. This is made up as follows :

—

Grants ^10,688,400\ ^™ ^^j £jq ggg^OOO.
Administration and inspection . 309,600J
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Lecture
VIII.

As to Employer's Liability.—Before 1800 the

Courts had established the principle, that an employer

was Hable to a third party for damage inflicted upon

him through the negligence of the employer's servants

or workmen in the course of their work. The moral

justification for this obhgation has been sometimes

questioned by moralists no less than by judges.

" The law of this country," writes Paley, " goes

great lengths in intending a kind of concurrence in

the master [with the acts of his servant], so as to

charge him with the consequences of his servant's

conduct. If an innkeeper's servant rob his guests,

the innkeeper must make restitution ; if a farrier's

servant lame a horse, the farrier must answer for

the damage ; and still farther, if your coachman or

carter drive over a passenger in the road, the pas-

senger may recover from you a satisfaction for the

hurt he suffers. But these determinations stand, I

think, rather upon the authority of the law than

any principle of natural justice." ^

The corresponding figures for the financial year 1903-4 were :

<^'^^'i*^ .... £9>798,612\_„,, „,_„.,„„
Administration and inspection . 315,614/

~
'
^^"'i^*'^'^^-

In addition to this the cost of training of teachers and pupil teacher

instruction, which is now a part of education other than elementary,

is estimated at

—

for 1904-5 £385,795
1903-4 £335,215.

To the amounts here mentioned must, I conceive, be added the
sums raised from the local rates, which in 1901 amounted in roimd
numbers to £6,000,000. The sums paid in one shape or another by
the nation to maintain the elementary education of the people of

England cannot, therefore, apparently fall much short, if at aU, of

£18,000,000.

Legislation with regard to elementary education illustrates the in-

fluence exerted by the cross-current of ecclesiastical opinion.
1 Paley, Moral Philosophy, book iii. part i. ch. xi. " Contracts of

Labour " (12th *. 1799), vol. i. p. 168.
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This doubt whetlier legal liability could justly Lecture

co-exist Xvith the absence of moral responsibility con-
'

tributed to a singular result. The Courts, between

1830 and 1840, curtailed the extent of an employer's

HabiHty by grafting upon it an anomalous hmitation.

An employer, they held, was not liable to pay com-

pensation to one of his servants or workmen for

damage suffered through the neghgence of a fellow-

servant or fellow-workman in the course of their

common employment. ^ This rule is known as the
" doctrine of common employment." It belonged

to the era of individuahsm, and was supported

by the economic theory, of dubious soundness,

that when a person enters into any employment,

e.g. as a railway porter, the risks naturally incident

to his work are taken into account in the calcula-

tion of his wages. ^ However this may be, the

doctrine of common employment caused much
apparent hardship. If a railway accident occurred

through the negligence of the engine driver, every

passenger damaged thereby could obtain compensa-

tion from the railway company, but a guard, or a

The true basis of the UabiKty of an employer for damage caused to

others through the neghgence of his servant or workman, is that

every man must so conduct his affairs as not to injure third parties

either by his own neghgence or that of the agents whom he employs.

1 See Priestley v. Fowler (1837), 3 M. & W. 1, and the American

case, Farwell v. Boston Railroad Corporation (1842), Bigelow, Leading

Cases, 688.

2 This economic view was supplemented by the consideration that

a servant or workman may be partially responsible for an accident

from, which he suffers, even though he may not contribute directly

to its occurrence. Thus, if the workmen in a powder magazine

habitually and contrary to orders smoke there, and N, who is one of

their number, shares or tolerates this habit, he may well be responsible

for the explosion of which he is the victim, even though it is not caused

by a spark from his own pipe.
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of their fellow-servant, could obtain no compensation

whatever. A rule accepted in Massachusetts, no less

than in England, could not be attributed to anti-

democratic sentiment, but it excited frequent protests

from workmen. The introduction, however, of house-

hold suffrage ^ did not lead to the immediate abohtion

of the doctrine of common employment.^ In 1880

the Employers' Liabihty Act, 43 & 44 Vict. c. 42,

greatly hmited the operation of a rule which all

wage-earners felt to be unjust, but did not do away
with its existence.' In 1894 a Bill passed through the

House of Commons which did away altogether with

the doctrine of common employment, but the House

of Lords struck out a clause which prohibited a

workman from contracting himself out of the Act,

and the Bill was dropped by its supporters. Thus

far every actual or proposed amendment of the law

aimed mainly at placing a workman, when' injured

through the neghgence of his fellows, in the same
position as a stranger.

In 1897, however, legislation took a completely

1 1867-68.

2 In 1868, indeed, the House of Lords forced the doctrine upon the

reluctant Courts of Scotland, Wilson v. Merry, L.R., 1 Sc. Ap. 326.
^ It stUl in some instances remains in force. It applies to actions

under the Employers' Liability Act, 1880, 43 & 44 Vict. c. 42, which
do not fall within sec. 1. It appKes also to actions by domestic
servants, who do not fall within this Act. See MacdoneU, Master and
Servant, ch. xv. The fact that after the Compensation Acts have
placed the rights of workmen and the liability of employers on a new
basis, the Employers' Liability Act, 1880, which belongs to an older
and abandoned view of the relation between employers and workmen,
should not have been repealed, and that the doctrine of common
employment should not have been abolished, is characteristic of the
fragmentary and unsystematic manner in which the law is amended
in England.
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new turn. The Workmen's Compensation Act of Lecture

that year 1 (60 & 61 Vict. c. 67) introduced into the T^'
law the new principle that an employer must, subject

to certain hmitations, insure his workmen against

the risks of their employment. At the same time

the right of a worjonan to bargain away his claim to

compensation was in reahty, though not in form,

nullified, since any contract whereby he foregoes

the right to compensation secured him by the

Workmen's Compensation Acts is effective only

where a general scheme for compensation, agreed

upon between the employer and the employed, secures

to the workmen benefits at least as great as those

which they would derive from the Compensation Acts

;

and this arrangement must be sanctioned by a State

ofB.cial.2

This legislation bears all the marked character-

istics of collectivism. Workmen are protected against

the risks of their employment, not by their own care

or foresight, or by contracts made with their employers,

but by a system of insurance imposed by law upon

employers of labour. The contractual capacity both

of workmen and of masters is cut down. Encourage-

ment is given to collective bargaining. The law,

lastly, secures for one class of the community an

advantage, as regards insurance against accidents,

which other classes can obtain only at their own

expense, and, though it is true that the contract of

1 Extended three years later so as to apply to agricultural

labourers. Workmen's Compensation Act, 1900, 63 & 64 Vict. c. 22.

The principle of the Compensation Acts is not as yet [1905] extended to

domestic servants. It may be conjectured with some confidence that

this extension will sooner or later take place.

2 See the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1897 (60 & 61 Vict. c.

37), s. 3.
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yZ^' masters and workmen, yet in the background stands

the State, determining in one most important respect

the terms of the labour contract. The rights of work-

men in regard to compensation for accidents have

become a matter not of contract, but of status.

As to Municipal Trading.—At the beginning of

the nineteenth century Enghsh municipal corpora-

tions ^ took httle part in trade ; they did not, in

general, engage in business which otherwise would

have been carried on for profit by private persons or

companies.^ In truth, the old corporations which

were reformed by the Municipal Corporations Act,

1835,* were not adapted for entering into trade. As

we have seen,* they were corrupt and inefficient, and

shirked even the duties which generally belonged to

civic authorities ; ^ they were the object of deep

distrust ; ^ no one dreamed of increasing their sphere

of action. It was not till municipal reform had
1 See Leonard Darwin, Municipal Trade, pp. 1-27 ; Redlich and

Hirst, Local Government in England, i. pp. 111-133.

^ This statement may be disputed, but is (it is submitted) in sub-

stance true. Municipal corporations, or other local authorities created

for a special purpose, did in some instances, long before the beginning

of the nineteenth century, carry on concerns which might be called

trades {e.g. the supply of water for a particular locality) ; but these

concerns were closely connected with municipal administration, and
could not fairly be described as municipal trading.

3 5 & 6 win. IV. c. 76.

* See pp. 118, 119, ante.

^ In Bath " every quarter of the town was under the care of a
" separate board, except one quarter which was totally unprotected."

—

Redlich and Hirst, Local Government, i. p. 120.

^ The beUef was widespread that a town without a charter was a
town without a shackle.

" Manchester," observes Aikin (in 1795), " remains an open town ;

" destitute (probably to its advantage) of a corporation, and unrepre-
" sented in ParUament." See Leslie Stephen, English Utilitarians, i.

pp. 99, 100.
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worked its salutary effects that any popular feeling Lecture

grew up in favour of the management of trades, .'

which might concern the pubhc interest, by muni-

cipal corporations. Nor was municipal trading during

the Benthamite era in harmony with the Uberahsm

of the day. A gradual change of pubhc opinion may
be dated from about the middle of the century. Since

1850 the extension of municipal trading has pro-

gressed with a rapidity which increased greatly as

the nineteenth century drew towards its close ; the

market rights of private owners have been bought up

by municipahties ;
^ markets so purchased have often

turned out lucrative properties, and " we find that

" the more recent developments [of municipal trading]

" in connection with municipal markets include

" slaughter-houses, cold-air stores, ice manufactories,

" and the sale of surplus ice, and that the right to sell

" the ice to the pubhc without restriction has been
" demanded " ^ from Parhament. Municipal bathing

estabhshments have become common, as well as the

foundation of municipal water-works,* and since the

middle of the century the supply of gas, which up to

that date had been wholly in the hands of companies,

has in many cases passed under the management of

local authorities. Tramways (1868-69) were first

1 Darwin, pp. 3, 4. ^ Ihid.

2 The extension of municipal business has been constantly accom-

panied and accomplished by the compulsory purchase on the part of

local authorities, of land, or other property,
,
belonging to private

individuals. It is worth notice that compulsory purchase might

more accurately be termed compulsory sale, and always involves the

possibility, or probability, that a man may be compelled to sell pro-

perty either which he does not wish to sell at all, or which he does

not wish to sell on the terms that he is compelled to accept. Such

compulsory sale is often justified by considerations of public interest,

but it always means a curtailment of the seller's individual liberty.
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1892) have been worked by municipalities, whilst

since 1889 electrical works have been carried on by

municipahties, and the fact is now clearly recognised

that all or the greater number of tramways wiU

ultimately become municipal property. Before 1890

local authorities had httle concern with house build-

ing, and the Labouring Classes' Lodging Houses Act,

1851,^ remained a dead letter. Under the Housing of

the Working Classes Act, 1890, local authorities now
possess large powers of buying up insanitary areas,

of demoUshing insanitary buildings, of letting out

land to contractors under conditions as to the

rebuilding of dwelHngs for the poor, and of selling to

private persons the buildings thus erected. Munici-

pahties have at the same time received powers to

build additional houses on land not previously built

upon, and to erect, furnish, and manage dwell-

ings and lodging-houses. They have also entered

into various trades. They have employed themselves,

e.g., in turning dust into mortar, in working stone

quarries, in building tram-cars, in the provision of

buildings for entertainments and for music, in laying

out race-courses, in the manufacture of electrical

fittings, in the undertaking of telephone services,

in the sale and distribution of milk, and the hke.

The desires, moreover, of municipalities have out-

stripped the powers hitherto conceded to them by
Parhament. They desire to run omnibuses in con-

nection with tramways ; they wish to construct

bazaars, aquaria, shops, and winter gardens
; they

wish to attract visitors to a district by advertising its

1 14 & 15 Viot. c. 34.
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merits. No one, in short, can seriously question th.at. Lecture

for good or bad, the existence of municipal trading is —'

one of the sahent facts of the day, and that it has since

the middle of the nineteenth century acquired a new

character. The trades, if so they are to be called,

which were first undertaken by local authorities were

closely connected with the functions of municipal

government. At the present day municipal trading

is becoming an active competition for business between

municipahties supported by the rates, and private

traders who can rely only on their own resources.

The aim, moreover, of municipal trading is, on the

face of it, to use the wealth of the ratepayers in a

way which may give to all the inhabitants of a

particular locahty benefits, e.g. in the way of cheap

locomotion, which they could not obtain for them-

selves. Here we have, in fact, in the most distinct

form the effort to equahse advantages. The present

state of tilings, indeed, can in no way be more vividly

described than by using the words of an author, who

is certainly no opponent of sociahsm, and who, if he

expresses himself with satirical exaggeration, means

honestly to depict matters passing before our eyes :

—

" The practical man, obUvious or contemptuous of

" any theory of the social organism or general principles

" of social organisation, has been forced, by the neces-

" sities of the time, into an ever-deepening coUectivist

" channel. SociaHsm, of course, he still rejects and

"despises. The individuahst town councillor will

" walk along the municipal pavement, ht by municipal

" gas, and cleansed by municipal brooms with muni-

" cipal water, and seeing, by the municipal clock in

" the municipal market, that he is too early to meet
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" his cMldren coming from the mimicipal school,

" hard by the county lunatic asylum and municipal

" hospital, will use the national telegraph system to

" tell them not to walk through the municipal park,

" but to come by the municipal tramway, to meet him
" in the municipal reading-room, by the municipal art

" gallery, museum, and Ubrary, where he intends to

" consult some of the national pubhcations in order

" to prepare his next speech in the municipal town
" hall, in favour of the nationahsation of canals and
" the increase of Government control over the railway
" system. ' Sociahsm, Sir,' he will say, ' don't waste
" the time of a practical man by your fantastic

" absurdities. Self-help, Sir, individual self-help,

" that's what's made our city what it is.' " ^

But here we pass to the second subject of this

lecture.

(B) Trend of CoUectivist Legislation

" It cannot be seriously denied," Avrote Mr. Morley

in 1881, " that Cobden was fully justified in describ-

" ing the tendencies of this legislation [i.e. the
" factory laws] as sociahstic. It was an exertion
" of the power of the State, in its strongest form,
" definitely hmiting in the interest of the labourer
" the administration of capital. The Act of 1844
" was only a rudimentary step in this direction. In
" 1847 the Ten Hours Bill became law. Cobden was
" abroad at the time, and took no part in its final

" stages. In the thirty years that followed, the

' See Sidney Webb, Socialism in England (1890), pp. 116, 117.
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' principle has been extended with astonishing perse- Lecture

' verance. We have to-day a complete, minute, and —
' voluminous code for the protection of labour

;

' buildings must be kept pure of effluvia ; dangerous
' machinery must be fenced ; children and young
' persons must not clean it while in motion ; their

' hours are not only Hmited, but fixed ; continuous
' employment must not exceed a given number of

' hours, varying with the trade, but prescribed by
' the law in given cases ; a statutable number of

' hohdays is imposed ; the children must go to school,

' and the employer must every week have a certificate

' to that effect ; if an accident happens notice must
' be sent to the proper authorities ; special provisions

' are made for bakehouses, for lace-making, for

' colheries, and for a whole schedule of other special

' calHngs ; for the due enforcement and vigilant

' supervision of this immense host of minute prescrip-

' tions there is an immense host of inspectors, certify-

' ing surgeons, and other authorities, whose business it

' is ' to speed and post o'er land and ocean ' in restless

' guardianship of every kind of labour, from that of

' the woman who plaits straw at her cottage door, to

'the. miner who descends into the bowels of the

' earth, and the seaman who conveys the fruits and
' materials of universal industry to and fro between
' the remotest parts of the globe. But all this is one

' of the largest branches of what the most importunate

' sociahsts have been accustomed to demand ; and if

' we add to this vast fabric of labour legislation our

' system of Poor Law, we find the rather amazing
' result that in the country where sociaHsm has

' been less talked about than any other country in

V
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^- " appHed." ^

Thus wrote Mr. Morley in 1881 in a passage from

his Life of Cobden which has become classical ; his

words directly refer only to the factory laws, but they

admit of a far wider apphcation. Every year which has

passed since their pubhcation has confirmed their truth.

The labour law of 1878 (41 & 42 Vict. c. 16) has

been superseded and widely extended by the code

whereof the details are to be found in the Factory

and Workshop Act, 1901, 1 Edw. VII. c. 22. Not

only factories and workshops, in the ordinary sense of

those terms, but also any place such as a hotel, which

is the scene of public labour, and even places of

domestic employment which may fairly be called

homes, have been brought within the sphere of the

labour code. The time is rapidly approaching when
the State will, as regards the regulation of labour,

aim at as much omnipotence and omniscience as is

obtainable by any institution created by human
beings. Wherever any man, woman, or child renders

services for payment, there in the track of the

worker will appear the inspector. State control,

invoked originally to arrest the ill-usage of children

in large factories, has begun to take in hand the
proper management of shops. A shop-girl has
already acquired a legal right to a seat.^ The hours
of shop closing may now in most cases be fixed by a
local authority »—that is, be regulated, not by the

1 Morley, Life of Cobden, i. pp. 302, 303.
2 Seats for Shop Assistants Act, 1899 (62 & 63 Vict. c. 21), and

compare the Shop Hours Acts, 1892-1895, and the Employment of
Children Act, 1903 (3 Edw. VII. c. 45).

5 See the Shop Hours Act, 1904 (4 Edy. VII. c. 31).
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^wishes of the shopkeeper, of his customers, or of the Lecture

shopmen, but by rules imposed under the authority T^
of the State. The Pubhc Health Acts, starting in

1848 from the modest attempt to get rid of palpable

nuisances calculated to generate disease, have ex-

panded into the sanitary code of 1875,^ which, with

its complex provisions, constitutes a whole body of law

for the preservation of the pubhc health. The Housing

of the Working Classes Acts, which in effect began

with the Labouring Classes Lodging House Act, 1851,^

and attempted httle more than to make possible and

encourage the estabhshment by boroughs, and certain

other places, of lodging-houses for the labouring classes,

have developed into the Housing of the Working

Classes Acts,^ 1890-1900.* These enactments enjoin

local authorities to clear unhealthy areas, and to close

unhealthy dwelhng-houses, or demohsh them if unfit

for human habitation, and empower local auth®rities

to provide lodging-houses for the working-classes,

and with a view to making such provision, to acquire

land where necessary under the system of compulsory

purchase.^ The State, therefore, has indirectly gone

a good way towards the provision of dwelhng-houses

for workmen ; the housing of artisans has become

1 The Public Health Act, 1875 (38 & 39 Vict. c. 55). See for a

list of a large number of separate Acts more or less referring to public

health, Steph., Comm. iii. (14th ed.) p. 77, and note that the Acts there

referred to, which extend from the Knackers Acts, 1786 and 1844

(26 Geo. III. c. 71 ; 7 & 8 Vict. c. 87), to the Factory and Workshop

Act, 1901, are all administered by District Councils. It should never

be forgotten that powers given to local authorities are, no less than

powers possessed by the central government, in reaUty powers exercised

by the State.

2 14 & 15 Vict. 0. 34. 3 53 & 54 yict. c. 70.

* 63 & 64 Viot. c. 59.

* See Housing of Working Classes Act, 1890, especially s. 57.
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' Housing of the Working Classes Acts have in the

main benefited artisans, something has of recent

years been done towards meeting any wish for allot-

ments ^ which may be cherished by country labourers,

who cannot themselves afiord to purchase or to obtain

a lease of lands at the market rate, or who, as is

possible, hve in villages where no landlord is willing

to sell or let allotments. The local authorities are

now, under the Allotments Acts, empowered to obtain

land, and, if necessary, under the system of com-

pulsory purchase, which they are to relet to labourers.

The growth of modern collectivism has naturally

coincided with the disposition to revive or to extend

the sociahstic element ^ which has always been latent

in some of the older institutions of England, and

notably in the EngKsh Poor Law. The strength of

this tendency ^ will be best seen by a comparison or

contrast between the ideas which produced and
characterised the Poor Law reform of 1834, and the

ideas which in 1905 have already to a certain extent

changed the law, and to a still greater extent

modified the administration of poor rehef. The
reformers of 1834 considered the existence of the

Poor Law a great, though for the moment a necessary

evil. They cut down its operation within hmits as

narrow as pubhc opinion would then tolerate. They
expected to put an end at some not very distant date

1 Allotments Acts, 1887-1890 (50 & 51 Vict. c. 48, and 53 & 54
Vict. c. 65).

2 See Report of Charity Organization Society on Relief of Distress
due to Want of Employment, Nov. 1904.

8 Which has been fostered by the provisions of the Local Govern-
ment Act, 1894 (56 & 57 Vict. c. 73), s. 20, as to the election and qualifi-

cation of poor-law guardians.
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to out-door relief. Nor can one doubt that many of Lecture

them hoped that the Poor Law itself might at last be
'

done away with. As late as 1869 the central authori-

ties struggled to increase the strictness with which out-

door rehef was administered, and in 1871 Professor

Fawcett, a fair representative of the economists of that

day, still apparently advocated its abohtion.^ The

reformers, moreover, specially rehed on the use of two

means for at any rate restricting the administration of

poor rehef. The one was the confining it in the very

sternest manner to the relief of destitution ; the aim

of rehef was in their eyes to avert starvation, not to

bestow comfort ; the second was the association of

pauperism—^a very different thing from mere poverty

—^with disgrace ; hence the recipient of poor rehef lost,

because he was a pauper, his rights as an elector.^

The tide of opinion has turned ; the very desire to

restrict out-door rehef has, as regards popular senti-

ment, all but vanished. The idea of putting an end

to poor rehef altogether Ues far out of the range of

practical pohtics. Much has already been done to

diminish the discomfort and the discredit which may

attach itseK to pauperism. The Out-door Eehef

(Friendly Societies) Act, 1894,^ authorised boards of

guardians, when granting out-door rehef, not to take

into consideration any sum up to five shilhngs a week

received by the apphcant as member of a friendly

society. The Out-door Eehef (Friendly Societies) Act,

1 See Fawcett, Pauperism, pp. 26-35. In 1872 he hoped for the

gradual abolition of the poor law itself. Fawcett, Essays and Lectures,

pp. 83, 84.

2 See Steph., Cmnm. ii. (14th ed.) 295; and Representation of

People Act, 1832, s. 36 ; ParUamentary and Municipal Registration

Act, 1878, ss. 7, 12.

3 57 &. 58 Vict. 0. 25.
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imperative. Nor is the anticipation unwarranted that

other classes will, at no distant date, obtain the con-

sideration or indulgence which is extended to members

of friendly societies. Discredit, indeed, still attaches

to the receipt of poor rehef, yet ParHament has

already done much to diminish the force of a

sentiment which men of admitted wisdom have been

accustomed to regard as a valuable, if not our chief,

safeguard against the spread of pauperism ; the receipt

of out-door rehef in the shape of medicine no longer

disquahfies the recipient from exercising the functions

of an elector.^

1 4 Edw. VII. c. 32. " In granting out-door relief to a member of

" any friendly society, the board of guardians shall not take into con-
" sideration any sum received from such friendly society as sick pay,
" except in so far as such sum shall exceed five shillings a week

"

(s. 1, sub. s. 2).

The effect of this enactment seems to be that, assuming ten

shillings a week to be the sum adequate to save a man who has
no property whatever from actual destitution, an applicant for rehef

who, as member of a friendly society, receives a pension of five

shillings a week, will be entitled to receive by way of out-door rehef
ten shilhngs more, and thus receive five shillings beyond his strict

needs. Nor is it easy to see how a board of guardians can now practic-
ally exercise the power, which the board stiU apparently possesses,
of refusing to give out-door relief at all to a person entitled to sick pay
from a friendly society. If so the Out-door Rehef (Friendly Societies)
Act, 1904, distinctly strikes at attempts to cut down out-door relief.

2 The Medical Relief DisquaUfication Removal Act, 1885. See
Steph., Comm. ii. 296. Leading statesmen, whether they call them-
selves Conservatives or Liberals, are ready or eager to go still farther
along the dangerous path on which Parhament has hesitatingly
entered. The President of the Local Government Board is ready, by
straining to the very utmost powers conferred upon him for another
purpose under the Local Authorities (Expenses) Act, 1887 (50 & 51
Vict. c. 72), s. 3, to sanction expenditure by Borough Councils which
is admittedly ultra vires, and thus create a sort of Borough Council
common poor-fund, which may in effect give to the unemployed rehef
untrammelled by the restrictions imposed by the poor law (see Report
of Charity Organization Society, 1904, p. 6) ; and Sir H. Campbell-
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The general trend of legislation is often as clearly Lecture

traceable in Bills laid before Parliament, which have T^'
not passed into law, as in statutes. From this point

of view the Bills of 1904 are full of instruction. They
discover the wishes of the electors. They reveal, for

instance, the widespread desire for laws which make
for the equahsation of advantages.^ The methods

proposed for the attainment of this end are various.

One is the provision, at the expense of the tax-payers,

of old age pensions, either for every apphcant who
has attained the age of sixty-five, or for any person of

sixty-five who belongs to the indefinable class of the

deserving poor. The creation of a system of old age

pensions has been recommended, though not fully

thought out, both by zealous philanthropists who
pity the sufferings, and by pohticians of undoubted

humanity who possibly desire the votes, of the wage-

earners. Enthusiasts, again, who have been impressed

with the indisputable fact that poverty may exist in

connection with merit, have propounded a scheme

under which the Guardians of the Poor are to be

authorised, and, no doubt, if the plan should receive

the approbation of Parliament, will soon be enjoined,

to provide the " necessitous deserving aged poor " with

cottage homes where the inhabitants " will be treated

" with regard to food and other comforts with suitable

" consideration," or, in other words, will enjoy at least

as much comfort as and perhaps more comfort than

usually falls to the lot of the energetic working-man

who, towards the close of his fife, has out of his

Banuerman, as leader of the OppoBition, has announced that he is

" in favour of exemption from disenfranchisement of the recipients of

" temporary poor law relief " {Morning Post, 1st December 1904, p. 9).

1 See p. 275, ante.
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Lecture earnings and savings provided himself with a modest

independence. All these plans, whatever their ad-

vantages, have some features in common. They all

try to divest the receipt of relief from the rates of

the discredit and the disabihties which have hitherto

attached to pauperism ; ^ they negative the idea that

it is, as a rule, the duty of every citizen to provide

for his own needs, not only in youth, but in old age
;

and that if age, as depriving a man of capacity to

work, may be termed a disease, yet it is a malady so

hkely to occur' as to create a special obhgation to

ensure against its occurrence. Would not the stern

but successful reformers of 1834 have held that old

age pensions and comfortable cottage homes, provided

at the cost of the tax-payers, were httle better than a

decent but insidious form of out-door rehef for the

aged ?
2

Among Bills which aim at the equahsation of

advantages may be numbered a proposal significant,

rather than important, for the removal of every hmit

^ " No person admitted to a [cottage] home shall be considered a
" pauper, or be subject to any such disabihties as persons in receipt of
" parochial rehef " (Cottage Homes Bill, 1904, sec. 7).

" A person whose name is on the pensioners' list shall not be de-
" prived of any right to be registered as a parHamentary or county
" voter by reason only of the fact that he or she has been in receipt of
' poor law rehef " (Old Age Pensions Bill, sec. 8).

2 Might they not have smiled grimly at the notion of a parlia-
mentary enactment that a man supported by parish relief and pro-
vided at the expense of the parish with a comfortable cottage should
not be " considered a pauper " (Cottage Homes Bill, sec. 7), and have
suggested that citizens should be trained to dread the reahty rather
than to shun the name of pauperism ? What would they have thought
of the sentiment or the sentimentality which has induced the Local
Government Board to sanction the suggestion that in registers of
births a workhouse should be referred to by some name (e.g. Little
Peddhngton Hall), which might conceal the fact that a child there
born was born in a workhouse and not in a private residence ?
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on the amount which may be raised from the rates Lecture

for the support of free libraries, and also many Bills, T^'
as important as they are significant, which are

intended to facihtate in various ways the acquisition

of land, or of an interest in land, generally

through the direct or indirect intervention of the

State, by persons unable to acquire either land or a

lease of land through freely made contracts with

wiUing vendors. The Bills of 1904 also bring into

Hght another characteristic of collectivism, namely,

the favour with which persons who have in any
degree adopted sociaUstic ideals look upon combined

as contrasted with individual action.^ Trade unionists,

it is clear, urgently demand a revolution in the

combination law. They claim, as regards trade

disputes, the practical aboHtion of the law of con-

spiracy, the legalisation of so-called peaceful, which

may nevertheless be oppressive, picketing, and the

anomalous exemption of a trade union and its mem-
bers from civil Uabihty for damage sustained by any

one through the action of any member of such trade

union. 2 All these changes suggest the conclusion that
1 See p. 266, ante.

^ " An action shaE not be brought against a trade union . . . for
" the recovery of damage sustained by any person or persons by reason
" of the action of a member or members of such trade union " (Trade

Dispute Bill, 1904, sec. 3).

" An action shall not be brought against a trade union, or against
" any person or persons representing the members of a trade union, in

" his or their respective capacity " (Trade Dispute Bill, No. 2, sec. 3).

The latter proposal seems intended to exempt trade unions from

all civil liabUities whatever.

If in the Trade Dispute Bills the term " trade union " is to bear the

meaning given to it in the Trade Union, etc., Act, 1876 (39 & 40 Vict.

0. 22), sec. 16, a combination of employers would apparently be, if the

Bill should pass into law, as exempt from all civil Uabihty as a combina-

tion of workmen. [Compare, however, the Trade Disputes Act, 1906,

6 Edw. VII. c. 47.]
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Lecture English artisans are keenly alive to the necessity for

' using the severest " moral pressure," or indeed pres-

sure which ca"n hardly by any possible expansion of

language be fairly termed " moral," as a restraint upon

the selfishness of any workman or employer who acts

in opposition to the apparent interest of a body of

wage-earners. But these proposed changes also

suggest the conclusion that Enghsh artisans are bhnd

to the dangers involved in such an extension of the

.^right of association ^ as may seriously diminish the

area of individual freedom. This disposition to rate

low the value of personal hberty, and to rate high the

interest of a class, is to a certain extent illustrated by

the Ahens Immigration Bill, 1904. This measure is

on the face of it intended to restrain the settlement in

England of foreign paupers, and other undesirable

immigrants, whose presence may add to the mass of

Enghsh poverty. It has been brought before Parha-

ment by the Government, and is supposed, possibly

with truth, to be supported by a large body of work-

ing-men. No one can deny that arguments worth

attention may be produced in favour of the Ahens
Bill ; but it is impossible for any candid observer to

conceal from himself that the Bill harmonises with

the wish to restrain any form of competition which
may come into conflict with the immediate interest

of a body of Enghsh wage-earners. However this

may be, the Bill assuredly betrays a marked reaction

against England's traditional pohcy of favouring or

inviting the immigration of foreigners, and in some
of its provisions shows an indifference to that respect

for the personal freedom, even of an ahen, which may
1 See pp. 153-158, arate.
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be called the natural individualism of the common Lecture

law.i '^^

For our present purpose the Bills brought before

the Imperial ParUament are hardly more instructive

than the recent legislation of some self-governing

EngHsh Colonies.^ Compulsory arbitration in all

disputes between employers and employed—^that is,

the authoritative regulation by the State of the

relation between these two classes ; a vast extension

of the factory laws, involving, inter alia, the regula-

tion by law of the hours of labour for every kind of

wage-earner, including domestic servants, the em-

ployment by the State of the unemployed, the fixing

by law of fair wages ; the rigid enforcement of a hquor

law, which may render sobriety compulsory ; the

exclusion from the country of all immigrants, even

though they be British subjects, whose presence

working-men do not desire ; and other measures of

the same kind,—would appear to approve themselves

to the citizens of Austraha and New Zealand. The

1 The Bills which aim at increased restrictions on the sale of

liquor hardly need separate notice, for they represent only the con-

viction, which for years has been known to exist, that the traffic in

drink involves so many evils that it ought to be kept within narrow

limits, even at the cost of what teachers, such as John Mill, considered

a grave inroad on individual hberty. The only feature worth special

remark is the proposal, based on precedents drawn from the laws of

Canada and the United States, to place an anomalous and most exten-

sive liability on any seller of drink for injuries done by the purchaser

to a third person during a state of intoxication whoUy or partially

arising from the drink he has bought (see Liquor Seller's LiabiUty

Bill, 1904, s. 2). Under this Bill, if X, a licensed person, sells drink

to Y for consumption on such person's premises, which wholly or in

part causes T'a intoxication, X would be hable to A for any injury

done to 4 by y whilst thus intoxicated.

2 See W. P. Reeves, State Experiments in Australia and New
Zealand.
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Lecture similarity between the legislation which has actually

.
.' taken place in these Colonies and laws passed or

desired in England is worth notice, for it throws con-

siderable hght on the natural tendencies of that latent

sociaKsm or collectivism, not yet embodied in any

definite sociahstic formulas, which has for the last

thirty years and more been telhng with ever-increas-

ing force on the development of the law of England.

Our survey of the course of law and opinion from

1830 onwards suggests two reflections :

—

The difierence between the legislation characteristic

of the era of individuahsm and the legislation char-

acteristic of the era of collectivism is, we perceive,

essential and fundamental. The reason is that this

dissimilarity (which every student must recognise,

even when he cannot analyse it) rests upon and gives

expression to difEerept, if not absolutely inconsistent,

ways of regarding the relation between man and the

State. Benthamite Liberals have looked upon men
mainly, and too exclusively, as separate persons, each

of whom must by his own efforts work out his own
happiness and well-being; and have held that the

prosperity of a community—as, for example, of the

Enghsh nation—^means nothing more than the pros-

perity or welfare of the whole, or of the majority of

its members. They have also assumed, and surely

not without reason, that if a man's real interest be
well understood, the true welfare of each citizen

means the true welfare of the State. Hence Liberals

have promoted, during the time when their influence

was dominant, legislation which should increase each
citizen's hberty, energy, and independence

; which
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should teach him his true interest, and which should Lecture

intensify his sense of his own individual responsibihty .'

for the results, whether as regards himself or his

neighbours, of his own personal conduct. CoUec-

tivists, on the other hand, have looked upon men
mainly, and too exclusively, not so much as isolated

individuals, but as beings who by their very nature

are citizens and parts of the great organism—^the

State—^whereof they are members. Reformers, whose

attention has thus been engrossed by the social side

of human nature, have believed, or rather felt, that

the happiness of each citizen depends upon the

welfare of the nation, and have held that to ensure

the welfare of the nation is the only way of promoting

the happiness of each individual citizen. Hence

coUectivists have fostered legislation which should

increase the force of each man's social and sympa-

thetic feehngs, and should intensify his sense of the

responsibility of society or the State for the welfare

or happiness of each individual citizen.

The force of collectivism is, we all instinctively

feel, not spent 5 it is not, to all appearance, even on

the dechne. That legislation should, for the present

and for an indefinite time to come, deviate farther and

farther from the hues laid down by Bentham, and

followed by the Liberals of 1830, need, however,

cause no surprise. PubHc opinion is, we have

seen, guided far less by the force of argument than

by the stress of circumstances,^ and the circum-

stances which have favoured the growth of collec-

tivism still continue in existence, and exert their power

over the beUefs and the feeUngs of the public. Laws

1 See pp. 23-27, ante.
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Lecture again are, we have observed, among the most potent

' of the many causes which create legislative opinion

;

the legislation of collectivism has continued now for

some twenty-five or thirty years, and has itself con-

tributed to produce the moral and intellectual atino-

sphere in which sociahstic ideas flourish and abound.

So true is this that modern individuahsts are them-

selves generally on some points sociahsts. The inner

logic of events leads, then, to the extension and the

development of legislation which bears the impress of

collectivism.^

^ On a movement which has not yet reached its close, it is im-
possible to pronounce anything like a final judgment. It may be
allowable to conjecture that, if the progress of socialistic legislation be
arrested, the check will be due, not so much to the influence of any
thinker as to some patent fact which shall command pubHc attention

;

such, for instance, as that increase in the weight of taxation which is

apparently the usual, if not the invariable, concomitant of a socialistic

policy.
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LECTURE IX

THE DEBT OP COLLECTIVISM TO BENTHAMISM

The patent opposition between the individualistic Lecture

liberalism of 1830 and the democratic socialism of

1905 conceals the heavy debt owed by English coUec-

tivists to the utihtarian reformers. From Benthamism

the sociahsts of to-day have inherited a legislative

dogma, a legislative instrument, and a legislative

tendency.

The dogma is the celebrated principle of utihty.

In 1776 ^ Bentham published his Fragment on

Government. The shrewdness or the selfishness of

Wedderburn ^ at once scented the revolutionary

tendency of utihtarian reform.

" This principle of utihty," he said, " is a dangerous

principle." On this dictum Bentham has thus com-

mented :

—

" Saying so, he [Wedderburn] said that which, to

" a certain extent, is strictly true ; a principle which
" lays down, as the only rigM and justifiable end
" of Government, the greatest happiness of the

" greatest number—^how can it be denied to be a

1 In the same year was published Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations.

2 Afterwards Lord Chancellor, under the title of Baron Lough-

borough, and created in 1801 Earl of Rosslyn.
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' dangerous one ? Dangerous it unquestionably is to

' every Government whicli has for its actiml end or

' object the greatest happiness of a certain one, with
' or without the addition of some comparatively
' small number of others, whom it is a matter of

' pleasure or accommodation to him to admit, each
' of them, to a share in the concern on the footing

' of so many junior partners. Dangerous it there-

' fore really was to the interest—^the sinister interest

' —of all those functionaries, himself included, whose
' interest it was to maximise delay, vexation, and
' expense in judicial and other modes of procedure
' for the sake of the profit extractible out of the
' expense. In a Government which had for its end
' in view the greatest happiness of the greatest

'number, Alexander Wedderburn might have been
' Attorney-General and then Chancellor ; but he
' would not have been Attorney-General with £15,000
' a year, nor Chancellor, with a peerage with a veto
' upon all justice, with £25,000 a year, and with 500
' sinecures at his disposal, under the name of Ecclesi-
' astical Benefices, besides et ceteras." ^

In 1905 we are less surprised at Bentham's retort,

which betrays a youthful philosopher's enthusiastic

faith in a favourite doctrine, than at Wedderburn's
alarm, which seems to savour of needless panic. What
is there, we ask, in the greatest happiness principle—
a truism now accepted by conservatives no less than
by democrats—that could disturb the equanimity
of a shrewd man of the world well started on the
path to high office ? Yet Wedderburn, from his

own point of view, formed a just estimate of the
1 Bentham, Principles of Morals and Legislation, ch. i. p. 5 (n).
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principle of utiKty. It was a principle big with Lecture

revolution ; it involved the abolition of every office '.

or institution which could not be defended on the

ground of calculable benefit to the pubhc ; it struck

at the root of all the abuses, such as highly-paid

sinecures, which in 1776 abounded in every branch

of the civil and of the ecclesiastical estabhshment

;

it aimed a deadly blow, not only at the optimism of

Blackstone, but also at the historical conservatism

of Burke. It went, indeed, much farther than

this, for, as in any State the poor and the needy

always constitute the majority of the nation, the

favourite dogma of Benthamism pointed to the con-

clusion—^utterly foreign to the Enghsh statesmanship

of the eighteenth century—^that the whole aim of

legislation should be to promote the happiness, not

of the nobihty or the gentry, or even of shopkeepers,

but of artisans and other wage-earners.

The legislative instrument was the active use of

parhamentary sovereignty.^

The omnipotence of Parhament, which Bentham

learned from Blackstone, might well, considered as

an abstract doctrine, command the acquiescent

admiration of the commentator. But the omnipotence

of Parhament—^turned into a reahty, and directed by

bold reformers towards the removal of all actual or

apparent abuses—might well alarm, not only adven-

turers who found in pubhc hfe a lucrative as well as

an honourable profession, but also statesmen, such

as Pitt or Wilberforce, uninfluenced by any sinister

interest. Parhamentary sovereignty, in short, taught

as a theory by Blackstone and treated as a reality

1 See p. 165, ante.

X
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Lecture by Bentham, was an instrument well adapted for the

1 establishment of democratic despotism.

The legislative tendency was the constant

extension and improvement of the mechanism of

government.

The guides of EngKsh legislation during the era

of individuaUsm, by whatever party name they were

known, accepted the fundamental ideas of Ben-

thamism. The ultimate end, therefore, of these men
was to promote legislation in accordance with the

principle of utihty ; ^ but their immediate and

practical object was the extension of individual

hberty as the proper means for ensuring the greatest

happiness of the greatest number. Their pohcy,

however, was at every turn thwarted by the opposi-

tion or inertness of classes biassed by some sinister

interest. Hence sincere believers in laissez faire

found that for the attainment of their ends the

improvement and the strengthening of govern-

mental machinery was an absolute necessity. In this

work they were seconded by practical men who,
though utterly indifferent to any poKtical theory, saw
the need of administrative changes suited to meet the

multifarious and complex requirements of a modern
and industrial community. The formation of an
effective police force for London (1829)—the rigorous

and scientific administration of the Poor Law (1834)
under the control of the central government—^the

creation of authorities for the enforcement of laws
to promote the pubUc health and the increasing

apphcation of a new system of centrahsation,^ the
1 See p. 136, ante.

2 The English Government, even during the supremacy of re-
actionary toryism, did not attempt to build up a stronger administrative
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invention of Bentham himself ^—^were favoured by Lecture

IX
Benthamites and promoted utilitarian reforms ; but 1

they were measures which in fact limited the area of

individual freedom.

system. " The revolutionary movements of 1795 and of 1815-1820
" were combated, not by departmental action, but by Parliamentary
" legislation. The suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act, the passing
" of the Libel Act, and of the ' Six Acts ' of 1819, were severely coercive

" measures ; but they contaiQ no evidence of any attempt to give a
" continental character to administration. Li so far as individual
" liberty was destroyed, it was destroyed by, and in pursuance of, Acts
" of Parliament."—Redhch and Hirst, Local Oovemment in England,

ii. p. 240.

On the other hand, there has been built up since 1832 a whole

scheme of administrative machinery. " The net result of the legis-

" lative activity which has characterised, though with difierent

" degrees of intensity, the period since 1832, has been the building

" up piecemeal of an administrative machine of great complexity,

" which stands in as constant need of repair, renewal, reconstruction,

" and adaptation to new requirements as the plant of a modern factory.

" The legislation required for this purpose is enough, and more than
" enough, to absorb the whole legislative time of the House of Com-
" mons ; and the problem of finding the requisite time for this class of

" legislation increases in difficulty every year, and taxes to the utmost,

"
if it does not baffle, the ingenuity of those who are responsible for the

" arrangement of Parliamentary business."—Ilbert, Legislative Methods,

pp. 212, 213. See generally Redlich and Hirst, i. pp. 1-216.

1 "He [Bentham] attempts to solve anew the problem of the

" relations between local and central government. In his system

" the Legislator is omnipotent. His local ' field of service ' is the

" State, his logical ' field of service ' is the field of human action. . . .

" But the central ParUament and its organ, the Ministry, always preserve

" a supervisory control over local administration. Here, then, is

" formulated the principle, novel to the historic constitution of England,

" that there is no province or function of public administration in

" which a central government in its administrative as well as its legis-

" lative capacity is not entitled to interfere. The new principle of

" ' inspectabiUty ' is expressed on the one hand by the supervisory

" control of the Ministry, on the other by the subordination of the

"Local Headman. The Minister at the top controls the Headman
" at the bottom of the official ladder. The Mght at the centre radiates

" to the very circumference of the State. In the next chapter it will

" be shown how potent a force this new idea of central administrative

" control proved in the reformation of English local government."—

Redhch and Hirst, i. pp. 95, 96 ; compare pp. 89, 106-108.
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Lecture In 1830 the despotic 1 or authoritative element

^ latent in
' utihtarianism was not noted by the

statesmen of any party. The reformers of the day

placed for the most part imphcit faith in the dogma

of laissez faire, and failed to perceive that there is in

truth no necessary logical connection between it and

that " greatest happiness principle," which may, with

equal sincerity, be adopted either by beKevers in

individual freedom, or by the advocates of paternal

government. To the Liberals of 1830 the energy and

freedom of individuals seemed so clearly the source

from which must spring the cure of the diseases

which aflflicted English society, that they could

hardly imagine the possibihty of a conflict between

the true interest of the community and the universal

as well as equal liberty of individual citizens.^

The Tories of the day, on the other hand, were so

impressed with the hostihty of the utiUtarian school

to institutions {e.g. the Crown or the Church), the

strength whereof depended on tradition, that they

were blind to the authoritative aspect of Benthamism.

1 The true ground of Herbert Spencer's attack on utilitarianism is

that the utilitarians, in the pursuit of the greatest happiness for the

greatest number, often sacrificed the freedom of individuals to the

real or supposed benefit of the State, i.e. of the majority of the citizens.

See TTie Man v. The State, and Social Statics.

2 Benthamites, indeed, differed among themselves more deeply than

they probably perceived, as to the relative importance of the principle

of utility and the principle of non-interference with each man's free-

dom. Nominally, indeed, every utilitarian regarded utihty as the

standard by which to test the character or expediency of any course of

action (see Mill, On Liberty, p. 24). But John Mill was so convinced

of the value to be attached to individual spontaneity that he, in fact,

treated the promotion of freedom as the test of utility ; other utili-

tarians, e.g. Chadwick, were practically prepared to curtail individual

freedom for the sake of attaining any object of immediate and obvious
usefulness, e.g. good sanitary administration.
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And, oddly enough, the tendency of Benthamite Lecture

teaching to extend the sphere of State interven- 1

tion was increased by another characteristic which

conciUated Whigs and moderate Liberals—^that is,

by the unlimited scorn entertained by every Ben-

thamite for the social contract and for natural rights.

This contempt was indeed a guarantee against

sympathy with Jacobinical principles, but it deprived

individual hberty of one of its safeguards. For the

doctrine of innate rights, logically unsound though

it be, places in theory a hmit upon the despotism

of the majority. This doctrine is no doubt a very

feeble barrier against the inroads of popular tyranny
;

the Declaration of the Rights of Man did not save

from death one among the thousands of innocent

citizens dragged before the Revolutionary Tribunal

;

the American Declaration of Independence, with its

proclamation of the inahenable rights of man, did not

dehver a single negro from slavery. But these cele-

brated documents were after all a formal acknowledg-

ment that sovereign power cannot convert might into

right. They have assuredly affected pubhc opinion.

In France the Declaration of the Rights of Man has

kept alive the conviction that a National Legislature

ought not to possess unUmited authority. Some

articles in the Constitution of the United States,

inspired by the sentiment of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence, have supported individual freedom ; one of

them has gone far to make the faith that the obhga-

tion of contracts is sacred, a part of the pubHc

morahty of the American people, and does at this

moment place a real obstacle in the way of sociahstic

legislation. The Liberals then of 1830 were them-
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Lecture sclves zealots for individual freedom, but they enter-

ifl tained beliefs whicli, though the men who held them

knew it not, might well, under altered social conditions,

foster the despotic authority of a democratic State.

The effect actually produced by a system of thought

does not depend on the intention of its originators

;

ideas which have once obtained general acceptance

work out their own logical result under the control

mainly of events. Somewhere between 1868 and

1900 three changes took place which brought into

prominence the authoritative side of Benthamite

liberaHsm. Faith in laissez faire sufiered an echpse
;

hence the principle of utihty became an argument

in favour, not of individual freedom, but of the

absolutism of the State. ParUament under the

progress of democracy became the representative,

not of the middle classes, but of the whole body of

householders
;
parKamentary sovereignty, therefore,

came to mean, in the last resort, the unrestricted

power of the wage-earners. Enghsh administrative

mechanism was reformed and strengthened. The

machinery was thus provided for the practical ex-

tension of the activity of the State ; but, in accord-

ance with the profound Spanish proverb, " the more

there is of the more the less there is of the less,"

the greater the intervention of the Government the

less becomes the freedom of each individual citizen.

Benthamites, it was then seen, had forged the arms

most needed by socialists. Thus Enghsh coUectivists

have, inherited from their utihtarian predecessors a

legislative doctrine, a legislative instrument, and a

legislative tendency pre-eminently suited for the

carrying out of socialistic experiments.
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LECTUEE X

COUNTER-CURRENTS AND CROSS-CURRENTS OF
LEGISLATIVE OPINION

We have hitherto traced the connection between the Lecture

development of Enghsh law and different dominant —
currents of opinion.^ To complete our survey of the

relation between law and opinion, we must now take

into account the way in which the dominant legis-

lative faith, and therefore the legislation, of a par-

ticular time may be counteracted or modified either

by the existence of strong counter-currents or cross-

currents of opimon,^ or by the difference between

parliamentary and judicial ^ legislation.

Concerning counter-currents httle need here be

said. The topic has been amply illustrated in the

foregoing pages. The story of Benthamite hberahsm

is specially instructive ; the increasing force of

hberahsm was long held in check by the survival

of old toryism ; the authority of hberahsm, when it

1 See pp. 62-302, ante.
'

2 gee pp. 36-41, ante.

^ See Lecture XL, post. Logically the results of this difference are

merely an illustration of the effect produced by a particular cross-

current of opinion, namely, the legislative opinion of the judges, but

the distinctions between the legislative opinion of Parliament and the

legislative opinion of the Courts, and the way in which these two
kinds of opinion act and react upon one another, is so noteworthy

as to deserve separate consideration.

3"
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Lecture had become the legislative faith of the day, was
^"

diminished by the gradually rising current of col-

lectivism.

To the effect produced by cross-currents of opinion

which, as already noted,^ deflect the action of the

reigning legislative faith from its natural course,

Uttle attention has been directed in these lectures,

yet the topic deserves careful consideration. The

influence of such cross-currents, operating as it does

in an indirect and subtle manner, often, escapes notice,

and is always somewhat hard to appreciate. The

easiest method whereby to render the whole matter

intelhgible is to trace out the way in which such a

cross-current has told upon the growth of some

particular part of the law. For this purpose no

branch of the law of England better repays ex-

amination than the ecclesiastical legislation of the

years which extend from the era of the Eeform Act

(1830-32) to the close of the nineteenth century

;

for this legislation is affected at every turn on the

one hand by the liberaUsm of the time, which aims

at the estabhshment of rehgious equality, i.e. at the

aboKtion of all political or civil privileges or dis-

abilities dependent upon religious belief, and on the

other hand by the cross-current of clerical, or rather

ecclesiastical, opinion, which desires to maintain the

rights or privileges of the Estabhshed Church, and
demands deference for the convictions or the senti-

ments of the clergy and of churchmen. To see that

this is so, let us, in regard to matters which can be
termed ecclesiastical, in a wide sense of that word,
examine first the course—^that is, both the current and

1 See pp. 40, 41, ante.
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the cross-current, of legislative opinion from 1830 to Lecture

1900, and next tlie legislation to which this course of J^
opinion has in fact given rise.

A. The Course of Legislative Opinion

In 1832 the passing of the Reform Act seemed

to prove that any institution, however venerable,

might be called upon to show cause for its existence,

and, in default of a popular verdict in its favour,

would undergo drastic amendment or revolutionary-

destruction. In these circumstances no one among
all the ancient institutions of the country was, to

outward appearance, more open to attack, and less

capable of defence, than the United Church of Eng-

land and Ireland.^

The poUcy of the popular leaders, whether Whigs

or Benthamites, was essentially secular and anti-

clerical. 2 The Whigs had always been the cool

friends, if not the foes, of the clergy, and had found

their most constant adherents among Dissenters. The

doctrines of Bentham clearly pointed towards Dis-

estabhshment. In 1832 popular feehng identified

zeal for the Church with opposition to reform, and

1 It is well to remember that the Established Church of England

was in 1832 indissolubly united with the Irish Church Establishment.

2 The legislative opinion of the day since 1830, except in so far

as it has been modified by the opinion of the clergy or of church-

men, has assuredly been anti-clerical, at any rate to this extent, that

it has been opposed to the maintenance of Church privileges, as well

as to any law or institution which makes a man's civil or political

rights dependent upon his religious belief. As far as the ecclesiastical

legislation of the nineteenth century goes, one need not draw any

marked distinction between the era of individualism and the era of

collectivism, though the gradual rise of collectivism may have indirectly

increased the influence of clerical opinion.
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Lecture Considered bishops and parsons the natural aUies of

'_ boroughmongers and Tories. At the moment when

the vast majority of the electors demanded parha-

mentary reform with passionate enthusiasm, no class

was the object of more odium than the bench of

Bishops. Proposals were once and again brought

before Parhament to expel them from the House
of Lords. Whatever, again, might be the other

effects of the Reform Act, it assuredly gave new
power to what was then termed the Dissenting

interest ; at the meeting of the &st reformed

Parhament it seemed for a moment possible that

Dissenters might exercise pohtical predominance,^

and the rule of Nonconformists could mean nothing

less than a revolution in the position of the

Church. These things, it may be said, were merely
the appearances of the moment, but any man
of sense must have perceived that the Church
Estabhshment, whilst open to the charges of sine-

curism and the hke, which might be brought against
the civil administration of the time, exhibited two
special weaknesses of its own which both provoked
assault by and promised success to its assailants : The
National Church was not the Church of the whole
nation

;
the privileges of the Estabhshment were in

many cases the patent grievances of the laity.

The National Church was not the Church of the
whole nation.

Protestant Nonconformists whose ancestors had
1 Whenever classes of citizens are for the first time admitted to

political rights, their immediate influence is exaggerated. In 1832
at any rate, Tories and Radicals alike imagined that the ten-pound
householders had obtained an amount of power far greater than thev
were really able to exert.

'
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been thrust out of the Church by the legislation Lecture

of 1662—^Wesleyans who were originally ardent —

L

Churchmen, but had separated from the Church

because its leaders had not known how either to

control or to turn to good use the fervour or fana-

ticism of passionate reUgious conviction—^the Eoman
Cathohc gentry, who, at the end of the eighteenth

century, formed the most conservatiive part of the

whole community—^Unitarians who tiU 1813 had not

enjoyed the protection of the Toleration Act, and,

under a sense of bitter oppression, had sympathised

with French Revolutionists-—^philosophic sceptics, such

as Bentham and James Mill, who contemned and

distrusted every kind of ecclesiastical power—each

and all stood, either openly or secretly, outside the

pale, and hostile to the pretensions of the Estabhshed

Church.

The privileges of the Estabhshment were, to large

bodies of EngUshmen, intolerable grievances.

The marriage laws, which forbade the celebration

of marriage otherwise than in accordance with the

rites of the Church of England, outraged the self-

respect and in some cases ofEended the conscience of

Nonconformists ; the tithes, and, above all, the mode

of their collection, were a hindrance to the proper

cultivation of the land, and made the parson of the

parish, in the eyes of farmers who had no objection

to the doctrine of the Church, stand in the position

of an odious and oppressive creditor.

In these circumstances observers of the most

different characters and of opposite opinions felt

assured that the Church was in danger. In 1833

Macaulay wrote that in case the House of Lords
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Lecture should Venture on a vital matter to oppose the
^

Ministry, he " would not give sixpence for a coronet

or a penny for a mitre " ^
; and Dr. Arnold was con-

vinced, as is clearly shown by his pamphlet on the

Principles of Church Reform,^ that the Church

Estabhshment was in extreme peril. In 1834 the

author of the first of the Tracts for the Times

anticipates for* the Church and its leaders not only

disestabhshment and disendowment, but violent per-

secution. He proclaims to every clergyman through-

out England that, " black event as it would be for

" the country, yet (as far as they [the Bishops] are

" concerned) we could not wish them a more blessed

" termination of their course than the spoihng of their

" goods, and martjrrdom." ^ In this language there

lurks a touch of irony, yet Newman was far too earnest

a zealot to threaten perils which he knew to be unreal,

and far too skilful a rhetorician to betray fears which

his audience would hold to be ridicidous. When he

pubhshed his appeal. Ad Clerum, thousands of church-

men beheved that the Church of England was

threatened with spoliation, ruin, and persecution

;

and men of the calmest judgment assuredly antici-

pated, whether with regret or with satisfaction, a

revolution in the position of the Estabhshed Church.

Between 1830 and 1836, then, it was assuredly no

unreasonable forecast that the future of the Church of

England might be summed up in the formula, " either

comprehension or disestabhshment " ; the Church

must, men thought, either embrace within its hmits

^ Trevelyan, Life of Macavlay, i. p. 303.

2 See Arnold, Miscellaneous Works, p. 259 ; Stanley, Life of Arnold,
i. p. 336.

^ Tracts for the Times, No. 1, p. 1.
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the whole, or nearly the whole, of the nation, or Lecture

cease to be the National Church. No one could at
^'

that time have beheved that the ecclesiastical legis-

lation of the nineteenth century would fail to touch

the foundations of the Estabhshment, or would pay
any deference to the convictions or to the sentiment

of the clergy. The experience of more than seventy

years has given the He to reasonable anticipations.

The country has, since 1832, been represented first

by a middle class Parhament, and next by a more or

less democratic Parhament, yet has not sanctioned

either comprehension or disestabhshment. In aU

ecclesiastical matters Enghshmen have favoured a

pohcy of conservatism combined with concession.^

Conservatism has here meant deference for the con-

victions, sentiments, or prejudices of churchmen,

whenever respect for ecclesiastical feehng did not

cause palpable inconvenience to lajrmen, or was not

inconsistent with obedience to the clearly expressed

will of the nation. Concession has meant readiness

to sacrifice the privileges or defy the principles dear

to churchmen, whenever the maintenance thereof was

iaconsistent with the abohtion of patent abuses, the

removal of grievances, or the carrying out of reforms

demanded by classes sufiiciently powerful to re-

present the voice or to command the acquiescence

of the country.

What have been the circumstances that have given

rise to this unforeseen and apparently paradoxical

pohcy of conservatism and concession ? To put the

same inquiry in another shape : What have been the

1 See Reigri of Queen Victoria, i.. Religion and the Churches, by

E. Hatch, pp. 364-393.
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Lecture conditions of opinion wMch, in the sphere of ecclesi-

^-
astical legislation, have prevented the dominant

Hberahsm of the day from acting with anything hke

its full force, and have in many instances rendered

it subordinate to the strong cross-current of clerical

or Church opinion ?

These circumstances or conditions were, speaking

broadly, the absence of any definite programme of

Church reform commanding popular support ; and

the unsuspected strength of the hold possessed by

the Church of England on the afiections of the

nation.

The Whigs certainly failed to produce any clear

scheme of ecclesiastical reform. By no two men are

they more fairly represented than by Sydney Smith

and Macaulay. Neither of them was a zealous church-

man, neither of them entertained any respect for

clerical opinion or prejudice, but neither of them

advocated any scheme of ecclesiastical reform. If

Sydney Smith had beheved that any extensive

change in the position of the Estabhshment was

desirable, he would assuredly have spoken out his

mind. He had shocked the rehgious world and, as

he no doubt well knew, had ruined his chance of

high preferment by his expressed distrust and dishke

of Enghsh missionaries and the missionary spirit.

He perceived the faihngs and hated the cant of

zealots, and in no way recognised their virtues.

Religious enthusiasm meant to him, as to most

eighteenth-century reformers, nothing but intolerance

and ignorance. Any change which might give freer

play in the Church to religious fervour or fanaticism

was hateful to him. Hence, as regards ecclesiastical
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affairs, he was simply a Tory, and was indeed more Lecture

averse to amendments in the administration of the —'-

EstabUshed Church than were intelhgent Conser-

vatives. InequaUties in the incomes of bishops or

of clergymen were, he argued, a benefit to the pubhc
;

the ofier of a few large prizes was the cheapest way
of remunerating clerical success, and—a far more

important consideration in Sydney Smith's eyes than

economy—constituted the best means for tempting

scholars and gentlemen to take orders, and for

excluding ignorant enthusiasts from the ranks of the

clergy. " Beware of enthusiasm and cant, and leave

the Establishment as far as possible alone." Thus

may be summed up the only ecclesiastical pehcy

suggested by the most keen-sighted and the ablest

exponent of Whig doctrine.^ Macaulay was by

temperament and training opposed to ecclesiastical

pretensions, and, in accordance with the historical

traditions of the Whigs, might, one would have

supposed, have favoured some scheme for the com-

prehension of orthodox Dissenters within the National

Church, but his name as a statesman cannot be

connected with any pohcy of this description. His

celebrated review, Gladstone on Church and State,

leads to the practical conclusions that the ecclesiastical

should not be allowed to interfere with the civil

1 In Ireland, indeed, Sydney Smith favoured, in common with most

of the Whigs, the policy of concurrent endowment ; he showed no

wish to apply it to England. In this there was no inconsistency.

The maintenance in Ireland of a Church hateful to the vast majority

of the people was exactly the kind of wrong which Sydney Smith

and the Whigs felt most keenly. Concurrent endowment, moreover,

might possibly cool the fanaticism of the Roman Catholic priests, and,

as far as was compatible with justice, prolong the existence of the

Protestant EstabUshment.
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Lecture power, and that every man should enjoy equal
^'

political and civil rights, irrespective of his rehgious

or non-religious convictions. This was the last word

of Whig ecclesiastical statesmanship. The Whig

leaders indeed must, as practical politicians, have

felt instinctively that the day for a scheme of com-

prehension was past.^ Immediately after the Eevolu-

tion of 1688 it had been found impossible to secure

for Dissenters more than toleration. Since that date,

the rise both of Unitarianism ^ and of Wesleyanism had

1 For the attitude of Lord Melbourne in 1834 see Annual Register,

1834, p. 199. " AU attempts at a religious comprehension of the

" Dissenters, and they had been made by some of the greatest prelates

" thsbt ever adorned the episcopal bench, had failed ; but, at aR events,

" the House might make a step towards the object by a general civil

" comprehension of the Dissenters, and by admitting them to the

" benefits to be derived from the pubUc institutions of the country.

" He [Lord Melbourne] apprehended that the Universities were
" originally founded for the support of literature and science ; but he
" agreed that it was most desirable that Church of England principles

" should prevail in their system of education, and he would reserve to
" them complete their right to teach the religion of the country. At
" the same time, however, though he would not rashly meddle with
" honest prejudices and well-founded feelings, he would admit Dis-

" senters for the sake of general peace and union ; and in doing so

" he would only be sanctioning that which the most distinguished
" members of these very institutions had declared might be safely

" effected."—76i(i.
2 One school of thinkers, who really stood apart from both the

Whigs and the Tories of their time, desired to comprehend the majority

of English Protestants within the hmits of the EstabUshment. It

consisted of the small, though remarkable, body of men of whom
Dr. Arnold is the best representative. He and his followers took up
a peculiar position which hopelessly deprived them of influence. To
the Low Churchmen of the day their soundness on doctrines, which
to EvangeUcals were of vital import, was open to the gravest suspicion.

Anglicans were thoroughly estranged from a school whose leader

offered the most strenuous opposition to every form of sacerdotalism.

Whigs and Radicals could not act with Arnold when they found that

his honest insistence upon the formal recognition of Christianity, as

the religion of the StatQ, compelled him to withdraw from all con-

nection with the London University. In truth he was hampered at
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changed the whole position of Nonconformists and Lecture

their relation to the EstabHshed Church, and had, —

L

though in difierent ways, indefinitely increased the

obstacles to a poKcy of comprehension. The Whigs

of 1832 possessed, then, no definite scheme of Church

reform.

Nor did the Benthamites stand in a stronger posi-

tion than the Whigs. The philosophic Eadicals held

all ecclesiastical establishments to be at best of dubious

utihty, and expected them to vanish away with the

progress of enhghtenment. In all matters regarding

the Church they were utterly at sea. They were

stone-bhnd to the real condition of opinion in England.

James Mill in 1835 pubUshed a scheme of Church

reform. This programme is the work of a hard-

headed Scotchman who had enjoyed considerable

experience of the world, had studied theology in

order to become a minister of, and had for a short

time been a preacher in, the Church of Scotland,^ yet

his scheme reads almost like a grim joke, and was

certainly far less apphcable to the actual state of

England than the proposal, already put forward by

some Dissenters, to sever the connection between

Church and State. For James Mill propounded a

plan which may fairly be described as a proposal for

every step by his theory of the identity of State and Church. His

teaching, though by no means the same as, is historically connected with,

the Broad Churchmanship of a later day represented by Dean Stanley.

But neither Arnold's immediate disciples nor the Broad Churchmen

produced much permanent effect on the legislation of the nineteenth

century. They were unable to remove the Athanasian Creed from the

Liturgy of the Church of England ; they could not even relegate it, as

it has been banished by the disestabHshed Church of Ireland, to an

appendix to the Prayer-Book.

1 Bain, James Mill, pp. 22, 23.

y
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Lecture the transformation of the Church of England into a

L national Mechanics' Institute, devoted to the propaga-

tion of UtiUtarian doctrine. The Estabhshment, as it

then existed, did nothing, he held, but harm ; the

creeds, the sermons, the Sunday services, prayer itself,

were either useless or noxious. But, after all, as

things stood, some use, he hoped, might be found for

the clergy. When converted to Benthamism they

might become salutary teachers of utiHtarianism.

" The work of the clergy would thus consist in

" supplying all possible inducements to good conduct.

" No general rules could be given for the work, but
" tests might be apphed for results. Such would be

—

" premiums for the minimum of crimes, of law-suits,

" of pauperism, of ill-educated children. The as-

" sembhng of all the famihes on the Sunday, clean
" and well-dressed, has an ameliorating effect. Besides
" addresses of a purely moral kind, instruction in

" science and useful knowledge would be of great
" service. Even branches of pohtical science might
" be introduced, such as political economy and the

"conditions of good government. Some of the

"elements of jurisprudence would be valuable—^to

" teach the maxims of justice and the theory of pro-
" tection of rights.

" These would be the more serious occupations of

" the day of rest. ' There should also be social amuse-
" ments of a mild character, such as to promote
" cheerfulness rather than profuse merriment. Sports
" involving bodily strength are not well adapted to
" promote brotherly feehngs ; their encouragement in
" antiquity had in view the urgency of war. Music
" and dancing would be important. It would be
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" desirable to invent dances representing parental, Lecture

" filial, and fraternal affections, and to avoid such as
^'

" slide into lasciviousness, wliich the author is always
" anxious to repress. Quiet and gentle motions, with
" an exhibition of grace, are what would be desired.

" To keep everything within the bounds of decency,
" the parishioners would elect a master and a mistress

" of ceremonies, and support their authority. A con-

" joint meal on Sunday would have the happiest

" effects, being a renewal of the Agapai—^love feasts

" —of the early Christians ; but with the exclusion of

" intoxicating Uquors." ^

This was the kind of reform advocated by the

ablest among the Benthamites, whom his son, and

doubtless other admiring pupils, mistook for a

statesman. The pubhcation of his programme in the

London Review damaged the circulation of that

periodical. To a modern critic it hopelessly ruins

the reputation for statesmanship of the philosophic

Eadicals. It betrays their fundamental weakness.

In ecclesiastical affairs they possessed neither insight

not foresight ; they did not understaAd the England

in which they Hved, they did not foresee the England

of the immediate future. James Mill pubhshed his

scheme of Church reform in 1835. In 1834 had

appeared the first of the Tracts for the Times, which

as regards the pubUc opened the Oxford High Church

movement.^
1 Bain, James Mill, pp. 387, 388.

2 Some authorities date it from Keble's sermon on National

Apostasy, 1833. Coleridge, Memoir of Keble, p. 218. Incapacity for

dealing with ecclesiastical questions characterised the philosophic

liberalism of the eighteenth century. To this defect Quinet ascribes

the mistakes and failures of revolutionary statesmanship in all matters

of Church policy. An idea was certainly current at the end of the
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Lecture Although men of piety, and of pubhc spirit, in all

•^"
denominations, were profoundly aware of defects in

the Estabhshment, and though many Dissenters felt

certain privileges of the Church to be oppressive, the

cause of Church reform did not at this time command

popular support. James Mill's proposals were no more

acceptable to Dissenting ministers than to clergy-

men. The demand for Disestabhshment, though for-

mulated at least as early as 1834, did not even among

Nonconformists obtain any wide favour. The Estab-

hshed Church, if not highly esteemed, was not hated

either by Whigs or by Radicals. Dr. Arnold, who in

1832 had beheved that Disestablishment and Disen-

dowment were immediately at hand, was prepared

in 1840 to acknowledge his error.^ Enghshmen,

eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth century that rehgious

differences would become politically unimportant. " Let us," writes

Burke, in 1792, "form a supposition (no fooUsh orungrounded supposition)
" that in an agewhen men are infinitelymore disposed to heat themselves
" with pohtical than rehgious controversies, the former should entirely

" prevail, as we see that in some places they have prevailed, over the
" latter ; and that the Cathohos of Ireland, from the courtship paid
" them on the one hand, and the high tone of refusal on the other,

" should, in order to enter into all the rights of subjects, all become
" Protestant dissenters, and as the others do, take all your oaths.
" They would aU obtain their civU objects ; and the change, for any
" thing I know to the contrary (in the dark as I am about the Protestant
" dissenting tenets), might be of use to the health of their souls. But,
" what security our constitution in Church or State could derive from
" the event I cannot possibly discern. Depend upon it, it is as true
" as nature is true, that if you force them out of the reMgion of habit,
" education, or opinion, it is not to yours they wiU ever go. Shaken
" in their minds, they will go to that where the dogmas are fewest

;

" where they are the most uncertain ; where they lead them the least
" to a consideration of what they have abandoned. They wiU go to
" that uniformly democratic system to whose first movements they
" owed their emancipation."—^M. Arnold, Edmund Burke on Irish

Ajfairs, Letter to Sir H. Langrishe, M.P., pp. 270, 271.

1 The " pamphlet [on Church Reform] was written on the supposi-
" tion— not imphed, but expressed repeatedly— that the Church
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after their maimer, wished to amend the obvious

faults of an existing institution, and were eager to

get rid of immediate and pressing grievances, but
cared nothing for the assertion of general principles.

Even in 1832 the Church, though sufiering from
transitory unpopularity, possessed a source of untold

strength in its recognition as the Church of the nation.

The Bishops were the object of violent attack, but
they were reviled, not because they were prelates, but
because they were Tories. Had they seen their way
to advocate parhamentary reform, the episcopal bench
would have become the most popular part of the House
of Lords. The Church Estabhshment was full of

abuses, but these defects did not excite indignation

among the mass of the people. The easygoing parsons

of the old school were not, except when they pressed

too hard for tithes, dishked by their parishioners. Lax
discharge of clerical duty by a rector or vicar, who
might be described as a squire who wore a white tie,

excited httle attention and less censure. The new
fervour and. the moral severity of an Evangehcal

clergyman occasionally aroused opposition.^ But
moral worth always with EngHshmeh gains respect,

and the rehgious energy of the Evangehcals, after all,

gave increased dignity and weight to the clergy.

Low Church doctrine, moreover, combined with the

prevalent dread of French infidehty, and with the

" Establishment was in extreme danger. ... I mistook, undoubtedly,
" both the strength and intenseness of the movement, and the weakness
" of the party opposed to it ; but I do not think that I was singular in
" my error—many persisted in it ; Lord Stanley, for example, even in
" 1834, and the subsequent years— many even hold it still, when
" experience has proved its fallacy."—Letter of Arnold in 1840,

Stanley, Life of Arnold, i. (5th ed.), p. 336,

1 See Venn Family Annals, p. 187.
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Lecture traditional fear of Popery, created a bond of sympathy

^ between the most reUgious of the clergy and the most

reKgious among orthodox Dissenters. At no time

since 1662 has there been, it may be conjectm-ed,

more community of feehng between the clergy of the

Estabhshed Church and Nonconformist ministers than

during the last quarter of the eighteenth and the first

quarter of the nineteenth century. At that period

Evangehcal clergymen, occasionally at any rate,

preached in Dissenting chapels ; community of rehgi-

ous conviction nearly, it seems, broke down the barriers

which divided members of the Church from Dissenters.^

However this may be, the Estabhshed Church had
been at no time during the eighteenth century un-

popular with the body of the people. It was the

High Churchmanship of Sacheverell which in 1710

made him the hero both of the gentry and of the

mob. In 1791 the people of Birmingham were as

1 Note the friendly relations between George Butt, incumbent of

Kidderminster, and the Dissenting ministers of the town, as described •

in the biography of Butt's daughter, the well-known Mrs. Sherwood.
The whole tone of her stories implies that community of religions con-
victions obUterated in her mind any marked distinction between
members of the Church of England and Nonconformists. Note, too,

the respect felt by members of the Church of England for Robert
Hall. The action of Henry Venn of Huddersfield is also instructive.
"In one case Mr. Venn certainly gave very definite assistance to
" the estabhshment of a Dissenting congregation, but this was some-
'• what early in his career [1771], and his son assures us that he after-
" wards strongly regretted the step he had taken."—Femn Family
Annals, p. 95.

"We do not differ from our brethren in the Establishment in
" essentials : we are not of two distinct religions : while we have
" conscientious objections to soine things enjoined m their pubUc
" service. We profess the same doctrines which they profess ; ... we
" have the same rule of life ; and maintain, equally with them, the
" necessity of that 'holiness, without which none shall see the Lord.'"
Robert Hall, 1831, Works, v. p. 317, cited Henson, Religion in the
Schools, p. 104.
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ready to destroy Dissenting chapels, and to burn Lecture

down the houses of Priestley and other democrats who —

1

toasted the sovereignty of the people as to shout
" Church and King for ever." In 1794 the villagers

of Lavenham proved their loyalty to the Church by
the attempt to destroy the home of Isaac Taylor, the

most estimable and rehgious of independent ministers.

" The Revolution in France," writes his daughter

Mrs. Grilbert,! " had [in 1794] produced, in England,
' universal ferment, and with it, fear. Parties in

' every nook and corner of the country bristled into

' enmity, and the Dissenters, always regarded as the

' friends of hberty, fell under the fury of toryism,

' exploding from the corrupt under-masses of what,

in many places, was an all but heathen population.
'

' No Press, no Press,' meaning no Presbyterians, was
' the watchword of even our quiet town. Troops of

' ill-disposed, disorderly people often paraded the

' streets with this hue-and-cry, halting, especially, at

' the houses of known and leading Dissenters. On one
' occasion, as has been related, both in my sister's

' Life and in my brother's Recollections, our house

' was only saved from wreck by the appearance of

' our clerical neighbour, Mr. Cooke, at his door, with

' a request to the vagabond concourse to pass on,

' but the credit of which interference he entirely

' disclaimed to my father when he went to thank

' him the next day, coolly giving as his reason that

'Mrs. Cooke's sister was unwell at the time, and

' the disturbance might have been injurious to her." ^

The Estabhshed Church, in short, though not co-

1 Better known as Anne Taylor.

2 Autobiography, etc., of Mrs. Gilbert, vol. i. pp. 78, 79.
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Lecture extensive with the people of England, was, even

Zl in 1832, felt to be the National Church in a sense

in which no other rehgious body could claim to be

the representative of the nation.

If the clergy were, during the contest over the

Reform Bill, regarded with suspicion as Tories, neither

then nor at any other time since the Restoration has

Dissent commanded any general popularity whatever.

During the eighteenth century Dissenters suffered

under the tradition of Puritanic severity and hypo-

crisy. In 1832 Dissent was connected in pubhc

opinion with vulgarity and fanaticism. Novels, it

has been well said, never lie ; they always reflect the

features of the time in which they were written.

Now it is easy enough to find in the hterature of

Enghsh fiction more or less favourable pictures of

the clergy. The Vicar of Wakefield has been laughed

at and loved by one generation of Englishmen after

another. Miss Austen's young clergymen would not

satisfy Miss Yonge's ideal of clerical zeal ; but

they are well-meaning, kindly young fellows, who
no doubt were admired by Miss Austen's heroines

and Miss Austen's readers. They certainly were

not persons at all hkely to excite any hostihty among
good-natured Englishmen. Modern novels are almost

without exception friendly in their tone towards the

Estabhshed Church, and teem with clerical heroes.

Contrast the treatment—^in the main the grossly un-

fair treatment—which Dissenting ministers have till

fifty or sixty years ago received at the hands of

novel-writers. Warren's ^ Ten Thousand a Year

1 The novelist was brought up in an atmosphere of devout and
very strict Methodism. He was the son of Dr. Samuel Warren, who
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tells us how Dissenters were regarded by a vulgar Lecture

but very eflEective Tory satirist of 1839. The meanest
^'

character in a novel which abounds with vulgar char-

acters vulgarly caricatured, is a Dissenter who ends

his career as an agitator against Church rates, whilst

the gentleman-hke virtues of the Tory rector are

made the object of unctuous admiration. The Shep-

herd of the Pickwick Papers and the Chadband of

Bleak House are caricatures of Dissenting vulgarity

and cant drawn by a man of genius who began hfe

as a Benthamite Liberal, who at no period of his

career beheved himself to be a Tory, and who was

the most widely read novehst of his day.^

The Church Estabhshment, further, if in 1832 it

was strong both in its own inherent strength and

in the weakness of its opponents, assuredly obtained,

for some time at any rate, a great increase of power

from the High Church movement. With the re-

hgious side of this movement these lectures have

no concern ; it must here be regarded simply as a

current of opinion which enhanced the pohtical

authority of the Estabhshed Church. It was from

this point of view a most successful efiort to impress

upon Churchmen, and especially upon clergymen,

the behef that the very existence of the Estabhshed

Church was in peril, to inspire clerical convictions

with new hfe, and to place Church opinion in direct

became a highly influential Wesleyan minister and preacher, but who
later in life (1838) was admitted to orders in the Church of England.

1 It may be doubted whether in a single novel of high repute pub-

lished before 1850 there will be found a favourable picture of an English

Dissenting minister. This statement has, of course, no application

to pictures of Pre3b5rterian ministers, or of Presbjrterianism by Scottish

writers.
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Lecture Opposition to the liberalism which undermiaed the
^"

basis of ecclesiastical authority. Newman's appeal,

Ad Clerum—^the first of the Tracts for the Times—
contains the gist of the whole matter. The clergy

are warned that they may any day be deprived

of the advantages which accrue to them from their

connection with the State ; they cannot rely upon

their wealth or upon the dignity of their position.

If they are not to sink to the level of Dissenting

ministers, they must trust in some source of power

which the State cannot touch. They must remember

that they, and they only, are in England the repre-

sentatives of the Apostles ; they must magnify their

office and glory in their special authority.

" Therefore, my dear Brethren," writes Newman,
' act up to your professions. Let it not be said

' that you have neglected a gift ; for if you have the
' Spirit of the Apostles on you, surely this is a great

' gift. ' Stir up the gift of Grod which is in you.'

' Make much of it. Show your value of it. Keep
' it before your minds as an honourable badge, far

' higher than that secular respectabihty, or cultiva-

' tion, or pohsh, or learning, or rank, which gives

' you a hearing with the many. Tell them of your
' gift. The times will soon drive you to do this, if

' you mean to be still anything. But wait not for

' the times. Do not be compelled, by the world's
' forsaking you, to recur as if unwilUngly to the

'high source of your authority. Speak out now,
' before you are forced, both as glorying in your
' privilege, and to ensure your rightful honour from
' your people. A notion has gone abroad, that they
' can take away your power. They think they have
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" given and can take it away. They think it hes in Lecture

" the Church property, and they know that they L
" have pohtically the power to confiscate that pro-

" perty. They have been deluded into a notion that
" present palpable usefulness, produceable results,

" acceptableness to your flocks, that these and such
" hke are the tests of your Divine commission.
" Enlighten them in this matter. Exalt our Holy
" Fathers, the Bishops, as the Representatives of the

" Apostles, and the Angels of the Churches ; and
" magnify your office, as being ordained by them to

" take part in their Ministry." ^

To imagine that Newman's appeal aimed at a

pohtical, rather than a religious, object would be

the height of unfairness, no less than of absurdity

;

but his manifesto, and the writings and the action

of the Tractarian leaders, had assuredly, in the long-

run, a most important political result. The High

Church movement reinvigorated the faith of the

clergy in their own high authority ; it discipMned

them for political no less than for ecclesiastical con-

fficts. If youthful Radicals, such as John Sterhng,

could ask whether the Church had not in every

parish its black dragoon, we may feel well assured

that these isolated soldiers became for the moment

tenfold more powerful when brigaded into regiments

and trained to fight as defenders of the Church.

Newman and his alUes created such a Church party

as had not existed in England since the days of the

Stuarts. This was an achievement for which the Evan-

gehcals were not qualified. Their leaders exercised

great influence, they in the main supported the Tory

1 Tracts for the Times, vol. i. 1833-34, No. 1, pp. 3, 4.
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Lecture governments of the day. But the authority of the
^'

Evangehcal clergy depended upon their doctrine and

upon their zeal, not upon their clerical character.

They were many of them in close sympathy with

Dissenters. The Evangelicals were, at the time when

they were most powerful in the rehgious world of

England, guided at least as much by laymen as by

clergymen. The so-called " Clapham sect " consisted

to a great extent of men who were not in orders. The

authority of Wilberforce was as great as the authority

of Simeon. The Evangelicals were indeed churchmen,

but since their strength did not he in their churchman-

ship, it was impossible for them to form an ecclesias-

tical party such as has been the outcome of the High

Church movement. The High Churchmen of 1834

were the leaders—^in many cases, no doubt, uncon-

sciously—of an assault from the side of the Church

upon individuahsm,^ and represented the intellectual

and moral reaction against the reasonableness or the

rationahsm of the eighteenth century. Thus the

course of events and of opinion since 1834 has

assuredly, from some points of view, strengthened

the position of the Estabhshed Church. The ex-

pansion, or transformation, of the High Churchman-
ship, which was the pecuhar creed of a Church party,

into the AngHcanism which at this moment appar-

ently characterises the general body of the clergy,

and may be described as the faith of the modern
Church of England, has welded the clergy and their

adherents into a homogeneous body which can exert

considerable poKtical power in defence of the interests

or the convictions of churchmen. The same change
1 See Leot. XII. pp. 399-407, post.
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has also more or less dissociated zealous churchman- Lecture

ship from Tory principles. The advance of demo- ^
cracy has transferred political predominance from the

ten-pound householders, among whom lay the

strength of the Dissenting interest, to the working
classes, who, so far at any rate as they are represented

by the artisans, are seemingly indifferent to the

rehgious questions which divide High Churchmen
from Low Churchmen, or Churchmen from Dissenters.

The body of wage-earners may not read the reports

of a Church congress, but there is no reason to suppose

that they subscribe largely to the funds of the

Liberation Society. Indifference tells in favour of

the Established Church as of other established

institutions. Opposition, lastly, to individuahsm con-

stitutes a genuine, if as yet unrecognised, bond

between clericaKsm and collectivism. No doubt

there is another side to the picture. The changes

of ecclesiastical opinion since 1834 have, in some

respects, widened the separation between the con-

victions of the clergy and the convictions of the laity.

AH that need here be insisted upon is that, from

some points of view, the pohtical, and therefore the

legislative power of the EstabUshed Church has been

increased ; in any case it has been for seventy years

and more a power which every pohtician has been

compelled to take into account.^

1 Political dissent or the development among Nonconformists of

distinct opposition to all connection between Church and State on

any terms whatever dates, it is said, from 1834. The movement for

Disestablishment has combined with the High Church movement of

1835 to prevent fundamental alterations in the position or the

doctrine of the Establishment. In 1832 the Church forbade Dis-

estabUshment. Political dissent, as represented by Mr. Miall and the

Nonconformist newspaper, has negatived all idea of comprehension.
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Lecture Since 1832 not an Act of Parliament directly or

1 indirectly affecting the Church has been passed

which does not bear traces of the influence exerted

by ecclesiastical opinion.

From this date onwards the conflict between the

dominant hberahsm of the day and clerical or

ecclesiastical opinion made the poKtical position a

strange one. The Estabhshed Church, as the Whigs
soon found, was not the weakest, but one among the

strongest of existing institutions. The attempt to

deal, in the most moderate manner, with the. patent

defects of the Church EstabUshment in Ireland

shattered the Eeform Ministry. Within two years

after the passing of the Eeform Act the Whig
Premier gave a pledge not to sanction attacks upon
the Church. To open Enghsh universities to Dissenters

was an impossibility; to provide Dissenters with
anything hke a real university of their own over-

tasked the power of the Ministry. The election of

1834 showed that the tide of public opinion no longer

flowed strongly in favour of reform, but it also

showed that the nation demanded the removal of

those defects of the Church Estabhshment which
were condemned by all serious churchmen and all

intelhgent Conservatives. For this work Peel was
as ready as any Whig Premier. The creation of the
Ecclesiastical Commission and all the reforms it

involved were made possible because in this matter
the Whig Ministry of 1836 was supported by the
Bishops and by the Conservative Opposition.

Gradually the necessary, or at any rate the easiest,

line of action became clear. The fundamentals of

the Establishment must be left imtouched
; patent
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abuses which, shocked the dominant opinion of the Lecture

day, or grievances which irritated powerful classes,
^"

must be removed, but even the most salutary reforms

might be long delayed and tempered or curtailed out

of deference to the principles or the sentiment of

Churchmen. Here we have the policy of conservatism

combined with concession which has coloured the

whole of modern ecclesiastical legislation,

B. The Actual Course of Ecclesiastical Legislation

Note first its essential conservatism. Parliament

has in no way altered the doctrine or extended the

boundaries of the Church of England.^ Noncon-

formists who stood outside the National Church in

1832 have not been brought within its hmits.

Note next the extent of the concessions gradually

made to the permanent demand for reform, and note,

at the same time, that each concession to hberahsm

has been tempered by deference for ecclesiastical

opinion.

The demand for reform took two shapes. It was

1 In 1791 Bishop Watson wrote to the Diike of Grafton :
" In

" England we certainly want a reform, both in. the civil and ecclesias-

" tical part of our constitution. Men's minds, however, I think, are
" not yet generally prepared for admitting its necessity. A reformer of

" Luther's temper and talents would, in five years, persuade the people
" to compel the Parliament to abolish tithes, to extinguish plurahties,

" to enforce residence,to confine episcopacy to the overseeing of dioceses,

" to expunge the Athanasian Creed from our Liturgy, to free Dissenters

" from Test Acts, and the ministers of the establishment from subsorip-

" tion to human articles of faith."—^Watson's Memoirs, p. 256, and see

Bain, James Mill, p. 381. More than a century has passed since

Watson wrote these words. Observe how incompletely his anticipa-

tion of impending changes has been fulfilled. Tithes are stiU paid,

the Athanasian Creed still remains part of our Liturgy, ministers of

the Church are not freed from subscription to human articles of faith.
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Lecture either a demand for the amendment of abuses within
•^"

the Estabhshed Church, i.e. for internal reform, or a

demand for the removal of grievances connected with

the Estabhshment, but which were mainly felt by

persons not belonging to the Established Church, i.e.

for external reform.

As to internal reform.—^Abuses which shocked

even zealous Churchmen were in 1835 made patent

to the whole nation by the Report of the Com-
missioners appointed to inquire into the financial

condition of the Estabhshment. The state of things

thus revealed has been well described by a judicious

writer.

" The income of the Episcopate was found
" sufl&cient to provide, on an average, £6000 a year
" to each see. But how was this distributed ? So as
" to give over £19,000 a year apiece to the Archbishop
" of Canterbury and the Bishop of Durham ; over
" £11,000 a year to the Archbishop of York, and to

" each of the Bishops of London, Winchester, and
" Ely ; while Eochester had to put up with less than

"£1500, and Llandafi with but £900 a year. The
" revenues of the cathedrals and collegiate churches
" were on such a scale that the Commissioners had no
" hesitation in reporting that the objects of those
" institutions might be fully secured and continued,
" and their eflB.ciency maintained, consistently with a
" considerable reduction of their revenues, a portion
" of which should be appropriated towards making
" a better provision for the cure of souls. The de-
" ficiency of church accommodation in the big towns,
" and the dearth of clergy, caused almost a denial of

"rehgious instruction to the population of many
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parishes, so far, at least, as tlie State Church was Lecture

concerned. In four parishes of London and the L

suburbs, containing over 160,000 persons, there was

church accommodation for httle over 8000, while in

the same district there were but eleven clergymen
;

' and this notwithstanding all that had been done by
' private generosity and by Act of Parhament to

' increase the number of churches and chapels and
' to augment benefices throughout the kingdom. In
' many parishes the income was too small to support

' a clergjrtnan, so that the work was'often done by the

' incumbent of another parish, thus giving rise to

' another evil, that of non-residence and the holding

' of a plurahty of hvings by one clergyman. Nearly

' 300 hvings were found to be of less value than £50
' a year, rather more than 2000 less than £100, and
' about 3500 less than £150, and in many of these

' incumbencies there was no house for the incumbent.

' At the other end of the scale were nearly 200 hvings

' enjoying an income exceeding £1000 a year, the

' most valuable being that of Doddington, in the

' diocese of Ely, where, owing to the reclamation of

' fen land, the tithe had enormously increased." ^

Add to this that the means of enforcing disciphne

upon the clergy, and especially of removing from the

cure of souls men obviously unfit to discharge clerical

duty, were wanting, or at any rate were grossly in-

adequate. Non-residence, sinecurism, and plurahsm

had at the same time, in part at any rate from changes

in circumstances for which no man- was morally

responsible, come to pervade the whole Church

Estabhshment,— and this state of things existed

1 Elliot, The Stale and the Church (2nd edition), pp. 104, 105.

Z
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Lectvu-e at a time when, for at least fifty years, the standard

^ of clerical duty had been gradually rising at least

as much among the clergy as among the laity of

England. The need for reform was urgent ; it was

met by several measures.

Of these the chief were the Ecclesiastical Com-

missioners Acts, 1836 and 1840.i This legislation,''

if we dismiss from our view all minor details, is

marked by two leading features :

—

1. It is founded on the principle, then unknown

to Enghsh law, -that the property of bishops and

chapters ought to be considered the property of the

Church as a sort of quasi-corporation, and ought

to be employed for the benefit of the Church as a

whole.* This principle was in 1836 a novelty. His-

torically, the Church of England has never been a

corporation, nor has it ever in strictness been the

owner of any property ;
* the so-called wealth of the

Church has been the wealth of bishops, deans,

chapters, and other ecclesiastical corporations, of

which the Church as an estabHshment is com-

posed.

2. It gives effect to this new principle by the

creation of a new and perpetual corporation, namely,

the Ecclesiastical Commissioners for England. The

functions of this corporation were to hold as trustee

1 /.e. 6 & 7 Will. IV. c. 77, which relates to bishoprics, and 3 & 4

Vict. c. 113, which relates to chapters. See also Elliot, State and Church

(2nd ed.), c. xi. and Appendix, Note II., post. Ecclesiastical Commission.
2 In which should be included the Ecclesiastical Commissioners

Acts, 1841-1885.

5 It is hardly necessary to state that in the Acts of 1836 and 1840,

as indeed in all the Ecclesiastical Commissioners Acts, the vested

interests of individuals were carefully respected.

* Elliot {2nd ed.), pp. 79, 108.
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for the Church at large funds derived from the surplus ^ Lecture

revenue of bishops and chapters, and, in accordance JL_

with powers given by Act of Parliament, to carry out

various necessary reforms. Of these reforms the

earliest was the provision of more or less fixed, though

not always equal, incomes for bishops ; combined

with such an equahsation of episcopal incomes as

might provide for most bishops a yearly income of

from £4000 to £5000.

This legislation has produced immense results. It

has fixed the incomes of archbishops and bishops

;

it has, while making due allowance for the greater

dignity and importance, and for the peculiar circum-

stances of certain sees, e.g. the archbishopric of

Canterbury, and the see of London, more or less

equahsed the incomes of other bishops ; it has

suppressed sinecures and non-residentiary ofl&ces in

cathedrals, as well as reduced the number of resi-

dentiary canons ; it has settled the maximum incomes

for deans and canons ; it has transferred the surplus

estates and revenues resulting from all these transac-

tions to the Commissioners to be apphed by them to

the augmentation of poor benefices, to the endowment

of new ones, and otherwise towards making increased

provision for the cure of souls in places where it is

most needed.

This legislation has, in truth, as regards the

financial position of the Church of England, amounted

to a revolution. But this revolution has—^and this is

the point which specially deserves our notice—^been

1 I.e. that part of the revenue of any bishop or chapter which in

the opinion of Parhament exceeded the amount necessary or suitable

for the performance of his or its duties.
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Lecture marked by tender consideration for the conservatism
^- and the fears of Church people. Of this let two

examples sufl&ce.

The Ecclesiastical Commission, it was feared, might

as originally constituted ^ become a mere department

of the civil Government. This fear, though natural,

was not reasonable. A board consisting of thirteen

persons, all of whom were of necessity churchmen^

and five of whom were bishops, could not, even

though it did contain high ofiicials such as the Lord

Chancellor and the First Lord of the Treasury, who

would always form part of the Cabinet, come under

the control of the Government for the time being.

But attention was paid to the nervousness of Church-

men. In 1840 the constitution of the Commission

was modified, so that all bishops became ex officio

Commissioners. The Commission has not become-

and is not hkely to become, a Government office.

Bishops and other ecclesiastical dignitaries were in

danger, it was fancied, of sinking into mere stipendi-

aries, receiving from the State fixed incomes, which

might any day be diminished or cut off by ParUa-

ment, and such dignitaries, it was feared, might at

least lose the consideration which in England attaches

1 " The original composition of the corporation under the Act of

" 1836 seemed almost to contemplate its becoming a department of the
" State, so closely were its members connected with the Government of

" the day. The First Lord of the Treasury, the Lord Chancellor, a
" Secretary of State, the Lord President of the Council, and the
" Chancellor of the Exchequer, with the Archbishops and the Bishops
" of London, Lincoln, and Gloucester, with three distinguished laymen
" named in the Act, formed the original Ecclesiastical Commission,
" and provision was made that in supplying vacancies the proportion
" of laymen to bishops should be preserved, and that the former should
" of necessity be members of the Church of England "—ElUot, The
State and the Church (2nd ed.), pp. 106, 107.
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to the ownership of large estates. These fears were not

unnatural to a generation which could recollect the

spohation of the Church of France. But the complex
provisions of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners Acts as

to the mode of deahng, e.g. with episcopal property,

betray the painful anxiety of Parhament that no

bishop should lose the dignified position of a land-

owner. The Ecclesiastical Commissioners Act of 1836

in effect enacts that a bishop should pay the surplus

revenue of his see to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners,

but should retain the estates from which his revenue

is derived. The ideal aimed at by the reformers of

1836, in short, was not to deprive the bishops of their

estates, but that each bishop should be endowed with

sufficient property vested in himself in his corporate

capacity to produce what was considered an adequate

income.

This idea could not always be carried out. Thus

the poorer bishops, whose incomes were increased,

received incomes payable out of funds in the hands

of the Commissioners, who were, however, empowered

to make the necessary augmentations by the transfer

of property from one bishop to another. In 1860 it

was desirable for the benefit of the Church to get rid

of the system of leases for hves. With this end the

estates of aU the Bishops were vested in the Com-

missioners, but the Ecclesiastical Commissioners were

bound in place thereof to put the Bishops in possession

of estates freed from the pecuhar leasehold tenure, or

to pay them fixed incomes until such re-endowment

had taken place.^

The fears of churchmen have turned out absolutely

^ This re-endowment has, in fact, been effected.
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Lecture groundless. Not one penny of Cliurch revenues lias

Zl ever been devoted to any secular purpose. The

dignitaries of the Church have assuredly not been

transformed into part of the civil service. Under

the management of the Commissioners the aggregate

wealth of the Church has year by year increased, and

its riches have been employed for the benefit of the

Church.i With this great reform must be connected

the enactments by which non-residence and pluraHsm ^

on the part of the clergy have been all but brought

to an end, and the amendments of legal procedure

'

which have made it possible to remove from benefices

clergymen whose fives bring discredit on the Church.

Nothing, indeed, is more noteworthy than the

rapidity with which the internal reform of the

Estabfishment,* as carried out bit by bit through-

out the nineteenth century, has produced its fuU

effect. Plurafism, the non-residence of the clergy,

the neglect of clerical duties, the dependence of

the Bishops on the Government of the day, the

scandals or abuses which shortly before the era of

reform were denounced and exaggerated by the authors

of the Black Book, became by the middle of the

nineteenth century utterly foreign to the spirit and

the habits of the Church. The Church Estabfishment

1 Jealousy of the Commission has died away. By agreement with

each bishop the Commissioners have undertaken the management of

episcopal estates.

2 PluraUties Act, 1838, 1 & 2 Vict. c. 106 ; 1850, 13 & 14 Vict.

c. 98 ; 1885, 48 & 49 Vict. c. 54.
s Privy Council Appeals Act, 1832, 2 & 3 Will. 4, o. 92 ; the Judicial

Committee Act, 1833, 3 & 4 Will. 4, i;. 41 ; the Church DiscipUne Act,

1840, 3 & 4 Vict. c. 86, with which read the PubUc Worship Regulation

Act, 1874, 37 & 38 Vict. c. 85.

* See Appendix, Note II., Ecclesiastical Commission.
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of 1850 was in all these matters not the Establish- Lecture

ment of 1800, or even of 1832, but the Church iL
Estabhshment of 1905. The rapidity of this change

becomes apparent when we remember that the first

Ecclesiastical Commissioners Act dates from 1836,

and that therefore some fourteen years were sufficient

to abohsh, not, indeed, all ecclesiastical abuses, but

the condition of pubhc sentiment under which these

abuses flourished. It is, indeed, a fair presumption

that the Evangehcal movement which had long pre-

ceded, and the High Church movement which followed

1834, both contributed to produce a state of rehgious

and moral feehng among the laity and the clergy

which gave efEectiveness to legislative reform. Still

the reform itself must have done much to stimulate

the development of a sound public spirit.^

'' As to external reform.—^From 1832 onwards the

tendency of legislation has been to make the poHtical

and civil rights of Enghshmen independent in the

main, not only of their churchmanship but of their

rehgious behef. But Enghsh lawmakers, whilst

showing httle respect for ecclesiastical dogmas, and

whilst attending very httle to abstract principles of

any kind, have been guided in the main by ideas of

immediate expediency, or, to put the matter more

1 Bishop Watson was a man of some Kberality. He could

denounce pluralism (see p. 335, ante), and, according to a recent

biographer, kept in view the interests of practical religion. He held,

moluding his bishopric, and received the emoluments of, four

ecclesiastical offices. He systematically neglected the duties attaching

to all of them. " He lived [for some years before his death, in 1815]

" in his pleasant country house at Windermere, never visiting his

" diocese, and, according to De Quincey, talking Socinianism at his

"table."

—

L. Stephen, English Utilitarians, i. p. .39. In 1850 Bishop

Watson was an impossibility. It was the age of Bishop Proudie.
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Lecture plainly, by the wish to remove the grievances of any

L class strong or organised enough to make its wishes

effectively heard in- Parliament. By 1854 the

pohtical disabihties of Nonconformists and Roman
Cathohcs were for the most part, though not entirely,

aboHshed. Restrictions on the worship of Noncon-

formists and hindrances to bequests for the educational

or rehgious purposes of Nonconformists have been

removed from the Statute-book.^ Not tiU late in

the nineteenth century, when one Act after another

had been passed to meet the conscientious difficulties

of special classes of persons who scrupled to take an

oath, was the broad principle estabUshed by law ^ that

no man, even though he were an avowed atheist,

ought to suffer any civil or pohtical disadvantage

from unwilhngness or disabihty to take an oath.

Jews, after a long struggle, were admitted in 1844

to municipal offices, and in 1859 to a seat in ParUa-

ment.* These are but a few examples of the

concessions made to the demand of dominant
hberahsm for the extension of rehgious and civil

1 The Nonconformists Chapels Act, 1844, 7 & 8 Vict. c. 45,

established a sort of Statute of Limitations enabling congregations of

Dissenters to retain chapels and endowments to which they had by
usage acquired a moral right, but to which, under the trust deeds of

an earlier age, they had, through changes in the doctrine held by
particular congregations, lost their legal right. The Act mainly
benefited Unitarians : it did not touch the rights of the Estabhshed
Church, and may have passed the more easily because by 1844 many
of the AngUoan clergy were indifferent to the distinction between
so-called orthodox and unorthodox forms of dissent.

2 Oaths Act, 1888, 51 & 52 Vict. c. 46. It was possible, certamly
till 1869 (32 & 33 Vict. c. 68), and perhaps till 1888, that an honest
atheist might have been unable, on account of his inabihty to take
an oath, to maintain with success an action, e.g. for the recovery of a
debt. See Stephen, Comm. iii. 598, 599.

^ And that at first in a curiously indirect manner.
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equality, and even more of the way in whicli these Lecture

concessions were curtailed or delayed, often for years, _L
by deference, partly indeed to the general conservat-

ism, but mainly to the ecclesiastical convictions or

sentiment of the time.

The system, however, of combined concession and
conservatism can be made intelhgible only by study-

ing concrete illustrations of the way in which it

worked. Let us examine, therefore, though in the

barest outUne, the legislation by which Parhament

has in several instances removed palpable griev-

ances connected with the position or privileges of

the Church, or supported by ecclesiastical opinion.

In 1832 a vahd marriage could not be celebrated ^

otherwise than in the parish church, and in accord-

ance with the rites of the Church of England. This

state of things was resented by Nonconformists

(under which term may for the present purpose be

included Roman Cathohcs), and especially by Uni-

tarians, who were compelled to take part in a service

containing a distinctly Trinitarian formula.^ After

1832 concession to the wishes of Dissenters became

a necessity. The Marriage Act, 1836, 6 & 7 Will. IV.

c. 85, taken together with the Births and Deaths

Registration Act, 1836, 6 & 7 Will. IV. c. 86, re-

moved a grievance, and also introduced a substantial

reform. It allowed the celebration of marriages in

^ Except in the case of Jews and Quakers.
^ The grievance was felt the more bitterly because it was in reality

recent. Prior to the Marriage Act, 1753, 26 Geo. II. c. 33 (which

had been re-enacted with some amendments in 1823, 4 Geo. IV. c. 76),

the marriages of Nonconformists celebrated in Dissenting chapels and

not in accordance with the rites of the Church of England, had, it is

said, been treated as vahd.
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Lecture three difEerent ways:— (1) As heretofore, in the

^ parish church in accordance with the rites of the

Church of England
; (2) Without any religious cere-

mony, but in the presence of a registrar
; (3) In

a Nonconformist place of worship duly registered,

according to such forms and ceremonies as the parties

might see fit to adopt. The pubhc was also bene-

fited by arrangements which were intended to secure

the registration at a central office of every marriage

wherever celebrated. The Marriage Act of 1836 was

dishked by the clergy, even though a Conservative

statesman, such as Peel, accepted whilst attempting

to hmit the effect of a necessary change. But the

Act was deeply marked by deference to Church feehng.

The State did not institute any general system of

civil marriage. Church marriages were hardly afiected

by the new law. Marriage in a Nonconformist

chapel was not put on the 'same footing as a marriage

in a church. The one derived its vahdity from the

presence of the registrar, the other from celebration

by the clergyman.^ Thus a practical grievance was

removed, but a sentimental grievance was kept aUve.

As time went on Nonconformists claimed the removal

of what they deemed a badge of inferiority. If poh-

ticians could have looked only to the interest of the

pubhc, this grievance might easily have been remedied,

and the proper registration of marriages been secured

by requiring the presence of a registrar at every

marriage, whether solemnised in church or in chapel.

1 The fees moreover payable to the registrar were heavier than

the fees payable on a marriage in the parish church. This, it is said,

imposed a tax or fine upon persons often very poor, who were not

married in church (Lilly and Wallis, Manual of Law specially affecting

Catholics, pp. 54-57).
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This simple course was not taken ; it was opposed to Lecture

the sentiment of the clergy, and no pohtician could
^'

overlook the force of ecclesiastical opinion. In 1898

the grievance of the Nonconformists was, after a

lapse of sixty-two years, completely removed ; but

this removal was achieved by dispensing with the

presence of a registrar at a marriage in a registered

Nonconformist chapel.^ This method of reform

satisfied Nonconformists, and gave no ofEence to

Churchmen. It had but one defect : it somewhat

diminished the security for the registration of

marriages. To the deference, then, yielded to eccle-

siastical opinion was sacrificed in 1836 the complete-

ness of a necessary reform, and sixty years later, in

1898, the pubhc interest in the due registration of

marriages.

*/The Divorce Act of 1857 ^ was a triumph of in-

dividuahstic liberahsm and of common justice. It

did away with the iniquity of a law which theoretic-

ally prohibited divorce, but in reahty conceded to

the rich a right denied to the poor. In the face of

strenuous ecclesiastical opposition, headed by Mr.

Gladstone, divorce was legahsed, and divorced persons

were left absolutely free to marry. But here, again,

regard was paid to clerical feehng. A clergyman

of the Church of England is, after all, an official
"

of the National Church ; but under the Divorce Act

he is allowed to decline to solemnise the marriage of

any person whose former marriage has been dissolved

on the ground of his or her adultery.* Thus a clergy-

1 The Marriage Act, 1898, 61 & 62 Vict. c. 58.

2 The Matrimonial Causes Act, 1857, 20 & 21 Vict. c. 86.

s Ibid. o. 55, 57. 58.
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Lecture man, wMle acting as an oflS.cial of the State, is virtually
^'

allowed to pronounce immoral a marriage permitted

by the moraKty of the State.

In 1832 the burial law involved a grievance to

Dissenters. A man was entitled to be buried in the

parish churchyard which contained, it might be, the

tombs of all his friends and relatives, but any funeral

in a churchyard was of necessity accompanied by the

burial service of the Church of England, performed by

a clergyman. There might weU be Dissenters who

either desired some other service, or on grormds of

conscience or feehng objected to the burial service

of the Church of England. At last in 1880, the

Burial Laws Amendment Act ^ made to any one who,

for any reason, objected to the use of the Church

burial service, the concession that any person entitled

to burial in a particular churchyard might be buried

there without the Church service, or with such

rehgious service, if professedly Christian, as the

person responsible for the funeral might think fit.

Note, however, that no address which is not part of

a rehgious service can be dehvered in a churchyard.

The concession, in short, made to the sentiment of

persons not members of the Church of England

has been restricted within the very narrowest hmits

compatible with the removal of a practical

grievance.

In 1832 a system of rehgious tests still closed the

national universities—^in the case of Oxford wholly,

in the case of Cambridge all but wholly—^to any person

who was not an avowed member of the Church of

M3 & 44 Vict. c. 41.
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England.! i^ every college church, services were Lecture

daily performed, and the attendance thereat of under- ^
graduates was required. Any rehgious education

given was education in the doctrines of the Church
of England. The national universities were no places

for Nonconformists of any class, and practically few
Nonconformists, indeed, studied even at Cambridge till,

at any rate, after the middle of the nineteenth century.^

The era of reform did not bring with it the

admission of the nation to the national places of

learning. The passing through the House of Com-
mons in 1834 of a Bill abohshing university tests,

showed what was the wish of Dissenters, and proved

that it was sanctioned by the hberahsm of the day,

1 At Oxford a young man, or, as in the case of Bentham, a mere
boy, was required at matriculation to subscribe the Thirty-nine

Articles of the Church of England. Subscription was again required

before taking the degree of B.A., and lastly before taking the
degree of M.A. At Cambridge in 1832, no subscription of religious

belief was, or (it is conceived) ever had been required at matriculation.

If accepted by the college authorities students of any behef could

come into residence, reside their fuU time, and enter for the degree

examination. Their names would appear in the order of merit in the

Tripos, but they could not actually obtain the degree without declar-

ing themselves bona fide members of the Church of England. But
whilst the University of Cambridge did not exclude Nonconformists

from anylihing but the degree, they were practically all but excluded

from the colleges. The masters and tutors would in most cases have
either directly refused admission to a Nonconformist, or if he had
been admitted, would probably have forced him to atteijd the college

chapeL

At Oxford, in short. Nonconformists were excluded by the rules of

the university, at Cambridge they were virtually excluded by the

rules of the colleges. All but a very few Dissenters were, till late

in the nineteenth century, excluded both by the atmosphere of the

place and by the conduct of the college authorities. See Appendix,

Note TIL, University Tests.

2 Early in the nineteenth century a popular writer could describe

our universities with gross technical inaccuracy, but with much
substantial truth, as academies for the education of ministers of the

Church of England.
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Lecture The rejection of the Bill by the House of Lords,

. L without any effective protest on the part of the

nation, showed how great was the strength of the

Church. The attempt, which was only in part

successful, to provide in London something hke a

university open to men of all creeds, probably diverted

the pressure of Dissenters for admission to Oxford

and Cambridge.^

At last in 1854 ^—twenty-two years after the

passing of the Reform Act—^the demand for univer-

sity reform, at any rate at Oxford,^ could no longer

be resisted. ParHament grudgingly opened or set

sUghtly ajar the gates of the university, so as to

make possible the entrance of persons not members

of the Church of England. In principle this change

was important. It alarmed zealous Churchmen. ^
eminent divine declared from the pulpit of St. Mary's,

that on the admission of a Nonconformist within its

precincts, " Oxford would be Oxford no longer." In

practice the change was insignificant. At both

universities every Nonconformist was excluded from
1 Policy or accident favoured the opposition, supported in the main

by the opinion of Churchmen, to a necessary reform. The London
University never became, in a strict sense, a university at all. Uni-
versity College provided a place of liberal education for Dissenters,
just as King's College provided in London a place of hberal education
for Churchmen. The London University itself became at last nothing
but an examining body. The result was that, while the agitation for

the abolition of teats at the national universities was checked and
weakened, the fouiidation in London of a really national university
open to every class of the nation was prevented.

2 The Oxford University Act, 1854, 17 & 18 Vict. c. 81.
2 At Cambridge the Cambridge University Act, 1856, 19 & 20

Vict. c. 88, threw open to Nonconformists all ordinary bachelors'
degrees, all endowments tenable by undergraduates, and the nominal
title of M.A. ; but under that Act Nonconformist M.A.'s were still

kept out of the senate and the parliamentary constituency. See Sir
George Young, University Tests, p. 53, and Appendix, Note IIL post.
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most of the emoluments and posts of dignity which Lecture

were the important reward of success at the univer- _^
sity. No one but an avowed member of the Church

of England could at Oxford become, or at Cambridge

enjoy the full privileges of, an M.A. At last in 1871
,,

—^thirty-nine years after the passing of the Reform

Act and three years after the introduction of house-

hold su&age—^Parhament aboUshed the tests ^ which

kept large bodies of Enghshmen away from Oxford

and Cambridge. The national universities have at

length become the universities of the nation. The

length of time, the slowness of the process, the great-

ness of the efforts needed for the attainment of this

result—^and this during a period when hberahsm was

the dominant opinion of the day—gives us some

measure of the force exerted by the opposing current

of ecclesiastical opinion.

Concession is still balanced by conservatism. At

Oxford no Nonconformist has access to the university

pulpit ; the services in the college chapels are the

services of the Church of England ; the degrees in

divinity, the right to examine in the school of

theology, the divinity professorships, the headship

of one college,^ are all the monopoly of the Estab-

hshed Church. The state of things at Cambridge ^

1 Universities Tests Act, 1871, 34 Vict. 0. 26, and College Charter

Act, 1871, 34 & 35 Vict. 0. 63.

2 The Deanery of Christ Church.

3 As at Oxford, the university pulpit is closed to every Noncon-

formist minister, and the services in the colleges are the services of the

Church of England. An avowed or conscientious Nonconformist cannot

become a Doctor of Divinity. The theological professorships are, with

one ^;oeption, or possibly two exceptions, not open to any but Church-

men. No layman has, in fact, ever been elected a theological professor.

Compare Henry Sidgwick's statement in 1898 as to the extent to

which theological teaching was at Cambridge left in the hands of the
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Lecture is in substance, though not always in form, pretty

X. much the same as at Oxford. The national uni-

versities have been restored to the nation, but the

Church still occupies there a position of pre-eminence

and predominance.^

In 1832 nothing brought more unpopularity upon

the Church than tithes and Church rates. An attack

upon them gave hopes of success, and there were

agitators or reformers ready to conduct the assault.

It has been crowned with very httle success. Tithes

still exist, but a change in the mode of their collection

and in their incidence under the Tithe Acts, 1836-

1891,2 has gone far to free the Church from unpopu-

larity. Church rates have, after a long controversy

extending over thirty-four years, been in a sense

abohshed, but the very title of the enactment, the

Compulsory Church Eate Abohtion Act, 1 868,^ reminds

us that the Estabhshment, if in this matter defeated,

has been allowed to retreat with honour. The Act

abohshes, not the right to Church rates, but the

means of compelhng the payment thereof.* This

method of abolition, characteristic as it is of Enghsh

love of compromise, whilst it saved the dignity, also

promoted to a slight extent the pecuniary interest

of the Established Church. A rate which may be

Church of England by the Universities Tests Act, 1871.

—

H. Sidgwick,

A Memoir, p. 564.

1 The law does not forbid the foundation in the universities of

denominational colleges, such e.g. as Hertford College. See R. v. Hert-

ford College (1877), 2 Q.B.t). 590 ; (1878) 3 Q.B.D. (C.A.) 693.

2 6 & 7 Will. IV. 0. 71 to 54 & 55 Vict. c. 8.

3 31 & 32 Vict. c. 109.

* Though this is so as to newly imposed Church rates, the Act of

1868 " contained provisions preserving the old system in certain
" specified instances, generally of only local apphcation." See Elliotj

State and Church, 2nd ed. p. 43 (n..).
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imposed but whicli cannot be exacted, may sometimes Lecture

be in practice paid, at any rate by Cburchmen.^ L

These examples, whereof the number might easily

be increased,^ sufl6.ciently illustrate and confirm the

statement that in aU legislation affecting the Church,

the dominant current of hberal opinion has been

modified by the strong cross-current of ecclesiastical

conviction. The whole view, however, taken in this

lecture of the pohcy of conservatism and concession

is open to two objections. The one is grounded on

certain attempts to widen the foundations of the

Church, the other on the disestabhshment of the

Irish Church.

As to attempts to widen the foundation of the

Church.—^It cannot be denied that during the last

seventy-five years nothing has been done to further

the policy of comprehension, or to bring again within

the Church any large body of Dissenters, but the

doctrine of the Church has, it may be argued, been

affected by legislation, whether judicial or parha-

mentary, which tells upon subscription to the Articles,

or otherwise affects the status of clergymen.

The decisions of the Privy Council have, it is

constantly alleged, made for comprehension of a

particular kind. The judgment in the Gorham case ^

has enabled Evangelical clergymen to remain with a

1 In 1834 the Whig ministry oflEered the Church a considerable

pecuniary compensation for the abolition of Church rates (Annual

Begister, 1834, pp. 207, 213). Both the offer and the refusal show a

recognition of the strength still possessed by the BstabUshment.

2 E.g. by an examination of the pohcy pursued and the Acts

passed with regard to the elementary education of the people of

England.
3 See Qorham v. Bishop of Exeter, heard and determined m the

Privy Council (8th March 1850). E. P. Moore.

2A
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Lecture quiet Conscience ministers of the Church, of England.

L The Bennet case ^ has averted the possible secession

of High Church clergymen. A series of cases ^

more or less connected with the pubHcation in 1861

of Essays and Reviews have, it is supposed, estab-

hshed the right of clergymen to criticise with con-

siderable freedom the doctrines of the Church and
the contents of the Bible, and yet, as Broad Church-

men, to retain the position of clergymen of the Church

of England. But even if it be granted that this is

so, the judgments of the Privy Council have after

all done httle more than maintain the statiis quo.

Clergymen of the Church of England, in common
with the whole body of Churchmen, have always
been divided into Low Churchmen, High Church-
men, and Broad Churchmen or Latitudinarians.

As far, therefore, as the judgments of the Courts

go, they have introduced httle change and have
always left things to stand as they have been for

generations.^

1 Sheppard v. Bennet (No. 2) (1871), L.R. 4, P.O. 371.
2 E.g. Williams v. Bishop of Salisbury, and Wilson v. Fendall

(1864) ; Brod/rieh v. Fremantle, Eoo. Cas. 247.
=* It is, of course, indisputable that at any rate during the last

fifty years and more pubUc opmion has changed, though the extent of
the change is Uable to be a good deal exaggerated, as to the moral
obligations incurred by subscription to the Articles. The circumstance
which raises a suspicion that the change in public opinion may be less
than, is generally supposed, is the very slight effect produced thereby
on legislation. Throughout the nineteenth century many have been
the Churchmen, whether clerics or laymen, who have objected to the
retention in the Church services of the Athanasian creed, but the
efforts for its removal from the services by legislation have been few
and entirely unsuccessful. It is further noteworthy that clergymen
and others, who maintain that subscription or declaration of assent
to the doctrine of the Church of England leaves almost unUmited
freedom of dissent from that doctrine, do not make any serious attempt
to obtam a legislative declaration of the soundness of an opmion on
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The Clerical Subscription Act, 1865/ has un- Lecture

doubtedly to a slight degree relaxed the terms on
^-

which an Anglican clergyman is required to signify

his behef in the articles and formulas of the Church
of England, whilst the Clerical Disabihties Act, 1870,^

which is constantly, though quite erroneously, de-

scribed as an Act abohshing the indehbihty of

Orders, has enabled a clergyman to resume the rights

and habihties of a layman. These statutes, which
deserve the careful attention of anyone engaged in

examining the theological tendencies in England of

the nineteenth century, do most undoubtedly show the

existence between 1860 and 1870 of a pecuKar con-

dition of pubHc sentiment. The two Acts cited

above, together with several judgments of the

Privy Council, bear witness to the existence and to

the temporary influence of the Broad Church move-
ment. They were acts of rehef for Broad Church or

Latitudinarian clergymen, they enable a man of sen-

sitive conscience to take orders, even though he does

not assent to every one of the Thirty-nine Articles,

and make him feel with reason that his position as a

clergyman is made the easier because he is allowed,

as far as the State is concerned, . to resume at any

moment the status of a layman. But the legislation

which bears witness to the influence of the Broad

Church movement has neither in reahty affected the

doctrine of the Church, nor even tended towards the

admission of Dissenters.*

which both legally, and in a certain sense morally, depends the whole

position of a clergyman of the Church of England.
1 28 & 29 Vict. c. 122.

2 33 & 34 Vict. c. 91.

^ In nothing is the influence of Church opinion more marked than
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Lecture As to the Irish Church Act, 1869.i—This enact-

^- ment tended, it is alleged, towards the disestabhsh-

ment of the Church of England, and the tendency

becomes the more manifest when we remember that

the so-called Church of England was, between 1800

and 1869, simply a part of the United Church of

England and Ireland, which in the eye of the law

constituted one ecclesiastical estabhshment. It may,

therefore, be alleged, with technical truth, that the

Legislature did in 1869 actually disestabhsh part of

the National Church. Nor can it be denied that the

legislation of 1869 was supported by Dissenters who

desired disestabhshment no less in England than in

Ireland. Yet appearances are here delusive. The

Act of 1869 did not touch the foundations of the

Church of England. Itw was carried in reality owing

to circumstances pecuUar to Ireland. The Irish

Church Estabhshment had been for more than half

a century attacked by Whigs no less than by

Kadicals. An institution which had been morally

undermined for generations was easily overthrown by

a statesman whose genius enabled him to unite for

the assault upon it Whigs and Eadicals, Noncon-

formists and High Churchmen. The Irish Estabhsh-

ment fell mainly because EngUshmen beheved rightly

enough that the maintenance thereof was unjust, and

thought, erroneously as the event proved, that it was

in the language of the Clerical Disabilitfes Act, 1870, 33 & 34 Vict. c. 91.

This statute, which enables a clergyman to resume all the rights and
duties of a layman, and to free himself, as far as the State is concerned,

from the Uabihties, whilst giving up the rights, of a clergjTnan of the

Church of England, contains no expression which either affirms or denies

the indelibility of orders.

1 32 & 33 Vict. c. 42.
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the grievance which mainly fostered Irish discontent, Lecture

and partly because High Churchmen felt no sympathy L

with a Church which was the stronghold of Pro-

testantism. One thing, at any rate, the Act of 1869

places past dispute ; the Evangehcals, who were the

natural aUies of the Protestant Churchmen of Ireland,

had by that date ceased to control the reUgious

opinion of England. Yet even the pohcy of 1869

illustrates the legislative power of clerical convictions.

The terms of disestabhshment were singularly favour-

able to the Church. It retained all the ecclesiastical

edifices which it possessed in 1868 ; it was not in

effect deprived of all pecuniary resources. Nor is it

irrelevant to remark that the Irish Church Act of

1869 renders it all but impossible for the Church,

although disestabhshed, to ^orm without the aid of

Parhament a body which might include the Protestant

Dissenters of Ireland. Here, as elsewhere, is apparent

the influence of ecclesiastical, and indeed, of High

Church opinion.

The very instances, therefore, which appear at

first sight inconsistent with the pohcy of conservatism

and concession, lose, when carefully examined, this

appearance of inconsistency. They do more than

this ; they illustrate in the most marked manner that

dependence of legislation upon opinion which is the

theme of these Lectures : in the sUght relaxation of

the terms of clerical subscription, and in the disestab-

hshment of the Church of Ireland in 1869, is to be

found the conclusive proof, that any deviations from

the ordinary course of legislation correspond at bottom

with some pec'uHar, it may be transitory, fluctuation

in pubhc sentiment. The ecclesiastical legislation of
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Lecture the last seventj-five years leads to this result. It has

L been continuously affected by the dominant Hberahsm

of the day which has told in favour of reUgious, no less

than of civil equality. It has been modified by that

cross-current (in this instance a very powerful one) of

ecclesiastical opinion which has enforced respect for

the Convictions of Churchmen and the interest of the

Estabhshed Church. But the action of this cross-

current itself has been comphcated by subtle modi-

fications of ecclesiastical opinion. In no department

of EngHsh law is more clearly visible to the intelhgent

investigator the close relation between the legislation

and the opinion of a particular era.

Our survey of ecclesiastical legislation suggests

both an observation and a, question.

The observation is this : The poKcy, as regards

Church affairs, of concession combined with con-

servatism, is merely one marked instance of that

perpetual compromise between the spirit of innova-

tion and the spirit of conservatism, which is the

essential characteristic of English legislation and of

Enghsh pubhc life.

The inquiry is : Whether the merits of this system
of compromise are or are not overbalanced by its

defects ?

Compromise involving great deference to clerical

sentiment has averted the intense bitterness which,
in foreign countries, and notably in France, has accom-
panied ecclesiastical legislation. The position of the
Church of England has throughout the nineteenth
century been gradually shifted rather than violently

altered. The grievances which in 1828 excited the
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hostility of Nonconformists have been immensely Lecture

diminished, yet the sentiment even of the clergy has __
not been embittered by a revolution every step of

which they and zealous Churchmen have opposed

;

and whilst, in some respects, the wealth, the influence,

and the popularity of the Church have been increased,

the profound discord which arises from the identifica-

tion of poHtical with theological or anti-theological

differences, .and amounts in some countries to a con-

dition of moral civil war, has been all but entirely

averted. These are the virtues of compromise.

In the field, however, of ecclesiastical legislation

the vices of compromise are as marked as its merits.

Controversies, which are deprived of some of their

heat, are allowed to smoulder on for generations, and

are never extinguished. Thus national education

has been for more than fifty years the field of battle

between Church and Dissent, each settlement has

been the basis of renewed dispute, and even now

controversy is not closed, simply because the law has

never estabhshed any definite principle. One change

in the marriage law after another has failed to rest

the whole matter on any satisfactory foundation.

Our law of divorce enables a clergyman of the

Church of England to cast a slur upon a marriage

fully sanctioned by the law of the State. The

piecemeal legislation engendered by the desire for

compromise, and the spirit which this piecemeal,

legislation produces, are no small evils. " The time

" to do justice," it has been well said, " is now." To

do justice bit by bit is in reahty nothing else than

to tolerate injustice for years. The long Kne of

Oaths Acts is a monument to Enghsh pertinacity in
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Lecture the path of reform, but it is also a record—^not at

— all a sohtary one— of Enghsh indifierence to the

complete discharge of pubHc duty.

Morahsts or historians must weigh the merits

against the faults of legislative compromise. Persons

engaged in the study of legislative opinion will take

a possibly fairer view of this subject, if they consider

that the spirit of compromise in ecclesiastical no less

than in civil legislation is in reahty nothing but the

evidence of the accuracy with which the Enghsh

legislature reflects the ebb and flow, the weakness

and the strength, the action and the counter-action

of every current of pubhc feehng or conviction strong

enough to arrest the attention of Parhament.^

1 If anyone looks at politics from the somewhat abstract point of

view suggested by these Lectures he will find a peculiar interest in the

career of Gladstone. Such an observer will note that Gladstone from

peculiarities of character and education was able to unite, whether

consistently or not, the sentiment of liberalism with the ecclesiastical

sentiment belonging to a High Churchman. In the sphere of

economics, and even of politics, he to a great extent accepted the

doctrines of Benthamite individualism as represented by the Manchester

school. In the ecclesiastical sphere he accepted, it would seem, High
Church principles as represented by Archdeacon Manning, until the

archdeacon was transformed into a Roman Cathohc ecclesiastic. This

singular combination of sentiments or principles, which are rarely

united in the mind of one man, contributed greatly to Gladstone's

influence. The capacity for honestly sharing the varying, and even

the inconsistent, sentiments of his age augments the influence of a

statesman,
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LECTUEE XI

JUDICIAL LEGISLATION

My piirpose in this Lectiue is, first, tlie description Lecture

of the special characteristics of judicial legislation ^

as regards its relation to pubhc opinion ; and, next,

the illustration, by a particular example,—^namely,

the changes in the law as to married women's

property,—of the way in which judge-made law may
determine the course and character of parhamentary

legislation.

I. The Special Characteristics of Judicial Legisla-

tion in Relation to Public Opinion

As all lawyers are aware, a large part and, as

many would add, the best part of the law of Eng-

land is judge-made law—^that is to say, consists of

rules ^ to be collected from the judgments of the

1 See Ilbert, Legislative Methods, pp. 6-8 ; Pollock, Essays in

Jurisprudence and Ethics, p. 237 ; Pollock, First Book of Jurisprudence

(2nd ed.), Pt. XL ch. vi.

2 These rules will assuredly be enforced by the Courts, and are

therefore laws. True indeed it is that the function of an English

Court is primarily to decide in accordance with legal principles any

particular case which comes before it. It is the interpreter, not the

maker of a law. As, however, " it may with equal verbal correctness

" be affirmed in one sense, and denied in another, that interpretation

" (whether performed by judges or by text-writers) makes new law "

361
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Lecture Courts. TMs portion of the law has not been created

^ by Act of Parhament, and is not recorded in the

statute-book. It is the work of the Courts ; it is

recorded in the Eeports ; it is, in short, the fruit of

judicial legislation. The amount of such judge-made

law is in England far more extensive than a student

easily reahses. Mne-tenths, at least, of the law of

contract, and the whole, or nearly the whole, of the

law of torts are not to be discovered in any volume

of the statutes. Many Acts of Parhament, again,

such as the Sale of Goods Act, 1893, or the Bills

of Exchange Act, 1882, are httle else than the

reproduction in a statutory shape of rules originally

estabhshed by the Courts. Judge-made law has in

such cases passed into statute law. Then, too, many

statutory enactments, e.g. the fourth section of the

Statute of Frauds, though they originally introduced

some new rule or principle into the law of England,

have been the subject of so much judicial inter-

pretation as to derive nearly all their real significance

from the sense put upon them by the Courts.^ Nor

let anyone imagine that judicial legislation is a kind

of law-making which belongs whoUy to the past,

and which has been put an end to by the annual

meeting and by the legislative activity of modern

{First Book of Jurisprudence (2nd ed.), p. 236), the question whether
we ought to use such expressiops as judge-made law or judicial legisla-

tion is, for the purpose of these Lectures, of no real consequence. See

Appendix, Note IV., Judge-made Law.
^ It is certain that no man could understand the full and true

effect of either the fout'th or the seventeenth section of the Statute of

Frauds (which now is the fourth section of the Sale of Goods Act,

1893), without studying the vast number of cases interpreting these

enactments. See Law Quarterly Review (i. p. 1) for an expression
in words by Sir J. P. Stephen and Sir F. Pollock of the full import
of the Statute of Frauds, s. 17.
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Parliaments. No doubt the law-making function of Lecture
. XI

the Courts has been to a certain extent curtailed —

1

by the development of parliamentary authority.

Throughout the whole of the nineteenth century,

however, it has remained, and indeed continues to

the present day, in operation. New combinations

of circumstances—^that is, new cases—constantly call

for the appUcation, which means in truth the ex-

tension of old principles ; or, it may be, even for

the thinking out of some new principle, in harmony

with the general spirit of the law, fitted to meet

the novel requirements of the time. Hence whole

branches not of ancient but of very modern law have

been built up, developed, or created by the action

of the Courts. The whole body of rules, with regard

to the conflict of laws (or, in other words, for the

decision of cases which contain some foreign element),^

has come into existence during the last hundred and

twenty, and, as regards by far the greater part of it,

well within the last eighty, or even seventy years.

But the whole of this complex department of law

has neither been formed nor even greatly modified

by Parhament. It is the product of an elaborate

and lengthy process of judicial law-making.

The Courts or the judges, when acting as legislators,

are of course influenced by the behefs and feelings of

their time, and are guided to a considerable extent by

the dominant current of pubhc opinion ; Eldon and

Kenyon belonged to the era of old toryism as dis-

tinctly as Denman, Campbell, Erie, and Bramwell

belonged to the age of Benthamite hberalism. But

whilst our tribunals, or the judges of whom they are

1 Dicey, Conflict of Laws, p. 1.
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Lecture composed, are swayed by tlie prevailing beliefs of a

^ particular time, they are also gmded by professional

opinions and ways of thinking which are, to a certain

extent, independent of and possibly opposed to the

general tone of pubhc opinion. The judges are the

heads of the legal profession. They have acquired the

intellectual and moral tone of Enghsh lawyers. They

are men advanced in hfe. They are for the most part

persons of a conservative disposition. They are in

no way dependent for their emoluments, dignity, or

reputation upon the favour of the electors, or even of

Ministers who represent in the long run the wishes of

the electorate.^ They are more likely to be biassed by

professional habits and feeUng than by the popular

sentiment of the hour. Hence judicial legislation will

be often marked by certain characteristics rarely to be

found in Acts of Parhament.

First.—Judicial legislation aims to a far greater

extent than do enactments passed by Parhament, at

the maintenance of the logic or the symmetry of the

law. The main employment of a Court is the apphca-

tion of well-known legal principles to the solution of

given cases, and the deduction from these principles

of their fair logical result. Men trained in and for

this kind of employment acquire a logical conscience
;

they come to care greatly—^in some cases excessively

—^for consistency. A Court, even when it really legis-

1 Till quite recently judges not only were, as they still are,

irremovable by any Ministry, however powerful, but had also little to

hope for from the Government by way of promotion. The system

created by the Judicature Acts has, with its many merits, the unin-

tended defect that it makes the promotion of a judge, e.g. to a seat in

the Court of Appeal, dependent on the goodwill of the Chancellor or

the Prime Minister.
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lates, does so indirectly. Its immediate object is to Lecture

apply a given principle to a particular case, or to L

determine under whicli of two or more principles a

particular case really falls. The duty of a Court, in

short, is not to remedy a particular grievance, but to

determine whether an alleged grievance is one for

which the law supphes a remedy. Hence the further

result that Courts are affected, as Parhament never

is, by the ideas and theories of writers on law. A
Court, when called upon to decide cases which present

some legal difficulty, is often engaged—^unconsciously

it may be—^in the search for principles. If an author

of ingenuity has reduced some branch of the law to

a consistent scheme of logically coherent rules, he

supplies exactly the principles of which a Court is in

need. Hence the development of EngUsh law has

depended, more than many students perceive, on the

writings of the authors who have produced the best

text-books. Some eighty years ago Serjeant Stephen

pubhshed a Treatise on the Principks of Pleading,

which transformed the maxims of art followed by

skilful pleaders into the principles of a logically

consistent system. His book told almost immediately

upon the whole course of procedure in a civil action.

Story's Conflict of Laws, which appeared in 1834,

though the work of an American lawyer, forthwith

systematised, one might almost say created, a whole

branch of the law of England.^ The law of damages

X My learned friend Mr. Westlake's Private International Law was

published in 1858. It introduced English lawyers to the theories of

Savigny on the conflict of laws, and showed the applicability of

Savigny's doctrines to questions which came before the English Courts.

The influence of Mr. Westlake's work is traceable in whole lines of

oases decided during the last forty-six years.
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Lecture has, it is Said, come into existence througli the

^ writings of a well-known English and a well-known

American author.

Secondly.—Judicial legislation aims rather at

securing the certainty than at amending the de-

ficiencies of the law. The natural tendency of a

well-trained judge is to feel that a rule which is

certain and fixed, even though it be not the best rule

conceivable, promotes justice more than good laws

which are liable to change or modification. This is

the true and vahd defence for reverence for precedent.

A satirist has suggested ^ that the resolution to foUow

precedents is the same thing as the determination

that, when once you have decided a question wrongly,

you will go on deciding it wrongly ever after, and

there are instances enough to be found in the Keports

where a decision of very dubious soundness has been

systematically followed, and has led to a misdevelop-

ment of the law.^ But the best answer to the con-

tempt thrown on precedent may be given iu the

language of one of the most eminent among our

judges.

" Our common law system consists in the apply-
" ing to new combinations of circumstances those rules

" of law which we derive from legal principles and

^ " It is a maxim," says Gulliver, " among [oui] lawyers, that

"whatever has been done before may legally be done again, and
" therefore they take special care to record all the decisions formerly
" made against common justice and the general reason of mankind.
" These, under the name of precedents, they produced as authorities to
" justify the most iniquitous opinions, and the judges never fail of
" directing accordingly."—Swift, Works, xi., edited by Sir Walter Scott

(2nd ed.), p. 318.

2 See R. V. Millis (1844), 10 CI. & F. 534 ; Beamish v. Beamish
(1861), 9 H.L.C. 274.
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" judicial precedents ; and for the sake of attaining Lecture

" uniformity, consistency, and certainty, we must L

" apply those rules, where they are not plainly un-

" reasonable and inconvenient, to all cases which
" arise ; and we are not at liberty to reject them, and
" to abandon all analogy to them, in those to which
" they have not yet been judicially apphed, because

" we think that the rules are not as convenient and
" reasonable as we ourselves could have devised. It

" appears to me to be of great importance to keep
" this principle of decision steadily in view, not merely
" for the determination of the particular case, but for

" the interests of law as a science." ^

And this view is substantially sound. Respect for

precedent is the necessary foundation of judge-made

law. If Parhament changes the law the action of

Parhament is known to every man, and Parliament

tries in general to respect acquired rights. If the

Courts were to apply to the decision of substantially

the same case one principle to-day, and another

principle to-morrow, men would lose rights which

they already possessed ; a law which was not certain

would in reahty be no law at all. Judicial legislation,

then, is a form of law-making which aims at and tends

towards the maintenance of a fixed legal system.

Thirdly.— The ideas of expediency or poHcy

accepted by the Courts may differ considerably from

the ideas which, at a given time, having acquired pre-

dominant influence among the general pubhc, guide

parhamentary legislation.

1 Per Parke, J., Mirehouse v. Rennell (1833), 1 CI. & P., pp. 527,

546; 36 R.R. p. 180, cited Pollock, First Booh of Jurisprudence

{2nd ed.), p. 339.
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Lectufe It is qulte possible that judicial conceptions of

utility or of the pubhc interest may sometimes rise

above the ideas prevalent at a particular era. It is

clear that the system of trusts, invented and worked

out by,the Courts of Equity, has stood the test of

time, just because it gave efiect to ideas unknown
to the common law, and at one period hardly

appreciated by ordinary Bnghshmen. In the field

of commercial law Lord Mansfield carried out ideas

which, though in harmony with the best opinion of

the time, could hardly have been, during the era of

old toryism, embodied in Acts of ParHament. Even
at the present day the Courts maintain, or attempt to

maintain, rules as to the duty of an agent towards

his employer which are admitted by every con-

scientious man to be morally sound, but which are

violated every day by tradesmen, merchants, and
professional men, who make no scruple at giving or

accepting secret commissions ; and these rules Parha-

ment hesitates or refuses to enforce by statute. Here,

at any rate, the morahty of the Courts is higher than
the morality of traders or of pohticians. But it has of

course often happened that the ideas entertained by
the judges have fallen below the highest and most
enhghtened pubhc opinion of a particular time. The
Courts struggled desperately to maintain the laws
against regrating and forestalhng when they were
condemned by economists and all but abohshed by
Parhament.i It is at least arguable that the Courts

1 Namely by 12 Geo. III. c. 71. " Notwithstanding the broad
•' terms and the obvious intent of the repealing Act of 12 Geo. III.,

^- the Courts, under the lead of Lord Kenyon, continued to hold that
"^ regrating, forestalling, and engrossing, were ofiEences at the common
" law " (Eddy, On Comhinations, i. s. 54), and maintained that doctrine
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XI.

restricted within too narrow limits the operation as Lecture

regards wagers of the Gaming Act, 1845, and missed
an opportunity of freeing our tribunals altogether
from the necessity of dealing at all with wagering
contracts. There are certainly judicious lawyers who
have thought that, if the Common Law Courts had
given more complete efiect to certain provisions of

the Common Law Procedure Act, 1854, part of the
reforms introduced by the Judicature Act, 1873,
might have been anticipated by nearly twenty years.

However this may be, we may, at any rate as regards
the nineteenth century, lay it down as a rule that
judge-made law has, owing to the training and age of

our judges, tended at any given moment to represent

the convictions of an earher era than the ideas repre-

sented by parUamentary legislation. If a statute, as

already stated,^ is apt to reproduce the pubUc opinion

not so much of to-day as of yesterday, judge-made
law occasionally represents the opinion of the day
before yesterday. But with this statement must be

coupled the reflection, that behefs are not necessarily

erroneous because they are out of date ; there are such

things as ancient truths as well as ancient prejudices.

For the purpose of these lectures, however, the

essential matter to bear ia mind is neither the merit

nor the demerit of judge-made laws, but the fact that

judicial legislation may be the result of considerations

different from the ideas which influence Parhament.

The legislative action of the Courts represents in truth

a peculiar cross-current of opinion, which may in more

until it was definitely abolished by Parliament in 1844, 7 & 8 Vict,

c. 24 ; Eddy, s. 58.

^ See p. 33, ante.

2B
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Lecture ways than one modify the effect of that predominant

^ opinion of the day which naturally finds expression

in a representative assembly such as the House of

Commons. Thus ideas derived from the Courts

(which, be it added, may tell upon pubhc opinion

itself) may promote or delay the progress—^may

mould the form or even deeply affect the substantial

character of parliamentary legislation.^

' If one may be allowed to apply the terms of logic to law, one is

tempted to assert that judicial legislation proceeds by a process of

induction, whilst parliamentary legislation proceeds, or may proceed, by

a process of deduction. This contrast contains an element of truth.

Courts when deciding particular cases arrive gradually and half unoon-

soiously at some general principle applicable to aU cases of a given

class ; a general principle is the terinirms ad quern, though it is theoretic-

ally treated as the terminus a quo, of judicial legislation ; Parliament,

on the other hand, certainly may lay down a general principle, and

may embody in an Act the consequences flowing from it ; but the

suggested contrast, unless its Umits be very carefully kept in mind,

is apt to be delusive. The Courts no doubt do not begin by lajdng

down a general principle, but then a great deal of their best work
consists in drawing out the conclusions deducible from well-estabhshed

principles, and has therefore a deductive character. Parliament,

on the other hand, may legislate by estabhshing a broad and general

principle and enacting the consequences which flow from it, and thus

may pursue a strictly deductive method ; but this course is one rarely

taken by Parliament (see pp. 41-47, ante). It begins a course of

legislation generally by some Act meant to meet a particular want
or grievance. Far more important in matter of method is the similarity

than the contrast between judicial and parhamentary legislation in

England. In the vast majority of instances they each start with the

effort to meet some narrow or particular want or grievance. They
each of them arrive only slowly and with great effort at some general

principle ; they are each much governed by precedent ; they each,

therefore, may in a sense be said to employ the inductive method.
But here the advantage hes wholly with the Courts. The Courts of

necessity deal with particular cases, but, as one case after another of

a similar kind comes before them, they certainly attempt to ehcit

and determine the general principle on which the decision of all such
cases should depend. They attempt to reach logically, and generally
succeed in reaching, some general and reasonable rule of decision.

Parliament in most instances pays httle regard to any general principle
whatever, but attempts to meet in the easiest and most off-hand
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Lecture

II. The Effect of Judge-made Law on ^
Parliamentary Legislation

This topic is well illustrated by considering, though
in the merest outline, the history, during the nine-

teenth century, of the law as to the property of

married women.

In 1800, and indeed up to 1870, the property
rights of a married woman were mainly determined
by rules contained in two bodies of judge-made law,

namely, the Common Law, and Equity.

As to - the Common Law.—^A married woman's
position in regard to her property was the natural

result, worked out by successive generations of

lawyers with logical thoroughness, of the principle

that, in the words of Blackstone, " by marriage, the
" husband and wife are one person in law : that is,

" the very being or legal existence of the woman is

" suspended during the marriage, or at least is

" incorporated and consohdated into that of the
" husband." ^

If, for the sake of clearness, we omit all Kmita-

tions and exceptions, many of which are for the

purpose of these Lectures unimportant, the result at

common law of this merger of a wife's legal status in

that of her husband may be thus broadly stated.

Marriage was an assignment of a wife's property

manner some particular grievance or want. Parliament is guided

not by considerations of logic, but by the pressure which powerful

bodies can bring to bear upon its action. Ordinary parliamentary

legislation then can at best be called only tentative. Even ordinary

judicial legislation is logical, the best judicial legislation is scientific.

1 Comm. i. p. 441.
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Lecture rights to her husband at any rate during coverture.

^- Much of her property, whether possessed by her at

or coming to her after her marriage, either became

absolutely his own, or during coverture might, if he

chose, be made absolutely his own, so that even if his

wife survived him it went to his representatives.

This statement is, from a technical point of view,

as every lawyer will perceive, lacking in precision, or

even in strict accuracy, but it conveys to a student,

more clearly than can otherwise be expressed in a few

words, the real effect between 1800 and 1870 of

the common law ^ (in so far as it was not controlled

by the rules of equity) on the position of a married

woman in regard to her property. The statement

lacks precision, because at common law the effect of

marriage on a woman's property varied with the

nature of the property ;
^ the interest which a husband

1 Affected occasionally by an old statute, such as the Wills Act,

1542 (34 & 33 Hen. VIII. c. 5), s. 14.

^ Outline of effect of marriage at common law as assignment of wife's

(Ws) property to husband (H).

(A) W's personal property.

I. Gtoods, e.g. money and furniture in actual possession of W
became the absolute property of H.

II. W's choses in action {e.g. debts due to W) became S's if he

recovered them by law, or reduced them into possession during cover-

ture, but not otherwise.

III. Ws chattels real (leaseholds) did not become ITs property,

but he might, during coverture, dispose of them (give them away or

sell them) at his pleasure, and, if he sold them, the proceeds of the

sale were his property.

On the death of W before H all her personal property, if it had
not already absolutely become his, passed to H.

On the death of H before W, her choses in action if not reduced into

possession, and her leaseholds, if not disposed of by H, remained Ws.
(B) Ws freehold estate.

Any freehold estate of which W was seised vested in W and H
during coverture, but was during coverture under his sole management
and controL
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acquired in his wife's freeholds differed from the Lecture

interest which he acquired in her leaseholds ; of the ^
goods and chattels again which were at the time of

marriage in, or after marriage came into, the possession

of his wife, he acquired an interest different from his

rights over her choses in action, such as debts due to her,

e.g. on a bond, or as money deposited at her bankers.

The statement, however, is substantially true, be-

cause a husband on marriage became for most

purposes the almost absolute master of his wife's

property. The whole of her income, from whatever

source it came (even if it were the earnings of her

own work or professional skill), belonged to her

husband. Then, too, a married woman, because her

personahty was merged in that of her husband, had

no contractual capacity, i.e. she could not bind her-

self by a contract. Her testamentary capacity was

extremely Hmited ; she could not make a devise

of her freehold property, and such testamentary

power as she possessed with regard to personal pro-

perty could be exercised only with the consent of her

husband, and this consent, when given, might be at

any time revoked. If she died intestate the whole

On the death of W before H her freehold estate went at once to her

heir, unless H was entitled, through the birth of a child of the

marriage, to an interest therein for life by the curtesy of England.

On the death of H before W, Ws freehold estate remained her

own.

N.B.—(1) These rules apply to property coming to W during cover-

ture as well as to property possessed by her at the time of marriage.

(2) H was entitled during coverture to the whole of W's income from

whatever source it came, e.g. it it were rent from her leasehold or free-

hold property, or if it were her own earnings. The income, when paid

to her or to H, was his, whilst stiU unpaid it was a chose in action which

he might reduce into possession. See Blackstone, Comm. ii. 433-435

;

Stephen, Comm. ii. (14th ed.), 308-314.
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Lecture of her personal estate either remained her husband's

^ or became his on her death. The way in which the

rules of the common law might, occasionally at

any rate, deprive a rich woman of the whole of her

wealth may be seen by the following illustra-

tion. A lady is possessed of a large fortune ; it

consists of household furniture, pictures, a large

sum in money and bank notes, as well as £10,000

deposited at her bankers, of leasehold estates in

London, and of freehold estates in the country. She

is induced, in 1850, to marry, without having made

any settlement whatever, an adventurer, such as the

Barry Lyndon of fiction, or the Mr. Bowes of his-

torical reahty, who supplied, it is said, the original for

Thackeray's picture of Barry Lyndon's married hfe.

He at once becomes the actual owner of all the goods

and money in the possession of his wife. He can, by

taking the proper steps, with or without her consent,

obtain possession for his own use of the money at her

bankers, and exact payment to himself of every debt

due to her. He can sell her leaseholds and put the

proceeds in his own pocket. Her freehold estate,

indeed, he cannot sell out and out, but he can charge

it to the extent of his own interest therein at any rate

during coverture, and if under the curtesy of England

he acquires a hfe interest in the freehold estate

after the death of his wife, he can charge the estate

for the term of his natural Hfe. In any case he can

spend as he pleases the whole of his wife's income.

He turns out a confirmed gambler. In the course

of a few years he has got rid of the whole of his

wife's property, except the freehold estate, but
though it has not been sold, he has charged it with
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the payment of all his debts up to the very utmost Lecture

of his power. If he outUves his wife she will never ^ '

receive a penny of rent from the estate. He and
his wife are in truth penniless ; she earns, however,

£1000 a year as a musician or an actress. This

is a piece of rare good luck—^for her husband. He
is master of the money she earns. Let him allow

her enough, say £200 a year, to induce her to exert

her talents, and he may hve in idleness and modest

comfort on the remaining £800. Under this state of

things, which up to 1870 was possible, though, of

course, not common, it is surely substantially true to

say that marriage transferred the property of a wife

to her husband. Blackstone, indeed, though he knew

the common law well enough, tells us that, " even the

" disabiUties which the wife hes under, are for the most
" part intended for her protection and benefit. So
" great a favourite is the female sex of the laws of

" England." ^ But this splendid optimism of 1765 is

too much for even the complacent toryism of 1809,

and at that date, Christian, an editor of Blackstone'

s

Commentaries, feels bound to deny that the law of

England has shown any special partiahty to women,

and protests that he is not so much in love with his

subject " as to be inchned to leave it in possession

" of a glory which it may not justly deserve." ^

As to Equity.*—In 1800 the Court of Chancery

had been engaged for centuries in the endeavour to

make it possible for a married woman to hold pro-

1 Blackstone, Comm. i. p. 445.

2 See Christian's edition of Blackstone's Commentaries, i. p. 445,

note 23.

3 Stephen, Camm. ii. 319-321 ; Ashburner, Principles of Equity,

231-244 ; Lush, Law of Husband and Wife, ch. v.
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Lecture perty independently of her husband, and to exert

'. over this property the rights which could be exercised

by a man or an unmarried woman. Let it, however,

be noted, that the aim of the Court of Chancery had

throughout been not so much to increase the property

rights of married women generally, as to enable a

person {e.g. a father) who gave to, or settled property

on a woman, to ensure that she, even though married,

should possess it as her own, and be able to deal with

it separately from, and independently of, her husband,

who, be it added, was, in the view of equity lawyers,

the " enemy " against whose exorbitant common-law

rights the Court of Chancery waged constant war.

By the early part of the nineteenth century, and

certainly before any of the Married Women's Pro-

perty Acts, 1870-1893, came into operation, the

Court of Chancery had completely achieved its

object. A long course of judicial legislation had at

last given to a woman, over property settled for her

separate use, nearly all the rights, and a good deal

more than the protection, possessed in respect of any
property by a man or a feme sole. This success was

achieved, after the manner of the best judge-made

law, by the systematic and ingenious development

of one simple principle—^namely, the principle that,

even though a person might not be able to hold

property of his own, it might be held for his benefit

by a trustee whose sole duty it was to carry out the

terms of the trust. Hence, as regards the property
of married women, the following results, which were
attained only by degrees.

Property given to a trustee for the separate use
of a woman, whether before or after marriage, is her
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separate property—^that is, it is property wliicli does Lecture

not in any way belong to tlie husband. At common ^
law indeed it is the property of the trustee, but it

is property wliicli he is bound in equity to deal with

according to the terms of the trust, and therefore in ac-

cordance with the wishes or directions of the woman.

Here we have constituted the " separate property,"

or the " separate estate " of a married woman.
If, as might happen, property was given to or

settled upon a woman for her separate use, but no

trustee were appointed, then the Court of Chancery

further established that the husband himself, just

because he was at common law the legal owner of

the property, must hold it as trustee for his wife.

It was still her separate property, and he was bound

to deal with it in accordance with the terms of the

trust, i.e. as property settled ^ upon or given to her

for her separate use.^ The Court of Chancery having

thus created separate property for a married woman,

by degrees worked out to its full result the idea that

a trustee must deal with the property of a married

woman in accordance with her directions. Thus the

Court gave her the power to give away or sell her

separate property, as also to leave it to whomsoever

she wished by will, and fixrther enabled her to charge

1 It will be convenient in the rest of this Lecture to treat the separate

property of a married woman, whenever the contrary is not stated, as

coming to her imder a marriage settlement, but of course it might

come to her in other ways. It might be bestowed upon her as a gift

or left to her by wiU for her separate use.

2 So completely was a wife's separate property her own that even

after it was paid over to her, say, by a trustee under her marriage

settlement, it was still in equity, during her life, her property, and

not that of her husband. See Herbert v. Herbert (1692), 1 Eq. Ca. Ab.

661 ; Bird v. Pegrum (1853), 13 C.B. 639 ; Duncan v. Cashin (1875),

L.R. 10 C.P. 554 ; ButUr v. Gumpston (1868), L.R. 7 Eq. 16, 24.
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Lecture it with her contracts. With resrard to such property,

1 in short, equity at last gave her, though in a round-

about way, nearly all the rights of a single woman.

''But equity lawyers came to perceive, somewhere

towards the beginning of the nineteenth century,

that though they had achieved all this, they had

not given quite sufficient protection to the settled

property of a married woman. Her very possession

of the power to deal freely with her separate property

might thwart the object for which that separate

property had been created ; for it might enable a

husband to get her property into his hands. Who
could guarantee that Barry Lyndon might not

persuade or compel his wife to make her separate

property chargeable for his debts, or to sell it and

give him the proceeds ? This one weak point in

the defences which equity had thrown up against

the attacks of the enemy was rendered unassailable

by the astuteness, as it is said, of Lord Thurlow.

He invented the provision, constantly since his

time introduced into marriage settlements or wills,

which is known as the restraint on anticipation.

This clause, if it forms part of the document setthng

property upon a woman for her separate use, makes
it impossible for her during coverture either to

ahenate the property or to charge it with her debts.

Whilst she is married she cannot, in short, in any
way anticipate her income, though in every other

respect she may deal with the property as her

own. She may, for example, bequeath or devise her

property by will, since the bequest or devise will

have no operation till marriage has come to an end.

But this restraint, or fetter, operates only during
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coverture. It in no way touches the property rights Lecture

either of a spinster or of a widow. The final result, '_

then, of the judicial legislation carried through by

the Court of Chancery was this. A married woman
could possess separate property over which her

husband had no control whatever. She could, if it was

not subject to a restraint on anticipation, dispose of

it with perfect freedom. If it was subject to such

restraint, she was during coverture unable to exercise

the fuU rights of an owner, but in compensation she

was absolutely guarded against the possible exactions

or persuasions of her husband, and received a kind of

protection which the law of England does not provide

for any other person except a married woman.

It is often said, even by eminent lawyers, that a

married woman was in respect of her separate property

made in equity a /erne sole?- But this statement,

1 "When the Courts of equity estabUshed the doctrine of the

" separate use of a married woman, and appUed it to both real and

"personal estate, it became necessary to give the married woman,.

" with respect to such separate property, an independent personal status,

" and to make her in equity a feme sole. It is of the essence of the

" separate use, that the married woman shall be independent of, and

"free from the control and interference of her husband. With
" respect to separate property, the /ewe covert is, by the form of trust,

" released and freed from the fetters and disability of coverture, and

" mvested with the rights and powers of a person who is sui juris.

" To every estate and interest held by a person who is sui juris, the

" common law attaches a right of ahenation, and accordingly the right

" of &feme covert to dispose of her separate estate was recognised and

"admitted from the beginning, until Lord Thurlow devised the

"clause against anticipation (,Par1ces v. White, 11 Ves. 209, 221).

" But it would be contrary to the whole principle of the doctrine of

" separate use, to require the consent or concurrence of the husband in

" the act or instrument by which the wife's separate estate is dealt

"with or disposed of. That would be to make her subject to his

" control and interference. The whole matter Ues between a married

" woman and her trustees ; and the true theory of her alienation is,

" that any instrument, be it deed or writing, when signed by her.
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Lecture though broadly speaking true, is not accurate, and

^ conceals from view tlie fact (which is of importance

to a student who wishes to understand the way in

which equity has told upon the form and substance

of the Married Women's Property Acts, 1870-1893)

that the process of judicial legislation which gave

to a married woman a separate estate, led to some

very singular results. Three examples will make

plain my meaning.

First, The restraint on anticipation which to-day,

no less than before 1870, is constantly to be found

in marriage settlements, has (as already pointed out)

given to a married woman a strictly anomalous kind

of protection.

Secondly, Equity, whilst conferring upon a married

woman the power to dispose of her separate pro-

perty by will, gave her no testamentary capacity

with respect to any property which was not in tech-

nical strictness separate property. Take the following

case : W was possessed of separate property. By
her will made in 1850, she left, without her husband's

knowledge, the whole of her property of every de-

scription to T. In 1855 H, her husband, died and

bequeathed £10,000 to W. W died in 1869, leaving

her wiU unchanged. The property which had been

her separate property in 1850 passed to T,^ but the

£10,000 did not pass to T.^ It would not pass at

" operates as a direction to the trustees to convey or hold the estate
" according to the new trust which is created by such direction. This
" is sufficient to convey the^eme covert's equitable interest. When the
" trust thus created is clothed by the trustees with the legal estate, the
" alienation is complete both at law and in equity."

—

Taylor v. Meads
(1865), 34 L.J. Ch. 203, 207, per Westbury, L.C.

1 Taylor v. Meads (1865), 34 L.J. Ch. 203.

2 Wilhck V. Noble (1875), L.R., 7 H.L. 580.
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common law—^it would not pass according to the Lecture

rules of equity,—^for the simple reason that as it came ,^
to W after her .husband's death, it never was her

separate property.

Thirdly, Equity never in strictness gave a married

woman contractual capacity ; it never gave her power
to make during coverture a contract which bound her-

self personally. What it did do was this : it gave her

power to make a contract, e.g. incur a debt, on the

credit of separate property which belonged to her at

the time when the debt was incurred, and it rendered

such separate property Uable to satisfy the debt.

Hence two curious consequences. The contract of

a married woman, in the first place, even though

intended to bind ^ her separate property, did not in

equity bind any property of which she was not

possessed at the moment when she made the contract,

e.g. incurred a debt.^ The contract of a married

woman, in the second place, if made when she

possessed no separate property, in no way bound any

separate property, or indeed any property whatever

of which she might subsequently become possessed.*

W, a married woman, on the 1st January 1860,

1 The contract of a married woman is said, even in Acts of Parlia-

ment, to " bind " her separate estate, but it did not in equity, nor

does it now under the Married Women's Property Acts, bind her

separate property in the sense of being a charge on such property.

As far as the separate property of a married woman was, or is bound

for the payment, e.g. of her debts, it was or is Hable to satisfy them in

the sense in which the whole property of a man is liable to satisfy

his debts.

2 Pihe V. Fitzgibbon (1881), 17 Ch.D. (C.A.) 454.

8 Palliser v. Gurney (1887), 19 Q.B.D. 519. Both these results

seem to follow logically from the view that when a woman's engage-

ment bound her separate estate, she did nothing more than agree to

direct her trnstee to pay what was due under the contract out of her

separate estate.
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Lecture boriows £lOOO froHi A OH the credit of her separate

^ property, which is worth £500. A week afterwards

W acquires, under her father's will, separate pro-

perty amounting to £10,000. The £500 she has

meanwhile spent, the £10,000 is not chargeable with

her debt to A. Let us suppose a case of exactly the

same circumstances except that when W borrows the

£1000 from A she is not possessed of any separate

property whatever, but tells A. that she expects that

her father will leave her a legacy and that she wiU

pay for the loan out of it. She does, as in the former

case, acquire a week after the loan is made £10,000

under her father's will, and acquires it as separate

property. It is not in equity chargeable with the

debt to A.^

In spite, however, of these anomahes, there would

have been little to complain of in the law, with

regard to the property of married women, if the Court

of Chancery had been able to supersede the common ^

law and to extend to all women on their marriage

the protection which the rules of equity provided for

any woman whose property was the subject of a

marriage settlement. But the way in which equity

was developed as a body of rules, which in theory

followed and supplemented the common law, made

1 In neither case, of course, will the property be chargeable at

common law, since W at common law would be, as a married woman,
incapable of binding herseK by a contract. See In re Shakespeat

(1885), 30 Ch.D. 169.

^ This might conceivably have been achieved if the Court of

Chancery could have established the principle that on any marriage
taking place there was presumably a contract between the intended
husband and wife,—that the wife's present and future property should
be her separate property, held for her separate use by her husband as

trustee.
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such, a tkorougli-going reform, as would have been Lecture

involved in the superseding of the common law, an ^
impossibility. As regards a married woman's pro-

perty the two systems of common law and of equity

coexisted side by side unconfused and unmingled till

the reform introduced by the Married Women's Pro-

perty Acts. Hence was created in practice a singular

and probably unforeseen inequality between the

position of the rich and the position of the poor. A
woman who married with a marriage settlement,

—

that is, speaking broadly, almost every woman who
belonged to the wealthy classes,—^retained as her own
any property which she possessed at the time of

marriage, or which came to her, or was acquired by
her during coverture. She was also, more generally

than not, amply protected by the restraint on

anticipation against both her own weakness and

her husband's extravagance or rapacity. A woman,

on the other hand, who married without a marriage

settlement,—^that is, speaking broadly, every woman
belonging to the less wealthy or the poorer classes,

—^was by her marriage deprived of the whole of her

income, and in all probabihty of the whole of her

property. The earnings acquired by her own labour

were not her own, but belonged to her husband.

There came, therefore, to be not in theory but in

fact one law for the rich and another for the poor.

The daughters of the rich enjoyed, for the most part,

the considerate protection of equity, the daughters of

the poor suffered under the severity and injustice of

the common law.^

^ This state of things recalls the injustice which up to 1857 marked

the law of divorce. The rights of the rich and of the poor were theoretic-
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Lecture This condition of things could not last for ever.

^ It was terminated by parhamentary legislation during

the last third of the nineteenth century (1870-1893).

The point which for our purpose deserves notice is

that the rules of equity,—^that is, a body of judge-

made law,—determined to a great extent the date, the

method, and the nature of the reform carried through

by Parhament.

Not till 1870 did Parhament make any systematic

attempt to place the law governing the property of

married women on a just foundation. What was it

which delayed till well-nigh the end of the Benthamite

era a reform which must, one would have thought,

have approved itself to every Liberal ? The answer

is to be found in the existence under the rules of

equity of a married woman's separate property.

The barbarism of the common law did not, as a rule,

press heavily either upon the rich who derived

pohtical power from their wealth and position, or

upon the labouring poor who had at last obtained

much of the political power due to numbers. The

daughters of the wealthy were, when married, pro-

tected under the rules of equity in the enjoyment of

their separate property. The daughters of working

men possessed Uttle property of their own. The one

class was protected, the other would, it seemed, gain

httle from protection. A rich woman indeed here or

there who married without having the prudence to

obtain the protection of a marriage settlement, or a

woman of the poorer classes who was capable of earning

ally equal, but in practice divorce was obtainable by a rich man or

rich woman when it was not obtainable by any poor man or poor

woman. See p. 347, ante.
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a good income by the use of her talents, might suffer Lecture

grievous wrong from the right of her husband to lay Z^
hands upon her property or her earnings, but, after

all, the class which suffered from the severity of the

common law was small, and injustice, however

grievous, which touches only a small class commands
in general but httle attention. Changes in the law,

moreover, which affect family hfe always offend the

natural conservatism of ordinary citizens. It is easy,

then, to see that the rules of equity by mitigating

the harshness of the common law did for a certain

time postpone a necessary reform. It is harder

to understand why an amendment of the law which

had been deferred so long should, in 1870, have

become more or less of a necessity. To answer this

inquiry we must look to the circumstances of the

time and the general current of pubhc opinion. The

Parhament of 1870 had been elected under the then

recent Reform Acts. It was inspired by the hopes and

endowed with the vigour which have generally been

the immediate, though by no means always the per-

manent, result of an advance towards democracy.

The power at common law of a husband to appro-

priate his wife's property and earnings was in reality

indefensible. But though the theoretical injustice of

the law was no greater, the wrong actually wrought

thereby was far more extensive, and far more visible

to the pubhc in 1870 than in 1832. In 1870 the

women, even among the wage-earners, who could

earn good wages by their own labour, must have

been far more numerous than they were forty

years earher. What is certain is that the number

of women belonging to the middle class, who could

2C
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Lecture as teachers, musicians, actresses, or authoresses, gain

1 large emoluments by their professional skill had,

since the beginning of the nineteenth century, greatly

increased, and that this body of accomplished women
had obtained the means of making known to the

pubUc through the press every case of injustice done

to any one of them. How great was the efiect of

their complaints is proved by the fact that the

earhest Married Women's Property Act aims at httle

else than securing to a married woman the possession

of her own earnings and savings. Much must also

be attributed to the influence of one man. John
Mill was between 1860 and 1870 at the height of his

power. His authority among the educated youth
of England was greater than may appear credible to

the present generation. His work On Liberty was
to the younger body of Liberal statesmen a pohtical

manual. To no cause was he more ardently devoted

than to the emancipation of women. He wished to

give them the full privileges of citizenship, and of

course favoured the aboUtion of any law which
interfered with their property rights. At the same
time many Conservatives who could not support the

admission of women to all the pohtical rights of

men, desired to give every woman the control over
her own property. The Divorce Act, lastly, of 1857
had given to a wife deserted by her husband,^ and
also to a wife judicially separated from her husband,

^ " If any . . . order of protection be made, the wife shall, during
"the continuance thereof, be and be deemed to have been, during
^|such desertion of her, in the Hke position in aU respects, with
"^ regard to property and contracts, and suing and being sued, as she

1^
would be under this Act if she obtained a decree of judicial separa-

" tion."—Matrimonial Causes Act, 1857 (20 & 21 Vict. c. 85), s. 21.
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nearly the property rights of a feme sole,^ and had Lecture

set a precedent which told strongly on legislative ^
opinion.

When at last reform became a necessity, the

method thereof was determined almost wholly by the

existence of the rules of equity.

In 1870 two different methods of removing the

injustice suffered by married women were open to

reformers. The one and apparently the simpler

mode of proceeding was to enact in one form or

another that a married woman should, as regards her

property and rights or habihties connected with pro-

perty, stand on the same footing as an unmarried

woman.^ This course of proceeding lay ready to hand

and was in appearance at any rate easy. It had, as we
have seen, been followed in the Divorce Act of 1857.

But the direct and simple plan of giving to a married

woman the same property rights as those of a feme

sole was not adopted by the authors of the Married

Women's Property Acts. The other, but the less

obvious method was to make the property of a

married woman, or some part thereof, during coverture,

her " separate property " in the technical sense which

1 " In every case of a judicial separation the wife shall, whilst so »

" separated, be considered as a feme sole for the purposes of contract,

" and wrongs and injuries, and suing and being sued in any civil

" proceeding."

—

Ihid. s. 26.

2 Compare the Indian Succession Act, s. 4. " No person shall, by
" marriage, acquire any interest in the property of the person whom
"he or she marries, nor become incapable of doing any act in respect

" of his or her own property, which he or she could have done if un-

" married."—See Ilbert, Legislative Methods, p. 152.

It would have been possible to place husband and wife, as under

French law, in something hke the position of partners as regards each

other's property. An innovation, however, of this kind would have

been radically opposed to EngUsh habits. It has not, as far as my
knowledge goes, been advocated either in or out of Parhament.
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Lecture that term had acquired in the Courts of Equity, and

thus to secure for all married women, as to some part

at any rate of their property, the rights which the

Court of Chancery had secured for those women who

enjoyed the advantage of a marriage settlement.^

This was the pohcy actually pursued by Parliament

and embodied in the Married Women's Property Acts,

1870-1893. The adoption of this method excites

surprise. It was open to obvious objections. It

made it necessary to pass statutes of a complicated and

artificial character. It precluded the possibihty of

defining the position of a married woman in regard

to her property in language which could be easily

understood by laymen. The Married Women's Pro-

perty Acts have, as a matter of fact, perplexed not

only lawyers, but even judges, who, while accustomed

to the rules of the common law, were unfamihar with

the principles of equity, and have raised a whole host

of nice and thorny questions as to the precise rights

and liabihties of married women. And these objec-

tions to the method of reform adopted by the Legis-

lature must have been obvious to many reformers,

though they may not have been understood by most
of the members of ParUament who in 1870 voted for

the first Married Women's Property Act.

Still the course of legislation actually pursued may
well have commended itself on at least two grounds

to practical reformers. The one was that, while

many members of Parhament dreaded a revolution

in the law affecting family hfe, their fears were
dispelled by the assertion that the proposed change

^ But of a settlement which did not contain a restraint on anticipa-
tion. See p. 378, ante.
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did no more than give to every married woman Lecture

nearly the same rights as every Enghsh gentleman ^
had for generations past secured under a marriage

settlement for his daughter on her marriage. The
other was that members of Parhament belonging as

they did. to the wealthier classes of the community
were, though ready to save hard-working women from

injustice, determined not to sacrifice the defences by
which the Court of Chancery had protected the

fortunes of well-to-do women against the attacks of

their husbands. Now to enact off -hand that a

married woman should, as regards her property, stand

in the position of a, feme sole might shake the validity

of that restraint on anticipation which most English

gentlemen thought and still think necessary for the

protection of a married woman against her own weak-

ness or the moral authority of her husband ; but to

make every married woman's possessions her separate

property was clearly quite compatible with main-

taining the useful though anomalous restraint on

anticipation. Whatever in any case may have been

the grounds on which Parhament acted, it -is certain

that the legislative policy embodied in the successive

Married Women's Property Acts is based upon the

principles of equity with regard to the " separate

" estate " of a married woman.^

The closeness in this instance of the connection

between a whole Hne of Acts and the rules of equity, or

in other words, a body of already existing judge-made

law, becomes apparent if we follow in the very most

1 " It was this equitable principle of the wife's separate estate which
" formed the model of the legal separate estate created by the Married

" Women's Property Acts, 1870 and 1882."—Stephen, Comm. ii.

(14th ed.), p. 319.
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Lecture general way, without attempting to go into details, the

^2. course of parUamentary enactment from 1870-1893.

The Married Women's Property Act, 1870, though

most important as fixing the method of reform and as

an acknowledgment of the right of every married

woman to hold property as her separate estate, was a

merely tentative enactment which went very httle

way towards removing the grievances of which women
had a right to complain, and rested on no clear

principle. It secured to a woman as her separate

property the earnings during coverture of her own
labour,^ and also certain investments.- The Act no

doubt gave her some other advantages, and especially

the right to the income of real estate which might

descend upon her during marriage. The utter

indifEerence, however, of Parliament to any fixed

principle of fairness may be seen in one provision of

the Act,^ of which the effect was as follows : If ^4, a

widower, having an only child who is a married woman,
left her all his personal property worth £10,000 by
will, the whole of it (except possibly £200 in money)
went to her husband, but if A died intestate she had
it all for her separate use.^ The Married Women's
Property Act, 1874,* is simply an attempt, which did

not completely attain its end, to correct an absurd

blunder by which Parhament had in 1870 entirely

freed a husband from habihty for his wife's ante-

nuptial debts, whilst allowing him still to obtain by
marriage the greater part of his wife's property. The
Married Women's Property Act, 1882,^ brought, or

1 33 & 34 Vict. c. 93, s. 1. 2 33 & 34 y^^^ g_ 93^ g 7_

3 In re Voss (1880), 13 Ch.D. 504. * 37 & 38 Vict. c. 50.
5 45 & 46 Vict. c. 75.
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tried to bring, the course of reform, commenced in Lecture

1870, to its logical and legitimate conclusion. The 1

statute, if we omit many details, and look at it as a

whole, embodies two principles. The whole property,

in the first place, of a married woman, whether it is

hers at marriage or comes to her after marriage, is

made her separate property, and as such separate

property is (except as may be otherwise provided by

the Act ^) subject to the incidents which the Court of

Chancery had already attached to the separate pro-

perty of a married woman ; the Act, as it were,

provides every woman on her marriage with a settle-

ment. Marriage settlements, in the second place, are

left untouched by the Act,^ and the protection which

a married woman may derive from the restraint on

anticipation if imposed upon her property by, e.g.,

a marriage settlement, is in no way diminished.

Assuming that the method of reform adopted by

ParUament from 1870 onwards was the right one,

there is httle to be said either against the Act of 1882,

at any rate as regards the principles on which it was

founded, or against the construction put upon it by

the judges who, rightly (it is submitted), treated the

legal separate property created by the Act as having

the character of separate property created by the rules

of equity. The plan, however, of making a married

woman's property her separate property, instead of

placing her in the position of a feme soh, led to

curious results which may have been quite unforeseen

by members of ParUament. A married woman, for

instance, did not under the Act acquire true con-

1 See generally 45 & 46 Vict. c. 75, s. 1, and note sub-ss. (3), (4).

2 lUd. 3. 19.
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Lecture tractual Capacity ; a contract made by her after 1882

ill still binds not herself but her separate property.^

Hence, when a married woman at the time of entering

into a contract, e.g. incurring a debt, was possessed of

no separate property, any separate property which

she might afterwards acquire was not, until after the

passing of the Married Women's Property Act, 1893,

hable to satisfy the debt.^ The effect of the restraint

on anticipation remained in full force. Contractual

liabihties incurred by a married woman could not

under the Act of 1882, and cannot now, be satisfied

out of property subject to such restraint, even after

the restraint had ceased to operate, e.g. by the death

of her husband.^ A married woman did not, more-

over, under the Act of 1882 acquire full testamentary

capacity. A will made by her during coverture,

though purporting to deal with the whole of her pro-

perty, did not at her death, if occurring after the

death of her husband, pass property, e.g. left to her

by his will, which had never been her " separate pro-

perty " in the technical sense of the- term.* The
Married Women's Property Act, 1893,^ has removed
some of the anomaUes arising from defects in the

1 She does not incur a personal liability. Hence there is no power
under the Debtors Act, 1869, to commit a married woman for default

in paying a sum of money for which judgment has been recovered
against her under the Married Women's Property Act, 1882.

—

Dray-
cott V. Harrison (1886), 17 Q.B.D. 147.

2 PalUser v. Chirney (1887), 19 Q.B.D. 519. Nor indeed was any
property which might afterwards come to her as a widow, and was
therefore not " separate property " at all.

2 Barnett v. Howard [1900], 2 Q.B. (C.A.) 784.
* Compare Willoclc v. Noble (1875), L.R. 7 H.L. 680 ; In re Price

(1885), 28 Ch.D. 709 ; In re Cuno (1889), 43 Ch.D. (C.A.), 12 ; and
Lush, Law ofHusband and Wife (2nd ed.), pp. 138-140.

5 56 & 57 Vict. c. 63.
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Married Women's Property Act, 1882, and the policy Lecture

of the Act of 1882 has received pretty nearly its full l

development. All the property of a married woman
is her separate property ; she may, except in so far as

her power is hmited by the restraint on anticipation,

deal with it as she pleases. She has (subject always

to this possible restraint) full contractual and fall

testamentary capacity. Marriage settlements, how-

ever, and above all the restraint on anticipation,

remain untouched by the Married Women's Property

Acts. The policy of Parhament has by means of

hesitating and awkward legislation been at last

carried out. But this parhamentary pohcy is in

reahty little else than the extension to the pro-

perty of women who marry without a marriage

settlement, of the rules established in equity with

regard to the rights of a married woman over property

settled upon her or given to her for her separate

use.^

The rules of equity, however, have done much

more than delay for a certain period the complete

1 The Married Women's Property Acts, 1882-1893 (the Acts of

1870 and 1874 are repealed), are so drawn as still to leave some

important points unsettled. What, for example, is the effect of the

proviso contained in the Married Women's Property Act, 1893, s. 1 ?

Does it exempt the separate property of a married woman subject to

restraint on anticipation, from HabUity to satisfy a contract made by

her during coverture, even though such restraint has by the death of

her husband ceased to operate ? The Court of Appeal has answered

this inquiry in the affirmative

—

Burnett v. Howard [1900], 2 Q.B.

(C.A.), 784 ; Brown v. Dimbleby [1904], 1 K.B. (C.A.), 28 ;
Birmingham

Excelsior Society v. Lane, [1904], 1 K.B. (C.A.), §5 ; Lush, Husband

and Wife (2nd ed.), pp. 314, 315. But some lawyers of eminence

find the decisions of the Court of Appeal difficult to reconcile with

Hood Barrs v. Heriot [1896], A. C, 174 ; WUteley v. Edwards [1896],

2 Q.B. (C.A.), 48. See Pollock, Principles of Contract (8th ed.), pp.

90-95.
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Lecture reform of the law governing the property of married

1 women, or than fix the method in accordance with

which that reform should be carried out. They have

told upon the whole public opinion of England as to

the property rights which a married woman ought to

possess. We shall see that this is so if we search for

the answer to an inquiry which must surely perplex

anyone who turns his thoughts towards the modern

development of the law of England. How are we to

account for the fact that whilst till the end of 1869 a

married woman possessed at common law hardly any

property rights whatever,—and many were the women
who fell under the operation of the common law,—^yet

the Parhament of England within thirteen years from

that date, i.e. in 1882, gave to every married woman
more complete and independent control of her pro-

perty than is possessed by the married women of

France or of Scotland ? Under French law husband
and wife are in general, as regards their common
property, members of a sort of partnership, but the

husband is the predominant partner and has complete

control of the partnership, capital, and revenues.^

Under Scottish law a wife cannot part with her pro-

perty without her husband's consent.^ In England a

wife's property has been, since 1882, truly her own

;

her husband cannot touch it. If she wishes to sell it

or give it away, she need not ask for his consent.

The answer to our inquiry is to be found in the rules

of equity. Long before 1 870 Chancery had habituated
Enghsh gentlemen to the idea that a married woman

1 Code Civil, art. 1421.

2 Bell, Principles of the Law of Scotland (10th ed.), s. 1560 D. But
a wife can dispose of accrued income of her estate.
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of wealth ought to hold and dispose of her property Lecture

at her own will, and with absolute freedom from 1

the control of her husband. The change introduced

by the Married Women's Property Acts, 1870-1893,

was no sudden revolution : it was the tardy recogni-

tion of the justice of arrangements which, as regards

the gentry of England, had existed for generations.

The reform efiected by the Married "Women's Property

Acts is simply one more apphcation of the principle

insisted upon by the historians of EngUsh law,^ that

in England the law for the great men has a tendency

to become the law for all men. The rules of equity,

framed for the daughters of the rich, have at last been

extended to the daughters of the poor.

What are the respective merits and defects of

judicial and of parhamentary legislation 1

This is an inquiry naturally raised, and to a con-

siderable extent answered, by the history of the law

as to the property of married women.

Judicial legislation, extending over more than two

centuries, worked out an extraordinary and within

certain limits a most efiective reform which was

logical, systematic, and effectual, just because it was

the application to actual and varying circumstances

of a clear and simple principle. But judicial legisla-

tion here, as elsewhere, exhibited its inherent defects.

The progress, in the first place, of reform was slow

;

the nineteenth century had already opened before the

restraint on anticipation, which at last gave effectual

protection to the property of a married woman,

became a firmly estabhshed part of the law of

1 Pollock and Maitland, History of EngUsh Law, i. p. 203.
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Lecture England. A time, in the second place, inevitably

^ arrived when judicial legislation had reached its final

hmits, and the reform accomphshed by the Court of

Chancery was thus marked by incompleteness. Before

1870 judicial legislation, it was clear, could do no

more than had been already achieved to secure for

married women their full property rights ; and this

necessary arrest of judicial power was the more to be

lamented, because the operation of the common law

combined with the modification thereof introduced by

the Court of Chancery, had in fact estabhshed one

law for the daughters of the rich, and another, but

far less just law, for the daughters of the poor.

Parhamentary legislation from the time when it

began to operate produced its effect with great

rapidity. For within twelve years (1870-1882), or

at most twenty-three years (1870-1893), Parhament

reformed the law as to married women's property, and
thus revolutionised an important part of the family

law of England ; and neither twelve nor twenty-three

years can be considered as more than a moment in

the history of a nation. Add too that the reform

carried out by Parliament was, when once accom-

plished, thorough-going, and can at any moment, if it

needs extension, be carried further under the authority

of a sovereign legislature. The Court of Chancery, it

may be said, took centuries to work out incompletely

a reform which Parhament at last carried out with

more or less completeness in little less than a quarter

of a century ; but in fairness we must remember
that parhamentary reformers borrowed the ideas on
which they acted from the Courts of Equity, and that

during the centuries when the Court of Chancery was
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gradually but systematically removing for the benefit Lecture

of married women the injustice of the common law, ;.

Parhament did httle or nothing to save any woman
from rules under which marriage might and sometimes

did deprive her of the whole of her property.

The four Married Women's Property Acts are,

further, a record of the hesitation and the dulness of

members of Parhament. Want of support by popular

opinion probably made it necessary to proceed step

by step, but it is difficult to believe that enlightened

reformers who had understood the actual state of the

law could not in 1870 have gone much further than

they did towards estabhshing the principles now
embodied in the Married Women's Property Acts,

1882-1893. It is in any case certain that the

necessity for the Married Women's Property Act,

1874, was caused by a gross blunder or oversight on

the part of the Legislature, and that the Married

Women's Property Act, 1893, proves that Parhament,

whilst wishing in 1882 to put the law on a sound

basis, had not understood how to attain its object.

The plain truth is that Parhament tried, whether

wisely or not, to reform the law in accordance with

ideas borrowed from equity, and some even of the

lawyers by whom Parhament was guided did not fully

understand the principles of equity which they meant

to foUow. Hence recurring blunders which one may

hope, though without any great confidence, have been

at last corrected. Parhamentary legislation, in short,

if it is sonietimes rapid and thorough-going, exhibits

in this instance, as in others, characteristic faults.

It is the work of legislators who are much influenced

by the immediate opinion of the moment, who make
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Lecture laws with little regard either to general principles or

^ •

to logical consistency, and who are deficient in the

skill and knowledge of experts.

For our own purpose, however, the most im-

portant matter to note is after all neither the merits

nor the defects of the Married Women's Property

Acts, but the evidence which they give of the

way in which judicial may tell upon parhamentary

legislation. Nor ought the care devoted to the

examination of the connection between judge-made

law and Acts of Parhament in the case of the

Married Women's Property Acts to lead any student

to suppose that the same connection is not traceable

in many other departments of law. It may be

illustrated by the laws governing the right of associa-

tion,^ by the law with reference to an employer's

habihty for damage done by the neghgence of his

servants,^ or by provisions of the Judicature Acts
which substitute rules of equity for the rules of

common law. In studying the development of the
law we must allow at every turn for the effect

exercised by the cross-current of judicial opinion
which may sometimes stimulate, which may often

retard, and which constantly moulds or affects, the
action of that general legislative opinion which tells

immediately on the course of parhamentary legislation.

1 See pp. 96-102, 191-201, 267-273, ante.

2 See pp. 280-284, ante.
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LECTUEE XII

RELATION BETWEEN LEGISLATIVE OPINION AND
GENERAL PUBLIC OPINION

Law-making opinion is merely one part of the whole Lecture

body of ideas and beliefs which prevail at a given ^^
time. We therefore naturally expect, first, that

alterations in the opinion which governs the province

of legislation will reappear in other spheres of thought

and action and be traceable in the hves of individuals,

and, next, that the changes of legislative opinion will

turn out to be the result of the general tendencies of

Bnghsh or indeed of European thought during a par-

ticular age. This lecture is an attempt to show that

these anticipations hold good in a very special manner

of that transition from individuahstic hberahsm to

unsystematic collectivism or sociaUsm, which has

characterised the development of Enghsh law during

the later part of the nineteenth century.

I. As to analogous changes of opinion in different

spheres and also in the hves of individuals.

Let us here consider rather more fully a matter

several times touched upon in the foregoing lectures,

namely, the relation between legislative and theological

opinion.

The partial coincidence in point of time between

399
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Lecture the reign of Benthamism in the field of legislation

^ and of EvangehcaUsm in the rehgious world is obvious.

The influence of each was on the increase from the

beginning of the nineteenth century, and reached its

height' about 1834-35. From that date until about

1860 utihtarian philosophy and Evangelical theology

were each dominant in England. By 1870, however,

it was manifest that Benthamism and EvangehcaUsm

had each lost much of their hold upon Enghshmen.

This dechne of authority, when once it became notice-

able, was rapid. In the England of to-day the very

names of Benthamites and of Evangehcals are for-

gotten. Their watchwords are out of date. Many

ideas, it is true, which we really owe to Bentham and

his followers, or to Simeon and his predecessors, exert

more power than would be suspected from the current

language of the time. But as hving movements

Benthamism and EvangehcaUsm are things of the

past. Have they no real inter-connection or simi-

larity ? To this question many critics will reply with

a decided negative. It appears at first sight a hope-

less paradox to contend that the doctrines of Jeremy

Bentham and James Mill had any affinity with the

faith of Simeon, of Wilberforce, and of Zachary

Macaulay. The pohtical reformers were Radicals, or,

in the language of their day, democrats ; they were

certainly freethinkers, and must sometimes in the

eyes of Evangehcals have appeared infidels, if not

atheists ; they assuredly attached no value to any

theological creed whatever ; their only conception of

church reform ^ was to make the Church of England
a fit instrument for the propagation of utiUtarian

1 See pp. 321-323, ante..
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morality. The EvangeKcal leaders, on tlie other Lecture

hand, were Tories ; they were men of ardent personal ;

piety ; to Bentham and his followers they must have

seemed bigots ; their efiorts were directed to the

revival, throughout the nation, of rehgious fervour.

The only kind of church reform which enhsted their

sympathy was the removal of all abuses, such as

pluralism, which hindered the Church of England

from being the efiective preacher of what they held

to be saving truth. Evangehcahsm, in short, with

its gaze constantly directed towards the happiness or

terrors of a future Ufe, might well be considered the

direct antithesis of utihtarianism, which looked exclu-

sively to the promotion in this world of the greatest

happiness of the greatest number. The difference is

nothing else than the gulf which severs rehgion from

secularism. Yet as we can now see, Benthamism and

Evangehcahsm represented the development in widely

different spheres of the same fundamental principle,

namely, the principle of individuahsm.^

1 " The Evangelical movement," writes Dr. Dale, " had its charae-

" teristic r^dbi or spirit, as well as its characteristic creed ; and this

" i]0o^ or spirit it is not hard to discover. Its supreme care in the

" days of its strength was not for any ideal of ecclesiastical polity ; it

" contributed to the extinction among Congregationahsts, and, 1 think,

" among Baptists and Presbyterians, of that soUcitude for an ideal

" Church organisation which had so large a place in the original revolt

"of the Nonconformists against the Elizabethan settlement of the

" Enghsh Church. Nor were the Evangelical clergy zealous supporters

" of Episcopacy ; their imagination was not touched by that greal^-

" though, as we beheve false—conception of the Church which fired

"the passion of the leaders of the Tractarian Revival—a Church

" whose living ministers can claim to iuherit, by unbroken succession,

" awful powers and prerogatives attributed to the original apostles.

" The Evangelical movement encouraged what is called an undenomi-

' national temper. It emphasised the vital importance of the Evan-

" gelical creed, but it regarded almost with indifEerence all forms of

" Church pohty that were not in apparent and irreconcilable antagonism

2 D
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Lecture The appeal of the Evangehcals to personal rehgion
^"'

corresponds with the appeal of Benthamite Liberals

to individual energy. Indifference to the authority

of the Church is the counterpart of indifference to

the authoritative teaching or guidance of the State

or of society. A low estimate of ecclesiastical tradi-

tion, aversion to, and incapacity for inquiries into

the growth or development of rehgion, the stern con-

demnation of even the sUghtest endeavour to apply

to the Bible the principles of historical criticism, bear

a close resemblance to Bentham's contempt for legal

antiquarianism, and to James Mill's absolute bhnd-

ness to the force of the historical objections brought

by Macaulay against the logical dogmatism embodied

in Mill's essay on government. Evangehcals and

Benthamites ahke were incapable of applying the

historical method, and neither recognised its value

nor foresaw its influence.^ The theology, again, which

insisted upon personal responsibility, and treated

each man as himself bound to work out his own
salvation,^ had an obvious affinity to the pohtical

" to that creed. It demanded as the basis of fellowship a common
" religious hfe and common reMgious beUefs, but was satisfied with
" fellowship of an accidental and precarious kind. It oared nothing
" for the idea of the Church as the august society of saints. It was
" the ally of individuaUsm."—R. W. Dale, TJie Old Evangelicalism and
the New, pp. 16, 17.

1 Note the account of Thomas Scott's theology given about the

middle of the nineteenth century by a sympathetic critic. It is clear

that while Scott's autobiography, published under the title of The
Force of Truth, wiU retain a permanent place in religious Uterature

as a record of personal experience, his mode of reasoning must be
utterly unconvincing to a thinker of to-day. It is as much out of

date as the argument of James Mill's Oovemment. It could not now
be written by a man of anything like Scott's intellectual power. See
Sir J. Stephen, Ecclesiastical Biography, ii. p. 121, and following.

2 When Wesley refused, though earnestly requested by his father,
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philosophy which regards men almost exclusively as Lecture

separate individuals, and made it the aim of law to ^
secure for every person freedom to work out his own
happiness.

Nor from one point of view was Evangehcal teach-

ing opposed to the fundamental dogma of Bentham-
ism. Paley's Principles of Moral and Political

Philosophy, of which the pubhcation ^ preceded by
four years the appearance of Bentham's treatise on
the Principles of Morals and Legislation,^ was the

extension of the greatest-happiness principle to the

sphere of rehgion, and Paley was accepted by the

rehgious world of England as the philosophic theolo-

gian of the age. Nor need this excite surprise. The
preachers who, whether within or without the limits

of the Church of England, aroused the consciences

of Enghshmen to a sense of rehgious and moral duty

by appeals to the dread of hell-fire in the next world,

and the thinkers who pressed upon Enghshmen the

necessity and wisdom of promoting in this world,

in so far as law could accomphsh the end, the greatest

happiness of the greatest number, rehed aUke, in

theory at least, upon the principle of utihty,

which bade every man to strive for the attainment,

whether in this world or in any other, of the greatest

to leave Oxford, he wrote :
" ' The question is not whethw I could do

" more good to others there, than here ; but whether I could do more
" good to myself, seeing wherever I can be most holy myself, there I

" can most promote hohness in others '
" (cited Lecky, History of

England, ii. p. 554, from Tyerman's Wesky, i. p. 96). " ' My chief

" motive,' he wrote, when starting for Georgia, ' is the hope of saving

" my own soul. I hope to learn the true sense of the Gospel of Christ by

"preaching it to the heathen ' " (cited Lecky, History of England, ii.

p. 654, from Tyerman's Wesley, i. p. 115). ^ 1785.

2 The iirst edition of this book was printed in the year 1780, and

first pubhshed in 1789.
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Lecture possible happiness. Practically both the preachers

^ and the philosophers appealed to much nobler feehngs

than the mere desire to avoid pain or to enjoy pleasure.

Evangelical teachers and philosophic Radicals urged

their disciples, though in very difierent ways, to

lead better and nobler hves ; they appealed, as

regards matters of national concern, to the pubhc

spirit and to the humanity of Enghshmen ; they

excited among all whom they could influence the

hatred of palpable injustice, and felt themselves, and

kindled among others, a special abhorrence for that

kind of oppression which manifestly increased human
suffering. Wesley on his death-bed wrote to en-

courage Wilberforce in his " glorious enterprise, in

" opposing that execrable villany [the slave trade]

" which is the scandal of rehgion, of England, and of

" human nature," ^ whilst Bentham in a later year

wrote to express his sympathy with the exertions of

Wilberforce " in behalf of the race of innocents, whose
" lot it has hitherto been to be made the subject-

" matter of depredation, for the purpose of beingtreated
" worse than the authors of such crimes are treated
" for those crimes in other places." ^ It is indeed a

coincidence that one can thus hnk together the names
of Wesley and Bentham; but it is no mere coincidence.

This community of feehng * points to the humani-

1 Stephen, Essays in Ecclesiastical Biography, ii. p. 282.
2 Ihid. p. 283. As to the relation between Wilberforce and

Bentham see article by Burton, Westminster Review, xxxvii. (1842).
^ Robert Hall, the most eloquent preacher of his day, was deeply

respected and greatly admired by Evangelicals. He condemned the
absence of religion in the writings of Miss Edgeworth, and had no
sympathy with the theological scepticism of Bentham, but he never-
theless avowed his intense admiration for Bentham as a legislative
reformer.
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tarianism which, during the latter part of the Lecture

eighteenth and the first half of the nineteenth century, .'

was in England the noblest trait alike of reUgious and

of philosophic reformers. In minor, though significant,

characteristics the moral tone of Benthamism is akin

to Evangehcahsm. Bentham, says J. S. Mill, " both

wrote and felt as if the moral standard ought not

only to be paramount (which it ought), but to be

alone ; as if it ought to be the sole master of all

our actions, and even of all our sentiments ; as if

either to admire or hke, or despise or dishke a

person for any action which neither does good

nor harm, or which does not do a good or a harm

proportioned to the sentiment entertained, were an

injustice and a prejudice. He carried this so far,

that there were certain phrases which, being ex-

pressive of what he considered to be this groundless

hking or aversion, he could not bear to hear pro-

nounced in his presence. Among these phrases

were those of good and had taste. He thought it

an insolent piece of dogmatism in one person to

praise or condemn another in a matter of taste : as

if men's Hkings and disHkings, on things in them-

selves indifierent, were not full of the most im-

portant inferences as to every point of their

character ; as if a person's tastes did not show

him to be wise or a fool, cultivated or ignorant,

gentle or rough, sensitive or callous, generous or

sordid, benevolent or selfish, conscientious or

depraved." ^ May not this failing of Bentham,

with some plausibility at least, be charged against the

rehgious world of which Simeon was the hero and the

1 J. S. Mill, Dissertations and Discussions, i. p. 388.
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Lecture saint ? ^ Evangelicals assuredly did not exaggerate
^""

the value of the aesthetic side of human nature,

and the High Church movement, looked at from one

side, was a revolt against that underestimate of

taste which was common to the philanthropy and

to the rehgion of 1834. Nor is the abhorrence of

ardent utihtarians for declamation, sentiment, or

vague generahties ^ altogether unhke the distaste

which may be observed in some of the ablest and

best of Evangelical teachers for anything indefinite,

vague, or mystical.' However this may be, it can

hardly be doubted that Benthamism and Evan-

gehcahsm each represent difierent forms of ia-

dividuahsm, and to this owe much of their power.*

Hence the Church movements, which from one

side or another have attacked and undermined the

power of Evangehcahsm have, as the assailants of

individuahsm, been in the social or pohtical sphere

the conscious or unconscious alKes of collectivism.

Any movement which emphasises the importance of

the Church as a society of Christians must, in the

long run, direct men's thoughts towards the im-

portance of the State as the great pohtical and moral

organism of which individual citizens are members.

1 " This is one of the pecuKarities of the Enghsh mind ; the Puritan
" and the Benthamite have an immense part of their nature in common

;

" and thus the Christianity of the Puritan is coarse and fanatical ;—he
" cannot relish what there is in it of beautiful, or deUcate, or ideal."

—

Arnold, Life, ii. p. 53.

^ MiU, Autobiography, p. 111.

^ See Venn Family Annals, p. 74.

* They both appealed to the strength, though also to the weak-
nesses, of the middle class. This explains how it happened that they
each reached the height of their power at the time when, under the

reformed ParUament of 1832, the middle classes guided the public
hfe of England.
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This is true of teachers whom no one would dream of Lecture

placing among High Churchmen. ^
Dr. Arnold and F. D. Maurice each brought

into prominence the idea of a Christian's position

as a member of the Church. Dr. Arnold car-

ried this idea so far as to advocate a fusion

between Church and State which should exclude
from citizenship any man avowedly not a Christian,

and Arnold, as we have seen, stood apart from
the Liberals of his day by his denunciation of

hissez faire and his opposition to the whole view
of hfe and society represented by Benthamism.
Maurice was so profoundly impressed with the evils

of unrestricted competition that, at a time when
sociahsts were decried throughout England, he and
his disciples preached the doctrine, if they did not

create the name, of Christian sociahsm.

The High Church movement of 1834 was at its

origin guided by Tories who supported authority in

the State as well as in the Church. These leaders

were occupied almost exclusively with questions of

dogma or of church discipHne. They took httle

interest in, and showed small sympathy with, the

humanitarianism which commanded the ardent sup-

port of Evangehcals.^ Between 1830 and 1840

1 Hurrell Froude excited the sympathetic admiration of the early

Tractarians ; his Remains were published ia 1837, under the editor-

ship of James Mozley, and with a preface by Newman ; they were

not afraid to publish without censure the following report of his feelings

:

—" I have felt it a kind of duty to maintain in my mind an habitual
" hostiUty to the niggers, and to chuckle over the failures of the new
" system, as if these poor wretches concentrated in themselves all

" the Whiggery, dissent, cant, and abomination that have been ranged
" on their side." ..." I am ashamed I cannot get over my prejudices
" against the niggers.'' ..." Every one I meet seems to me like an
" incarnation of the whole Anti-Slavery Society, and Powell Buxton
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Lecture it might Well seem that the Oxford movement
^"- would not tell upon the course of social reforms,

but, as the century wore on, it became apparent

that the new prominence given to the idea of church-

manship would directly, and still more indirectly,

affect the course of philanthropic efiorts. It may

without unfairness be asserted, that partly under

the influence of the High Church movement, zeal

for the promotion of that personal humanitarianism

—^if the expression may be allowed—which meant

so much to the reformers (whether Benthamites

or Evangelicals) of an earlier generation has dechned,

but, on the other hand, men and especially

ecclesiastics, anxious to promote the physical, as

well as the moral welfare of the people, have of

recent years exhibited towards the socialism of

the wage - earners a sympathy as unknown to

Bentham as to Wilberforce. This difierence is one

easier to perceive than to define. It is a change of

moral attitude which is very closely connected with

the reaction against individualism, and if stimulated

by the High Church movement, is not confined to

teachers of any one school or creed. Westcott,^ an

Anglican bishop, and Manning, an Enghsh cardinal,^

have each composed, or attempted to compose,

conflicts between the parties to a strike, and have

been actuated therein by admitted sympathy with

" at their head."—Sir J. Stephen, Essays in Ecclesiastical Biography,

ii. pp. 188, 189.

1 Life and Letters of B. Foss Westcoti, ii. p. 115.

2 See Did. National Biography, xxxvi. pp. 66, 67. " On
" occasion of the strike of the London dock labourers in August
" 1889 [Manning] warmly espoused their cause, and materially
" contributed to bring about an adjustment of the dispute."

—

Ibid.
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wage-earners. Nor is it a far-fetched idea that in Lecture

certain circles, at least, the attacks made by Professor

T. H. Green and other impressive teachers on the

assumptions of utihtarianism and individuaUsm may
have facilitated the combination, not unnatural in

itself, of church doctrine with sociaUstic sympathies.^

The attack on individuahsm, then, in any sphere

means the promotion of a state of pubhc feehng

which fosters the growth of collectivism in the

province of law.

Politics are not the same thing as law, but in

modern England any revolution in pohtical ideas is

certain to correspond with alterations in legislative

opinion. If then we take care not to confound the

accidental division of parties with essential difierences

of pohtical faith,^ we discover a change in the world

of pohtics which closely resembles, if it be not rather

a part of, the transition, with which these lectures

have been occupied, from individuahsm to collectiv-

ism. One example of this change in pohtical opinion

is to be found in the altered attitude of the pubhc

towards peace and economy. During the era of

Benthamism " peace and retrenchment " were the

watchwords of all serious statesmen.^ This formula

1 For the inclination of the Church party in France to favour a

certain kind of sociaUsm, see Pic, Tmiti. EUmentaire de Legislation

Industrielle, ss. 354, 355. ^ See p. 177, ante.

3 Compare for the tone of English pubhc hfe from 1830-1850,

Martineau's History of the Thirty Years' Peace, and Walpole's History of

England, pubhshed 1878-1886, which embodies the sentiment of the

era of reform, though the book ia written rather from the Whig than

from the Radical point of view.
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Lecture has now fallen out of remembrance. The point to be
•

noted is that this fact is significant of a very pro-

found revolution in political behef . The demand for

peace abroad and economy at home stood in very

close connection with the passion for individual

freedom of action which was a leading characteristic

of Benthamite hberahsm. Peace ought to mean
hght, and war certainly does mean heavy taxation,

but heavy taxation whether justifiable, as it often

is, or not, always must be a curtailment of each

citizen's power to employ his property in the way
he himself chooses. It is an interference, though

in many cases a quite justifiable interference, with

his hberty. The augmentation, moreover, of the

pubhc revenue by means of taxation is not only

a diminution of each taxpayer's private income

and of his power within a certain sphere to do as

he hkes, but also an increase in the resources and
the power of the State ; but to curtail the free action

of individuals, and to increase the authority of

the Government, was to pursue a policy opposed

to the doctrine, and still more to the sentiment

of Benthamite Liberals. Indifference to the mere
hghtening of taxation, as an end absolutely desir-

able in itself, is assuredly characteristic of a state of

opinion under which men expect far more benefit

for the mass of the people from the extension of the

power of the State than from the energy of individual

action. No doubt coUectivists may hold that the

proceeds of heavy taxes are wasted or are spent on
the effort to attain objects in themselves undesirable

;

but the mere transference of the wealth of individuals

to the coffers of the State cannot appear to a col-
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lectivist,^ as it did to the individualistic Radicals of Lecture

1830, to be in itself a gigantic evil. We may put side E^
by side with the dechne of the economic radicahsm

represented in the last generation by Joseph Hume,^

both the growth of imperiahsm, and the discredit

which has fallen upon the colonial pohcy of laissez

faire connected with the name of Cobden. For im-

periahsm, whatever its merits and demerits, bears

witness to a new-born sense among Enghshmen of

their membership in a great imperial State. From
whichever side the matter be looked at, the changes

of pohtical show a close correspondence with the

alterations of legislative opinion.

Pohtical economy and jurisprudence were between

1830 and 1850 httle more than branches of utih-

tarianism.

The dismal science denounced by Carlyle seemed

to him and his disciples simply the extreme expression

of a philosophy which in their eyes was based on

selfishness. The notion, indeed, that enthusiastic

philanthropists were guided by nothing but the

dictates of self-interest, now needs no confutation.

^ A sagacious oollectivist may, indeed, look to some system of

taxation as the best means for achieving that gradual transfer to the

community of the wealth of individuals which, though it involves

an immense inroad on personal freedom, might reahse the ideals of

socialism.

2 No politician was a more typical representative of his time than

Joseph Hume. He was a utihtarian of a narrow type ; he devoted the

whole of his energy to the keeping down or paring down of pubUc

expenditure. Even at the period of his greatest influence (1820-1850)

his passion for economy met with as much derision as admiration.

Still in his day, though he was never a popular hero, he commanded

some real and more nominal support. He has left no successor ; no

member of Parliament has taken up Hume's work. Could a pohtician

who avowedly wished to follow in Hume's steps now obtain a seat in

the House of Commons ?
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Lecture What is worth attention is that Malthus, Senior, and

^ M'CuUoch, and the so-called orthodox economists,

were in popular imagination, and not without reason,

identified with the philosophic Eadicals ; whilst the

dogmas of pohtical economy were considered to be

articles of the utihtarian creed. The economists were

in truth strenuous individualists. A statement some-

where to be found in Bagehot's works, that every

treatise on pohtical economy which he read in his

youth began with the supposition that two men were

cast on an uninhabited island, means, in reahty, that

economical doctrines were then inferences drawn from

the way in which the supposed " economical man "

would act, if he and others were left each of them

free to pursue his own interest. Economics were

based on individuahsm. Whatever may be the sound-

ness of deductions drawn from the possible conduct

of imagined human beings placed, for the sake of

argument, in an imaginary state of freedom, two

things are pretty clear : the one (which has already

been dwelt upon), that the habit of regarding men as

isolated individuals was characteristic of the period

of Benthamism ; the other, that this mode of con-

sidering human beings apart from their relation to

society has, in economics as elsewhere, gone more or

less out of fashion. In economics, as in other spheres

of thought, our tendency now is to regard human
beings as members of society or persons who are by
nature citizens.

Jurisprudence was in the hands of Austin, as of

James Mill and of Bentham, the appHcation to existing

legal conceptions of that analysis of current ideas to

which Benthamites devoted their powers. The object
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of Austin's Province of Jurisprudence Determined is Lecture

simply to analyse with accuracy " law," " sove- ^
reignty," " obligation," and other legal expressions,

which ordinary Enghshmen in a vague way under-
stand, but to which until aided by careful definition

they attach no very precise meaning.^ This analytical

method, which was pursued by the Benthamites in

every department of thought, and which characterises

their ethical and economical speculations no less than
their jurisprudence, has no connection with historical

inquiry or research, which it practically discourages

or excludes. Austin's Province of Jurisprudence

Determined was pubhshed in 1832. It belongs in

its whole tendency to the era of the Reform Act. It

is a work of rare power, but when first pubhshed did

not obtain any wide notice. The second edition

appeared, after the author's death, in 1861,^ and then

assuredly affected the thoughts of many readers. But
by one of the curious paradoxes of which history is

full, Austin's work produced its greatest effect just at

the time when the power of the school to which he

belonged was passing away. The second edition of

his Jurisprudence was, by the date of its pubhcation,

placed in curious juxtaposition with another celebrated

book which also appeared in 1861, and brought into

fashion among Enghshmen a new spirit of legal

speculation. In Maine's Ancient Law : its Connec-

1 Jurisprudence was also in the minds of Benthamites most
intimately connected with the doctrine of utility. This fact explains

a peculiarity which often perplexes readers of Austin's Jurisprudence.

The whole line of his general argument is iUogically broken by an

interesting but long and irrelevant disquisition on the principle of

utihty. See Austin, Jurispmdence, Lects. III. and IV.

^ In this edition the greater part of his lectures appeared not for

the second but for the first time.
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Lecture f^y^ ^ij^ the Early History of Society and its

—'-

Relation to Modern Ideas—the full title of the book

is very significant—^you can still indeed trace the

deep respect felt by him and his generation for

Bentham. We may even doubt whether he distinctly

reahsed the breach between his own theories and

Benthamite doctrine.^ But though Maine may have

looked from a legislative point of view with favour

on the principle of utihty, his Ancient Law and his

other works have no more to do with utihtarianism

than with any other ethical theory. Under his

guidance we pass from the analysis to the history of

legal ideas. We are introduced to the historical method.

Let us now turn from alterations of view ia dif-

ferent departments of thought to similar revolutions

of behefs recorded in the hves of known leaders of

public opinion.

This mode of looking at our subject has one great

advantage : it afiords protection against that fallacy

of abstraction which consists in the delusion that

abstract terms, such as optimism, individuahsm,

Benthamism, collectivism, and the hke, afford the ex-

planation of facts, of which they are no more than the

summary, and therefore always imperfect statement.

Pubhc opinion itself is, after all, a mere abstrac-

tion ; it is not a power which has any independent

1 See Maine, Early History of Institutions, Lect. xii. p. 342. It is

difficult, for example, to say whether Maine does or does not accept

Austin's analysis of sovereignty as sound, if it be taken as an account
of the fully developed idea of sovereignty, as it exists in a modem
civilised state such as England ; but it is quite clear that he attaches

an importance to the historical growth of conceptions, such as sove-

reignty or law, which was unknown to Austin, and to the school of

Bentham.
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existence ; it is simply a general term for the Lecture... . 'X'TT

beliefs held by a number of individual human beings. ;

If we are not to become the dupes of abstract con-

ceptions, we must individuahse them and fix our

attention upon the thoughts and behefs of men who
have hved and worked, and whose ideas are known to

us through their conduct, their writings, or their bio-

graphies. We had far better think about Blackstone

than about Blackstonianism, about Bentham or the

two Mills than about Benthamism, about Sadler

and Lord Shaftesbury than about the undeveloped

sociaUsm of the factory movement. The change, at

any rate, from individuahsm to collectivism is best

exempHfied and explained by the hves of such leaders

of thought or action. My meaning is well illustrated

by the careers of Harriet Martineau, of Charles

Dickens, and of John Mill. They all of them began

Ufe well imbued with the hberahsm of their day.

Before their hves came to an end, they had each of

them deviated, more than they themselves probably

perceived, from the creed of their youth, and had gone

a good way along the path which led from the in-

dividuahsm of their early years towards the sociahsm

of 1900.

Harriet Martineau (1802-1876) was not in a tech-

nical sense a disciple of Bentham, but when she first

came before the pubhc she was the incarnation of the

hberahsm of 1832-4. To her the Keform Act was the

new birth of the nation ; she belonged to the genera-

tion of Liberals who, to use her own words, " saw in the

" parhamentary reform of Lord Grey a noble begin-

" ning of a great work which it might take centuries

" to perfect, and in every stage of which the national
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" mind would renew its strength and gain fresh virtue

^"- " and wisdom." The Municipal Corporations Act, the

reform of the Poor Law, the founding of Mechanics'

Institutes, the cheapening of books and newspapers,

the diffusion of useful knowledge, and, above all, the

education of the common people in the tenets of

sound pohtical economy and Malthusianism, would,

she firmly beheved, regenerate the world. When
all but daunted by the difficulty of finding, in

1831, a pubhsher for her Stories in Illustration

of Political Economy, she kept up her courage

by repeating to herself, " the people wanted the

book, and they should have it." For to her and

to the Liberals of the day these tales were no

mere stories ; they were the popularisation of a

saving faith.

" The ' tales ' are now an unreadable mixture of

" fiction, founded on rapid cramming, with raw masses

of the dismal science. They certainly show the true

journahst's talent of turning hasty acquisitions to

account. But they are chiefiy remarkable as illus-

" trations of the contemporary state of mind, when
" the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge
" testified to a sudden desire for popularising know-
" ledge, and when the political economists of the
" school of Malthus, Eicardo, and James Mill were

beginning to have an influence upon legislation.

A revelation of their doctrine in the shape of

" fiction instead of dry treatises just met the popular
" mood. The ' stern Benthamites,' she says, thanked
" her as a faithful expositor of their doctrines." ^

1 Martineau, Dictionary of National Biography, vol. xxxvi. pp. 310,

311, article by Leslie Stephen.
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Thus writes in 1893 the not unfriendly and the Lecture
. • XII

ablest critic of utihtarianism : he describes with

admirable clearness the way in which students of

to-day must of necessity regard the didactic fiction

of our authoress, and brings at the same time into

the most vivid light the difference or the opposition

between the sentiment of 1832 and the sentiment

prevalent towards the end of the nineteenth century.

He reminds us that Harriet Martineau began her

career as the expositor and prophetess of the sternest

Benthamism, and especially of its economic creed.

She was, moreover, by nature a person of singular

intellectual tenacity. To her mind has been apphed

the description, " wax to receive, and marble to

retain." If ever there hved a teacher of whom we

might have expected unswerving faith in the creed

of her youth, by the preaching whereof she had

gained her fame, it was Harriet Martineau. Yet

her History of the Thirty Years' Peace, pubHshed in

1849, shows that, before the nineteenth century was

half over, conceptions had intruded themselves upon

her thoughts which were hardly reconcilable with

the Benthamite individuaUsm and the poHtical

economy of 1832. Whilst, for example, she on the

whole still condemns the principles of the Factory

Acts, she recognises with mixed sadness and per-

plexity that " the tremendous labour question re-

" mains absolutely untouched—the question whether

" the toil of a hfe is not to provide a sufficiency of

" bread. No thoughtful man can for a moment
" suppose that this question can be put aside. No
" man with a head and a heart can suppose that any

" considerable class of a nation will submit for ever
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Lecture " to toil incessantlv for bare necessaries—^without
"VTT

" comfort, ease, or luxury, now—^without prospect
" for their children, and without a hope for their own
" old age. A social idea or system which compels
" such a state of things as this, must be, in so far,

" worn out. In ours, it is clear that some renovation
"'

is wanted, and must be found." ^ Have we not
here a confession that, whilst old toryism was dead,

philosophic radicalism had proved in her judgment
inadequate to ensure the welfare of the nation ?

One fact points with even more certainty towards
a subtle and noteworthy change of fundamental
feehng or conviction. The writer whose fictitious

but faithful and pragmatical exposition of economical
truth had in 1832 dehghted the most rigid of the

Benthamites, pubhshed in 1853 an EngKsh rendering

of Comte's Philosophie Positive ; but Auguste Comte
was assuredly a severe critic ^ or formidable assailant

of the economical doctrine whereof Harriet Martineau
had been the preacher.

Charles Dickens (1812-1870) was not, and hardly
affected to be, a systematic thinker. Happily for

his own reputation and for his effect on the
world, he placed his trust not in any scheme
of doctrine, but in his sense of humour, in his

amazing power of observation, and in his insight

into character. But, just because he was no
systematiser, he reflected with the greater rapidity
and truth the varying sentiment of the age in which

1 Martineau, Thirty Years' Peace, iv. (ed. 1878), p. 454. This is
part of a passage which should be read as a whole.

2 See Comte, Cours de Philosophie Positive, iv. Leoon 47 and im
263-286. '

^^'
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he lived. The ideas with which Dickens started in Lecture

Hfe have been traced by an acute critic to Bentham. '.

" It does not seem to me," writes Maine, " a fan-

" tastic assertion that the ideas of one of the great

" novehsts of the last generation may be traced to

" Bentham. . . .

" Dickens, who spent his early manhood among
" the pohticians of 1832 trained in Bentham's school,

" hardly ever wrote a novel without attacking an
" abuse. The procedure of the Coiirt of Chancery
" and of the Ecclesiastical Courts, the delays of

" the Pubhc Offices, the costhness of divorce, the

" state of the dwellings of the poor, and the con-

" dition of the cheap schools in the North of

" England, furnished him with what he seemed to

" consider, in all sincerity, the true moral of a series

" of fictions." 1

And if in this estimate there is to be found a touch

of paradox, it contains a far greater amount of sub-

stantial and important truth. Dickens, in 1846,

seemed to himself and his friends a Kadical of the •

Eadicals ; he was in that year appointed the first

editor of the Daily News, and the Daily News was

estabUshed to advocate radicaUsm, and radicahsm

as understood by Cobden and Bright; yet in 1854

Dickens pubHshed Hard Times. This tale is from

beginning to end a crude satire on what Dickens

supposed to be the doctrines of the political econo-

mists. Consider the opening words of the novel :—

"Now, what I want," says Mr. Gradgrind, "is

"Facts. Teach these boys and girls nothing but

"Facts. Facts alone are wanted in life. Plant

1 Maine, Popular Oovernment, p. 153.
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Lecture " nothing else, and root out everything else. You
" can only form the minds of reasoning animals
" upon Facts : nothing else will ever be of any
" service to them. This is the principle on which
" I bring up my own children, and this is the prin-

" ciple on which I bring up these children. Stick to
" Facts, sir !

" i

And Gradgrind is the honest though narrow-

minded disciple of Malthus and M'Culloch. This

gross caricature of an economist's confession of faith

strikes the key-note of the whole book. Dickens in

1846 was the editor of the organ of the Manchester
school. In 1854 he has become the satirist and the

censor of pohtical economy and utihtarianism, and
by this conversion earned for himself the vehement
eulogy of John Ruskin.

" The essential value and truth of Dickens's
" writings have been unwisely lost sight of by
" many thoughtful persons, merely because he presents
" his truth with some colour of caricature. Unwisely,
" because Dickens's caricature, though often gross, is

" never mistaken. Allowing for his manner of telling

"them, the things he, tells us are always true. I
" wish that he could think it right to limit his brilliant
" exaggeration to works written only for pubhc
" amusement ; and when he takes up a subject of

"high national importance, such as that which he
" handled in Hard Times, that he would use severer
" and more accurate analysis. The usefulness of that
" work (to my mind, in several respects, the greatest
" he has written) is with many persons seriously

"diminished because Mr. Bounderby is a dramatic
1 Dickens, Hard Times, p. 1.
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" monster, instead of a characteristic example of a Lecture

" worldly master ; and Stephen Blackpool a dramatic
" perfection, instead of a characteristic example of an
" honest workman. But let us not lose the use of

" Dickens's wit and insight, because he chooses to

" speak in a circle of stage fire. He is entirely right

" in his main drift and purpose in every book he has

" written ; and all of them, but especially Hard
" Times, should be studied with close and earnest

" care by persons interested in social questions. They
" will find much that is partial, and, because partial,

" apparently unjust ; but if they examine all the

" evidence on the other side, which Dickens seems to

" overlook, it will appear, after all their trouble, that

" his view was the finally right one, grossly and

" sharply told." ^

The hterary value of the criticism which ranks

Hard Times among the greatest of Dickens's novels

may be open to doubt, but Euskin's admiration

assuredly bears witness to the changed attitude of a

novehst who in early hfe had been indoctrinated with

Benthamism. The alteration was, we take it, uncon-

scious. The change thereby gains additional impres-

siveness as the record and even the anticipation of a

revolution in the course of pubUc opinion. Nor is

the importance of this record diminished when one

observes that in Hard Times an unmeasured attack

on the economics and on the morahty of individuahsm

is accompanied by a vehement demand for freedom of

divorce. Legislation which treats marriage mainly as

a contract between husband and wife, and therefore

1 Ruskin, Unto This Last (2nd ed. 1877), pp. 14, 15 (».). pub-

Ushed 1860.
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Lecture dissolvable if it ceases to conduce to their happiness,

: harmonises with individuahstic ideas ; whether it

will be found equally in harmony with the conviction

that citizens are to be regarded primarily as parts of

a social organism admits of discussion. The whole

tone of Hard Times at any rate suggests that in

1854 Charles Dickens^ with the sensitiveness of

genius ^ to the changes in the moral atmosphere of

his age, combined behefs which belonged to the

still dominant Benthamism of the day, with senti-

ments appropriate to the approaching collectivism of

the then coming time.

John Mill (1806-1873) was at the time of his death

the acknowledged representative of utihtarianism.

Indeed if we read between the Hnes of the Auto-

biography, we may conjecture that James Mill formed
the dehberate design of so educating his son John that

he might become the adherent, the defender, and the

propagator of the philosophical, moral, pohtical, and
social creed to which James Mill was himself devoted.

The father's labours were crowned with a success

which has rarely fallen to an educationaKst. He
developed in his son an unrivalled capacity for

logical controversy and for the lucid statement of

argument
;
^ he indehbly impressed on John's mind

faith in the fundamentals of the utiUtarian creed,

whilst inspiring him with the noble conviction that

1 In 1857 Dickens satirised in Little Dorrit the inefficiency of
Government offices, i.e. attacked the action of the State as compared
with that of individuals, and rendered his satire memorable by the
invention of the term " circumlocution office."

2 Critics who perceive that this was the one object of James Mill's
educational efforts will regard with comprehension, if not with sym-
pathy, his harsh and also absurd indignation when John, as a mere
child, stated that something might be true in theory but not in fact.
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the propagation of truth and the service of mankind Lecture

were the only worthy objects of ambition. He, lastly, ^
left to his son and disciple a freedom of mind which
fitted John Mill to think for himself, and thus to

become not only a soldier, but a general, in the army
of philosophic Kadicals.

In Mill's early manhood, however, the influences

of the reaction of the nineteenth century against the

eighteenth came streaming in upon him.^ The more
rigid members of the utiUtarian sect feared or lamented

a defection from the true faith. Place, hke Mrs. Grote

and the other sectarian Benthamites, was grievously

disappointed at a certain tendency in John Mill's

writings. " I think John Mill," Place wrote in 1838,
" has made great progress in becoming a German meta-
" physical mystic," ^ whilst in 1837 Mrs. Grote called

him, in a letter to Place, " that wayward intellectual

deity." Neither the Westminster breeches-maker nor

the sharp-tongued wife of George Grote were, it is true,

discriminating critics, but Carlyle, with his keen in-

sight into character, conjectured from some of Mill's

writings that he was a mystic. In plain fact Mill

was between 1830 and 1840 deeply moved by the

changing sentiment of the age. He conceived that

the dogmas in which he had been educated represented

but half the truth. He would wilUngly have taken

to himself Goethe's device of many-sidedness—a motto

which, whatever its worth, was not appHcable either

to Bentham or to his followers. But when on

his death-bed in 1873 Mill, according to current

The least blunder in the boy's logic threatened James Mill's design

with total failure. ^ Autobiography, p. 161.

2 Wallas, Life of Francis Place, p. 91.
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Lecture report, consoled some friend with the reflection, " I

^ " have done my work," he said what was palpably

true, and meant, we may conjecture, that he had

throughout his career remained the honest and the

powerful defender and exponent of the truths handed

down to him by his teachers. It is certain that to

the end of his hfe Mill was and would have described

himself as a utihtarian. Yet the true pecuharity of

John Mill's position is that while to his dying day he

defended principles derived from his father and from

Bentham, he had to a great extent imbibed the senti-

ment, the sympathies, and the ideals of the later

nineteenth century. The labour of his hfe was the

reconcihation of inherited behefs, from which he

never departed, with moral and intellectual ideas and
sympathies which, belonging to himself and to his

time, were foreign, if not opposed, to the doctrines of

his school. This double aspect of Mill's work can

be discerned in his writings.

His earhest hterary task (1825) was the editing,

which meant in fact the re-writing, of Bentham's
Rationale of Judicial Evidence.^ Towards the

close of his hfe (1869) he re-edited James Mill's

Analysis of the Phenomena of the Human Mind.
In 1843 his System of Logic provided, for more than
one generation of Enghshmen, the logical founda-
tion of Benthamism. This book, of which the last

edition appeared in 1884, carried forward the
traditional teaching of EngUsh philosophers on the
hues originally laid down by Locke, whilst in 1861
the Examination of Sir William Hamilton's Philo-
sophy constituted Mill's final reply to one whom he

^ Autobiography, pp. 114-116.
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regarded as the chief representative of the intuitionists. Lecture

His Principles of Political Economy—^first pubhshed :

in 1848, and continually repubhshed till 1865—^was

built on the foundations of Ricardo and of Malthus.

In 1859 appeared his treatise On Liberty ; it gives

utterance to the essentially individuaUstic idea of

freedom. It is in style the most perfect, as it was

in respect of injluence the most efiective of Mill's

writings. It revived the languishing enthusiasm of

utiUtarianism. It carried the crusade for hberty a

stage farther than it had reached under the guidance

of the older philosophic Radicals. They and the

generation which followed their teaching had practi-

cally enforced the removal of almost all the checks

placed by law on freedom of opinion. He went a step

beyond this, and proclaimed a moral crusade against

the bondage which, as he taught, social conventions

imposed not only on freedom of opinion, but on

freedom of conduct and on the free development of

character.

Laissez faire, under Mill's treatment, became

for the youth of 1860 a war-cry urging on an

assault upon a pecuHarly insidious and, therefore, a

specially dangerous form of oppression, and upon

that tyranny of opinion which may exist as easily

under the sovereignty of a democracy as under the

despotism of a king. The appeal told immediately

on the pubUc to whom it was addressed ; nor have

its results been transient. It anticipated and fostered

that absolute freedom of discussion^ as regards

matters of pohtics, of rehgion, or of morahty, which

in England has marked the last quarter of the

1 See p. 433,

;
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Lecture nineteenth century. Mill's Utilitarianism (1863)

. afiorded a popular apology for tlie greatest-happiness

principle taught by Bentham, whilst his Representa-

tive Government (1861) is, from one point of view, a

restatement of the arguments in favour of democracy.

So far John Mill is the Benthamite apologist. His

short parHamentary career is consistent with this

position. He never conservatised, as did many of

the men who in their youth had been philosophic

Radicals. To him Tories always remained the
" stupid party." He told working men of their own
faults with a manly freedom which excited the

respect and applause of an audience of artisans,

but he sympathised with every attempt to open

the parHamentary suffrage to wage-earners, and,

in rigid consistency with Benthamite doctrine, was
specially eager to confer fidl political rights upon
women.

Mill, however, though he always remained the

representative of Benthamism, had before the end of

his hfe deviated a great way from the teaching of the

earher utihtarians.

In 1838 he pubhshed his article on Bentham, and
followed it up in 1840 with an article on Coleridge.

They are clearly meant each to be the complement of

the other. He placed both philosophers side by side

as the two great seminal minds of England in their
age.i This of itself marks an extraordinary departure
from the standard of criticism maintained among the
school of Bentham. We may be certain that James
Mill never wasted a comphment upon Coleridge, or

1 Dissertations, i. p. 331. Both articles were published after the
death of James Mill.
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upon Coleridge's philosophy. It is easy to discover Lecture

an analogous change in John Mill's pohtical creed. —

:

He remained indeed to his dying day a democrat.

But his behef iu democracy was very different in

spirit from the confident democratic faith of his

father. It was limited by the dread, inspired by

Tocqueville, of the tyranny of the majority, and also

by childhke trust in Hare's mechanical device for

the representation of minorities. The democrat

who holds that the majority ought to rule, but that

wisdom is to be found mainly in minorities, and

that every possible means ought to be adopted

to prevent the ignorant majority from abusing

its power, has retreated a good way from the

clear, the confident, and the dogmatic Eadicahsm

of 1830.

Mill's Ldberty should be read together with his

Utilitarianism and his Subjection of Women. It no

doubt rekindled enthusiasm for one side of the Ben-

thamite creed, but it emphasised ideas, and still more

sentiments, ahen to the convictions of John Mill's

teachers.^ An unskilful eulogist sometimes plays the

part of a severe censor. Charles Kingsley wrote to

Mill that the perusal of his lAbeHy " affected me in

" making me a clearer-headed, braver-minded man on

" the spot." 2 Such praise must, one thinks, have sug-

gested to Mill himself the conviction, or possibly the

1 Sir J. F. Stephen's Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity is a strenuous

assault on the fundamental ideas of the treatise, On Liberty, but this

forcible attack is little more than a vehement criticism of Mill from

the pomt of view of the older utilitarians, and certainly shows that Mill

had diverged considerably from Bentham. See LesUe Stephen, English

Utilitarians, iii. p. 244.

2 Life of Kingsley, ii. p. 88.
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Lecture fear, that he had achieved success by just that kind

f^ of appeal to emotion or to moral rhetoric which

would have excited derision among the philosophic

Eadicals of his youth.

This tendency to address himself to the instinc-

tive feehngs of his readers is well illustrated by

the one passage in the grave Examination oj

Sir William Hamilton's Philosophy which gained

the attention and the sympathy of the general pubhc.

I will call," he wrote, " no being good, who is not

what I mean when I apply that epithet to my
fellow-creatures ; and if such a being can sentence

me to hell for not so calhng him, to hell I will

go." ^ These expressions excited the enthusiastic

approval of thousands of young men who in 1865

revered MiU as their philosopher and guide. They

elicited the sympathy of teachers so much opposed to

utihtarianism as Maurice and James Martineau, but

are we sure that James Mill might not have read his

son's defiance of an unmoral deity with very dubious

approval ? Is it certain that he might not, with

Mansel, have been amazed " at this extraordinary

outburst of rhetoric " ?
^

With Mill's theology we need not concern our-

selves except to note that the Three Essays on

Religion are marked by the same transition from

one school of thought or feehng to another which
is traceable in his other writings. More to our

purpose is the gradual change discoverable in

his economical and social opinions. He built his

economical views upon the foundations of Eicardo
and Malthus, but Malthusian principles appeared to

' Examination, p. 129. 2 English Utilitarians, iii. p. 430.
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him not as a barrier to progress, but as showing the Lecture

conditions by which progress could be achieved. " If '.

" he appears to the modern sociaUst as a follower of

" Ricardo, he would have been regarded by Ricardo's

" disciples as a socialist." ^ Mill, it appears, says the

same writer, " was [in the latter part of his Hfe] well

" on the way to State SociaUsm." ^ " In [Mill's] case,"

writes Henry Sidgwick, whose profound knowledge

and absolute impartiahty cannot be questioned, " we
" have the remarkable phenomenon that the author of

" the book which became, for nearly a generation, by
" far the most popular and influential text-book of

" PoUtical Economy in England, was actually—at

" any rate when he revised the third and later

" editions—completely Socialistic in his ideal of

" ultimate social improvement. ' I look forward,'

" he tells us, in his Autobiography, ' to a time when
" the rule that they who do not work shall not eat

" will be apphed not to paupers only, but impartially

" to all ; and when the division of the produce of

" labour, instead of depending, in so great a degree

" as it now does, on the accident of birth, vrill he

" made by concert on an acknowledged principle of

1 John Mill, Diet, of Nat. Biog. xxxvii. p. 398.

2 English Utilitarians, iii. p. 230. " Sir Louis Mallet reports a

" conversation with him only a few days before his death, in which

" Cobden said with pecuhar earnestness :
' I beheve that the harm

" which MiU has done to the world by the passage in his book on

" Political Economy in which he favours the principle of Protection in

" young communities has outweighed aU the good which may have

" been caused by his other writings.' " " Quoted in a letter of Sir

" Louis Mallet, given in the Appendix to Mr. Gowing's admnable Life

"of Richard Cobden (CasseU & Co.)." See Armitage Smith, The Free

Trade Movement and its Results (1898 ed.), p. 153.

Cobden's remark is a recognition of Mill's tendency to quahfy by

concessions (of which he hardly perceived the full effect) the rigidity

of the economic doctrine professed by his early teachers.
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Lecture " justice.' Having this ideal, he ' regarded all existing

" institutions and social arrangements as merely pro-
" visional, and welcomed with the greatest pleasure
" and interest all SociaKstic experiments by select

" individuals.' In short, the study planted by Adam
" Smith and watered by Eicardo had, in the third
" quarter of the nineteenth century, imbibed a full

" measure of the spirit of Saint-Simon and Owen,

—

" and that in England, the home of what the Germans
" call ' Manchesterthum.'

" I do not mean to suggest that those who learnt
" Pohtical Economy from Mill's book during this

" period went so far as their teacher in the adoption
" of SociaUstic aims. This, no doubt, was far from
" being the case. Indeed—^if I may judge from my
" own experience—^I should say that we were as much
" surprised as the ' general reader ' to learn from
" Mill's Autobiography that our master, the author
" of the much-admired treatise ' On Liberty,' had
" been all the while looking forward to a time when
"the division of the produce of labour should be
" ' made by concert.' " ^

Note, too, that while Mill remains a utihtarian to
the end of his hfe, utihtarianism itself undergoes in
his hands a sort of transformation. The principle
of utihty, or the greatest-happiness principle, which
was taken to be a maxim of self-interest, becomes
a precept of self-sacrifice, and the doctrine which
teaches that every man must of necessity pursue his
own happiness is made to lead to the conclusion that
a good man of heroic mould will be willing to serve

1 Sidgwick, Miscellaneous Essays and Addresses, pp. 241 242
Compare particularly L. Stephen, English Utilitarians, iii. pp. 224-237!
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the happiness of others by the absolute sacrifice of Lecture

his own.^ Whether this conclusion can be justly :

drawn from utihtarian premises may be left for the

discussion of morahsts. Thus much is certain, that

the principle of utihty, as expounded by Mill, is

somewhat difficult to grasp, and is a very different

thing from the simple and absolutely comprehensible

notion that every man is by his own nature impelled

to pursue his own happiness, and that the intelHgent

pursuit by each man of his well-understood interest

will inevitably secure the greatest happiness of the

greatest number. One may well wonder whether

Bentham would have recognised his own doctrine in

the exposition of it provided by the most eminent and

faithful of his disciples.

Whether in this instance, and in others, Mill really

succeeded in the attempt to reconcile principles, each

of which he thought contained half the truth, may be

doubtful. To some even of his admirers it may seem

that he effected rather a juxtaposition or combina-

tion than a fusion or reconciliation of apparently

opposed convictions. But however this may be, it is

clear that John Mill was a teacher created for, and

assured of a welcome in, an age of transition. The

lucidity of his style, which may sometimes surpass

the clearness of his thought, and the matchless skill

in the arrangement of arguments, which occasionally

disguises both from himself and from his readers a

weakness in the Hnks of his reasoning, his patent

honesty, and his zeal for truth, constituted ,the intel-

lectual foundation of his influence over the youth of

1860-1870. But other quahties of a different order

1 UUlitarianism, p. 23.
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Lecture enhanced his authority. His susceptibility to every

; form of generous emotion, combined, as it almost

must be, with intense desire for, and appreciation of

sympathy, made an author known to most EngHsh-

men only by his writings something like the personal

friend of his readers. His immediate influence is a

thing of the past, but for the purpose of these

Lectures it possesses a pecuKar importance. The
changes or fluctuations in Mill's own convictions,

bearing as they do in many points upon legislative

opinion, are at once the sign, and were in England, to

a great extent, the cause, of the transition from the

individualism of 1830-1865 to the collectivism of

1900. His teaching specially afiected the men who
were just entering on pubhc Ufe towards 1870. It

prepared them at any rate to accept, if not to wel-

come, the collectivism which from that time onwards
has gained increasing strength.

II. As to the dependence of legislative opinion on
the general tendencies of English thought.

In considering the manner in which legislative

opinion has, especially between 1830 and 1900, been
afiected by the general movement of English or
rather of European thought, a student should divert
his attention from many eddies or cross-currents of

opinion which, interesting though they be, are of
minor consequence, and fix his mind resolutely upon
those leading features of modern thought which,
just because they are easily recognised, seem to
be obvious and commonplace, but are in reality
the governing characteristics of a particular age.^

For Mill's influence see Henry Sidgwiclc, A Memoir, p. 36.
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Among these" traits he will certainly note the in- Lecture

creasing freedom of discussion and the disintegration ^"
of behefs, that increasing importance given to the

emotional side of human nature which has been

called the apotheosis of instinct, and the growth of the

historical method. Each of these three tendencies has

had a share in shaking the authority of Benthamism
or individuaUsm.

Freedom of discussion and the disintegration of

behefs are so closely inter-connected that they may
well be considered as two sides or aspects of one

phenomenon. Of the immense increase, in England

at least, of freedom of discussion (miscalled free-

dom of opinion) during the nineteenth century it

is dif&cult to form an adequate conception. In

,1800 the free expiression of opinion was strictly

Hmited by positive law, by social custom, and by

prevalent habits of thought. We indeed habitually

think of England as the home of free thought, no

less than of free speech. But in this matter we

are the victims of a natural delusion, due to the

circumstance that in 1800 and for many years later

there was more of Hberty in England than elsewhere,

whence one is apt to conclude that EngUshmen

enjoyed an absolutely large amount of intellectual

and moral freedom. True indeed it is that Enghsh-

men possessed more freedom than existed on the

Continent, but the extent of this freedom was merely

comparative. Could any Enghshman of to-day be

carried back to the reign of George III. he would

feel himself choked by a moral and intellectual

atmosphere which stifled the expression of every kind

of heterodoxy—^that is, of all thought opposed to

2 F
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Lecture the prevalent beliefs of the time. Conflicts between

judge and jury over the law of hbel, and one State

trial after another raising the question, what were

the lawful Kroits to freedom of speech and writing,

show that even in the pohtical world freedom of

opinion, as we now understand it, was far from well

estabhshed. In other spheres it was in practice

Hmited by custom even where it was not curtailed

by law. Occasional protests of innovators or

free-thinkers bear witness to the tightness of the

restraiats placed upon free discussion. But we are

not to suppose that this was generally felt as a

grievance. Bondage imposed in the main by social

opiaion, just because it coincided with pubHc senti-

ment, met with acquiescence, if not (as was generally

the case) with active approval. Bold was the reformer

who between 1800 and 1820 avowed his sympathy
with so-called Jacobinical principles, even though
his Jacobinism went no farther than a desire for the

representation of Birmingham and the disfranchise-

ment of Old Sarum. Bolder far was the theologian

who apphed historical criticism of the most moderate
character to the Bibhcal records.^ Reckless rather

than bold was the avowed opponent of fundamental
behefs whether social or rehgious. Nor was his

bravery likely to ehcit sympathy, for the majority of

1 As late 3s 1830 Milman's History of the Jews shocked English
opinion. " In this unpretending book for the first time ' an Enghsh
"^ clergyman treated the Jews as an oriental tribe, recognised sheiks
"^ and emirs in the Old Testament, shifted and classified documentary
" evidence, and evaded or minimised the miraculous.' Consternation,
" which the author had not anticipated, spread among the orthodox

;

" the sale of the book was not only stopped, but the publication of the
"series in which it appeared ceased."—Milman, Diet. Nat. Biog.
xxxviii. p. 3, by R. Gamett.
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English men and English, women enjoyed in the early Lecture

part of the nineteenth century, as nearly always, '.

just the amount of freedom in matters of thought

or opinion which met their desires.

The widespread confusion between freedom of

opinion and freedom of discussion, logically erroneous

though it be, is not without excuse. It arises from

a fact well worth notice. Where men cannot ex-

press their thoughts freely and openly, and especially

where this want of hberty is sanctioned by pubhc
opinion, freedom of thought itself ceases to exist.

Men think httle about things of which they cannot

speak.

It is necessary to get rid of the notion that Uberty

of opinion as now understood was really characteristic

of England in the earhest years of the nineteenth

century, in order that we may reahse the full extent

of an intellectual and moral revolution which, because

it has not been accompanied by outward violence

or startKng poHtical changes, is apt to escape

notice. To-day, at the beginning of the twentieth

century, the expression of opinion has in England

become all but completely free. One or two facts

may serve as sign-posts to mark the stages of this

revolution.

By the middle of the nineteenth century the re-

straints imposed by law on free discussion had all but

vanished. Statutes or common law rules which,

except on the ground of sedition or defamation, inter-

fered with Hberty of speech or writing were, in practice

at any rate, obsolete. Even in 1841 the trials of

Hetherington and Moxon—oddly connected as they

were—^for the pubUcation of blasphemous Hbels were
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Lecture felt to be anachronisms. The maxim that Christianity

^ is part of the common law ^ was derided by eminent

lawyers. In 1859 the whole tone of Mill's Liberty

imphes that the discussion of all political and even of

most social topics was httle checked by law. Buckle's

injudicious denunciation of the imprisonment inflicted

on Pooley, a half-witted Cornish labourer, for writing

up in pubhc places language offensive to every

Christian, as a gross instance of legal persecution proves

that such persecution was in reahty all but unknown

;

whilst the general feeUng that the severe punish-

ment of a semi-maniac, for the indecency rather than

the blasphemy of his language, was a mistake,

shows the tolerant spirit of the time. Later

legislation ^ has removed such trammels on the free-

dom of the press as existed in 1859. The neces-

sary vagueness of the law of hbel is now open to

objection, if at all, on the score only of its inefficiently

protecting the possible victim of defamation.

Even in 1859 Mill's Liberty denounced the hostiUty,

not of the law but of social opinion, to independence

of conduct and originahty of thought. But this

complaint, whatever its reasonableness ia Mill's day,

sounds in 1905 nothing better than a paradox.

Before the end of the nineteenth century the expres-

sion of opinion had become aU but completely free.

1 Whether the publication of an attack on Christianity made in a
serious spirit and in decent language might not still theoretically

expose a man to prosecution, is uncertain. See Stephen, Digest

Grim. Law, 5th ed. Art. 179, p. 125 ; and compare Odgers, Libel and
Slander, pp. 475, 490. It is certain, however, that in practice such an
attack on Christianity would now not expose any man to punishment.

2 See Stephen, Gomm. iii. ch. xvi. (14th ed.), pp. 229-234 ; the
Newspaper Libel and Registration Act, 1881, the Law of Libel
Amendment Act, 1888.
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At the present time tliere are no political, and very Lecture

few social, moral, or religious theories to tlie main- '.

tenance whereof is attached that kind of reprobation

which would deter a man of ordinary firmness from

freely speaking his mind. The silence which, among
the family of James Mill, concealed rehgious scepti-

cism would now be an absurdity. Avowed agnostics

or the adherents of new and strange creeds suffer

nothing in pubHc estimation. Bradlaugh was, before

the close of his Kfe, a respected member of Parhament,

and popular, it is said, among his fellow members,

yet Bradlaugh's atheism would have shocked such

deists as FrankUn or Tom Paine. Clergymen, it is

true, stiU subscribe to, and are supposed to be bound,

ia some very indefinite sense, by the doctrine of the

Thirty-Niae Articles. But the clergy of the Church

of England in practice enjoy the right to express

their opinions on all matters of rehgion and theology

with nearly as much freedom as the laity. Not only

upon Bibhcal history but upon doctrines which have

often been supposed to be the fundamental dogmas

of Christianity, preachers whom every man respects

may utter criticisms which, ia the days of Dr. Arnold,

would hardly have been whispered by a minister of

the Church of England to his most intimate friend,

and which ia 1860 would have amazed, if not scandal-

ised the authors of Essays and Reviews, and might

well have given rise to proceedings in the Ecclesiastical

Courts.

Englishmen, then, of all classes have obtained, and

practically exercise the right to say or print whatever

they Uke, provided they are not guilty of sedition or

defamation. We are witnessing a freedom of thought
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Lecture and of discussion more complete than has ever per-
VTT •

: manently existed among the whole people of any-

country known to us by history. This statement is

not equivalent to the assertion that the Enghsh world

of to-day is characterised by any special vigour or

originahty either of intellect or of character. Mill

and others held, and with truth, that vigorous per-

secution, either legal or social, may destroy the

capacity for free thought. They thence concluded

that absolute freedom would stimulate originahty

and individuahty. This inference is of most dubious

vahdity. All men hate trouble and the discovery of

truth or the detection of error involves a laborious

process of thought, whilst few are the men to whom
the attainment of truth is an object of keen desire.

Add to all this that man is far more of an imitative

than inventive animal, and inventiveness or origin-

ality is the rarest of all gifts. What ground is there,

then, for holding that human beings, simply because
they are left free to think and act as they Hke, will

in fact hke to labour in the search for truth, or to

strike out new paths for themselves rather than
pursue the pleasant and easy course of imitating
their neighbours ? Whether, however, freedom of

opinion or discussion be the parent of originahty or

not, the one thing which is past a doubt is that such
hberty exists in modern England.

My reason for insisting upon this point with per-
haps excessive emphasis is, that the development of
freedom of opinion has in England been in the closest
way connected with, and indeed has been one main
cause of, that singular phenomenon which is best
described as the disintegration of behefs or, in other
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words, the breaking up of established creeds, whether Lecture

reHgious, moral, poUtical, or economical.^ !

This characteristic of modern England has

attracted special attention in the field of theology,

where, with some inaccuracy of thought, it has been

identified with scepticism. In reahty, whether in

the realm of reUgion or elsewhere, it means simply

the breaking up or dissolution of large and coherent

systems of opinion. This break up of any dogmatic

system no more results of necessity in scepticism

than it does in increased belief or faith. Its one

indubitable effect is to weaken some body of opinion

and thus leave room for the growth of other forms

of behef. The open avowal of Agnosticism, the in-

creased authority in the Church of England of High

Church doctrine, the revival in England of Koman

Catholicism,^ and the creation of the Salvation

Army are all facts belonging to the present time

;

1 This need excite no surprise. Free discussion does in the end

favour the estabHshment of indisputable truths, but its immediate

effects are first to direct attention towards the weak points of any-

existing body of beliefs, and next to reveal an unexpected amount of

dissent from received formulas. Now, as an ordinary man's faith in

any moral or intellectual doctrine depends in part on its coherence,

in part on the authority of experts, and greatly also on the sympathy

of others with his faith, anything which shows that a creed is not

entirely consistent, that even experts are not agreed as to its truth,

or that many persons dissent from it, inevitably shakes the faith of

ordinary beUevers. See on this subject Tarde, Les Lois de VImitation.

2 Any one whose memory of past phases of opinion stretches back

over sixty years will acknowledge that at a time to be remembered by

men still living, Roman CathoUoism seemed to ordinary Enghshmen

to be, as far as England was concerned, a thing of the past. It was

to them, Uke Jacobitism, a dead faith. One may find a record of this

state of feehng in Father Gkment, a not unimpressive religious tale,

which, published in 1823, had by 1860 reached thirteen editions.

Its aim was to show, from an EvangeHcal point of view, that a Roman

CathoUc priest might, in spite of aU his superstitions, be a man of

deep personal piety.
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Lecture they have all been equally fostered by the disintegra-

^ tion of behefs.

In any case this dissolution of dogmatic systems

is clearly traceable in p^o^dnces of thought which

border upon and run into the domaia of legislative

opinion. Faith, for instance, in the EngKsh Con-

stitution was, fifty years ago, the common character-

istic of almost all our statesmen. This was a creed

of no sudden growth. It had been preached by
the genius of Burke, it was enforced by the argu-

ments and learning of Hallam, it colours every page

of Macaulay. It explains WelUngton's celebrated

declaration ^ that the nature of man was incapable

of creating, by any effort, institutions of such para-

mount excellence as the' constitution which England
enjoyed under the unreformed Parhament of 1830.

The Whigs never desired to do more than to repair

the revered fabric of the constitution. Many of

them held that the policy of reform was nothing but
the strengthening of the original foundations on
which rested the institutions of England. Lord
John Russell—^to call him by the name by which he
will always be remembered—^was the most rigid of

Whigs
; Lord Palmerston was a man of the world

and a flexible statesman, httle hampered by any
general principles or formulas. But both Eussell and
Palmerston beheved, and acted on the behef, that
Frenchmen, Germans, or ItaHans might all of them
put an end to any grievances under which they
suffered by the adoption of the form of Government
which existed in England; a constitutional King,
a House of Lords and a House of Coumions, and the

1 See Walpole, Hist. ii. p. 12.
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whole English party-system, must, it was thought, be Lecture

enough to ensure the happiness of any nation. ^"
This was, in the main, the creed of at least two

generations. Hence the enthusiasm i—which in 1905
has become almost incomprehensible—for the three

glorious days of July which, as in 1830 all Enghsh-
men beheved, would close the era of revolutions, by
endowing France with the blessing of constitutional

monarchy. But from 1830 onwards attacks began to

be made on the popular faith in the Enghsh Con-

stitution. Benthamites led the way. Place, who
carried the doctrines of his teachers to absurdity,

pronounced the Constitution to be nothing better

than a nose of wax which could be twisted in any
way one pleased. In 1838 Richard Cobden con-

temned the " great juggle of the English Constitu-

" tion—a, thing of monopoKes, and Church-craft,
" and sinecures, armorial hocus-pocus, primogeniture,
" and pageantry," gravely suspected that for the

great mass of the people Prussia possessed " the
" best government in Europe," and would gladly have

given up his taste for talking pohtics to secure

for England an administration as good as that of

Prussia.^ Carlyle, between whom and the great

1 Compare the language of James Martineau, in a letter to a friend,

September 9, 1830. " ' France ! glorious France ! Has there ever
" been a week since the Resurrection which has promised such accumu-
" lated blessings to our race, as that week of national regeneration ?

" Where will it end ? The invigorating shook must pass through the
" Netherlands, Spain, Italy. When that revolution is compared with
" any period of history, in what an encouraging hght does it exhibit
" modem character and mind. The whole struggle has been conducted
" in a spirit of disinterestedness which to me is impressive in the highest
" degree. Such a people must be almost within sight of the value of

" religious truth.' "—Cited James Martineau, by J. Estlin Carpenter,

p. 67 in.).

2 Morley, Life of Cobden, i. pp. 130, 131.
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Lecture Free-Trader there were many unsuspected points of

! sympathy, derided all the favourite formulas of con-

stitutionahsts as shams, and accustomed his readers

to see in Cromwell and Frederick the Great the

sort of heroes who, in defiance of constitutional

or democratic principles, could govern a people

vigorously for the people's own good. Still faith

in constitutional government died hard. Between

1860 and 1870 Matthew Arnold's satire was directed

against that stoUd behef in Enghsh institutions

which to his mind was still strong enough to

present a formidable hindrance to the intellectual

and moral improvement of his countrymen.

Times have changed. Where shall we now find

the ardent behevers in the constitution of England ?

If they exist at all they belong in spirit to the

past. One consolation indeed may be tendered to

the Whigs of an old type who still remain amongst
us as interesting survivals of another age. If behef

in constitutionahsm has all but vanished, the faiths

or heresies which were its rivals are rapidly becoming
the ghosts of dead ideals. Who is there who now
expects poUtical salvation from any heaven-sent
hero ? An autocrat who aspired to play the part

of a modern Csesar ruled France for some eighteen

years, but his reign ended with the disaster and
ignominy of Sedan. The King of Prussia, that

"good and just man who," in Cobden's eyes,
" shattered the sceptre of despotism, even in his

own hand," by his zeal for popular education,

has been succeeded by a combined King of Prussia

and German Emperor, whose power is based on
the fact that Prussia is, as it always has been, and
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Germany is fast becoming, a military state in which. Lecture

the whole nation is a trained army. ^
Nor has democratic repubhcanism fared better than

other pohtical creeds. The vast EepubUc of the West,

and the Third EepnbUc of France,which has now lasted

longer than any constitution welcomed or endured

by the French people since 1789, are both forms of

government which may to a certain extent satisfy the

judgment, but do nothing to gratify the imagination

or kindle the enthusiasm of mankind. Neither at

Washington nor at Paris can the most enthusiastic

of democrats discover an ideal Commonwealth. Ee-

pubhcanism, it has been said by an eminent French-

man, has ceased to be a heresy, but it has also ceased

to be a faith. This is the epitaph which, with the

necessary verbal changes, must be inscribed over the

tomb of more than one pohtical system which, diiring

the nineteenth century, has for a time commanded
more or less confidence. To no pohtical and social

faith is it more apphcable than to the Benthamite

hberahsm of 1830. UtiHtarianism in its turn has

been shattered by the disintegration of beUefs.

This fact need excite no surprise. Benthamism

was a coherent system ; its ethics, its constitutional

theories, its jurisprudence, and its pohtical economy

were indissolubly hnked together, and were indeed

different aspects of one and the same theory of hfe and

human nature. The creed owed its power in part

to the large element of truth, now much underrated,

which it contained, in part to its self-consistency and

to the clearness and precision of its dogmas, and in

part also to the unbounded faith of its adherents.

As long as utihtarian doctrine remained clear and
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Lecture dogmatic, and was preached by teachers who could

; put forth the truth as they saw it without hesitation

or hmitation, the authority of utihtarianism waxed
great ; but the gradual disintegration of behefs, the

result of that freedom of discussion which had been

gained by the efforts of the Benthamites, told against

the Benthamite faith. Utihtarians, as has been shown
by the example of John Mill, became infected with

candour and eclecticism ; but the breadth and indefi-

niteness of an eclecticism which attempts to combine

in one whole the half truths to be found in different

systems cannot excite enthusiasm or stimulate men to

action. Open-mindedness, candour, and the careful

sincerity which forbids all exaggeration, even of the

truth, are admirable quahties, but they are not the

virtues which obtain for a faith the adherence of man-
kind. It is the definiteness not the vagueness of a

creed, as it is the honest confidence of its preachers,

which gains proselytes. As utiHtarian doctrine became
less definite, and as its exponents stated it with less

boldness and with more quahfication, the authority of

Benthamism suffered a decHne. The influences which
dissolve a creed told ahke upon preachers and hearers.

Consider from this point of view the side of utih-

tarianism which bore most closely on legislation, and
note the change, not so much in the principles as in

the tone of pohtical economy. This is a matter rather

of history than of economics, and thus fairly open to

the consideration of persons who make no pretension

to be economists. Between 1830 and 1845 ^ the

1 See especially Mill, Autobiography, pp. 246, 247. Compare
Austin's attack on Dr. Friedrich List's Das nationah System der
politischen Oekonomie, in Ediiiburgh Seview, Ixxv. (July 1842), p. 515.
This examination by Austin of our author's pretended system is well
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common run of political economists, of whom Miss Lecture

Martineau and Cobden may be taken as tjrpes, ^
showed a marked tendency to treat political economy
as a definite and recognised science, the laws whereof

were as well estabhshed as, and possessed something

resembhng the certainty of, the laws of Nature.^ Some
apparently dogmatic writers may indeed have intro-

duced hmitations or qualifications hardly noticed by
their readers ; but what we are here concerned with

is the effect on the outside pubKc ; and it can scarcely

be disputed that between 1830 and 1845 pohtical

economy was received by the intelhgent pubhc of

England as a science containing very definite and

certain principles from which were logically deduced

conclusions of indisputable and universal truth. In

Mill's Political Economy one can already perceive a

modification, if not exactly of doctrine, yet certainly

of tone and feehng. The doctrine of laissez faire,

for example, and the mode of looking at hfe, and above

all at legislation, loses a good deal of its rigidity and

of its authoritative character ;
^ and this modification

worth notice. The attack on protection is powerful, but the tone is

obviously different from that which a writer of half Austin's abiUty

would, in 1905, adopt in the criticism of the views held by an eminent

opponent. The dogmatic tone is the more remarkable since Austin

was by no means a narrow Benthamite, and, as we have seen, professed

great disrespect for what he called the " universal principles of human
nature of the pohtical economists." (See p. 164:,- ante.)

1 " The political economists, in many instances at least, wrote as if

an attempt to alter the rate of wages by combinations of workmen
was hke an attempt to alter the weight of the air by tampering with

barometers. It was said that the price of labour depended, hke the

price of other commodities, solely upon supply and demand, and

that it could not be altered artificially " (Stephen, History, iii.

p. 211). Compare for the tone of economists, the preface to Miss

Martineau' s Political and Economical Tales.

2 See Mill, Political Economy, Bk. v. ch. xi.
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Lecture IS at any rate a step towards the conclusion which

some later writers favour, that in determining the cases

in which the intervention of the State {e.g. in the

control of labour) may be beneficial we ought not to

place rehance on any definite maxim or presumption

in favour of respecting indiAddual freedom, but must

consider in each particular instance how far the

action of the State is Hkely to be more beneficial

than imrestricted competition.

" It is futile," writes Jevons in 1882, " to attempt
" to uphold, in regard to social legislation, any theory
" of eternal fixed principles or abstract rights. The
" whole matter becomes a complex calculus of good
" and evil. All is a question of probabihty and
" degree. A rule of law is grounded on a recognised
" probability of good arising in the opinion of the
" lawgiver from a certain line of conduct. But as
" there almost always occur cases in which this

" tendency to good is overmastered by some opposite
" tendency, the lawgiver proceeds to enact new rules
" Limiting, as it is said, but in reality reversing, the
" former one in special cases. Lawgivers, as well as

"philosophers, dehght in discovering euphemisms
" adapted to maintain the fiction of universal
" principles. When the principles fail to hold good,

"it is said that the cases are exceptional. It is a
" general principle that a man may do as he Hkes
" with his own property. It is an exception when
" a railway company forcibly takes possession of his
" land.

" I venture to maintain, however, that we shall
" do much better in the end if we throw off the
" incubus of metaphysical ideas and expressions.
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" We must resolve all these supposed principles and Lecture

" rights into the facts and probabihties which they ^^
" are found to involve when we inquire into their

" real meaning." ^

On the soundness of this modification or denial

of the doctrine of laissez faire there is no need to

pronounce any judgment. The matter to be here

insisted upon is that any intro'duction by competent

teachers of modifications or quahfications into the

doctrines of pohtical economy inevitably deprives

these doctrines of much of their popular authority.

Absolute precepts may command absolute belief and

obedience. But a rule originally supposed to be with-

out exception true, is certain, when quahfied by even

the fairest of exceptions, to lose far more of weight with

the general pubHc than ought in reason to be taken

from it. When once it is taught that there is no rule,

or hardly any presumption in favour of laissez faire,

every man will in practice hold that wherever a law

will get rid of what he deems an evil, by which he

and his fellows suffer {e.g. the unhmited competition

of ahens), the intervention of the State is beneficial.^

1 Jevons, The State in Relation to Labour, 3rd ed. (1894), by M.

Cabab6, pp. 16-17. See also Intro, pp. vii, viii, xiii, xiv.

Contrast this with the language of Austin, Edinburgh Review, Ixxv.

" There is always . . . a general presumption against the expediency of

" such an interference," i.e. an interference of a Government with the

concerns of its subject (p. 527). "We are not bound to prove, in

" an affirmative or direct manner, the expediency of freedom of trade,

" since there is a general presumption against the interference of

" govermnents with the interests and concerns of their subjects " (p.

528, and see his general argument in favour of universal freedom of

trade, ibid. p. 529).

2 Note the language of an Ulster working man who on July 7,

1903, writes to the Times, stating, and probably with truth, that the

workmen of America are better off than the workmen of England, and

then proceeds :—" Now there is something wrong here. You will.
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Lecture A Creed which has lost authority has of necessity

^ left room for the rise of new and opposed behefs.

Add to this that economists themselves seem some-

times to dread that the attempt to treat economical

problems in a scientific spirit should deprive them of

that sympathy which they not only give to others

but themselves require.

Here we touch upon the apotheosis of instinct.

That reaction of the nineteenth against the eight-

eenth century, the influence whereof streamed in

upon John Mill and his contemporaries/ and thus

deeply afiected the generation which came under

their teaching, was by no feature characterised more

distinctly than by the new importance attached to

the emotional as contrasted with the rational side

of human nature. This rehance on or appeal to

feehng or instinct would have appeared to Bentham
and his school httle better than a roundabout way of

declaring that the merit or demerit of any course of

action, e.g. the passing of a law, depended upon the

" no doubt, agree that it should be the object of every statesman and
" of every Government to promote the welfare of the people, and to
" improve their conditions. How is it, then, that the British Govem-
" ment has not succeeded in placing us working men in anything hke
" the splendid position that the American Gtovernment has placed its
" working men ? Britishers should, I submit, be second to none.
" Our workmen are, without doubt, the finest and most intelUgent
" men in the world ; they should therefore receive the highest wages,
" and no Government, in my opinion, ought to experience any diffl-
" culty in securing the highest remuneration for such men ; yet the
" British Government has been unable to do it, and I for one would
" hke to know the reason why."

The singular assumptions on which this argument rests are made
by many persons, but are rarefy put forward with as much openness
as by the Ulster workman.

1 See Mill, Autobiography, p. 161, and compare Mill, Three Essays
on Religion, pp. 44, 45.
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feeling of the person making the appeal. All refer- ^xi"^
ence, in short, to emotions, which could not be justified —
on utilitarian grounds, would have seemed to the

Benthamite school a specimen of that ipse-dixitism

(to employ one of their master's own expressions)

which he and his disciples held in special abhorrence.

We may think that this dread of sentimentahsm

was connected with an incomplete view of human
nature, but it ought to be admitted that utiHtarian

Liberals possessed, from their own point of view, two

justifications for regarding with suspicion that appeal

to instinctive feehng which has since their time

played so marked a part in the public hfe of England.

The reform, in the first place, of law and society in

accordance with the principle of utiHty depended on

the possibihty of calculating, not indeed with anything

hke mathematical but with a certain sort of rough

accuracy, the effect of a given law in increasing or

diminishing human happiness. But in order that

such a calculation may be possible, it is essential that

a law or an institution should be criticised on assign-

able grounds—as, for instance, that it will increase or

diminish the security of property, or that it will

lower or raise the price of food. For if once the

defenders or censors of a legal or other innovation

desert such definite grounds of criticism, and appeal

to their own instinctive feehngs of approval or dis-

approval, the apphcation of the Benthamite method

to the law of a country becomes an impossibihty.

How can one reason about the advantage, for

example, of allowing or forbidding divorce, if A
simply asserts his sympathy with freedom of affection,

and B retorts that his instinct or conscience bids

2G
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Lecture him respect the sanctity of marriage 1 There is in

; reaUty no common ground of argument.

Then, in the second place, strong and natural

sentiments most sincerely entertained, come into

conflict with one another. It is difficult to make

emotion, however respectable, the basis of sound

legislation. It is absolutely certain that utiKtarian

reforms, of which every one now admits the benefit,

have often been achieved in defiance of popular

sentiment. In any case it is clear that the apotheosis

of instinct has, whether for good or bad, tended

to produce results which would have startled the

reformers of 1830.

Consider the growth of English imperiahsm.^

In no part of our pubhc life did the principles

of utihtarianism obtain at one time more complete

acceptance than in everything which regarded the re-

lation of England to her colonies. Bentham's Eman-
cipate your Colonies, pubhshed in 1793, was addressed

to the French National Convention. It urged upon
France, and upon all other countries which possessed

a colonial empire,. the expediency and the duty of

bringing about a peaceable separation from their

dependencies. This counsel did not obtain the assent

of Frenchmen, but whether accepted or not, it became

1 The word " imperialism " has, it has been well remarked by my
friend Mr. Bryce, undergone a change of signification. In 1865
imperialism meant Caesarism {i.e. an autocracy hke Louis Napoleon's),
as opposed to constitutional government, and was always used with an
unfavourable connotation. In 1905 imperialism means the wish to
maintain the unity and increase the strength of an empire which con-
tains within its Umits various more or less independent States. The
expression is as applicable to the inhabitants of the United States as
to the subjects of the British Crown. It is used sometimes with a
favourable, sometimes with an unfavourable connotation.
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to them of little practical importance owing to tlie Lecture

success of the English navy in stripping France of

possessions outside Europe. Nor did Emancipate

your Colonies produce any immediate effect in Eng-

land. But this apphcation of laissez faire, first pub-

hshed for sale in 1830, gradually gained the approval

of Enghsh pubhc opinion. Obvious facts told for

more than argument. The contest with the American

Colonies and its issue had never been forgotten.

No revenue could be raised from Enghshmen Uving

outside the United Eangdom. The possibihty

of monopoKsing colonial trade became doubtful.

Hence it was increasingly difficult to prove that

England gained any pecuniary advantage from the

possession of dependencies. Towards the middle

of the nineteenth century laissez faire was the order

of the day. In no sphere of action was the trouble

saved by leaving things alone more obvious than in

England's government of colonies, which, if distance

be measured by time, were much farther off from

the mother-country than they are at present, and

which assuredly desired to govern themselves.

In 1841, Sir George Cornewall Lewis pubhshed his

Government of Dependencies. He was a disciple

of Austin ; he belonged in spirit to the Benthamite

school ; he was a statesman versed in administrative

affairs, and possessed a high reputation not only for

philosophic enhghtenment, but for practical sound-

ness of judgment. His book is the apphcation to our

colonial poHcy, by a man of good sense and pohtical

experience, of the tenets propounded by Bentham.

Lewis's teaching represented the opinion entertained

between 1840 and 1860 by all sensible Liberals.
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Lecture To such men it seemed obvious that the course of

prudent statesmanship was to leave our colonies as

much as possible alone, to be prepared at any
moment for their desiring independence, and to be

careful only that separation, when it came, should be

peaceable and take place under feehngs of mutual
goodwill and friendship. Some statesmen of repute

considered our colonial empire itself a matter of

regret. Brougham in 1839 ^ described Wolfe's

capture of Quebec as an operation " which crowned
" our arms with imperishable glory, and loaded our

"pohcy with a burden not yet shaken off." He
cites also, with the keenest approval, the view of

Lord St. Vincent in 1783, that Canada ought to be
surrendered, and his opinion that by not then sur-

rendering it we were retaining " a running sore, the
" source of endless disquiet and expense," and that
"if this fair occasion for giving up Canada is

" neglected, nothing but difficulty, in either keeping
" or resigning it, will ever after be known."

Disraeli was not indifierent to the power of

England; he stands in popular imagination, and
not quite without reason, as the forerunner of im-
periahsm, but he wrote in 1852 to Lord Malmes-
bury, "These wretched colonies will all be inde-
" pendent in a few years, and are a millstone round
" our necks." ^ The leaders of the Manchester school,
who represented the ideas of Benthamite liberaHsm'
assuredly deplored the existence of our colonial
empire. If proof of this be needed, read these
extracts from the writings of Eichard Cobden :—

1 Brougham, Historical Sketches, Lord St. Vincent, p. 307.
2 Memoirs of an Ex-Minister (ed. 1885), p. 260.
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"If it could be made manifest to the trading Lecture
XII

" and industrious portions of this nation, who have —'.

" no honours or interested ambition of any kind at

" stake in the matter, that, whilst our dependencies
" are supported at an expense to them, in direct

" taxation, of more than five millions annually, they
" serve but as gorgeous and ponderous appendages
" to swell our ostensible grandeur, but in reahty to

" comphcate and magnify our government expendi-

" ture, without improving our balance of trade,

—

" surely, iinder such circumstances, it would become
" at least a question for anxious inquiry with a

" people so overwhelmed with debt, whether those

" colonies should not be suffered to support and
" defend themselves, as separate and independent

" existences." ^

" The Corn Laws are a part only of a system in

" which Whig and Tory aristocracy have about an
" equal interest. The colonies, army, navy, and
" church are, with the corn laws, merely accessories

" to our aristocratic government." ^

"It is customary, however, to hear our standing

" army and navy defended as necessary for the protec-

" tion of our colonies, as though some other nation

" might otherwise seize them. Where is the enemy (?)

" that would be so good as to steal such property 1

" We should consider it to be quite as necessary to

" arm in defence of our national debt." ^

Cobden's language was more trenchant and his

mode of thinking more logical than the words or

thoughts of ordinary pohticians. But his expressions

1 The Political Writings of Richard Cohden, 1886, pp. 24, 25 (1835).

2 Ibid. p. 2, Letter of 1836. ^ /jj^. pp. 242, 243.
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Lecture if they exaggerated, on tlie whole represented the

^ sentiment of the time. Conduct rather than words

is the true test of men's convictions. One feature of

Enghsh poHcy is sufficient to show the shght import-

ance attached at one time to the connection between

the mother-country and her dependencies. From
1855 onwards Victoria, New South Wales, and other

colonies, received from the Imperial Parhament

powers of self-government as wide as were com-

patible with their remaining part of the British

Empire. BeKef in free trade had at that date risen

to an ardent faith that free exchange was an unques-

tionable benefit for all countries at all times and

under all circumstances. Yet statesmen who held

this creed made no attempt to prevent the self-

governing colonies from adopting a protective tariff

even against the mother-country. Two explanations

of this conduct may be suggested. The one is the

expectation of free-traders that when once England
had renounced the heresy of protection its fallacies

would cease to delude the rest of the world. The
other explanation is that between 1850 and 1860

EngUsh statesmen hardly considered the British

colonies as a permanent part of the Empire. It was
doubtful, they thought, whether either England or

English dependencies gained anything by forming
one State

; colonial self-government seemed only a

stage towards national independence. Separation
would be merely the dissolution of a partnership

which prevented the colonies from carrying on their

own affairs in their own way, and which imposed
upon England heavy and unprofitable burdens.

A thorough change has during the last thirty
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years come over the whole spirit of our colonial Lecture

poUcy.'^ The sincerity of our imperiaUsm is shown ".

by our action. The war in South Africa was as

surely waged by England and her self-governing

colonies to maintain the unity of the British Empire

as the war against the Southern States was waged

by the Northerners to maintain the unity of the

United States. Neither the British people nor the

citizens of the Northern States were prepared to

acknowledge the right of secession. The determina-

tion of the Enghsh people to resist the dismem-

berment of the Empire seems to myself, as it must

have seemed to every Enghshman who gave his

moral support to the war with the Boers, fully

defensible on grounds of good sense and of justice.

Nor was there any difficulty in defending the war

in South Africa on grounds which would commend

themselves to any utihtarian who took an extended

view of national interest. The maintenance of the

British Empire makes it possible, at a cost which

is relatively small, compared with the whole number
1 In nothing is this change more visible than in the difference

between the tone of Lewis's Oovemment of Dependencies, pubUshed in

1841, and the tone of the Introduction to the same work, in the

excellent edition pubUshed by my friend, Mr. C. P. Lucas, in 1891.

Among the possible advantages of possessing dependencies, Lewis

mentions the " glory which a country is supposed to derive from an

extensive colonial empire," but he dismisses this point at once in a

few contemptuous sentences. His editor can hardly understand this

contempt, and finds the answer thereto in the assertion that the use of

a colony to England cannot be measured by its present or marketable

value. The contrast is the more instructive because both the writer

and the editor of the Government of Dependencies must be held men of

cool judgment and of sound sense, and write with the advantage of

practical acquaintance with our colonial administration. A sane

imperiahst joins issue with a sane Benthamite ;—the difierence in

their point of view marks the opposition between the ideas of 1841

and the ideas of 1905.
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Lecture of British subjects, to secure peace, good order, and

^ personal freedom throughout a large part of the

world. In an age, further, of huge mihtary States

it is of the highest importance to safeguard against

foreign aggression one of the two greatest free

commonwealths in existence. The day of small

States appears to have passed. We may regret a fact

of which we cannot deny the reality. Great empires

are as much a necessity of our time as are huge

mercantile companies.

These and other hke considerations, to which even

the most utihtarian of statesmen could not refuse

attention, may be urged, and ought to be urged, in

support of Enghsh imperiahsm, but an imperiaUst

ought not to hesitate to make two concessions. The

one is that it is difficult to prove that the individual

happiness of a citizen, say of London, is, because of

the maintenance of the British Empire, either greatet

or less than the happiness of a citizen of Switzerland,

whose country can boast of no dependencies. The

other concession is that, though vahd utihtarian

arguments may be adduced for resistance to the

aggressions of the Boers, the spirit which enabled the

United Kingdom and its colonies to carry an arduous

war to a successful end owed its force not to these

arguments but to a sense of the greatness, to the

memory of the achievements, and to faith in the

future, of the British Empire. The yearly crowning

of Nelson's column, the influence exerted by the

writings of Froude, of Seeley, and above all of Mahan,

the tales and the verses of Rudyard KJipUng, with

their glorification of British imperial sway, and the

echo which the teaching of all these writers finds
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in the hearts of the Enghsh people throughout the Lecture

United Kingdom and our self-governing colonies, ^
all teU their own tale. They all bear witness to

the power exerted by a kind of sentiment which it is

extremely hard to express in terms of utiUtarian

philosophy. Imperiahsm is to all who share it a form

of passionate feehng ; it is a pohtical rehgion, for it is

pubhc spirit touched with emotion. No sane im-

periahst should care to deny that this is so. He
may well admit the dangers while vindicating the

essential reasonableness of a pohcy founded in part

on feeUng. He will, however, unhesitatingly contend

that enthusiasm for the maintenance of the British

Empire is a form of patriotism which has a high

absolute worth of its own, and is both excited and

justified by the lessons of history. But here we pass

from a striking illustration of the influence exerted

in the pubhc hfe of modern England by a sentiment

hardly understood or appreciated by the Benthamite

school, to the influence of historical tradition, which

is connected with and stimulated by historical habits

of thought.

This historical method,^ or the habit of looking at

ideas and institutions in the hght of history and as part

1 This expression has at least three meanings, or aspects, all of

which are combined in the minds of its devotees :

(1) The habit or practice of examining the growth or history of

laws, institutions, customs, or opinions.

(2) The desire and attempt to make discoveries in the history of

mankind analogous to the discoveries made by means of investigation

and experiment in the sphere of natural science.

Historical and scientifio investigations may run easily into one

another : an examination into the early history of civihsation, on the

one hand, may throw light upon the Darwinian theory, and, on the
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xn.

of the growth of society, was foreign to the prevaihng

spirit of the eighteenth century, and was especially

repugnant to Bentham, in this, as in all things, the

true son of his age. Eead carefully this passage from

his note-books :—" He [Chamberlain Clarke] ridiculed

" Panopticon ; he had admiration for aU that is

" ancient, dishke for all that is modern ; he had a

" theory that law should descend from generation to

" generation, because law is weighty, and ought, there-

" fore, naturally to descend : he put me on the wrong
" scent in my studies

;
prevented my getting forward

" by always driving me back, back. He sent me to

" read indifierent accounts of law as it was ; he so

" filled my mind with notions of the merit of looking

" backwards, that I took to Anglo-Saxon inquiries,

" studied their language, and set myself to learning

" laws that had passed away.
" I remember joining him to deplore the loss of

" Lord Mansfield's manuscript by the mob ; I should

" now think such a loss a gain." ^

We are apt to smile at the grotesque naivete with

which our philosopher rejected counsel which would

now be pressed upon a student by the most learned

and capable of the teachers of law both in England

and in the United States, and to regret,^ in a patron-

other hand, Darwin's speculations may be looked upon as inquiries into

the early history of all living beings, including man.

(3) The habit of looking upon men, not as separate individuals but

as members or parts of the social organism.
1 Bentham, Works, x. p. 51. Note, however, Bentham' s apprecia-

tive comment on Montesquieu, ibid. p. 143.

^ It is more than doubtful whether the world would have gained

any real advantage by Bentham having been inspired with enthusiasm

for legal archaeology. Time spent on the exploration of legal antiquities

would have been so much time and energy deducted from study of

the principles which should guide a reformer in the amendment of the
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ising manner, that Bentham should have lacked the Lecture

historical spirit. Meanwhile we often fail to observe, "^
what is a matter of some consequence, that the

indifference of Bentham and his school to merely

historical inquiries was grounded on a sound instinct.

In many departments of hfe, and certainly in the

province of law reform, the analysis of human nature

as it exists is of infinitely more importance than

research into the annals of the past.^ Nor does the

matter end here. The historical spirit, and still more
the turn of mind which it produces, may well be

hostile to rational reform of the Benthamite type

;

and this in more ways than one.

Interest in the origin of laws or institutions shifts

the aim of legal study. To Bentham its object was the

promotion of salutary legislation which might benefit

mankind. To Maine and his disciples the study of law

had as its aim, not the reform of legislation, but the

knowledge of legal history as one of the many develop-

ments of human thought. To Benthamites the promo-

tion of human happiness, to enthusiasts for research

the extension of historical science, is the true end

of thought and study. As research becomes more

important than reform, the faith that legislation is

the noblgst of human pursuits falls naturally into the

background, and suffers diminution. By this change

science may gain, but zeal for advancing the happi-

ness of mankind grows cool.

law. What at the end of the eighteenth century England needed

and found in Bentham was not a legal historian but, to use the

expression of Brougham, a legal philosopher.

1 No discovery, for instance, as to the true character or constitution

of the Witenagemot would have been of material aid to the writers of

the Federalist in planning a constitution for the United States.
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Lecture An historical inquirer again has, as such, no reason
^""

for dishking an abuse. The institutions, such as

slavery, which have added to the miseries of man-

kind, have a history, and a very important one, no

less than have the movements which have conferred

the greatest blessings upon humanity. There is then

no reason why the effort to understand the develop-

ment of an abuse should not to the zealot for research

be at least as interesting as the labour necessary

for its removal. Insistence, indeed, upon the his-

torical grandeur of a constitution, which is full of

patent defects, may become, even with a man
endowfc ...ith the genius and the philanthropy of

Burke, a plea for strenuous opposition to its practical

improvement.

Historical research, further, just because it proves

that forms of government are the necessary outcome

of compUcated social conditions, first, indeed, leads to

the true conclusion that the wisest legislation can do

far less than both philanthropic philosophers ^ and

1 " One ought not to complain of the wickedness of man, but of

' the ignorance of legislators who have always set private interest in

' opposition to public."
" The hidden source of a people's vices is always in its legislation

;

' it is there that we must search if we would discover and extirpate
' their roots."

" Morahsts ought to know that as the sculptor fashions the trunk
' of a tree into a god or a stool, so the legislator makes heroes,
' geniuses, virtuous men, as he wills : . . . reward, punishment,
' fame, disgrace, are four kinds of divinities with which he can always
' effect the pubUc good."

These are the words of Helvetius (1715-1771). See Sidgwick,

Miscellaneous Essays, p. 152. They embody the creed of Bentham.
The historical method has made such language and such a faith

impossible to-day for any man of education or abihty. But has it not
also made all but impossible' that passionate enthusiasm for the
amendment of the law which inspired the efforts of every reformer
who had come under the influence of Bentham 1
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the ordinary public suppose, for the immediate benefit Lecture

of mankind, but next suggests the less legitimate ;

inference that it is a waste of energy to trouble one's

self greatly about the amendment of the law.

The opposition, moreover, between Benthamite

schemes for the benefit of mankind, and the spirit

engendered by historical research may with advantage

be looked at from a wider point of view. Individual-

istic hberahsm,. whatever may be the form it takes,

rests upon a strong and even an excessive apprecia-

tion of the characteristics which are common to all

men, but historical research, especially if it be carried

back to, or even beyond the earliest stages „. ivihsa-

tion, brings into prominence and exaggerates the

dissimilarities between different classes and especially

between difierent races ^ of mankind, and thus tends,

not indeed to remove the reasonable grounds for

securing to all men, as far as may be possible, an

equahty of rights, but to quench the confident enthii-

siasm necessary for the carrying out even the most

well approved and the most beneficial among demo-

cratic innovations.^

1 " Ce qui est r^ellement abusif . . . c'est racceptation 61astique

" pret^e par beauooup de sooialogues naturalistes au mot herediti, qui

" leur sert h. exprimer pele-mele avec la transmission des oaracteres

" vitaux par g6n6ration, la transmission d'idtes, de moeurs, de choses

" sooiales, par tradition ancestrale, par Education domestique, par
" imitation-coutume."—^Tarde, Les Lois de VImitation (2nd ed.), p. ix.

It is no mere accident that Maine, who in his Ancient Law under-

mined the authority of analytical jurisprudence, aimed in his Popular

Oovernment a blow at the foundations of Benthamite faith in democracy.

2 The aboUtion of negro slavery was not only justified but

absolutely required by the principle of utihty and by the conscience

of mankind ; for negro slavery was a disgrace to oiviUsation and an

obstacle to progress. But could the AboUtionists either in England or

in the United States have fought with success their desperate battle

agamst oppression had they not been strengthened by an unswerving
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Lecture The historical spirit, in the last place, often
•^^'

suggests to thinkers ideas of great speculative value

which tell upon the feehngs of whole peoples who

know not whence they derive their thoughts, but in

whom these thoughts, being transformed into passions,

may work out results very difierent from those aimed

at by any philosophical reformer and results of which

the good and the evil may be nearly equally balanced.

Nationalism, for instance, or the enthusiastic behef

that the inhabitants of a country ought to be ruled

exclusively by men of, or supposed to be of, their own

race, has undoubtedly been intensified by the pre-

valence of the historical spirit, and has in turn lent

new prestige and vigour to the use of the historical

method. But nationahsm has assuredly created an

atmosphere in which utihtarian ideas cannot easily

flourish. The greatest-happiness principle no doubt

suggests that the inhabitants of a country may be

better or, so to speak, more comfortably governed by
native than by foreign rulers. Austrian administra-

tors, though capable enough, were more hkely to

outrage Itahan feehng than the grossly incompetent

but Itahan kings of the two Sicihes. Napoleon, the

greatest administrator of his time, offered worse out-

rages to the sentiment of Spain than the vilest of the

Spanish Bourbons. But who can deny that the

administration of Lombardy may have been as good
under the Austrians as now under the rule of an
Italian monarch, or that Napoleon might have con-

ferred upon Spain an administrative system which,

from a utihtarian point of view, would have been far

faith in the essential similarity and equality of all human beings whether
blacks or whites ?
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preferable to any scheme of government whicli has for Lecture

centuries existed in the Spanish Peninsula ? And if it ^
be urged that, since Spaniards or Itahans would not

acquiesce in the rule of foreigners, it was impossible

for alien rulers to estabhsh good government either

in Spain or in Lombardy, a thorough-going Ben-

thamite would retort that this assertion, even if

true, is irrelevant, for the resistance was caused by
nationaUsm, and the question under consideration is

whether the happiness either of Itahans or Spaniards

was promoted by yielding to the spirit of nationality.

However this may be, it can hardly be disputed that

nationalism, connected as it often is with historical

traditions belonging to a past age, may, and often has

become a hindrance to what any Benthamite Liberal

would account good government. What is even more

to be regretted, a narrow spirit of nationahsm, fostered,

as it often is, by historical traditions, has in more

States than one produced racial divisions and ani-

mosities, which are not only in themselves a gigantic

evil and an impediment to all true progress, but,

since they depend upon feeUng rather than upon any

wish for good government, cannot be composed by

any merely rational reform of laws or of institutions.

Here, in short, the historical spirit unites disastrously

with the apotheosis of instinct. Happy, from a

Benthamite point of view, is the nation which is

not haunted by the dream or nightmare of past or

traditional glory. The singular absence in England

of all popular traditions causes some natural regret

to poets and even to patriots. Yet it has assuredly

favoured the growth and the preservation of Enghsh

freedom. Forgetfulness is in poHtics akin to forgive-
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XII •

:
rate dehvered England from the spurious patriotism

which

Visits ancient sins on modern times

And punishes tlie Pope for Csesar's crimes.

The enthusiast for nationaUty can indeed hardly

deny that nationalism has often been a hindrance to

various kinds of improvement, but he will of course

plead that the spirit of nationahty is of more value

than any material or even than some kinds of moral
progress. Whatever be the truth of this plea, the

opposition between Benthamism and nationahsm ^ is

obvious. The historical spirit, therefore, in giving

prominence to the idea of nationahty has told against

the authority of utilitarian hberaUsm.

The disintegration, then, of behefs has weakened
the authority of Benthamite doctrine ; the apotheosis
of sentiment has rendered difficult the apphcation of

the utilitarian theory to the amendment of the law

;

the historical method has fostered a spirit foreign to
the ideas of Benthamite philosophy. Three tend-

1 Sympathy with national resistance to Napoleon in Spain and
Germany was felt keenly by Tories and very sUghtly, if at all, by Whics
and Radicals.

Every creed, poUtical no less than religious, if it is to be effective,
must become a faith

; but a faith is the aUiance of thought with some
strong and cognate feeling. Every form of poHtical beHef, therefore,
seeks to connect itself with some appropriate emotion. This held
good of Benthamite Uberalism. It became a faith, but it could not
naturally blend with the sentiments now known as imperialism or
nationalism, though in 1830 they had hardly received definite names.
Benthamism—just because the fundamental idea of utihtarian
morahty is that the proper aim of human action is the greatest
happiness of the greatest number—had a real affinity, and in fact
became closely allied with the sentiments of philanthropy and
cosmopohtamsm.
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encies pre-eminently characteristic of our time have, Lecture

therefore, diminished, to say the least, the power of
™'

individuahsm and favoured, or at any rate cleared the

ground for, the growth of collectivism.. But we have

already passed into a field of thought which hes

beyond the Umits of these lectures. An BngHsh
lawyer ought not to trespass further upon the

province of historians, morahsts, or philosophers.

He will do well to direct attention as far as possible

to the close and demonstrable connection during the

nineteenth century between the development of

Enghsh law and certain known currents of opinion.

He should insist upon the consideration that the

relation between law and opinion has been in

England, as elsewhere, extremely complex ; that

legislative opinion is itself more often the result

of facts than of philosophical speculations ; and that

no facts play a more important part in the creation

of opinion than laws themselves. He must above all

enforce the conclusion at which every intelUgent

student must ultimately arrive, that each kind of

opinion entertained by men at a given era is

governed by that whole body of behefs, convictions,

sentiments, or assumptions, which, for want of a

better name, we call the spirit of an age. " Deeper

" than opinions hes the sentiment which predeter-

" mines opinion. What it is important for us to

" know with respect to our own age or any age is,

" not its pecuUar opinions, but the complex elements

" of that moral feehng and character in which, as in

" their congenial soil, opinions grow."^

1 Pattison, Essays, ii. p. 264.

2H
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APPENDIX

NOTE I

THE EIGHT OF ASSOCIATION

[See pp. 95-102, 153-158, 191-201, 267-273 ante

;

Pic, Traiti Mimentaire de Ligislafion Ituhtstrielle, Les Lois

Ouvrieres {2nd ed.)

;

Hauriou, Pr&cis de Droit Administratif •

Trouillot and Chapsal, Du Oontrat d'Association

;

Loi 14-17, juin 1791 {Loi Ohapelier)

;

Code Penal, arts. 414-416 ; Loi 25 mai 1864 ; Loi 21 mars 1884

;

Loi !«» juilkt 1901.

See especially Duguit (L6on). Les Transformations du Droit

Pvhlic (1913) J Les Transformations Oinirales du Droit Privi

(1912) ; L'^faf, Le Droit Objectifet la loi Positive (1901).]

(A) The problem raised in every civilised country by the right of
association.

Of the nature of the right of association and its peculiarities

enough has been already said (pp. 153-158 ante).

The point to note is that at the present day its exercise raises

difficulties in every civilised country. In England, as else-

where, trade unions and strikes, or federations of employers and

lock-outs ; in Ireland, the boycotting by leagues and societies

of any landlord, tenant, trader, or workman, bold enough to

disobey their behests or break their laws ; in the United States,

the efforts of mercantile Trusts to create for themselves huge

monopolies ; in France, the real or alleged necessity of stringent

legislation in order to keep religious communities (congregations

rdigieuses) under the control of the State—in almost every

country, in short, some forms of association force upon public

attention the practical difficulty of so regulating the right of

association that its exercise may neither trench upon each

citizen's individual freedom nor shake the supreme authority

of the State. The problem to be solved, either as a matter of

467
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theory or as a matter of practical necessity, is at bottom always

and everywhere the same. How can the right of combined

action be curtailed without depriving individual liberty of half

its value ; how can it be left unrestricted without destroying

either the liberty of individual citizens, or the power of the

Government ? To see that this problem at the present day

presents itself everywhere, and has nowhere received a quite

satisfactory solution, is of importance. The fact suggests at

least two conclusions : The one is, that the difficulty felt in

England of dealing with our combination law arises, to a great

extent, neither from the greediness of employers nor from the

unreasonableness of workmen, but from the nature of things

;

the other is, that the most which can be achieved by way of

bringing into harmony two essentially conflicting rights, namely,

the right to individual freedom and the right of association, is

to effect a rough compromise between them. Such a practical

solution of a theoretically insolvable problem is sometimes
possible. That this is so is proved by our existing law of libel.

It is a rough compromise between the right of X to say or write

what he chooses, and the right of A not to be injured in property
or character by X's free utterance of his opinions. The
compromise is successful ; it substantially allows freedom of

discussion, and at the same time protects Englishmen against

defamation.

(B) Comparison between the development of the combination law
in France and in England during the nineteenth century.

The expression " combination law," though peculiar to the law
of England, may conveniently be used as describing a particular

part of French no less than of English law. It means the body
of legal rules or principles which regulate the right of work-
men, on the one side, to combine among themselves for the
purpose of determining by agreement the terms on which, and
especially the wages at which, they will work, or, in other words,
sell their labour ; and the right of masters, on the other side,

to combine among themselves for the purpose of determining
by agreement the terms on which, and especially the wages at
which, they will engage workmen, or, in other words, purchase
labour.

The development of the combination law in France and in
England has been, during the nineteenth century, marked by
curious similarities and differences. This will be seen to be so if

we take the law of France and compare it with the law of England
at different parts of the nineteenth century.
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As to Similarities.

I. The combination law of France, no less than that of England,
passed during the last century through three stages ; these three

stages of development in each country roughly correspond in

character and in sequence, though not in date.

First Stage—1800-1864.—During this period trade combina-
tions, whether temporary or permanent, either of men or of

masters, were under the law of France unlawful, and the persons

taking part in them were hable to punishment ; a strike was a
crime, a trade union (under which term we may include a com-
bination of employers) was an unlawful association. (See Pic,

pp. 185, 186, and 211-229 ; Hauriou, 5th ed. pp. 100, 101, and
compare Hauriou, 3rd ed. pp. 155-158.) This was the effect of

both revolutionary and Napoleonic legislation. In 1789 the

National Assembly had dissolved all trade guilds, corporations,

or unions. The Loi Chapelier, li juin 1791, imposed penalties

on persons taking part—to use English expressions—in strikes

or lock-outs, or becoming members of trade unions (see Pic,

pp. 185, 186, 213). The Code Penal, arts. 291, 292, prohibited

all societies or associations of more than twenty persons (except

mercantile partnerships) which were not authorised by the

Government, and articles 414-416 punished with severe penalties

combinations (coalitions) either of masters or of workmen ; and

the Code Penal, though it did not come into force tUl 1810, more
or less codified or represented the spirit of earlier revolutionary

legislation. The combination law of France, moreover, was till

1849 not even nominally equal as between men and masters.

It pressed heavily on combinations of workmen, and lightly on

combinations of employers (see Code Penal, arts. 414-416). In

practice, a law which was felt to be oppressive by artisans was

looked upon with favour by their employers. The law remained

in substance unchanged tUl 1864 ; its severity as against work-

men was increased during the reign of Louis Philippe (loi 10 avril

1834), and the law, though in 1849 it was so amended that com-

binations of workmen were placed nominally in exactly the same

position as combinations of masters, still pressed with far greater

severity on the employed than on employers.

The French combination law then from 1800 to 1864 bore,

as regards its practical effect, a strong resemblance to the English

combination law from 1800 to 1824 (see pp. 95-102 ante). Under

French law it was impossible, under English law it was, to say the

least, extremely difficult, for any workman to take part in a strike

or to join a trade union without committing a crime. In France
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a trade union was an unlawful, in England it was at best a non-

lawful association. In each country the combination law which

prevailed there in the corresponding stage of its development

originated in fact in legislation earlier than 1800. In each

country enactments directly appljdng to combinations, whether

of masters or of workmen, were supplemented by other parts of

the law. Behind the combination law of France lay the extensive

power conferred upon the Government {Code Penal, arts. 291,

292) of refusing to authorise, or putting an end to the existence

of whole classes of associations among which trade unions appear

to have been included. Behind the English Combination Act

of 1800 lay the law of conspiracy.

Second Sio^e—186^1884.—The law of 1864 (loi 25 nuii 1864)

so amended the Code Penal, arts. 414-416, as to make strikes

lawful proceedings. The general effect of the law, with the

details whereof we need not trouble ourselves, appears to have

been this :—Temporary combinations (coalitions) for the purpose

of raising or lowering wages, or, as we should say, strikes or

lock-outs, ceased to be punishable. On the other hand, various

unlawful acts, such as acts of violence, assaults, menaces, or

fraudulent mancEuvres, when done by any one for the puxpose of

maintaining a strike or lock-out, or generally interfering with the

free exercise of a man's business or work (exercice de Vindustrie ou

du travail) were made severely punishable, and the punishment

was increased if these offences, e.g. an assault, were the result of

a combination {plan concerte) (see Code Penal, amended articles

414, 415), and the new crime was created of combining to interfere

with the free exercise of a man's business or work by the im-

position of fines, prohibitions, and the like. No doubt the new
crime might be committed as well by masters as by men, but it is

obvious that the general efiect of the amended law was to punish

severely every unlawful act, and a good number of acts not in

themselves unlawful, which interfered with free trade in labour.

When we remember that a trade union still remained an unlawful

society, the general result of the legislation of 1864 must have been

that whilst a strike was no longer in itself an unlawful proceed-

ing, it remained hardly possible to use any of the means which
render a strike effective without a breach of the law, or, in other

words, without the commission of a crime {Code Penal, arts. 414-

416, as amended by loi 25 mai 1864).

The general likeness between the French combination law of

1864 to 1884 and the English combination law of 1825 to 1875
(see pp. 191-201 ante) is patent. In each country the law was
intended to establish free trade in labour. It allowed to masters
and to men such an amount of combined action among them-
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selves as the legislature deemed necessary for ensuring such

freedom of trade. It punished severely various unlawful acts,

e.g. assaults, menaces, etc., when used, speaking broadly, for the

purpose of interfering with an individual's right to carry on his

business in such manner or to work on such terms as he pleased.

It in effect limited the right of combination whenever it inter-

fered with freedom of trade in labour. It was in each country

a law which, though it did not make strikes unlawful, made it an
extremely difficult matter to carry out an effective strike without

the commission of crime. The likeness between the combination

law of France and of England during the second stage of its

development must indeed not be overpressed. No comparison

can possibly be fair which does not take into account, among
other considerations, the far greater power always possessed by
a French than by an English Government. The authority of the

Executive in France is even now not adequately realised by most

Englishmen. All that can safely be asserted is that the French

legislation of 1864 gave expression to ideas very similar to the

beliefs which underlay the English Combination Act of 1825. It

is at least a noticeable coincidence that Napoleon III., who in

1860, under the influence of Cobden, promoted free trade in

goods, did, in fact, by the legislation of 1864, try to promote free

trade in labour as understood by political economists.

Third Stage—^1884 to the end of the nineteenth century.—The

law of 1884 (hi du 21 mars 1884) includes much of what English-

men understand by the combination law, but deals with a wider

subject than the right of combination as exercised by employers

or by workmen. Its object is to legalise all professional associa-

tions {syndicats professionnels)—that is, societies of whatever

kind (not being trade partnerships, which have always been

fully legal) for the promotion or the protection of the interest

of any profession or trade (loi du 21 mars 1884, art. 3). It repeals,

as regards all such professional associations, all earlier laws, e.g.

Code Penal, arts. 291-294, and 416, which might restrict their

freedom of action. With the wider aspects of the law we are

not concerned ; what we need chiefly note is that trade unions,

whether of masters or of men, come within the class of professional

associations, and therefore profit by the law of 1884. The

French combination law of to-day would appear, as far as an

English lawyer can judge, to be much as follows :—Strikes have

been since 1864 in theory, and are now in practice, if properly

conducted, entirely lawful proceedings. Trade unions are,

like other professional associations {syndicats professionnels),

lawful societies. The Code Penal still punishes severely assaults,

menaces, and the like, used as means for interfering with a man's
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right to carry on his business or to work as he sees fit. The

law, therefore, imposes heavy punishment upon conduct, which

is illegal in itself, when used as a means for rendering a strike

efiective ; but, otherwise, combinations between masters on the

one side, or men on the other, for regulating the terms of the

labour contract, are lawful, and a strike may be carried on without

any necessity for breaking the law.

The likeness between the combination law of France since

1884 and the combination law of England since 1875 at once

arrests attention. In France and in England the law is intended

to allow to employers and employed as unlimited a right of com-

bination as is compatible with the respect due to the freedom

of individuals, whether masters or workmen. In each country

strikes and lock-outs are lawful ; in each country a trade union

is a lawful society ; in neither country does a trade union need

for its legal existence the sanction of the Government. In each

country masters and workmen stand, as regards their right to

combine, on a complete equality ; in each country the law allows

combinations for the purpose of regulating the terms of the

labour contract. Both in France and in England the law pro-

tects the liberty of individuals by imposing special penalties

on any man guilty of certain unlawful acts, e.g. assault, intimi-

dation, and the like, for the purpose of interfering with his neigh-

bour's freedom of action ; in other words, the law of each country
specially punishes acts of coercion likely to be committed in

furtherance of a strike. (Compare Code Penal, arts. 414, 415,
and the Conspiracy and Protection of Property Act, 1875, s. 7.)

The practical similarity between the combination law of each
country is increased if we take into account the abolition, under
modern French law, of restraints on the liberty of the press and
on the right of public meeting which used to hamper attempts
to carry out a strike, and if we at the same time remember that
the celebrated law on associations (hi du 1^^ juillet 1901) has
very widely extended the right of association. We are naturally
then led to the conclusion that the combination law of France
and the combination law of England not only bear a great simi-
larity to one another, but have at last reached exactly the same
goal. This idea does not entirely harmonise with facts, but does
contain a large element of truth.

II. In France as in England judicial legislation, or judicial
interpretation which comes very near to legislation, modifies the
combination law.

French Courts, it is true, are far less bound than our English
tribunals by precedent, and difierent Courts will in France occa-
sionally on one and the same question of principle pronounce
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inconsistent decisions. Still, French judges must from the

nature of things interpret the law of 21st March 1884 in accord-

ance with principle, and interpret it so as if possible to respect

at once the rights of trade unions (syndicats) and the rights of

individual masters or workmen. That they have tried to do
this is manifest. It is also clear that they have had to deal with
just the kind of questions which have perplexed our judges.

They have been or may be called upon, to consider the questions

whether a trade union can lawfully put on a black list, or boycott

{mettre a Vindex), a workman because he is not a member of a

union ; or, on the other hand, whether a master can lawfully

discharge a workman because he is a member of a union ? And
French Courts apparently would in such cases at any rate protect

individual freedom, and hold the action both of the union and
of the employer to be unlawful, because it, in fact, interfered with

the right of the workman to stand apart from, or to belong to,

a trade union as he thought fit. Such decisions as these would
greatly resemble in spirit some recent judgments pronounced

by our Courts. What further appears to be clearly established

in France is that in such cases the person aggrieved has a right of

action for damages against the wrong-doer. (See Pic, pp. 232-235.)

III. Both in France and in England a severe combination

law did not at any time fully attain its object.

Even during the first stage of the French combination law

(1800-1864) trade combinations, certainly among employers, and

in some cases among workmen, grew up and existed not only by
the toleration, but with the approval of the Government. The

administrative power of the Executive could do a good deal to

mitigate the severity of the combination law, and it would rather

seem that, at any rate during the second stage of the combination

law (1864-1884), workmen, no less than employers, did in fact

exercise the power of association with considerable freedom. To

what extent this freedom may have been used, no English lawyer

can pronoimce with certainty. In England, at any rate, the

severity of the combination law, even between 1800 and 1824-25,

did not suppress the combined action of workmen. The Com-

bination Act of 1825 certainly was not inconsistent with the

existence both of trade unions and of strikes.

As to Differences.

I. At the beginning of the nineteenth century the combination

law of France and the combination law of England, though they

aimed at the same object, namely, the suppression of trade

unions and strikes, rested upon essentially different principles.
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The French combination law as it then existed was the work

of men who were both lawyers and individualists. As lawyers

they inherited from the traditions of the ancien regime the belief

(characteristic of French law) that the right of association was

dangerous to and ought to be strictly controlled by the authority

of the state (Trouillot and Chapsal, Du Contrat d Association, pp.
5-11). As individualists they were thoroughly imbued with the

conviction, handed down to them by Turgot and other philo-

sophic reformers, that corporations and, above all, trade guilds,

and the like bodies, were hostile to the freedom and the interests

of individuals, and that whilst the rights of individual citizens

and the rights of the State deserve recognition, no account at

all ought to be taken of the supposed interest or rights of corporate

bodies (Pic, pp. 184-186, 211-213 ; Hauriou, pp. 100, 101). This

conviction held by the lawyers who, either as revolutionary

statesmen or as Napoleonic officials, remodelled the law of France,
is well expressed in these sentences in the Report of Chapelier
in favour of the law which bears his name.

" II doit sans doute 6tre permis h tons les citoyens de
" s'assembler ; mais il ne doit pas etre permis aux citoyens de
" certaines professions de s'assembler pour lews jiretendus interets
" communs. II n'y a plus de corporation dans I'Etat. II n'y a
" plus que I'interetparticulier de chaque individu et Vinteret general.
" II n'est permis k personne d'inspirer aux citoyens un interet
" intermediaire, de les separer de la chose publique par un esprit
" de corporation " (Pic, Traite Elementaire de Legislation, p. 212).

Hence, though the French combination law in its earliest

stage treated strikes and trade unions with special severity, it

nevertheless placed associations, whether temporary or per-
manent, either of masters or of workmen, in theory at least
on the same footing as other professional societies {syndicats pro-
fessionnels). All such societies were looked upon with jealousy
or disapproval as intended to promote the interest of particular
professions, and, therefore, presumably hostile to the interest of
the public. The combination law of France, in short, though it
no doubt pressed with special heaviness on such societies as trade
umons, was, after all, inspired by a conviction that it was necessary
to place strict limits on the general right of association. It
thoroughly harmonised with French opinion of the day and with
the general spirit of French law.

The authors of the Combination Act of 1800 were Tories.
They were in no special sense individualists, but they accepted the
ideas of the common law. From the common law they learned
that men might lawfully combine together for the attainment of
any object which was neither unlawful nor opposed to public
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interest ; but from the common law they also learned that any
combination in restraint of trade was opposed to the public

interest, and might possibly make any man who took part in it a

conspirator. They perceived, further, truly enough that a strike

or a trade union did aim at the restraint of trade. They therefore,

while by no means denying the common law right of Englishmen
to combine together for any lawful purpose, passed an Act quite

in harmony with the legislative opinion of the day, which aimed at

the suppression of strikes and trade unions (see pp. 95-102 ante).

Hence, though the French combination law and the English

combination law were at the early part of the nineteenth century

equally severe, yet there has always been this diSerence between
them. The French combination law has always rested on the

general principle, till quite recently admitted by almost all

Frenchmen, that the right of association ought to be very strictly

controlled. Thus a trade union was treated as one of that large

number of professional associations on all of which the Govern-

ment ought to keep a watchful eye. The French combination

law was severe, but it was hardly exceptional legislation. The
English Combination Act of 1800, and to a certain extent the

Combination Act of 1825, behind which (as already noted) stood

the law of conspiracy, were specimens of exceptional legislation

;

for they rested on the idea that while all men ought in general

to enjoy what one may term the right of association, yet that

combinations of workmen and, in theory, of masters, since they

tended towards the restraint of trade, ought to be the object of

special watchfulness on the part of the Government, and generally

to be the subject of special and peculiar legislation. Thus

the combination law of England was opposed to the general

spirit of the common law, and had from the first the defects

which inevitably attach to all law-making of. an exceptional

character.

II. TiU 1884 the existence of trade unions lay in France at

the mercy of the Government (see Code Penal, arts. 292-294).

In England, even in 1800, the members of trade unions might

be liable to punishment under the Combination Act of 1800, or

under the law of conspiracy, and a trade union which was certainly

a non-lawful, was possibly an unlawful society, but it could not

be dissolved at the will of the Government. English workmen,

like all other Englishmen, fell under the rule of law, not of arbitrary

power.

III. The existing combination law of France differs in char-

acter from the existing combination law of England.

A comparison, no doubt, of the French law of 1884 (kn 21

mars 1884) with the Combination Act of 1875 and the Trade
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Union Acts 1871 and 1876 (see pp. 267-273 ante) suggests, as

already pointed out, that the combination laws of France and of

England are now of a fundamentally similar character. But
this idea is erroneous, and leads us to overlook an essential

difference which may be thus stated :—The right of association

has in France under the law of 1884 and the law of 1901, as

well as under other laws, been vastly extended. By these changes
trade combinations, whether in the shape of strikes or trade

unions, have been made thoroughly legal ; they have profited

and were intended to profit by changes in the general law of the

land which have favoured every kind of combined action. But
trade combinations are not in France regulated by exceptional
legislation. A trade union is a lawful society, but it is so in

virtue not of any special legislation or of any special privilege,

but because it falls within the body of professional associations,

the position whereof is regulated by the hi du 21 mars 1884. In
England, on the other hand, though as in France a strike is a
lawful proceeding and a trade union is a lawful society, the position
of men on strike and of a trade union is still to a certain extent
exceptional. Thus a combination to do an act in contemplation
or furtherance of a trade dispute between employers and work-
men may escape from criminality, where a combination to do the
same act for some other purpose may be a crime, and a trade
union itself, though a legal society, stands in some respects in an
exceptional situation (see pp. 267-273 ante). England has still

a special combination law, whilst trade combinations are in
France governed entirely, or all but entirely, by the general law
of the land. The cause of this difference is seemingly to be found
in a fact to which attention has already been directed. The law
of France was at the beginning of the nineteenth century as much
opposed as was' the law of England to trade combinations, and
in truth was more severe, but it was not in strictness exceptional
legislation. The law of England in regard to trade combinations
was not only severe but was also exceptional. The result is

curious. The feeling has grown up in England which has
apparently not grown up in France, that trade combinations for
the regulation of labour must be treated exceptionally. Severity
has given place to favouritism : the denial of equality has by a
natural reaction led to the concession of, and promoted the demand
for, privilege.
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NOTE II

THE ECCLESIASTICAL COMMISSION

The rapidity which between 1836 and 1850 marked the reform

of the Church Establishment (see pp. 342, 343 ante), though due

in the main to a general improvement in the tone of public opinion,

must be ascribed in part to the whole body of legislation of which

the Ecclesiastical Commissioners Act, 1836, forms the best known
and by far the most important portion.

This legislation, some part of which was of earlier and some
of later date than 1836, produced the following (among other)

effects :

—

(1) The efficiency of episcopal supervision was increased.

This resulted from the abolition of peculiar and anomalous

jurisdictions and the rearrangement of diocesan areas, as well as

the creation of the new sees of Manchester and Ripon. All this

was effected soon after the Act of 1836. Some of the sees were

vacant. Bishops of other sees waived their vested interests and

assented to the proposed changes.

(2) The stringent provisions of the Pluralities Act, 1838, with

regard to pluralities, non-residence, and so forth, tended to put

an end to the abuses at which they were aimed, and worked

quicker than might have been expected. The operation of the

Act was delayed only by the vested interests of incumbents who
were in possession at the date of the Act and had already taken

.advantage of the greater license of the law. Death, resignation,

or preferment; each year diminished their number.

(3) A large increase was rapidly effected in church accom-

modation.

The Church Building Commissioners were created in 1818

;

by 1835 they had, by aid of parliamentary grants of £1,500,000

administered by them, and of private donations called forth to

meet their allotments out of these grants, built 212 additional

churches, which provided additional accommodation for 283,555

persons. The Incorporated Church Building Society was at the

same date credited with having spent on the enlargement of

churches, etc., £196,770. This was raised by private subscription,

and, it was believed, caused the expenditure on the same objects,

by persons locally interested, of £900,000. Provision was thus

made for the church accommodation of 307,314 persons.

(4) The creation of new parochial districts and the endow-

ment thereof, as also the improvement of the parsonage houses

and of the incomes of underpaid incumbents, was carried on

with vigour.
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Between 1818 and 1850, the Churcli Building Commissioners

created 764 new parishes or separate ecclesiastical districts.

Between 1843 and 1850 the Ecclesiastical Commissioners had

under the New Parishes Acts, 1843, 6 & 7 Vict. c. 37, and 1844,

7 & 8 Vict. c. 94, created, in addition, 228 ecclesiastical districts
;

and in order that their operation might be carried on with the

greater rapidity, the Commissioners were permitted by the New
Parishes Act, 1843, to borrow, and they did borrow, a sum of

£600,000, which they were allowed to spend as income in anticipa-

tion of their own rapidly increasing income. As early, further,

as 1850 the Commissioners' funds had enabled them to provide,

ill the case of necessitous benefices, large capital sums for the

provision of parsonage houses, and as much as £50,000 per annum
(in addition to some £30,000 for the new districts above mentioned)

for the perpetual augmentation of the incomes of imder-paid

incumbents.

(5) Much was done to reapportion and equalise the revenues

of parochial benefices.

The Ecclesiastical Commissioners have never possessed any
power of general reapportionment of such revenues, similar to

that which was given them in relation to the revenues of bishoprics,

but under several enactments, such as the Ecclesiastical Com-
missioners Act, 1840 (3 & 4 Vict. c. 113), s. 74, extended by the

Augmentation of Benefices Act, 1854, s. 8, the Ecclesiastical

Leasing Act, 1842, s. 13 (and see 21 & 22 Vict. c. 57, s. 10), they
had been enabled, with the required consents of bishops and
patrons, to do a great deal indirectly to equalise the incomes
of benefices, and their action in increasing the incomes of neces-

sitous benefices has all told in the same direction. To this add,
that under the Augmentation of Benefices Act, 1831, the in-

cumbent of a mother parish is able, with the consent of his bishop
and patron, to charge the revenues thereof in favour of the in-

cumbent of a daughter parish formed wholly or partly out of the
mother parish. Legislation, in fact, had by 1850 done a good
deal, though it has since done more, towards the equitable
apportionment of parochial revenues, and towards raising the
income of the poorest class of incumbents. Here, as elsewhere,
one reform added to the effect of another. The want, for example,
of parsonage houses, and the under-payment of incumbents,
was an excuse, or even at times a justification, for pluralism or
non-residence. As parsonage houses were built and something
done towards equalising clerical incomes, and thus alleviating
the poverty of the poorer clergy, the excuses for pluralism and
non-residence lost their force.

The details of a reform as rapid as it was effective cannot be
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here pursued further, but they deserve consideration since they

enforce two conclusions directly bearing on the relation between
law and opinion.

First.—The rapid internal reform of the Established Church
between 1830 and 1850 owed both its origin and its efEective

working to the active support it derived from the moral opinion

of the day.

Secondly.—^Public opinion was, in this instance, unmistakably

afEected by legislation of which public opinion was itself the

author. When the law had been strenuously directed towards

the putting down of pluralism and non-residence, good men
began to perceive that practices which they had through habit

come to look upon with easy tolerance were in reality unbear-

able abuses.

NOTE III

UNIVERSITY TESTS

(A) Movement for Abolition from 1772.^

1772. Feathers' Tavern petition rejected in the House of

Commons by 217 to 71, but followed by the substitution, at

Cambridge, of a declaration of bona fide church membership for

the subscription to the three Articles of the 36th Canon.

1803. Oxford Examination Statute enacted by Convocation,

whereby an examination in the Thirty-nine Articles was added

to the existing conditions of a B.A. degree.

1834. Petition from 63 members of the Cambridge Senate,

followed by long debates in both Houses, and counter-petitions.

Mr. G. Wood's Bill, to open the University to Dissenting

undergraduates, and to abolish the restriction of degrees to

Churchmen, passed the House of Commons by majorities of 185

to 44, 371 to 147, and 164 to 75 ; but was rejected in the Lords

by 187 to 85.

1835. Attempt by Lord Eadnor in the Peers to abolish sub-

scriptions on matriculation, defeated by 163 to 57. The Heads

of Houses at Oxford had recommended this alteration, but it

was rejected by Convocation.

Abolition of Unnecessary Oaths Act passed, clause 8 giving

1 Use has been made, with permission, of -Note M to Sir George

Young's pamphlet on University Teats.
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power to the Universities to substitute declarations, in certain

cases, for oaths.

1836. Substitution accordingly at Cambridge of declarations

for oaths of obedience to statutes, and such like.

1838. Similar substitution at Oxford.

1843. Mr. James Heywood's petition presented by Mr. Christie,

and Bill moved to abolish certain oaths and subscriptions, and
extend education to persons not members of the Church of

England. Rejected by 175 to 105. Attempts were made in the

two succeeding years to revive the question, but without success.

1850. Mr. Heywood's motion for a Commission to inquire

into the state of the Universities and Colleges carried by 160 to

138, after six nights' debate, with the consent of the Ministry,

and issue of Commissions accordingly.

1852. Commissions reported.

1854. Oxford University Act (17 & 18 Vict. c. 81) passed,

abolishing aU religious tests on matriculation, or on taking an
ordinary bachelor's degree.

1856. Cambridge University Act (19 & 20 Vict. c. 88) passed,

throwing open all ordinary bachelor's degrees, all endowments
tenable by undergraduates, and the nominal title of M.A. By
this Act the declaration of bona fide church membership received

for the first time a legislative sanction, and was employed to
keep the Nonconforming M.A.s out of the senate and the parlia-

mentary constituency.

1860, 1861. The Senior Wrangler for two years in succession
prevented from sitting for a fellowship at Cambridge by the
restrictions in the Act of Uniformity.

1862. Petition from 74 Fellows of Colleges at Cambridge
actually resident, praying for the repeal of the " Conformity to
the Liturgy " clause in that Act, on the ground of injury to the
University.

1863. Bill introduced by Mr. Bouverie to give effect to the
prayer of the petitioners, and read a first time by 157 to 135.

Petition from 106 of the Heads, Professors, and present and
former Fellows of Colleges and College Tutors at Oxford, alleging
the futility and pernicious effect of the restrictive system, and
praying for the opening of degrees.

1864. Mr. Bouverie's BUI rejected by 157 to 101.
Bill introduced by Mr. Dodson to place degrees at Oxford on

the same footing as at Cambridge ; read a second time by 211
to 189, but defeated finally by 173 to 171.

1865. Bill introduced by Mr. Goschen to throw open degrees
at Oxford, and read a second time by 206 to 190. Degrees in
Divinity were excepted from its operation.
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1866. Mr. Bouverie's Uniformity Act Amendment Bill (208

to 186) and Mr. Coleridge's Oxford University Tests Bill (217

to 103) read a second time in the House of Commons. An attempt
to reduce the latter to the dimensions of " the Cambridge com-
promise " was successfully resisted in Committee.

1867. Mr. Coleridge's BUI was extended in Committee to

Cambridge (253 to 166), and passed through the House of

Commons without a division ; but was defeated in the Lords by
a large majority. Mr. Bouverie's Bill read a second time by
200 to 156, but lost on a third reading by 41 to 34, at the very

end of an exhausting session.

1868. The two Bills amalgamated, and made complete by
the insertion in the repealing schedule of certain special Acts

disqualifying Eoman Catholics. The Bill completely enfran-

chised the University with the exception of degrees in Divinity

;

which exception is due to the unfortunate condition of Holy
Orders attached to them. As to the Colleges, its action was
permissive ; it removed the impediments to free election imposed

by the State ; and these were in some cases the only legal restric-

tion ; but in others a new statute, framed by the College with

the consent of the Queen in Council, and (in some) of the visitor,

would have been necessary to render the removal effectual.

This BUI, though read a second time by 198 to 140, did not

reach the House of Lords.

The Universities Tests Act, 1871, 34 Vict. c. 26, in effect

abolished tests in the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge ;
^

it relieved persons taking lay academical degrees, or taking or

holding lay academical or collegiate oflces, from being required

to subscribe any article or formidary of faith, or to make any

declaration of religious belief, or profession (sec. 3).

But the general efiect of the Act was subject to several

restrictions.

(1) It did not apply to degrees or professorships of divinity.

(2) It did not open to any layman, or any person not a

member of the Church of England, any of&ce which was, under

any Act of Parliament, of University or collegiate statute in

force at the time of the passing of the Act, i.e. on 16th July

1871, restricted to persons in holy orders, or afiected the person

appointed thereto with the obligation to take orders.

(3) It did not apply to any college not existing on the 16th

July 1871, i.e. it did not apply to colleges created after 16th

July 1871. (See R. v. Hertford College (1878), 3 Q.B.D. (C.A.),

693.)

^ As also of Durham.

2 I
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The Universities of Oxford and Cambridge Act, 1877, 40 &
41 Vict. 0. 48, created commissions for carrying out various

reforms in the Universities, and especially for the modification

of college statutes. The Act did not directly afiect religious

tests, but it in fact led to the abolition of clerical restrictions on

the tenure of almost all headships and fellowships of colleges.

(B) Observations.

(1) The nationalisation of the English Universities has, like

most other great reforms, been carried out with extraordinary

slowness (see pp. 27-32, ante). The presentation of the Feathers'

Tavern Petition, 1772, is separated from the Universities Tests

Act, 1871, by a year less, and from the Universities of Oxford
and Cambridge Act, 1877, by five years more, than a century.

(2) Delay in the execution of a necessary reform has, as in

other instances, been here equivalent to a change in the char-

acter and the effects of the reform itself (see pp. 38-40, ante).

The petitioners of 1772 aimed at a wider and a different kind
of revolution from the change accomplished either by the

Liberals who carried the Universities Tests Act, 1871, or by
the statesmen, whether Conservatives or Liberals, who planned
and carried the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge Act,
1877. Nor is it possible to doubt that the opening of the national
universities to Nonconformists in 1834 would certainly have
been a different thing from the tardy nationalisation of the
universities in 1871.

(3) This nationalisation is still incomplete. ^ The Estab-
lished Church still, as a matter of fact, occupies at Oxford and
Cambridge a position of pre-eminence and predominance (see

p. 352, ante). The correctness of this statement may possibly, I
know, be disputed, but seems to me, after the most careful
consideration, undeniable. If none but Eoman Catholic priests
had access to the university pulpits ; if no one but a Eoman
Catholic could at Oxford or Cambridge take a degree in divinity

;

if in both universities every theological professorship were in
fact held, and almost every theological professorship were tenable
only by a Roman Catholic, and at Oxford only by a Roman
Catholic priest ; if, whilst a Roman Catholic might be the head
of any college and many Roman Catholics occupied that position,
the headships of some two, or possibly three colleges were restricted
to priests of the Church of Rome ; if in every college chapel
Roman Catholic services, and Roman Catholic services alone,

1 See letter of H. Sidgwick, April 25, 1898, in A Memoir, pp.
564, 565.

^^
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were, during term, daily celebrated ; if, to sum up the whole
matter, the Church of Eome possessed by law at Oxford and at
Cambridge the privileges, and no more than the privileges, now
in fact retained by the Church of England, could any man for a
moment deny that Roman Catholicism did, in fact, in our national
universities hold a position of pre-eminence ? But if this question
contains its own answer, how is it possible to argue that the
Church of England is not at the present moment predominant
in the Universities both of Oxford and of Cambridge ? It is, of

course, arguable that a church, acknowledged with the assent
of the country to be the Church of the nation, must hold a position

of superiority at the national universities. With this point, be
it noted, we are here in no way concerned : my only wish is to
insist upon the fact that, whether wisely or unwisely, whether
rightly or wrongly, the nationalisation of the English universities

is still left incomplete.

NOTE IV

JUDGE-MADE LAW

[See pp. 361-363, ante ; Pollock, Essays in Jurisprudent, and
Ethics, p. 237, and First Book of Jurisprudence (2nd ed.),

Pt. ii. o. vi.]

A. Origin of Judge-made Law

The existence of judge-made law,—that is, of laws or rules

created by the Courts of a country in the course of deciding

definite cases,—arises from the general acceptance in such country

of two ideas.

The one is that a judge or a Court—the two expressions

may be here treated as equivalent—when deciding any case must
act, not as an arbitrator, but strictly as a judge ; or that it is a

judge's business to determine not what may be fair as between

A and X in a given case, but what, according to some definite

principle I of law, are the respective rights of A and X. Hence

it follows that pypry rimirf in rlppidiny a case must tacitly, or

expressly, apply to it some definite principle which is often indeed

gg clearly known tJiat no special mention need be made of it,
"

biit whicn may De dimcjiit-^o discover ; and when this is so ^Ee

Court must lay down the, rule which pjuides its decision.

The other idea is that a Court or a judge must followprecedents
,Q

by which expression is really meant that a (jourt naving once
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decided a particular case on a given principle (such e.g. as that

an employer is liable to make compensation for damage arising

from the negligence of his servants in the course of their em-
ployment) must decide all really similar cases in accordance with

the same principle, or, to put the same thing in other words, that

a Court is bound, as the expression goes, by its own judgments.

One may add that from this very respect for precedents it

logically follows that when the judgmentg d an infoT-im- O-^yy-^^

are on a matter of law set aside (i.e. are either reversed or over-

ruled) by a superior Court, the inferior Court must henceforth
follow tlMiurlgmp,nt ot. %.e,. the prinoiplp. laid down by t>iP. snj^^Tl^r

Court, and that a final Court of Appeal, such as is in England the

House of Lords, is bound by its own judgments, i.e. must apply
the principle laid down by itself for the decision of a particular

case to all similar cases, until and unless the principle itself is

declared to be no longer law by the Legislature, i.e. in England
by an Act of Parliament.

Now these two ideas^—^namely, that Courts must act as judges,

not as arbitrators, and that the duty of a Court is to fojlow
precedents,—thougJi to a limited extent admitted in all civilispd
countries, have ohtained more cnmnlete a.ccp.ptance in England
than in any continental,, and nerhans in any other p.-jristiri D'

State.. For English Courts, and it may be said the English
Legislature, have now for a length of time accepted not only
these two fundamental ideas, but all the consequences that
follow from them

; and the best way to understand the nature of
these fundamental ideas, and the way in which they actually
produce judicial legislation, is to examine one or two examples
of the steps by which English Courts have even in recent times
created rules which, as they really have the force of law and
are made by the Courts, may rightly be termed judge-made law.

Not many years have passed since A brought an action
against X and Y, directors of a company, for damage caused
to him by a fraudulent misrepresentation published by them
in a prospectus of the company. The statement published
was false. X and Y, however, thought the statement to be
true, but their belief in its truth was due to their own gross
negligence in omitting to examine whether it was true or not.
The following question of principle then called for decision:
Could gross negligence be treated as equivalent to fraud ? The
uncertainty ot the law may be seen in the disagreement of eminent
judges. A judge of the Chancery Division held that negligence
was not the same thing as fraud—that carelessness, in other
words, was not mendacity (Peeh v. Deny (1887), 37 Ch. D. 541)
The Court of Appeal reversed his decision, and held that gross
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negligence was under the circumstances equivalent to fraud

{ibid, at p. 563). But the House of Lords reversed tte judgment

of th.e Court of Appeal, and held with the Court of first instance

that carelessness is not the same thing as deceit (Deny v. Peelc

(1889j^ 14 App. vjaa. 337). Ana tnis prmcipie, wmon the jaouse

of Lords could not itself depart from, became in 1889 part of the

law of England, and was loyally and fully accepted by the very

judges of the Court of Appeal who had held a different view of

the law. It is, further, at this very moment a rule of English

law, except in so far as it has been modified, as regards directors

of companies, by the Directors' Liability Act, 1890, 53 & 54 Vict.

0. 64. This case is worth careful study. We here see every step

in the formation of judge-made law. That X and Y had acted

with blamable carelessness was clear ; but a judge had nothing

to do with this point : his duty was to determine whether on

principle their negligence rendered them guilty of fraud. As a

matter of fact, we must say that, where good judges differed, the

question of principle was doubtful. The Court of first instance

laid down one law, the Court of Appeal another, and the House

of Lords, agreeing with the Court of first instance, at last estab-

hshed a rule to which every Court, including the House of Lords

itself, was bound to adhere, i.e. which became the law of the land,

and this law was finally modified by the only power which can

change every law—namely, the Imperial Parliament.

Just about fifty years ago the Court of Queen's Bench decided

what was then assuredly a doubtful point, that whp.^f, X induoed

AT to brpaV A^'s cnntracr, with A. the latter had a right to recover

damages from X {Lumlev v. Gye (1853), 2 E. & B. 216). The

validity™! this rule, and certamly its extent, remained open to

doubt. Some twenty-eight years later it was affirmed and some-

what extended by Bowen v. Hall (1881), 6 Q.B.D. (C.A.) 333.

It has of recent years been distinctly affirmed both by the Court

of Appeal (Temperton v. Russell [1893], 1 Q.B. (C.A.), 715), and

by the House of Lords {Quinn v. Leathern [1901], A.C. 495).

Fifty years ago, again, it was doubtful whether, if X had

entered into a contract with A, and before the time for per-

forming the contract had arrived, informed A that he would

not perform it, A had a right then and there to sue X for breach

of contract (Hochster v. Delatour (1853), 2 B. & B. 678). Eminent

judges were here again in some doubt. The law was m truth

uncertain. But later decisions {Frost v. Knight (1872), L.E.

7 Ex. Ill (Ex. Ch.) ; Mersey Steel & Iron Co. v. Naylor (1884),

9 App. Cas. 434) have affirmed the principle of Hochster v. Delatour;

the Courts or the judges have then in reality made it a law.

It would be difficult to find a better instance of judge-made
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law than the rule laid down by the House of Lords itself, that

the House is bound by its own decisions {London Street Tramways
Co. V. London County Council [1898], A.C. 375 ; R. v. MilUs

(1844), 10 CI. & F. 534 ; Beamish v. Beamish (1861), 9 H.L.C.

274). Some competent critics, indeed, have argued that this

rule or law has only of recent years been firmly established. If

this view be correct (which may be doubtful) it only makes the

establishment of the rule with which we are dealing all the more
striking as an example of legislative authority exerted by the

final Court of Appeal. The rule, however, is in any case one

towards which the decisions of the House of Lords and the dicta

of eminent lawyers have pointed. It is in strict conformity with
the respect for precedent which is the parent of judge-made law.

It is in any case now part of the law of the land, and therefore

forms an impressive instance of a law indirectly though surely

enacted by the final Court of Appeal. These illustrations of

such judicial law-making may suffice. It would be easy to

multiply them ; they sufficiently, however, prove the conclusion
on which it is here necessary to insist—that the legislative action
of the judges is the necessary consequence of ideas which under-
lie our whole judicial system.

B. Amount of Judge-made Law

It is hard to give to any person not versed in English law an
adequate notion of the extent to which our law is the creation
of the Courts (see pp. 361-363, ante). As already stated, by far
the greater part of the law of contract—one might almost say
the whole of the law of torts, all the rules or doctrines of equity,
several outlying branches of the law,—such, for example, as the
principles embraced under the head of the conflict of laws,—either
originally were, or stillare, to be deduced from judicial decisions
or, what is in reality the same thing, from the doctrines of writers
such as Coke, whose dicta are accepted by the Courts as law.
Statutes themselves, though manifestly the work of Parliament,
often receive more than half their meaning from judicial decisions.
And this holds good not only of ancient, but sometimes also of
modern Acts of Parliament.

It is at least a curious fact, tha.t bv an odd paradox our rules
of procedure, which seerr. from their na ture to hp.lnn.r"g^i;^SIlv
to the sphere of mdicia.1 lAcri.slation d^rn^B t.>.pir .-.Ui^. f^. anthorU.v
ati tlTfiTTresent day from the .TudicatnrP A,.f« k„t h.r^ „o .lo.-

where, exceptio probat regulam. No doubt the authority of the
Rules of Court is derived from the Judicature Acts, but Parlia-
ment has most wisely, under these Acts, given to the judges direct,
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though admittedly subordinate, legislative authority. The
Rules of Court are framed by judges, though they require for their

validity the tacit sanction of Parliament ; and these Rules of

Court are as truly laws as any part of the Judicature Acts under
which they are made. They decide matters of great importance.

If they deal only with procedure, it is absolutely impossible to

handle procedure freely without immediately trenching upon
substantive law. Where there is no remedy there is no right.

To give a remedy is to confer a right. Thus the rules which
determine the limits of the High Court's jurisdiction do in truth

often determine how far any person has a remedy against, e.g.

a breaker of a contract or a wrong-doer who is not in England

—

i.e. they in reality, though not in form, determine the effective

rights of A against X, who is not in England, in respect of a

contract broken or a wrong committed by X.
It is a common notion with us, countenanced by the general

expressions of French writers of authority, that judicial legisla-

tion is unknown to, and indeed cannot exist in countries such as

France, where the law is reduced to the form of a Code (see

Berthelemy, Droit Administratif, p. 12). But this idea, if accepted

too absolutely, is misleading. True it is that in countries where

precedent is of less weight than in England, where there are

several independent Courts of Appeal, where there exists no

one final Court of Appeal (in the sense in which we use that term),

and where the Executive has a good deal to do with the inter-

pretation of the law, the sphere of judicial legislation is less

extensive than in England ; but it is certainlv not the case t.hat

in modern France, at any rate, you will find no judge-made law .

Precedent (lajurisprudence) tells with French judges, and wherever

precedent has weight there one will always find case-law, which,

in the modern world, is almost necessarily judge-made law. We
have already seen (see p. 472, ante) that the French combination

law has been expounded and modified by the judges (see Pic,

pp. 198-201) in much the same way as the combination law of

England has been explained and modified by our Courts.

Judicial decisions (la jurisprudence) have extended the property

rights of a married woman under the Code (see Le Code Civil,

1804-1904 ; lAvre du Centenaire, pp. 287-289). And generally,

if we are to believe French authorities, reported judgments have

in France told considerably upon the whole character of the Code

(ifcirf. pp. 175-204). What is less obvious at first, but on investiga-

tion turns out even more cp.rta.in- is that tJie wiiole ot Jrench

droit administratif. whii^.h is aJ^A^^,a^^Y Taping fransfnTmeri ing^a

regular paT|f pf "Ftptip.Ti la.w
,

is whnllv nr almost, whoUv based upon
f

fl^j^ f.
]pw

jf,
nn TTinrA rlp.p<»nf|° "p"'' "^y lr.wpQaciorl j^v ^.hijv French
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Legislature than did equity in the time of Charles II. depend upon
any Act of Parliament (see Dicey, Law of the Constitution, 7th ed.,

pp. 369, 370).

C. Characteristics of Judge-made Law

(1) Judge-made law is real law , though made under the form
of, and often described, by judges no less than by jurists, as the

mere interpretation of law.

Whoever fairly considers how large are the masses of English
law for which no other authority than judicial decisions or

reported cases can be found, will easily acquiesce in the statement
that law made by the judges is as truly law as are laws made
by Parliament. In what sense, if at all, the function of the
judges can be described as merely interpretation of the law is

considered in a later part of this Note.

(2) Judge-made law is subject to certain limitations .

It cannot openly declare a new nrinciple of law : it must
always take the form of a deduction from some legal principle
whereof the validity is admitted, or of the application or inter-

pretation of some statutory enactment.
Ij; cannot overridp, statute law .

The Courts may, by a process of interpretation, indirectly
limit or possibly extend the operation of a statute, but they
cannot set a statute aside. Nor have they in England ever
adopted the doctrine which exists, one is told, ,in Scotland, that
a statute may become obsolete by disuse.

It cannot from its very nature override any established principle
of judge-maae law.

A. superior Uourt may, of course, overrule any principle of
law that derives its authority merely from the decisions of an
mferior Court. Thus the House of Lords may, and occasionaHy
has, set aside or treated as not being in reality law a rule which,
though of considerable antiquity and long received as law, has
not been confirmed by the sanction of the House itself ; and the
Court of Appeal is not bound to follow principles in favour of
which nothing can be cited but judgments of the King's Bench
Dmsion or of the older Courts of which the King's Bench Division
IS the successor. But no Court-not even the House of Lords-
wiil directly invalidate a rule sanctioned by that House.

Even this statement must be taken subject to some slight
limitation The House will occasionally limit ih^ np.r.fi.^ .f

p
well-established legal rule either bv .,nKfl. ^^stinctinns nr bv
rotusmg to carry a rule further " as the expression goes. By

this IS really meant that the House, while recognising the validity
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of some well-recognised legal principle, and applying it to cases

which indubitably fall within it, will not apply it to other cases

which can be brought within it only by some process of logical

argument. Nor is there anything ia this course inconsistent

with sound logic and good sense. It is a mere recognition of

the undoubted fact that a sound principle may, even as expressed

ia authoritative judgments, cover cases to which it was never

meant to apply, and which were not before the mind of the

Court which enunciated the priuciple. When this is so, a Court

of final appeal rightly gives efiect to the real meaning rather

than to the mere words of a rule of law. This, at any rate, is

the way in which our Courts sometimes deal with rtdes resting

upon judicial decisions. The freedom with which they interpret

such rules is a virtue. What is to be regretted is that our Courts

have felt themselves less at liberty, in modern times at least, with

regard to the interpretation of statutes, and are apt to pay more

attention to the words than to the spirit of an Act of Parliament.

they themselves have conferred the character nf 1a.w If^a^^ tn t.he

important result that the legislative ppwprg nf f>io nr.nyt"^ ,,^i;]^»

in this to the authority of PaTliament,. becnnnp, cT3.dna.llv m
particular «p>iPT-B.'i A-!r>ignat.P(1

Their capacity, for example, to carry out further reforms in

regard to the property rights of women had early in the nineteenth

century all but reached its final limit (see pp. 375-383, ante).

Before 1870 it was exhausted. The field for innovation or reform

was filled or blocked by rules which, whether created by statute

or by judicial legislation, neither the Court of Chancery nor any

other Court had the power to modify or change ; and what

happened in this particular instance must always happen when-

ever a given department of law has been made the subject of

much legislation, whether parliamentary or judicial ; the way

towards change or reform has got blocked by laws which, under

the English Constitution, can be changed or amended only by the

sovereign authority of Parliament. From this fact it might be

inferred that the sphere of judicial legrjslation must graduaUy

become na,rrower and narrower, anci -judicial legislation itself

nnrv^P Pt. 1g«f rnn.p1pt.e1v to an eud. This couclusion coutams

this amount of truth, that no modern judges can mould the law

anything like as freely as did their predecessors some centuries

ago. No Lord Chief-Justice of to-day could occupy anything

like the position of Coke, or carry out reforms such as were

achieved or attempted by Lord Mansfield. There are whole

departments of law which no longer afiord a field for judicial

legislation. But for aU this the judicial "nthfl^^T "^ ^^'' 'Rencb .
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fhnntih anhipp.t, t.n rP^triVfrnn ia nnt. IiVpW fn T^p. TpA^^c.pA to Tint.TiJTrgr

The complexity of modern life, in the fixst place, produces new
combinations of circumstances, which, in so far as they give

rise to legal disputes, bring before our tribunals vhat are in reality

new cases—^that is, cases which must be determined either by
applying to their solution some new principle, or, what more often

happens, by the extension of some old principle which is found
to be really applicable. The interpretation, in the second place,

of statutes will always exercise the ingenuity of our judges. In
either case there is room for the exercise of what is in truth

judicial legislation.

(4) Judge-made law is apt to be hypothetical law.

A clear rule, supported by a judgment of the House of Lords,
is in reality as much a law as any Act of Parliament, and this

holds a fortiori true of a rule supported by many judgments
both of the House of Lords and of other Courts. But there
may well be rules established by the judgments, say, of the
King's Bench, of the old Court of Exchequer Chamber, or of the
present Court of Appeal, which have been generally acquiesced
in, but have never been brought before the House of Lords.
This was till quite recently—to recur to an illustration already
used—the state of things with regard to the rule that A had a
right of action against Z, who induced N to break his contract
with A. TUl a year or two ago it depended for its authority
wholly upon a judgment of the Queen's Bench, reinforced by
a later decision of the Queen's Bench Division. Was it good
law or not ? Not the most learned of lawyers could give an
absolutely conclusive reply; no one could in reality say more
than that the rule in question was hypothetical law. And a
good deal of such hypothetical law is, it should be observed,
always in existence, and may continue to exist for a length of
time. For many years it was a matter of real uncertainty whether
the Divorce Court had jurisdiction to divorce persons permanently
resident though not domicHed in England. A decision of the
Court of Appeal showed that such jurisdiction might exist {Nibovet
V. mhoyet (1878), 4 P.D. (C.A.) 1). But many of the best lawyers
entertamed grave doubts whether the decision of the Court of
Appeal was good law. It was in truth hypothetical law. The
doubts of critics have at last been justified. The decision of the
Court of Appeal m Nihoyet v. Nihoyet has been virtually over-
ruled, and we now know with something hke certainty that
domicil must be taken to be in England the basis of divorce
jurisdiction. This tendency of judicial legislation to foster the
existence of hypothetical law is its worst defect. The pubhc
it may be suggested, would gain a good deal if a power were
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conferred upon the House of Lords of calling up for tie House's

decision (say on the motion of the Attorney-General, and, of

course, at the public expense) cases determined by the Court of

Appeal, and involving the determination of an important principle

of law which had never come before the House of Lords.

D. Objections to or Criticisms on the theory of Judge-made Law

The view of judge-made law here propounded is exposed to

three difierent objections or criticisms.

First objection.—There is no such thing, it is ffVff"';tJTT"^il nhj""^'"^

as iudge-made law : Courts or jurlgrps ars nsver the creators of

law ; they alwavs act, as Inno- a.t a,ny rate as thev disdiarw, their

proper duty, as interpreters of the law and not as legislators

;

the law which they interpret may be statute law, or it may be

a rule of law created by custom, but in any case it exists and is

known to the people of a given coimtry before the judges under-

take to interpret it. The validity, it is added, of this objection

is proved by the fact that Courts invariably profess to explain

a law which already exists and needs only explanation.

Now, in replying to this objection, which may be put in various

forms, it is well to make one or two admissions. If the critic

means only that the very elastic term " interpretation " may be

so extended as to cover everything which is done by an English

judge when performing his judicial duty, it may be admitted that

this is so. A mere dispute about the right use of a word which

easily admits of almost indefinite extension is an idle piece of

logomachy which it is wisdom to avoid. If, further, it be meant

that in many cases a judge or a Court does act merely as an

explainer of the law, this again may easily be conceded. Nor

can it be disputed that the explanation of a rule may, especially

where the rule is followed as a precedent, so easily glide into the

extension or the laying down of the rule, or in efiect into legis-

lation, that the line which divides the one from the other can

often not be distinctly drawn. And to these admissions may be

added the further concession, that in modern times, when an

immense number of fixed rules established either by Parliament

or by the Courts are in existence, it rarely happens that a judge,

consciously at any rate, does more than expound what one may

well call established legal principles. But all these concessions do

not get rid of the fact that a great deal of law has been, and a good

deal still is from time to time, the result of. and in effect created

by. the action of the Courts . TJie very r^iles which modern judges

'onlv interpret or explain can in ^"r^-.r p.psp-^ be dra.wn nnlv from

the judgments of theii- prpHsPAaanra A judge who applies to a
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particular case the principle that a promise made without any

consideration, or in popular language a promise for which the

promisor gets no advantage, is void, certainly may do no more

than apply or interpret a weU-known legal principle. But the

principle itself does not originate in any statute. The long and

intricate process by which it was thought out and established

affords a singular instance of judicial legislation. When a judge

applies the words of a statute to a particular case he may well do

no more than foUow a rule which he in no way creates, but, as the

history of all our older statutes and of many of our modern
statutes shows, judges who interpret statutes and whose inter-

pretation become precedents in reality legislate. To say that all

interpretation is legislation is, no doubt, to maintain a paradox.

But this paradox comes nearer the truth than the contention that

judicial law-making is always in reality interpretation. Nor
does our objector gain anything by insisting that judge-made
law often is what it assuredly is not always, the mere recognition

or interpretation of custom. The same thing may be said of

many statutes. The motives which induce either parliaments or

j
udges to treat certain customs as laws do not invalidate the

fact that when parliaments or luages give enect to a custom tEev
leyislatg . Here agann it is well to avnid fl.rcriiTnpntH tm-niTifr

mainly upon the meaning of words. Whether and in what sense

custom is to be considered the source of law, or whether it be or

be not true that judge-made law or judicial legislation are expres-

sions open to criticism, are questions which a reasonable man
may well treat with some indifierence. If an objector admits,

what with regard to English law he can hardly dispute, thgj-.

great portions of it are recorded onlv in and derive their authority

from the judgments of the Courts, the obiection that there is no
S]ich thing as judge-made law has receivecli substantia,! answ^i- .

Second obiection.—Judges, it has sometimes been maintained ,

have undoubtedly in fa.ct ma.de law, but have accomplished their

.£nd by the fraudulent pretence that they were interpreting a law
which, without a.nv i-nnra,! cla.im to do so. tHey were in tact creating.

This coTitp.Titifvn. tha.t laws are the result of judicial frauds" is

yearly akin to the d elnsion that rp,]ip-j||pa are the igr^-ygt,h of pri»atly

imposture. Both of these notions are ideas belonging to an
obsolete mode of thought. In neither case do they deserve
careful confutation. The notion that judges pretended to ex-
pound the laws which they really made is based upon ignorance
of the fact that fiction is not fraud, and that legal fictions are the
natural product of certain social and intellectual conditions. Nor,
be it added, has the progress of civilisation as yet enabled us to
get rid entirely of something very like legal fictions, or at any
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rate of the tendency in some departments of law to confuse facts

with fictions. This habit is stUl very traceable in the field of

constitutional law. It is convenient—perhaps necessary^to
consider the will of the majority as the will of the whole nation.

But it is perfectly clear that this identification, whatever its

convenience or its necessity, is a political fiction. What, again,

are we to say about the powers ascribed by English constitu-

tionalists to the King ? In some instances, no doubt, the fiction

is a mere figure of speech. Few, one trusts, are the men who
seriously believe that the miUions raised by taxes are granted to

or spent by the King. Most persons probably know that the
King himself takes no share in the administration of justice. But
what part does he or can he take in the appointment of ministers,

or in moulding the policy of the country ? The wisest consti-

tutionalist is the man who on such matters keeps a judicious

silence. One may conjecture that those who miTiiTniap a^y]^ +,>ingA

who " maximise " (if we may use a term invented, like Tn^'rijiyiifje

bv -Bentliaml tJie action ot the Urown are in equal danger of

error. Fiction and fact are here probably blended. The artificial

ascription of almost unlimited power to the King is a means of

concealing the fact that powers which are not unlimited are

indefinite.

Third nhnentimi,.—The. Courts, it is sometimes said and atill

more often th0Uf^>it,^ t.Viniicrh t.hev r.erta.inlv rin lp.gis1a.fp, nptr^j-

oTljjrht tn |p.fTJ.glafp g.t. a.l]

This is an idea constantly put forward bv persons who, riehtlv

or wrongly, 6bt6(^t fn sinmp pnnpipla Psfa.hUpl^t^^ by jndiVl^l

decisions . iSuch critics urge not only that the rule which they

condemn is a bad one, on which point they may perfectly well

be in the right, but also that the' rule, whether wise or unwise,

whether right or wrong, ought never to have been laid down at

all by the Courts, and this on the ground that it is the business

of the Courts to decide cases and not to make laws.

The answer to this line of criticism is that the person who
pursues it has in no case a right to blame the judges. His argu-

ment may mean that the whole English judicial system, with its

respect for precedent, is a bad one. So be it. But, even if this

be so, English judges cannot be blamed for acting in accordance

with a system which they are appointed to administer. Our

objector's argument, on the other hand, may mean that, the

English system being what it is, judges can, if they choose to do

so, always avoid judicial legislation. But, if this be the critic's

meaning, he distinctly ascribes to judges a hberty of choice which

they do not in fact possess. To simplify the matter, let us confine

our attention to the House of Lords. A case comes before the
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House -whicli can only be decided by either affirming or denying

the application or validity of some principle. But either affirma-

tion or denial will equally establish a precedent, or in other

words, a legally binding rule or law. How under this state of

things can the House by any possibility avoid judicial legislation ?

Eeturn to the case already noted of Perry v. Peek. The question

to be determined was, whether gross negngence when unaccom-

panied by deceit could be treated as equivalent to fraud. There

was much to be said in favour of an affirmative answer, and

the Court of Appeal said it with great force. There was much

also to be said in favour of a negative answer, and this, too, was

said by Lord Herschell and other eminent lawyers with the

greatest vigour. The House of Lords did, as a matter of fact,

give a negative reply, and laid down the law that carelessness was

a difEerent thing from lying. It is not necessary to decide or to

intimate which of two possible rules was the more logical. All

that need here be contended is that the House was compelled to

lav doWT] "TIP miff nr ^hp n+.lipr gnH that, whinhp-irpr rn|e waS
ImVl rlpiyn wmiM I'v. offof-f Vionr.TV.0 loyr JrL this CaSe, aS lu a

thousand others, the House, though acting as a Court, was com-

pelled to legislate ; and what is true of the House of Lords applies

in a measure to every Court throughout the land. A critic who
objects to the rule, or in reality the law established by a judgment

of the House of Lords may maintain that the House committed

an error. He may maintain that the rule which the Lords

established was not a logical deduction from the principles they

intended to follow, or that the rule, though logical, was in-

expedient, or, if he pleases, that the rule was both illogical and
inexpedient. But if he has mastered the nature of judge-made
law he will hardly commit himself to the contention that th e

House of Lords was to blame simply because its judgment estab-

1is\ip.rl a hxeg rule ot law. TJiia was a result over which the

House had no control, and tor which. thereffiTf it
'^^""^^"3

neither praise nor blame.
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Act of Settlement, 82
Acts : Old Age Pensions Act, 1908,

xxxiii ; National Insurance Act,
1911, xxxvi ; Trade Disputes Act,
1906, xliv ; Trade Union Act,
1913, xlviii ; Minimum Wages
Acts, xlix ; Education (Provision
of Meals) Act, 1906, xUx ; Mental
Deficiency Act, 1913, 1; Coal
Mines Regulation Act, 1908, li

;

Finance Act, 1910, U ; Roman
CathoUo Efilief Act, 1829, 11, 12
and Twte, 28, 29, 105, 204
Ecclesiastical Titles Act, 1851
12 note ; Factory, 28, 29 note, 290
Toleration Act, 1688, 29, 77, 78
Oaths Act, 1888, 29, 344 note
Municipal Reform Act, 1836, 30,
118, 187 ; Poor Law Amendment
Act, 1834, 30 ; Municipal Corpora-
tions, 30, 284 ; Money-lenders
Act, 1900, 34, 45 ; Divorce Act of

1857, 43, 184, 190, 347, 386, 387 ;

Married Women's Property, 1870-

1893, 43, 387-398 ; Garotters Act,
1863, 45 ; Reform Act of 1832, 19,

30, 31, 38, 39, 42, 48, 52, 161, 177,
185-187 ; Workmen's Compensa-
tion, 1897-1900, 68, 69 note, 283
and note ; Felony Act, 1836, 88 ;

Evidence, 90 notes, 206 ; Judica-
ture, 91, 208, 369 ; Combination,
95-102, 191-201, 267-273 ; Six, of

1819, 95, 102-103; Health and
Morals Act, 1802, 103, 108-110;
Union with Ireland Act, 1800,
104; Marriage, 190, 204, 345-

347; County Court Act, 1846,
Sir Thomas Snagge on, 218 note

;

Ten Hours Act, 232-240; Rail-

way Companies, 246 ; Joint
Stock Companies, 1856-1862, 246,
249 ; Common Law Procedure,

249, 369 ; Metropolitan Commons
Act, 1866, 249; Landlord and
Tenant (Ireland) Act, 1870, 264

;

Land Law (Ireland) Act, 1881,
264 ; Arbitration, 273-275 ; Ele-
mentary Education, 277-278

;

Labouring Classes' Lodging
Houses Act, 1851, 286, 291

;

Housing of the Working Classes,
1890-1900, 286, 291; PubUc
Health, 291 and note ; Allotments,
292; Outdoor ReUef (Friendly
Societies), 293-294 ; Ecclesiastical
Commissioners, 1836 and 1840,
338-343; Nonconformists' Chapels
Act, 1844, 344 note ; Burial Laws
Amendment Act, 1880, 348

;

Tithe, 1836-1891, 352; Compul-
sory Church Rate Abolition Act,
1868, 352 ; aerical Subscription
Act, 1865, 355; Clerical Dis-
abiUties Act, 1870, 355, 356 note ;

Irish Church Act, 1869, 356-357
;

Gaming Act, 1845, 369
Ad Clerum, Newman's, referred to,

316, 330
Administrative law, merits and

defects of, xM
Advantages, equalisation of, 275-

288
Agnosticism, 439
Aliens Immigration Bill, 1904, 298
Althorp, Lord, 107 note

Alton Locke, Charles Kingsley's,
244

American Declaration of Independ-
ence, 145, 309

American War of Independence,
Burke on, xxv

Ancient Law, Maine's, quoted on
Bentham, 168 note ; respect for
Bentham traced in, 414

Animals, humanitarianism and laws
for the prevention of cruelty to,

189
Apotheosis of instinct, 448-457
Arbitration Acts, modem, 273-275
Arnold, Dr., Miscellaneous Works

quoted, 76, 216 ; Lectures on
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Modern History referred to, 78 ;

and Church Establishment, 316,

320 note, 324 and note, 407 ; Life
quoted, 406 note

Arnold, Matthew, 442
Articles, Thirty-nine, 355, 437
Association, right of, 95-103, 191-

201, 267-273, Appendix, Note I.,

467-477
Austen, Miss, 114
Austin, John, 165 ; MiU'a Autobio-

graphy quoted on, 163 ; attitivde

of, towards democracy, 253 note ;

Jurisprudence referred to, 413 and
note ; writing in the Edinburgh
Review, i4S note, 447 note

Bagehot, Walter, xxv
Bain's James Mill, 322
Bankruptcy law, Lord Bowen on

the state of, in 1837, 122
Bannerman, Sir H. Campbell, 294

note

Bateson, W., Biological Fact and the

Structure of Society, Ixii

Battel, appeal of murder and trial

by, 93 and note

Beliefs, disintegration of, 438-448
Benefit of clergy, 93, 94
Bennet case, 354
Bentham, RationaleofJudicial Juris-

prudence referred to, 28, 424

;

Defence of Usury by, 33 ; influ-

ence of the teaching of, on law
reform, 126 ; Panopticon created
by, 130; guide of life of, 132;
ends achieved by, as a law re-

former, 134 ; and the American
Declaration of Independence, 145 ;

and the French Declaration of
Rights, 145 note ;

" Truth against
Ashurst " quoted, 148 ; conclu-
sion of, that the best form of

'

government is a democracy, 159 ;

influence of, on the method of law
reform, 165 ; Maine's Ancievi Law
quoted on, 168 note ; dissection of
the " Declaration of the Rights of
Man and the Citizen," 172 ; and
the adequate protection of rights,

205 ; wish of, to amend legal
procedure, 206 and note; Prin-
ciples of Morals and Legislation
referred to, 403 ; Fragment on
Oovernment referred to, 303

;

J. S. Mill on, 405; Emanci-
pate your Colonies referred to,
451 ; Works quoted, 458

Benthamism, predominance of, xxx

;

period of (1825-1870), 63, 126-

210 ; relation between, and
democracy, 158 ; acceptance of,

168-184 ; Dr. Johnson and Paley
and the fundamental dogma
of, 173 ; strength of, 176 ; extent
of the acceptance of, 177 ; not the
monopoly of Liberals, 180 ; a
middle-class creed, 187 ; and
humanitarianism, 188 ; debt of

collectivism to, 303-310
Benthamite legislation, principles of

reform, 134 ; and the principle of

utility, 136 ; and laissez faire, 44,
146 ; and extension of the sphere
of contract, 150 ; trend and
tendency of, 184-210 ; objects
attained by, 185 ; and transfer-

ence of political power, 185 ; and
humanitarianism, 188 ; and ex-

tension of individual liberty, 190 ;

and the adequate protection of

rights, 205
Bill of Rights, 82
Bills of 1904, tendency of, 295-

299
Biological Fact and the Structure of

Society, Bateson's, Ixii

Bishops, unpopularitv of the, in

1832, 314, 325 ; nroperty of the,
341

^ r J

Black Booh, 86, 87
Blackstone, 62, 65, 67, 70, 123 ;

Commentaries quoted, 71, 371,
375

Booth, Charles, Industrial Unrest
and Trade Union Policy referred
to, Ixxxviii note, xcii note

Boroughs, corrupt, disfranchisement
of, 39, 42, 48

Bowen, Lord, on the bankruptcy
law, 1837, 122 ; on law adminis-
tration, 208

Bowring, Sir John, 165
Bradlaugh, Charles, 437
Bramwell, Lord, 200, 273
Bright, 25 ; and household suffrage,

183 ; on the factory movement,
236

British Budgets, Mallet's, referred
to, liii

British India, legislation in, 5
Brougham, on Bentham, 126 ; on

the English middle classes, 185,
186 ; introduction of an Educa-
tion Bill by, 276 note; and
Wolfe's capture of Quebec, 452

Bryce, Mr., 450 note
Buckle, Henry Thomas, 183
Burial law. Dissenters and the in

1832, 348
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Bxirke, Edmund, and American
War of Independence, xxv ; and
Catholic emancipation, 28 ; on
the • conservatism of English
thinkers, 72

Burns, Robert, 113

Cabinet, functions of the, 85
Canada, Dominion of. Brougham and

the retaining of, 452
Carlyle, on " Chartism," 216 ; Latter

Day Pamphlets referred to, 244

;

and John Mill, 423 ; and constitu-

tional government, 442
Carpenter, J. Estlin, James Mar-

tineau referred to, 441
CathoUc emancipation, 11 ; Burke

and, 28
Chartism, 182, 240-243

Chatham, Earl of, 85
Children, humanitarianism and the

various enactments for the pro-

tection of, 188
Church, authority of the, before the

Reformation, 20 ; influence of

the EstabUahed, in 1904 com-
pared with 1830, 58 ; position of

the Established, in 1825, 119

;

the United, of England and
Ireland, 313, 356. See Estab-

Ushment, Church
Church rates, 352
Church reform, James Mill's scheme

of, 321-323 ; two forms taken by
the demand for, 335, 336

Citizen of the World, Goldsmith's,

quoted, 75
" aapham sect," 332
Clarkson, Thomas, 108

Clergy, beneflt of, 93, 94
Coal Mines (Minimum Wage) Act,

1912, xlix

Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1908,

U
Cobbett, William, 114

Cobden, 25, 26 note; on infant

labour, 221 ; Morley's Life

quoted, 288 ; and constitutional

government, 441 ; Political Writ-

ings quoted, 453
Code Napoleon, 7, 102 note

Coke, Sir Edward, 82
Coleridge, 114; and the factory

children, 224 note ; John Mill and,

426
Colleotivism, growth of, xxxi, xxxii,

Ixv, 211-258 ; influence on, of dif-

ferent currents of opinion, Ixx ; in-

consistency between democracy

and, Ixxi - Ixxxii ; expensive

government under system of,

Ixxxii ; conclusions to be drawn
from increase of, Ixxxvii ;

period

of (1865-1900), 259-302; prin-

ciples of, 259-288; debt of, to

Benthamism, 303-310

CoUectivist legislation, trend of,

xxxi, xxxiii, xlix, 288-302 ;
general

acquiescence in, Ix ; development
of, in France, Ixvi

Colloquies on the Progress and
Prospects of Society, Southey's,

215
Colonies, recent legislation of Eng-

lish self-governing, 299 ; change
in the spirit of our colonial pohcy,

455
Combination law, of 1800, xlviii, 95-

102; of 1824-25, 153-158, 191-201;

of 1875, 267-273 ; comparison be-

tween, in France and England,
Appendix, Note I., 468-476

Commentaries, Blackstone's, quoted,

71, 371, 375
Commerce, characteristics of

modem, 245-248
Comte, Auguste, 418
Comtism, growth of, in England,

244
Conciliation Acts, object of the

modem, 274
Conflict of Laws, Story's, referred to,

365
Constitution, English, democratic

tendency of, 48 ; speculations of

Paley concerning, 49 ; absence of

change in, 84
Constitutional government, 440-

443
Contract, sphere of : individualism

and, 150, 152-157 ; collectivism

and, 264
Com laws, suspension of, 25, 184,

243 note ; O'Connell and, 179

Corporations, English municipal,

118, 284
Cottage homes, provision of, 295,

296
Counsel, right to defence by, 88

Courts, and compulsory arbitration,

275 and note ; and Acts of Parlia-

ment, 362 ; law-making function

of, 363 ; influence of law writers

on, 365
Cowper, William, 107 note

Creevy Papers referred to, 160 note

Criminal law, mitigation of our,

29 , ,

Crown, arbitrary prerogative of the,

175

2K
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Daily News, Dickens and the, 419
Dale, Dr., on the Evangelical move-

ment, 401 note

Dalton, John, 114
Darwin, 22 note, 130 note, 457 note

Davy, Sir Humphry, 115
Declaration of the Rights of Man,

309
Democracy, inconsistency between

collectivism and, Ixxi - Ixxxii

;

merits and defects of, Ixxii, xc ;

and legislation, 44-61 ; advance
of, the clue to the development
of English law, 48 ; Tocque-
ville's use of the term, 50

;

meaning of term with reference to

the advance of, 52 ; influence of,

on certain laws, 55 ;
progress of,

identified with the acceptance of

free trade in 1846, 56 ; English,

contrasted with French, 59

;

relation between, and Bentham-
ism, 158 ; under the modified
form of household suffrage, 251 ;

democratic movement of 1866-
1884 contrasted with the Chartist
movement of 1838-48, 253

Democracy in America, Tocque-
viUe's, referred to, 50

Denman, Lord, 98 note, 363
Development of European Polity,

Sidgwick's, referred to, 47 note
Dicey, A. V., Law of the Constitution,

84 note

Dickens, Charles, political creed of,

418-422 ; Maine on, 419 ; as first

editor of the Daily News, 419 ;

Hard Times, 419-422 ; Little

Dorrit, 422 note
Discussion, freedom of : legislation

and, 204 ; laissez faire and, 425 ;

increase of, in England, during the
nineteenth century, 433-438 ; Acts
relating to, 204

Disestablishment, doctrines of Ben-
tham and, 313 ; demand for, in

1834, 324 ; Irish Church Act of
1869 and, 356

Disraeli, Benjamin, 233, 243, 252,
452

Divorce, sociahstic and democratic
views of, contrasted, Ixxix

Divorce Act of 1857, 43, 184, 190,

^_
347, 386, 387

" Doctrine of common employ-
ment," 281

Dogma, religious, decline in teaching
of, Ix

Duguit, Professor, referred to, Ixvii
note, Ixxxi

Durham, Dean of, on social dis-

content, Ixviii

Ecclesiastical Commission, 340 and
note. Appendix, Note 11., 477-

479
Ecclesiastical legislation, actual

course of, 335 ; system of com-
promise in, 358-360

Economic Liberalism, Levy's,

quoted, xcii

Edgeworth, Miss, 114
Education, parUamentary grants

for, 46 and mofe, 279 note ; the

State and elementary, 276 ; estab-

lishment of free, 278
Education (Provision of Meals) Act,

1906, 1

Eldon, Lord, 63, 83, 86, 363
Eliot, Charles W., Successful Profit-

Sharing quoted, Ixviii, xcii

Elizabeth, Queen, 35
Elliot, The State and the Church

quoted, 336, 337 note

Emancipate your Colonies, Beu-
tham's, referred to, 451

Emancipation of women, John Mill

and, 386
Employers' liability, 68, 280-284
England, characteristics of law-
making opinion in, 17-47 ; changes
in the social condition of, 1800-
1830, in relation to legislative

activity, 112 ; incongruity be-

tween the social condition and
the legal institutions of, 1800-
1830, 115

English Constitution, democratic
tendency of, 48 ; Paley's specula-
tions concerning, 49

English self-governing colonies, re-

cent legislation of, 299
English Thought, Leslie Stephen's,

referred to, Iviii note
EnglishUtilitarians, Leslie Stephen's,

referred to, xxviii note
Erie, Sir WiUiam, 97 note, 200
Essay on Government, James Mill's,

160 note, 187 note, 402
Essays, Hume's, quoted, 1, 14.
Essays, Pattison's, quoted, 465
Establishment, Church, two special

weaknesses of, in 1832, 314
;
privi-

leges of, as grievances, 315 : Mac-
aulay and, 315, 319 ; Dr. Arnold
and, 316 ; Sydney Smith and,
318 ; Lord Melbourne and, 320
note ; unpopularity of, in 1832,
325 ; legislation and the financial
position of, 339 ; reform of, 342,
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343 ; attempts to widen the
foundations of, 353

Evangelical movement, 343 ; Dr.
Dale on, 401 Twte

Evangelicalism and Benthamism,
relation between, 399-409

Executive, the, and compulsory
arbitration, 275 and note

Exhibition of 1851, 182

Factory legislation, 28, 29 and note,

109-110
Factory movement, Tory phil-

anthropy and, 220-240; Peel's

attitude to, 234 note ; Gladstone
and, 235 note ; Bright and, 236 ;

growth of socialism fostered by,

238
Familiar Letters, Sir Walter Scott's,

quoted, 120
Pawoett, H., 255, 293
Felony Act of 1836, 88
Finance Act, 1910, li

Foreigners, settlement of, in Eng-
land, 298

Fox, Charles James, 100, 102, 107,

123
Fragment on Government, Bentham's,

referred to, 303
Prance, growth of sociaKstio legisla-

tion in, Ixvi ; effect of the want of

a legislative organ in, 6 ; National
Assembly of 1789, 9 ; democracy
of, contrasted with English, 59 ;

the home of legislative conservat-

ism, 60 ; privileges of the nobles

of, under the Ancien Regime, 144 ;

Bentham and the pubUcation of

the Declaration of Rights in, 145
note ; combination law in. Ap-
pendix, Note I., 468-476

Frederick the Great, 5, 51, 442
Free trade, legislation of 1846, 13

;

English manufacturers and, 15

;

doctrine of, a dogma of economic
policy in England, 23, 24 ; prin-

ciple of, the doctrine of Adam
Smith, 24 ; protection and, 23-26

;

progress of democracy identified

with the acceptance of, in 1846,

56 ; statesmen and, 151 ; O'Con-
neU and, 179 ; the Exhibition of

1851 and, 182; in labour, 192,

270
French Revolution, the, 5, 83 ; evil

effects of, in England, 123 ; delu-

sion fostered by the traditions

of, 242 n/}te

Proude, Hurrell, 407 note

Fry, Elizabeth, 108

Gaskell, Mrs., Mary Barton referred

to, 244
Geldart, Professor, and Trade Dis-

putes Act, xlvi note

George III., 7, 66 ; his opinions an
index to English public opinion,

105 note

George IV., 124
Gifford, WiUiam, 114
Gilbert, Mrs., Autobiography of,

quoted, 327
Gladstone, W. E., 235 note, 347,

360 note

Godwin, William, 173
Goldsmith, Citizen of the World

quoted, 75
Gorham case, 353
Government, opinion of the gov-

erned the real foundation of all,

3 ; nature of English, during the
nineteenth century, 48 ; transi-

tion of EngUsh, from aristocratic

to democratic, 49 ; democracy a
comparatively new form of, 56

;

English system of, essentially

parliamentary, 59
Government of Dependencies, Lewis's,

referred to, 451, 455 note

Green, Professor T. H., 409
Greg, W. R., 165, 244
Gregoire, the Abbe, 37
Grey, Lord, 416
Grote, George, 182, 254 note

Grote, Mrs., and John Mill, 423

Habeas Corpus Acts, 190
Hal^vy, 126
Hall, Robert, 404 note

Halsbury, Lord, 85
Hard Times, Charles Dickens's, 419-

422 ; Ruskin on, 420
Hazlitt, William, 114
Helvetius quoted, 460 note

Herschell, Sir John, 115

High Church doctrine, the increased

authority of, in the Church of

England, 439
High Church movement, 329, 330,

331, 343, 406, 407, 408
Hillquit's Socialism in Theory and

Practice referred to, Ixxx

History of England, Lecky's, re-

ferred to, Iviii note

History of Factory Legislation, Hut-
chins and Harrison's, 29 note

History of the Jews, MUman's,
referred to, 434 note

History of the Thirty Tears' Peace,

Harriet Martineau's, referred to,

409 note, 417
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History of Trade Unionism, Webb's,
quoted, 157

House of Commons, Paley's view of

the unreformed, 73 j changes in

the constitution of the, 253
Household suffrage. Bright and,

183 ; introduction of, 1868-1884,
248-258 ; effect of, on legislative

opinion, 251
Housing of Working Classes Acta,

286, 291
Howell's Labour Legislation quoted,

273 note.

Humanitarianiam legislation, 106
and note, 188-189

Hume, David, Essays quoted, 1, 14
Hume, Joseph, 169 ; and the com-

bination law, 195 ; economic
radicaliam of, 411 and note

Huskiason, William, 197
Hutchins and Harrison's History of

Factory Legislation, 29 note

Ilbert's Legislative Methods quoted,
307 note

Imperialism, growth of English,
450 ; meaning of the term, 450
note

Indian Suooeaaion Act, 387 note
Individual liberty. Mill's assertion of

the principle of, xxvii, liv ; general
acceptance of principle of, xxviii

;

Benthamism and the extension
of, 190

Individuality, importance of, Ixxx
Industrial diaoontent, existence of,

Ixviii ; probable causes of, Ixix
Industrial Unrest and Trade Union

Policy,^ Booth's, referred to,

Ixxxviii note, xoii note
Insurance Commissioners, powers of,

xxxix-xliii

Interest, public and private, inter-
dependence of, liv

Ireland, Act of Union with, 95, 104,
105 ; Reform Ministry and Church
Establishment in, 334

Irish Church Act, 1869, 356
Irish legislation, 264
Irish Parliament, 104

Jeffrey, Lord, 114
Jevons, The State in Relation to

Labour quoted, 446
Jews, admission of, to municipal and

parliamentary offices, 344
Johnson, Samuel, 37, 142
Joint-Stock Companies Acts, 246
and note

Judge-made law, 362, 363, Appen-

dix, Note IV., 483-494 ; effect on
parliamentary legislation, 371-398

Judges, English, relation to the
Ministry, 364 and note

Judicial legislation, 361-398 ; special

characteristics in relation to public

opinion, 361-370
Judiciary, relation to the executive.

Parliament, and people, 58
Jurisprudence, Austin's, referred to,

413 and note

Keble's sermon on National Apos-
tasy, 323 note

Kenny, Outlines of Criminal Law
quoted, 79 note

Kenyon, Lord, 363, 368 note

Kidd, Benjamin, Social Evolution
referred to, Ixi

Kingsley, Charles, Alton Locke
244 ; and Mill's On Liberty, 427

Kipling, Rudyard, 456
Knox, John, 160 note

Labour code, modem, 29, 238
Labour disputes, governmental in-

tervention in, 274
Labour Legislation, Howell's, quoted,

273 note

Laissez faire, doctrine of, its hold on
the English people, xxxi, Ixxi

Lamb, Charles, 114
Lancaster, Joseph, 114
Land, ownership of, socialistic ideal

of, Ixxv
Latter Day Pamphlets, Carlyle's,

referred to, 244
Law, relation to public opinion,

1-16; mitigation of our criminal,
29, 188 ; absence of change from
1800 to 1830, 85-195 ; reason for
considerable change during 1800-
1830, 95-111 ; combination, 95-
102, 191-201, 267-273, 346-347;
state of the bankruptcy, in 1837,
122 ; Benthamite ideas as to
reform of the, 134-168; judge-
made, 362, 363, Appendix, Note
IV., 483-494

Law and opinion, twentieth-century
development of, xxiv

Law of the Constitution, Dioev's,
8i note

^

Law of Criminal Conspiracies,
Wright's, referred to, 97 note

Laws, suspension of com, 25, 184
243 note ; repeal of usury, 33^
45; law-making opinion fostered
or created by, 41 ; effects of
emergency, 45; influence of
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democracy on certain, 55 ; re-

actionary, 95 ; humanitarian,
106

Leaders of Public Opinion in Ireland,
Lecky's, quoted, 178, 179 note,

180 note

Lecky, History of England referred
to, Iviii note ; Leaders of Public
Opinion in Ireland quoted, 178,
179 rwte, 180 noU

Lectures on Modern History, Ar-
nold's, referred to, 78

Legal fictions and survivals, 1800-
1830, 91-94

Legal procedure. Acts relating to,

206-208
Legislation, comparatively small

results of, bd ; trend of ooUectivist,

xxxi, xxxiii, 288-300 ; dependence
on public opinion, 1 ; guidance in

matters of, by real or apparent
interest, 12 ;

" tentative," 45 ;

democracy and, 48-61 ; factory,

109-110 ; actual course of ecclesi-

astical, 335-358; judicial, 361-

398 ; respective merits and de-

fects of judicial and parliament-
ary, 395-398

Legislative Methods, Hbert's, quoted,
307 note

Legislative opinion, of 1859 and
1900 contrasted, xxvii, xxx

;

main current of recent, Uii
;

counter - currents and cross-

currents of, Ixx, 311-360 ; relation

to general public opinion, 399-465
Legislative quiescence, period of Old
Toryism or (1800-1830), 62, 70-

125 ; absence of change in law
during, 84-94 ; reason for change
during, 95-110 ; close of, 111-125

Legislators, English, influence of

opinion on, 35
Levy, Dr. Hermann, Economic

Liberalism quoted, xcii

Lewis, Sir George Comewall, Govern-

ment of Dependencies referred to,

451, 455 note

Liberalism and State control, 39
Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity,

Sir J. Stephen's, referred to, 427
note

Liquor, Bills aiming at restricting

the sale of, 299 note

Little Dorrit, Dickens's, 422 note

Liverpool, Lord, 117
Local Government in England, Red-

lich and Hirst's, quoted, 169 note,

307 note

London Review, publication of James

MUl's scheme of Church reform
in, 323

Louis XIV., 124 note

Louis XV., 6
Louis XVI., 6, 124 note

Lowe, Robert, 165, 253
Lowell, A. L., Public Opinion and

Popular Government quoted, xci

Lucas, C. P., 455 note
Lyall, Sir Alfred, Ixx note

Macaulay, Lord, 115 ;
" Gladstone

on Church and State " referred

to, xxviii note,, 21 note, 170 note

;

on sphere of State intervention,
xxix ; History referred to, 182 ;

on Southey, 215 note ; his defence
of the Ten Hours Bill, 223 ; and
Church Estabhshment, 315, 319

Macaulay, Zachary, 107, 108
M'Culloch, J. R., and the combina-

tion law, 195 ; on infant labour,

222
Mackintosh, Sir James, 169
Maine, on Bentham, 131 note ; on

Dickens, 419
Maine's Ancient Law referred to,

414, 461 note ; Popular Govern-
ment, 131 note, 419, 461 note

Mallet, Bernard, British Budgets
referred to, lii

Malthus, 173, 412, 428
Manchester School, 179
Manning, Cardinal, 408 and note

Mansfield, Lord, 81, 166, 368
Married women, history of the law

relating to property of, 371-

395
Martin, Henry, 108
Martineau, Harriet, 182, 199 ; His-

tory of the Thirty Years' Peace
referred to, 409 note, 417 ;

politi-

cal faith of, 415-418 ; Stories in

Illustration of Political Economy
referred to, 416

Martineau, James, Carpenter's, re-

ferred to, 441
Mary Barton, Mrs. Gaskell's, re-

ferred to, 244
Maurice, F. D., 407
Maxwell, Rt. Hon. Sir Herbert, 160

note

Melbourne, Lord, 180 ; attitude to

the Church in 1834, 320 note

Mental Deficiency Act, 1913, 1

Methodist movement, effects of the,

Iviii

Mill, James, 37, 107, 131, 161 ; and
government of women, 1 60 note ;

Essay on Government, 160 note,
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187 note, 402 ; scheme of Church
reform, 321, 323

Mill, James, Bain's, 322
Mill, J. S., On Liberty quoted, xxvii,

liv, 22, 146 note, 158 ; sympathy
with socialistic ideals, xxviii note,

XXX note; referred to, 17, 115, 131;
and restraints on the action of

individuals, 149 ; and political

equality of the sexes, 160 reoie

;

Autobiography quoted, 161, 163

;

and individualism, 183 ; Political

Economy referred to, 244, 445

;

Representative Government quoted,
250 ; and a democratic Reform
Bill, 253 note ; and elementary
education, 277 note ; promotion
of freedom as the test of utility,

308 note ; and emancipation of

women, 386 ; on Bentham, 405 ;

poUtical faith of, 422-432;
literary work, 424-430 ; H. Sidg-
wick on, 429

Milman's History of the Jews referred
to, 434 note

Minimum wage, legal establishment
" of a, xlix

Minorities, possible tyranny of, Ixiv
Ministry, Reform, 38
Miscellaneous Essays, Sidgwick's,

referred to, Ixi, 18
Miscellaneous Works, Arnold's,

quoted, 76, 216
Molesworth, Sir William, 40
Moral Philosophy, Paley's, quoted,

73 and note, 135, 280
More, Hannah, 108, 110
Morley's Life of Cobden quoted, 288
Mozley, James, 407 note
Municipal Reform Act, 1836, 30,

187
Municipal trading, 284-288 ; Darwin

on, 285

Napoleon I., 51
Napoleon III., 51, Appendix, Note

I., 471
National Insurance, G. H. Watts,

referred to, xxxvi n^te
National Insurance Act, 1911, ob-

jects of, xxxvi ; responsibilities
laid upon the State by, xxxvii

;

unemployment section of, xxxviii;
administrative methods and legis-
lative and judicial authority of
Commissioners under, xxxix-xliii

;

Court of Referees, xlii ; system of
administrative law created by,
xliii

Nationalism, 462

Nationality, declining belief in

principle of, Ivii

Navigation laws, repeal of, 190
Negroes, emancipation of, 189
New Poor Law, 181, 188, 204, 211
Newman, Cardinal, 115 ; Ad Clerum

referred to, 316, 330 ; preface to

Froude's Bemains, 407 note

Nonconformists, present-day influ-

ence of, 58 ; and marriage laws
of 1832, 315, 345 ; political dis-

sent, 333 note ; removal of pohti-

cal disabilities, 344 ; University
tests, 348, 349 and note

Novels, tone of modem, towards
the clergy, 328 and note

Oastler, Richard, Slavery in York-
shire referred to, 220 ; connection
with factory movement, 225-226

O'Connell, Daniel, 169, 177 ; Leoky
on, 178, 179 noU

Old age pensions, provision of, 295,
296

Old Age Pensions Act, 1908, YYviii
;

conclusions to be drawn from,
xxxiv ; in essence a new form of

outdoor relief, xxxv ; opposed to
the principle of Benthamite Liber-
alism, xxxvi

On Liberty, John Mill's, xxviii, Uv,

22, 146 note, 149, 158. 183, 200,
205, 436

Opinion, counter-currents and cross-

currents of legislative, Ixx, 311-

360 ; Hume's Essays on, 1, 14

;

characteristics of law-making, in

England, 17-47 ; state of, 1760-
1830, 70-83; freedom of, 204;
socialistic tendency from 1848,
245 ; effect of household suffrage
on legislative, 251 ; influence on
legislation of ecclesiastical, 334

;

confusion between, freedom of
discussion and freedom of, 435.
See Public Opinion

Outdoor relief, administration of,

292-294 ; Acts of 1894 and 1904,
293

Outlines of Criminal Law, Kenny's,
quoted, 79 note

Owen, Robert, 114, 181 note
Oxford High Church movement, 323
and note

Paine, Thomas, 114
Paley and the English Constitution,

49, 73 ; and practical conservat-
ism, 42 ; Moral Philosophy
quoted, 73 and note, 135, 280;
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his philosophy as applied to law,
143 and note

Palmerston, Lord, and Bivorce Act
of 1857, 183 ; and constitutional
government, 440

Parliament, arrest of reform, 38

;

Whigs of 1830 and a reformed,
56 ; relation of judiciary to, 59 ;

and trade combination in 1800,

96 ; Irish, 104 ; defects in

system of representation in un-
reformed, 115 ; reformed, and
utilitarian reform, 182 ; artisans

and reform of, 252 ; omnipotence,

305 ; and doctrine of Church of

England, 334
ParUamentary franchise, extension

of, 251
Parliamentary legislation, effect of

judge-made law on, 371-398
Parliamentary sovereignty, 305
Pattison, Essays quoted, 465
Pauperism, 293
Peasant proprietorship, 56
Peel, Sir Robert, and factory

legislation, 109, 110 ; and com-
bination law, 197 ; founded
Metropolitan poUce, 122 mote

;

attitude to factory movement,
234

Peerage, privilege of, 94
People's Charter, 181, 212, 240 Jiote,

252
Peter the Great, 5
Picketing in trade disputes, 268, 297

Pitt, Wifliam, and corrupt boroughs,

39 ; and Parliament of 1800, 100

Place, Francis, 56, 174 note, 181, 185

note, 195, 196, 423, 441
PoUce system, 122 note

Political Economy, Mill's, referred

to, 244, 445
PoUtical equality of sexes, 160 note

Political power, transference of,

185
Political Writings, Cobden's, quoted,

453
Pollock, Sir F., xlvii, 362 note

Poor, sympathy with condition of

the, Ixii, xciii

Poor Law, 181, 188, 203, 212, 292

Popular Oovermment, Maine's, 131

note, 419, 461 note

Popular traditions, absence of, in

England, 463
Person, Richard, 114

Prerogative of the Crown, 175

Press, legislation and freedom of,

436 and note

Primogeniture, 56

" Principle of Utility," Bentham's,
XXX note

Principles of Morals and Legislation,

Bentham's, referred to, 403
Private International Law, West-

lake's, referred to, 365 note

Procedure, legal : defects in 1800,
86-94 ; Bentham and amendment
of, 206 and rtote ; legislation and
reform of, 206-207

Property, legislation and freedom in

dealing with, 202 ; history of law
as to married women's, 371-398

;

effect of marriage as assignment
of, 372 note ; under French law,

387 note, 394 ; under Scottish

law, 394 ; in England, 394
Protection, revival of belief in,

xxxii ; English manufacturers
and, 15 ; attitude of landlords

and farmers to, 15 ; and free

trade, 23-26 ; favoured by French
democracy, 60 ; iavolves dis-

ability, 151 note ; Buckle on,

183 mote ; English self-governing

colonies and, 454
Public abuses, 1800-1830, 86
PubUc Health Acts, 291
Public opinion, relation to law, 1-16 ;

meaning of term, with reference

to legislation, 3 ; close connection

with legislation, 7 ; law-making
or legislative, 17 ; characteristics

of legislative, during nineteenth

century, 19 ; slowness of change
in legislative, 27 ; continuity of

legislative, 30 ; change of, and
alteration in course of legislation,

31 ; three main currents, 62-69

;

leading to Combination Act, 1800,

100 ; combination law reflection

of, 102, 273 ; characteristics of

judicial legislation in relation to,

361-370 ; relation between legis-

lative opinion and general, 399-

465
Public Opinion and Popular Govern-

ment, Lowell's, quoted, xoi

Puritan Rebellion of 1642, 82

Puritanism and law reform, 170 mote

Radical Programme, 1885, quoted,

256
Railway Companies Acts, 246

Railways, management of, by State,

248
Rates, Church, 352
Sationale of Judicial Jurisprudence,

Bentham's, referred to, 28, 424
Redlich and Hirst's Local Oovern-
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ment in England quoted, 169 note,

307 note

Referees, Court of, under Insurance
Act, xlii

Reform Act, 1832, 19, 30, 31, 38, 39,

42, 48, 52, 161, 177, 185-287
Reform Ministry, 38 ; and Church
Establishment in Ireland, 334

Reformation, 35
Religious Kberty and legislation, 204
Religious teaching of nineteenth and

twentieth centuries contrasted, hx
Bepresentative Oovernment, J. S.

Mill's, quoted, 250
RepubUoanism, democratic, 443
Revolution Settlement, 71, 77, 78
Ricardo, 428, 429
Richelieu, 51
Right of association, 95-102, 191-

201, 267-273, Appendix, Note I.,

467-476
" Right to work," admission of

principle of, xxxviii
Rights, rehgious belief and political,

29
Roebuck, J. R., 169
RoUe, Chief-Justice, 170 note
Roman Catholicism, revival in

England, 439 and note
Roman Catholics, penal laws against,

29, 80 ; and Act of Union, 105
;

removal of political disabiUties of,

344
RomiUy, Sir Samuel, 169
Ruskin, John, on Dickens, 420
Russell, Lord John, 440

Sacheverell, 326
Sadler, Michael, connection with

factory movement, 226-227
Salisbury, Lord, xxviii
Salvation Army, creation of, 439
Scott, Thomas, autobiography, 402

note

Scott, Sir Walter, 43 and note, 114,
117 ; Familiar Letters quoted,
120

Senior, N. W., 412
Sexes, poUtioal equality of, 160 note
Shaftesbury, Lord, connection with

factory movement, 227-232;
quoted, 234

SheUey, 114
Shops Acts, 290
Sidgwick, H., Miscellaneous Essays

referred to, Ixi, 18 ; Development
of European Polity referred to, 47
note ; on John Mill, 429

Simeon, 108, 119
" Six Acts " of 1819, 95, 102-103

Slavery, War of Secession in rela-

tion to abolition of, 16, 26

;

O'Connell and, 178 ; abolition

justified, 461 note

Slavery in Yorkshire, Oastler's,

referred to, 220
Smith, Adam, and free trade, 24

;

Wealth of Nations referred to, 28 ;

and trade combinations, 196
Smith, Sydney, 114, 169 ; on the
Reform Bill of 1830, 213; and
Church Establishment, 318

Social Evolution, Kidd's, referred

to, Ixi

Socialism, Tocqueville's prediction

regarding, xxv ; effect of exten-

sion of Parliamentary suffrage on,

Ixiv ; and factory movement,
238 ; and Radical Programme of

1885, 256
Socialism in Theory and Practice,

Hillquit's, referred to, Ixxx
Socialistic ideals. Mill's sympathy

with, xxviii note, xxx note ; con-
ditions influencing recent growth
of, liii, Ivi ; elements of, Ixxiii

Socialistic legislation, development
of, in France, Ixvi ; in France and
England compared, Ixvii

South Africa, war in, 455
Southey, Colloquies quoted, 215

;

Macaulay on, 215 note ; and
infant labour, 223 ; connection
with factory movement, 224-
225

Souvenirs, Tocqueville's, quoted,
xciii, 255

" Speenhamland Act of Parliament,"
101

Spencer, Herbert, 17, 146 note
State, regulation of publio labour by,

56, 239 ; and elementary educa-
tion, 276

State aid or protection, legislation
relating to, 260-264

State and the Church, Elliot's,

quoted, 336, 337 note
State control. Liberalism and, 39
State intervention, Macaulay and,

xxix
State in Belation to Labour, Jevons's,

quoted, 446
Stephen, Sir J. F., 96 note, 141 note,

206 note, 362 n^te ; History
quoted, 99, 193 note, 445 note;
and Mill's On Liberty, 427 note

;

Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity
referred to, 427 note

Stephen, Leslie, English Utilitarians
referred to, xxviii note ; English
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ThoagM referred to, Iviii note

;

quoted, 113 ; on Harriet Mar-
tineau, 417

Stephen, Serjeant, Treatise on the

Principles of Pleading referred to,

365
Stephenson, George, 115
Stories in Illustration of Political

Economy, Harriet Martiueau's,
referred to, 416

Story, Joseph, Conflict of Laws
referred to, 365

Strikes, combination law and, 196,

270
Successful Profit-Sharing, Eliot's,

quoted, Ixviii, xcii

Suffrage, effect on Socialism of

extension of, Ixiv ; introduction

of household, 248-258

Swift, Warhs quoted, 366 note

Sybil, DisraeU's, 233

Tacitus, xxiv note

Tarde, Gabrielle, quoted, Ixxxi, xc
Taxation, principle governing im-

position of, xxix ; burden of,

under Finance Act, lii ; immense
growth of recent, Ixxxii-lxxxvl

Taylor, Anne. See Gilbert, Mrs.

Taylor, Isaac, 327
Taylor v. Meads, case of, 379 note

Ten Hours BiU, 232-240

Ten Thousand a Year, Warren's,

referred to, 92 note, 328
Tennyson, Lord, 115
Test Act, Walpole and, 11

Thirty-nine Articles, 355, 437
Thurlow, Lord, legislation associ-

ated with, 81, 378
Times, quotations from, 287, 447

note

Tooque-yille, on Revolution of 1848,

xxiv note, xxv ; Democracy in

America referred to, 50 ; Sou-
venirs quoted, xoiii, 255

Toleration Act, 29, 77, 78
Tory philanthropy and factory

movement, 220-240
Tracts for the Times, 316, 323
Tracts on Christian Socialism, 244
Trade, corporate, development of,

245 ; characteristics of, 248
Trade Boards Act, powers under,

xlix

Trade combinations, transitory

character of, 218, 219
Trade disputes, governmental inter-

vention in, 274
Trade Disputes Act, effect of, xlv

;

privileges conferred on trade

unions by, xlvi ; Sir F. Pollock on,

xlvii

Trade Union Act referred to, xlvi

note ; purpose of, xlviii

Trade unionism, Benthamites and,
156 ; O'ConneU opposed to, 179 ;

Francis Place and, 181, 198 ; and
combination law, 193, 241, 267-

271, 297; Cobden on, 199;
English judges and, 199 ; con-
nection with Chartism, 240-243

Trade unions, privileges conferred

on, by Trade Disputes Act, xlvi

Trading, municipal, 284 ; Darwin
on, 285

Treatise on the Principles of Pleading,

Serjeant Stephen's, referred to,

365

Unemployment insurance, xxxviii

;

possible claims under, xliii note,

xUv note

United States, expression of opinion

in, 7 ; legal conservatism in, 8

;

Federal Constitution, 9 ; State
Constitution, 9 ; War of Seces-

sion and aboUtion of slavery,

16, 26 ; elaborate party system,

54 ; respect for obligation of

contracts in, 151 note ; individual

freedom in, 309
University reform, 350-351

University tests, 348, 351, Appen-
dix, Note III., 479-483

Usury laws, repeal of, 33, 45, 190
Utilitarianism, foundation of legis-

lative, 142 ; dogma of laissez

faire and, 146 ; in development
of English law, 169 ; legislative,

175
Utility, Bentham on Wedderburn's

dictum, 303

Vaccination, opposition to, Ixxv
Voltaire, 147

Wade, John, Blach Booh, 86, 87
Wage system, abolition of the,

Ixxxviii

Wages, minimum, legal establish-

ment of, xlix

War of Secession, and abolition

of slavery, 16, 26; influence of

result in England, 251

Warren's Ten Thousand a Year re-

ferred to, 92 note, 328
Watson, Bishop, 335 note, 343 note

Watt, James, 115
Watts, G. H., National Insurance

referred to. xxxvi note
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Wealth of Nations, Adam Smith's,
referred to, 28

Webb's History of Trade Unionism
quoted, 157

Webb, Sidney, 288 note
Wedderbum, Alexander, 303
Weffington, Duke of, 209, 440
Wesley, John, 107, 402 note,

404
Westcott, Bishop, 408
Westlake, John, Private Interna-

tional Law referred to, 365 note
Whig Revolution of 1689, 82
Whitbread, Samuel, 102, 276 note

White, Joseph, 114
Wilberforce, 100, 108 ; encouraged
by Wesley, 404 ; Bentham's
sympathy with, 404 and note

Windham, W., 107 note

Women, Lord Thurlow and property
rights of married, 81

Wordsworth, 114
Workmen's Compensation Acts, 69,

283 and note

Wright, Sir Bobert S., 97 note ; Law
of Criminal Conspiracies referred
to, 97 note ; on the Combination
Acts, 1824-23, 191, 192

THE END
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contribution to political science."
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It is no criticism of this well-compiled book and the invaluable

collection of letters and papers to say that the autobiographic

fragment at the beginning shows what a loss was sustained by

Dicey's failure to write his reminiscences in full. This fragment,

written in his eighty-seventh year, is full of wise comment and
admirable lookings-back. His views, however, are adequately

represented by many letters on politics, law, literature, and
sociology. They represent the ripe outlook of a mind and
personality which, in the quietude of his study, was having more
influence for good on the world that he adorned than has been
vouchsafed to many able and resourceful politicians and statesmenj"
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